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THE WAY OF AMBITION

CHAPTER I

" \ I /E want a new note in English music," said Charmian,

V V in her clear and slightly authoritative voice.
' The

Hallelujah Chorus era has gone at last to join all the Victorian

relics. And the nation is drifting musically. Of course we
have a few composers who are being silly in the attempt to

be original, and a few others who still believe that all the

people can stand in the way of home-grown products is a

ballad or a Te Deum. But what we want is an English com-

poser with a soul. I'm getting quite sick of heads. They
are bearable in literature. But when it comes to music, one's

whole being clamours for more."
"

I have heard a new note in English music," observed a

middle-aged, bald and lively-looking man, who was sitting on

the opposite side of the drawing-room in Berkeley Square.

"Oh, but, Max, you always
—"

" An absolutely new note," interrupted Max Elliot with

enthusiastic emphasis, turning to the man with the sarcastic

mouth who had just spoken.
" Your French blood makes

you so inclined to incredulity, Paul, that you are incapable of

believing anything but that I am carried away."
"As usual!"
" As sometimes happens, I admit. But you will allow that

in matters musical my opinion is worth something, my serious

and deliberately formed opinion."
" How long has this opinion been forming?

"

" Some months."
" Some months!

"
exclaimed Charmian.

"
You've kept

your new note to yourself all that time ! Is it a woman ? But
of course it can't be. I don't believe there will ever be a great
woman composer." 32908-
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2 THE WAY OF AMBITION
"

It is &ot a woman."
*' Was it born in the gutter?

"
asked Paul Lane.

" No."

"Don't say it's aristocratic!" said Charmian, slightly

screwing up her rather Japanese-looking eyes.
"

I cannot

believe that anything really original in soul, really intense,

could emanate from the British peerage. I know it too well."

"It is neither aristocratic nor from the gutter. It is of

the middle classes. Its father is a banker in the West of

England."
" A banker!

"
said Charmian in a deplorable voice.

"
It is Cornish."

"
Cornish! That's better. Strange things sometimes

come out of Cornwall."
" It has a little money of its own."
" And its name—"

"
Is Claude Heath."

"
Claude Heath," slowly repeated Charmian. " The name

means nothing to me. Do you know it, Mr Lane?
"

Paul Lane shook his smooth black head.
" Heath has not published anything," said Max Elliot,

quite unmoved by the scepticism with which the atmosphere of

Mrs Mansfield's drawing-room was obviously charged.
" Not even a Te Deum? "

asked Charmian.
"
No, though I confess he has composed one."

"
If he has composed a Te Deum I give him up. He is

vieux jeu. He should go and live in the Crystal Palace."
" And it's superb!

" added Max Elliot.
"

Till I heard it I

never realized what the noble words of the Te Deum meant."

Suddenly he got up and moved towards the window

murmuring,
"
All the Earth doth worship Thee, the Father

Everlasting."
There was a silence in the room. Charmian 's eyes suddenly

filled with tears, she scarcely knew why. She felt as if a world

was opening out before her, as if there were wide horizons to

call to the gaze of those fitted to look upon them, and as if,

perhaps, she were one of these elect.
"
Father Everlasting!

" The words, and the way in which

Max Elliot had spoken them, struck into her heart, and so
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made her feel keenly that she was a girl who had a heart that

was not hard, that was eager, desirous, perhaps deep. As to

Paul Lane, he stared at his remarkably perfect boots, and
drew down the corners of his lips, and his white face seemed

to darken as if a cloud floated through his mind and cast a

shadow outwards.

In the pause the drawing-room door opened, and a woman
with blazing dark eyes and snow-white hair, wearing a white

teagown and a necklace of very fine Egyptian scarabs, came in,

with an intense, self-possessed and inquiring look. This was
Mrs Mansfield,

"
my only mother," as Charmian sometimes

absurdly called her.
" You are talking, or you were talking, of something or

somebody interesting," she said at once, looking round her at

the three occupants of the room.

Max Elliot turned eagerly towards her. He rejoiced in

Mrs Mansfield, and often came to her to
" warm his hands at

her delightful blaze."
"
Of somebody very interesting."

" Whom we don't know ?
"

" Whom very few people in London know."
" A composer, my only mother, who never publishes, and

who is the son of a banker in the West of England."
Charmian seemed suddenly to have recovered her former

mood, but she blinked away two tears as she spoke.
"
Why shouldn't he be?

"
said Mrs Mansfield, sitting down

on a large sofa which stood at right angles to the wood fire.

"
I know, but it doesn't seem right."

11 Don't be ridiculously conventional, my only child."

Charmian laughed, showing lovely, and very small teeth.

She was not unlike her mother in feature, but she was taller,

more dreamy, less vivid, less straightforward in expression.
At times there was a hint of the minx in her. She emerged
from her dreams to be impertinent. A certain shrewdness

mingled with her audacity. At such moments, as men some-

times said,
M
you never knew where to have her." She was more

self-conscious and more worldly than her mother. Secret

ambition worried at her mind, and made her restless in body.
When she looked at a crowd she sometimes felt an almost
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sick sensation as of one near to drowning.
"
Oh, to rise, to

be detached from all these myriads!
"
she thought.

" To be

apart and recognized as apart ! Only that can make life worth

the living." She had been heard to say,
"

I would rather sink

for ever in the sea than in the sea of humanity. I would rather

die than be one of the unknown living." Charmian sometimes

exaggerated. But she was genuinely tormented by the modern
craze for notoriety. Only she called it fame.

Once she had said something to her mother of her intense

desire to emerge from the crowd. Mrs Mansfield's reply was:

"Do you believe you have creative force in you then?"
" How can I know? " Charmian had answered. "I'm so

young."
"
Try to create something and probably you'll soon

find out," returned her mother. Since that day Charmian

had tried to create something, and had found out. But she

had not told Mrs Mansfield. She was now twenty-one, and had

been just eighteen when her mother's advice had driven her

into the energy which had proved futile.

Max Elliot crossed the room and sat down on the sofa by
Mrs Mansfield. He adored her quite openly, as many men did.

The fact that she was a widow and would never marry again
made adoration of her agreeably uncomplex. Everybody knew
that Mrs Mansfield would never marry again, but nobody
perhaps could have given a perfectly clear explanation of how,
or why, that knowledge had penetrated him. The truth was
that she was a woman with a great heart, and had given that

heart to the husband who was dead, and for whom she had

never worn "
weeds."

" What are we to do for Charmian, my dear Max? "
con-

tinued Mrs Mansfield, throwing a piteous look into her mobile

face, a piteous sound into her voice.
" What can anyone do

for a young woman of twenty-one who, when she is thinking

naturally, thinks it impossible for a West of England banker

to cause the birth of a son talented in an art?
"

"
I always said there was intellectual cruelty in mother,"

said Charmian, drawing her arm-chair nearer to the fire.

"
It's bracing, tones up the mind," said Paul Lane.

" But

what about this new note? All we know is a Cornish extrac-

tion, a banker papa and a Te Deum."
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"Oh—a Te Deum! "
observed Mrs Mansfield, looking

suddenly sceptical.
"

I know ! I know !

"
said Max Elliot.

"
I didn't want to

hear it till I had heard it. And then I wanted to hear nothing

else. The touch of genius startles everything into life."

" Another genius!
"
said Paul Lane.

And thereupon, as if acting on a sudden impulse, he got up,

said good-bye, and went away with his curiosity, if he had any,

ungratified.
" He's spoilt by the French blood his mother gave him,"

said Mrs Mansfield as the door closed. "If he had been all

French, one might have delighted in him, taken him on the

intellectual side, known where one was, skipped the coldness

and the irony, clung to the wit, vivacity and easy charm. But

he's a modern Frenchman, boxing with an Englishman and

using his feet half the time. And that's dreadful. In an

English drawing-room I don't like the Savate. Now tell us,

tell us! I am so thankful he is not a celebrity."
" Nor ever likely to be unless he marries the wrong woman."
" What do you mean by that?

"
asked Charmian with

curiosity.
" A woman who is ambitious for him and pushes him."
" But if this Claude Heath has so much talent, surely it

would be a fine thing to make him give it to the world."
" That depends on his temperament, I daresay," said Mrs

Mansfield.
"

I believe there are people who ought to hide

their talents in a napkin."
"
Oh, mother! Explain!

"

" Some plants can only grow in darkness."

"Very nasty ones, I should think! Deadly nightshade!

That sort of thing!
"

11 Poor dear! I gave her light in a vulgar age. She can't

help it," said Mrs Mansfield to Max Elliot.
" We are her

refined seniors. But sheer weight of years has little influence.

Never mind. Go on. You and I at least can understand."

As she spoke she laid her hand, on which shone several

curious rings, over Charmian 's, and she kept it there while Max
Elliot gave some account of Claude Heath.

"
He's not particularly handsome in features. He's quite
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conventional in dress. His instinct would probably be to use

the shell as a close hiding-place for anything strange, unusual

that it contains. He crops his hair, and, I should think, wets

it two or three times a day for fear people should see that it has

a natural wave in it. His neckties are the most humdrum that

can be discovered in the shops."
Does he dislike his appearance?

"
asked Charmian.

I daresay. The worst of it is that he has eyes that give
the whole thing away to a Mrs Mansfield."

"
What, and not to me? "

said Charmian, in an injured note.
"
She's fairly sharp, poor dear!

"
observed Mrs Mansfield,

in a rescuing voice.
" You mustn't be too hard on her."

Max Elliot smiled.
" And a Charmian Mansfield."
" What colour are his eyes?

"
inquired Charmian.

"
I really can't tell you for certain, but I should think dark

grey."
" And where does he live?

"

"
In a little house not far from St Petersburg Place on the

north side of the Park, Mullion House he calls it. He's got a

studio there which opens into a pocket-handkerchief of a

garden. He keeps two women servants."
"
Any dogs?

"
said Charmian.

" No."
"
Cats?

"

" Not that I know of."
"

I don't feel as if I should like him. Does he compose at

the piano?
"

"
No, away from it."

"He's unsympathetic. Cropped hair watered down,
humdrum neckties, composing away from the piano, no
animals—it's all against me except the little house."

"
Because you take the wholly conventional view of the

musician," said her mother.
"

If I dared to say such a thing
to my own child I might add, without telling a dangerous lie,

because you are so old-fashioned in your views. You can't

forget having read the " Vie de Boheme," and having heard, and

unfortunately seen, Paderewski when you were a schoolgirl at

Brighton."
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"
It is my beloved mother's fault that I ever was a school-

girl at Brighton."
"
Ah, don't press down that burden of crime upon my soul!

Lift it, by freeing yourself from the Brighton tradition, which I

ought to have kept for ever from you. And now, Max, tell us,

whom does Mr Heath know? "

"
I know very little about his acquaintance. I met him

first at Wonderland."
"
What's that?

"
asked Charmian.

"
It sounds more

promising."
"

It's gone now, but it was a place in Whitechapel, where

they had boxing competitions, Conky Joe against the Nut-

cracker—that kind of thing."
I

I give him up, Te Deum, Conky Joe and all!
"

she

exclaimed in despair.
" Do you mean me to meet him, Max? "

asked Mrs

Mansfield.
"
Yes. I can't keep him to myself any longer. I must

share him with someone who understands. Come to-morrow

evening, won't you, after dinner ? Heath is dining with

me."

"Yes. Is Charmian invited?
"

Max Elliot looked at Charmian, and she steadily returned

his gaze.
" You know," he said after a pause,

"
that you've got a

certain hankering after lions?
"

"
Hankering! Don't, don't!

"

II But you really have!
"

'

I will not be put with the vulgar crowd like that. I do

not care for lions. Tigers are my taste."

He laughed.
" Do come then. But remember, there are plants which

can only grow in darkness. And I believe this is one of them."

When Max Elliot had gone, Charmian sat for two or three

minutes looking into the fire, where pale, steely-blue lights

played against the prevailing gold and red. All the absurdity,

the nonsense, had dropped away from her.
" Max Elliot seems quite afraid of me," she said at last.

" Am I so very vulgar?
"
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" Not more so than most intelligent young women who are

rather
'

in it
'

in London," returned her mother.
"
Surely I'm not a climber, without knowing it !

"

"No, I don't think so. But your peculiar terror of mixing
with the crowd naturally makes you struggle a little, and puff

and blow in the effort to keep your head above water."
" How very awful! I don't know why it is, but your head

always is well above water without your making any effort."
"

I don't bother as to whether it is or not, you see."
" No. But what has it all to do with this Mr Heath?

"

"
Perhaps we shall find out to-morrow night. Max may

think you'll be inclined to rave about him."
" Rave about a cropped head that composes away from

the piano!
"

"Ah, that Brighton tradition !

"
said Mrs Mansfield, taking

up Steiner's "Teosofia."



CHAPTER II

IN
the comedy of London Mrs Mansfield and her daughter

did not play leading parts, but they were, in the phrase of

the day,
"
very much in it." Mrs Mansfield's father had been

a highly intelligent, cultivated, charming and well-off man, who
had had a place in the Isle of Wight, and been an intimate

friend of Tennyson, and of most of the big men of his day.
Her mother had possessed the peculiar and rather fragile kind

of beauty which seems to attract great English painters, and

had been much admired and beloved in Melbury Road, Holland

Park, and elsewhere. She, too, had been intelligent, intellectual

and very musical. From Frederick Leighton's little parties,

where Joachim or Norman Neruda played to a chosen few,

the beautiful Mrs Mortimer and her delightful husband were

seldom missing. They were prominent members of that sort

of family party which made the
"
Monday Pops

"
for years a

social as well as an artistic function. And their small, but

exquisite house in Berkeley Square, now inherited by their

daughter, was famous for its
'

winter evenings," at which

might be met the crime de la crime of the intellectual and

artistic worlds, and at which no vulgarian, however rich and

prominent, was ever to be seen.

Mrs Mansfield, quite instinctively and naturally, had

carried on the family tradition; at first with her husband,

Arthur Mansfield, one of the most cultivated and graceful

members of their
"
set," and after his death alone. She was

well off, had a love of beauty and comfort, but a horror of

display, and knew everyone she cared to know, without having
the vaguest idea who was, or was not, included in

"
the smart

set." Having been brought up among lions, she had never

hunted a lion in her life, though she had occasionally pulled

the ears of one, or stroked its nose. She had been, and was,

the intimate friend of many men and women who were
"
doing

things
"

in the world. But she had never felt within herself

9
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the power to create anything original, and was far too intelli-

gent, far too aristocratic in mind, to struggle impotently to be

what she was not meant to be, or to fight against her own clearly

seen limitations.

Unlike Mrs Mansfield in this respect Charmian struggled,
and her mother knew it.

On the following evening, when Charmian and her mother

were dining together before going to Max Elliot's, she said

rather abruptly;
"
Why didn't Mr Elliot invite us to dinner to-night, do

you think?
"

"
Why should he have invited us?

"

"
Well, perhaps it wasn't necessary. But surely it would

have been quite natural."
"
Probably he wanted to prepare the new note for you."

"
Why should I require preparation?

"

" The new note!
"

"
Why should the new note require preparation against

me?"
"

I said for you. Possibly we may find out this evening.

Besides Delia is in a rest cure as usual. So there is no hostess."

Delia was Max Elliot's wife, a graceful nonentity who,

having never done a stroke of work in her life, was perpetually

breaking down, and being obliged to rest expensively under

the supervision of fashionable doctors. She was now in Hamp-
stead, enclosed in a pale green chamber, living on milk and a

preparation called
"
Marella," and enjoying injections of salt

water. She was also being massaged perpetually by a stout

young woman from Sweden, and was deprived of her letters.
" No letters!

" was a prescription which had made her phy-
sician celebrated.

"
Oh, the peace of it!

" Mrs Elliot was faintly murmuring
to the athletic masseuse, at the very moment when Charmian

said:
" There very seldom is a hostess. Poor Max Elliot!

'

11
He's accustomed to it. And Delia must be doing some-

thing. This time she may be cured. Life originally issued

from the sea, they say."
" Near Margate, I suppose. What a mystery existence is !

'
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" Are you going to be tiresome to-night?

"

"
No, I won't, I won't. But if he plays his Te Deum I

know I shall sleep like a tired child."
" I don't suppose he will."
"

I feel he's going to."
" Then why were you so anxious to go?

"

"
I don't like to be left out of things. No one does."

"
Except the elect. How thoughtful of you to dress in

black!"
"
Well, dearest, you are always in white. And I love to

throw up my beautiful mother."

Mrs Mansfield put an arm gently round her as they left the

dining-room.
" You could make any mother be a sister to you."

Just before ten their motor glided up to the Elliots' green
door in Cadogan Place.

Max Elliot was the very successful senior partner of an old-

established stockbroking firm in the City. This was a fact,

so people had to accept it. But acceptance was made difficult

by his almost strangely unfinancial appearance and manner.

Out of the City he never spoke of the City. He was devoted

to the arts, and especially to music, of which he had a reafy
considerable knowledge. All prominent musicians knew him.

He was the friend of prime donne, a pillar of the opera, an ardent

frequenter of all the important concerts. Where Threadneedle

Street came into his life nobody seemed to know. Neverthe-

less, his numerous clients trusted him completely as a business

man. And more than one singer, whose artistic temperament
had brought her—or him, as the case might be—to the door

of the poorhouse, had reason to bless Max Elliot's shrewd

business head and generous industry in friendship. He
had a good heart as well as a fine taste, and his power
of criticism had not succeeded in killing his capacity for

enthusiasm.

''He's not begun yet!" murmured Charmian to her

mother, as the butler led them sedately down a rather long

hall, past two or three doors, to the music-room which Elliot

had built out at the back of his house.
1

I never heard that he was going to begin at all. We
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haven't come here for a performance, but to make an acquaint-

ance."

Charmian twisted her lips, and the butler opened the door

and announced them.

At the end of the room, which was panelled with wood and

was high, by a large open fireplace, Max Elliot was sitting with

Paul Lane and two other people, a woman and a young man.

The woman was large and broad, with brown hair, reckless

hazel eyes, and a nose and mouth which suggested a Roman

emperor. She looked about thirty-five. In her large ears,

which were set very flat against her head, there were long,

diamond earrings, and diamonds glittered round her neck.

She was laughing when the Mansfields came in, and went on

laughing while Max Elliot went to receive them.
" Mrs Shifmey has just come," he said.

" Paul has been

dining."
" And—the other?

" murmured Charmian, with a hushed

air of awed expectation which was not free from a hint of

mockery.
Mrs Mansfield sent her a glance of half-humorous rebuke.
"
Claude Heath," answered Elliot.

" How wonderful he is."
"
Charmian, don't be tiresome!

"
observed her mother, as

they went towards the fire.

The two men got up, and Charmian had an impression of

height, of a bony slimness that was almost cadaverous, of

irregular features, rather high cheek-bones, brown, very short

hair, and large, enthusiastic and observant eyes that glanced
almost piercingly at her, and quickly looked away.

Mrs Shifmey remained in her arm-chair, moved her shoul-

ders, and said in a rather deep, but not disagreeable voice:
" Mr Heath and I are hearing all about

'

Marella.' It

builds you up if you are a skeleton and pulls you down if you
are enormous, as I am. It makes you sleep if you suffer from

insomnia, and if you have the sleeping sickness it wakes you up.
Dr Curling has patented it, and feeds his patients on notning
else. Delia is living entirely on it, and is to emerge looking
seventeen and a female Sandow. Mr Heath is longing to

try it,
)>
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She had held out a powerful hand to the new arrivals, and

now turned towards the composer, who stood waiting to be

introduced.
"
Oh, but no, please!

"
said Heath, speaking quickly and

almost anxiously, with a certain naiveti that was attractive,

but that did not suggest simplicity, but rather great sensitive-

ness of mind.
"

I never take quack medicines or foods. I

have no need to. And I think they're all invented to hum-

bug us."

Max Elliot took him by the arm.
"

I want to introduce you to a dear friend of mine, Mrs

Mansfield."

He paused and added:
11 Mr Claude Heath—Miss Mansfield."

Paul Lane began talking to Charmian when the two hand-

shakes—Heath had shaken hands quickly
—were over. She

looked across the room, and saw her mother in conversation

with the composer. And she knew immediately that he had

conceived a strong liking for her mother. It seemed to her

in that moment as if his liking for her mother might prevent
him from liking her, and, she did not know why, she was aware

of a faint sensation of hostility towards him. Yet usually the

fact that a man admired, or was fond of, Mrs Mansfield pre-

disposed Charmian in his favour.

Perhaps to-night she was in a tiresome mood, as her mother

had hinted.

As she talked to Paul Lane, whom she had known pretty
well for years, and liked as much as she could ever like him,
she was secretly intent on the new note. Her quick mind
of an intelligent girl, who had seen many people and been

much in contact with the London world, was pacing about him,

measuring, weighing, summing up with the audacity of youth.
Whether he pleased her eyes she was not sure. But through
her eyes he interested her.

Heath was tall, and looked taller than he was because he

was almost emaciated, and he was a plain man whom some-

thing made beautiful, not handsome. This was a strange and
almost mysterious imaginativeness which was expressed by
his face, and even, perhaps, by something in his whole bearing
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and manner. It looked out certainly at many moments from

his eyes. But not only his eyes shadowed it forth. The brow,
the rather thin lips, the hands, and occasionally their move-

ments, suggested it. His face was not what is often called
" an

open face." Although quite free from slyness, or anything

unpleasantly furtive, it had a shut, reserved look when his

eyes were cast down. There was something austere, combined

with something eager and passionate, in his expression and

manner. Charmian guessed him to be twenty-six or twenty-
seven.

He was now turned sideways to Charmian, and was moving
rather restlessly on the sofa beside Mrs Mansfield, but was

listening with obvious intentness to what she was saying.

Charmian found herself wondering how she knew that he had
taken a swift liking to her mother.

" Did you have an interesting time at dinner?
"
she asked

Paul Lane.
" Not specially so. Music was never mentioned."
" Was boxing?

"

"Boxing!"
"
Well, Mr Elliot said he and Mr Heath met first at a

place in Whitechapel where Conky somebody was fighting the

Nutcracker."

Lane smiled with his mouth.
"

I suspect the new note to be a poseur, not quite of the

usual species, but a poseur. Most musicians are ludicrously

of their profession. This one is too much apparently detached

from it to be quite natural. But the truth is, nobody is really

natural. And no doubt it's a great mercy that it is so."

Charmian looked at him for a few seconds in silence. Then
she observed:

" You know there's something in you that I can't abide,

as old dames say."
This time Lane really smiled.
"

I hope so," he said.
" Or else I should certainly lack

variety. Well, Max, what is it?
"

" Mrs Shiffney wants you."
"

I always want him. I swim in his irony and can't sink,

like a tourist in the Dead Sea."
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" What a left-handed compliment!
"

11 A right-handed one would bore you to death, and my aim

in life is—"

" To avoid being bored. How often do you succeed in

your aim? "

" Whenever I am with you in this delightful house."
"

It is delightful," said Charmian to her host.
" But why?

Of course it is beautiful. But that's not all. It's personal.

Perhaps that's it."

She got up, and walked slowly away from the fire, very

naturally, with a gesture, just touching her soft cheek and

fluttering her fingers towards the glow, as if she were too hot.

Max Elliot accompanied her.
" And all the lovely music that has sounded here," she

continued,
"
perhaps lingers silently in the air, and, without

being aware of it, we feel the vibrations."

She sat down on a sofa near the Steinway grand piano,
which stood on a low dais, looked up at Max Elliot, and added,

in quite a different voice:
u
Shall we hear any of his music to-night?

"

"
I believe now we may."

" Why—now? "

Elliot looked towards Mrs Mansfield.
"
Because of mother, you mean?

"

" He likes her."
"
Anyone can see that."

After a moment she added, with a touch of irritation ;

'

He's evidently very difficile for an unknown man."
'

No, it isn't that at all. If you ever know him well, you
will understand."

"
What? "

she asked with petulance.
That his reserve is a right instinct, nothing more. Be-

tween ourselves," he bent towards her,
"

I made a little mistake
in asking Mrs Shiffney, delightful though she is."

'

I wondered why you had asked her, when you didn't
want even to ask me."

'

Middle-aged as I am, I get carried away by people. I

met Mrs Shiffney to-day at a concert. She was so absolutely
right in her enthusiasm, so clever and artistic—though she's
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ignorant of music—over the whole thing, that—well, here

she is."
" And here I am "

"
Yes, here you are!

"
he said genially.

He had been standing. Now he sat down beside her,

crossed one leg over the other, held his knee with his clasped
hands, and continued :

" The worst of it is Mrs Shiffney has made him bolt several

doors. When she looked at him I could see at once that she

made him feel transparent."
"
Poor thing! Tell me, do you enjoy very much protecting

all the sensitive artistic temperaments that come into this

room? Do you enjoy arranging the cotton-wool wadding so

that there may be no chance of a nasty jar, to say nothing of

a breakage?
"

He pursed his rather thick lips, that smiled so easily.
" When the treasure is a treasure, genuinely valuable, I

don't mind it. 1 feel then that I am doing worthy service."
" You really are a dear, you know !

"
she said, with a sudden

change, a melting.
"

It was good of you to ask me, when you
didn't want to."

She leaned a little towards him, with one light hand palm
downward on the cushion of the sofa, and her small, rather

square chin thrust forward in a way that made her look sud-

denly intense.

"I'll try not to be like Mrs Shiffney. I'll try not to make
him feel transparent."

"I'm not sure that you could," he said, smiling at her.

"How horrid of you to doubt my powers! Why, why
will nobody believe I have anything in me? "

She brought the words out with a force that was almost

vicious. As she said them it happened that Claude Heath

turned a little. His eyes travelled down the room and met

hers. Perhaps her mother had just been speaking to him of

her, had been making some assertion about her. For he

seemed to look at her with inquiry.

When Charmian turned away her eyes from his she added

to Max Elliot :

" But what does it matter? Because people, some people,
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can't see' a thing, that doesn't prove that it has no existence.

And I don't really care what people think of me."
"
This—to your old friend!

"

"
Yes. And besides, I expect one must possess to dis-

cover."

Her voice was almost complacent.
" You deal in enigmas to-night."
" One ought to carry a light when one goes into a cave to

seek for gold."
But Elliot would not let her see that he had from the first

fully understood her impertinence.
"
Let us go back to the fire," he said.

"
Unless you are

really afraid of the heat. Let us hear what your mother and

Heath are talking about."
"
I'm not afraid of anything except a Te Deum."

"
There's Mrs Shiffney speaking to him. I don't think

we shall have it to-night."
" Then I'll venture to draw near," said Charmian, again

assuming a semblance of awe.

The minx was evidently uppermost in her as they ap-

proached the others. She walked with a dainty slowness, a

composed consciousness, that were almost the least bit a fleeted,

and as she stood still for a minute close to her mother, with her

long eyes half shut, she looked t3'pically of the world worldly,

languid, almost prettily disdainful.

Mrs Shiffney was speaking of the concert of that afternoon

with discrimination and with enthusiasm.
11 Of course he's a little monkey," she concluded, evidently

alluding to some artist.
"
But what a little monkey! I was

in the front row, and he called my attention to everything he

was going to do, sometimes in Russian, sometimes in dreadful

French, or in English that was really a criminal offence, and

very often with his right elbow. He has a way of nudging
the air in one's direction so that one feels it in one's side.

Animal magnetism, I suppose. And he begs for sympathy
as if it were a biscuit. Do you know him, Mr Heath? "

'

No, not at all. I know very few big artists."
" But all the young coming ones, I suppose? Did you

study abroad?
"

2
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"

I went to the Royal College at Kensington Gore."

Mrs Shiffney, who was very cosmopolitan, had a flat in

Paris, and was more often out of England than in it, slightly

raised her eyebrows.
" You haven't studied in France or Germany?

"

Heath began to look rather uncomfortable, and slightly

self-conscious.
"
No," he said quickly.

He paused, then as if with a decided effort he added :

"
I think the training a student gets at the Royal College

is splendid."
" Of course it is," said Max Elliot, heartily.

"I'm sure it's quite perfect," Mrs Shiffney said, in her

rather deep voice, gazing at the young composer with eyes in

which a light satire twinkled.
"
Don't think I'm criticizing

it. Only I'm so dreadfully un-English, and I think English
musicians get rather into a groove. The Hallelujah bow-

wow, you know! "

At this point in the conversation Charmian tranquilly

interposed.
" Mr Heath," she said, slightly protruding her chin,

" when

you've done with my only mother
"—Mrs Shiffhey's lips

tightened ever so little—"
I want you to be very nice to me."

"
Please tell me," said Heath, with the almost anxious

eagerness that seemed to be characteristic of him.

Mrs Mansfield fixed her blazing eyes on her daughter,

slightly drawing down her grey eyebrows.
"
Well, it's rather a secret."

Charmian glanced round at the others, then she added:
"

It's about the Nutcracker."

"The Nutcracker!
"

Heath puckered up his forehead.
"
Yes." She moved a little, and looked at the chair not

far from the fire on which she had sat when first she came into

the room.
"

I care rather for boxing. Now "—she went

slowly towards the chair, followed by Heath—" what I want to

know, and what you can tell me, is this
"—she sat down, and

leaned her chin on her upturned palm—"
on present form do

you believe the Nutcracker is up to Conky Ja-ky Joe?
"
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As Claude Heath sat down to reply to this question, Mrs

Shiffney said:
"
Conky Jarky Joe! I thought I was dans le mouvcmcnl

up to my dog-collar, but I know nothing about the phenomenon.
Where does it belong to?

"

"
Wonderland," said Elliot, in a gravely romantic voice.

"
That's the land I've never seen, although I've had the

yacht for so many years."
" Nor I!

"
said Paul Lane.

"
I don't believe it exists, or

we must have been there. We have both been everywhere."
"
Tell the poor things about it," said Mrs Mansfield.

" Then

Adelaide can get up steam on The Wanderer and realize her

dreams."
" But Mr Elliot told me he met you there, and I remember

distinctly his saying the fight was on between those two pets

of the ring," said Charmian plaintively, after a certain amount
of negation from Claude Heath.

"
Yes, but I'm sure he didn't tell you I was an authority on

boxing form."
11 You aren't?

"

"No, indeed!"
" But you want to be?

"

"
I shouldn't mind. But it isn't my chief aim in life."

Charmian was silent. She leaned back, taking her chin

from her hand, and at last said gravely:
"

It isn't thai, then?
"

"That—what?" exclaimed Heath, looking at her and

away from her.
1

That you want. It's something else. Because you
know you want a very, very great deal of something."

"
Oh, a good many of us do, I suppose."

'

I don't think I do. I'm quite satisfied with my life.

1 have a good mother, a comfortable home. What should a

properly-brought-up English girl, who has been educated at

Brighton, want more? "

'

I'm very glad indeed to know that a Brighton education

stands its receiver in such good stead in the after years, very

glad indeed!
"

" You are laughing at me. And that's unchristian."
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"
Oh, but—but you were laughing at me! "

Despite Heath's eagerness, and marked social readiness of

manner, Charmian was disagreeably conscious of a mental
remoteness in him. Only the tip of his mind, perhaps scarcely

that, was in touch with hers. Now she almost regretted that

she had chosen to begin their acquaintance with absurdity,
that she had approached Heath with a pose. She scarcely
knew why she had done so. But she half thought, only half

because of her self-respect, that she had been a little afraid of

him, and so had instinctively caught up some armour, put a

shield in front of her. Was she really impressed by a well-

spoken-of Te Deum? She glanced at Heath inscrutably, as

only woman can, and knew that she was not. It was the man
himself who had caused her to fall into what she already

thought of as a mistake. There was in Heath something that

almost confused her. And she was not accustomed to be

confused.
"
I've made a bad beginning," she almost blurted out, not

able to escape from artifice, yet speaking truth.
" And I'm

generally rather good at beginnings. It's so easy to take the

first step, I think, despite that silly saying which, of course,

I'm not going to quote. It's when one is getting to know a

person really well that difficulties generally begin."
" Do they?

"

"
Yes, because it's then that very reserved people begin

hurriedly building barricades, isn't it? I ask you, because

I'm not at all reserved."
" But how should I know any better than you?

"

" You mean, when you're so unreserved, too? No, that's

true."

Heath's eyes troubled Chaimian. She was feeling with

every moment less at ease in his companionship and more
determined to seem at ease. Being generally self-possessed,
she had a horror of slipping into shyness and so retrograding
from her usual vantage ground. She expected him to speak.
It was his turn. But he said nothing. She felt sure that he

had seen through her last he, and that he was secretly resenting
it as a heavy-footed approach to sacred ground. What a

blunderer she was to-night! Desperation seized her.
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" We must leave the question to the reserved," she said.

"Poor things! I always pity them. They can never taste

life as you and I and our kind are able to. We are put here to

try to know and to be known. I feel sure of that. So the

reserved are for ever endeavouring to escape their destiny.
No wonder they are punished!

"

"
I am not sure that I entirely agree with your view as to

the reason why we are put here," observed Heath, without

a trace of obvious sarcasm. Nevertheless, the mere words

stung Charmian's almost childish self-conceit.
" But I wasn't claiming to have pierced the Creator's most

secret designs!
"
she exclaimed.

"
I was simply endeavouring

to state that it can scarcely be natural for men and women to

try to hide all they are from each other. I think there's

something ugly in hiding things; and ugliness can't be

meant."
"
Ugliness is certainly not meant," said Heath, and for the

first time she felt as if she were somewhere not very far from

him.
"
Except very often by man. Isn't it astonishing that

men created Venice and that men have now put steam launches

in the canals of Venice!
"

Venice ! Charmian seized upon the word, mentally leaped

upon and clung to the city in the sea. From that moment
their conversation became easier, and gradually Charmian

began to recover from her strange social prostration. So she

thought of it. She forced the note, no doubt. Afterwards

she was unpleasantly conscious of that. But at any rate the

talk flowed. There was some give and take. The joints of

their intercourse did not creak as if despairingly appealing to

be oiled. Of course it was very banal to talk about Italy.

But, still, these moments must come sometimes to all those who

go much into the world. And what is Italy, beautiful, siren-

like Italy, for if not to be talked about? Charmian said that

to herself afterwards, and was amazed at her own vulgarity of

mind. Ah, yes! That was what she had disliked in Claude

Heath—his faculty of making her feel almost vulgar-minded,

vulgar-intellected ! She coined horrible bastard words in her

efforts to condemn him. But all that was later on, when she

had even said good-night to her only mother.
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Their tete-a-Ute was broken by Mrs Shifrney's departure
to a reception at the Ritz. She must surely have been dis-

appointed in the musician; but, if so, she was too clever to

show it. And she was by way of being a good-natured woman
and seldom seemed to think ill of anybody.

"
I have so many

sins on my own conscience," she sometimes said,
"
that I decline

to see other people's. I want them to be blind to mine. Sin

and let sin is an excellent rule in social life." She seldom con-

demned anyone except a bore.
"

If you ever pay a call, which I doubt," she said to Claude

Heath as she was going, "I'm in Grosvenor Square. The
Red Book will tell you."

She looked at him with her almost insolently self-possessed

and careless eyes, and added:
"
Perhaps some day you'll come on the yacht and show me

the course to set for Wonderland. Mr Elliot says you know it.

And of course we all want to. I've been everywhere except
there."

"
I doubt if a yacht could take us there," said Heath,

smiling as if to cover something grave or sad.

A piercing look again came into Mrs Shifrney's eyes.
"

I really hope I shall see you in Grosvenor Square," she

said.

Without giving him time to say anything more she went

away, accompanied from the room by Max Elliot, walking

carelessly and looking very powerful and almost outrageously

self-possessed.

Within the music-room there was a moment's silence.

Then Paul Lane said :

"Delightful creature!
"

"
Yes," said Mrs Mansfield.

"
Adelaide is delightful.

And why? She always thinks of herself, lives for herself.

She wouldn't put herself out for anyone. I've known her

for years and would never go to her in a difficulty or trust her

with a confidence. And yet I delight in her. I think it's

because she's so entirely herself."
"
She's a darling!

"
said Lane.

"
She's so preposterously

human, in her way, and yet she's always distinguished.

And she's so clever as well as so ignorant. I love that
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combination. Even on a yacht she never seems to have a

bad day."
Charmian looked at Claude Heath, who was silent. She

was wondering whether he meant to call in Grosvenor Square,
whether he would ever set sail with Mrs Shiffney on The

Wanderer.



CHAPTER III

WHEN
Max Elliot came back they gathered round the

fire, no longer split up into duets, and the conversation

was general. Heath joined in frequently, and with the ap-

parent eagerness which was evidently characteristic of him.

He had facility in speaking, great quickness of utterance, and

energy of voice. When he listened he suggested to Charmian a

mind so alive as to be what she called
"
on the pounce." He

had an odd air of being swayed, carried away, by what those

around him were saying, even by what they were thinking, as

if something in his nature demanded to acquiesce. Yet she

fancied that he was secretly following his own line of thought
with a persistence that was almost cold.

Lane led the talk at first, and displayed less of his irony
than usual. He was probably not a happy man, though he

never spoke of being unhappy. His habitual expression was

of discontent, and he was too critical of life, endeavour, char-

acter, to be easily satisfied. But to-night he seemed in a softer

mood than usual. Perhaps he had an object in seeming so.

He was a man very curious in the arts. Elliot, who knew him

well, was conscious that something in Heath's personality had

made a strong impression upon him, and thought he was trying
to create a favourable atmosphere in the hope that music

might come of it. If this was so, he laboured in vain. And
soon doubtless he knew it. For he, too, pleaded another

engagement, and, like Mrs Shiffney, got up to go.

Directly the door shut behind him Charmian was conscious

of relief and excitement. She even, almost despite herself,

began to hope for a Te Deum; and, hoping, she found means
to be wise. She effaced herself, so she believed, by with-

drawing a little into a corner near the fire, holding up her

Conder fan open to shield her face from the glow, and taking
no part in the conversation, while listening to it with a pretty

appearance of dreaminess. She was conscious of her charming
24
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attitude, of the line made by her slender upraised arm, and

not unaware of the soft and almost transparent beauty the

light of a glowing fire gives to delicate flesh. Nevertheless,

she really tried, in a perhaps half-hearted way, to withdraw

her personality into the mist. And this she did because she

knew well that her mother, not she, was en rapport with Claude

Heath.
11 I'm out of it," she said to herself,

" and mother's in it."

Mrs Shiffney had been a restraint, Lane had been a restraint.

It would be dreadful if she were the third restraining element.

She would have liked to be triumphantly active in bringing

things about. Since that was evidently quite out of the

question she was resolved to go to the other extreme.
"
My only chance is to be a mouse!

"
she thought.

At least she would be a graceful mouse.

She gazed at the delicate figures on her Conder fan. They,
those three a little way from her, were talking now, really

talking.

Mrs Mansfield was speaking of the endeavour of certain

Londoners to raise the theatre out of the rut into which it had

fallen, and to make of it something worthy to claim the attention

of those who did not use it merely for digestive purposes.
She related a story of a disastrous theatre-party which she

had once joined, and which had been arranged by an aspiring

woman with little sense of fitness.
" We dined with her first. She had, somehow, persuaded

Burling, the Oxford historian, Mrs Hartford, the dear poetess
who never smiles, and her husband, and Cummerbridge, the

statistician, to be of the party. After dinner where do you
think she took us?

"

" To the Oxford ?
"

said Elliot, flinging his hands round his

knee and beginning to smile.
" To front row stalls at the Criterion, where they were

giving a knockabout farce called
'

My Little Darling,' in

which a clergyman was put into a boiler, a guardsman hidden

in a linen cupboard, and a penny novelette duchess was forced

to retreat into a shower-bath in full activity. I confess that

I laughed more than I had ever done in my life. I sat between

Burling, who looked like a terrified hen, and Mr Hartford,
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who was seriously attentive from beginning to end, and kept

murmuring,
'

Really! Really!
' And I had the poetess's

sibylline profile in full view. I was almost hysterical when it

was over. As we were coming out Mr Hartford said to his wife,
1

Henrietta, I'm glad we came.' She rolled an eye on him and

answered, with tears in the voice,
'

Why?
' '

It's a valuable

lesson. We now know what the British public needs.' Her

reply was worthy of her."
" What was it?

"
said Elliot, eagerly.

" '

There are many human needs, Gabriel, which it is

criminal to gratify.' Burling went home in a four-wheeler.

Cummerbridge had left after the first act—a severe attack of

neuralgia in the right eye."
Elliot's full-throated laugh rang through the room. Heath

was smiling, but almost sadly, Charmian thought.
"
Perhaps it was '

My Little Darling
'

which brought about

the attempt at better things you were speaking of," he said to

Mrs Mansfield.
"
Ah, but their prophet is not mine!

"
she answered.

An almost feverish look of vitality had come into her

face, which was faintly pencilled by the fingers of sorrow.
" Sometimes I think I hate the disintegrating drama more

than I despise the vulgar idiocies which, after all, never really

touch human life," she continued.
" No doubt it is sheer

weakness on my part to be affected by it. But I am. Only
last week Charmian and I saw the play that they—the superior

ones—are all flocking to. The Premier has seen it five times

already. I loathed its cleverness. I loathed the element of

surprise in it. I laughed, and loathed my own laughter. The
man who wrote it would put cap and bells on St Francis of

Assisi and make a mock of CEdipus."
She paused, then, leaning forward, in a low and thrilling

voice she quoted,
" '

For we are in Thy hand; and man's

noblest task is to help others by his best means and powers.'
"

Claude Heath gazed at her while she was speaking, and in

his eyes Charmian, glancing over her fan, saw what she thought
of as two torches gleaming.

"
I came out of the theatre," continued Mrs Mansfield,

" and I confess it with shame, feeling as if I should never
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find again the incentive to a noble action, as if the world

were turned to chaff. And yet I had laughed
—how I had

laughed!
"

Suddenly she began to laugh at the mere recollection

of something in the play.
"The wretch is terribly clever!

"
she exclaimed.

"
But

he seems to me destructive."

"Well, but—"
began Elliot. "Some such accusation

has been brought against many really great men. The Empress
Frederick told a friend of mine that no one who had not lived

in Germany, and observed German life closely, could under-

stand the evil spread through the country by Wagner's
'

Tristan.'
"

"
Then the fault, the sin if you like, was in the hearers,"

said Heath, almost with excitement.

He got up and stood by the fire.

"
Wagner was a builder. I believe Germany is the better

for a
'

Tristan,' and I believe we should be the better for an

English
'

Tristan.' But I doubt if we gain essentially by the

drama in cap and bells."

Elliot, who was fond of defending his friends, came vigo-

rously to the defence of the playwright, to whom he was
devoted and whose first nights he seldom missed. In the

discussion which followed Charmian saw more clearly how

peculiarly in tune her mother's mind was with Heath's.
"
This is the beginning of a great intimacy," she said to

herself.
" One of mother's great intimacies."

And, for the first time she consciously envied her mother,

consciously wished that she had her mother's brains, tempera-
ment, and unintentional fascination. The talk went on, and

presently she drifted into it, took her small part in it. But
she felt herself too brainless, too ignorant to be able to con-

tribute to it anything of value. Her usually happy and
innocent self-conceit had deserted her, with all her audacities.

She was oddly subdued, was almost sad.
" How old is he really?

"
she thought more than once as

she looked at Claude Heath.

There was no mention of music, and at last Mrs Mansfield

got up to go.
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As they said good-night she looked at Heath and

remarked:
" We shall meet again?

"

He clasped her hand, and answered, slightly reddening:
"
Oh, I hope so! I do hope so!

"

That was all. There was no mention of the Red Book, of

being at home on Thursdays, no "
If you're ever near Berkeley

Square," etc. All that was unnecessary. Charmian touched

a long-fingered hand and uttered a cold little
"
Good-night."

A minute more and her mother and she were in the motor

gliding through damp streets in the murky darkness.

After a short silence Mrs Mansfield said:
"
Well, Charmian, you escaped! Are you very thankful?

"

"
Escaped!

"
said a rather plaintive voice from the left-

hand corner of the car.
" The dreaded Te Deum."
"

Is he a musician at all? I believe Max Elliot has been

humbugging us."
" He warned you not to expect too much in the way of

hair."
"

It isn't that. How old do you think he is?
"

"
Certainly not thirty."

" What did you tell him about me? "

" About you? I don't remember telling him anything."
"
Oh, but you did, mother!

"

" What makes you think so?
"

"
I know you did, when I was sitting near the piano with

Max Elliot."
"
Perhaps I did then. But I can't remember what it was.

It must have been something very trifling."

"Oh, of course I know that!" said Charmian almost

petulantly.
Mrs Mansfield realized that the girl had not enjoyed her

evening, but she was too wise to ask her why. Indeed she

was not much given to the putting of intimate questions to

Charmian. So she changed the subject quietly, and they were

soon at home.

Twelve o'clock was striking as they entered the house.

The evening, Mrs Mansfield thought, had passed quickly. She
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was a bad sleeper, and seldom went to bed before one, but

she never kept a maid sitting up for her.

"I'm going to read a book," she said to Charmian, with her

hand on the door of the small library on the first floor, where

she usually sat when she was alone.

Charmian, taller than she was, bent a little and kissed her.
" Wonderful mother!

"

1 What nonsense you talk; but only to me, I know!
"

'

Other people know it without my telling them. You

jump into minds and hearts, and poor little I remain outside,

squatting like a hungry child."
1 And that is greater nonsense still. Come and sit up with

me for a little."
"
No, not to-night, you darling!

"

Almost with violence Charmian kissed her again, released

her, and went away up the stairs between white walls to bed.



CHAPTER IV

CHARMIAN
had been right when she had said to her-

self,
"
This is the beginning of one of mother's great

intimacies."

Claude Heath called almost at once in Berkeley Square;
and in a short time he established a claim to be one of Mrs
Mansfield's close friends. She had several, but Heath stood

out from among them. There was a special bond between the

white-haired woman of forty-five and the young man of twenty-

eight. Perhaps their freemasonry arose from the fact that each

held tenaciously a secret; Mrs Mansfield her persistent de-

votion to the memory of her dead husband, Heath his devotion

to his art. Perhaps the two secrecies in some mysterious way
recognized each other, perhaps the two reserves clung together.

These two in silence certainly understood each one some-

thing in the other that was hidden from the gaze of the world.

A fact in connection with their intimacy, which set it apart
from the other friendships of Mrs Mansfield, was this—Charmian

was not included in it.

This exclusion was not owing to any desire of the mother.

She was incapable of shutting any door, beyond which she did

not stand alone, against her child. The generosity of her

nature was large, warm, chivalrous, the link between her

and Charmian very strong. The girl was wont to accept her

mother's friends with a pretty eagerness. They spoiled her,

because of her charm, and because she was the child of the

house in which they spent some of their happiest hours.

Never yet had there lain on Charmian 's life a shadow coming
from her mother. But now she entered a faintly shadowed

way, as it seemed deliberately and of her own will. She

tacitly refused to accept the friendship between her mother

and Claude Heath as she had accepted the other friendships.

Gently, subtly, almost mysteriously, she excluded herself

from it.

30
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Or was she gently, subtly, almost mysteriously excluded

from it by Claude Heath?

She chose to think so. And there were moments in which

he chose to think that she obstinately declined to accept him

as her mother accepted him, because she disliked him, was

perhaps jealous of his intimacy with Mrs Mansfield.

All this was below the surface. Charmian seemed friendly

with Heath, and he, generally, at ease with her. But when he

was alone with Mrs Mansfield he was a different man. At

first she thought little of this. She attributed it to the fact

that Heath had a reserved nature and that she happened to

hold a key which could unlock it, or unlock a room or two of it,

leaving, perhaps, many rooms closed. But, being not only a

very intelligent but a delicately-sensitive woman, she presently

began to think that there was some secret antagonism between

her child and Heath.

This pained her. She even considered whether she ought
not to put an end to her intimacy with Heath. She had grown
to value it. She was incapable of entering into a sentimental

relation with any man. She had loved deeply, had had her

beautiful summer. It had died. The autumn was upon her.

She regretted. Often her heart was by a grave, often it was

beyond, seeking, like a bird with spread wings above dark

seas seeking the golden clime it needs and instinctively knows
of. But she did not repine. And she was able to fill her life,

to be strongly inteiested in people and in events. She mel-

lowed with her great sorrow instead of becoming blunted by it

or withering under it. And so she drew people to her .aid

was drawn, in her turn, to them.

Claude Heath had brought into her life something her other

friends had not given her. She realized this clearly when she

first considered Charmian in connection with herself and
him. If he ceased from her life, sank away into the crowd
of unseen men, he would leave a gap which another could

not fill. She had a feeling that she was valuable to him.

She did not know exactly how or why. And he was valuable

to her.

But of course Charmian was the first interest in her life,

had the first claim upon her consideration. She sat wondering
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what it was in Heath which the girl disliked, what it was in

Charmian which, perhaps, troubled or irritated Heath.

Charmian was out that day at an afternoon concert, and
Mrs Mansfield had made an engagement to go to tea with Heath
in his little old house near St Petersburg Place. She had never

yet visited him, although she had known him for nearly three

months. And she had never heard a note of his music. The
latter fact did not strike her as strange. She had never men-
tioned her dead husband to him.

Max Elliot had at first been perturbed by this reticence of

the musician. He had specially wished Mrs Mansfield to hear

what he had heard. After that evening in Cadogan Square
he had several times asked:

"
Well, have you heard the Te

Deum? "
or

" Has Heath played any of his compositions to

you yet?
" To Mrs Mansfield's invariable unembarrassed

" No!
"
he gave a shrug of the shoulders, a

"
He's an extra-

ordinary fellow!" or a "Well, I've made a failure of it

this time!" Once he added: "Don't you want to hear his

music?" "Not unless he wants me to hear it," Mrs

Mansfield replied. Elliot looked at her for a minute with

his large, prominent and kind eyes, and said:
" No wonder

you're adored by your friends!
"

Several times since the

evening in Cadogan Square he had heard Heath play his

compositions, and he now began to feel as if he owed this

pleasure to his busy and almost vulgar curiosity about musical

development and the progress of artists, as if Heath's reserve

were his greatest proof of regard and friendship. He had not

succeeded in persuading Heath to come to one of his Sunday
musical evenings, at which crowds of people in society and

many artists assembled. Mrs Mansfield taught him not to

attempt any more persuasion. He realized that his first

instinct had been right. The plant must grow in darkness.

But he was always being carried away by artistic enthusiasms,

and had an altruistic desire to share good things. And he

dearly loved
"
a musical find." He had a certain name as a

discoverer of talent, and there's so much in a name. The lives

that have been changed, moulded, governed by a hastily-

conferred name!
Mrs Mansfield was inclined to believe that Heath had
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invited her to tea with the intention of at last submitting his

talent to her opinion. They had sometimes talked together
of music, but much oftener of books, character, people, national

movements, topics of the day. As she went to her bedroom
to dress for her expedition, she felt a certain hesitation, almost

a disinclination to go. To go was to draw a step or two nearer

to Heath, and so, perhaps, to retreat a step or two from her

child. To-day the fact that Charmian and Heath did not

quite "hit it off together
"

vexed her spirit, and the slight

mystery of their relation troubled her. As she went down to

get into the motor she was half inclined to speak to Heath on

the subject. She was quite certain that she would not speak
to Charmian.

The month was Febiuary, and by the time Mrs Mansfield

reached Mullion House evening was falling. A large motor

was drawn up in front of the house, and as Mrs Mansfield's

chauffeur sounded a melodious chord the figure of a

smartly-dressed woman walked across the pavement and

stepped into it. After an instant of delay, caused by
this woman's footman, who spoke to her at the window,
the car moved off and disappeared rapidly in the gathering
darkness.

1 Was that Adelaide?
"
Mrs Mansfield asked herself as she

got out.

She was not certain, but she thought the passing figure
had looked like Mrs Shiffney's.

The door of Mullion House stood open, held by a thin

woman with very large grey eyes, who smiled at Mrs Mansfield

and made a slight motion, almost as if she mentally dropped a

curtsey, but physically refrained out of respect for London ways.
'

Oh, yes, ma'am, he is in! He's expecting you."
The emphasis on the last word was marked. Mrs Mans-

field looked at this woman, towards whom at once she felt

friendly.

There's some here and there that would bother him to

death, I'm sure, if they was let!
"

continued the woman,
closing the little front door gently.

" But it will be a pleasure
to him to see you. We all knows that!

"

'I'm very glad to hear it!" responded Mrs Mansfield,
3
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liking this unconventional but very human servant.
" Mr

Heath has spoken of my coming, then?
"

"
I should think so, ma'am. This way, if you please!

"

Mrs Searle, Heath's cook-housekeeper, crossed the little

dimly-lit hall and walked quickly down a rather long and

narrow passage.
"
He's in the studio, ma'am," she remarked over her

narrow shoulder, sharply turning her head.
" Fan is with

him."

"Who's Fan? A dog?
"

"
My little girl, ma'am."

"
Oh, I beg your pardon !

"

" Not knowing you were there, when the other lady went
I sends her in to him for company as he wasn't working.
'

Run, Fan!
'

says I.
' Go and cheer Mr Heath up, there's

a good girl!
'

I says. I knows very well there's nothing like

a child to put you right after you've been worried. They're
so simple, aren't they, ma'am? And we're all simple, I b'lieve,

at 'eart, though we're ashamed to show it. I'm sure I don't

know why!
"

As she concluded she opened a door and ushered Mrs Mans-

field into the composer's workroom.
At the far end of it, in a flicker of firelight, Mrs Mansfield

saw him stooping down over a very fair and Saxon-looking
child of perhaps three years old, whose head was thickly

covered with short yellow hair inclined to be curly, and who
was dressed in a white frock with an almost artful blue bow in

the front. As Mrs Mansfield came in the child was holding up
to Heath a small naked doll of a rather blurred appearance,
and was uttering some explanatory remarks in the uneven but

arresting voice that seems peculiar to childhood.

"Mrs Mansfield, if you please, sir!" said Mrs Searle.

Then, with a change of voice: " Come along, Fan! And bring
Masterman with you, there's a good girl ! We must get on his

clothes or he'll catch cold." (To Mrs Mansfield.)
"
You'll

excuse her, ma'am, but she's that nat'ral, clothes or no clothes

it's all one to her."

Fan turned round, holding Masterman by one leg and

staring with bright blue eyes at Mrs Mansfield. Her counte-
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nance expressed a dignified inquiry combined, perhaps, with a

certain amount of very natural surprise at so unseemly an

interruption of her strictly private interview with Claude

Heath and Masterman. Her left thumb mechanically sought
the shelter of her mouth, and it was obvious that she was
"
sizing up

" Mrs Mansfield with all the caution, if not sus-

picion, of the female nature in embryo.
Heath took her gently by the shoulder as he came forward,

smiling, and propelled her slowly towards the middle of the

large dim room.
" Welcome! "

he said, holding out his hand. "
Yes, Fan-

tail, I quite understand. He's been sick and now he's getting
better. Go with mother!

"

Fan was exchanged for Mrs Mansfield and vanished,

speaking slowly and continuously about Masterman 's internal

condition and "
the new lydy," while Mrs Mansfield took off

her fur coat and looked around her and at Heath.
'

I didn't kiss her," she said,
"
because I think it's a liberty

to kiss one of God's creatures at first sight without a special
invitation."

"
I know—I know! "

Heath seemed restless. His face was slightly flushed, and
his eyes, always full of a peculiar vitality, looked more living
even than usual. He glanced at Mrs Mansfield, then glanced

away, almost guiltily, she thought.
" Do come and sit down by the fire. Would you like a

cushion?
"

"
No, thank you! What a nice old settle!

"

Yes, isn't it? I live in this room. Ailing, the painter,
built it for his studio. The other rooms are tiny."

11 What a delightful servant you have!
"

'Mrs Searle—yes. She's a treasure! Humanity breaks
out of her whatever the occasion. And my goodness, how
she understands men! "

He laughed, but the laugh sounded slightly unnatural.
"
Fantail's delightful, too!

"
he added.

" What is her real name? "

"Fanny. I call her Fantail." He paused. "Well,
because I like her, I suppose."
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"

I know."
There was a moment of silence, in which Mrs Mansfield

glanced about the room. Despite its size it was cosy. It

looked as if it were lived in, perpetually and intimately used.

There was nothing in it that was very handsome or very
valuable, except a fine Steinway grand pianoforte; but there

was nothing ugly or vulgar. And there were quantities of

books, not covered with repellent glass. They were ranged in

dark cases, which furnished the walls, and lay everywhere on

tables, among magazines and papers, scores and volumes of

songs and loose manuscript music. The piano was open, and
there was more music on it. The arm-chairs were well worn but

comfortable, and looked "sat in." Over the windows there

were dim orange-coloured curtains that looked old but not

shabby. On the floor there were some rather good and very
effective Oriental rugs. The only flowers in the room were

bright yellow tulips, grouped together in a mass on an oak

table a long way from the fire. Opposite to the piano there was
a large ebony crucifix mounted on a stand, and so placed that

anyone seated at the piano faced it. The room was lit not

strongly by oil lamps with shades. A few mysterious oil

paintings, very dark in colour, hung on the walls between the

bookcases. Mrs Mansfield could not discern their subjects.

On the high wooden mantelpiece there were a few photographs,
of professors and students at the Royal College of Music and

of a serious and innocent-looking priest in black coat and round

white collar.

To Mrs Mansfield the room suggested a recluse who
liked to be cosy, who, perhaps, was drawn towards

mystery, even mysticism, and who loved the life of the

brain.
" And you've a garden?

"
she asked, breaking the little

pause.
" The size of a large pocket-handkerchief. I'm not at all

rich, you know. But I can just afford my little house and to

live without earning a penny."
A woman servant, not Mrs Searle, came in with tea and

retreated, walking very softly and slowly. She looked almost

rustic.
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"
That's my only other servant, Harriet," said Heath,

pouring out tea.
"
There's something very un-Londony in it all," said

Mrs Mansfield, again looking round, almost with a puzzled
air.

"
That's what I try for. I'm fond of London in a way,

but I can't bear anything typical of London in my home."
"

It is quite a home," she said;
" and the home of a worker.

One gets weary of being ieceived in reception-rooms. This is

a retreat."

Heath looked at her with his bright almost too searching
and observant eyes.

"
I wonder," he said almost reluctantly,

"
whether—may

I talk about myself to-day?
"
he interrupted himself.

"Do, if you like to."
"

I think I should."
"
Do, then."

'

I wonder whether a man is a coward to raise up barriers

between himself and life, whether it is a mistake to have a

retreat, as you rightly call this room, this house, and to spend
the greater part of one's time alone in it? But "—he moved

restlessly
—"

the real question is whether one ought to let

oneself be guided by a powerful instinct."
"

I expect one ought to."
" Do you? Oh, you're not eating anything!

"

"
1 will help myself."

" Mrs Shiffney wouldn't agree with you."
"
No."

Didn't—didn't you see her? She went just before you
1 1

came.
«<

I saw someone. I thought it might be Adelaide. I wasn't

sure."
1

It was she. I hadn't asked her to come and wasn't

expecting her."

He stopped, then added abruptly:
'

It was wonderfully kind of her to come, though. She
is kind and clever, too. She has fascination, I think. . . ."

1

I'm sure she has."

And yet, d'you know, there's something in her, and in
««
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lots of people I might get to know, I suppose, through her and

Max Elliot, that I—well, I almost hate it."
" What is it?

"

"
Well, whenever I come across one of them by chance

I seem to hear a voice repeating,
'

To-morrow we die—to-

morrow we die—to-morrow we die.' And I seem to see some-

thing inside of them with teeth and claws fastening on pleasure.

It's—it's like a sort of minotaur, and it gives me horrors. And

yet I might go to it."

Mrs Mansfield said nothing for a moment. She had

finished her cup of tea, and now, with a little gesture, refused

to have another.
"

It's quite true. There is the creature with teeth and

claws, and it is, perhaps, horrible. But it's so sad that I

scarcely see anything but its sadness."
" You are kinder than I."

He leaned forward.
"
D'you know, I think you're the kindest human being I

ever met, except one, that priest up there on the mantelpiece."
"
Forgive me," she said, making allowance for herself

to-day because of Heath's evident desire to talk intimately, a

desire which she believed she ought to help,
"
but are you a

Roman Catholic?
"

"Oh, no! I wish I was!"
" But I suppose you can't be?

"

"Oh, no! I suppose I'm one of those unsatisfactory

people whose soul and whose brain are not in accord. That

doesn't make for inward calm or satisfaction. But I can only

hope for better days."
There was something uneasy in his speech. She felt the

strong reserve in him always fighting against the almost fierce

wish to be unreserved with her.
"
They will come, surely!

"
she said.

"
If you are quite

sincere, sincere with yourself always and sincere with others as

often as is possible."
"
You're right about its not being possible to be always

sincere with others."

She smiled.
"
They simply wouldn't let you!

"
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"
No," he said.

"
I feel as if I could be rather sincere with

you sometimes."
"
Specially to-day, perhaps."

"
Yes, I think so. We do get on, don't we?

"

"
Yes, we do."

11
I often wonder why. But we do. I'll move the table

it you've really finished."

He put the table away and sat down on the settle beside

her, at the far end. And he turned, leaning his back against

the upright end, and stretching one arm along the wooden top,

on which his long lingers restlessly closed.
"

I was sorry I went to Max Elliot's till you came into the

room," he said.
" And ever since then I've been partly very

glad."
"But only partly?

"

"
Yes, because I've always had an instinctive dread of

getting drawn in."
" To the current of our modern art life. I'm sure you

mean that."
"

I do. And of course Elliot is in the thick of it. Mrs

Shifmey's in it, and all her lot, which I don't know. And that

fellow Lane is in it too."
" And I suppose I am in it with Charmian."

Heath looked at the floor. Ignoring Mrs Mansfield's

remark, he continued:
"

I have some talent. It isn't the sort of talent to win

popularity. Fortunately, I don't desire—in fact, I'm very
much afraid of popularity. But as I believe my talent is—is

rather peculiar, individual, it might easily become—well, I

suppose I may say the rage in a certain set. They might

drop me very soon. Probably they would—I don't know.

But I have a strong feeling that they'd take me up violently
if I gave them a chance. That's what Max Elliot can't help

wanting. He's such a good fellow, but he's a born exploiter.

Not in any nasty way, of course!
" Heath concluded hastily.

"
I quite understand."

'

And, I don't want to seem conceited, but I see there's

something about me that set would probably like. Mrs

Shiffney's showed me that. I have never called upon her.
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She has sent me several invitations. And to-day she called.

She wants me to go with her on The Wanderer for a cruise."
" To Wonderland?

"

Heath shrugged his shoulders.
"
In the Mediterranean, I believe."

"
Doesn't that tempt you?

"

"
Yes, terribly. But I flatly refused to go. But she knew

was tempted. It's only curiosity on her part," he added,

with a sort of hot, angry boyishness.
"
She can't make me

out, and I didn't call. That's why she asked me."

Mrs Mansfield mentally added a
"
partly

"
to the last

sentence .

" You're very much afraid of exposing yourself
—or is it

your talent?—to the influence of what we may as well call

the world," she said.
"

I suppose one's talent is oneself, one's best self."
"
Perhaps so. I have none. You know best about that.

I expect you are right in being afraid."
" You don't think I'm merely a rather absurd coward and

egoist?
"

"
Oh, no! But some people

—many, I think—would say
a talent is meant to be used, to be given to the light."

"
I know. But I don't think the modern world wants

mine. I
"—he reddened—"

I always set words from the Bible

nearly or from the Prayer-Book."

Smiling a little, as if saving something by humour, he

added:
" Not the Song of Solomon."
" But don't the English—"
He stopped her.
" Good heavens! I know you are thinking of the Handel

Festival and '

Elijah
'

in the provinces!
"
he exclaimed.

"
I

know you are!
"

She laughed.
"

I should like to play you one or two of my things," he

said impulsively.
" Then you'll see at once."

He went towards the piano. She sat still. She was with

the striking unreserve of the reserved man when he has cast

his protector or his demon away. With his back to her Heath
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turned over some music, moved a pile of sheets, set them down

on the floor under the piano, searched.

"Oh, here it is!"

He grasped some manuscript, put it on the music-stand,

and sat down.
11
This is the last thing I've done. The words are taken

from the sixteenth chapter of Revelation— ' And I heard a

great voice out of the temple saying to the seven angels,
" Go

your ways, and pour out the vials of the wrath of God upon the

earth."
' And so on."

With a sort of anger his hands descended and struck the

keys. Speaking through his music he gave Mrs Mansfield

indications of what it was expressing.
"
This is the sea.

' The second angel poured out his vial

upon the sea, and it became as the blood of a dead man. . . .

The fourth angel poured out his vial upon the sun, and power
was given unto him to scorch men with fire. . . . The sixth

angel poured out his vial upon the great River Euphrates, and

the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the Kings of

the East might be prepared.'
"

The last words which Heath had set were those in the

fifteenth verse of the chapter
—"

Behold, I come as a thief.

Blessed is he that watcheth and keepeth his garments lest he

walk naked and they see his shame."

When he had finished he got up from the piano with a

flushed face and, again speaking in a boyish and almost naive

manner, said quickly:

There, that gives you an idea of the sort of thing I do and
care about doing. For, of course, I never will attempt any
subject that doesn't thoroughly interest me."

1 le stoud for a moment, not looking towards Mrs Mansfield;

then, as if struggling against an inward reluctance, he again
sat down on the settle.

" Have you orchestrated it?
"
she asked.

"
Yes. I've just finished the orchestration."

'

Surely you want to hear it given with voices and the

orchestra ? Frankly, 1 won't believe you if you say you don't."
"

I do."

The reluctance seemed to fade out of him.
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" The fact is I'm torn between the desire to hear my things

and a mighty distaste for publicity."
He sprang up.
"

If you'll allow me I'll just give you an idea of my Te
Deum. And then I'll have done."

He went once more to the piano.
When he was sitting beside her again Mrs Mansfield felt

shy of him. After a moment she said:
" You are sincere in your music?

"

"
Yes."

He did not seem specially anxious to get at her exact

opinion of his work, and this fact, she scarcely knew why,

pleased Mrs Mansfield.
"

I had two or three things done at the College concerts,"

Heath continued.
"

I don't think they were much liked.

They were considered very clever technically. But what's

that? Of course, one must conquer one's means or one can't

express oneself at all."
" And now you work quite alone?

"

"
Yes. I've got just a thousand a year of my own," he

said abruptly.
" You are independent, then."
"
Yes. It isn't a great deal. Of course, I quite realize

that the sort of thing I do could never bring in a penny of

money. So I've no money temptation to resist in keeping

quiet. There isn't a penny in my compositions. I know
that."

Mrs Mansfield thought, "If he were to get a mystical
libretto and write an opera!

" But she did not say it. She

felt that she would not care to suggest anything to Heath which

might indicate a desire on her part to see him "
a success." In

her ears were perpetually sounding the words,
" and the water

thereof was dried up, that the way of the Kings of the East

might be prepared." They took her away from London.

They set her in the midst of a great strangeness. They even

awoke in her an almost riotous feeling of desire. What she

desired she could not have said exactly. Some form of happi-

ness, that was all she knew. But how the thought of happiness

stung her soul at that moment. She looked at Heath and said:
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"
I quite understand about Mrs Shiffney now."

" Yes?
"

You have the dangerous gift of a very peculiar and very

powerful imagination. I think your music might make you
enemies."

Heath looked pleased.
'

I'm glad you think that. I know exactly what you
mean."

They sat together on the settle and talked for more than an

hour. Mrs Mansfield's feeling of shyness speedily vanished,

was replaced by something maternal with which she was much
more at ease.

Mrs Searle let her out. She had said good-bye to Heath in

the studio and asked him not to come to the front door.

'Good-night, Mrs Searle!
'

she said, with a smile.
'

I

hope I haven't stayed too long?
"

'

No, indeed, ma'am. I'm sure you'd ado him good. He
do like them that's nat'ral. But he don't like to be bothered.

And there's people that do keep on, ma'am, isn't there?
"

"
I daresay there are."

'

Specially with a young gentleman, ma'am. I always do

say it's the women runs after the men. More shame to us,

ma'am."
" Has Fan begun yet?

"

Mrs Searle blushed.
'

Well, ma'am, really I don't know. But she's awfully

put out if anyone interrupts her when she's with Mr Heath."
"

I must take care what I'm about."
"
Oh, ma'am, I'm sure—"

The motor moved away from the little old house. As
Mrs Mansfield looked out she saw a faint gleam in the studio.

Involuntarily she listened, almost strained her ears. And
she murmured,

" And the water thereof was dried up, that the

way of the Kings of the East might be prepared."
The gleam was lost in the night. She leaned back and

found herself wondering what Charmian would have thought
of the music she had just heard.



CHAPTER V

MRS
SHIFFNEY had more money than she knew how to

spend, although she was recklessly extravagant. Her

mother, who was dead, had been an Austrian Jewess, and from

her had come the greater part of Mrs Shiffney's large personal
fortune. Her father, Sir Willy Manning, was still alive, and

was a highly cultivated and intelligent Englishman of the

cosmopolitan type; Mrs Shiffney derived her peculiar and
attractive look of high breeding and her completely natural

manner from him. From her mother she had received the

nomadic instinct which kept her perpetually restless, and which

often drove her about the world in search of the change and
diversion which never satisfied her. Lady Manning had been

a feverish traveller and had written several careless and clever

books of description. She had died of a fever in Hong-Kong
while her husband was in Scotland. Although apparently of

an unreserved nature, he had never bemoaned her loss.

Mrs Shiffney had a husband, a lenient man who loved

comfort and who was fond of his wife in an altruistic way.
She and he got on excellently when they were together and quite

admirably when they were parted, as they very often were,

for yachting made Mr Shiffney feel
"
remarkably cheap." As

he much preferred to feel expensive he had nothing to do with

The Wanderer unless she lay snug in harbour. His hobby was

racing. He was a good horseman, disliked golf, and seldom

went out of the British Isles, though he never said that his own

country was good enough for him. When he did cross the

Channel he visited Paris, Monte Carlo, Homburg, Biarritz, or

some place where he was certain to be in the midst of his
"
pals."

The strain of wildness, which made his wife uncommon and

interesting, did not exist in him, but he was rather proud of it

in her, and had been heard to say more than once,
"
Addie's

a regular gipsy," as if the statement were a high compliment.
He was a tall, well-built, handsome man of fifty-two, with grey

44
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hair and moustache, an agreeable tenor voice, which was never

used in singing, and the best-cut clothes in London. Although

easily kind he was thoroughly selfish. Everybody had a

good word for him, and nobody, who really knew him, ever

asked him to perform an unselfish action.
"
That isn't

Jimmy's line
"
was their restraining thought if they had for a

moment contemplated suggesting to Mr Shiffney that he might

perhaps put himself out for a friend. And Jimmy was quite
of their opinion, and always stuck to his

"
line," like a sensible

fellow.

Two or three days after Mrs Shifmey's visit to Claude

Heath her husband, late one afternoon, found her in tears.
'

What's up, Addie?
"

he asked, with the sympathy he

inver withheld from her.
"
Another gown gone wrong?

"

Mrs Shiffney shock her powerful head, on which was a

marvellous black hat crowned with a sort of factor}
7

chimney
of stiff black plumes.

Mr Shiffney lit a cigar
'

Poor old Addie!
"
he said. He leaned down and stroked

her shoulder. "
I wish you could get hold of somebody or

something tli.it 'd make you happy," he remarked. "
I'm

sure you deserve it."

His wife dried her tears and sniffed two or three times

almost with the frankness of a grief-stricken child.
"

I aever shall!
"

"Why not, Addie?
"

There's something in me—I don't know! I should get
l of anyone who didn't get tired of me!

"

She almost began to cry again, and added despairingly:
'

So what hope is there ? And I do so want to enjoy myself !

I wonder if there ever has been a woman who wanted to enjoy
herseli as much as I do?

"

Mr Shiffney blew forth a cloud of smoke, extending the

little linger of the hand which held his cigar.
' We all want to have a good time," he observed.

" A
first-rate time. What else are we here for?

"

He -poke seriously.
' We are here to keep things going, T s'pose

—to keep it

up, don't you know? We mustn't let it run down. But if
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we don't enjoy ourselves down it goes. And that doesn't do,

does it?"

He flicked the ash from his cigar
" What's the special row this time? " he continued, without

any heated curiosity, but with distinct sympathy.
Mrs Shiffney looked slightly more cheerful. She enjoyed

telling things if the things were closely connected with herself.
"
Well, I want to start for a cruise," she began.

"
I can't

remain for ever glued to Grosvenor Square. I must move
about and see something."

She had just been for a month in Paris.
" Of course. What are we here for?

"
observed her

husband.
" You always understand! Sit down, you old thing!

"

Mr Shiffney sat down, gently pulling up his trousers.
" And the row is," she continued, shaking her shoulders,

"
that I want Claude Heath to come and he won't. And,

since he won't, he's really the only living man I want to have

on the cruise."
" Who is he?

"
observed Mr Shiffney.

"
I've never heard

of him. Is he one of your special pals?
"

" Not yet. I met him at Max's. He's a composer, and I

want to know what he's like."
"

I expect he's like all the rest."
"
No, he isn't!

"
she observed decisively.

"
Why won't he come? Perhaps he's a bad sailor."

" He didn't even trouble himself to say that He was in

such a hurry to refuse that he didn't bother about an excuse.

And this afternoon he called, when I was in, and never asked

for me, only left cards and bolted, although I had been to his

house to ask him to come on The Wanderer."
"
Afraid of you, is he?

"

"
I don't know, I'm sure. He's never been among us"

" Poor chap! But surely that's a reason for him to want

to get in?"
"Wouldn't you think so? Wouldn't anyone think so?

The way I'm bombarded! But he seems only anxious to keep
out of everything."

" A pose very likely."
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"
I don't believe it is."

"
I leave it to you. No one sharper in London. Is he a

gentleman
—all that sort of thing?

"

"Oh, of course!
"

Mr Shiffney pulled up his trousers a little more, exposing
a pair of striped silk socks which emerged from shining boots

protected by white spats.
" To be sure. If he hadn't been he'd have jumped at you

and The Wanderer.''
"
Naturally. I shan't go at all now! What an unlucky

woman I always am! "

" You never let anyone know it."
"
Well, Jimmy, I'm not quite a fool. Be down on your

luck and not a soul will stay near you."
"

I should think not. Why should they? One wants a

bit of life, not to hear people howling and groaning all about

one. It's awful to be with anyone who's under the weather."
"
Ghastly! I can't stand it! But, all the same, it's a fear-

ful corvie to keep it up when you're persecuted as I am."
"Poor old Addie!

"

Mr Shiffney threw his cigar into the grate reflectively and

lightly touched his moustaches, which were turned upwards,
but not in a military manner.

Things never seem quite right for you," he continued.
' And other women have such a splendid time!

"
she

exclaimed. The disgusting thing is that he goes all the

while to Violet Mansfield."
"
She's dull enough and quite old too."

"
No, she isn't dull. You're wrong there."

"
I daresay. She doesn't amuse me."

"
She's not your sort."

'

Too feverish, too keen, brainy in the wrong way. I like

brains, mind you, and I know where they are. But I don't
see the fun of having them jumped at one."

' He does, apparently, unless it's really Charmian."
1

The girl ? She's not bad. Wants to be much cleverer

than she is, of course, like pretty nearly all the girls, except
the sporting lot; but not bad."

'

Jimmy
"—Mrs Shiffney 's eyes began once more to look
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audacious—"
shall I ask Charmian Mansfield to come on the

yacht?"
" You think that might bring him? Why not ask both

of them? "

"No; I won't have the mother!
"

"Why not?"
"
Because I won't !

"

" The best of reasons, too."
" You understand us better than any man in London."

She sat reflecting. She was beginning to look quite cheerful.
"

It would be rather fun," she resumed, after a minute.
"
Charmian Mansfield, Max—if he can get away—Paul Lane.

It isn't the party I'd thought of, but still—"

" Which of them were you going to take?
"

" Never mind."
"

I don't. And where did you mean to go?
"

"
I told him to the Mediterranean."

"But it wasn't!
"

"
Oh, I don't know! Where can one go? That's another

thing. It's always the same old places, unless one has months
to spare, and then one gets bored with the people one's asked.

Things are so difficult."
" One place is very much like another."
" To you. But I always hope for an adventure round the

corner."
"

I've been round a lot of corners in my time, but I might
almost as well have stuck to the club."

" Of course you might!
"

She got up.
"

I must think about Charmian," she said, as she went

casually out of the room.

Mrs Shiffney turned the new idea over and over in her rest-

less mind, which was always at work in a desultory but often

clever way. She could not help being clever. She had never

studied, never applied herself, never consciously tried to

master anything, but she was quick-witted, had always lived

among brilliant and highly-cultivated people, had seen every-

thing, been everywhere, known everyone, looked into all the

books that had been talked about, cast at least a glance at all
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the pictures which had made any stir. And she gathered

impressions swiftly, and, moreover, had a natural flair for all

that was first-rate, original, or strange. As she was quite

independent in mind, and always took her own line, she had

become an arbiter, a leader of taste. What she liked soon

became liked in London and Paris throughout a large circle.

Unfortunately, she was changeable and apt to be governed ;by

personal feeling in matters connected with art. When she

cast away an artist she generally cast away his art with him.

If it was first-rate she did not condemn it as bad. She con-

tented herself with saying that she was "
sick of it." And

very soon a great many of her friends, and their friends, were

sick of it, too. She was a quicksand because she was a singularly

complete egoist. But very few people who met her failed

to come under the spell of her careless charm, and many,
because she had much impulse, swore that she had a large

heart. Only to her husband, and occasionally, in a fit of

passion, to someone who she thought had treated her badly,

did she show a lachrymose side of her nature. She was noted

for her gaiety and joie de vivre and for the energy with which

she pursued enjoyment. Her cynicism did not cut deep, her

irony was seldom poisoned. She spoke well of people, and was

generous with her money. With her time she was less generous.

She was not of those who are charitable with their golden

hours.
"

I can't be bothered!
" was the motto of her life.

And wise people did not bother her.

She had seen that, for a moment, Claude Heath had been

tempted by the invitation to the cruise. A sudden light had

gleamed in his eyes, and her swift apprehension had gathered

something of what was passing in his imagination. But almost

immediately the light had vanished and the quick refusal had

come. And she knew that it was a refusal which she could not

persuade him to cancel unless she called someone to her assist-

ance. His austerity, which attracted her whimsical and un-

scrupulous nature, fought something else in him and con-

quered. But the something else, if it could be revived, given
new strength, would make a cruise with him, even to all the

old places, quite interesting, Mrs Shiffney thought. And any
refusal always made her greedy and obstinate.

"
I will have

4
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it!
" was the natural reply of her nature to any

" You can't

have it!
"

She often acted impulsively, hurried by caprices and

desires, and that same evening she sent the following note to

Charmian :

" Grosvenor Square,

Thursday.

"Dear Charmian,—You've never been on the yacht,

though I've always been dying to have you come. I've been

glued to London for quite a time, and am getting sick of it.

Aren't you? Always the same things and people. I feel I

must run away if I can get up a pleasant party to elope with

me. Will you be one? I thought of starting some time next

month on The Wanderer for a cruise, to the Mediterranean or

somewhere. I don't know yet who'll tuck in, but I shall take

Susan Fleet to play chaperon to us and the crew and manage
things. Max Elliot may come, and I thought of trying to

get your friend, Mr Heath, though I hardly know him. I

think he works too hard, and a breeze might do him good.

However, it's all in the air. Tell me what you think about it.

Love to the beautiful mother.—In tearing haste, yours,
"Adelaide Shiffney"

"
Why has she asked me? "

said Charmian to herself,

laying this note down after reading it twice.

She had always known Mrs Shiffney, but she had never

before been asked to go on a cruise in the yacht. Mrs Sliiffney

had always called her Charmian, as she called Mrs Mansfield

Violet. But there had never been even a hint of genuine

intimacy between the girl and the married woman, and they
seldom met except in society, and then only spoke a few casual

and unmeaning words. They had little in common, Charmian

supposed, except their mutual knowledge of quantities of

people and of a certain social life.

Claude Heath on The Wanderer !

Charmian took the note to her mother.
" Mrs Shiffney has suddenly taken a fancy to me, Mad-

retta," she said.
" Look at this!

"

Mrs Mansfield read the note and gave it back.
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" Do you want to go?
"
she asked, looking at the girl, not

without a still curiosity.

Charmian twisted her lips.
"

I don't know. You see, it's all very vague. I should

like to be sure who's going. I think it's very reckless to take

any chances on a yacht."
"
Claude Heath isn't going."

Charmian raised her eyebrows.
" But has she asked him?

"

"
Yes. And he's refused. He told me so on Monday."

"
You're quite sure he won't go?

"

" He said he wasn't going."

Charmian looked lightly doubtful.

"Shall I go?" she said. "Would you mind if I

did?
"

" Do you really want to?
"

"
I don't think I care much either way. Why has she

asked me? "

'* Adelaide? I daresay she likes you. And you wouldn't

be unpleasant on a yacht, would you?
"

" That depends, I expect. You'd allow me to go?
"

"
If I knew who the rest of the party were to be—

definitely."
11

1 won't answer till to-morrow."

Mrs Mansfield did not feel sure what was Charmian 's desire

in the matter. She did not quite understand her child. She

wondered, too, why Mrs Shiffney had asked Charmian to go on

the yacht, why she implied that Claude Heath might make one

of the party when he had refused to go. It occurred to Mrs
Mansfield that Adelaide might mean to use Charmian as a lure

to draw Heath into the expedition. But, if so, surely she quite
misunderstood the acquaintanceship between them. Heath
was her—Mrs Mansfield's—friend. How often she had wished

that Charmian and he were more at ease together, liked each

other better. It was odd that Adelaide should fall into such a

mistake. And yet what other meaning could her note have?

She wrote as if the question of Heath's going or not were

undecided.

Was it undecided? Did Adelaide, with her piercing and
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clever eyes, see more clearly into Heath's nature than Mrs
Mansfield could?

Mrs Shiffney had an extraordinary capacity for getting
what she wanted. The hidden tragedy of her existence was
that she was never satisfied with what she got. She wanted to

draw Claude Heath out of his retirement into the big current

of life by which she and her friends were buoyantly carried

along through changing and brilliant scenes. His refusal had
no doubt hardened a mere caprice into a strong desire. Mrs
Mansfield realized that Adelaide would not leave Heath alone

now. The note to Charmian showed an intention not aban-

doned. But why should Adelaide suppose that Heath's

acceptance might be dependent on anything done by
Charmian ?

Mrs Mansfield knew well, and respected, Mrs Shiffney's

haphazard cleverness, which, in matters connected with the

worldly life, sometimes almost amounted to genius. That
note to Charmian gave a new direction to her thoughts, set

certain subtleties of the past which had vaguely troubled her

in a new and stronger light. She awaited, with an interest

that was not wholly pleasant, Charmian's decision of the

morrow.

Charmian had been very casual in manner when she came
to her mother with the surprising invitation. She was almost

as casual on the following morning when she entered the dining-
room where Mrs Mansfield was breakfasting by electric light.

For a gloom as of night hung over the Square, although it was
ten o'clock.

" Have you been thinking it over, Charmian? "
said her

mother, as the girl sat languidly down.
"
Yes, mother—lazily."

She sipped her tea, looking straight befoie her with a cold

and dreamy expression.
" Have you been active enough to arrive at any con-

clusion ?
"

"
I got up quite undecided, but now I think I'll say

'

Yes,'

if you don't mind. When I looked out of the window this

morning I felt as if the Mediterranean would be nicer than

this. There's only one thing
—why don't you come, too?

"
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"
I haven't been asked."

"And why not?
"

"
Adelaide's too modern to ask mothers and daughters

together," said Mrs Mansfield, smiling.
" Would you go if she asked you?

"

"
No. Well, now the thing is to find out what the party

is to be. Write the truth, and say you'll go if I know who's

to be there and allow you to go. Adelaide knows quite well

she has lots of friends I shouldn't care for you to yacht with.

And it's much better to be quite frank about it. If Susan

Fleet and Max go, you can go."
"

I believe you are really the frankest person in London.

And yet people love you—miracle-working mother!
"

Charmian turned the conversation to other subjects and

seemed to forget all about The Wanderer. But when break-

fast was over, and she was alone before her little Chippendale

writing-table, she let herself go to her excitement. Although
she loved, even adored her mother, she sometimes acted to

her. To do so was natural to Charmian. It did not imply

any diminution of love or any distrust. It was but an in-

stinctive assertion of a not at all uncommon type of tempera-
ment. The coldness and the dreaminess were gone now, but

her excitement was mingled with a great uncertainty.
On receiving Mrs Shiffney's note Charmian had almost in-

stantly understood why she had been asked on the cruise. Her
instinct had told her, for she had at that time known nothing
of Heath's refusal. She had supposed that he had not yet
been invited. Mrs Shiffney had invited her not for herself,

but as a means of getting hold of Heath. Charmian was

positive of that. Months ago, in Max Elliot's music-room,
the girl had divined the impression made by Heath on Mrs

Shiffney, had seen the restless curiosity awake in the older

woman. She had even noticed the tightening of Mrs Shiffney's

lips when she, Charmian, had taken Heath away from the

little group by the fire, with that
" when you've quite done

with my only mother," which had been a tiny slap given to

Mrs Shiffney. And she had been sure that Mrs Shiffney
meant to know Heath. She had a great opinion of Mrs

Shiffney's social cleverness and audacity. Most girls who
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were much in London society had. She did not really like

Mrs Shiffney, or want to be intimate with her, but she

thoroughly believed in her flair, and that was why the note

had stirred in Charmian excitement and uncertainty. If Mrs

Shiffney thought she saw something, surely it was there.

She would not take shadow for substance.

But might she not fire a shot in the dark on the chance of

hitting something?
"
Why did she ask me instead of mother?

"
Charmian said

to herself again and again.
"

If she had got mother to go
Claude Heath would surely have gone. Why should he go
because I go?

"

And then came the thought,
"
She thinks he may, perhaps

thinks he will. Will he ? Will he ?
"

The note had abruptly changed an opinion long held by
Charmian. Till it came she had believed that Claude Heath

secretly disliked, perhaps even despised her. Mrs Shiffney
on half a sheet of note-paper had almost reassured her. But
now would come the test. She would accept; Mrs Shiffney
would ask Claude Heath again, telling him she was to be of the

party. And then what would Heath do?

As she wrote her answer Charmian said to herself,
"

If

he accepts Mrs Shiffney was right. If he refuses again I was

right."

She sent the note to Grosvenor Square by a boy messenger 7

and resigned herself to a period of patience.
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CHAPTER VI

Y return there came a note hastily scribbled:

11

Delighted. I will let you know all the particulars in a

day or two.—A. S."

But two days, three days, a week passed by, and Charmian

heard nothing more. She grew restless, but concealed her

restlessness from her mother, who asked no questions. Claude

Heath did not come to the house. As they never met him in

society they did not see him at all, except now and then by
chance at a concert or theatre, unless he came to see them.

Excited by Mrs Mansfield's visit to him, he was much shut in,

composing. There were days when he never went out of his

little house, and only refreshed himself now and then by a game
with Fan or a conversation with Mrs Searle. When he was

working really hard he disliked seeing friends, and felt a strange
and unkind longing to push everybody out of his life. He was,

therefore, strongly irritated one afternoon, eight days after

Charmian had written her note of conditional acceptance to

Mrs Shiffney, when his parlour-maid, Harriet, after two or

three knocks, which made a well planned and carried out

crescendo, came into the studio with the announcement that

a lady wished to see him.
*

Harriet, you know I can't see anyone!
"
he exclaimed.

He was at the piano, and had been in the midst of exciting
himself by playing before sitting down to work.

"
Sir," almost whispered Harriet in her very refined voice,

"
she heard you playing, and knew you were in."
"
Oh, is it Mrs Mansfield?

"

11

No, sir, the lady who called the other day just before that

lady came."

Claude Heath frowned and lifted his hands as if he were

going to hit out at the piano.
" Where is she?

"
he said in a low voice.

55
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"
In the drawing-room, sir."

"
All right, Harriet. It isn't your fault."

He got up in a fury and went to the tiny drawing-room,
which he scarcely ever used unless some visitor came. Mrs

Shiffney was standing up in it, looking, he thought, very smart
and large and audacious, bringing upon him, so he felt as he
went in, murmurs and lights from a distant world with which
he had nothing to do.

" How angry you are with me!" she said, lifting her veil

and smiling with a careless assurance.
" Your eyes are quite

blazing with fury."

Claude, in spite of himself, grew red and all his body felt

suddenly stiff.

"
I beg your pardon," he said.

" But I was working,
and—"

He touched her powerful hand.
" You had sported your oak, and I have forced it. I know

it's much too bad of me."
He saw that she could not believe she was wholly unwanted

by such a man as he was, in such a little house as he had.

People always wanted her. Her frankness in running after

him showed him her sense of her position, her popularity, her

attraction. How could she think she was undignified? No
doubt she thought him an oddity who must be treated uncon-

ventionally. He felt savage, but he felt flattered.
"

I'll show her what I am! " was his thought.
Yet already, as he begged her to sit down on one of his

chintz-covered chairs, he felt a sort of reluctant pleasure in

being with her.
"
May I give you some tea?

"

Her hazel eyes still seemed to him full of laughter. Evi-

dently she regarded him as a boy.
"
No, thank you! I won't be so cruel as to accept."

"But, really, I am—"
"
No, no, you aren't. Never mind! We'll be good friends

some day. And I know how artists with tempers hate to be

interrupted."
"

I hope my temper is not specially bad," said Claude,

stiffening with sudden reserve.
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"
I think it's pretty bad, but I don't mind. What a dear,

funny little room! But you never sit in it."

" Not often."
"

I long to see your very own room. But I'm not going
to ask you."

There was a slight pause. Again the ironical light came

into her eyes.
11 You're wondering quite terribly why I've come here

again," she said.
"

It's about the yacht."
"I'm really so very sorry that—"

u
I know, just as I am when I'm refusing all sorts of

invitations that I'd rather die than accept. Slipshod, but

you know what I mean. You hate the idea. I'm only just

going to tell you my party, so that you may think it over and

see if you don't feel tempted."
"

I am tempted."
" But you'd rather die than come. I perfectly understand.

I often feel just like that. We shall be very few. Susan

Fleet—she's a sort of chaperon to me
; being a married woman,

I need a chaperon, of course—Max Elliot, Mr Lane, perhaps
—

if he can't come some charming man whom you'd delight in—
and Charmian Mansfield."

Again there was a pause. Then Heath said:
"

It's very, very kind of you to care to have me
come."

"
I know it is. I am a kind-hearted woman. And now

for where we'll go."
"

I really am most awfully sorry, but I'm obliged to stick

to work."
" We might go down along the Riviera as far as Genoa,

and then run over to Sicily and Tunis."

She saw his eyes beginning to shine.
' Or we might go to the Greek Islands and Smyrna

and Constantinople. It's rather early for Constantinople,

though, but perfect for Egypt. We could leave the yacht
at Alexandiia—"

1

I'm very sorry, Mrs Shifmey, and I hope you'll have a

splendid cruise. But I really can't come much as I want to.

I have to work."
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V When you say that you look all chin! How terribly

determined you are not to enjoy life!
"

"
It isn't that at all."

" How terribly determined you are not to know life. And
I always thought artists, unless they wished to be provincial

in their work, claimed the whole world as their portion, all

experience as their right. But I suppose English artists are

different. I often wonder whether they are wise in clinging

like limpets to the Puritan tradition. On the Continent, you
know, in Paris, Berlin, Rome, Milan, and, above all, in Moscow

and Petersburg, they are regarded with pity and amazement.

Do forgive me! But artists abroad, and I speak universally,

though I know it's generally dangerous to do that, think art

is strangled by the Puritan tradition clinging round poor old

England's throat."

She laughed and moved her shoulders.
"
They say how can men be great artists unless they steep

themselves in the stream of life."

"
There are sacred rivers like the Ganges, and there are

others that are foul and weedy and iridescent with poison,"

said Heath hotly.

She saw anger in his eyes.
"
Perhaps you are getting something—some sacred cantata

—ready for one of the provincial festivals?
"

she said. "If

that is so, of course, you mustn't break the continuity with a

trip to the Greek Islands or Tunis. Besides, you'd get all the

wrong sort of inspiration in such places. I never shall forget

the beautiful impression I received at—was it Worcester?—
once when I saw an English audience staggering slowly to its

feet in tribute to the Hallelujah Chorus. I am sure you are

writing something that will bring Worcester to its feet, aren't

you?
"

He forced a very mirthless laugh.
" I'm really not writing anything of that kind. But please

don't let us talk about my work. I am sure it's very un-

interesting except to me. I feel very grateful to you for your
kind and delightful offer, but I can't accept it, unfortunately

for me."
"
Mal-au-cceur ?

"
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"
Yes, yes. I don't think I'm a good sailor."

"
Mal-au-cceur !

"
she repeated, smiling satirically at him.

"
I'm in the midst of something."

" The Puritan tradition?
"

"
Perhaps it is that. Whatever it is, I suppose it suits me

;

it's in my line, and so I had better stick to it."

" You are bathing in the Ganges?
"

Her eyes were fixed upon him.
" Poor Charmian Mansfield! Whom can I get for her?

"

Claude looked down.
'

I must leave that to you. I am sure you will have a

very delightful party."
Mrs Shiffney got up. She was looking the soul of careless

good-nature, and quite irresistible, though very Roman.
1

I don't believe in hurried negatives," she said. That

sounds like a solemn photographer laying down the law,

doesn't it? But I don't. I'll give you till Sunday to think

it quietly over. Write and let me know on Sunday. Till

then I'll keep one of the best cabins open for you. No berths,

all beds! Myself, Charmian Mansfield, Susan Fleet, Max
Elliot, Paul Lane, and you— I still hope. Good-bye! Thank

you for being kind to me. I love to be well received. I'm a

horribly sensitive woman, really, though I don't look it. I

curl up at a touch, or because I don't get one!
"

Claude tried to reiterate that he could not possibly get

away, but something in the expression of her eyes made him
feel that to do so just then would be to play the child, or,

worse, the fool to this woman of the world. As she got into

her motor she said :

" A note on Sunday. Don't forget!
"

The machine purred. He saw a hand in a white glove

carelessly waved. She was gone. The light of that other

world faded; its murmurs died down. He went back to his

studio. He sat down at the piano. He played; he tried to

•excite himself. The effort was vain. A sort of horror of the

shut-in life had suddenly come upon him, of the life of the

brain, or of the spirit, or of both, which he had been living, if

not with content at least with ardour—a stronger thing than

content. He felt unmanly, absurd. All sense of person 1
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dignity and masculine self-satisfaction had fled from him.

He was furious with himself for being so sensitive. Why
should he care, even for half an hour, what Mrs Shifmey

thought of him? But there was within him—and he knew
it—a surely weak inclination to give people what they wanted,

or expected, of him, when he was, or had just been, with them.

Strangely enough it lay in his nature side by side with an

obstinate determination to do what he chose, to be what he

intended to be. These badly-assorted companions fought and

kept him restless. They prevented him from working now.

And at last he left the piano, put on hat and coat, and started

for a walk in the evening darkness.

He felt less irritated, even happier, when he was out in

the air.

How persistent Mrs Shifrhey had been ! He still felt flat-

tered by her persistence, not because he was a snob and was
aware of her influential position and great social popularity,
but because he was a young unknown man, and she had troops
of friends, battalions of acquaintances. She could get anyone
she liked to go on the yacht, and she wanted him. It was

flattering to his masculine vanity. He felt that there was

something in him which stretched out and caught at people,

without intention on his part, which grasped and held them.

It was not his talent, he told himself, for he kept that in the

dark. It was himself. Although he was less conceited than

the average Englishman of talent, for a few minutes he braced

his legs and had the cordial conquering sensation.

He had till Sunday to decide.

How absurd to say that to himself when he had decided,

told Mrs Shifmey, and even told Mrs Mansfield, his great

friend! There was really no reason why he should send any
note on Sunday. He had refused again and again. That

ought to be enough for Mrs Shifrhey, for any woman. But, of

course, he would write, lest he should seem heedless or impolite.

What a bore that strong instinct within him was, that

instinct which kept him, as it were, moored in a sheltered cove

when he might ride the great seas, and possibly with buoyant
success ! Perhaps he was merely a coward, a rejecter of life's

offerings.
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Well, he had till Sunday.
Claude was a gentleman, but not of aristocratic birth. His

people were Cornish, of an old and respected Cornish family,
but quite unknown in the great world. They were very clan-

nish, were quite satisfied with their position in their own county,
were too simple and too well-bred to share any of the vulgar
instincts and aspirations of the climber. Comfortably off,

they had no aching desire to be richer than they were, to make

any splash. The love of ostentation is not a Cornish vice.

The Heaths were homely people, hospitable, warm-hearted,
and contented without being complacent. Claude had often

felt himself a little apart from them, yet he derived from them
and inherited, doubtless, much from them of charactei, of

sentiment, of habit. He was of them and not of them. But
he liked their qualities well in his soul, although he felt that he

could not live quite as they did, or be satisfied with what
satisfied them.

Although he had lived for some years in London he had
never tried, or even thought of trying, to push his way into

what are called
"
the inner circles." He had assiduously

cultivated his musical talent, but never with a view to using
it as a means of opening shut doors. He knew comparatively
few people, and scarcely any who were

"
in the swim," who

were written of in social columns, whose names were on the lips

of the journalists and of the world. He never thought about

his social position as compared with that of others. Accus-

tomed to being a gentleman, he did not want to be more or

other than he was. Had he been poor the obligation to struggle

might have roused within him the instinct to climb. A forced

activity might have bred in him the commoner sort of ambition.

But he had enough money and could gratify his inclination

towards secrecy and retirement. For several years, since he

had left the Royal College of Music and settled down in his

little house, he had been happy enough in his sheltered and

perhaps rather selfish existence. Dwelling in the centre of a

great struggle for life, he had enjoyed it because he had had

nothing to do with it. His own calm had been agreeably
accentuated by the turmoil which surrounded and enclosed it.

How many times had he blessed his thousand a year, that
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armour of gold with which fate had provided him! How
often had he imagined himself stripped of it, realized mentally
the sudden and fierce alteration in his life and eventually, no

doubt, in himself that must follow if poverty came !

He had a horror of the jealousies, the quarrels, the hatreds,

the lies, the stabbings in the dark that make too often hideous,

despicable, and terrible a world that should be very beautiful.

During his musical education he had seen enough to realize

that side by side with great talent, with a warm impulse to-

wards beauty, with an ardour that counts labour as nothing,
or as delight, may exist coldness, meanness, the tendency to

slander, egoism almost inhuman in its concentration, the will

to climb over the bodies of the fallen, the tyrant's mind, and
the stony heart of the cruel. Art, so it seemed to Claude, often

hardened instead of softening the nature of man. That,
no doubt, was because artists were generally competitors.

Actors, writers, singers, conductors, composers were pitted

against each other. The world that should be calm, serene,

harmonious, and perfectly balanced became a cock -pit,

raucous with angry voices, dabbled with blood, and strewn

with the torn feathers of the fallen.

The many books which he had read dealing with the lives

of great artists, sometimes their own autobiographies, had only
confirmed him in his wish to keep out of the struggle. Such

books, deeply interesting though they were, often made him
feel almost sick at heart. As he read them he saw genius

slipping, or even wallowing in pits full of slime. Men showered

their gold out of blackness. They rose on strong pinions only
to sink down below the level surely of even the average man.
And angry passions attended them along the pilgrimage of their

lives, seemed born and bred of their very being. Few books

made Claude feel so sad as the books which chronicled the

genius of men submitted to the conditions which prevail in

the ardent struggle for life.

He closed them, and was happy with his own quiet fate,

his apparently humdrum existence, which provided no material

for any biographer, the fate of the unknown man who does not

wish to be known.

But, of course, there was in him, as there is in almost every
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man of strong imagination and original talent, a restlessness

like that of the physically strong man who has never tried

and proved his strength in any combat.

Mrs Shifmey had appealed to this restlessness, which had

driven Claude forth into the darkness of evening and now com-

panioned him along the London ways. He knew no woman of

her type well, and something in him instinctively shrank from

her type. As he had said to Mrs Mansfield, he dreaded, yet he

was aware that he might be fascinated by, the monster with

teeth and claws always watchful and hungry for pleasure. And
the voice that murmured,

" To-morrow we die! To-morrow

we die!
"
was like a groan in his ears. But now, as he walked,

he was almost inclined to scold his imagination as a companion
which led him into excesses, to rebel against his own instinct.

Why should he refuse any pleasant temptation that came in

his way? Why should he decline to go on the yacht ? Was he

not a prude, a timorous man to be so afraid for his own safety,

not of body, but of mind and soul? Mrs Shiffney's remarks

about Continental artists stuck in his mind. Ought he not

to fling off his armour, to descend boldly into the mid-stream

of life, to let it take him on its current whither it would?

He was conscious that if once he abandoned his cautious

existence he might respond to many calls which, as yet, had
not appealed to him. He fancied that he was one of those

natures which cannot be half-hearted, which cannot easily

mingle, arrange, portion out, take just so much of this and
so much of that. The recklessness that looked out of Mrs

Shiffney's eyes spoke to something in him that might be

friendly to it, though something else in him disliked, despised,
almost dreaded it.

He had answered. Yet on Sunday he must answer again.
How he wished Mrs Shifmey had not called upon him a second
time! In her persistence he read her worldly cleverness. She
divined the instability which he now felt within him. It must
be so. It was so. The first time he had met her he had had a

feeling as if to her almost impertinent eyes he were transparent.
And she had evidently seen something he had supposed to be

hidden, something he wished were not in existence.

Her remarks about English musicians, her banter about
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the provincial festivals had stung him. The word "
pro-

vincial
"

rankled. If it applied to him, to his talent! If he

were merely provincial and destined to remain so because of

his way of life!

Abruptly he became solicitous of opinion. He thought of

Mrs Mansfield, and wondered what had been her opinion of his

music. Almost mechanically he crossed the broad road by the

Marble Arch, turned into the windings of Mayfair, and made his

way to Berkeley Square.
"

I'll ask her. I'll find out !

" was his thought.
He rang Mrs Mansfield's bell.
"

Is Mrs Mansfield at home? "

"
Yes, sir."

"
Is she alone?

"

"
Yes, sir."

Heath stepped in quickly. He still felt excited, uncertain

of himself, even self-conscious under the eyes of the butler.

There was no one in the drawing-room. As he waited he

wondered whether Charmian was in the house, whether he

would see her. And now, for the first time, he began to wonder
also why Mrs Shiffney had made so much of the fact that

Charmian was to be on the yacht. He recalled her words,
"
Poor Charmian Mansfield ! Whom can I get for her?

" Had
he been asked on Charmian 's account? That seemed to him

very absurd. She certainly disliked him. They were not en

rapport. In the yacht they would be thrown together inces-

santly. He thought of the expression in Mrs Shiffney's eyes
and felt positive that she had pressed him to come for herself.

But possibly she fancied he liked Charmian because he came
so often to Berkeley Square. The cleverest woman, it seemed,
made mistakes. But he could not quite understand Mrs Shiff-

ney's proceedings. If he did, after all, go on the yacht it

would be rather amusing to study her. And Charmian?

Heath said to himself that he did not want to study her. She

was too uncertain, not without a certain fascination perhaps,
but too ironic, too something. He scarcely knew what it was

that he disliked, almost dreaded, in her. She was mischievous

at wrong moments. The minx peeped up in her and repelled

him. She watched him in surely a hostile way and did not
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understand him. So he was on the defensive with her, never

quite at his ease.

The door opened and Mrs Mansfield came in. Heath

went towards her and took her hand eagerly. This evening
he felt less independent than he usually did, and in need of a

real friend.
" What is it?

"
she said, after a look at him.

"
Why should it be anything special?

"

" But it is!
"

He laughed almost uneasily.
"

I wish I hadn't a face that gives me away always!
"
he

exclaimed.
"
Though to you I don't mind very much. Well,

I wanted to ask you two or three things, if I may."
Mrs Mansfield sat down on her favourite sofa, with her feet

on a stool.
"
Anything," she said.

" Do you mind telling me exactly what you thought of my
music the other evening? Did you—did you think it feeble

stuff? Did you, perhaps, think it
"—he paused—"

pro-

vincial?
"
he concluded, with an effort.

"
Provincial!

"

Heath was answered, but he persisted.

"What did you think?"
"

I thought it alarming."
"
Alarming?

"

"
Disturbing. It has disturbed me."

"
Disturbed your mind? "

" Or my heart, perhaps."
"
But why? How? "

"I'm not sure that I could tell you that."

Heath sat down. When he was not composing or playing
he sometimes felt very uncertain of himself, lacking in self-

confidence. He often had moments when he felt not merely
doubtful as to his talent, but as if he were less in almost every

way than the average man. He endeavoured to conceal this

disagreeable weakness, which he suffered under and despised,
but could not rid himself of; and in consequence his manner
was sometimes uneasy. It was rather uneasy now. He
longed to be reassured. Mrs Mansfield found him strangely

5
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different from the man who had played to her, who had

scarcely seemed to care what she thought, what anyone
thought of his music.

I do wish you would try to tell me! " he said anxiously.

Why should you care what I think?
"
she said, almost as

if in rebuke.
"
Perhaps my music is terrible rubbish!

"

"
It certainly is not, or it could not have made a strong

impression upon me."
"

It did really make a strong impression?
"

Very strong."
Then you think I have something in me worth developing,

worth taking care of ?
"

"
I am sure you have."

"
I wonder how I ought to live?

"
he exclaimed.

"
Is that what you came to ask me? "

Her fiery eyes seemed to search him. She sat very still,

looking intensely alive.
"
To-night I feel as if I didn't know, didn't know at all!

You see, I avoid so many things, so many experiences that I

might have."

"Do you?"
"
Yes. I think I've done that for years. I know I'm

doing it now."
He moved restlessly.
" Mrs Shiffney has asked me again to go yachting with her."

But I thought you had refused."

I did. But she has been again to-day. She says your

daughter is going."
" Charmian has been asked."
" Mrs Shiffney said she had accepted the invitation."
"
Yes."

" And now I'm to give my answer on Sunday."
" You seem quite upset about it," she said, without

sarcasm.
" Of course it seems a small matter. People would laugh

at me, I know, for worrying. But what I feel is that if I go
with Mrs Shiffney, or go to Max Elliot's parties, I shall very
soon be drawn into a life quite different from the one I have
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always led. And I do think it matters very much to—to some

people just how they live, whom they know well, and so on.

Men say, of course, that a man ought to face the rough and
tumble of life. And some women say a man ought to welcome

every experience. I wonder what the truth is?
"

Still with her eyes on him, Mrs Mansfield said:
" Follow your instinct."
"
Can't one have conflicting instincts?

"

"Oh, no!"
" Then one's instinct may not be strong enough to make

itself known."
"

I doubt that."
" But I am a man, you a woman. Women are said to have

stronger instincts than men."
"
Aren't you playing with your own convictions?

"

"Am I?"
He stared at her, but for a moment his eyes looked uncon-

scious of her.
" Mrs Shiffney said something to me that struck me," he

said presently.
"
She implied that experiences of all kinds

are the necessary food for anyone who wishes to be at all a big

artist. She evidently thinks that England has failed to pro-

duce great musicians because the English are hampered by
tradition."

" She thinks uncleanliness necessary to the producing of

beauty perhaps!
"

"
Ah, I believe you have put into words what I have been

thinking!
"

"
Is it wisdom to grope for stars in the mud? "

"No, no! It can't be!
"

He was silent. Then he said:
"
St Augustine, and many others, went through mud to

the stars though."
"
St Francis didn't— if we are to talk of the saints."

"
I believe you could guide me."

Mrs Mansfield looked deeply touched. For an instant

tears glistened in her eyes. Nevertheless, her next remark

was almost sternly uncompromising.
"
Even if I could, don't let me."
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"
Why?

"

"
I want the composer of the music I heard at the little

house to be very strong in every way. No, no; I am not

going to try to guide you, my friend!
"

There was a sound in her voice as if she were speaking to

herself.
"

I never met anj^one so capable of comradeship
—no

woman, I mean—as you."
"
That's a compliment I like!

"

At this moment the door opened and Charmian came in,

wrapped in furs, her face covered by a veil. When she saw
Heath with her mother she pushed the veil up rather

languidly.
"
Oh, Mr Heath! We haven't seen you for ages. What

have you been about?
"

"
Nothing in particular."

"Haven't you?"
" Take off that thick coat, Charmian, and come and talk

to us."

"Shall I?"
She unbuttoned the fur slowly. Claude helped her to take

it off. As she emerged he thought,
" How slim she is!

" He
had often before looked at girls and wondered at their slimness,

and thought that it seemed part of their mystery. It both

attracted and repelled him.
" Are you talking of very interesting things?

"
she asked,

coming towards the fire.

"
I hear you are going for a cruise with Mrs Shiffney," said

Claude, uneasily.
"

I believe I am. It would be rather nice to get out of this

weather. But you don't mind it."

" How can you know that?
"

"
It's very simple, almost as simple as some of Sherlock

Holmes's deductions. You have refused the cruise which I

have accepted. I expect you were right. No doubt one

might get terribly bored on a yacht, unable to get away from

people. I almost wonder that I dared to say
'

Yes!
' "

"Where are you going to sit, Charmian?" said Mrs
Mansfield.
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"
Dearest mother, I'm afraid I must go upstairs. I've

got to try on coats and skirts."

She turned towards Heath.
" The voyage, you know. I wish you could have come!

'

She held out her thin hand, smiling. She was looking very

serene, very sure of herself.

"I'm to answer Mrs Shiffney on Sunday," said Heath

abruptly.

Something in Charmian's voice and manner had made him
feel defiant.

"
Oh, I thought you had answered! Is Sunday your day

for making up your mind? "

Before he could reply she went out of the room slowly,

smiling.



CHAPTER VII

ON the following Sunday night at ten o'clock Max Elliot

gave one of his musical parties.

Delia had long since emerged from her rest cure, but was
still suffering severely from its after-effects. It had com-

pletely broken her down, poor thing. The large quantities of
"
Marella

" which she had imbibed had poisoned the system.
The Swedish massage had made her bulky. And the prohibi-

tion as to letters had so severely shaken her nerve ganglions
that she had been forced to seek the strengthening air of an

expensive Swiss altitude, from which she had only just returned

by way of Paris, where she had been nearly finished off by the

dressmakers. However, being a woman of courage, she was
down in peach colour, with a pale turquoise-blue waist-belt,

to receive her guests and to help to make things cheery. And
she devoured condolences with an excellent appetite.

" Whatever you do, never touch Marella !

"
she was saying

in her quick, light voice as Mrs Mansfield and Charmian came
into the music-room.

"
It's poison. It turns everything to I

forget what, but something that develops the microbes instead

of destroying them. I nearly died of it. Ah, Violet! Don't

let Charmian be massaged by a Swede. It will ruin her figure.

I've had to starve in Switzerland, or I couldn't have got into

any of my new gowns. There's nothing so fatal as a rest cure.

It sets every nerve on edge. The terrible monotony, and not

knowing whether those one loves are alive or dead, whether the

Government's gone out, or if there's a new King, or anything.

Quite unnatural! It unfits one to face life and cope with one's

friends. But Max would make me. Dear old Max! He's

such a faddist. Men are the real faddists. I'll tell you about

a marvellous new Arab remedy presently. I heard about it

in Paris. We are going to have a lot of music in a minute.

Yes, yes!
"

70
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She spoke rapidly, looking about the room and seldom

hearing what was said to her. Perpetual society had destroyed
in her all continuity of mind. Ever since she could remember
she had forgotten how to listen. She wanted to see, hear,

know eveiybody, everything. Her mind hovered on the

horizon, her restless and pale-blue eyes sought the farthest

corners of the chamber to see what was happening in them,
while she spoke to those within a foot or two of her. She

laughed at jokes she did not catch or want to catch. She

replied to questions she had divined by the expression on a

face while she was glancing over the head it belonged to. She

asked for information and travelled away ere it was given.
Yet many people liked her. She was one of those very fair

and small women who always look years younger than almost

anyone really is, was full of vague charm, was kind, not stupid,
and a good little thing, had two children and was only concen-

trated when at the dressmaker's or trying on hats.

Max was devoted to her and rejoiced in spoiling her. He
was one of those men who like to have a butterfly in the room
with them.

Mrs Mansfield never tried to talk to Delia in a crowd, and
she and Charmian went on into the big room. It was already
full of people, many of whom were sitting on chairs grouped
about the dais on which was the piano, while others stood

about, and still others looked down upon the throng from

recessed balconies, gained from a hidden corridor with which
the main staircase of the house communicated.

Charmian saw Mrs Shiffney not far off, talking and laughing
with a great portrait painter, who looked like a burly farmer,

and with a renowned operatic baritone, whose voice had left

him in the prime of his life and who now gave singing lessons,

and tried to fight down the genius which was in him and to

which he could no longer give expression. He had a pale, large,

and cruel face, and grey eyes that had become sinister since

the disaster which had overtaken him. Near this group were

three men, a musical critic, Paul Lane, and a famous English

composer, prop and stay of provincial festivals. The com-

poser was handsome, with merry eyes and a hearty laugh
which seemed to proclaim

"
Sanity ! Sanity ! Sanity ! Don't
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be afraid of the composer!
" The critic was tall, gay, and

energetic, and also looked—indeed, seemed to mean to look—
a thorough good fellow who had a hatred of shams. Lane,

pale and discontented, had an air of being out of place in their

company. Pretty women were everywhere, and there were

many young and very smart men. On a sofa close to Charmian
a de'gagee-looking Duchess was telling a

"
darkie

"
story to a

lively and debonair writer, who was finding his story to cap it

while he listened and smiled. Just beyond them were two im-

pertinent and picturesquely-dressed girls, sisters, whom Char-

mian knew intimately and met at almost every party she went
to. One of them, who wore gold laurel leaves in her dark hair,

made a little face at Charmian, which seemed to express a

satirical welcome and the promise of sarcasm when they should

be near enough to talk. The other was being prettily absurd

with an excellent match. Close to the piano stood a very
beautiful woman dressed in black, without jewels or gloves, who
had an exquisite profile, hollow cheeks and haggard but lovely
brown eyes. She was talking to several people who were

gathered about her, and never smiled. It was impossible to

imagine that she could ever smile. Her name was Lady
Mildred Burnington, and she was an admirable amateur

violinist, married to Admiral Sir Hilary Burnington, one of the

Sea Lords. Max Elliot was in the distance, talking eagerly
in the midst of a group of musicians. A tall singer, a woman
from the Paris Opera Comique, stood by him with her right

hand on his arm, as if she wanted to interrupt him. She was

deathly pale, with hair like the night, ebon, and a face almost

as exaggeratedly expressive as a tragic pierrot's. People

pointed her out as Millie Deans, a Southern American

never yet heard in London. She spoke to Max Elliot, then

looked round the room, with sultry, defiant and yet anxious

eyes.

As if in answer to Millie Deans's words, Max Elliot moved

away with her, and took her through the throng to Mrs Shiff-

ney, who turned round with her movement of the shoulders as

they came up. Charmian, watching, saw Mrs Shiffney's gay
and careless smile, the piercing light in her eyes as she looked

swiftly at the singer, who faced her with a tragic and deter-
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mined expression. The portrait painter stood by, with his

rather protruding eyes fixed on Miss Deans.

As Charmian glanced round at the crowd and spoke to one

person and another she was seized again by her horror of being

one of the unknown lives. She saw many celebrities. She

yearned to be numbered among them. If she could even be as

Mrs Shiffney, an arbiter of taste, a setter of fashions in admira-

tion ;
if she could see people look at her, as Millie Deans looked

at Mrs Shiffney, with the hard determination to win her over

to their side in the battle of art, she thought she could be happy.
But to be nobody,

"
that pretty little Charmian,"

"
that grace-

ful Charmian Mansfield, but she's not half as clever as her

mother
"

! To-night she felt as if she could not bear it.

Mrs Shiffney had turned away from the singer, and now
her eyes rested on Charmian. She nodded and smiled and

made a beckoning motion with her left hand. But at this

moment a singer and composer, half Spanish, half nobody
knew what, who called himself Ferdinand Rades, sat down
before the piano with a lighted cigarette in his mouth and

struck a few soft chords, looking about him with a sort of sad

and languid insolence and frowning till his thick eyebrows
came down to make a penthouse roof above his jet black eyes.

' Hush—hush, please!
"

said Max Elliot, loudly.
"

'Sh

—'sh—'sh! Monsieur Rades is going to sing."

He bent to Rades.
' What is it? Monsieur Rades will sing

' Le Moulin,' and
'

Le Retour de Madame Blague.'
"

There was a ripple of applause, and Mrs Shiffney hastily
made her way to a chair just in front of the piano, sat down
on it, and gazed at Rades, who turned and stared at her.

Then, taking the cigarette from his mouth, he sang
" Le

Moulin" at her, leaning back, swaying and moving his thick eye-
brows. It was a sad song, full of autumnal atmosphere, a

delicate and sensual caress of sorrow. The handsome com-

poser and the lusty musical critic listened to it, watched the

singer with a sort of bland contempt. But when he threw

away his cigarette and sang
" Le Retour de Madame Blague,"

an outrageous trifle, full of biting esprit and insolent wit, with
a refrain like the hum of Paris by night, and a long bouche
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fermSe effect at the end, even they joined in the laughter and
the applause, though with a certain reluctance, as if, in doing

so, they half feared to descend into a gutter where slippery and

slimy things made their abode.

Mrs Shiffney got up and begged Ferdinand to sing again,

mentioning several songs by name. He shook his head,

letting his apparently boneless and square-nailed hands stray
about over the piano all the time she was speaking to him.

"
Non, non ! Ce soir non ! Impossible!

"

" Then sing
'

Petite Fille de Tombouctou! ' "
she exclaimed

at last.

And before he could answer she turned round, smiling, and

said:
"
Petite Fille de Tombouctou."

There was a murmur of delight, and the impertinent girl

with laurel leaves in her dark hair suddenly looked exotic and

full of languors. And Charmian thought of the yacht. Had
Mrs Shiffney received Claude Heath's answer yet? He was

to make up his mind on Sunday. Rades was singing. His

accompaniment was almost terribly rhythmical, with a sug-

gestion of the little drums that the black men love. She saw
fierce red flowers while he sang, strange alleys with houses like

huts, trees standing stiffly in a blaze of heat, sand, limbs the

colour of slate. The sound of the curious voice had become

Eastern, the look in the insolent black eyes Eastern. There

seemed to be an odd intoxication in the face, pale, im-

passive, and unrighteous, as if the effects of a drug were

beginning to steal upon the senses. And the white, square-
nailed hands beat gently upon the piano till many people,

unconsciously, began to sway ever so little to and fro. An

angry look came into Millie Deans's eyes, and when the last

drum throb died away and the little girl of Tombouctou slept

for ever in the sand, slain by her Prince of Darkness, for a

reason that seemed absurdly inadequate to the British com-

poser, who was a prop of the provincial festivals, but quite

adequate to almost every woman in the room, her mouth set

in a hardness that was almost menacing.
After ten minutes' conversation an English soprano sang

Bach's
" Heart Ever Faithful." Variety was always wel-

comed at the parties in Cadogan Square.
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"
Glorious, old chap !

"
said the British composer.

" We've

come up into God's air now."
The critic swung his right arm like a man who enjoyed

bowling practice at the nets.
"
Lung exercise! Lung exercise!

"
he breathed.

' And
that drop at the end! What a stroke of genius !

"

Mrs Shiffney had disappeared with Rades. She loved

Bach—in the supper-room. In the general movement which

took place when the soprano had left the dais, escorted by
Max Elliot, to have a glass of something, Charmian found

herself beside Margot Drake, the girl with the laurel leaves.

Margot and her sister Kit were extremely well known in

London. Their father was a very rich iron-master, a self-

made man, who had been created a Baronet and had married

an ultra-aristocratic woman, the beautiful Miss Enid Blensover,

related to half the Peerage. The blend had resulted in the

two girls, who were certainly anything rather than ordinary.

They were half Blensovers and half Drakes; delicate, languid,

hot-house plants; shrewd, almost coarse, and pushing growths,

hardy and bold, and inclined to be impudent. In appearance

they resembled their mother, and they had often much of her

enervated and almost decaying manner. Her beauty was of

the dropping-to-pieces type, bound together by wonderful

clothes of a fashion peculiar to herself and very effective.

But they had the energy, the ruthlessness, and the indifference

to opinion of their father, and loved to startle the world he

had won for himself. They were shameless, ultra-smart, with

a sort of half-condescending passion for upper Bohemia. And
as neither their mother nor they cared about anybody's private
life or morals, provided the sinner was celebrated, lovely, or

amusing, they knew intimately, even to calling by Christian

names, all sorts of singers, actresses, dancers, sculptors, writers,

and painters, who were never received in any sort of good

society on the Continent or in America. London's notorious

carelessness in such matters was led gaily by their mother and

by them. Their house in Park Lane was popularly known as
'

the ragbag," and they were perpetually under the spell of

some rage of the moment. Now they were twin Bacchantes,
nfluenced by a Siberian dancer at the Palace; now curiously
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Eastern, captured by a Nautch girl whom they had come to

know in Paris. For a time they were Japanese, when the

Criterion opened its doors to a passionate doll from Yokohama,
who became their bosom friend. Italy touched them with the

lovely hands of La Divina Carlotta, our lady of tears from a

slum of Naples. The Sicilians turned them to fire and the

Swedish singers to snow. At this moment Margot was inclined

to be classic, caught by a plastic poseuse from Athens, who,
attired solely in gold-leaf, was giving exhibitions at the Hippo-
drome to the despair of Mrs Grundy. And Kit was waiting
for a new lead and marking time in the newest creations from

Paris.
"
Charmian, come and sit down for just a moment! Run

away and play, Lord Mark! "

" With whom? "
said a handsome boy plaintively.

" With Jenny Smythe, with Lady Dolly, anyone who can

play pretty. Come back in ten minutes and I'll be bothered

with you again
—

perhaps. Let's sit here, Charmian. Wasn't

the
'

Fille
'

too perfect? But the Bach was like the hewing
of wood and the drawing of water. Max shouldn't have

allowed it. What do you think of my gold gown?
"

"It's lovely!
"

" The Greeks knew everything and we know nothing.
This dress hangs in such a calm way that one can't be any-

thing but classic in it. Since I've known the Persephone I've

learnt how to live. You must go to the Hippodrome. But
what's all this about your going yachting with the

Adelaide and an extraordinary Cornish genius? What's the

matter?
"

The last words came out in a suddenly business-like and
almost self-made voice, and Margot 's deep eyes, full hitherto

of a conscious calm, supposed to be Greek, abruptly darted

questioning fires which might have sprung from a modern

hussy.
"
D'you like him so much? "

continued Margot, before

Charmian had time to answer.
"
You're making a great mistake," said Charmian, with

airy dignity.
"

I was only surprised to hear that Claude

Heath was coming. I didn't know it. I understood he
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had refused to come. He always refuses everything. How
did you hear of him?

"

" The Adelaide has been talking about him. She says
he's a genius who hates the evil world, and will only know
her and your mother, and that he's going with her and you
and Max Elliot to the Greek Isles on one condition—that

nobody else is to be asked and that he is to be introduced to no

one. If it's really the Greek Isles, I think I ought to be taken.

I told the Adelaide so, but she said Claude Heath would rather

die than have a girl like me with him on the yacht."
"
So he really has accepted?

"

"
Evidently. Now you don't look pleased."

" Mr Heath's Madretta's friend, not mine," said Charmian.
"
Really? Then your mother should go to Greece. Why

did the Adelaide ask you?
"

"
I can't imagine."

"
Now, Charmian!

"

"
I assure you, Margot, I was amazed at being asked."

" But you accepted."
11

I wanted to get out of this weather."
" With a Cornish genius?

"

" Mr Heath only looks at middle-aged married women,"
said Charmian.

"
I think he has a horror of girls. He and

I don't get on at all."
" What is he like?

"

"
Plain and gaunt."

"
Is his music really so wonderful?

"

"
I've never heard a note of it."

"
Hasn't your mother?

"

With difficulty Charmian kept a displeased look out of

her face as she answered sweetly:
'

Once, I think. But she has said very little about it."

At this moment the tragic mask of Miss Deans was seen

in a doorway, and Margot got up quickly.
"
There's that darling Millie from Paris!

"

"Who? Where?"
"

Millie Deans, the only real actress on the operatic stage.
Until you've seen her in

'

Crepe de Chine
'

you've never seen

opera as it ought to be. Millie! Millie!
"
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She went rather aggressively towards Miss Deans, for-

getting her calm gown for the moment.
So Claude Heath had accepted. Charmian concluded

this from Margot Drake's remarks. No doubt Mrs Shiffney

had received his answer that day. She loved giving people
the impression that she was adventurous and knew strange
and wonderful beings who wouldn't know anyone else. So

she had not been able to keep silence about Claude Heath and

the Greek Isles. Charmian's heart bounded. The peculiar

singing of Ferdinand Rades, which had upon hearers much of

the effect made upon readers by the books of Pierre Loti, had

excited and quickened her imagination. Secretly Charmian

was romantic, though she seldom seemed so. She longed after

wonders, and was dissatisfied with the usual. Yet she was

capable of expecting wonders to conform to a standard to

which she was accustomed. There was much conventionality
in her, though she did not know it.

" The Brighton tradition
"

was not a mere phrase in her mother's mouth. Laughingly
said, it contained, nevertheless, particles of truth. But at this

moment it seemed far away from Charmian, quite foreign to

her. The Greek Isles and—
Millie Deans had stepped upon the dais, accompanied by

a very thin, hectic French boy, who sat down at the piano.
But she did not seem inclined to sing. She looked round,

glanced at the hectic boy, folded her hands in front of her, and
waited. Max Elliot approached with his genial air and spoke
to her. She answered, putting her dead-white face close to his.

He also looked round the room, then hurried out. There was
a pause.

" What is it?
"

people murmured, turning their heads.

Paul Lane bent down and said to the degagee Duchess :

" She won't sing till Mr Brett, of the opera, comes."

His lips curled in a sarcastic smile.
" What a fuss they all make about themselves!

"
returned

the Duchess.
"

It's a hard face."

"Millie's? She's in a violent temper. You'll see; until

Mr Brett comes she won't open her mouth."
Miss Deans stood rigid, with her hands always crossed in

front of her and her eyes watching the door. The boy at the
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piano moved his hands over the keys without producing any
sound. There was the ripple of a laugh, and Mrs Shiffney

came carelessly in with Rades, followed by a small, stout man,

Mr Brett, and Max Elliot. When he saw Miss Deans the stout

man looked humorously sarcastic. Max Elliot wanted Mrs

Shiffney to come near to the dais, but she refused, and sat down

by the door. Rades whispered to her and she laughed again.

Max Elliot went close to Millie Deans. She frowned at her

accompanist, who began to play, looking sensitive. Mr Brett

leaned against the wall looking critical.

Charmian was in one of the balconies now with a young
man. She saw her mother opposite to her with Sir Hilary

Burnington, looking down on the singer and the crowd, and

she thought her mother must have heard something very sad.

Millie Deans sang an aria of Mozart in a fine, steady, and warm

soprano voice. Then she sang two morceaux from the filmy

opera,
"
Crepe de Chine," by a young Frenchman, which she

had helped to make the rage of Paris. Her eyes were often

on Mr Brett, commanding him to be favourable, yet pleading
with him too.

As Mrs Mansfield looked down she was feeling sad. The
crowded room beneath her was a small epitome of the world

to which talent and genius are flung, to be kissed or torn to

pieces, perhaps to be kissed then torn to pieces. And too

often the listeners felt that they were superior to those they
listened to, because to them an appeal was made, because they
were in the position of judges. "Do we like her? Shall we
take her?

'

Many faces expressed such questions as this

strange-looking woman sang.
" What does Mr Brett think

of her? "and eyes turned towards the stout man leaning

against the wall.

Did not Claude Heath do well to keep out of it all ?

The question passed through Mrs Mansfield's mind as she
felt the humiliation of the yoke which the world fastens on the
artist's neck. She had come to care for Heath almost a little

jealously, but quite unselfishly. She was able to care un-

selfishly, because she had given all of herself that was passionate

long ago to the man who was dead. Never again could she
be in love. Never again could she desire the closest relation
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woman can be in with man. But she felt protective towards

Heath. She had the strong instinct to shelter his young
austerity, his curious talent, his reserve, and his sensitiveness.

And she was thinking now,
"

If he goes yachting with Adelaide !

If he allows Max to exploit him ! If he becomes known, per-

haps the fashion, even the rage ! And if they get sick of him ?
"

Yet what is talent for? Why is it given to any man ? Surely
to be used, displayed, bestowed.

There was a hard and cruel expression on many of the

listening faces below. Singers were there, appraising; pro-
fessional critics coldly judging, jaded, sated, because they had
heard too much of the wonderful sounds of the world; men
like Paul Lane, by temperament inclined to sneer and con-

demn; women who loved to be in camps and whose idea of

setting an artist on high was to tear all other artists down.

Battlefields ! Battlefields ! Mrs Mansfield was painfully con-

scious that the last thing to be found in any circle of life is

peace. Too often there was poison in the cup which the

artist had to drink. Too often to attract the gaze of the

world was to attract and concentrate many of the floating

hatreds of the world. The little old house near Petersburg
Place was a quiet refuge. Mrs Searle, a kindly dragon, kept
the door. Yellow-haired Fan was the fairy within. The
faded curtains of orange colour shut out very much that was

black and horrid. And there the Kings of the East passed by.
But there, also, the sea was as the blood of a dead man.

"
Well, what do you think of her?

"
Sir Hilary was

speaking.
He had a face like a fairly good-natured bulldog, and, like

the bulldog, looked as if, once fastened on an enemy, he would

not easily be detached.
"

I think it's a very beautiful voice and remarkably
trained."

" Do you? Well, now I don't think she's a patch on

Dantini."

The Admiral was wholly unmusical, but, having married an

accomplished violinist, he was inclined to lay down the law

about music.

"Don't you?"
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"
No, I don't. No lightness, no agility; too heavy."

"
There are holes in her voice," observed a stout musical

critic standing beside him.
" The middle register is all

wrong."
"
That's it," said the Admiral, snapping his jaws.

"
Holes

in the voice and the—the what you may call it all wrong."
"

I wonder what Adelaide Shiffney thinks?
"

said a small,

dark, and shrewish-looking woman just behind them.
"

I

must go and find out."
"
My wife won't have her. I'm dead certain of that,"

said the Admiral.
"
She ought to start again with De Reszke," said the

musical critic, puffing out his fat cheeks and looking suddenly
like a fish.

"
Well, I must go down. It's getting late," said Mrs

Mansfield.
"

It isn't a real soprano," said someone in a husky voice.
"

It's a forced-up mezzo."

Beneath them Millie Deans was standing by Mrs Shiffney,

who was saying:
"
Charming! No, I haven't heard '

Crepe de Chine.'

I don't care much for Fournier's music. He imitates the

Russians. Such a pity! Are you really going back to-

morrow? Good-bye, then! Now, Rades, be amiable! Give

us
'

Enigme.'
" Mr Brett had disappeared.

11

No, Mr Elliot, it's no use talking to me, not a bit of use!
"

Millie Deans exclaimed vehemently in the hall as Rades began
'

Enigme
"

in his most velvety voice.
" London has no taste,

it has only fashions. In Paris that man is not a singer at all.

He is merely a diseur. No one would dream of putting him
in a programme with me."

'

But, my dear Miss Deans, you knew he was singing to-

night. And my programmes are always eclectic. There
is no intention—"

'

I don't know anything about eplectic," said Millie Deans,
whose education was one-sided, but who had temperament and

talent, and also a very strong temper.
" But I do know that

Mr Brett, who seems to rule you all here, is as ignorant of music

as—as a carp, isn't it? Isn't it, I say!
"

6
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I daresay it is. But, my dear Miss Deans, people were

delighted. You will come back, you—"

"
Never! He means to keep me out. I can see it. He

has that Dantini in his pocket. A woman with a voice like a

dwarf in a gramophone!
"

At this moment, perhaps fortunately, Miss Deans's hired

electric brougham came up, and Max Elliot got rid of her.

Although she had lost her temper Miss Deans had not lost

her shrewdness. Mr Brett shrugged his shoulders and con-

fessed that the talent of Miss Deans did not appeal to

him.
" Her singing bored me," was the verdict of Mrs Shifmey.
And many of Max Elliot's guests found that they had been

subject to a similar ennui when the American was singing.

"Poor woman!" thought Mrs Mansfield, who was un-

prejudiced, and who, with Max Elliot and other genuine

musicians, recognized the gifts of Miss Deans.

And again her mind went to Claude Heath.
"
Better to keep out of it! Better to keep out of it!

"
a

voice said within her.

And apparently Heath was of one mind with her on this

matter.

As Mrs Mansfield and Charmian were going away they met
Mrs Shiffney in the hall with Ferdinand, who was holding her

cloak.

"Oh, Charmian!" she said, turning quickly, with the

cloak over one of her broad shoulders.
"

I heard from

Claude Heath to-day."
"Did you?

"
said Charmian languidly, looking about her

at the crowd.
"
Yes. He can't come. His mother's got a cold and he

doesn't like to leave her, or something. And he's working

very hard on a composition that nobody is ever to hear. And—I forget what else. But there were four sides of excuses."

She laughed.
" Poor boy! He hasn't much savoir-faire. Good-night!

I'll let you know when we start."

Her eyes pierced Charmian.
"
Come, Ferdinand! No, you get in first. I hate being
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passed and trodden on when once I'm in, and I take up so

much room."

That night, when Charmian was safely in her bedroom and
had locked the door against imaginary intruders, she cried,

bitterly, impetuously.
'If only Rades had not sung

'

Petite Fille de Tombouctou '

!

"

That song seemed to have put the finishing touch to desires

which would never be gratified. Charmian could not have

explained why. But such music was cruel when life went

wrong.
1

Why won't he come? Why won't he come? "
she

murmured angrily.

Then she looked at herself in the glass, and thought she

realized that from the first she had hated Claude Heath.



CHAPTER VIII

AFORTNIGHT later The Wanderer lay at anchor in the

harbour of Algiers. But only the captain and some of

the crew were on board. Mrs Shiffney, Max Elliot, and Paul

Lane had gone off in a motor to Bou Saada. Alfred Waring,
the extra man who had come instead of Claude Heath, had

run over to Biskra to see some old friends, and Charmian

and Susan Fleet were at the Hdtel St George at Mustapha

Superieur.
Charmian was not very well. The passage from Marseilles

had been rough, and she had suffered. As she had never

before seen Algiers she had got out of the expedition to Bou
Saada. And Susan Fleet had, apparently, volunteered to

stay with her, but had really stayed, as she did a great many
things when she was with Mrs Shiffney, because there was no

one else to do it and Mrs Shiffney had told her so.

Nevertheless, though she wanted to see Bou Saada, she

was reconciled to her lot. She liked Charmian very well,

though she knew her very little. And she had the great

advantage in life—so, at least, she considered it—of being a

theosophist.
Mrs Shiffney had not known how to put Charmian off.

After hearing again
"
Petite Fille de Tombouctou "

she had

felt she must get out of Europe, if only for five minutes. So

she had made the best of things. And Charmian would rather

have died than have given up going after Claude Heath's

refusal to go. A run over to Algiers was nothing. They could

be back in England in two or three weeks. So The Wanderer

had gone round to Marseilles, and the party of six had come

out by train to meet her there.

Susan Fleet was one of those capable and intelligent women
who are apt to develop sturdiness if they do not marry and

have children. Susan had not married, and at the age of

84
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forty-nine and nine months she was sturdy. She wore coats

and skirts whenever they could be worn, and some people

professed to believe that she slept in them. Her one ex-

travagance was the wearing of white gloves which fitted her

hands perfectly. Her collars were immaculate, and she always

looked almost startlingly neat. All her dresses were "
off the

ground." In appearance she was plain, but she was not ugly.

She had a fairly good nose and mouth, but they were never

admired, thick brown hair which no one ever noticed, and a

passable complexion. Her eyes were her worst feature. They
looked as if they were loose in her head and might easily drop

out, and they were rather glazed than luminous, and were

indefinite in colour. But they were eyes which reassured

doubtful people, eyes which could be, and were, trusted
" on

sight," eyes which had seen a good deal but which could never

take nastiness into the soul to its harming. Her father was

dead, and she had a mother who, at the age of sixty-seven
—

she had really been married at sixteen—was living as com-

panion at Folkestone with an old lady of eighty-two.

Susan Fleet was one of those absolutely unsycophantic and

naturally well-bred persons who are often liked by those
"
at

the top of the tree," and who sometimes, without beauty, great

talent, money, or other worldly advantages, and without any

thought of striving, achieve
"
positions

"
which everybody

recognizes. Susan had a
"
position." She knew and was liked

by all sorts and conditions of important people, had been about,

had stayed in houses with Royalties, and had always remained

just herself, perfectly natural, quite unpretending, and wholly
free from every grain of nonsense.

"
There's no nonsense

about Susan Fleet!
"
many said approvingly, especially those

who themselves were full of it. She possessed one shining

advantage, a constitutional inability to be a snob, and she was

completely ignorant of possessing it. Mrs Shiffney and various

other very rich women could not do without Susan. Unlike

her mother, she had no permanent post. But she was always

being
"
wanted," and was well paid, not always in money

only, for the excellent services she was able to render. She
never made any secret of her poverty, though she never put
it forward, and it was understood by everyone that she nad
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to earn her own living. Many years ago she had qualified to

do this by mastering various homely accomplishments. She

was a competent accountant, an excellent typewriter, a lucid

writer of letters, knew how to manage servants, and was a

mistress of the art of travelling. When looking out trains she

never made a mistake. She was never sea or train sick, never

lost her temper or her own or other people's luggage, had a

perfect sense of time without being aggressively punctual, and
seemed totally unaffected by changes of climate. And she

knew nothing about the meaning of the word shyness.
When the big motor had gone off with its trio to desert

places Charmian suddenly realized the unexpectedness of her

situation—alone above Algiers with a woman who was almost

a stranger. This scarcely seemed like yachting. They had

come up to the hotel because Mrs Shiffney always stayed at

an hotel, if there was a good one, when the yacht was in harbour,
"
to make a change." It was full of English and Americans,

but they knew nobody, and, having two sitting-rooms, had no

reason to seek public rooms where acquaintances are made.

Charmian wondered how long Mrs Shiffney would stay at Bou
Saada.

" Back to-morrow!
"

she had said airily as she waved
her hand. The assertion meant next week if only she were

sufficiently amused.

Charmian had been really stricken on the stormy voyage,
and still had a sensation of oppression in the head, of vague-

ness, of smallness, and of general degradation. She felt also

terribly depressed, like one under sentence not of death, but

of something very disagreeable. And when Susan Fleet said

to her in a chest voice,
" Do you want to do anything this

afternoon?
"

she answered:

"I'll keep quiet to-day. I'll sit in the garden. But,

please, don't bother about me."
"

I'll come and sit in the garden, too," said Miss Fleet in a

calm andbusiness-like manner.

Charmian thought she was going to add,
" And bring my

work with me." But she did not.

On the first terrace there were several people in long chairs

looking lazy; women with picture papers, men smoking, old
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buffers talking about politics and Arabs. Charmian glanced at

them and instinctively went on, descending towards a quieter

part of the prettily and cleverly-arranged garden. The weather

was beautiful, warm, but not sultry. Already she was con-

scious of a feeling of greater ease.
11
Shall we sit here?

"
she said, pointing to two chairs under

some palm trees by a little table.
"
Yes. Why not?

"
returned Susan Fleet.

They sat down.
" Do you feel better?

"
asked Susan.

"
I shall."

'

It must be dreadful being ill at sea. I never am."
" And you have travelled a great deal, haven't you?

"

"
Yes, I have. I often go with Adelaide. Once we went

to India."
" Was it there you became a Theosophist?

"

" That had something to do with it, I suppose. When
we were at Benares Adelaide thought she would like to live

there. The day after she thought so she found we must go

away."
Miss Fleet carefully peeled off her white gloves and leaned

back. Her odd eyes seemed to drop in their sockets, as if they
were trying to tumble out.

"
Isn't it—"

Charmian began, and stopped abruptly.
"
Yes?

"

"
I don't know what I was going to say."

"
Perhaps a great bore not to be one's own mistress?

"

suggested Miss Fleet, composedly.
"
Something of that sort perhaps."

"
Oh, no! I'm accustomed to it. Freedom is a phrase

I'm quite as free as Adelaide. It's usually a great mistake

to pity servants."
' And oneself? I suppose you would say it was a great

mistake to pity oneself?
"

"
I never do it," replied Miss Fleet.

She had charming hands. One of them lay on the little

table with a beam of the sun on it.

"
Perhaps you haven't great desires? Perhaps you don't

want many things?
"
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I suppose I've been like most women in that respect.
But I shall be fifty almost directly."

" How frightful!
" was Charmian's mental comment.

"
No, it isn't."

"
Isn't what? "

said Charmian, startled.
"

It isn't at all awful to be fifty, or any other age, if you
accept it quietly as inevitable. But everything one kicks

against hurts one, of course. I expect to pass a very pleasant

day on my fiftieth birthday."
Charmian put her chin in her hand.

How did you know what I thought?
"

A girl of your age would be almost certain to think some-

thing of that kind."
"
Yes, I suppose so."

Charmian sighed, and then suddenly felt rather angry, and
lifted her chin.

" But surely I need not be exactly like every other girl of

twenty-one!
"
she exclaimed, with much more vivacity.

" You aren't. No girl is. But you all think it must be

dreadful to be a moneyless spinster of fifty. I believe, for my
part, that there's many a vieille fille who is not particularly

sorry for herself or for the man who didn't want to marry her."

Miss Fleet was smiling.
" But I'm not a pessimist as regards marriage," she added.

"And I think men are quite as good as women, and quite
as bad."

" How calm you are!
"

"Why not?"
"

I could never be like that."
"
Perhaps when you are fifty."

" Not if I'm unmarried!
"
said Charmian, with a bluntness,

a lack of caution very rare in her.
'

I don't think you will be, unless you go on before you are

fifty."

Charmian gazed at Miss Fleet, and was conscious that she

herself was entirely concentiated on the present life* she

was a good girl, she had principles, even sometimes desires

not free from nobility. She believed in a religion
—the Protes-

tant religion it happened to be. And yet
—

yes, certainly
—
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she was absolutely concentrated on the present life. She even

felt as if it were somehow physically impossible for her to be

anything else. To "
go on

"
before she was fifty! What a

horror in that idea! To "
go on

"
at all, ever—how strange,

how dreadful ! She was silent for some minutes, with her pretty

head against the back of a chair.

An Arab dragoman went by among the trees. The

strangled yelp of a motor-car rose out of a cloud of white dust

at the bottom of the garden. The faint cry of a siren came

up from the distant sea where The Wanderer lay at rest.

And suddenly Charmian thought,
" When am I going to be

here again?
"

" Do you ever feel you have lived before in some place when

you visit it for the first time?
"
she said, moving her head from

the back of her chair.
"

I did once."
11 Do you ever feel you will live in a place that's new to

you, that you have no connection with, and that you have

only come to for a day or two ?
"

"
I can't say I do."

'

I suppose we all have lots of absurd fancies."
'

I don't think I do," responded Miss Fleet, quite without

arrogance.
11

I—I wish you'd tell me where you got that coat and

skirt," said Charmian."
'

I will. I got it at Folkestone. I'll give you the address

when we go on board again. My mother lives at Folkestone.

She is a companion to a dear old Mrs Simpkins, so I go down
there whenever I have time."

One's mother companion to a dear old Mrs Simpkins!
How extraordinary! And why did it make Charmian feel

as if she were almost fond of Susan Fleet ?

' And I get really well- cut things for a very small price

there, so I'm lucky."
M

I think you are lucky in another way/' hazarded

Charmian.
"
Yes?

"

" To be as you are."

After that day in the garden Charmian knew that she was
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going to be fond of Susan Fleet. Mrs Shiffney, of course,

did not return on the following afternoon.
"

I daresay she'll be away for a week," Susan said.
"

If

you feel better we might go and see the town and visit some
of the villas. There are several that are beautiful."

Quite eagerly Charmian acquiesced. But she soon had
reason to be sorry that she had done so. For much that she

saw increased her misery. Boldly now she applied that word
to her condition

, moved perhaps to be at last frank with herself

by the frankness of her quite unintrusive companion. Algiers
affected her somewhat as the

"
Petite Fille de Tombouctou "

had affected her, but much more powerfully. This was ex-

actly how she put it to herself; it made her feel that she was

violently in love with Claude Heath. What a lie that had been

before the mirror after Max Elliot's party. How dreadful it was

to walk in these exquisite and tropical gardens, to stand upon
these terraces, to wander over these marble pavements and
beneath these tiled colonnades, to hear these fountains singing
under orange trees, to see these far stretches of turquoise and

deep blue water, to watch Arabs on white roads passing noise-

lessly by night under a Heaven thick with stars, and to know
" He is not here and I am nothing to him!

"

Charmian 's romantic tendency, her sense of, and desire

for, wonder were violently stirred by the new surroundings.
She was painfully affected. She began to feel almost desper-
ate. That terrible sensation, known perhaps in its frightening

nightmare fulness only to youth,
"
My life is done, all real life

is at an end for me, because I cannot be linked with my other

half, because I have found it, but it has not found me! "
be-

sieged, assailed her. It shook her, as neurasthenia shakes its

victim, squeezing as if with fierce and powerful hands till the

blood seems to be driven out of the arteries. It changed the

world for her, making of beauty a phenomenon to terrify. She

looked at loveliness, and it sent a lacerating ache all through

her, because only the half looked at it and not the whole, some

hideous astral shape, not the joyous, powerful body meant
for the life of this splendid world, at home in the atmosphere

specially created for it. She began to be frightened and to

think,
" But what can I do? How will it end?

"
She longed
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to do something active, to make an exertion, and struggle

out of all this assailing strangeness. Like one attacked in

a tunnel by claustrophobia, she had an impulse to dash open
doors and windows, to burst arching, solid walls, and to be

elsewhere.

At first she carefully concealed her condition from Susan

Fleet, but when three days had gone by, and no word came
from Mrs Shiffney, she began to feel that fate had left her alone

with the one human being of whom she could make a confidante.

Again and again she looked furtively at Miss Fleet's serene

and practical face, and wondered wrhat effect her revelation

would have upon the very sensible personality it indicated.
"

She'll think it is all nonsense, that it doesn't matter at all!
"

thought Charmian. And more than ever she wanted to tell

Miss Fleet. In self-restraint she became violently excited.

Often she felt on the verge of tears. And at last, very suddenly
and without premeditation, she spoke.

They were visiting
"
Djenan el Ali," the lovely villa of an

acquaintance of Mrs Shiffney's who was away in Europe. Miss

Fleet had been there before and knew the servants, who gladly

gave her permission to show Charmian everything. After

wandering through the house, which was a pure gem of Arab

architecture, five hundred years old, and in excellent preserva-

tion, they descended into the garden, which was on the slope

of the hill over which the houses of Mustapha Superieur are

scattered. Here no sounds of voices reached them, no tram

bells, no shrieks from motors buzzing along the white road high
above them. The garden was large and laid out with subtle

ingenuity. The house was hidden away from the world that

was so near.

Miss Fleet strolled on, descending by winding paths, closely
followed by Charmian, till she came to a sheet of artificial

water, whose uneven banks were covered with masses of

azaleas, rhododendrons, bamboos, and flowering shrubs. In

the midst of this lake there was a tiny island, just big enough
to give room for the growth of one gigantic date palm, and for

a mass of arum lilies from which it rose towering towards the

delicate blue of the cloudless sky. The lilies and the palm—
they were the island, round which slept the greenish-yellow
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water guarded by the azaleas, the rhododendrons, the bamboos,

and the shrubs. And on the path where Charmian and Miss

Fleet stood there was a long pergola of roses, making a half

moon.

Charmian stood still and looked. The ground formed a

sort of basin sheltering the little lake. Even the white Arab

house was hidden from it by a screen of trees. The island, a

wonderfully clever thing, attained by artificiality a sort of

strange exoticism which almost intoxicated Charmian. Per-

haps nothing wholly natural could have affected her in quite

the same way. There was something of the art of a Ferdinand

Rades in the art which had created that island, had set it just

where it was. It had been planned to communicate a thrill

to highly civilized people, to suggest to them—what? the

Fortunate Isles, perhaps, the strange isles, which they dream

of when they have a moment to dream, but which they will

certainly never see. It was a suggestive little isle. One

longed to sail away, to land on it—and then?

Charmian stood as if hypnotized by it. Her eyes went

from the lilies up the great wrinkled trunk of the palm to its

far away tufted head, then travelled down to the big white

flowers. She sighed and gazed. And just at that moment she

felt that she was going to tell Susan Fleet immediately.
On the shore of the lake there was a seat.
"

I must tell you something," Charmian said, sinking

down on it.
"
I'm very unhappy."

She looked again at the island and the tears came to her

eyes.
" He never has even let me hear a note of his music!

"
she

thought, connecting Claude Heath's talent with the lilies and

the palm in some strange way that seemed inevitable.

Susan Fleet sat down and folded her white-gloved hands

in her neat tailor-made lap.

"I'm sorry for that," she said.
" And seeing that island, seeing all these lovely places and

things makes it so much worse. I didn't know—till I came

here. At least, I didn't really know I knew. Oh, Miss Fleet,

how happy I could be here if I wasn't so dreadfully wretched."

A sort of wave of desperation
—it seemed a hot wave—
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surged through Charmian. All the strangeness of Claude

Heath flowed upon her and receded from her, leaving her in a

sort of dreadful acrid dryness.
"
Surely," she said,

" when you are in places like this you
must feel that nothing is of any real use if one has it alone."

'

But I'm with you now," returned Miss Fleet, evidently

wishing to give Charmian a chance to regain her reserve.
1

With me! What's the use of that? You must know
what I mean."

"
I suppose you mean a man."

Charmian blushed.

That sounds—oh, well, how can we help it? It is not

our fault. We have to be so, even if we hate it. And I do

hate it. I don't want to care about him. I never have. He's

not in my set. He doesn't know anyone I know, or do any-

thing I do, or care for almost anything I care for—perhaps.
But I feel I could do such things for him, that he will never

do for himself. And I want to do them. I must do them, but

he will never let me."
"

I hope he's a gentleman. I don't believe in mixing
classes, simply because it seems to me that one class never

really understands another, not at all because one class isn't

just as good as another."
' Of course he's a gentleman. Mrs Shifmey asked him to

come on the yacht."
"
Oh! Mr Heath!

"
observed Miss Fleet.

Charmian thought she detected a slight change in the deep
chest tone of her companion's voice.

"
D'you know him?

"
she asked, almost sharply.

"
No."

" Have you seen him?
"

'

No, never. I only heard that he might be coming from

Adelaide, and then that he wasn't coming."
' He knew I was coming and he refused to come. Isn't

it degrading?
"

"
Is he a great friend of yours?

"

"
No, but he is of my mother's. What must you think

of me? What do you think of me? "

Charmian put her hand impulsively on Miss Fleet's arm.
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I didn't know till I came here. I thought I disliked him,

I almost thought I hated him."
"
That's always a bad sign, I believe," said Miss Fleet.

"
Yes, I know. But he doesn't hate me. He doesn't think

about me. He's mother's friend and not even my enemy.
Do tell me, Miss Fleet—or may I call you Susan to-day?

"

" Of course, and to-morrow, too."
" Thank you. You've seen lots of people. Do you think

I have personality? Do you think I—am I just like everyone
else? That's such a hideous idea! Have I anything that

stamps me? Am I a little different from all the other girls
—

you know, in our sort of set? Do tell me! "

There was something humble in her quivering eagerness

that quite touched Susan Fleet.
"
No, I don't think you're just like everyone else."

" You aren't. And he isn't. He's not in the least like

any other man I ever saw. That's the dreadful part of it.

I can't imagine why I care for him, and that's why I know I

shall never care for anyone else."
"
Perhaps he likes you."

"No, no! No, I'm sure he doesn't. He thinks, like

everyone else, that I have nothing particular in me. But it

isn't true. Susan, sometimes we know a thing by instinct—
don't we? "

"
Certainly. Instinct is often the experience of the past

working within us."
"
Well, I know that I am the woman who could make

Claude Heath famous, who could do for him what he could never

do for himself. He has genius, I believe. Max Elliot says so.

And I feel it when I'm with him. But he has no capacity for

using it, as it ought to be used, to dominate the world. He's

never been in the world. He knows, and wishes to know,

nothing of it. That's absurd, isn't it? We ought to give, if

we have anything extraordinary to give. Oh, if you knew
how I've longed and pined to be extraordinary!

"

"
Extraordinary? In what way?

"

"
In gifts, in talent! I've suffered dreadfully because I

simply can't endure just to be one of the silly, dull crowd.

But lately
—

quite lately
—I've begun to realize what I could
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be, do. I could be the perfect wife to a great man. Don't

laugh at me!
"

"
I'm not laughing."

"
Aren't you? You are a dear! I knew you would under-

stand. You see I've always been among people who matter.

I've always known clever men who've made their names. I've

always breathed in the atmosphere of culture. I'm at home
in the world. I know how to take people. I have social

capacities. Now he's quite different. The fact is, I have all

he hasn't. And he has what I haven't, his talent. He's re-

markable. Anyone would feel it in an instant. I believe he's

a great man manqiU because of a sort of kink in his tempera-
ment. And— I know that I could get rid of that kink if

—"

She stopped. The tears rushed into her eyes.
"
Oh, isn't

it awful to be madly in love with a man who doesn't care

for you?
"
she exclaimed, almost fiercely.

"
I'm not," returned Susan Fleet, quietly.

" But I dare-

say it is."
" When I look at that island—"

Charmian stopped and took out her handkerchief. After

using it she said, in a way that made Susan think of a fierce

little cat spitting:
" But I will bring out what is in me! I will not let all my

capacities go to rust."

Quite abruptly, she could not tell why, Charmian felt

that there was a dawning of hope in her sky. Her de-

pression seemed to lift a little. She was conscious of her

youth, of her grace and charm, her prettiness, her intelligence.
She was able to put a little trust in them.

Susan," she said, clasping her companion's left hand:
The other day, when we were in the garden of the hotel, such

a strange feeling came to me. I couldn't trust it then. I

thought it must be nonsense. But it has come to me again.
It seems somehow to be connected with all sorts of things

—
here."

"
Tell me what it is."

Yes, I must. The other day it came when I saw the

dragoman, Mustapha Ali, walking towards the hotel—when
he was just under that arch of pink roses. The horn of a motor
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sounded in the road, and the white dust flew up in a cloud.

Then I heard, far away, the siren of a ship. It was all an

impression of Algiers. It was Algiers. And I felt—I shall

be here again with hint."

She gazed at Susan. Romance was alight in her long eyes.
" And now, when I look at that island, the feeling comes

again. It seems to come to me out of the palm trunk and the

lilies, almost as if they knew, and told me."
Susan Fleet looked at Charmian with a new interest.

'

It may be so," she said.
"
Perhaps part of your destiny

is to learn through that man, and to teach him."

"Oh, Susan! If it should be!"
Life suddenly seemed glittering with wonder to Charmian,

quivering with possibility.
" But you must learn to love, if you are to do any real

good."
"
Learn! Why, I've just told you—"

"
No, no. You don't quite understand me. Our personal

loves must be expanded. They must become universal. We
must overflow with love."

Charmian stared. This very quiet, very neat, and very

practical woman had astonished her.
" Do you?

"
she almost blurted out.

"
It's very, very difficult. But I wish to and try to. Do

you know, I think perhaps that is why you have told me all

this."
"
Perhaps it is," said Charmian.

"
I could never have told

it to anyone else."



CHAPTER IX

JUST
before Charmian left England Mrs Mansfield had

begun to suspect her secret. Already from time to time she

had wondered whether Charmian refused to accept Claude

I feath, as she had accepted all the other habituis of the

house, because she really liked him much better than she

liked them. She had wondered and she had said,
"
No,

it is not so." Had she not been less than frank with her-

self, and for an under reason which made her reluctant to see

truth? She scarcely knew. But when Charmian was gone
and her mother was quite alone, she felt almost sure that she

had to face a fact very unpleasant to her. There had been

something in the girl's eyes as she said good-bye, a slight hard-

ness, a lurking defiance, something about her lips, something
even in the sound of her voice which had troubled Mrs Mans-

field, which continued to trouble her while Charmian was away.
Charmian in love with Claude Heath!

It seemed to the mother in those first moments of contem-

plation that, if she were right in her surmise, Charmian could

scarcely have set her affections on a man less suited to enter

into her life, less likely to make her happy.
Charmian belonged to a certain world not merely because

she was born in it, and had always lived in it, but by tempera-
ment, by character. Essentially she was of it. She could

surely never be happy in the life led by Claude Heath. Could

Claude Heath be happy in the sort of life led by her?

Abruptly Mrs Mansfield felt as if she did not really know
Heath very well. A great many things about him she knew.

But how much of him was beyond her ken. She was not even
sure how he regarded Charmian. Now she wished very much
to be more clear about that.

Among her many friends Heath stood apart, and for this

reason
; all the other men of talent whom she knew intimately

were in the same set, or belonged to sets which overlapped and
7 97
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intermingled. They were men who were making, or had made,
their names; men who knew, and were known by, her friends

and acquaintances, who needed no explanation, who were

thoroughly
"
in it." Only Heath was outside, was unknown,

was not taking an active part in the battle of art or of life.

And this fact gave him a certain strangeness, not free from

romance, gave him a peculiar value in Mrs Mansfield's eyes.
She secretly cherished the thought of his individuality. She

could not wish it changed. But she knew very well that though
such an individuality might attract her child, indeed, she feared,

had attracted Charmian, yet Charmian, if she had any in-

fluence over it, would not be satisfied to let it alone, to leave

it quietly to its own natural development. Charmian would

never let any plant that belonged to her grow in darkness.

She understood well enough the many clever men who fre-

quented the house, men with ambitions which they were

gratifying, men who were known, or who wished and intended

to be known, men, as a rule, who were fighting, or who had

fought, hard battles. To several of these men Charmian could

have made an excellent wife.

But if she had set her affections on Heath she had made a

sad mistake. His peculiarity of temperament was in accord

surely with nothing in Charmian. That very fact, perhaps,
had grasped her attention, had excited her curiosity, even

stirred sentiment within her. Having perceived a gulf she

had longed to bridge it, to set her feet on the farther side. Mrs

Mansfield was glad that Charmian was away. Hitherto she

had cultivated the friendship with Heath without arriire

pensee. Now she was more conscious in it. Her great love

of her only child made her wish to study Heath.

The more she studied him the more she hoped that her guess
about Charmian had been wrong, and yet the more she studied

him the better she liked him. There was an intensity in him

that captivated her intense mind, an unworldliness that her

soul approved. His lack of social ambition, of all desire to be

rich and prosperous, refreshed her. She compared him secretly

with other men of great talent. Some of them were not greedy
for money, but even they were greedy for fame, were almost

fearfully solicitous about their
"
position," if not their social
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position then their position in the artistic world. Jealousies

accompanied them, and within them were jealousies. They
had not only the desire to build, but also the desire to pull

down, to obliterate, to make ruins and dust.

Among all the men whom she knew, Claude Heath was the

only one who was alone with his art, and who wished to remain

alone with the thing he loved. There was a purity in the

situation which delighted Mrs Mansfield. Yet she realized

that Heath was a man who might be won away from that

which was best in him, from that which he almost sternly

clung to and cherished. And one day he made her aware that

he knew this.

They went to a concert together at Queen's Hall, and sat

in the gallery, in seats which Heath habitually frequented when

the music given was orchestral, when he wished to see as little

as possible and to hear perfectly. He enjoyed hearing a fine

orchestra without watching the conductor, whose necessary

gestures, sometimes not free from an element of the grotesque,

hindered the sweet toil of his imagination, held him back from

worlds he desired to enter.

Between the two parts of the not long concert there was a

pause. During it Mrs Mansfield and Claude left their seats

and strolled about in the corridor, talking. They were both

of them heated by music and ready for mental intimacy. But

they did not discuss the works they had just heard. Combina-

tions of melody and harmony turned them towards life and

humanity. The voices of the great orchestral family called

them towards the dim avenues where in the shadows destiny

wanders. Some music enlarges the borders, sets us free in

regions whose confines we cannot perceive. They spoke of

aims, of ideals, of goals which are very far off.

1

Fine music gives me the conception of great distances,"

Mrs Mansfield said presently.
"

It makes me feel that the

soul is born for travel."

Heath stood still.

" The winding white road over the hills that loses itself in

the vagueness which, in a picture, only some shade of blue can

suggest. The road! The road!
"

He stood leaning against the wall. As she stood by him
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Mrs Mansfield felt strangely, almost cruelly, young. It

was as if student days had come for them both. She could

hardly believe that her hair was snow-white, and that Charmian

had been going to parties for nearly four years.
" The worst of it is," Claude continued,

"
that it is so hard

sometimes not to wander from it."
"

It seems to me you never wander."
"
Because I know that, if I did, I should probably never

come back to the road. What you perhaps consider my
strength takes its rise, I believe, in my knowledge of my
weakness. Things that are right for others aren't right for

me."
No one was near them. The music seemed to have

abolished for the moment the difference in age between

them. Claude spoke to her as he had seldom spoken to her

before, with an almost complete unreserve of manner.

"Do you know why some men enter the cloister?" he

continued.
"

It's because they feel that if they are not monks

they will be libertines. Mullion House is my cloister. I

haven't got the power of apportioning my life with sweet

reason, so much work, so much play, so much retirement, so

much society, so much restraint, so much license. I could

never pursue my art through wildness, as so many men have

done, women too. I don't believe I could even stick to it in

the midst of the ordinary life of pleasures and distractions.

It's like a bone that I have to seize and take away into a cave

where no one can see me gnaw it. Isn't that a beastly simile ?
"

"
Is that why you won't go to Max Elliot's, that you

refused Mrs Shiffney? Do you think that the sort of thing
which inspires many men—the audience, let us say, watching
the combat—would unnerve you?

"

"
I don't say that. But I think it might lead me into wild

extravagance, or into complete idleness. And I think, I know,
that I might be tempted irresistibly to give an audience what

it wanted. There's something in me which is ready to rush

out to satisfy expectation. I hate it, but it's there."
11 And yet you're so uncompromising."
"
That's my armour. I daren't wear ordinary clothes, lest

every arrow should pierce me."
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A bell sounded. They returned to the concert room.

When the second part was over Heath looked at Mrs Mansfield

and said:
** Where are we going?

"

They were in the midst of the crowd passing out. Women
were winding soft things about their necks, men were button-

ing up their coats. For a March wind was about in the great

city. She returned his look and smiled.

'Ah! You guessed! It's the gallery, I suppose. I'm

not accustomed to all this fun. Isn't it amazing what a groove
one lives in? Berkeley Square shadows the whole of my life

I begin to believe."
11 Don't say the motor is waiting!

"

"
No, it isn't."

'

Shall we go to some preposterous place
—to the Monico?

"

' Where you like. It's just tea time, or coffee time."

They walked to the Monico in the March wind, and went in

with a group of Italians, passing the woman who sells foreign

papers, and seeing names that transported them to Paris, to

Milan, to Rome, to Berlin. A vastness of marble contained a

myriad of swarthy strangers, releasing souls astoundingly

foreign in vivid gesture and talk. They had coffee with cream
like a burgeoning cloud floating airily on the top.

' The only word to describe the effect of all this upon
me is spree," said Mrs Mansfield.

"
I am out on the

spree."
1

Capital ! And if I stepped right in to your sort of life?
"

said Heath.
'

Would it have the same kind of effect upon
me?"

1

I don't think it could. It's too conscious, too critical,

too fastidious. There's nothing fastidious in a spree. I like

the March wind outside, too—the thought of it."

Suddenly her mind went to Charmian and Algiers.
"
Charmian 's in the sun," she said.

Directly she said this Heath looked slightly self-conscious.
" Have you heard from her?

"

"
This morning. She has made great friends with Susan

Fleet."
"
Yes?

"
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"
Oh, a woman ^e'all like, who often helps Adelaide

Shiffney with things."
" We all like," he repeated.
"A cliche! And indeed I scarcely know Susan Fleet.

You see what an absurd close borough I live in, have always
lived in. And I never thoroughly realized that till I met you."

' And I live in loneliness, outside of it all, of everything
almost."

Lightly she answered :

" With Mrs Shiffney and others holding open the door,

holding up the lamp, and imploring you to come in, to come

right in as they say on the other side of the Atlantic."
" You don't do that."
" Do you wish me to?

"

"
I don't know what I wish. But I am dissatisfied."

He frowned, moved his chair, lit a cigarette, pushed away
his coffee cup.

" What is it like at Algiers?
"

"
Very beautiful, Charmian says. Adelaide and the others

have gone off to a desert place called Eou-Saada—"

"
Bou-Saada!

"
he said slowly.

" And Charmian and Susan Fleet are up on the hill at

Mustapha Superieur. They've left the yacht for a few days.

They are visiting Arab villas and exploring tropical gardens."
She watched him and sipped her coffee. All the student

feeling had gone from her. And now she was deeply aware of

the difference between her age and Heath's.
"

I suppose they won't be back for a good while," he

said.
"
Oh, I expect them in a week or two."

"
So soon?

"

"
Adelaide is always in a hurry, and this was only to be

quite a short trip."
" Once out there how can they come away so soon? I

should want to stay for months. If I once began really to

travel there would never be an end to it, unless I were not my
own master."

"
It's quite extraordinary how you master yourself," Mrs

Mansfield said.
" You are a dragon to yourself, and what a
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fierce unyielding dragon! It's a tine thing to have such a

strong will."

"Ah! But if I let it go!
"

" Do you think you ever will?
"

"
Yes," he said with a sort of deep sadness.

" On one

side's the will. But on the other side there's an absurd im-

pulsiveness. But don't let's talk any more of me. Do tell me
some more about Algiers and your daughter."

When Heath left her that day Mrs Mansfield said to herself,
'

If Charmian really does care for him he doesn't know it."

What were Heath's feelings towards Charmian she could

not divine. She was unconscious of any desire to baffle her

on Heath's part, and was inclined to think that he was so

wrapped up in the rather solitary life he had planned out for

himself, and in his art, was so detached from the normal pre-

occupations of strong and healthy young men, that Charmian
meant very little, perhaps nothing at all, to him. She had

noted, of course, the slightly self-conscious look which had

come into Heath's face when she had mentioned Charmian,

but she explained that to herself easily enough. Her mention

of Charmian in the sun had recalled to him the persistence of

Mrs Shiffney, which he knew she was aware of. In such matters

he was like a sensitive boy. He had the peculiar delicacies of

the nervously-constituted artist, which seem very ridiculous

to the average man, but not to the discerning woman. Mrs

Mansfield felt almost sure that his self-consciousness arose not

from memories of Charmian, but of Adelaide Shiffney. And she

Mipposed that he was probably quite indifferent to Charmian.

It was better so. Although she believed that it was wise for

most men to marry, and not very late in life, she excepted
Heath from her theory. She could not

"
see

" him married.

She could not pick out any girl or woman whom she knew,
and say: 'That would be the wife for him." Evidently he

was one of the exceptional men for whom the normal conditions

are not intended. She thought again of his music, and found
a reason there. But then she remembered yellow-haired Fan.

He was at home with a child, why not with a wife and child

of his own? She put aside the problem, but did not resign the

thought,
"
In any case Charmian would be the wrong woman
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for him to marry." And when she said that to herself she was

thinking solely of the welfare of Heath. Because he was a

man, and had been unreserved with her, Mrs Mansfield in-

stinctively desired to protect his life. She had the feeling,
"

I

understand him better than others." In a chivalrous nature

understanding breeds a strong sense of obligation. Mrs Mans-

field felt as if she had duties towards Heath. During the two

weeks which elapsed before Charmian's return from Algiers

she thought more about his future than about her child's.

But she was a very feminine woman and, to her, a man's

future always seemed to matter more than a woman's.

Heath, too, had his great talent. That might need pro-

tection in the future. Mrs Mansfield did not believe in an un-

troubled life for such a man as Heath. There was something

disturbing both in his personality and in his music which

seemed to her to preclude the possibility of his dwelling always
in peace. But she hoped he would be true to his instinct, to

the strange instinct which kept him now in a sort of cloistered

seclusion. She knew he had friends, acquaintances, made

during his time at the College of Music, through the intro-

ductions he had brought to London from Cornwall, through

family connections. Human intercourse must be part of

every life. But she was glad, very glad, that neither Mrs

Shiffney nor Max Elliot had persuaded him into the world

where artists are handed on and on till they
" know every-

body." His words:
" Do you know why some men enter the

cloister ? It's because they feel that if they are not monks they
will be libertines," remained with her. Doubtless Heath

knew himself. She thought of those who have pursued their

art through wildness—Heath's expression
—with an inflexi-

bility quite marvellous, an order in the midst of disorder,

which to the onlooker seems no less than a miracle. But they
were surely Bohemians born, and full of characteristics that

were racial. Such characteristics did not exist in Heath, she

thought. She pondered. He was surely not a Bohemian.

And yet he did not belong to the other race so noticeable in

England, the race of the cultured talented, who live well-

ordered lives in the calm light of a mild and unobjectionable

publicity, who produce in the midst of comfort, giving birth to
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nothing on straw, who are sane even to the extent of thinking

very much as the man in Sloane Street thinks, who occasionally

go to a levee, and have set foot on summer days in the gardens
of Buckingham Palace. Heath, perhaps, could not be

dubbed with a name. Was he a Bohemian who, for his

health's sake, could not live in Bohemia? She remembered

the crucifix standing in front of the piano where he passed so

many hours, the strange and terrible words he had chosen to set

to music, the setting he had given them. It was an uncom-

promising nature, an uncompromising talent. And yet
—there

was the other side. There was something ready to rush out

to satisfy expectation.
She was deeply interested in Heath.

About ten days after the "spree
"

at the Monico she re-

ceived a telegram from Marseilles—"
Starting to-night, home

the day after to-morrow; love.—Charmian."

Heath dropped in that day, and Mrs Mansfield mentioned

the telegram.
'

Charmian will be back on Thursday. I told you Adelaide

Shiffney would be in a hurry."
" Then they are not going on to the Greek Isles," he said.
" Not this time."

She glanced at him and thought he was looking rather sad.
'

Will you come and dine on Thursday night just with me
and Charmian?

"
she said.

"
If she is tired with the journey

from Paris you may be alone with me. If not, she can tell us

about her little African experiences."
1 Thank you. Yes, I should like to come very much!

"

The strangely imaginative expression, which made his

rather plain face almost beautiful, shone in his eyes and seemed
to shed a llicker of light about his brow and lips, as he added :

'

1 have travelled so little that to me there is something
almost wonderful in the arrival of someone from Africa. Even
the name comes to me always like fire and black mystery. Last

night, just before I went to bed, I was reading Chateaubriand,
and I came across a passage that kept me awake for hours."

"What was it?"

She leaned a little forward, ready to be fascinated as

evidently he had been.
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"He is writing of Napoleon, and says of him something
like this."

Heath paused, looked down, seemed to make an effort,

and continued, with his eyes turned away from Mrs

Mansfield :

His enemies, fascinated, seek him and do not see him.

He hides himself in his glory, as the lion of the Sahara hides

himself in the rays of the sun to escape from the searching

eyes of the dazzled hunters.' Isn't that simply gorgeous? It

set my imagination galloping.
' As the lion of the Sahara

hides himself in the rays of the sun
'—by Jove!

" He got up.
"

I was out of England last night. And to think that Miss

Charmian is actually arriving from Africa!
"

When he was gone Mrs Mansfield said to herself:
"
He's a

child, too!
" And she felt restless and troubled. Naivetd

leads men of genius into such unsuitable regions sometimes.

It was rather wonderful that he could feel as he did about

Africa and refuse to go to Africa. For Adelaide would have

taken him anywhere. Would Charmian bring back with her

something of the wonder of the East ? Mrs Mansfield felt for

a moment as if she were going to welcome a stranger in her

child. The feeling returned to her on the Thursday afternoon,

when she was waiting for Charmian 's arrival in her writing-

room.

Charmian was due at Charing Cross at three-twenty-five.

She ought to be in Berkeley Square about four, unless the train

was very crowded, and there was a long delay at the Customs.

Four o'clock chimed from the Dresden china clock on the

mantelpiece, and she had not arrived. Mrs Mansfield was con-

scious of a restlessness almost amounting to nervousness. She

got up from her chair, laid down the book she had been reading,

and moved slowly about the room.

How would Charmian receive the news that Claude Heath

was to dine with them that night? Would she be too tired

by the journey to dine? She was a bad sailor. Perhaps the

sea in the Channel had been rough. If so, she would arrive

not looking her best. Mrs Mansfield had invited Heath be-

cause she wished to be sure at the first possible moment
whether Charmian was in love with him or not. And she was
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positive that now, consciously alert and suspicious, if she saw

the two together even for a short time she would know.

And if she knew that it was so, that Charmian had set her

affections on Heath—what then?

She resolved not to look beyond the day. But as the

moments passed, and she waited, her mind, like a thing beyond

control, began to occupy itself with that question. The distant

hoot of a motor startled her. Although their motor had a

horn exactly the same as a thousand others she knew at once

that Charmian was entering the Square. Half a minute later,

standing in the doorway of her sitting-room, she heard the door

bell and the footsteps of Lassell, the butler. Impulsively she

went to the staircase.
"
Charmian!

"
she called.

"
Charmian!

"

'

My only mother!
" came up a voice from below.

She saw Charmian pushing up her veil over her three-

< nrnered travelling-hat with a bright red feather.
" Where are you? Oh, there!

"

She came up the stairs.
' Such a crossing! I'm an unlucky girl! Remedies are

no use. Dearest!
"

She put two light hands on her mother's shoulders and

kissed her twice with lips which were rather cold. Her face

was pale, and her eyes looked unusually haggard and restless.

An atmosphere of excitement seemed to surround her like an

aura, Mrs Mansfield thought. She put her arm through her

mother'>.

Te;i with you, and then I think I must go to bed. How
nice to be in my own dear bed again ! I thought of my pillows
on board with a yearning that came from the soul, I'm sure.

Of course we left the yacht at Marseilles. The yachting there

was such a talk about resolved itself into the two crossings. 1

wasn't sorry, for we never saw a calm sea except from the

shore."
" No? What a shame! Sit here."

Charmian threw herself down with a movement that was

very young and began taking off her long gloves. As her thin,

pretty hands came out of them, Mrs Mansfield bent down and
kissed her.
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" Dear child! How nice to have you safe home! "

"
Is it?"

" What a silly question to ask your only mother!
"

"
This chair makes me feel exactly how tired I am. It

tells me."
" Take off your hat."
"
Shall I?

"
She put up her hands, but she left the hat

where it was, and her mothei did not ask why.
"

Is Adelaide back?
"

"
No, I left her glued to Paris. I crossed with Susan Fleet.

Oh!"
She rested her head on the back of the big chair, and shut

her eyes.

"Only tea. I can't eat!"
" Here it is."
"

I feel as if I'd been away for centuries, as if London must

have changed."
"

It hasn't."

"And you?
"

"
Oh, of course, I've shed my nature, as you see!

"

"
I believe vou think I've shed mine."

"
Why?

"

"
I don't know."

Her eyes wandered about the room.
"
Everything just the same."

" Then Africa really has made a great difference?
"

The alert look that Mrs Mansfield knew so well came into

Charmian's face despite her fatigue.
" Who thought it would?

"

"
Well, you've never been out of Europe before."

" You did?
"

"
Wouldn't it be natural if I had fancied it might?

"

"
Perhaps. But it was only the very edge of Africa. I

never went beyond Mustapha Supeneur. I didn't even want

to go. I wonder if Susan Fleet did."

"Do you think so?
"

"I'm afraid I didn't think very much about it. But I

begin to wonder now. I think she's so unselfish that perhaps
she makes other people selfish."
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" You made great friends, didn't you?
"

"
Yes. I think she's rather wonderful. She's very unlike

other women. She seemed actually glad to give me the

address of the place where she gets her coats and skirts. If

Theosophy made more women like that I should wish it to

spread like cholera in the alleys of Naples. Madre, don't

mind me ! I was really ill coming across. My head feels all

light and empty."
She put up her hands to her temples.

'

It's as if everything in my poor little brain-box had been

shaken about."
'

Poor child! And I've been very inconsiderate."

"Inconsiderate? How?"
"
About to-night."

" You haven't accepted a party for me? "

'

It isn't so bad as that. But I've invited someone to

dinner."
"
Mother!

"
Charmian looked genuinely surprised.

"
Xot

Aunt Kitty!
"

Aunt Kitty was a sister of Mrs Mansfield's whom Charmian

disliked.
"
Oh, no—Claude Heath."

After a slight but perceptible pause, Charmian said:
' Mr Heath. Oh, you asked him for to-night before you

knew I should be here. I see."
'

No, I didn't. I thought he would like to hear about

your African experiences. I asked him after your telegram
came."

Charmian got up slowly, and stood where she could see

herself in a mirror without seeming intent on looking in the

glass. Her glance to it was very swift and surreptitious, and
she spoke, to cover it perhaps.

'

I'm afraid I've got very little to tell about Algiers that

could interest Mr Heath. Would you mind very much if I

gave it up and dined in bed?
"

' Do just as you like. It was stupid of me to ask him. I

suppose I acted on impulse without thinking first."
" What time is dinner?

"

"
Fight as usual."
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"

I'll lie down and rest and then see how I feel. I'll go
now. Nice to be with you again, dearest Madre!

"

She bent down and kissed her mother's cheek. The touch

of her lips just then was not quite pleasant to Mrs Mansfield.

When she was in her bedroom alone, Charmian took off her

hat, and, without touching her hair, looked long and earnestly
into the glass that stood on her dressing-table. Then she

bent down and put her face close to the glass.
"

I look dreadful!
"
was her comment.

Her maid knocked at the door and was sent away.
Charmian undressed herself, got into bed, and lay very still.

She felt very interesting, and as if she were going to be involved

in interesting and strange events, as if destiny were at work,
and were selecting instruments to help on the coming of that

which had to be. She thought of her mother as one of these

instruments.

It was strange that her mother should have been moved
to ask Claude Heath, the man she meant to marry, to come
to the house alone on the evening of her return. This action

was not a very natural one on her mother's part. It had always
been tacitly understood that Heath was Mrs Mansfield's

friend. Yet Mrs Mansfield had invited him for her daughter.
Had thought, for which space does not exist, reached across

the sea from child to mother mysteriously, saying to the

mother, "Do this!
"

But unless the glass told a new tale at seven o'clock Char-

mian did not mean to go down to dinner.

She closed her eyes and said to herself, again and again,
" Look better! Look better! Look better!

"



CHAPTER X

WHEN
seven o'clock struck she got out of bed, and again

looked in the glass. She felt rested in body, and no

longer had the tangled sensation in her head. But the face

which confronted her reminded her disagreeably of Millie

Deans, the American singer. It had what Charmian called the
"
Pierrot look," a too expressive and unnatural whiteness

which surely told secrets. It seemed to her, too, a hard face,

too determined in expression, repellent almost. And surely

nothing is likely to be more repellent to a man than a girl's

face that is hard.

Since her conversation with Susan Fleet by the little lake

in the Algerian garden, Charmian had felt that destiny had

decreed her marriage with Claude Heath. So she put the

matter to herself. Really that conversation had caused her

secretly to decide that she would marry Claude Heath.

"It may be so," Susan Fleet had said.
"
Perhaps part

of your destiny is to learn through that man, and to teach

him."

The words had gone to join the curious conviction that had

come to Charmian out of the white dust floating up from the

road that runs through Mustapha, out of the lilies, out of the

wrinkled trunk of the great palm that was separated by the

yellow green water from all its fellows,
"

I shall be here again
with him."

Surely the strong assertion of the will is the first step that

takes a human being out of the crowd. Charmian had suffered

because she was in the crowd, undistinguished, lost like a

violet in a prairie abloom with thousands of violets. Some-

thing in Algeria, something perhaps in Susan Fleet, had put
into her a resolve, unacknowledged even to herself. She had
returned to England, meaning to marry Claude Heath, mean-

ing to use her will as the ardent and capable servant of her

heart.

ii i
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But what she said to herself was this,
"

I believe destiny
means to bring us together." She wrapped a naked little

fact up in a soft tissue of romance and wonder.

But the face in the glass which now looked at her was too

determined, too hard. It startled her. And she changed the

expression on it. But then it looked insincere, meretricious,

affected, and always haggard.
For a minute Charmian hesitated, almost resolved to go

back to bed. But, oh, the dullness of the long evening shut in

there! Three hours ago, at Charing Cross Station, she had

looked forward to it. But now!

Only once in her life had Charmian made up her face. She

knew many girls who disfigured their youth by concealing it

with artifice. She thought them rather absurd and rather

horrid. Nevertheless she had rouge and powder. One day
she had bought them, shut herself in, made up her face, and

been thoroughly disgusted with the effect. Yes, but she had

done it in a hurry, without care. She had known she was not

going to be seen.

Softly she pulled out a drawer.

At half-past seven there was a knock at the door. She

opened it and saw her maid.
"

If you please, miss, Mrs Mansfield wishes to know whether

you feel rested enough to dine downstairs."
"
Yes, I do. Just tell mother, and then come back, please,

Halton."

When Halton came Charmian watched her almost as a cat

does a mouse, and presently surprised an inquiring look that

degenerated into a look of suspicion.
" What's the matter, Halton?
"
Nothing, miss. Which dress will you wear?

So Halton had guessed, or had suspected
—there was not

much difference between the two mental processes.
" The green one I took on the yacht."
"
Yes, miss."

" Or the—wait a minute."
"
Yes, miss?

"

" Yes—the green one."

When the maid had taken the dress out Charmian said:
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"
Why did you look at me as you did just now, Halton?

I wish to know."
"

I don't know, miss."
11

Well, I have put something on."
"
Yes, miss."

"
I looked so sea-sick—yellow. No one wants to look

yellow."
"
No, I'm sure, miss."

" But I don't want—come and help me, Halton. I believe

you know things I don't."

Halton had been with the lovely Mrs Charlton Hoey before

she came to Charmian, and she did know things unknown
to her young mistress. Trusted, she was ready to reveal

them, and Charmian went downstairs at three minutes past

eight more ingenious than she had been at ten minutes before

that hour.

Although she was quite, quite certain that neither her

mother nor Claude Heath would discover what had been done

with Halton 's assistance, she was nevertheless sufficiently

uncertain to feel a tremor as she put her hand on the drawing-
room door, and it was a tremor in which a sense of shame had

a part.

Claude Heath was in the room with Mrs Mansfield. As
Charmian looked at him getting quickly up from the sofa

where he had been sitting he seemed to her a stranger. Was
this really the man who had made her suffer, weep, confide in

Susan Fleet, in Algeria? Had pink roses and dust, far-off

and near sounds, movements and stillnesses, and that strange
little island spoken to her of him, prophesied to her about him?
She had a sense of banality, of disillusion, as if all that had been

in her own brain only, almost crazily conceived without any
action of events to prompt it.

But when she met his eyes the disagreeable sensation

dropped away. For his eyes searched her in a way that made
her feel suddenly important. He was looking for Africa, but

she did not know it.

Although he did not see what Charmian had done to her

face, he noticed change in her. She seemed to him more
of a personage than she had seemed before she went

8
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away. He was not sure that he liked the change. But it

made an impression upon him. And what he considered

as the weakness within him felt a desire to please and
conciliate it.

Mrs Mansfield had seen at a glance that Charmian had

touched up her face, but she showed nothing of what she felt,

if she felt anything, about this new departure. And when
Heath said to Charmian, "How well you are looking!

" Mrs

Mansfield added:
" Your rest has done you good."
"
Yes, I feel rather less idiotic!

"
said Charmian;

"
but

only rather. You mustn't expect me to be quite my usual

brilliant self, Mr Heath. You must wait a day or two for that.

What have you been doing all this time?
"

It seemed to Heath that there was a hint of light patronage
in her tone and manner. He was unpleasantly conscious of the

woman of the world. But he did not realize how much
Charmian had to conceal at this moment.

When almost immediately they went in to dinner, Mrs
Mansfield deliberately turned the conversation to Charmian 's

recent journey. This was to be Charmian 's dinner. Charmian

was the interesting person, the traveller from Algeria. Had
not Claude Heath been invited to hear all about the trip?

Mrs Mansfield remembered the imaginative look which had

transformed his face just before he had quoted Chateaubriand.

And she remembered something else, something Charmian had
once said to her:

" You jump into minds and hearts and

poor little I remain outside, squatting, like a hungry child!
"

She had a sincere horror of the elderly mother who clings to

that power which should rightly be in the hands of youth.
And to-night something in hei heart said:

"
Give place! give

place!
" The fact which she had noticed in connection with

Charmian 's face had suddenly made something within her weep
over the child, take herself to task. There was still much

impulse in Mrs Mansfield. To-night a subtlety in Charmian,
which no man could have detected, set that impulse in a gene-
rous and warm blaze; filled her with a wish to abdicate in the

child's favour, to make her the centre of the evening's attention,

the source of the evening's conversation; to show Heath that
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Charmian could be as interesting as herself and more attractive

than she was.

The difficulty was to obtain the right response from

Charmian. She had learnt, and had decided upon so much in

Algiers that she was inclined to pretend that Algiers was

very uninteresting. She did not fully realize that Claude

Heath was naive as well as clever, was very boyish as well

as very observant, very concentrated and very determined.

And she feared to play the schoolgirl if she made much of

her experience. Algiers meant so much to her just then that

she belittled Algiers in self-defence.

Heath was chilled by her curt remarks.
'

Of course, it's dreadfully French!
"

she said.
"

I sup-

pose the conquerors wish to efface all the traces of the con-

quered as much as possible. I quite understand their feelings.

But it's not very encouraging to the desirous tourist."
1 Then you were disappointed?

"
said Heath.

You should have gone to Bou-Saada," said Mrs Mans-

field.
" You would have seen the real thing there. Why

didn't you?"
'

Adelaide Shiffney started in such a hurry, before I had
had time to see anything, or recover from the horrors of yacht-

ing. You know how she rushes on as if driven by furies."

There was a small silence. Charmian knew now that she

was making the wrong impression, that she was obstinately

doing, being, all that was unattractive to Heath. But she

was governed by the demon that often takes possession of girls

who love and feel themselves unloved. The demon forced

her to show a moral unattractiveness that did not really

express her character. And realizing that she must be seeming
rather horrid in condemning her hostess and representing the

trip as a failure, she felt defiant and almost hard.
' Did you envy me? "

she said to Heath, almost a little

aggressively.
1

Well, I thought you must be having a very interesting
time. I thought a first visit to Africa must be a wonderful

experience."
"
But, then—why refuse to come? "

She gazed full into his face, and made her long eyes look
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impertinent, challenging. Mrs Mansfield felt very uncom-
fortable.

"
I!

"
said Heath. "

Oh, I didn't know I was in question!

Surely we were talking about the impression Algiers made

upon you."
"
Well, but if you condemn me for not being more enthusi-

astic, surely it is natural for me to wonder why you wouldn't

for anything set foot in the African Paradise."

She laughed. Her nerves felt on edge after the journey.
And something in the mental atmosphere affected her un-

favourably.
"
But, Miss Charmian, I don't condemn you. It would

be monstrous to condemn anyone for not being able to

feel in a certain way. I hope I have enough brains to see

that."

He spoke almost hotly.
" Your mother and I had been imagining that you were

having a wonderful time," he added. •

Perhaps it was stupid
of us."

"
No. Algiers is wonderful."

Heath had changed her, had suddenly enabled her to be

more natural.
"

I include Mustapha, of course. Some of the gardens are

marvellous, and the old Arab houses. And I think perhaps

you would have thought them more marvellous even than I

did."
"
But, why?

"

"
Because I think you could see more in beautiful things

than I can, although I love them!
"

Her sudden softness was touching. Heath had never been

paid a compliment that had pleased him so much as hers. He
had not expected it, and so it gained in value.

"
I don't know that," he said hesitatingly.

"
Madretta, don't you agree with me? "

" No doubt you two would appreciate things differently."
" But what I mean is that Mr Heath in the things we should

both appreciate could see more than I."
"
Pierce deeper into the heart of the charm? Perhaps he

could. Oh, eat a little of this chicken!
"
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"
No, dearest mother, I can't. I'm in a Nebuchadnezzar

mood. Spinach for me."

She took some.
"
Everytiling seems a little vague and Channelly to-night,

even spinach."
She looked up at Heath, and now he saw a sort of evasive

charm in her eyes.

You must forgive me if I'm tiresome to-night, and re-

member that while you and Madre have been sitting comfort-

ably in Mullion House and Berkeley Square, I've been roaring
across France and rolling on the sea. I hate to be a slave

to my body. Nothing makes one feel so contemptible. But I

haven't attained to the Susan Fleet stage yet. I'll tell you all

about her some day, Mr Heath, but not now. You would like

her. I know that. But perhaps you'll refuse to meet her.

Do you know my secret name for you? I call you—the Great

Refuser."

Heath flushed and glanced at Mrs Mansfield.
11

I have my work, you see."
' We heard such strange music in Algiers," she answered.

'

I suppose it was ugly. But it suggested all sorts of things
to me. Adelaide wished Monsieur Rades was with us. He's

clever, but he could never do a big thing. Could he,

mother?
"

"
No, but he does little things beautifully."
What it must be to be able to do a big thing!

"
said

Charmian. To draw in colour and light and perfume and
sound, and to know you will be able to weave them together,
and transform them, and give them out again with you in them,

making them more strange, more wonderful. We saw an

island, Susan Fleet and I, that—well, if I had had genius I

could have done something exquisite the day I saw it. It

seemed to say to me .

'

Tell them ! Tell them ! Make them
feel me! Make them know me! All those who are far away,
who will never see me, but who would love me as you do, if

they knew me.' And—it was very absurd, I know!—but I

felt as if it were disappointed with me because I had no power
to obey it. Madre, don't you think that must be the greatest

joy and privilege of genius, that capacity for getting into close
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relations with strange and beautiful things? I couldn't obey
the little island, and I felt almost as if I had done it a wrong."

" Where was it? In the sea?
"

"No—oh, no! But I can't tell you! It has to be

seen—"

Suddenly there came upon her again, almost like a cloud

enveloping her, the strong impression that destiny would
lead her some day to that Garden of the Island with Heath.

She did not look at him. She feared if she did he would know
what was in her mind and heart. Making an effort, she re-

covered her self-command, and said:
"

I expect you think I'm a rather silly and rhapsodizing

girl, Mr Heath. Do you mind if I tell you what / think?
"

"
No, tell me please!

"
he said quickly.

"
Well, I think that, if you've got a great talent, perhaps

genius, you ought to give it food. And I think you don't

want to give it food."

"Swinburne's food was Putney!" said Mrs Mansfield,
" and I could mention many great men who scarcely moved
from their own firesides and yet whose imagination was nearly

always in a blaze."

Heath joined in eagerly, and the discussion lasted till the

end of dinner. Never before had Charmian felt herself to be

on equal terms with her mother and Heath. She was secretly

excited and she was able to give herself to her excitement. It

helped her, pushed on her intelligence. She saw that Heath
found her more interesting than usual. She began to realize

that her journey had made her interesting to him. He had
refused to go, and now was envying her because she had not

refused. Her depreciation of Algiers had been a mistake.

She corrected it now. And she saw that she had a certain

influence upon Heath. She attributed it to her secret assertion

of her will. She was not going to sit down any longer and be

nobody, a pretty graceful girl who didn't matter. Will is

everything in the world. Now she loved she had a fierce

reason for using her will. Even her mother, who knew her

in every mood, was surprised by Charmian that evening.

Heath stayed till rather late. When he got up to go away,
Charmian said:
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"
Don't you wish you had come on the yacht? Don't you

wish you had seen the island?
"

He hesitated, looking down on her and Mrs Mansfield, and

holding his hands behind him. After a strangely long pause
he answered:

'

I don't want to wish that, I don't mean to wish it."
' Do you really think we can control our desires?

"
she

asked, and now she spoke very gravely, almost earnestly.
"

I suppose so. Why not?
"

11 Oh!
"

she said petulantly.
" You remind me of Oliver

Cromwell—somebody of that kind—you ought to have lived

in Puritan days. It's England—England—England in you

shrivelling you up. I'm sure in all Algiers there isn't one

person (not English) who thinks as you do. But if you were

to travel, if you were to give yourself a chance, how different

you'd be!
"

*

'

Charmian, you impertinent child!" said Mrs Mansfield,

smiling, but in a voice that was rather sad.
"

It's the Channel! It's the Channel! I'm not myself

to-night!
"

Heath laughed and said something light and gay. But as

he went out of the room his face looked troubled.

As soon as he had gone, Charmian got up and turned to her

mother.
"
Are you very angry with me, Madre?

"

' No. There always was a touch of the minx in you, and I

suppose it is ineradicable. What have you been doing to your
face?"

Charmian Hushed. The blood even went up to her fore-

head, and for once she looked confused, almost ashamed.
'

My face? You—you have noticed something?
'

'

01 course, directly you came down. Has Adelaide taught

you that?
"

"No! Are you angry, mother?
"

'

No. But I like young things to look really young as

long as they can. And to me the first touch of make-up
suggests the useless struggle against old age. Now I'm not

very old yet, not fifty. But I've let my hair become white."
" And how it suits you, my beautiful mother!

"
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"
That's my little compensation. A few visits to Bond

Street might make me look ten years younger than I do, but

if I paid them, do you know I think I should lose one or two

friendships I value very much."

Mrs Mansfield paused.
" Lose—friendships?

"
Charmian almost faltered.

"
Yes. Some of the best men value sincerity of appear-

ance in a woman more than perhaps you would believe to be

possible."
"
In friendship!

"
Charmian almost whispered.

Again there was a pause. Mrs Mansfield knew very well

that a sentence from her at this moment would provoke in

Charmian an outburst of sincerity. But she hesitated to speak
that sentence. For a voice within her whispered,

" Am I on

Charmian 's side?
"

After a moment she got up.
"
Bedtime," she said.

"
Yes, yes."

Charmian kissed her mother lightly first on one eyelid then

on the other.
"
Dearest, it is good to be back with you."

" But you loved Algiers, I think."

''Did I? I suppose I did."
"

I must get a book," said Mrs Mansfield, going towards

a bookcase.

When she turned round with a volume of Browning in her

hand Charmian had vanished.

Mrs Mansfield did not regret the silence that had saved her

from Charmian 's sincerity. In reply to it what could she

have said to help her child towards happiness?
For did not the fact that Charmian had made up her face

because she loved Claude Heath show a gulf between her and

him that could surely never be bridged?



CHAPTER XI

HEATH
was troubled and was angry with himself for being

troubled. Looking back it seemed to him that he had

taken a false step when he consented to that dinner with

Max Elliot. Surely since that evening he had never been

wholly at peace. And yet on that evening he had entered into

his great friendship with Mrs Mansfield. He could not wish

that annulled. It added value to his life. But Mrs Shiffney
and Charmian in combination had come into his life with her.

And they began to vex his spirit. He felt as if they repre-

sented a great body of opinion which was set against a deep
conviction of his own. Their motto was,

" The world for the

artist." And what was his, or what had been his until now?
'

His world within the artist." He had fed upon himself,

striving rather to avoid than to seek outside influences. After

Charmian 's return from Africa a persistent doubt assailed him.

His strong instinct might be a blind guide. The opinion of the

world, represented by the shrewd married woman and the

intelligent girl, might have reason on its side.

Certainly Charmian's resolute assertion of herself on the

evening of her return had been surprisingly effective. In an
hour she had made an impression upon Heath such as she had
failed to make in the many weeks of their previous acquaint-

anceship. Her attack had gone home.
"

If you were to give

yourself a chance how different you'd be!
" And then her

outburst about the island! There had been truth in it.

Colour and light and perfume and sound are material given
out to the artist. He takes them, uses them, combines them,
makes them his. He helps them! Ah! That was the word!

He, as it were, gives them wings so that they may fly into the

secret places, into the very hearts of men.
Heath looked round upon his hermitage, the little house

near St Petersburg Place, and he was companioned by fears.

121
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His energies weakened. The lack of self-confidence, which

often afflicted him when he was divorced from his work, began
to distress him when he was working. He disliked what he

was doing. Music, always the most evasive of the arts,

became like a mist in his sight. There were moments when he

hated being a composer, when he longed to be a poet, a painter,

a sculptor. Then he would surely at least know whether what

he was doing was good or bad. Now, though he was inclined

to condemn, he did not feel certain even of ineptitude.
Mrs Searle noted the change in her master, and adminis-

tered her favourite medicine, Fan, with increasing frequency.

As the neurasthenic believes in strange drugs, expensive cures,

impressive doctors, she believed in the healing powers of the

exceedingly young. Nor was Fan doubtful of her own magical

properties. She supposed that her intense interest in herself

and the affairs of her life was fully shared by Heath. Her con-

fidences to him in respect of Masterman and other important
matters were unbridled. She seldom strove to charm by

listening, and never by talking to Heath about himself. Her
method of using herself as a draught of healing was to draw
him into the current of her remarkable life, to set him floating

on the tides of her fate.

Heath had a habit of composing after tea, from five or five-

thirty onwards. And Fan frequently appeared at the studio

door about half-past four, turned slightly sideways with an

expectant glance into the large room with the book-lined

walls, the dim paintings, and the orange-coloured curtains.

A faint air of innocent coquetry hung about her. After a

pause and a smile from Heath, she would move forward with

hasty confidence, sometimes reaching the hearthrug with a

run. She was made welcome, petted, apparently attended

to with a whole mind. But while she delivered her soul of its

burden, at great length and with many indrawn breaths and

gusts of feeling, Heath was often saying to himself, "Am I

provincial?
"

The word rankled now that Charmian had spoken out with

such almost impertinent abruptness. Had he then lost faith

in Mrs Mansfield? She had never said that she wished him
different from what he was. And indirectly she had praised
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his music. He knew it had made a powerful impression upon
her. Nevertheless, he could not forget Charmian's words.

Nor could he help linking her with Mrs Shifmey in his mind.

Fan pulled at his sleeve, raising her voice. He was re-

minded of a little dog clawing to attract attention.

Yes, Fantail! I mean no, of course not! If Masterman

refuses to take a bath, of course you are obliged to punish him.

Yes, yes, I know. Wear something? What? What's that?

Like you ? But he's a man. Very well, we'll get him a pair of

trousers. No, I won't forget. Yes, like mine, long ones like

mine. It'll be all right. Take care with that cup. I think

mother must be wanting you. Press the bell hard. Well,

use your thumb then. That's it—harder. There, you see,

mother does wrant you. Harriet says so."

Harriet, discreet almost to dumbness though she was, was

capable of receiving a hint conveyed by her master's expres-
sive eyebrows. And Fan passed on, leaving Heath alone with

his piano. He played what he had played to Mrs Mansfield to

reassure himself. But he was not wholly reassured. And he

knew that desire for a big verdict which often tortures the un-

known creator. This was a new and, he thought, ugly phase
in his life. Was he going to be like the others ? Was he going
to crave for notoriety? Why had the words of a mere girl,

of no unusual cleverness or perception, had such an effect upon
him? How thin she had looked that day when she emerged
from her furs. That was before she started for Africa. The

journey had surely made a great difference in her. She had come
back more of a personage, more resolute. He felt the will in

her as he had not felt it before. Till she came back he had only
felt the strong soul in her mother. That was like an unwaver-

ing flame. How Mrs Mansfield's husband must have loved

her.

And Heath's hands slipped from the piano, and he dreamed
over women.

He was conscious of solitude.

Susan Fleet was now in town. After the trip to Algiers
she had been to Folkestone to visit her mother and dear old

Mrs Simpkins. She had also combined business with pleasure

and been fitted for a new coat and skirt. A long telegram
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from Adelaide Shiffney called her back to London to under-

take secretarial and other duties. As the season approached
Mrs Shiffhey's life became increasingly agitated. Miss Fleet

was an excellent hand at subduing, or, if that were impossible,
at getting neatness into agitation. She knew well how to

help fashionable women to be absurd with method. She made
their silliness almost business-like, and assisted them to arrange
their various fads in apple-pie order. Amid their often hys-
terical lives she moved with a coolness that was refreshing
even to them. She never criticized their actions except
sometimes by tacitly declining to join in them. And they
seldom really wanted her to do that. Her value to them would
have been diminished, if not destroyed, had she been quite as

they were.

For the moment she was in Grosvenor Square.
Charmian envied Adelaide Shiffney. But she was resolved

to see more of Miss Fleet at whatever cost. Recently she had
been conscious of a tiny something, not much more than a

thread, dividing her from her mother. Since her mother knew
that she had made up her face on Claude Heath's account, she

had often felt self-conscious at home. Knowing that, her

mother, of course, knew more. If Charmian had told the truth

she would not have minded the fact that it was known. But
she did mind very much its being known when she had not told

it. Sometimes she said to herself that she was being absurd,
that Mrs Mansfield knew, even suspected, nothing. But un-

fortunately she was a woman and, therefore, obliged to be

horribly intelligent in certain directions. Her painted cheeks

and delicately-darkened eyelashes had spoken what her lips

had never said. It was vain to pretend the contrary. And
she sedulously pretended it.

Her sense of separation from her mother made Charmian
the more desirous of further intercourse with Susan Fleet.

She felt as if only Miss Fleet could help her, though how she

did not know. After repeated attempts on her part a meeting
was at last arranged, and one afternoon the Theosophist made
her appearance in Berkeley Square and was shown upstairs
to Charmian 's little sitting-room.

Charmian was playing a Polonaise of Chopin's on a cottage
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piano. She played fairly well, but not remarkably. She had

been trained by a competent master and had a good deal

of execution. But her playing lacked that grip and defi-

nite intention which are the blood and bone of a performance.
Several people thought nevertheless that it was full of charm.

"Oh, Susan!"—she stopped abruptly on a diminished

seventh.
" Come and sit here! May I?

"

She kissed the serene face, clasping the white-gloved hands

with both of hers.
"
Another from Folkestone?

"

"
Yes."

"What a fit! I simply must go there. D'you like my
little room? "

Susan looked quietly round, examining the sage-green walls,

the water-colours, the books in Florentine bindings, the chairs

and sofas covered with chintz, which showed a bold design of

purple grapes with green leaves, the cream-coloured rough

curtains, and Charmian's dachshund, Caroline, who lay

awake before the small fire which burned in a grate lined

with Morris tiles.
"
Yes, I like it very much. It looks like your home and

as if you were fond of it."
"

I am, so far as one can be fond of a room."

She paused, hesitating, thinking of the little island and

her sudden outburst, longing to return at once to the subject

which secretly obsessed her, yet fearing to seem childish, too

egoistic, perhaps naively indiscreet. Susan looked at her with

a friendly gaze.
" How are things going with you? Are you happier than

you were at Mustapha?
"

" You mean—about that?
"

"
I'm afraid you have been worrying."

" Do I look uglier?
"
cried Charmian, almost with sharpness.

Susan Fleet could not help smiling, but in her smile there

was no sarcasm, only a gentle, tolerant humour.
'

I hardly know. People say my ideas about looks are

all crazy. I can't admire many so-called beauties, you see.

There's more expression in your face, I think. But I don't

know that I should call it happy expression."
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"

I wish I were like you. I wish I could feel indifferent to

happiness!
"

"
I don't suppose I am indifferent. Only I don't feel that

every small thing of to-day has power over me, any more than

I feel that a grain of dust which I can flick from my dress

makes me unclean. It's a long journey we are making. And
I always think it's a great mistake to fuss on a journey."

"
I don't know anyone who can give me what you do,"

said Charmian.
"

It's a long journey up the Ray," said Susan.
" The Ray?

"
said Charmian, seized with a sense of mystery.

" The bridge that leads from the personal which perishes

to the immortal which endures."
11

I can't help loving the personal. I'm not like you.

I do love the feeling of definite personality, separated from

everything, mine, me. It's no use pretending."
"
Pretence is always disgusting."

"
Yes, of course. But still—never mind, I was only going

to say something you wouldn't agree with."

Susan did not ask what it was, but quietly turned the con-

versation, and soon succeeded in ridding Charmian of her faint

self-consciousness.
"

I want you to meet—him."

At last Charmian had said it, with a slight flush.
"

I have met him," returned Miss Fleet, in her powerful

voice.
" What! "

cried Charmian, on an almost indignant note.
"

I met him last night."
" How could you? Where? He never goes to any-

thing!
"

"
I went with Adelaide to the Elgar Concert at Queen's

Hall. He was there with a musical critic, and happened to

be next to us."

Charmian looked very vexed and almost injured.
" Mrs Shiffney

—and you talked to him? "

11

Oh, yes. Adelaide introduced us."

There was a silence. Then Charmian said:
"

I don't suppose he was his real self—with Adelaide

Shiffney. But did you like him ?
"
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"
I did. I thought him genuine. And one sees the spirit

clearly in his face."
"
I'm sure he liked you."
I really don't know."
I do. Did he—did you—either of you say anything

about me? "

"
Certainly we did."

'

Did he—did he seem—did you notice whether lie was
at all— ? Caroline, be quiet!

"

The dachshund, who had shown signs of an intention to

finish her reverie on Charmian's knees, blinked, looked guilty,

lay down again, turned over on her left side with her back to

her mistress, and heaved a sigh that nearly degenerated into a

whimper.
'

I suppose he talked most of the time with Mrs Shifmey?
"

'

Well, we had quite five minutes together. I spoke about

our time at Mustapha."
"
Did he seem interested?

"

"
Very much, I thought."

'

Very much! Oh, Susan! But he has a manner of

seeming interested. It may not mean anything. But still

I do think since I have come back he sees that I am not quite a

nonentity. He has been here several times, for mother of

course. Even now I have never heard his music. But there

is a difference. I believe in such a place as London unless one

has resolution to assert oneself people think one is a sort of

shadow. I have so often thought of what you said about my
perhaps having to learn through Claude Heath and to teach

him, too. Sometimes when I look at him I feel it must be so.

But what have I to teach? D'you know since—since—well,

it makes me feel humble often. And yet I know that the

greatest man needs help. Men are a sort of children. I've

often been surprised by the childishness of really big men.
Please tell me all he said to you."

Very calmly Susan told. She had just finished, and Char-

mian was about to speak again, when Mrs Mansfield opened the

door. Charmian sprang up so abruptly that Caroline was
startled into a husky bark.

"Oh, Madre! Susan Fleet is here!
"
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Mrs Mansfield knew at once that she had broken in upon a

confidential interview, not by Miss Fleet's demeanour, but by
Charmian 's. But she did not show her knowledge. She sat

down and joined pleasantly in the talk. She had often seen Miss

Fleet in London, but she did not know her well. At once she

realized that Charmian had found an excellent friend. And
she was not jealous because of the confidence given but not

given to her. Youth, she knew, is wilful and must have its

way. The nearest, for some inscrutable reason, are generally
told the least.

When Miss Fleet went away, Mrs Mansfield said:
" That is one of the most thoroughbred human beings I

have ever seen. No wonder the greatest snobs like her.

There is nothing a snob hates so much as snobbery in another.

Viva to your new friend, Charmian!
"

She wondered a little whether Miss Fleet's perception of

character was as keen as her breeding was definite, when she

heard that Claude Heath had met her.

Heath told Mrs Mansfield this. Miss Fleet had made a

strong impression upon him. At the moment when he had

met her he had felt specially downcast. The musical critic,

with whom he had gone to the concert, had been a fellow

student with him at the Royal College. Being young the

critic was very critical, very sure of himself, very decisive in

his worship of the new idols and in his scathing contempt for

the old. He spoke of Mendelssohn as if the composer of
"
Elijah

" had earned undying shame, of Gounod as if he ought
to have been hanged for creating his " Faust." His glorification

of certain modern impressionists in music depressed H6ath,
almost as much as his abuse of the dead who had been popular,
and who were still appreciated by some thousands, perhaps

millions, of nobodies. He made Heath, in his discontented

condition, feel as if all art were futile. \
"
Why give up everything," he thought,

"
merely to earn

in the end the active contempt of men who have given up

nothing? What is it that drives me on? A sort of madness,

perhaps, something to be rooted out."

He almost shivered as the conviction came to him that he

must have been composing for posterity, since he did not desire
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present publicity. No doubt he had tried to trick himself

into the belief that he had toiled for himself alone, paid the

tribute of ardent work to his own soul. Now he asked him-

self, with bitter scepticism:
"
Does any man really ever do

that?
" And his world seemed to fall about him like shadows

dropping down into a void.

Then came his five minutes of talk with Susan Fleet.

When Heath spoke of it to Mrs Mansfield he said:
'*

I was a cripple when we began. When we stopped I felt

as if I could climb to a peak. And she said nothing memorable.
But I had been in her atmosphere."

' And you are very susceptible to atmosphere."
Too susceptible. That's why I keep so much to myself."

"
I know—the cloister."

She looked at him earnestly, even searchingly. He slightly

reddened, looked down, said slowly:
"

It's not a natural life, the life of the cloister."
"
Perhaps you mean to come out."

"
I don't know what I mean. I am all at a loose end

lately."
"
Since when? "

Her eyes were still on him.
'

I hardly know. Perhaps hearing about Africa, of that

voyage I might have made, unsettled me. I'm a weakling,
I'm afraid."

"
Very strong in one way."

'

Very weak in another, perhaps. It would have been
better to go and have done with it, than to brood over not

having gone."
" You are envying Charmian?

"

' Some days I envy everyone who isn't Claude Heath,"
he answered evasively, with a little covering laugh.

"
Of

one thing I am quite sure, that I wish I were a male Miss Fleet.

She knows what few people know."
"What is that?"
" What is small and what is great."

' And you found that out in five minutes at a concert?
"

11

Elgar's is music that helps the perceptions."
Mrs Mansfield's perceptions were very keen. Yet she was

9
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puzzled by Heath. She realized that he was disturbed and at-

tributed that disturbance to Charmian. Had he suspected, or

found out, that Charmian imagined herself to be in love with

him? He came as usual to the house. His friendship with

Mrs Mansfield did not seem to her to have changed. But his

relation to Charmian was not what it had been. Indeed, it

was scarcely possible that it should be so. For Charmian had
continued to be definite ever since her drastic remarks at dinner

on the evening of her return. She bantered Heath, laughed
at him, patronized him in the pretty way of a pretty London

girl who takes the world for her own with the hands of youth.
When she found him with her mother she did not glide away,
or remain as a mere listener while they talked. She stayed to

hold her own, sometimes even—so her mother thought, not

without pathos
—a little aggressively.

Heath's curious and deep reserve, which underlay his ap-

parent quick and sensitive readiness to be sympathetic with

those about him, to give them what they wanted of him, was

not abated by Charmian's banter, her delicate impertinences,
her laughing attacks. Mrs Mansfield noticed that. He turned

to her still when he wished to speak for a moment out of his

heart.

But he was becoming much more at home in Charmian's

company. She stirred him at moments into unexpected bursts

of almost boyish gaiety. She knew how to involve him in

eager arguments.
One day, as he was about to leave the house in Berkeley

Square, he said to Mrs Mansfield :

"
Miss Charmian ought to have some big object in life on

which she could concentrate. She has powers, you know."

When he was gone Mrs Mansfield smiled and sighed.
" And when will he find out that he is Charmian's big

object in life?
"

she thought.

She knew men well. Nevertheless, their stupidities some-

times surprised her. It was as if something in them obstinately
refused to see.

"
It's their blindness that spoils us," she said to herself.

"
If they could see, we should have ten commandments to

obey
—

perhaps twenty."



CHAPTER XII

TOWARDS
the end of the London season the management

of the Covent Garden Opera House startled its subscribers

by announcing for production a new opera, composed by a

Frenchman called Jacques Sennier, whose name was unknown
to most people. Mysteriously, as the day drew near for the

first performance of this work, which was called
" Le Paradis

Terrestre," the inner circles of the musical world were infected

with an unusual excitement. Whispers went round that the

new opera was quite extraordinary, epoch-making, that it was

causing a prodigious impression at rehearsal, that it was abso-

lutely original, that there was no doubt of its composer's genius.

Then reports as to the composer's personality and habits began
to get about. Mrs Shifmey, of course, knew him. But she

had introduced him to nobody. He was her personal prey at

present. She, however, allowed it to be known that he was

quite charming, but the strangest creature imaginable. It

seemed that he had absolutely no moral sense, did not know
what it meant. If he saw an insect trodden upon, or a fly

killed on a window-pane, he could not work for days. But
when his first wife—he had been married at sixteen—shot

herself in front of him, on account of his persistent cruelty and

infidelity, he showed no sign of distress, had the body earned

out of his studio, and went on composing. Decidedly an

original! Everybody was longing to know him. The libraries

and the box-office of the Opera House were bombarded with

demands for seats for the first performance, at which the

beautiful Annie Meredith, singer, actress, dancer, speculator,
and breeder of prize bulldogs, was to appear in the heroine's

part.

Three nights before the premiere, a friend, suddenly plunged
into mourning by the death of a relation, sent Mrs Mans-

field her box. Charmian was overjoyed. Max Elliot, Lady
Mildred Burnington, Margot and Kit Drake, Paul Lane,

I 3 I
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all her acquaintances, in fact, were already
"
raving

" about

Jacques Sennier, without knowing him, and about his opera,
without having heard it. Sensation, success, they were in the

air. Not to go to this premiere would be a disaster. Char-

mian's instinctive love of being
"
in

"
everything had caused

her to feel acute vexation when her mother had told her

that their application for stalls had been refused. Now, at

the last moment, they had one of the best boxes in the

house.

"Whom shall we take?" said Mrs Mansfield. "There's

room for four."

"Why not invite Mr Heath?" said Charmian, with a

rather elaborate carelessness.
" As he's a musician it might

interest him."
"
I will if you like. But he's sure to refuse."

Of late Heath had retired i nto his shell. Mrs Shiffney had
not seen him for months. Max Elliot had given him up in

despair. Even in Berkeley Square he was but seldom visible.

His excuse for not calling was that he knew nobody had any
time to spare in the season.

"
Don't write to him, Madre, or he will. Get him to come

here and ask him. He really ought to follow the progress of

his own art, silly fellow. I have no patience with his absurd

fogeydom."
She spoke with the lightest scorn, but in her long eyes there

was an intentness which contradicted her manner.

Heath came to the house, was invited to come to the

box, and had just refused when Charmian entered the

room.
"
You're afraid, Mr Heath," she said, smiling at him.

"Afraid! What of?" he asked quickly, and a little

defiantly.
"
Afraid of hearing what the foreign composers of your

own age are doing, of comparing their talents with your own.

That's so English! Never mind what the rest of the world is

about! We'll go on in our own way! It seems so valiant,

doesn't it? And really it's nothing but cowardice, fear of

being forced to see that others are advancing while we are

standing still. I'm sick of English stolidity!
"
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Heath's eyes shone with something that looked like anger.
"

I really don't think I'm afraid!
"
he said stiffly.

Perhaps to prove that he was not, he rescinded his refusal

and came to the premiere with the Mansfields. It was a

triumph for Charmian, but she did not show that she knew it.

Heath was in his most reserved mood. He had the manner
of the defiant male lured from behind his defences into the open

against his will. Some intelligence within him knew that his

cold stiffness was rather ridiculous, and made him unhappy.
Mrs Mansfield was really sorry for him.

Nothing is more humorously tragic than pleasure in-

dulged in under protest. And Heath's protest was painfully

apparent.

Charmian, who was looking her best, her most self-possessed,

a radiant minx, with fleeting hints of depths and softnesses,

half veiled by the firm habit of the world, seemed to tower

morally above the composer. He marvelled afresh at the

triumphant composure of modern girlhood. Sitting between

the two women in the box—no one else had been asked to

join them—he looked out, almost shyly, at the crowded and

brilliant house. Mrs Shiffney, large, powerful and glittering

with jewels, came into a box immediately opposite to theirs,

accompanied by Ferdinand Rades, Paul Lane, and a very
smart, very French, and very ugly woman, who was covered

thickly with white paint, and who looked like all the feminine

intelligence of Paris beneath her perfectly-dressed red hair.

In the box next the stage on the same side were the Max Elliots

with Sir Hilary Burnington and Lady Mildred.

Charmian looked eagerly about the house, putting up her

opera-glasses, finding everywhere friends and acquaintances.
She frankly loved the world with the energy of her youth.

At this moment the sight of the huge and crowded theatre,

full of watchful eyes and whispering lips, full of brains and
souls waiting to be fed, the sound of its hum and stir, sent a

warm thrill through her, thrill of expectation, of desire. She

thought of that man, Jacques Sennier, hidden somewhere,
the cause of all that was happening in the house, of all

that would happen almost immediately upon the stage. She
envied him with intensity. Then she looked at Claude Heath's
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rather grim and constrained expression. Was it possible that

Heath did not share her feeling of envy ?

There was a tap at the door. Heath sprang up
and opened it. Paul Lane's pale and discontented face

appeared.
"Halloa! Haven't seen you since that dinner! May I

come in for a minute?
"

He spoke to the Mansfields.

"Perfectly marvellous! Everyone behind the scenes is

mad about it ! Annie Meredith says she will make the success

of her life in it. Who's that Frenchwoman with Adelaide

Shiffhey? Madame Sennier, the composer's wife—his second,

the first killed herself. Very clever woman. She's not going
to kill herself. Sennier says he could do nothing without her,

never would have done this opera but for her. She found him
the libretto, kept him at it, got the Covent Garden manage-
ment interested in it, persuaded Annie Meredith to come over

from South America to sing the part. An extraordinary

woman, ugly but a will of iron, and an ambition that can't

be kept back. Her hour of triumph to-night. There goes the

curtain."

As Lane slipped out of the box, he whispered to Heath :

" Mrs Shifrhey hopes you'll come and speak to her between

the acts. Her name's on the door."

Heath sat down a little behind Mrs Mansfield. Although
the curtain was now up he noticed that Charmian, with raised

opera-glasses, was earnestly looking at Mrs Shiffney's box.

He noticed, too, that her left hand shook slightly, almost

imperceptibly.
" Her hour of triumph!

"
Yes, the hour proved to be that.

Madame Sennier's energies had not been expended in vain.

From the first bars of music, from the first actions upon the

stage, the audience was captured by the new work. There

was no hesitating. There were no dangerous moments.
The evening was like a crescendo, admirably devised and

carried out. And through it all Charmian watched the ugly
white face of the red-haired woman opposite to her, lived

imaginatively in that woman's heart and brain, admired her,

almost hated her, longed to be what she was.
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Between the acts she saw men pouring into Mrs Shiffney's

box. And every one was presented to the ugly woman, whose

vivacity and animation were evidently intense,'., who seemed

to demand homage as a matter of course. Several foreigners

kissed her hand. Max Elliot's whole attitude, as he bent over

her, showed adoration and enthusiasm. Even Paul Lane was

smiling, as he drew her attention to a glove split by his energy
in applause.

Heath had spoken of Mrs Shiffney's message. He was

evidently reluctant to obey it, but Charmian insisted on his

going.
"

I want to know what Madame Sennier is like. You

must ask her if she is happy, find out how happy she is."

"
Charmian, Mr Heath isn't a mental detective!

"

"
I speak such atrocious French!

"
said Heath, looking

nervous and miserable.
"

I suppose you can say
'

Chere Madame, j'espere que vous

etes bien contente ce soir?
' "

When Heath had left the box Mrs Mansfield said gravely
to her daughter :

Charmian!
"

Yes, Madretta."
"

I don't think you are behaving very kindly this evening.
You scarcely seem to remember that Mr Heath is our guest."

"
Against his will," she said, in a voice that was almost

hard. There was a hardness, too, in her whole look and
manner.

"
I think that only makes the hostess's obligation the

stronger," said Mrs Mansfield.
"

I don't at all like the Margot
manner with men."

'I'm sorry, Madre; but I had no idea I was imitating

Margot Drake."

Mrs Mansfield said no more. Charmian, with flushed

cheeks and shining eyes, turned to look once more at Adelaide

Shiffney's box.

In about three minutes she saw Mrs Shiffney glance behind

her. Max Elliot, who was still with her, got up and opened the

door, and Heath stood in the background. Charmian frowned
and pressed her little teeth on her lower lip. Her body felt
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stiff with attention, with scrutiny. She saw Heath come

forward, Max Elliot holding him by the arm, and talking

eagerly and smiling. Mrs Sniffney smiled, too, laughed, gave
him her powerful hand. Now he was being introduced to

Madame Sennier, who surely appraised him with one swift,

almost cruelly intelligent glance.
His French ! His French ! Charmian trembled for it, for

him because of it. If Mrs Mansfield could have known how

solicitous, how tender, how motherly, the girl felt at that

moment under her mask of shining, radiant hardness! But

Mrs Mansfield was glancing about the house with grave and

even troubled eyes.

Heath was talking to Madame Sennier. He was even

sitting down beside her. She spoke, evidently with volubility,

making rapid gestures with her hands. Then she paused.
She was listening attentively to Heath. Mrs Shiffney and

Elliot listened, too, as if absorbed. Heath's French must

really be excellent. Why had he— ? If only she could hear

what he was saying! She tingled with curiosity. How he

held them, those three people! From here he looked dis-

tinguished, interesting. He stood out even in this crowd as

an interesting man. Madame Sennier made an upward move-
ment of her head, full of will. She put out her hand, laid it

on Heath's arm. Now they all seemed to be talking together.

Madame Sennier looked radiant, triumphant, even autocratic.

She pointed towards the stage emphatically, made elaborate

descriptive movements with her hands. A bell sounded

somewhere. Heath got up. In a moment he and Max Elliot

had left the box together. The two women were alone. They
leaned towards each other apparently in earnest conversation.

"
I know they are talking about him! I know they are!

"

Charmian actually formed the words with her lips. The
curtain rose as Heath quietly entered the box. Charmian
did not turn to him or look at him then. Only when the act

was over did she move and say :

"
Well, Mr Heath, your French evidently comes at call."

" What—oh, we were talking in English!
"

Madame Sennier speaks English?
"

said Mrs Mansfield.

Excellently!"
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Charmian felt disappointed.
"

Is she happy?
"
she asked, moving her hand on the edge

of the box.
" She seems so."
" Did you tell her what you thought?

"

"
Yes," said Heath.

His voice had become suddenly deeper, more expressive.
"

I told her that I thought it wonderful. And so it is.

She said—in French this: 'Ah, my friend, wait till the last

act! Then it is no longer the earthly Paradise!
' "

There was a moment of silence. Then Charmian said, in

a voice that sounded rather dry:
"You liked her?"
"

I don't know. Yes, I think I did. We were all rather

carried away, I suppose."
"
Carried away! By what?

"

"
Well, it is evidently a great moment in Madame Sennier's

life. One must sympathize."
Charmian looked and saw two spots of colour burning high

up on his cheeks. His voice had suddenly quivered.
"

I should think so," said Mrs Mansfield.
"
This evening

probably means more to Madame Sennier even than to her

husband."

Charmian said nothing more till the end of the evening.
Beneath the radiant coolness of her demeanour, the aii of

triumphant self-possession, she was secretly quivering with

excitement. She feared to betray herself. Soon she was

spellbound by the music of the last act and by the wonderful

performance of Annie Meredith. As she listened, leaning
forward in the box, and always feeling intensely the nearness

to her of Heath, and of Heath's strong musical talent, she

remembered something she had once said in the drawing-room
in Berkeley Square,

" We want a new note." Here was the

new note in French music, the new talent given to the won-

dering and delighted world to-night. To-morrow doubtless

Europe and America would know that the husband of the red-

haired woman opposite had taken his place among the famous
men to whom the world must pay attention. From to-morrow

thousands of art lovers would be looking towards Jacques
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Sennier with expectation, the curious expectation of those who
crave for fresh food on which they may feed their intellects,

and their souls. The great tonic of a new development in art

was offered to all those who cared to take it by the man who
would probably be staring from behind the footlights at the

crowd in a few moments.
If only the new note had been English !

"
It shall be! It shall be!

" Charmian repeated to herself.

She looked again and again at Madame Sennier, striving
to grasp the secret of her will for another, even while she gave
herself to the enchantment of the music. But for that woman
in all probability the music would never have been given life.

Somewhere, far down in the mystery of an individual, it would
have lain, corpse-like. A woman had willed that it should live.

She deserved the homage she had received, and would receive

to-night. For she had made her man do a great thing, because

she had helped him to understand his own greatness.

Suddenly, out of the almost chaotic excitement caused in

Charmian by the music, and by her secret infatuation, concrete

knowledge seemed to detach itself and to arise. As, when she

had looked at the island in the Algerian Garden, she had felt
"
I shall be here some day with him!

"
so now she seemed to be

aware that the future would show a brilliant crowd assembled

in some great theatre, not for Jacques Sennier, but for one

near her. Really she was violently willing that it should be so.

But she thought she was receiving
—from whom, or from what,

she could not tell—a mysterious message.
And the red-haired woman's place was rilled by another.

At last the curtain fell on the final scene, and the storm
which meant a triumph was unchained. Heath sprang up
from his seat, carried away by a generous enthusiasm. He
did not know how to be jealous of anyone who could do a really
fine thing. Charmian, in the midst of the uproar, heard him

shouting
"
Bravo!

"
behind her, in a voice quick with excite-

ment. His talent was surely calling to a brother. The noise

all over the house strengthened gradually, then abruptly rose

like a great wave. A small, thin, and pale man, with a big

nose, a mighty forehead, scanty black hair and beard, and

blinking eyes, had stepped out before the curtain. He leaned
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forward, made a movement as if to retreat, was stopped by
a louder roar, stepped quickly to the middle of the small strip

of stage that was visible, and stood still with his big head

slightly thrust out towards the multitude which acclaimed

him.

Charmian turned round to Claude Heath, who towered

above her. He did not notice her movement. He was gazing
at the stage while he violently clapped his hands. She gazed

up at him. He felt her eyes, leaned down. For a moment

they looked at each other, while the noise in the house increased.

Claude saw that Charmian wanted to speak to him—and some-

thing else. After a moment, during which the blood rose in

his cheeks and forehead, and he felt as if he were out in wind
and rain, in falling snow and stern sunshine, he said:

" What is it?
"

"
All this ought to be for you. Some day it will be—for

you!"



CHAPTER XIII

IN
the studio of Mullion House that night, Harriet, moving

softly, placed a plate of sandwiches and a long bottle of

Rhine wine before she went up to bed. Moonlight shone on

the scrap of garden, gleamed on the leaded panes of the studio

windows, from which the orange-coloured curtains were drawn
back. The aspect of the big room had changed because it was.

summer. It looked bigger, less cosy without a fire. One

lamp was lighted and cast a gentle glow over the books that

lay near it, and over the writing-table on which there were

sheets of manuscript music. The piano stood open. A spray
of white roses in a tall vase looked spectral against the shadows.

After Harriet's departure the clock ticked for a long time in

an empty room.

It was nearly two o'clock, and the moon was waning, when
the studio door was opened to let in Heath. He was alone.

Holding the door with one hand, he stood and stared at the

room, examined it with a sort of excited and close attention.

Then he took off his hat, shut the door, laid hat and coat on

the sofa, went to the table where Harriet had put the tray,

and poured out a glass of wine. He sighed, looked at the gold
of the wine, made beautiful by the lamplight, drank it, and sat

down in the worn arm-chair which faced the line of window.

Then he lit a cigar, leaned back, and smoked, keeping his eyes
on the glass.

Upon the leaded panes the faint silver shifted, faded, and

presently died. Heath watched, and thought,
" The moon

gone!
" He did not feel as if he could ever wish to sleep again.

The excitement within him was like a ravaging disease. He
was capable of excitement that never comes to the ordinary

man, although he took sedulous care to hide that fact. His

imagination bristled like a spear held by one alert for attack.

What was life going to do to him? What was he going to let

it do?

140
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Charmian Mansfield loved him, and believed in his genius,

as he did not believe, or had not till now believed in it. He
was loved, he was believed in, by the thin mystery of a modern

girl, who had known many men with talents, with names, with

big reputations. Under that triumphant composure, that

almost cruel banter, that whimsical airy contempt, that cool

frivolity of the minx, there was emotion, there was love for

him and for his talent. Always that night he thought of his

talent in connection with Charmian's love, he scarcely knew

why. For how long had she loved him? And why did she

love him ? He thought of his body, and it surprised him that

she loved that. He thought of his mind, his imagination, his

temper, his tricks, his faults, his habits. He thought of his

deep reserve, and of the intense emotion he sometimes felt

when he was quite alone and composing. Sometimes he felt

like a great fire then. Sometimes he felt brutal, almost savage,
decisive in a sense that was surely cruel. Did she suspect all

that ? Did she love all that without consciously suspecting it ?

Sometimes, when he had been working very hard, overworking

perhaps, he felt inclined to do evil. If she knew that!

But she did not, she could not know him. Why, then, did

she love him? Heath was not a conceited man, but he did

not at this moment doubt Charmian's love for him. Though
he was sometimes child-like, and could be, like most men,

very blind, he had a keen intellect which could reason about

psychology. He knew how women love success. He knew
how, in a moment of excitement such as that at the end of the

opera, when Jacques Sennier came before the curtain, they

instinctively concentrate on the man who has made the success.

He knew, or divined, what woman's concentration is. And
he realized the bigness of the tribute paid to him by Charmian's

abrupt detachment from the hour and the man, by the sweep
of her brain and her heart to him. Any conqueror of women
might have been proud of such a tribute, have considered it

rare. Her eyes, her voice, in the tempest they had thrilled

him. He had been only thinking of Sennier's music and of

Sennier, of art and the human being behind it. Nothing
within him had consciously called to Charmian. Nor had
there—he felt sure now—been the unconscious call sent out
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by the man of talent who feels himself left out in the cold, who
cannot stifle the greedy voice of the jealousy which he despises.

No, the initiative had been wholly hers. And something
irresistible must have moved her, driven her, to do what she

had done. She must have been mastered by an impulse bred

out of strong excitement. She had been mastered by an

impulse.
"
All this ought to be for you. Some day it will be for

you."
She had only whispered the words, but they had seemed to

stab him, with so much mental force had she sent them out.

Mrs Mansfield had not heard them. And how extraordinary
Charmian's eyes had been during that moment when she and
he had gazed at one another. He had not known eyes could

look like that, as if the whole spirit of a human being were

crouching in them, intent. How far away from the eyes the

human spirit must often be!

As Heath thought of Charmian's eyes he felt as if he knew

very little of real life yet.

She had turned away. Again and again Jacques Sennier

had been called. He had returned with Annie Meredith, to

whom he had made the gift of a splendid rdle. They shook

hands before the audience, not perfunctorily, but as if they
loved one another, were bound together, comrades in the

beautiful. He—Heath—had stood upright again, had gone
on applauding with the rest. But his thoughts had then all

been on himself.
"

If all this were for me! If I should ever

have such an hour in my life, such a tribute as this ! If within

me is the capacity to conquer all these diverse natures and

temperaments, to weld them together in a common desire,

the desire to show thankfulness for what a man has been able

to give them!
" And he had thrilled for the first time with a

fierce new longing, the longing for the best that is meant by
fame.

This longing persisted now.

Heath had left Mrs Mansfield and Charmian under the

arcade of the Opera House, after putting them into their

car. The crush coming out had been great. They had had

to wait for nearly half an hour in the vestibule. During
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that time the Mansfields had talked to many friends. Charmian

had completely regained her composure. She had introduced

Heath to several people, among others to Kit and Margot

Drake, who spoke of nothing but the opera and its composer
and Annie Meredith. The vestibule was full of the voices of

praise. Everybody seemed unusually excited. Paul Lane

had actually come up to them with beads of perspiration

standing on his forehead, and his eyes shining with excitement.
"
This is a red-letter night in my life," he had said.

"
I

have felt a strong and genuine emotion. There's a future

for music, after all, and a big one. If only there were one

or two more Jacques Senniers!
"

Even then Charmian had not looked again at Heath. She

had answered lightly :

"Perhaps there are. Who knows? Even Monsieur

Sennier was practically unknown four hours ago."
" There are not many parts of the civilized world in which

his name will be unknown in four days from now," said Paul

Lane,
"
or even in twenty-four hours. I'm going to meet

him and his wife at supper at Adelaide Shiffney's, so I must

say good-night
—oh, and good-night, Mr Heath."

Oh—and good-night, Mr Heath.

Claude had walked all the way home alone slowly. He
had passed through Piccadilly Circus, through Regent Street,

through Oxford Street, along the north side of the closed and
deserted Park on which the faint moonlight lay. When he

reached his door he had not gone in. He had turned, had

paced up and down. The sight of a very large policeman

looking attentive, then grimly inquiring, then crudely sus-

picious, had finally decided him to enter his house.

What was life going to do to him if he did not hold back,
did not persist any longer in his mania for refusal? There
was a new world spread out before him. He stood upon its

border. He wanted to step into it. But something within

him, something that seemed obscure, hesitated, was perhaps
afraid. In his restless mood, in his strong excitement, he
wanted to crush that thing down, to stifle its voice. Caution
seemed to him almost effeminate just then. He remembered
how one day Charmian had said to him, after an argument
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about psychology:
"
Really, Mr Heath, whatever you may

say, your strongest instinct is a selfish one, the instinct of

self-preservation .

' '

What was Jacques Sennier's strongest instinct?

Madame Sennier had made a powerful impression on

Heath, and he had been greatly flattered by the deep atten-

tion with which she had listened to what he had to say about

her husband's opera.
"
Here's a man who knows what he is talking about,"

she had exclaimed, when he finished speaking. When he got

up to leave the box she had looked full into his eyes and
said:

" You are going to do something, too."

Could Jacques Sennier have won his triumph alone?

Impulse was boiling up in Heath. After all that had

happened that night he felt as if he could not go to bed with-

out accomplishing some decisive action. Powers were on

tiptoe within him surely ready for the giant leap.

He got up, went to the piano, went to his writing-table,

fingered the manuscript paper covered with tiny notes which

lay scattered upon it. But, no, it would be absurd, mad,
to begin to work at such an hour. And, beside, he could

not work. He could not be patient. He wanted to do some-

thing with a rush, to change his life in a moment, to take a

leap forward, as Sennier had done that night, a leap from

shadow into light. He wanted to grasp something, to have a

new experience. All the long refusal of his life, which had not

seemed to cost him very much till this moment, abruptly,

revengefully attacked him in the very soul, crying:
" You

must pay for me! Pay! Pay!
" He hated the thought of

his remote and solitary life. He hated the memory of the

lonely evenings passed in the study of scores, or in com-

position, by the lamp that shed a restricted light.

The dazzle of the Covent Garden lamps was still in his

eyes. He longed, he lusted for fame.

Afterwards he said to himself:
" That night I was out

'

of myself."
Charmian had spurred his nature. It tingled still. There

had been something that was almost like venom in that

whisper of hers, which yet surely showed her love. Perhaps
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instinctively she knew that he needed venom, and that she

alone could supply it.

The strangest thing of all was that she had never heard

his music, knew nothing at first hand of his talent, yet be-

lieved in it with such vital force, such completeness. There

was something almost great in that. She was a woman who

absolutely trusted her instinct. And her instinct must have

told her that in him, Claude Heath, there was some particle

of greatness.
He loved her just then for that.
" Oh—and good-night, Mr Heath."

Claude's cheeks burned as if Paul Lane had laid a whip
across them.

Again, as when he first entered it that night, he looked at

the big room. How had he ever been able to think it cosy,

home-like? It was dreary, forbidding, the sad hermitage
of one who was resolved to turn his back on life, on the true

life of close human relations, of inspiring intimacies, of that

intercourse which should be as bread of Heaven to the soul.

It was a hateful room. Nothing great, nothing to reach the

hearts of men could be conceived, brought to birth in its

atmosphere. Jacques Sennier, shut in alone, could never

have written his opera here. In vain to try.

With an impulse of defiant anger Claude went to the

writing-table, snatched up the music sheets which lay scattered

upon it, tore them across and across. There should be an
end to it, an end to austere futilities which led, which could

lead, to nothing. In that moment of unnatural excitement

he saw all his past as a pale eccentricity. He was bitterly
ashamed of it. He regretted it with his whole soul, and he

resolved to have done with it.

Brushing the fragments of manuscript off on to the floor

he sat quickly down at the table. Something within him
was trying to think, to reason, but he would not let it. He
saw Charmian's eyes, he heard her quick whisper through the

applause. She knew for him, as Madame Sennier had known
for her husband. Often others know us better than we know
ourselves. The true wisdom is to banish the conceit of self,

to trust to the instinct of love.

10
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He took a pen, leaned over the table, wrote a letter swiftly,

violently even. His pen seemed to form the words by itself.

He was unconscious of guiding it. The letter was not long,

only two sides of a sheet. He blotted it, thrust it into an

envelope, addressed, closed, and stamped it, got up, took his

hat, and went out of the studio.

In a moment he was in the deserted road. The large

policeman, who had eyed him with such grave suspicion, was

gone. No one was in sight. The silver of the moonlight
had given place to a faint greyness, a weariness of the night

falling towards the arms of dawn.

Claude walked swiftly on, turned the corner, and came
into the thoroughfare which skirts Kensington Gardens and
the Park. Some fifty yards away there was a letter box.

He hurried towards it, driven on by defiance of that within

him which would fain have held him back, by the blind in-

stinct to trample which sometimes takes hold of a strong and
emotional nature in a moment of unusual excitement.

' The great refuser! No, I'll not be that any longer."
As he drew near to the letter box he felt that till now he

had been a composer. Henceforth he would be a man. He
had lived for an art. Henceforth he would live for life, and

would make life feed his art.

He dropped his letter into the box.

In falling out of his sight it made a faint, uneasy noise.

Claude stood there like one listening.

The greyness seemed to grow slightly more livid over the

tree-tops and behind the branches. The letter did not speak

again. So he thought of that tiny noise, as the speech of the

dropping letter. It must have slid down against the side of

the box. Now it was lying still. There was nothing more

for him to do but to go home. Yet he waited before the letter

box, with his eyes fixed upon the small white plaque on which

was printed the time of the next delivery
—

eight-forty a.m.

Was it the sound, or was it the movement preceding the

sound, which had worked a cold change in his heart? He
felt almost stunned by what he had done, like a man who
strikes and sees the result of his blow, who has not measured

its force, and sees his victim measure it. Eight-forty a.m.
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A step sounded. He looked, and saw in the distance the

large policeman slowly advancing.

When he was again in his house he closed the front door

softly, and went once more to the studio. He looked round it,

examining the familiar objects; the piano, his work table, the

books, the deep, well-worn, homely chairs, the rugs which

Mrs Mansfield had liked. On the floor, by his table, lay the

fragments of manuscript music. How had he come to tear it,

his last composition?
He went over to the window, opened a square of the glass,

sat down on the window-seat, and looked out to the tiny

garden. A faint smell, as of dewy earth, rose from it, fresh,

delicate, and—somehow—pathetic. As Claude leaned on the

window-sill this frail scent, which seemed part of the dying

night, connected itself in his mind with his past life. He drew

it in through his nostrils, he thought of it, and vaguely it

floated about the long days and nights of his work-filled

loneliness, making them sad, yet sweet. He had had an ideal

and he had striven to guard it carefully. He had lived for

it. To-night he had cast it out in a moment of strange excite-

ment. Had he done wrong? Had he been false to himself?

The mere fact that he was sitting and forming such ques-

tions in his mind at such a moment proved to him that he had

acted madly when he had written and posted his letter. And
he was overcome by a sense of dread. He feared himself, that

man who could act on a passionate impulse, brushing aside all

the restraints that his reason would oppose. And he feared

now almost unspeakably the result of what he had done. He
had given himself to the life which till now he had always
avoided. He had broken with the old life.

At eight-forty that morning his letter would be taken out

of the box and would start on its journey. Befoie night it

would have been read and probably answered. Sweat broke

out on his face—a feeling of desperation seized him. He
loved his complete command of his own life, complete, that is,

in the human sense. He had never known how much he loved

it, clung to it, till now. And he must part from it. He had

invited another to join with him in the directing of his life.

He had written burning words. The thought of Madame
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Sennier and all she had done for her husband had winged
his pen.

The delicate smell from the little garden recalled him to

the centre. He had been, he felt, crazily travelling along
some broken edge. The earth poured forth sobriety, truth

dew-laden. He had to accept the influence. No longer, in

this greyness that grew, that would soon melt in rose and in

gold, did the dazzle of the Covent Garden lamps blind his eyes.

In this coolness of the approaching morning lust for anything
was impossible to him. Fame was but a shadow when the

breast of the great mother heaved under the least of her

children. A bird chirped. Its little voice meant more to

Claude than the tempest of applause which had carried him

away in the theatre.

Nature took him in the dawn and carried him back to him-

self. And that was terrible. For when he was himself he

knew that he wished he had never written that letter of love

to Charmian.

The dawn broke. The light, creeping in through the lattice,

touched the fragments of music paper which lay scattered

over the floor. Claude looked at them, and thought:
"

If only my letter lay there instead!
"



CHAPTER XIV

IT
was the end of January in the following year, and Char-

mian and Claude Heath had been married for three months.

The honeymoon was over. The new strangeness of being

husband and wife had worn away a little from both of them.

Life had been disorganized. Now it had to be rearranged, if

possible, be made compact, successful, beautiful.

For three months Claude had done no work. Charmian

and he had been to Italy for their honeymoon, and had visited,

among other places, Milan, Florence, Siena, Perugia, Rome,
and Naples. They had not stayed their feet at the Italian

lakes. Charmian had said:
"
Every banal couple who want to pump up a feeling of

romance go there. Don't let us join the round-eyed, open-

mouthed crowd, and be smirked at by German waiters. I

couldn't bear it!
"

Her horror of being included in the crowd pursued her even

to the church door of St Paul's, Knightsbridge.
Now she was secretly obsessed by one idea, one great

desire. She and Claude must emerge from the crowd with all

possible rapidity. The old life of obscurity must be left

behind, the new life of celebrity, of fame, be entered upon.
Both of them must settle down now to work, Claude to hio

composition, she to her campaign on his behalf. Of this

latter she did not breathe a word to anyone. Her instinct

told her to keep hei ambition as secret as possible for the

present. Later on she would emerge into the open as an

English Madame Sennier. But the time for laurel crowns

was not yet ripe. All the spade work had yet to be done, with

discretion, abnegation, a thousand delicate precautions. She

must not be a young wife in a hurry. She must be, or try to

be, patient.

The little old house near St Petersburg Place had been got

149
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rid of, and Charmian and Claude had just settled in Kensington
Square.

Charmian thought of this house in Kensington Square as a

compromise. Claude had wished to give up Mullion House
on his marriage. Seeing the obligation to enter upon a new

way of life before him he had resolved, almost with fierceness,

to break away from his austere past, to destroy, so far as was

possible, all associations that linked him with it. With an

intensity that was honourable, he set out to make a success of his

life with Charmian. To do that, he felt that he must create a

great change in himself. He had become wedded to habits.

Those habits must all be divorced from him. An atmosphere
had enfolded him, had become as it were part of him, drowning
his life in its peculiar influence. He must emerge from it.

But he would never be able to emerge from it in the little

old house which he loved. So he got rid of his lease, with

Charmian's acquiescence.
She did not really want to live on the north side of the Park.

And the neighbourhood was
"
Bayswatery." But she guessed

that Claude was not quite happy in deserting his character-

istic roof-tree, and she eagerly sought for another. It was
found in Kensington Square. Several interesting and even

famous persons lived there. The houses were old, not large,

compact. They had a
"
flavour

"
of culture, which set them

apart from the new and mushroom dwellings of London, and
from all flats whatsoever. They were suitable to

"
artistic

"

people. A great actress, much sought after in the social world,

had lived for years in this square. A famous musician was

opposite to her. A baronet, who knew how to furnish, and

whose wife gave delightful small parties, was next door but

three. A noted novelist had just moved there from a flat in

Queen Anne's Mansions. In fact, there was a cachet on

Kensington Square.
And though it was rather far out, you can go almost any-

where in ten minutes if you can afford to take a taxi-cab.

Charmian and Claude had fifteen hundred a year between them.

She had no doubt of their being able to take taxi-cabs on such

an income. And, later on, of course Claude would make a lot

of money. Jacques Sennier's opera was bringing him in thou-
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sands of pounds, and he had received great offers for future

works from America, where " Le Paradis Terrestre
"
had just

made a furore at the Metropolitan Opera House. He and

Madame Sennier were in New York now, having a more than

lovely time. The generous American nation had taken them

both to its heart. Charmian had read several accounts of

their triumphs, artistic and social, in English newspapers.
She had said to herself,

"
Ours presently!

" And with renewed

and vital energy, she had devoted herself afresh to the task of
"
getting into

"
the new house.

Mrs Mansfield had helped her, with sober love and devotion.

Now at last the house was ready, four servants were en-

gaged, and the ceremony of hanging the cremaillire was being

duly accomplished.
The Heaths' house-warming had brought together Char-

mian 's friends. Heath, true to his secret determination to

break away from his old life, had wished that it should be

so. His few intimates in London were not in the Mansnelds'

set, and would not
" mix in

"
very well with Kit and Margot

Drake, the Elliots, the Burningtons, Paul Lane, and the

many other people with whom Charmian was intimate; who
went where she had always been accustomed to go, and who

spoke her language. So it was Charmian 's party and Heath

played the part of host to about fifty people, most of whom
were almost, or quite, strangers to him.

And he played it well, though perhaps with a certain

anxiety which he could not quite conceal. For he was in a

new country with people to all of whom it was old.

Late in the evening he at last had a few minutes alone with

his mother-in-law. The relief to him was great. As he sat

with her on a sofa in the second of the two small drawing-
rooms under a replica of the Winged Victory, and a tiny full •

length portrait of Charmian as a child in a white frock, standing

against a pale blue background, by Burne-Jones, he felt like a

man who had been far away from himself, and who was sud-

denly again with himself. Mrs Mansfield's quiet tenderness

flowed over him, but unostentatiously. She had much to con-

ceal from Claude now; her understanding of the struggle, the

fear, the almost desperate determination within him, her deep
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sympathy with him in his honourable conduct, her anxiety

about his future with her child, her painful comprehension of

Charmian, which did not abate her love for the girl, but perhaps

strengthened it, giving it wings of pity. She was one of those

middle-aged people :: great intelligence, who have learned,

through deep experience, to divine. Her power had not failed

her during the period of her daughter's engagement to Heath.

If she had not acted strongly it was because she was supremely
delicate in mind, and had a great respect for personal liberty.

She disliked inter. sely those elderly people who are constantly

trying tc interfere with the happiness of youth. Perhaps she

was over-scrupulous in her reserve. Perhaps she should have

acted on the prompting : : be* quick understanding. She did

not. It seemed to her that she could not.

She could not tell her child that Claude Heath was not

really in love. Noi could she tell Charmian that an affection

threaded through and through with a per:::.:-.- and cathei

vulgar, ambition is not the kind of affection likely to form a

firm basis iof the building of happiness.

Sc she had to hide her understanding, he. Regret, her

anxiety. She alone know bethel pride helped her, perhaps
had helped to prompt her, to retioen :t to concealment.

She had been Claude Heath 5 peat friend. The jealousies

of women are strong. She kne hecseti bee from jealonsy.

But another woman, even her own daughter, might misunder-

stand. It war :.::er :: think so, but she did think so. And
her lips were sealed. Beneath the more human fears in

her crouched a :ear that seemed apart, almost curiously

isolated and very definite the feai ::r Qande Heath s strange

talent.

On the night of the house-warmin g 15 they sat together

hearing the laughter, the boa :: talk, from those near them;

5 a moment later, they heard those sounds diminish upon I

narrow staircase, when everybody but themselves trooped
down gaily to

'

':. i . -
;

is

Zhamnan r:::::-:: :: Mrs Mansriel:: iy—.i her=e.: tarnl-iinr

of her first visit to the big studio in Mullion House, and of

those King- :: the East ..horn the man beside her had made
;: '.y.--. :r. re: '.vi::r. :rr. -_.r. -::::..
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" What is it?
"

Claude said, when the human sounds in

the house came up from under their feet.
" From to-morrow!

"
she answered, looking at him with

her strong, intense eyes.
" From to-morrow—yes, Madre? "

She put her thin and firm hand on his.
"
Life begins again, the life of work put off for a time.

To-morrow you take it up once more."
" Yes—yes!

"

He glanced about the pretty room, listened to the Qoi

of the gaieties below them. Distinctly he heard Max Elliot's

genial laugh.
"
Of course," he said.

"
1 must start again on something.

The question is, what on?
"

11

Surely you have something in hand?
"

"
I had. But—well, I've left it for so long that 1 don't

know whether I could get back into the mood which enabled

me to start it. I don't believe 1 could somehow. I think it

would be best to begin on something quite fresh."
" You know that. Do you think you will like the new

workroom?
"

" Charmian has made it very pretty and cosy," lie

answered.

His imaginative eyes looked suddenly distressed, almo 1

persecuted, and he raised his eyebrows.
"She is very clever at creating prettiness around her,"

he continued, after an instant of silence, (lining which Mi 1

Mansfield looked down.
'

It is quite wonderful. And how

energetic she is!
"

"Yes, Charmian can be very energetic when she likes.

Adelaide Shiffney never turned up to-night."
"
She telegraphed this morning that she had to go over

unexpectedly to Paris. Something to do with the Sennien

probably. You know how devoted she is to him. And now
he is the rage in America, Charmian says. Every day I expo I

to hear that Mrs Shiffney has sailed for New York."

He laughed, but not quite naturally.
" What a change m his life that evening at Covent l ranted

made!
"
he added.
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"And what a change in yours!" was Mrs Mansfield's

thought.
" He found himself, as people call it, on that night, I sup-

pose," she said.
" He is one of those men with a talent made

for the great public. And he knew it, perhaps, for the first time

that night. He is launched now on his destined career."
" You believe in destiny?

"

She detected the sadness she had surprised in his eyes in his

voice now.
"
Perhaps in our making of it."

" Rather than in some great Power's imposing of it upon
us?"

"
Ah, it's so difficult to know! When I was a child we had

a game we loved. We went into a large room which was pitch
dark. A person was hidden in it who had a shilling. Which-
ever child found that person had the shilling. There were
terror and triumph in that game. It was scarcely like a game,
it roused our feelings so strongly."

"It is not everyone's destiny to find the holder of the

shilling," said Claude.

For a moment their eyes met. Claude suddenly reddened.

"Have I? Does she suspect? Does she know?" went

through his mind. And even Mrs Mansfield felt embarrassed.

For in that moment it was as if they had spoken to each other

with a terrible frankness despite the silence of their lips.
"
Shan't we go down? "

said Claude.
"
Surely you want

something to eat, Madre? "

"
No, really. And I like a quiet talk with my new son."

He said nothing, but she saw the strong affection in his

face, lighting it, and she knew Claude loved her almost as a

son may love a perfect mother. She wished that she dared

to trust that love completely. But the instinctive reserve of

the highly civilized held hei back. And she only said:
" You must not let marriage interfere too much with your

work, Claude. I care very much for that. For years your
work was everything to you. It can't be that, it oughtn't to

be that now. But I want your marriage with Charmian to

help, not to hinder you. Be true to your own instinct in your
art and surely all must go well."
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"
Yes, yes. To-morrow I must make a fresh start. I

could never be an idler. I must—I must try to use life as food

for my art!
"

He was speaking out his thought of the night when he

wrote his letter to Charmian. But how cold, how doubtful

it seemed when clothed in words.
" Some can do that," said Mrs Mansfield.

'

But, as I

remember saying on the night of Charmian's return from

Algiers, Swinburne's food was Putney. There is no rule.

Follow your instinct."

She spoke with a sort of strong pressure. And again their

eyes met.
11 How well she understands me! "

he thought.
" Does she

understand me too well?
"

He became hot, then cold, at the thought that perhaps she

had divined his lack of love for her daughter.
For marriage with Charmian, and three months of intimate

intercourse with her, had not made Claude love her. He
admired her appearance. He felt, sometimes strongly, her

physical attraction. Her slim charm did not leave him un-

moved. Often he felt obliged to respect her energy, her

vitality. But anything that is not love is far away from love.

In marrying Charmian, Claude had made a secret sacrifice on

the altar of honour. He had done
'

the decent thing."

Impulse had driven him into a mistake and he had
"
paid for

it" like a man without a word of complaint to anyone. He
had hoped earnestly, almost angrily, that love would be sud-

denly born out of marriage, that thus his mistake would be

cancelled, his right dealing rewarded beautifully.

It had not been so. So he walked in the vast solitude of

secrecy. He had become a fine humbug, he who by nature

was rather drastically sincere. And he knew not how to face

the future with hope, seeing no outlet from the cage into which
he had walked. To-night, as Mrs Mansfield spoke, with that

peculiar firm pressure, he thought:
"
Perhaps I shall find

salvation in work." If she had divined the secret he could

never tell her perhaps she had seen the only way out. The
true worker, the worker who is great, uses the troubles, the

sorrows, even the great tragedies of life as material, combines
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them in a whole that is precious, lays them as balm, or as

bitter tonic on the wounds of the world. And so all things in

his life work together for good.
"
May it be so with me! " was Claude's silent prayer that

night.

When their guests were gone, Charmian sat down on a very
low chair before the wood fire—she insisted on wood instead of

coal—in the first drawing-room.
"
Don't let us go to bed for a few minutes yet, Claude,"

she said.
" You aren't sleepy, are you?

"

" Not a bit."

He sat down on the chintz-covered sofa near her.
"

It went off well, didn't it?
"

She was looking into the fire. Her narrow, long-fingered

hands were clasped round her knees. She wore a pale yellow

dress, and there was a yellow band in her dark hair, which

was arranged in such a way that it looked, Claude thought,
like a careless cloud, and which gave to her face a sort of

picturesquely tragic appearance.

Yes, I think it did."

They all liked you."
"
I'm glad!

"

" You make an excellent host, Claudie; you are so ready,
so sympathetic ! You listen so well, and look as if you really

cared, whether you do or not. It's such a help to a man in his

career to have a manner like yours. But I remember noticing
it the first time I ever met you in Max Elliot's music-room.

What a shame of Adelaide Shiffney not to come! "

Her voice had suddenly changed.
" Did you want Mrs Shiffney to come so particularly?

'

Claude asked, not without surprise.
"
Yes, I did. Not for myself, of course. I don't pretend

to be fond of her, though I don't dislike her! But she ought
to have come after accepting, People thought she was coming

to-night. I wonder why she rushed off to Paris like that ?
'

"
I should think it was probably something to do with

the Senniers. Max Elliot told me just now that she lives and

breathes Sennier."

Claude spoke with a quiet humour, and quite without anger.
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" Max does exactly the same," said Charmian.
"

It

really becomes rather silly
—in a man."

" But Sennier is worth it. Nothing spurious about him."
"

I never said there was. But still—Margot is rather

tiresome, too, with her rages first for this person and then for

the other."
" Who is it now ?

"

"
Oh, she's Sennier-mad like the others."

"Still?
"

"
Yes, after all these months. She's actually going over

to America, I believe, just to hear the " Paradis
"
once at the

Metropolitan. Five days out, five back, and one night there.

Isn't it absurd? She's had it put in the Daily Mail. And
then she says she can't think how things about her get into the

papers! Margot really is rather a humbug!
"

1

Still, she admires the right thing when she admires

Sennier's talent," said Claude, with a sort of still decision.

Charmian turned her eyes away from the fire and looked

at him.
' How odd you are!

"
she said, after a little pause.

"
Why? In what way am I odd?

"

"
In almost every way, I think. But it's all right. You

ought to be odd."
" What do you mean, Charmian?

"

"
Jacques Sennier's odd, extraordinary. People like that

always are. You are."

She was examining him contemplatively, as a woman ex-

amines a possession, something that the other women have not.

Her look made him feel very restive and intensely reserved.
'

I doubt if I am the least like Jacques Sennier," he said.
'

Oh, yes, you are. I know."
His rather thin and very mobile lips tightened, as if to

keep back a rush of words.
' You don't know yourself," Charmian continued, still

looking at him with those contemplative and possessive eyes.
" Men don't notice what is part of themselves."

" Do women? "

' What does it matter? I am thinking about you, about

my man."
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There was a long pause, which Claude filled by getting

up and lighting a cigarette. A hideous, undressed sensation

possessed him, the undressed sensation of the reserved nature

that is being stared at. He said to himself:
"

It is natural

that she should look at me like this, speak to me like this. It

is perfectly natural." But he hated it. He even felt as if

he could not endure it much longer, and would be obliged to do

something to stop it.

"
Don't sit down again," said Charmian, as he turned with

the cigarette in his mouth.

She got up with lithe ease, like one uncurling.
"
Let's go and look at your room, where you're going to

begin work to-morrow."

She put her hand on his arm. And her hand was possessive
as her eyes had been.

Claude's workroom was at the back of the house on the

floor above the drawing-room. An upright piano replaced
the grand piano of Mullion House, now dedicated to the draw-

ing-room. There was a large flat writing-table in front of

the window, where curtains of serge, dark green in colour,

hung shutting out the night and the ugliness at the back of

Kensington Square. The walls were nearly covered with books.

At the bottom of the bookcases were large drawers for music.

A Canterbury held more music, and was placed beside the

writing-table. The carpet was dark green without any pattern.
In the fireplace were some curious Morris tiles, representing
/Eneas carrying Anchises, with Troy burning in the background.
There were two arm-chairs, and a deep sofa covered in dark

green. A photograph of Charmian stood on the writing-table.
It showed her in evening dress, holding her Conder fan, and

looking out with half-shut eyes. There was in it a hint of the

assumed dreaminess which very sharp-witted modern maidens

think decorative in photographs, the
"

I follow an ideal
"

expression, which makes men say, "What a charming girl!

Looks as if she'd got something in her, too!
"

"
It's a dear little room, isn't it, Claude?

"
said Charmian.

"
Yes, very."

" You really like it, don't you ? You like its atmosphere ?
'

"
I think you've done it delightfully. I was saying to
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Madre only this evening how extraordinarily clever you are

in creating prettiness around you."
" Were you? How nice of you."
She laid her cheek against his shoulder.
"
You'll be able to work here?

"

"Why not?"
"
Let's shut the door, and just feel the room for a minute."

"
All right."

He shut the door.
"
Don't let us speak for a moment," she whispered.

She was sitting now on the deep sofa just beyond the writing-

table. Claude stood quite still. And in the silence which

followed her words he strove to realize whether he would be

able to work in the little room. Would anything come to him
here? His eyes rested on Anchises, crouched on the back of

his son, on the burning city of Troy. He felt confused, strange,
and then dipaysc. That word alone meant what he felt just

then. Ah, the little house with the one big room looking out

on to the scrap of garden, yellow-haired Fan, Harriet discreet

unto dumbness, Mrs Searle with her scraps of wisdom—he with

his freedom!

This room was a cage, wire bars everywhere. Never could

he work in it !

'

It is good for work, isn't it, Claudie? Even poor little

I can feel that. What wonderful things you are going to do
here. As wonderful as—"

She checked herself abruptly.
"As what?" he asked, striving to force an interest, to

banish his secret desperation.
'

I won't tell you now. Some day—in a year, two years
—

I'll tell you."
Her eyes shone. He thought they looked almost greedy.

' When my man's done something wonderful!
"



CHAPTER XV

IN
Charmian's conception of the perfect helpmate for a great

man self-sacrifice shone out as the first of the virtues. She
must sacrifice herself to Claude, must regulate her life so that

his might glide smoothly, without any friction, to the appointed

goal. She must be patient, understanding, and unselfish. But
she must also be firm at the right moment, be strong in judg-

ment, be judicious, the perfect critic as well as the ardent

admirer. During her life among clever and well-known men
she had noticed how the mere fact of marriage often seems to

make a man think highly of the intellect of his chosen woman.

Again and again she had heard some distinguished writer or

politician, wedded to somebody either quite ordinary, or even

actually stupid, say:
"

I'd take my wife's judgment before

anyone's," or
"
My wife sees more clearly for a man than any-

one I know." She had known painters and sculptors submit

their works to the criticism of women totally ignorant in the

arts, simply because 'those women had had the faultless taste

to marry them. If such women exercised so strong an influ-

ence over their men, what should hers be over Claude? For

she had been well educated, was trained in music, had always
moved in intellectual and artistic sets, and was certainly not

stupid. Indeed, now that the main stream of her life was
divided from her mother's, she often felt as if she were de-

cidedly clever. Susan Fleet, long ago, had roused up her will.

Since that day she had never let it sleep. And her success in

marrying Claude had made her rely on her will, rely on herself.

She was a girl who could
"
carry things through," a girl who

could make of life a success. As a young married woman she

showed more of assurance than she had showed as an un-

married girl. There was more of decision in her expression
and her way of being. She was resolved to impress the world,

of course for her husband's sake.

Life in the house in Kensington had to be arranged for

1 60
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Claude with every elaborate precaution. That must be the

first move in the campaign secretly planned out by Charmian,
and now about to be carried through.

On the morning after the house-warming, when a late

breakfast was finished, but while they were still at the break-

fast-table in the long and narrow dining-room, which looked

out on the quiet square, Charmian said to her husband :

"
I've been speaking to the servants, Claude. I've told

them about being very quiet to-day."
He pushed his tea-cup a little away from him.
"
Why?

"
he asked.

M
I mean why specially to-day?

"

11

Because of your composing. Alice is a good girl, but

she is a little inclined to be noisy sometimes. I've spoken to

her seriousty about it."

Alice was the parlour-maid. Charmian would have pre-

ferred to have a man to answer the door, but she had sacrificed

to economy, or thought she had done so, by engaging a woman.
As Claude said nothing, Charmian continued:

" And another thing! I've told them all that you're never

to be disturbed when you're in your own room, that they're
never to come to you with notes, or the post, never to call you
to the telephone. I want you to feel that once you are inside

your own room you are absolutely safe, that it is sacred

ground."
" Thank you, Charmian."

He pushed his cup farther away, with a movement that was
rather brusque, and got up.

" What about lunch to-day? Do you eat lunch when you
are composing? Do you want something sent up to you?

"

"
Well, I don't know. I don't think I shall want any lunch

to-day. You see we've breakfasted late. Don't bother about

me.
"

It isn't a bother. You know that, Claudie. But would

you like a cup of coffee, tea, anything at one o'clock?
"

"
Oh, I scarcely know. I'll ring if I do."

He made a movement. Charmian got up.
"

I do long to know what you are going to work on," she

said, in a changed, almost mysterious, voice, which was not

consciously assumed.
1 1
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She came up to him and put her hands on his shoulders.
"
Ever since I first heard your music—you remember, two

days after we were engaged—I've longed to be able to do a little

something to help you on. You know what I mean. In the

woman's way, by acting as a sort of buffer between you and all

the small irritations of life. We who can't create can some-

times be of use to those who can. We can keep others from

disturbing the mystery. Let me do that. And, in return,

let me be in the secret, won't you?
"

Claude stood rather stiffly under her hands.
" You are kind, good. But—but don't make any bother

about me in the house. I'd rather you didn't. Let every-

thing just go on naturally. I don't want to be a nuisance."
" You couldn't be. And you will let me? "

"Perhaps—when I know it myself."
He made a little rather constrained laugh.
"
One's got to think, try. One doesn't always know

directly what one wishes to do, can do."
"
No, of course not."

She took away her hands gently.
" Now I don't exist till you want me to again."

Claude went up to the little room at the back of the house.

At this moment he would gladly, thankfully, have gone any-
where else. But he felt that he was expected to go there.

Five women, his wife and the four maids, expected him to

go there. So he went. He shut himself in, and remained

there, caged.

It was a still and foggy day of frost. In the air, even

within the house, there was a feeling of snow, light, thin,

and penetrating. London seemed peculiarly silent. And the

silence seemed to have something to do with the fog, the frost,

and the coming snow. When the door of his room was shut

Claude stood by his table, then before the fire, feeling curi-

ously empty-headed, almost light-headed. He stared at the

fire, listened to its faint crackling, and felt as if his life were

a hollow shell.

Probably he had stood thus for a considerable time—he

did not know whether for five minutes or an hour—when he

was made self-conscious by an event in the house. He heard
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two women's voices in conversation, apparently on the

staircase.

One of them said:

"The duster, I tell you!
"

The other replied:
"
Well, I didn't leave it. Ask Fanny, can't you!

"

"
Fanny doesn't know."

" She ought to know, then!
"

"
Ought yourself! Fanny's no business with the duster

no more than—"

At this point a third voice intervened in the dialogue. It

was Charmian's, reduced to a sort of intense whisper. It said:

"Alice! Alice! I specially told you not to make a sound

in the house. Your master is at work. The least noise dis-

turbs him. Pray be quiet. If you must speak, go down-

stairs."

There was silence, then the sound of rustling, of a door

shutting, then again silence.

Claude came away from the fire.

" Your master is at work."

He dashed down his hands on the big writing-table, with

a gesture almost of despair. Self-consciousness now was like

an iron band about him, the devilish thing that constricts a

talent. The hideous knowledge that he was surrounded by
women, intent on him and what he was supposed to be doing,

benumbed his intellect. He imagined the cook in the kitchen

discussing his talent with a rolling-pin in her hand, Charmian's

maid musing over his oddities, with a mouth full of pins, and

patterns on her lap. And he ground his teeth.
"

I can't—I can't—I never shall be able to !

"

He leaned his elbows on the writing-table and put his

head in his hands. When he looked up, after some minutes,

he met Charmian's half-closed, photographed eyes.

Between twelve and one o'clock the noise of a piano organ

playing vigorously, almost angrily,
" You are Queen of my

heart to-night," came up to him from the square, softened,

yet scarcely ameliorated, by distance and intervening walls.

With bold impertinence it began, continued for perhaps three

minutes, then abruptly ceased in the middle of a phrase.
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Claude knew why. One of the four maids, incited thereto

by Charmian, had rushed out to control the swarthy Italian

who was earning his living in the land without light.

The master was working.
But the master was not working.

Day followed day, and Claude kept his secret, the secret

that he was doing, could do, nothing in the room arranged by
Charmian, in the atmosphere created by Charmian.

One thing specially troubled him.

So long as he had lived alone he had never felt as if his art,

or perhaps rather his method of giving himself to it, had any
trait of effeminacy. It had seemed quite natural to him to

be shut up in his own "
diggings," isolated, with only a couple

of devoted servants, and golden-haired Fan in the distance,

being as natural as he was. It had never occurred to him that

his life was specially odd.

But now he often did feel as if there were something effemi-

nate in the young composer at home, perpetually in the house,

with his wife and a lot of women. The smallness of the

house, of his workroom, emphasized this feeling. Although
an almost dreadful silence was preserved whenever he was

supposed to be working his very soul seemed to hear the

perpetual rustle of skirts. The fact that five women were

keeping quiet on his account made him feel as if he were an

effeminate fool, feel that his art was a thing unworthy of a

man's devotion, that, in following it, in sacrificing to it, he was

doing himself harm, was undermining his own masculinity.

This sensation grew in him. He envied the men whose

work took them from home. He longed, after breakfast, to

put on hat and coat and sally out. He thought of the text,
" Man goeth forth to his work and to his labour until the

evening." If only he could go forth! If onry he could for-

get the existence of his intent wife, of those four hushed and

wondering maids every day for six or eight hours. He fell

into deep despondencies, sometimes into silent rages which

seemed to eat into his heart.

During this time Charmian was beginning to
"
put out

feelers." Her work for Claude, that is, her work outside the

little house in Kensington Square, was to be social. Women
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can do very much in the social way. And she knew herself

well equipped for the task in hand. Her heart was in it, too.

She felt sure of that. Even to herself she never used the

words "worldly ambition." The task was a noble one, to

make the career of the man she believed in and loved glorious,

to bring him to renown. While he was shut up, working in

the little room she had made so cosy, so
"
atmospheric," she

would be at work for him in the world they were destined to

conquer.
All the

"
set

" had come to call in Kensington Square.

Most of them were surprised at the match. They recognized

the worldly instinct in Charmian, which many of them shared,

and could not quite understand why she had chosen Claude

Heath as her husband. They had not heard much of him.

He never went anywhere, was personally unknown to them.

It seemed rather odd. They had scarcely thought Charmian

Mansfield would make that kind of marriage. Of course he

was a thorough gentleman, and a man with pleasant, even

swiftly attractive manners. But still— ! The general verdict

was that Charmian must have fallen violently in love with the

man.

She felt the feelings of the
"

set." And she felt that she

must justify her choice as soon as possible. To the set Claude

Heath was simply a nobody. Charmian meant to turn him

into a somebody.
This turning of Claude into a somebody was to be the first

really important step in her campaign on his behalf. It

must be done subtly, delicately, but it must be done swiftly.

She was secretly impatient to justify her choice.

She had at first relied on Max Elliot to help her. He was

an enthusiastic man and had influence. Unluckily she soon

found that for the moment he was so busy adoring Jacques
Sennier that he had no time to beat the big drum for another.

Sennier had carried him off his feet, and Madame Sennier had
"
got hold of him." The last phrase was Charmian 's. It

was speedily evident to her that, womanlike, the French-

woman was not satisfied with the fact of her husband's im-

mense success. She was determined that no rival should

spring up to divide adorers into camps. No doubt she argued
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that there is in the musical world only a limited number of

discriminating enthusiasts, capable of forming and fostering

public opinion, of
"
giving a lead

"
to the critics, and through

them to the world. She wanted them all for her husband.

And their allegiance must be undivided. Although she was
in New York, she had Max Elliot

"
in her pocket

"
in London.

It was a feat which won Charmian 's respect, but which irri-

tated her extremely. Max Elliot was charming, of course,
when she spoke of her husband's talent. But she saw at once

that he was concentrated on Sennier. She felt at once that

he did not at the moment want to "go mad "
over any other

composer. If Claude had been a singer, a pianist, or a fiddler,

things would have been different. Max Elliot had taken

charge of the Frenchman's financial affairs, solely out of

friendship, and was investing the American and other gains
in various admirable enterprises. Madame Sennier, who

really was, as Paul Lane had said, an extraordinary woman,
had a keen eye to the main chance. She acted as a sort of

agent to her husband, and was reported on all hands to be

capable of driving a very hard bargain. She and Max Elliot

were perpetually cabling to each other across the Atlantic,

and Max was seriously thinking of imitating Margot Drake

and "
running over

"
to New York on the Lusitania. Only

his business in London detained him. He spoke of Sennier

invariably as
"
Jacques," of Madame Sennier as

"
Henriette."

Living English composers scarcely existed any more in his

sight. France was the country of music. Only from France

could one expect anything of real value to the truly cultured.

Charmian began to hate this absurd entente cordiale.

Another person on whom she had secretly set high hopes
was Adelaide Shiffney. It was for this reason that she had

been irritated at Mrs Shiffney's defection on the night of the

house-warming. Now that she was married to a composer
Charmian understood the full value of Mrs Shiffney's influence

in the fashionable world. She must get Adelaide on their

side. But here again Sennier stood in her path. Mrs Shiffney

was, musically speaking of course, in love with Jacques Sennier.

Since Wagner there had been nobody to play upon feminine

nerves as the little Frenchman played, to take women " out
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of themselves." As a well-known society woman said, with

almost pathetic frankness,
" When one hears Sennier's music

one wants to hold hands with somebody." Apparently
Mrs Shiffney wanted to hold hands with the composer himself.

She had "
no use

"
at the moment for anyone else, and had

already arranged to take the Senniers on a yachting cruise

after the London season, beginning with Cowes.

The "
feelers

"
which Charmian put out found the atmo-

sphere rather chilly.

But she remembered what battles with the world most

of its great men have had to fight, how many wives of great
men have had to keep the flame alive in gross darkness. She

was not daunted. But she presently began to feel that,

without being frank with Claude, she must try to get a certain

amount of active help from him. She had intended by

judicious talk to create the impression that Claude was an

extraordinary man, on the way to accomplish great things.

She believed this thoroughly herself. But she now realized

that, owing to the absurd Sennier
"
boom," unless she could

get Claude to show publicly something of his talent nobody
would pay any attention to what she said.

" What is he doing?
"
people asked, when she spoke about

his long hours of work, about the precautions she had to take

lest he should be disturbed. She answered evasively. The
truth was that she did not know what Claude was doing.
What he had done, or some of it, she did know. She had
heard his Te Deum, and some of his strange settings of words

from the scriptures. But her clever worldly instinct told

her that this was not the time when her set would be likely

to appreciate things of that kind. The whole trend of the

taste she cared about was setting in the direction of opera. And
whenever she tried to find out from Claude what he was com-

posing in Kensington Square she was met with evasive answers.

One afternoon she came home from a party at the Drakes'

house in Park Lane determined to enlist Claude's aid at once

in hei enterprise, without telling him what was in her heart.

And first she must find out definitely what sort of composition
he was woiking on at the present moment. In Park Lane

nothing had been heard of but Sennier and Madame Sennier.
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Margot had returned from America more enthusiastic, more

engouie than ever.

She had been as straw to the flame of American enthu-

siasm. All her individuality seemed to have been burnt out

of her. She was at present only a sort of receptacle for

Sennier-mania. In dress, hair, manner, and even gesture,

she strove to reproduce Madame Sennier. For one of the

most curious features of Sennier 's vogue was the worship
accorded by women as well as by men to his dominating wife.

They talked and thought almost as much about her as they
did about him. And though his was the might of genius,

hers seemed to be the might of personality. The perpetual

chanting of the Frenchwoman's praises had "
got upon

"

Charmian's nerves. She felt this afternoon as if she could

not bear it much longer, unless some outlet was provided for

her secret desires. And she arrived at Kensington Square
in a condition of suppressed nervous excitement.

She paid the driver of the taxi-cab and rang the bell.

She had forgotten to take her key. Alice answered the door.
"
Is Mr Heath in?

"
asked Charmian.

"
He's been playing golf, ma'am. But he's just come

in," answered Alice, a plump, soft-looking girl, with rather

sulky blue eyes.
"
Oh, of course! It's Saturday."

On Saturday Claude generally took a half-holiday, and

went down to Richmond to play golf with a friend of his who
lived there, an old Cornish chum called Tregorwan.

"Where is Mr Heath?" continued Charmian, standing
in the little hall.

"
Having his tea in the drawing-room, ma'am."

"Oh!"
She took off her fur coat and went quickly upstairs. She

did not care about golf, and to-day the mere sound of the

name irritated her. Englishmen were always playing golf,

she said to herself. Jacques Sennier did not waste his time

on such things, she was sure. Then she remembered for how

many hours every day Claude was shut up in his little room,
how he always went there immediately after breakfast. And
she realized the injustice of her dawning anger, and also her
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nervous state, and resolved to be very gentle and calm with

Claude.

It was a cold day at the end of March. She found him

sitting near the wood fire in knickerbockers and a Norfolk

jacket, with thick, heavily-nailed boots, covered with dried

mud, on his feet, and thick brown and red stockings on his

legs. It was almost impossible to believe he was a musician.

His hair had been freshly cut, but he had not
" watered

"

it. Since his marriage Charmian had never allowed him to

do that. He jumped up when he saw his wife. Intimacy
never made Claude relax in courtesy.

'

I'm having tea very late," he said.
" But I've only

just got in."
'

I know. Sit down and go on, dear old boy. I'll come
and sit with you. Don't you want more light?

"

"
I like the firelight."

He sat down again and lifted the teapot.
"

I shall spoil my dinner. But never mind."

"You remember we're dining with Madre!
"

"Oh—to be sure!"
"
But not till half-past eight."

She sat down with her back to the drawn window curtains

at right angles to Claude. Alice had
"
shut up

"
early to

make the drawing-room look cosy for Claude. The firelight

played about the room, illuminating now one thing, now
another, making Claude's face and head, sometimes his

musical hands, look Rembrandtesque, powerful, imaginative,
even mysterious. Now that Charmian had sat down she

lost her impression of the eternal golfer, received another

impression which spurred her imagination.
"I've been at the Drakes," she began. 'Only a very

few to welcome Margot back from New York."
"
Did she enjoy her visit?

"

"
Immensely. She's—as she calls it—tickled to death

with the Americans in their own country. She meant to stay

only one night, but she was there three weeks. It seems

all New York has gone mad over Jacques Sennier."
"
I'm glad they see how really fine his opera is," Claude

said, seriously, even earnestly.
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"
Margot says when the Americans like anything they are

the most enthusiastic nation in the world."

"If it is so it's a fine trait in the national character, I

think."

How impersonal he sounded. She longed for the creeping
music of jealousy in his voice. If only Claude would be

jealous of Sennier!

She spoke lightly of other things, and presently said :

" How is the work getting on?
"

There was a slight pause. Then Claude said :

"The work?"
"
Yes, yours."

She hesitated. There was something in her husband's

personality that sometimes lay upon her like an embargo.
She was conscious of this embargo now. But her nervous

irritation made her determined to defy it.

"
Claudie," she went on,

"
you don't know, you can't know,

how much I care for your work. It's part of you. It is you.
You promised me once you would let me be in the secret

Don't you remember? "

"Did I? When?"
" The day after our party when you were going to begin

work again. And now it's nearly two months."

She stopped. He was silent. A flame burst out of a log
in the grate and lit up strongly one half of his face. She

thought it looked stern, almost fierce, and very foreign.

Many Cornish people have Spanish blood in them, she re-

membered. That foreign look made her feel for a moment
almost as if she were sitting with a stranger.

"
Nearly two months," she repeated in a more tentative

voice.

"Is it?"
"
Yes. Don't you think I've been very patient?

"

"
But, surely

—
surely

—why should you want to know? "

"
I do want. Your work is your life. I want it to be

mine, too."
"
Oh, it could never be that—the work of another."

"
I want to identify myself with you."

There was another silence. And this time it was a long
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one. At last Claude moved, turned round to face Charmian

fully, and said, with the voice of one making a strong, almost

a desperate effort:
" You wish to know what I've been working on during

these weeks when I've been in my room? "

"
Yes."

"
I haven't been working on anything."

"What?"
"

I haven't been working at all."

"Not working!"
"No."
"But—you must—but we were all so quiet! I told

Alice—"
"

I never asked you to."
"
No, but of course—but what have you been doing up

there?"

"Reading Carlyle's French Revolution most of the

time."

"Carlyle! You've been reading Carlyle!
"

In her voice there was a sound of outrage. Claude got

up and stood by the fire.
'

It isn't my fault," he said.
" The truth is I can't work

in that room. I can't work in this house."
" But it's our home."
"

I know, but I can't work in it. Perhaps it's because of

the maids, knowing they're creeping about, wondering—I

don't know what it is. I've tried, but I can't do anything."
" But—how dreadful! Nearly two months wasted!

"

He felt that she was condemning him, and a secret anger

surged through him. His reserve, too, was suffering torment.
' I'm sorry, Charmian. But I couldn't help it."
" But then, why did you go up and shut yourself in day

after day?
"

"
I hoped to be able to do something."

" But "

" And I saw you expected me to go."
The truth was out. Claude felt, as he spoke it, as if he

were tearing off clothes. How he loathed that weakness of

his, which manifested itself in the sometimes almost uncon-
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trollable instinct to give, or to try to give, others what they

expected of him.
"
Expected you! But naturally

—"

"
Yes, I know. Well, that's how it is ! I can't work in

this house."

He spoke almost roughly now.
"

I don't want to assume any absurd artistic pose," he

continued.
"

I hate the affectations sometimes supposed
to belong to my profession. But it's no use pretending about

a thing of this kind. There are some places, some atmospheres,
if you like to use the word generally used, that help anyone
who tries to create, and some that hinder. It's not only a

matter of place, I suppose, but of people. This house is too

small, or something. There are too many people in it. I

feel that they are all bothering and wondering about me,

treading softly for me." He threw out his hands.
"

I don't

know what it is exactly, but I'm paralysed here. I suppose

you think I'm half mad.'

To his great surprise, she answered, in quite a different

voice from the voice which had suggested outrage :

i:

No, no; great artists are always like that. They are

always extraordinary."
There was a mysterious pleasure, almost gratification, in

her voice.
" You would be like that. I should have known."
"
Oh, as to that—"

"
I understand, Claudie. You needn't say any more."

Claude turned rather brusquely round to face the fire. As

he said nothing, Charmian continued :

" What is to be done now? We have taken this house—"

He wheeled round.
" Of course we shall stay in this house. It suits us admi-

rably. Besides, to move simply because—"

" Your work comes before all."

He compressed his lips. He began to hate his own talent.
"

I think the best thing to do," he said,
" would be for me

to look for a studio somewhere. I could easily find one, put
a piano and a few chairs in, and go there every day to work.

Lots of men do that sort of thing. It's like going to an office."
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"Capital!" she said. "Then you'll be quite isolated,

and you'll get on ever so fast. Won't you?
"

"
I think probably I could work."

" And you will. Before we married you worked so hard.

I want "—she got up, came to him, and put her hand in his—
"

I want to feel that marriage has helped you, not hindered

you, in your career. I want to feel that I urge you on, don't

hold you back."

Claude longed to tell her to leave him alone. But he

thought of coming isolation in the studio, and refrained.

Bending down, he kissed her.
"

It will be all right," he said,
" when I've ^

rot a place
where I can be quite alone for some hours each day."



CHAPTER XVI

WITH
an energy that was almost feverish, Charmian

threw herself into the search for a studio. The little

room had been a failure, through no fault of hers. She must
make a success of the studio. She and Claude set forth to-

gether, and soon bent their steps towards Chelsea. There

were studios to be had in Kensington, of course. But Claude

happened to mention Chelsea, and at once Charmian took up
the idea. The right atmosphere—that was the object of

this new quest, the end and aim of their wanderings. If it

were to be found in Chelsea, then in Chelsea Claude must make
his daily habitation. Charmian seconded the Chelsea pro-

position with an enthusiasm that was almost a little anxious.

Chelsea was so picturesque, so near the river, that sombre

and wonderful heart of London. Such interesting and famous

people lived in Chelsea now, and had lived there in the past.

She wondered they had not decided to live in Chelsea instead

of in Kensington. But Claude was right, unerring in his

judgment. Of course the studio must be in Chelsea.

One was found not far from Glebe Place, in a large red

building with an arched entrance, handsome steps, and several

artistic-looking windows, with leaded panes and soda-water

bottle grass. It was on the ground floor, but it was quiet,

large but not enormous, and well-planned. It contained,

however, one unnecessary, though not unattractive, feature.

At one end, on the left of the door, there was a platform
reached by a flight of steps, and screened off with wood from

the rest of the room. The caretaker, who had the key and

showed them round, explained that this had been planned
and put up by an Austrian painter, who used the chamber

formed by the platform and the upper part of the screen as a

bedroom, and the space below, roofed by the platform, as a

kitchen.

The rent was one hundred pounds a year.
i74
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This seemed too much to Claude. He felt ashamed to

spend such a large sum on what must seem an unnecessary

caprice to the average person, even probably to people who
were above the average. If he were known as a composer,
if he were popular or famous, the matter, he felt, would be

quite different. Everyone understands the artistic needs of

the famous man, or pretends to understand them. But

Claude and his work were entirely unknown to fame. And

now, as he hesitated about the payment of this hundred

pounds, he regretted this, as he had never before regretted it.

But Charmian was strong in her insistence upon his having
this particular studio. She saw he had taken a fancy to it.

"
I know you feel there's the right atmosphere here," she

said.
"

I can see you do. It would be fatal not to take this

studio if you have that feeling. Never mind the expense.
We shall get it all back in the future."

" Back in the future!
"
he said, as if startled.

" How? "

She saw she had been imprudent, had made a sort of

slip.

"Oh, I don't know. Some day when your father—
But don't let's talk of that. A hundred a year is not very
much. It will only mean not quite so many new hats and

dresses for me."

Claude flushed, suddenly and violently.

"Charmian! You can't suppose—"

"
Surely a wife has the right to do something to help her

husband?
"

" But I don't need—I mean, I could never consent—"

She made a face at him, drawing down her brows, and

turning her eyes to the left where the caretaker stood, with a

bunch of keys in his large, gouty, red hands. Claude said

no more. As they went out Charmian smiled at the care-

taker.
" We are going to take it. My husband likes it."
"
Yes, ma'am. It's a mighty fine studio. The Baron was

sorry to leave it, but he had to go back to Vi-henner."
"

I see."
' Now the next thing is to furnish it," said Charmian, as

they walked away.
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"

I shall only want my piano, a chair, and a table," said

Claude.

It was only by making a very great effort that he was able

to speak naturally, with any simplicity.
"
Besides," he added quickly,

"
it's really too expensive.

A hundred a year is absurd."
"

If it were two hundred a year it wouldn't be a penny too

much if you really like it, if you will feel happy and at home
in it. I'm going to furnish it for you, quite simply, of course.

Just rugs and a divan or two, and a screen to shut out the

door, two or three pretty comfortable chairs, some draperies—
only thin ones, nothing heavy to spoil the acoustics—a few

cushions, a table or two. Oh, and you must have a spirit-

lamp, a little batterie de cuisine, and perhaps a tea-basket."
"
But, my dear Charmian—"

"
Hush, old boy! You have genius, but you don't under-

stand these things. These are the woman's things. I shall

love getting together everything. Surely you don't want to

spoil my little fun. I've made a failure of your work-room
in Kensington. Do let me try to make a success of the studio."

What could Claude do but thank her, but let her have her

way?
The studio was taken for three years and furnished. For

days Charmian talked and thought of little else. She was

prompted, carried on, by two desires—one, that Claude should

be able to work hard as soon as possible; the other, that

people should realize what an energetic, capable, and en-

thusiastic woman she was. The Madame Sennier spirit

attended her in her goings out and her comings in, armed her

with energy, with gaiety, with patience.

When at length all was ready, she said :

11

Claude, to-morrow I want you to do something for me."
" What is it? Of course I will do it. You've been so

good, giving up everything for the studio."

Charmian had really given up several parties, and explained

why she could not go to them to inquiring hostesses of the
"
set."
"

I want you to let us fiendre la crJmaillere to-morrow

evening all alone, just you and I together."
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"In the studio?"
" Of course."
"
Well, but

"—he smiled, then laughed rather awkwardly—
"but what could we do there all alone? What is there to

do? And, besides, there's that party at Mrs Shiffney's to-

morrow night. We were both going to that."
' We could go there afterwards if we felt inclined. But—

I don't know that I want to go to Adelaide Shiffney just

now.
11

> >

But why not?"
"
Perhaps—only perhaps remember—I'll tell you to-

morrow night in the studio."

She assumed in the last words that the matter was settled,

and Claude raised no further objection. He saw she was set

upon the carrying out of her plan. There was will in her long

eyes. He could not help fancying that either she had some

surprise in store for him, or that she meant to do, or say, some-

thing extremely definite, which she had already decided upon
in her mind, to-morrow in the studio.

He felt slightly uneasy.
On the following morning Charmian looked distinctly

mysterious, and rather as if she wished Claude to notice her

mystery. He ignored it, however, though he realized that

some plan must be maturing in her head. His suspicion of the

day before was certainly well founded.
" What about this evening, Charmian?

"
he asked.

"
Oh, we are going to pendre la cremailUre. You remember

we decided yesterday."
"
Before or after dinner? And what about Mrs Shiffney ?

"

"
Well, I thought we might go to the studio about half-

past seven or eight. Could you meet me there—say at half-

past seven?
"

"Meet you?"
1

Yes; I've got to go out in that direction and could take

it on the way home."
'

All right. But dinner? That's just at dinner-time—
not that I care."

" We could have something when we get home. I can tell

Alice to put something in the dining-room for us. There's
13
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that pie, and we can have a bottle of champagne to drink

success to the studio, if we want it."
" And Mrs Stuffney's given up?

"

" We can see how we feel. She only asked us for eleven.

We can easily dress and go, if we want to."

So it was settled.

As Claude had not yet begun to work he took a long and

solitary walk in the afternoon. He made his way to Batter-

sea Park, and spent nearly two hours there. That day he felt

as if a crisis, perhaps small but very definite, had arisen in his

life. For some five months now he had been inactive. He had
lost the long habit of work. He had allowed his life to be dis-

organized. No longer had he a grip on himself and on life.

From to-morrow he must get that grip again. In the isolation

of the studio he would surely be able to get it. Yet he felt very
doubtful. He did not know what he wanted to do. He seemed

to have drifted very far away from the days when his talent,

or his genius, spoke with no uncertain voice, dictated to him
what he must do. In those days he was seldom in doubt. He
did not have to search. There was no vagueness in his life.

The Bible, that inexhaustible mine of great literature, prompted
him to music. But, then, he was living in comparative solitude.

Quiet days stretched before him, empty evenings. He could

give himself up to what was within him. Even now he could

have quiet days. He had recently passed not a few with

the French Revolution. But the evenings of course were not,

could not be, empty. He often went out with Charmian. He
was beginning to know something of the society in which she

had always lived. There were many pleasant, some charming,

people in it. He found a certain enjoyment in the little dinners,

the theatre parties, even in the few receptions he had been to.

But he was obliged to acknowledge to himself that, when in this

society, he disliked the fact that he was an unknown man.

This society did not give him the incentive to do anything

great. On the other hand it made him dislike being
—or was

it only seeming?
—small. Charmian's attitude, too, had often

rendered him secretly uneasy when they were among people

together. He had been conscious of a lurking dissatisfaction

in her, a scarcely repressed impatience. He did not know
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exactly what was the matter. But he felt the alert tension ot

the woman who is not satisfied with her position in a society.

It had reacted upon him. He had felt as if he were closely

connected with it, though he had not quite understood

how.

All this now rose up, seemed to spread out before his mind
as he walked in Battersea Park. And he said to himself :

"
It

can't go on. I simply must get to work on something. I

must get a grip on myself and my life again." He remembered
the heat of his soul after he had heard Jacques Sennier's opera,

the passion almost to do something great that had glowed in

him, the longing for fame. Then he had said to himself:
"
My

life shall feed my art. I'll live, and by living I'll achieve."

Out of that heat no rare flower had arisen. He had come out

into the world. He had married Charmian, had travelled in

Italy. And that was all.

That day he was angry with himself, was sick of his idle

life. But he did not feel within him the strong certainty that

he would be able to take his life in hand and transform it,

which drives doubt and sorrow out of a man. He kept on

saying,
"

I must!
" But he did not say,

"
I shall!

"

The fact was that the mainspring was missing from the

watch. Claude was living as if he loved, but he was not loving.

At half-past seven he passed up the handsome steps and

under the arch which led to his studio.

The caretaker with gouty hands met him. This man had

been a soldier, and still had a soldier's eyes, and a way of pre-

senting himself, rather sternly and watchfully, to those arriving

in
"
my building," as he called the house full of studios, which

was military. But gout, and it is to be feared drink, had long

ago made him physically flaccid, and mentally rather sulky and

vague. He looked a wreck, and as if he guessed that he was a

wreck. An artist on the first floor had labelled him,
"
The

derelict looking for tips to the offing."
" The lady's here, sir," he observed, on seeing Claude.

"Is she?"
"
Been 'ere

"—he sometimes dropped an aitch and some-

times did not—"
this half hour."

The fact apparently surprised him, almost indeed upset him.
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"
This 'alf hour," he repeated, this time dropping the aitch

to make a change.
"
Oh," said Claude, disdaining the explanation which

seemed to be expected.

He walked on, leaving the guardian to his gout.
The studio was lit up, and directly Claude opened the door

he smelt coffee and something else—sausages, he fancied. At

once he guessed why Charmian had arranged to meet him at

the studio, instead of going there with him. He shut the door

slowly. Yes, certainly, sausages.
" Charmian!

"
he called.

She came out from behind the screen, dressed in a very plain,

workmanlike black gown, over which she was wearing a large

butcher blue apron. Her sleeves were turned up and her face

was flushed. Claude thought she looked younger than she

usually did.
" What are you doing?

"

"
Cooking the dinner," she replied, in a practical voice.

"
It will be ready in a minute. Take off your coat and sit

down."

She turned round and^disappeared. Something behind

the screen was hissing like a snake.

Claude now saw a table laid in the middle of the studio. On
a rough white cloth were plates, knives, and forks, large coffee

cups with flowers coarsely painted on a grey ground with a

faint tinge of blue in it, rolls of bread, butter, a cake richly
brown in colour. A vase of coarse, but effective pottery, full

of scented wild geranium, stood in the midst. Claude took

off hat and coat, hung them up on a hook, and glanced
around.

Certainly Charmian had arranged the furniture well,

chosen it well, too. The place looked cosy, and everything
was in excellent taste. There was comfort without luxury.
Claude felt that he ought to be very grateful.

"Coming!"
Her voice cried out from behind the screen, and she appeared

bearing a large dish full of smoking sausages, which she set

down on the table.
" Now for the eggs and the coffee!

"
she said.
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Another moment and they were on the table, too, with a

plateful of buttered toast.
"
Studio fare!

"
she said, taking off the blue apron, pulling

down her sleeves, and looking at Claude.
"
Are you sur-

prised?
"

"
I was for the first moment."

"And then?"
"
Well, I had felt sure you were up to something, that you

had some scheme in your head, some plan for to-day. But I

didn't connect it with sausages."
Her expression changed slightly.
11

Perhaps it isn't only sausages. But it begins with them.

Are you hungry?
"

"
Yes, very. I've been walking in Battersea Park."

"
Claudie, how awful!

"

They sat down and fell to—Charmian's expression. She

was playing at the Vie de Boheme, but she thought she was

being rather serious, that she was helping to launch Claude

in a new and suitable life. And behind the light absurdity of

this quite unnecessary meal there was intention, grave and

intense. The wasted two months must be made up for, the

hours given to the French Revolution be redeemed. This

meal was only the prelude to something else.

Is it good?
"
she asked, as Claude ate and drank.

Excellent! Where have you been to-day?
"

"
I've seen Madre and Susan Fleet."

"
Miss Fleet at last."

"
Yes. It is so tiresome her moving about so much. I

.care for her more than for any woman in London. All this

time she's been in Paris doing things for Adelaide Shiffney."
" Did Madre know about to-night?

"

"No."
"
Why didn't you tell her? Why not have asked her to

come? We belong to her and she to us. It would have been

natural."
1

I love Madre. But I didn't want even her to-night."
Claude realized that he was assisting at a prelude. But he

only said :

"
I suppose she is going to Mrs Sniffney's to-night?

'

n

««
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"
Yes."

When they had finished Charmian said:
" Now I'll clear away."

I'll help you."
No, you mustn't. I want you to sit down in that cosy

chair there, and light your cigar
—oh, or your pipe! Yes,

to-night you must smoke a pipe."
I haven't brought it."

Well, then, a cigar. I won't be long."
She began clearing the table. Claude obediently drew out

his cigar-case. He still felt uneasy. What was coming? He
could not tell. But he felt almost sure that something was

coming which would distress his secret sensitiveness, his strong
reserve.

He lit a cigar, and sat down in the arm-chair Charmian had
indicated. She flitted in and out, removing things from the

table, shook out and folded the rough white cloth, laid it away
somewhere behind the screen, and at last came to sit down.

The studio was lit up with electric light.
"
There's too much light," she said.

"
Don't move. I'll

do it."

She went over to the door, and turned out two burners,

leaving only one alight.
"
Isn't that ever so much better?

"
she said, coming to sit

down near Claude.

"Well, perhaps it is."
"
Cosier, more intinie."

She sat down with a little sigh.
" I'm going to have a cigarette."

She drew out a thin silver case, opened it.

" A teeny Russian one."

Claude struck a match. She put the cigarette between her

lips, and leaned forward to the tiny flame.
"
That's it."

She sighed.

After a moment of silence she said :

' I'm glad you couldn't work in the little room. If you
had been able to we should never have had this."

1 We !

"
thought Claude.
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"And," she continued, "I feel this is the beginning of

great things for you. I feel as if, without meaning to, I'd

taken you away from your path, as if now I understood better.

But I don't think it was quite my fault if I didn't understand.

Claudie, do you know you're terribly reserved?
"

"Am I?'" he said.

He shifted in his chair, took the cigar out of his mouth,
and put it back again.

"Well, aren't you? Two whole months, and you never

told me you couldn't work."
"

I hated to, after you'd taken so much trouble with that

room."
"

I know. But, still, directly you did tell me, I perfectly

understood. I
"—she spoke with distinct pressure

—"
I am

a wife who can understand. Don't you remember that night
at Jacques Sennier's opera?

"

"
Yes."

"
Didn't I understand then? At the end when they were

all applauding? I've got your letter, the letter you wrote that

night. I shall always keep it. Such a burning letter, saying
I had inspired you, that my love and belief had made you feel

as if you could do something great if you changed your life,

if you lived with me. You remember?"
"
Yes, Charmian, of course I remember."

Claude strove with all his might to speak warmly, impetu-

ously, to get back somehow the warmth, the impulse that had
driven him to write that letter. But he remembered, too, his

terrible desire to get that letter back out of the box. And he

felt guilty. He was glad just then that Charmian had turned

out those two burners.
"
In these months I think we seem to have got away from

that letter, from that night."

Claude became cold. Dread overtook him. Had she

detected his lack of love? Was she going to tax him
with it?

"
Oh, surely not! But how do you mean? "

he broke in

anxiously.
"
That was a special night. We were all on fire.

One cannot always live at that high pressure. If we could we
should wear ourselves out."
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Yes, perhaps. But geniuses do live at high pressure.

And you are a genius."
At that moment the peculiar sense of being less than the

average man, which is characteristic of greatly talented men
in their periods of melancholy and reaction, was alive in

Claude. Charmian's words intensified it.

"If you reckon on having married a genius, I'm afraid

you're wrong," he said, with a bluntness not usual in him.
"
It isn't that!

"
she said quickly, almost sharply.

" But

I can't forget things Max Elliot has said about you—long ago.

And Madre thinks—I know that, though she doesn't say any-

thing. And, besides, I have heard some of your things."

"And what did you really think of them?" he asked

abruptly.
He had never before asked his wife what she thought of his

music. She had often spoken about it, but never because he

had asked her to. But this apparently was to be an evening
of a certain frankness. Charmian had evidently planned that

it should be so. He would try to meet her.
"
That's partly what I wanted to talk about to-night."

Claude felt as if something in him suddenly curled up.
Was Charmian about to criticize his works unfavourably,

severely perhaps ? At once he felt within him a sort of angry

contempt for her judgment.
Charmian was faintly conscious of his fierce independence,

as she had been on the night of their first meeting; of the

something strong and permanent which his manner so often

contradicted, a mental remoteness which was disagreeable to

her, but which impressed her. To-night, however, she was
resolved to play the Madame Sennier to her husband, to bring

up battalions of will.

"Well?" Claude said.
"

I think, just as I know Madre does, that your things are

wonderful. But I don't think they are for everybody."
For everybody! How do you mean? "

Oh, I know the bad taste of the crowd. Why, Madre

always laughs at me for my horror of the crowd. But there

is now a big cosmopolitan public which has taste. Look at

the success of Strauss, for instance, of Debussy, and now of

ii
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Jacques Sennier—our own Elgar, too! What I mean is that

perhaps the things you have done hitherto are for the very few.

There is something terrible about them, I think. They might
almost frighten people. They might almost make people
dislike you."

She was thinking of the Burningtons, the Drakes, of other

Sennier-worshippers.
"

I believe it is partly because of the words you set," she

added.
"
Great words, of course. But where can they be sung?

Not everywhere. And people are so strange about the Bible."
"
Strange about the Bible!

"

"
English people, and even Americans, at any rate. There

is a sort of queer, absurd tradition. One begins to think of

oratorio."

She paused. Claude said nothing. He was feeling hot all

over.
"

I can't help wishing, for your own sake, that you wouldn't

always go to the Bible for your inspiration."
"

I daresay it is very absurd of me."
"
Claudie, you could never be absurd."

"
Anybody can be absurd."

"
I could never think you absurd. But I suppose everyone

can make a mistake. It seems to me as if there are a lot

of channels, some short, ending abruptly, some long, going
almost to the centre of things. And genius is like a liquid

poured into them. I only want you to pour yours into a long
channel. Is it very stupid, or perverse, of me? "

As she said the last words she felt deeply conscious of her

feminine intelligence, of that delicate ingenuity peculiar to

women, unattainable by man.
"
No, Charmian, of course not. So you think I've been

pouring into a very short channel?
"

"Don't you?"
"
I'm afraid I've never thought about it."

"
I know. It wants another to do that, I think."

M
Very likely."

You care for strange things. One can see that by your
choice of words. But there are strange and wonderful words
not in the Bible. The other day I was looking into Rossetti's
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poems. I read
'

Staff and Scrip
'

again, and '

Sister Helen.'

There are marvellous passages in both of those. I wish some-

times you'd let me come in here, when you've done working,
and make tea for you, and just read aloud to you anything

interesting I come across."

That was the beginning of a new connection between hus-

band and wife, the beginning also of a new epoch in Claude's

life as a composer.
When they left the studio that night he had agreed to

Charmian's proposal that she should spend some of her spare
time in looking out words that might be suitable for a musical

setting,
"
in your peculiar vein," as she said. By doing this he

had abandoned his complete liberty as a creator. So at least

he felt. Yet he also felt unable to refuse his wife's request.

To do so, after all her beneficent energies employed on his

behalf, would be churlish. He might have tried to explain
that the something within him which was really valuable

could not brook bridle or spur, that unless it were left to range
where it would in untrammelled liberty, it was worth very
little to the world. He knew this. But a man may deny his

knowledge even to himself, deny it persistently through long

periods of time. And there was the weakness in Claude which

instinctively wished to give to others what they expected of

him, or strongly desired from him. On that evening in the

studio Charmian's definiteness gained a point for her. She

was encouraged by this fact to become more definite.

They were in Kensington by tea o'clock that night. Char-

mian was in high spirits. A strong hope was dawning in her.

Already she felt almost like a collaborator with Claude.
" Don't let us go to bed!

"
she exclaimed.

"
Let us dress

and go to Adelaide Shifrhey's."
"
Very well," replied Claude.

"
By the way, what were

you going to tell me about her?
"

"
Oh, nothing!

"
she said.

And they went up to dress.

There was a crowd in Grosvenor Square. A good many
people were still abroad, but there were enough in London to

nil Mrs Shiffney's drawing-rooms. And notorieties, beauties,

and those mysterious nobodies who "
go everywhere

"
until
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they almost succeed in becoming somebodies, were to be seen

on every side. Charmian perceived at once that this was

one of Adelaide's non-exclusive parties. Mrs Shiffney seldom

entertained on a very large scale.
" One bore, or one frump, can ruin a party," was a favourite

saying of hers. But even she, now and then, condescended

to
"
clear people off." Charmian realized that Adelaide was

making a clearance to-night.

Since her marriage with Claude she had not been invited

to No. 14 B—Mrs Shiffney's number in the Square
—before.

As she came in to the first drawing-room and looked

quickly round she thought :

" She is clearing off me and Claude."

And for a moment she wished they had not come. Her
old horror of being numbered with the great crowd of the undis-

tinguished came upon her once more. Then she thought of the

conversation in the studio, and she hardened herself in resolve.
" He shall be famous. I will make him famous, whether

he wishes it, cares for it, or not."

Mrs Shiffney was not standing close to the first door to
"
receive

"
solemnly. She could not

"
be bothered

'

to do

that. The Heaths presently came upon her, looking very

large and Roman, in the middle of the second drawing-room.
In the room just beyond a small orchestra was playing.

This was a sure sign of a
"
clearance

"
party. Mrs Shiffney

never had an orchestra playing alone, and steadily, through
an evening unless bores and frumps were present.

" Hun-

garians in distress
"

she called these uniformed musicians,
M
trying to help bores in distress and failing inevitably."

She held out her hand to Charmian with a faintly ironic

smile.

'I'm so glad to see you. Ah, Mr Heath—Benedick as

the married man. I expect you are doing something wonderful

as one hears nothing about you. The deep silence fills me
with expectation."

She smiled again, and turned to speak to an old lady with

fuzzy white hair.
' One of the fuzzywuzzies who go to private views, and

who insist on knowing me once a year for my sins."
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Charmian's lips tightened as she walked slowly on.

She met many people whom she knew, too many; and

that evening she felt peculiarly aware of the insignificance of

Claude and herself, combined as a
"
married couple," in the

eyes of this society. What were they? Just two people with

fifteen hundred a year and a little house near Kensington High
Street. As an unmarried girl in Berkeley Square, with a

popular mother, possibilities had floated about her. Clever,

rising men came to that house. She had charm. She was
"
in

"
everything. Now she felt that a sort of fiat had been

pronounced, perhaps by Adelaide Shiffney, and her following,
"
Charmian's dropping out."

No doubt she exaggerated. She was half conscious that

she was exaggerating. But there was surely a change in the

attitude people adopted towards her. She attributed it to

Mrs Shiffney.
"
Adelaide hates Claude," she said to herself,

adding a moment later the woman's reason,
"
because she was

in love with him before he married me, and he wouldn't look at

her." Such a hatred of Adelaide's would almost have pleased

her, had not Adelaide unfortunately been so very influential.

Claude caught sight of Mrs Mansfield and went to join her,

while Charmian spoke to Lady Mildred Burnington, and then

to Max Elliot.

Lady Mildred, whose eyes looked more feverish even than

usual, and whose face was ravaged, as if by some passion or

sorrow for ever burning within her, had a perfunctory manner

which fought with her expression. Her face was too much
alive. Her manner was half dead. Only when she played
the violin was the whole woman in accord, harmonious. Then

truth, vigour, intention emerged from her, and she con-

quered. To-night she spoke of the prospects for the opera

season, looking about her as if seeking fresh causes for dis-

satisfaction.
"

It's going to be dull," she said.
" Covent Garden has

things all its own way, and therefore it goes to sleep. But in

June we shall have Sennier. That is something. Without

him it would really not be worth while to take a box. I told

Mr Brett so."
" What did he say?

"
asked Charmian.
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" One Sennier makes a summer."
It was at this moment that Max Elliot came up, looking as

he nearly always did, cheerful and ready to be kind.
11

1 know," he said to Lady Mildred,
"
you're complaining

about the opera. I've just been with the Admiral."
"
Hilary knows less about music than even the average

Englishman."
"
Well, he's been swearing, and even—saving your pre-

sence—cursing by Strauss."
" He thinks that places him with the connoisseurs. It's

his ambition to prove to the world that one may be an Admiral

and yet be quite intelligent, even have what is called taste.

He declines to be a sea-dog."
"

I think it's only living up to you. But have you really

no hope of the opera?
"

"
Very little—unless Sennier saves the situation."

" Has he anything new? "
asked Charmian.

Max Elliot looked happily evasive.
" Madame Sennier says he hasn't."
" We ought to have a rival enterprise here as they have in

New York at present," said Lady Mildred.
"
Sennier's success at the Metropolitan has nearly killed

the New Era," said Elliot.
" But Crayford has any amount

of pluck, and a purse that seems inexhaustible. I suppose

you know he's to be here to-night."
"Mr Jacob Crayford, the Impresario!" exclaimed Char-

mian.
"
He's in England?

"

"
Arrived to-day by the Lusitania in search of talent, of

someone who can
'

produce the goods
'

as he calls it. Adelaide

sent a note to meet him at the Savoy, and he's coming. Shows
his pluck, doesn't it? This is the enemy's camp."

Max Elliot laughed gaily. He loved the strong battles

of art, backed by
" commercial enterprise," and was friends

with everyone though he could be such a keen and concen-

trated partisan.
"
Crayford would give a hundred thousand dollars without

a murmur to get Jacques away from the Metropolitan," he

continued.

"Won't he go for that?" asked Lady Mildred, in her
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hollow voice.
"

Is Madame Sennier holding out for two

hundred thousand?
"

Again Max Elliot looked happily evasive.
"
Henriette! Has she anything to do with it?

"

" Mr Elliot! You know she arranges everything for her

husband."
" Do I? Do I really? Ah, there is Crayford!

"

" Where? "
said Charmian, turning round rather sharply.

"
He's going up to Adelaide now. He's taking her hand,

just over there. Margot Drake is speaking to him."
"
Margot—of course! But I can't see them."

Max Elliot moved.
"

If you stand here. Are you so very anxious to see

him? "

Charmian saw that he was slightly surprised.
" Because I've heard so much about the New York battle

from Margot."
"To be sure!

"

" What—that little man! "

"Why not?"
"With the tiny beard! It's the tiniest beard I ever

saw."
" More brain than beard," said Max Elliot.

"
I can assure

you Mr Crayford is one of the most energetic, determined,

enterprising, and courageous men on either side of the Atlantic.

Diabolically clever, too, in his way, but an idealist at heart.

Some people in America think that last fact puts him at a dis-

advantage as a manager. It certainly gives him point and

even charm as a man."
"

I should like very much to know him," said Charmian.
"
Of course you know him? "

"
Yes."

" Do introduce me to him."

She had seen a faintly doubtful expression flit rapidly across

his face, and noticed that Mr Crayford was already surrounded.

Adelaide Shirmey kept him in conversation. Margot Drake

stood close to him, and fixed her dark eyes upon him with an

expression of still determination. Paul Lane had come up to

the group. Three or four well-known singers were converging
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upon it from different parts of the room. Charmian quite

understood. But she thought of the conversation in the studio

which marked the beginning of a new epoch in her life with

Claude, and she repeated quietly, but with determination:
" Please introduce me to him."



CHAPTER XVII

AWOMAN knows in a moment whether a man is suscep-
tible to woman's charm, to sex charm, or not. There are

men who love, who have loved, or who will love, a woman.
And there are men who love woman. Charmian had not been

with Mr Jacob Crayford for more than two minutes before she

knew that he belonged to the latter class. She only spent
some five minutes in his company, after Max Elliot had intro-

duced them to each other. But she came away from Grosvenor

Square with a very definite conception of his personality.
Mr Crayford was small, thin, and wiry-looking, with large

keen brown eyes, brown and grey hair, growing over a well-

formed and artistic head which was slightly protuberant at

the back, and rather large, determined features. At a first

glance he looked
"
Napoleonic." Perhaps this was intentional

on his part. His skin was brown, and appeared to be unusually

dry. He wore the tiny beard noticed by Charmian, and a

carefully trained and sweeping moustache. His ears slightly

suggested a faun. His hands were nervous, and showed

energy, and the tendency to grasp and to hold. His voice

was a thin tenor, with occasional, rather surprisingly deep
chest notes, when he wished to be specially emphatic. His

smart, well-cut clothes, and big emerald shirt stud, and sleeve

links, suggested the successful impresario. His manner was,

on a first introduction, decidedly businesslike, cool, and watch-

ful. But in his eyes there were sometimes intense flashes

which betokened a strong imagination, a temperament capable
of emotion and excitement. His eyelids were large and

rounded. And on the left one there was a little brown wart.

When he was introduced to Charmian he sent her a glance

which she interpreted as meaning,
" What does this woman

want of me? "
It showed her how this man was bombarded,

how instinctively ready he was to be alertly on the defensive

if he judged defence to be necessary.
192
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"
I've heard so much of your battles, Mr Crayford," she

said,
"
that I wanted to know the great fighter."

She had assumed her very self-possessed manner, the minx-

manner as some people called it. Claude had known it

well in the
"
early days." It gave her a certain very modern

charm in the eyes of some men. And it suggested a woman
who lived in and for the world, who had nothing to do with

any work. There was daintiness in it, and a hint of imperti-

nence.

Mr Crayford smiled faintly. He had a slight tic, moving
his eyebrows sometimes suddenly upward.

" A good set-to now and then does no one any harm that

I know of," he said, speaking rapidly.
"
They say over here you've got the worst of it this season."

" Do they indeed? Very kind and obliging of them, I'm

sure."
"

I hope it isn't true."
" Are you an enemy of the great and only Jacques then?

"

said Mr Crayford.
"
Monsieur Sennier? Oh, no! I was at the first perform-

ance of his ' Paradis Terrestre,' and it altered my whole life."
"
Well, they like it over in New York. And I've got to

find another Paradise to put up against it just as quick as I

know how."
"

I do hope you'll be successful."
"

I'll put Europe through my sieve anyway," said Mr

Crayford.
" No man can do more. And very few men know

the way to do as much. Are you interested in music?
"

"
Intensely."

She paused, looking at the little man before her. She was

hesitating whether to tell him that she had married a musician

or to refrain. Something told her to refrain, and she added:
"
I've always lived among musical people and heard the

best of everything."
"
Well, opera's the only thing nowadays, the only really

big proposition. And it's going to be a bigger proposition
than most people dream of."

His eyes flashed.
" Wait till I build an opera house in London, something

J 3
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better than that old barn of yours over against the Police

Station."
" Are you going to build an opera house here?

"

"Why not? But I've got to find some composers.

They're somewhere about. Bound to be. The thing is to

find them. It was a mere chance Sennier coming up. If he

hadn't married his wife he'd be starving at this minute, and

I'd be licking the Metropolitan into a cocked hat."

Charmian longed to put her hand on the little man's arm

and to say:
"
I've married a musician, I've married a genius. Take

him up. Give him his chance."

But she looked at those big brown eyes which confronted

her under the twitching eyebrows. And now that the flash

was gone she saw in them the soul of the business man. Claude

was not a
"
business proposition." It was useless to speak of

him yet.
"

I hope j^ou'll find your composer," she said quietly,

almost with a dainty indifference.

Then someone came up and claimed Crayford with deter-

mination.
" That's a pretty girl," he remarked.

"
Is she married?

I didn't catch her name."
"
Oh, yes, she's married to an unknown man who com-

poses."
"The devil she is!

"

The lips above the tiny beard stretched in a smile that

was rather sardonic.

Before going away Charmian wanted to have a little talk

with Susan Fleet, who was helping Mrs Shiffney with the
"
fuzzywuzzies." She found her at length standing before

a buffet, and entertaining a very thin and angular woman,
dressed in black, with scarlet flowers growing out of her toilet

in various unexpected places. Miss Fleet welcomed Charmian

with her usual unimpassioned directness, and introduced her

quietly to Miss Gretch, as her companion was called, sur-

prisingly.

Miss Gretch, who was drinking claret cup, and eating little

rolls which contained hidden treasure of pdUde foie gras, bowed
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and smiled with anxious intensity, then abruptly became

unnaturally grave, and gazed with a sort of piercing attention

at Charmian's hair, jewels, gown, fan, and shoes.
" She seems to be memorizing me," thought Charmian,

wondering who Miss Gretch was, and how she came to be there.
"
Stay here just a minute, will you?

"
said Susan Fleet.

"
Adelaide wants me, I see. I'll be bark directly."
"
Please be sure to come. I want to talk to you," said

Charmian.

As Susan Fleet was going she murmured:
"
Miss Gretch writes for papers."

Charmian turned to the angular guest with a certain

alacrity. They talked together with animation till Susan

Fleet came back.

A week later, on coming down to breakfast before starting

for the studio. Claude found among his letters a thin missive,

open at the ends, and surrounded with yellow paper. He tore

the paper, and three newspaper cuttings dropped on to his

plate.
"
What's this?

"
he said to Charmian, who was sitting

opposite to him.
" Romeike and Curtice! Why should they

send me anything?"
He picked up one of '< he cuttings.
"

It's from a paper called My Lady."
" What is it about?

"

'

It seems to be an account of Mrs Shiffney's party, with

something marked in blue pencil :

'

Mrs Claude Heath came in

late with her brilliant husband, whose remarkable musical

compositions have not yet attained to the celebrity which will

undoubtedly be theirs within no long time. The few who
have heard Mr Heath's music place him with Elgar, Max

Reger, and Delius.' Then a description of what you were

wearing. How very ridiculous and objectionable!
"

Claude looked furious and almost ashamed.

"Here's something else! 'A Composer's Studio,' from

The World and His Wife. It really is insufferable."

"Why?. What can it say?
"

" ' Mr Claude Heath, the rising young composer, who

recently married the beautiful Miss Charmian Mansfield, of
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Berkeley Square, has just rented and furnished elaborately
a magnificent studio in Renwick Place, Chelsea. Exquisite
Persian rugs strew the floor— ' "

Claude stopped, and with an abrupt movement tore the

cuttings to pieces and threw them on the carpet.

"What can it mean? Who on earth— ? Charmian, do

you know anything of this?
"

"
Oh," she said, with a sort of earnest disgust, mingled

with surprise,
"

it must be that dreadful Miss Gretch!
"

"Dreadful Miss Gretch! I never heard of her. Who is

she?
"

" At Adelaide Shiffney's the other night Susan Fleet intro-

duced me to a Miss Gretch. I believe she sometimes writes,

for papers or something. I had a little talk with her while I

was waiting for Susan to come back."
" Did you tell her about the studio?

"

" Let me see ! Did I ? Yes, I believe I did say something.
You see, Claudie, it was the night of—"

"
I know it was. But how could you— ?

"

" How could I suppose things said in a private conversa-

tion would ever appear in print? I only said that you had a

studio because you composed and wanted quiet, and that I

had been picking up a few old things to make it look homey.
How extraordinary of Miss Gretch!

"

"
It has made me look very ridiculous. I am quite un-

known, and therefore it is impossible for the public to be

interested in me. Miss Gretch is certainly a very inefficient

journalist. Elgar! Deliustoo! I wonder she didn't compare
me with Scriabine while she was about it. How hateful it is

being made a laughing-stock like this."
"
Oh, nobody reads those papers, I expect. Still, Miss

Gretch—"
" Gretch! What a name! "

said Claude.

His anger vanished in an abrupt fit of laughter, but he

started for the studio in half an hour looking decidedly grim.

When he had gone Charmian picked up the torn cuttings which

were lying on the carpet. She had been very slow in finishing

breakfast that day.
Since her meeting with Jacob Crayford her mind had run
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perpetually on opera. She could not forget his words, spoken
with the authority of the man who knew,

"
Opera's the only

thing nowadays, the only really big proposition." She could

not forget that he had left England to
"
put Europe through

his sieve
"

for a composer who could stand up against Jacques
Sennier. What a chance there was now for a new man. He
was being actively searched for. If only Claude had written

an opera! If only he would write an opera now!

Charmian never doubted her husband's ability to do some-

thing big. Her instinct told her that he had greatness of some

kind in him. His music had deeply impressed her. But she

was sure it was not the sort of thing to reach a wide public.

It seemed to her against the trend of taste of the day. There

was an almost terrible austerity in it, combined, she believed,

with great power and originality. She longed to hear some of

it given in public with the orchestra and voices. She had

thought of trying to
"
get hold of

"
one of the big conductors,

Harold Dane, or Vernon Randall, of trying to persuade him

to give Claude a hearing at Queen's Hall. Then a certain keen

prudence had held her back. A voice had whispered,
' Be

patient!
"

She realized the importance of the first step taken

in public. Jacques Sennier had been utterly unknown in Eng-
land. He appeared as the composer of the " Paradis Terrestre."

If he had been known already as the composer of a number
of things which had left the public indifferent, would he have

made the enormous success he had made? She remembered

Mascagni and his
"
Cavalleria," Leoncavallo and his "

Pag-
liacci." And she was almost glad that Claude was unknown.
At any rate, he had never made a mistake. That was some-

thing to be thankful for. He must never make a mistake. But
there would be no harm in arousing a certain interest in his

personality, in his work. A man like Jacob Crayford kept a

sharp look-out for fresh talent. He read all that appeared
about new composers of course. Or someone read for him.

Even "
that dreadful Miss Gretch's

"
lucubrations might come

under his notice.

For a week now Claude had gone every day after breakfast

to the studio. Charmian had not yet disturbed him there. She
felt that she must handle her husband gently. Although he
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was so kind, so disposed to be sympathetic, to meet people half

way, she knew well that there was something in him to which

as yet she had never probed, which she did not understand.

She was sufficiently intelligent not to deceive herself about this,

not to think that because Claude was a man of course she, a

woman, could see all of him clearly. The hidden something
in her husband might be a thing resistant. She believed she

must go to work gently, subtly, even though she meant to be

very firm. So she had let Claude have a week to himself.

This gave him time to feel that the studio was a sanctum, per-

haps also that it was a rather lonely one. Meanwhile, she had

been searching for
"
words."

That task was a difficult one, because her mind was ob-

sessed by the thought of opera. Oratorio had always been a

hateful form of art to her. She had grown up thinking it old-

fashioned, out-moded, absurdly
"
plum-puddingy," and British.

In the realm of orchestral music she was more at home.

She honestly loved orchestral music divorced from words.

But the music of Claude's which she knew was joined with

words. And he must do something with words. For that,

as it were, would lead the way towards opera. Orchestral

music was more remote from opera. If Claude set some

wonderful poem, and a man like Jacob Crayford heard the

setting, he might see a talent for opera in it. But he could

scarcely see that in a violin concerto, a quartet for strings, or

a symphony. So she argued. And she searched anxiously
for words which might be set dramatically, descriptively. She

dared not assail Claude yet with a libretto for opera. She felt

sure he would say he had no talent for such work, that he was

not drawn towards the theatre. But if she could lead him

gradually towards things essentially dramatic, she might wake

up in him forces the tendency of which he had never suspected.

She re-read Rossetti, Keats, Shelley, dipped into William

Morris—Wordsworth no—into Fiona Macleod, William Watson,

John Davidson, Alfred Noyes. Now and then she was strongly

attracted by something, she thought,
"
Will it do ?

" And always
at such moments a vision of Jacob Crayford seemed to rise up
before her, with large brown eyes, ears like a faun, nervous

hands, and the tiny beard.
"

Is it a business proposition?
'
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The moving lips said that. And she gazed again at the poem
which had arrested her attention, she thought,

"
Is it a busi-

ness proposition?
"

Keats's terribly famous
"
Belle Dame

Sans Merci
"

really attracted her more than anything else.

She knew it had been set by Cyril Scott, and other ultra-

modern composers, but she felt that Claude could do some-

thing wonderful with it. Yet perhaps it was too well known.

One lyric of William Watson's laid a spell upon her:

"
Pass, thou wild heart,
Wild heart of youth that still

Hast half a will

To stay.
I grow too old a comrade, let us part.

Pass thou away."

She read that and the preceding verse again and again, in

the grip of a strange and melancholy fascination, dreaming.
She woke, and remembered that she was young, that Claude

was young. But she had reached out and touched old age.
She had realized, newly, the shortness of the time. And a sort

of fever assailed her. Claude must begin, must waste no more

precious hours; she would take him the poem of William

Watson, would read it to him. He might make of it a song,
and in the making he would learn something perhaps—to

hasten on the path.
She started for the studio one day, taking the

"
Belle

Dame," William Watson's poems, and two or three books of

French poetry, Verlaine, Muntesquiou, Aloreas.

She arrived in Renwick Place just after four o'clock. She
meant to make tea for Claude and herself, and had brought
with her some little cakes and a bottle of milk. Quite a loud

she was carrying. The gouty hands of the caretaker went up
when he saw her.

"
My, ma'am, what a heavy lot for you to be carrying!

"

"I'm strong. Mr Heath's in the studio?
"

Before the man could reply she heard the sound of a piano.
"
Oh, yes, he is. Is there water there? Yes. That's

right. I'm going to boil the kettle and make tea."

She went on quickly, opened the door soitly, and slipped in.

Claude, who sat with his back to her playing, did not hear

her. She crept behind the screen into what she called
"
the
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kitchen." What fun! She could make the tea without his

knowing that she was there, and bring it in to him when he

stopped playing.
As she softly prepared things she listened attentively, with

a sort of burning attention, to the music. She had not heard it

before. She knew that when her husband was composing he

did not go to the piano. This must be something which he

had just composed and was trying over. It sounded to her

mystic, remote, very strange, almost like a soul communing
with itself; then more violent, more sonorous, but always very

strange.
The kettle began to boil. She got ready the cups. In

turning she knocked two spoons down from a shelf. They fell

on the uncarpeted floor.
" What's that? Who's there?

"

Claude had stopped playing abruptly. His voice was the

voice of a man startled and angry.
" Who's there?

"
he repeated loudly.

She heard him get up and come towards the screen.
"
Claudie, do forgive me! I slipped in. I thought I

would make tea for you. It's all ready. But I didn't mean to

interrupt you. I was waiting till you had finished. I'm so

sorry."
"
You, Charmian!

"

There was an odd remote expression in his eyes, and his

whole face looked excited.
" Do—do forgive me, Claudie! Those dreadful spoons!

"

She picked them up.
" Of course. What are all these books doing here?

"

"
I brought them. I thought after tea we might talk over

words. You remember? "

"
Oh, yes. Well—but I've begun on something."

" Were you playing it just now?
"

" Some of it."

"What is it?"
"
Francis Thompson's The Hound of Heaven.'

"

Jacob Crayford
—what would he think of that sort of thing?

" You know it, don't you?
"

Claude said, as she was

silent.
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"
I've read it, but quite a while ago. I don't remember it

well. Of course I know it's very wonderful. Madre loves it."

"
She was speaking of it at the Shiifneys the other night.

That's why it occurred to me to study it."
"
Oh. Well, now you have stopped shall we have tea?

'

"
Yes. I've done enough for to-day."

After tea Charmian said:
"

I'll study 'The Hound of Heaven '

again. But now do

you mind if I read you two or three of the things I have here?
'

"
No," he said kindly, but not at all eagerly.

" Do read

anything you like."

It was six o'clock when Charmian read Watson's poem
"
to

finish up with." Claude who, absorbed secretly by the thought
of his new composition, had listened so far without any keen

interest, at moments had not listened at all, though preserving

a decent attitude and manner of attention, suddenly woke up
into genuine enthusiasm.

"
Give me that, Charmian!

"
he exclaimed.

'

I scarcely

ever write a song. But I'll set that."

She gave him the book eagerly.

That evening they were at home. After dinner Claude

went to his little room to write some letters, and Charmian

read The Hound of Heaven." She decided against it.

Beautiful though it was, she considered it too mystic, too

religious. She was sure many people could not understand it.

'

1 wish Madre hadn't talked to Claude about it," she

thought.
" He thinks so much of her opinion. And she

doesn't care in the least whether Claude makes a hit with the

public or not."

The mere thought of the word "
hit

"
in connection with

Mrs Mansfield almost made Charmian smile.
"

I suppose there's something dreadfully vulgar about me,"
she said to herself.

" But I belong to the young generation.
I can't help loving success."

Mrs Mansfield had been the friend, was the friend, of many
successful men. They came to her for sympathy, advice. She
followed their upward careers with interest, rejoiced in their

triumphs. But she cared for the talent in a man rather than
for what it brought him. Charmian knew that. And long ago
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Mrs Mansfield had spoken of the plant that must grow in

darkness. At this time Charmian began almost to dread her

mother's influence upon her husband.

She was cheered by a little success.

Claude set Watson's poem rapidly. He played the song
to Charmian, and she was delighted with it.

"
I know people would love that!

"
she cried.

"
If it was properly sung by someone with temperament,

"

he replied. "And now I can go on with 'The Hound of

Heaven.'
"

Her heart sank.

"I'm only a little afraid they may think you are imitating

Elgar," she murmured after a moment.
"
Imitating Elgar!

"

" Not that you are, or ever would do such a thing. It isn't

your music, it's the subject, that makes me a little afraid. It

seems to me to be an Elgar subject."
"
Really!

"

The conversation dropped, and was not resumed. But a

fortnight later, when Charmian came to make tea in the studio,

and asked as to the progress of the new work, Claude said

rather coldly:

"I'm not going on with it at present."
She saw that he was feeling depressed, and realized why.

But she was secretly triumphant at the success of her influence,

secretly delighted with her own cleverness. How deftly, with

scarcely more than a word, she had turned him from his task.

Surely thus had Madame Sennier influenced, guided her

husband.
"

I believe I could do anything with Claude," she said to

herself that day.
"
Play me your Watson song again, Claudie," she said.

"
I do love it so."
"

It's only a trifle."
"

I love it!
"
she repeated.

He sat down at the piano and played it to her once more.

When he had iinished she said:
"
I've found someone who could sing that gloriously."

" Who? "
he asked.
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Playing the song had excited him. He turned eagerly

towards her.
" A young American who has been studying in Paris. I

met him at the Drakes' two or three days ago. Mr Jacob

Crayford, the opera man, thinks a great deal of him, I'm told.

Let me ask him to come here one day and try the
'

Wild Heart.'

May I?"
"
Yes, do," said Claude.

" And meanwhile what are you working on instead of
' The

Hound of Heaven '?
"

Claude's expression changed. He seemed to stiffen with

reserve. But he replied, with a kind of elaborate carelessness:
"

I think of trying a violin concerto. That would be quite

a new departure for me. But you know the violin was my
second study at the Royal College."

" That won't do," thought Charmian.
"

If only Kreisler would take it up when it is finished as

he took up—"
she began.

Claude interrupted her.
"

It may take me months, so it's no use thinking about who
is to play it. Probably it will never be played at all."

" Then why compose it?
"
she nearly said.

But she did not say it. What was the use, when she had

resolved that the concerto should be abandoned as
" The

Hound of Heaven " had been?

She brought the young American, whose name was Alston

Lake, to the studio. Claude took a fancy to him at once.

Lake sang the " Wild Heart," tried it a second time, became

enthusiastic about it. His voice was a baritone, and exactly
suited the song. He begged Claude to let him sing the song

during the season at the parties for which he was engaged.

They studied it together seriously. During these rehearsals

Charmian sat in an arm-chair a little way from the piano

listening, and feeling the intensity of an almost feverish antici-

pation within her.

This was the first step on the way of ambition. And she

had caused Claude to take it. Never would he have taken it

without her. As she listened to the two men talking, discuss-

ing together, trying passages again and again, forgetful for the
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moment of her, she thrilled with a sense of achieved triumph.

Glory seemed already within her grasp. She ran forward in

hope, like a child almost. She saw the goal like a thing quite

near, almost close to her.
"
People will love that song! They will love it!

"
she said

to herself.

And their love, what might it not do for Claude, and to

Claude? Surely it would infect him with the desire for more
of that curious heat-giving love of the world for a great talent.

Surely it would carry him on, away from the old reserves,

from the secrecies which had held him too long, from the

darkness in which he had laboured. For whom? For him-

self perhaps, or no one. Surely it would carry him on along
the great way to the light that illumined the goal.



CHAPTER XVIII

AT
the end of November in that same year the house in

Kensington Square was let, the studio in Renwick Place

was shut up, and Claude and Charmian were staying in

Berkeley Square with Mrs Mansfield for a couple of nights

before their departure for Algiers, where they intended to

stay for an indefinite time. They had decided first to go to

the Hotel St George at Mustapha Superieur, and from there

to prosecute their search for a small and quiet villa in which

Claude could settle down to work. Most of their luggage
was already packed. A case of music, containing a large
number of full scores, stood in Mrs Mansfield's hall. And
Charmian was out at the dressmaker's with Susan Fleet, try-

ing on the new gowns she was taking with her to a warmer
climate than England's.

This vital change in two lives had come about through a

song.
The young American singer, Alston Lake, had been true

to his word. During the past London season he had sung
Claude's

"
Wild Heart of Youth "

everywhere. And people,
the right people, had liked it. Swiftly composed in an hour

of enthusiasm it was really a beautiful and original song. It

was a small thing, but it was a good thing. And it was pre-
sented to the public by a new and enthusiastic man who at

once made his mark both as a singer and as a personality.

Although one song cannot make anybody a composer of mark
in the esteem of a great public, yet Claude's drew some atten-

tion to him. But it did more than this. It awoke in Claude
;i sort of spurious desire for greater popularity, which was

assiduously fostered by Charmian. The real man, deep down,
had a still and inexorable contempt for laurels easily won, for

the swift applause of drawing-rooms. But the weakness in

Claude, a thing of the surface, weed floating on a pool that

205
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had depths, responded to the applause, to the congratulations,
with an almost anxious quickness. His mind began to concern

itself too often with the feeble question,
" What do people

want of me? What do they want me to do? "
Often he

played the accompaniment to his song at parties that season,

when Alston Lake sang it, and he enjoyed too much—that is

his surface enjoyed too much—the pleasure it gave, the demon-
strations it evoked. He received with too much eagerness
the congratulations of easily-touched women.

Mrs Mansfield noticed all this, and it diminished her

natural pleasure in her son-in-law's little success. But
Charmian was delighted to see that Claude was "

becoming
human at last." The weakness in her husband made her

trust more fully her own power. She realized that events

were working with her, were helping her to increase her in-

fluence. She blossomed with expectation.
Alston Lake had his part in the circumstances which were

now about to lead the Heaths away from England, were

to place them in new surroundings, submit them to fresh

influences.

His voice had been
"
discovered

"
in America by Jacob

Crayford, who had sent him to Europe to be trained, and

intended, if things went well and he proved to have the value

expected of him, to bring him out at the opera house in New
York, which was trying to put up a fight against the Metro-

politan.
"

I shouldn't wonder if I've got another Battistini in that

boy!
"

Crayford sometimes said to people.
" He's got a

wonderful voice, but I wouldn't have paid for his training if

he hadn't something that's bullier."

"What's that?"
" The devil's own ambition."

Crayford had not mistaken his man. He seldom did.

Alston Lake had a will of iron and was possessed of a passion-
ate determination to succeed. He had a driving reason that

made him resolve to
"
win out

"
as he called it. His father,

who was a prosperous banker in Wall Street, had sternly

vetoed an artistic career for his only son. Alston had re-

belled, then had given in for a time, and gone into Wall
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Street. Instead of proving his unfitness for a career he

loathed, he showed a marked aptitude for business, inherited

no doubt from his father. He could do well what he hated

doing. This fact accentuated his father's wrath when he

abruptly threw up business and finally decided that he would

be a singer or nothing. The Wall Street magnate stopped all

supplies. Then Crayford took Alston up. For three years
Alston had lived on the impresario's charity in Paris. Was
it matter for wonder if he set his teeth and resolved to win

out? He had in him the grit of young America, that intensity

of life which sweeps through veins like a tide.
"
Father's going to see presently," he often said to him-

self.
"
He's just got to, and that's all there is to it."

This young man was almost as a weapon in Charmian's

hand.

He was charming, and specially charming in his enthu-

siasm. He had the American readiness to meet others half

way, the American lack of shyness. Despite the iron of

his will, the fierceness of his young determination, he was

often naive almost as a schoolboy. The evil of Paris had
swirled about him and had left him unstained by its black-

ness. He was no fool. He was certainly not ignorant of life.

But he preserved intact a delightful freshness that often

seemed to partake of innocence.

And he worked, as he expressed it,
"

like the devil."

Charmian, genuinely liking him, but also seeing his possi-

bilities as a lever, or weapon, was delightful to him. Claude

also took to him at once. The song seemed to link them all

together happily. Very soon Alston was almost as one of

the Heath family. He came perpetually to the studio to
"
try things over.

" He brought various American friends

there. He ate improvised meals there at odd times, Charmian

acting as cook. He had even slept there more than once,
when they had been making music very late. And Charmian
had had a bed put on the platform behind the screen, and
called it

"
the Prophet's chamber."

This young and determined enthusiast had a power of

flooding others with his atmosphere. He flooded Claude
with it. And his ambition made his atmosphere what it
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was. Here was another who meant to
"
produce the

goods."
Never before had Claude come closely in contact with the

vigour, with the sharply-cut ideals, of the new world. He
began to see many things in a new way, to see some things
which he had never perceived before. Among them he saw
the fine side of ambition. He respected Alston's determina-

tion to win out, to justify his conduct in his father's eyes, and

pay back to Mr Crayford with interest all he had received

from that astute, yet not unimaginative, man. He loved

the lad for his eagerness. When Alston came to Renwick
Place a wind from the true Bohemia seemed to blow through
the studio, and the day seemed young and golden.

Yet Alston, quite ignorantly, did harm to Claude. For he

helped to win Claude away from his genuine, his inner self,

to draw him into the path which he had always instinctively

avoided until his marriage with Charmian.

Although unspoiled, Alston Lake had not been unaffected

by Paris, which had done little harm to his morals, but which

had decidedly influenced his artistic sensibility. The brilliant

city had not smirched his soul, but it had helped to form his

taste. That was very modem, and very un-British. Alston

had a sort of innocent love for the strange and the complex
in music. He shrank from anything banal, and disliked the

obvious, though his contact with French people had saved

him from love of the cloudy. As he intended to make his

career upon the stage, and as he was too young, and far too

enthusiastic, not to be a bit of an egoist, he was naturally

disposed to think that all real musical development was likely

to take place in the direction of opera.
"
Opera's going to be the big proposition!

" was his art

cry. There was no doubt of Jacob Crayford's influence upon
him.

He was the first person who turned Claude's mind seriously

towards opera, and therefore eventually towards a villa in

Algeria.

Having launched the song with success, Alston Lake

naturally wished to hear more of Claude's music. Claude

played to him a great deal of it. He was interested in it,
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admired it. But—and here his wholly unconscious egoism
came into play

—he did not quite
" believe in it." And his

lack of belief probably emanated from the fact that Claude's

settings of words from the Bible were not well suited to his

own temperament, talent, or training. Being very frank,

and already devoted to Claude, he said straight out what he

thought. Charmian loved him almost for expressing her

secret belief. She now said what she thought. Claude,

the reserved and silent recluse of a few months ago, was in-

duced by these two to come out into the open and take part

in the wordy battles which rage about art. The instant

success of his song took away from him an excuse which he

might otherwise have made, when Charmian and Alston Lake

urged him to compose with a view to pleasing the public taste;

by which they both meant the taste of the cultivated public

which was now becoming widely diffused, and which had

acquired power. He could not say that his talent was one

which had no appeal to the world, that he was incapable of

pleasing. One song was nothing. So he declared. Charmian

and Alston Lake in their enthusiasm elevated it into a great

indication, lifted it up like a lamp till it seemed to shed rays

of light on the way in which they urged Claude to walk.

He had long abandoned his violin concerto, and had

worked on a setting of the
"
Belle Dame Sans Merci

"
for

soprano, chorus, and orchestra. But before it was finished—
and during the season his time for work was limited, owing
to the numerous social engagements in which Charmian and
Alston Lake involved him—an event took place which had

led directly to the packing of those boxes which now stood

ready for a journey. Jacob Crayford reappeared in London
after putting Europe through his sieve. And Claude was

introduced to him by Alston Lake, who insisted on his patron

hearing Claude's song.

Mr Crayford did not care very much about the song. A
song was not a big proposition, and he was accustomed to

think in operas. But his fondness for Lake, and Lake's

boyish enthusiasm for Claude, led him to pay some attention

to the latter. He was a busy man and did not waste much
time. But he was a sharp man and a man on the look-out for
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talent. Apparently this Claude Heath had some talent, not

much developed perhaps as yet. But then he was young.
In Claude's appearance and personality there was something

arresting.
" Looks as if there might be something there,"

was Crayford's silent comment. And then he admired

Charmian and thought her
" darned 'cute." He openly

chaffed her on her careful silence about her husband's pro-

fession when they had met at Mrs Shiffney's.
" So you

wanted to know the great fighter, did you?
"
he said, pulling

at the little beard with a nervous hand, and twitching his eye-
brows.

" And if he hadn't happened to have one opera house,

and to be thinking about running up another, much you'd
have cared about his fighting."

"
My husband is not a composer of operas, Mr Crayford,"

observed Charmian demurely.
From Alston Lake had come the urgent advice to Claude

to try his hand on an opera.

Jacques Sennier and his wife, fresh from their triumphs
in America, had come to London again in June. The "

Paradis

Terrestre
" had been revived at Covent Garden, and its suc-

cess had been even greater than before.

"Claude, you've simply got to write an opera!" Lake
had said one night in his studio.

Charmian, Claude, and he had all been at Covent Garden
that night, and had dropped in, as they sometimes did, at

the studio to spend an hour on their way home. Lake loved

the studio, and if there were any question of his going either

there or to the house in Kensington, he always
"
plumped

for the studio." They
"
sat around "

now, eating sandwiches

and drinking lemonade and whisky-and-soda, and discussing
the events of the evening.

"
I couldn't possibly write an opera," Claude said.

"Why not?"
"

I have no bent towards the theatre."

Alston Lake, who was long-limbed, very blond, clean-

shaved, with grey eyes, extraordinarily smooth yellow hair,

and short, determined and rather blunt features, stretched

out one large hand to the cigar-box, and glanced at

Charmian.
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" What is your bent towards?
"
he said, in his strong and

ringing baritone voice.

Claude's forehead puckered, and the sudden distressed

look, which Mrs Mansfield had sometimes noticed, came into

his eyes.
"
\ven—"

he began, in a hesitating voice.
"

I hardly

know—now."
"
Now, old chap?

"

11
I mean I hardly know."

" Then for all you can tell it may be towards opera?
"

said Alston triumphantly.

Charmian touched the wreath of green leaves which shone

in her dark hair. Her face had grown more decisive of late.

She looked perhaps more definitely handsome, but she looked

just a little bit harder. She glanced at her husband, glanced

away, and lit a cigarette. That evening she had again seen

Madame Sennier, had noticed, with a woman's almost miracu-

lous sharpness, the crescendo in the Frenchwoman's formerly

dominant personality. She puffed out a tiny ring of pale

smoke and said nothing. It seemed to her that Alston was

doing work for her.
"

I don't think it is," Claude said, after a pause.
"
I'm

twenty-nine, and up to now I've never felt impelled to^write

anything operatic."
"
That's probably because you haven't been in the way of

meeting managers, opera singers, and conductors. Every
man wants the match that fires him."

"
That's just what I think," said Charmian.

Claude smiled. In the recent days he had heard so much
talk about music and musicians. And he had noticed that

Alston and his wife were nearly always in agreement.
" What was the match that fired you, Alston?

"
he asked,

looking at the big lad—he looked little more than a lad—
good-naturedly.

'

Well, I always wanted to sing, of course. But I think it

was Crayford."
He puffed almost furiously at his cigar.

'

Crayford's a marvellous man. He'll lick the Metropolitan
crowd yet. He's going to make me."
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" You mean you're going to make yourself?

"
interrupted

Claude.

"Takes two to do it!
"

Again he looked over to Charmian.
" Without Crayford I should never have believed I could

be a big opera singer. As it is, I mean to be. And, what
is more, I know I shall be. Now, Claude, old fellow, don't

get on your hind legs, but just listen to me. Every man
needs help when he's a kid, needs somebody who knows—
knows, mind you—to put him in the right way. What is

wanted nowadays is operatic stuff, first-rate operatic stuff.

Now, look here, I'm going to speak out straight, and that's

all there is to it. I wanted Crayford to hear your big things
''

—Claude shifted in his chair, stretched out his legs and drew

them up—"
I told him about them and how strong they

were. • What subjects does he treat?
'

he said. I told him.

At least, I began to tell him.
'

Oh, Lord!
'

he said, stopping
me on the nail—but you know how busy he is. He can't

waste time. And he's out for the goods, you know— '

Oh,
Lord!' he said. 'Don't bother me with the Bible. The

time for oratorio has gone to join Holy Moses!
'

I tried to

explain that your stuff was no more like old-fashioned oratorio

than Chicago is like Stratford-on-Avon, but he wouldn't

listen. All he said was,
' Gone to join Holy Moses, my boy!

Tell that chap Heath to bring me a good opera and I'll

make him more famous than Sennier. For I know how
to run him, or any man that can produce the goods,

twice as well as Sennier's run.' There, old chap! I've

given it you straight. Look what a success we've had with

the song!
"

"And I found him that!" Charmian could not help

saying quickly.
"Find him a first-rate libretto, Mrs Charmian! I'll tell

you what, I know a lot of fellows in Paris who write. Sup-

pose you and I run over to Paris—"

" Would you let me, Claudie?
"
she interrupted.

" Oh! " he said, laughing, but without much mirth.
" Do

whatever you like, my children. You make me feel as if I

know nothing about myself, nothing at all,"
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"
Weren't you one of the best orchestral pupils at the

Royal College?
"

said Alston.
"
Didn't you win—? "

"Go—go to Paris and bring me back a libretto!" he

exclaimed, assuming a mock despair.

He did not reckon with Charmian's determination. He
had taken it all as a kind of joke. But when, at the end of

the season, he suggested a visit to Cornwall to see his people,

Charmian said :

" You go! And I'll take Susan Fleet as a chaperon and

run over to Paris with Alston Lake."

"What—to find the libretto? But there's no one in

Paris in August."
"
Leave that to us," she answered with decision.

Claude still felt as if the whole thing were a sort of joke.

But he let his wife go. And she came back with a very clever

and powerful libretto, written by a young Algerian who knew
Arab life well, and who had served for a time with the Foreign

Legion. Claude read it carefully, then studied it minutely.
The story interested him. The plot was strong. There were

wonderful opportunities for striking scenic effects. But the

whole thing was entirely
"
out of his line." And he told

Charmian and Lake so.
1

It would need to be as oriental in the score as
'

Louise
'

is French," he said.
" And what do I know—"

" Go and get it!
"

interrupted Lake.
"
Nothing ties you

to London. Spend a couple of years over it, if you like. It

would be worth it. And Crayford says there's going to be a

regular
' boom '

in Eastern things in a year or two."
" Now how can he possibly know that?

"
said Claude.

'

My boy, he does know it. Crayford knows everything.
He looks ahead, by Jove! Fools don't know what the people
want. Clever men do know what they want. And Crayford
knows what they're going to want."

And now the Heaths' boxes were actually packed, and the

great case of scores stood in the hall in Berkeley Square.
As Claude looked at it he felt like one who has burnt his

boats.

Ever since he had decided that he would
"
have a try at

opera," as Alston Lake expressed it, he had been studying
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orchestration assiduously in London with a brilliant master.

For nearly three months he had given all his working time to

this. His knowledge of orchestration had already been con-

siderable, even remarkable. But he wanted to be sure of all

the most modern combinations. He had toiled with a per-

tinacity, a tireless energy that had astonished his
"
coach."

But the driving force behind him was not what it had been

when he worked alone in the long and dark room, with the

dim oil-paintings and the orange-coloured curtains. Then he

had been sent on by the strange force which lives and per-

petually renews itself in a man's own genius, when he is at

the work he was sent into the world to do. Now he had

scourged himself on by a self-consciously exercised force of

will. He had set his teeth. He had called upon all the

dogged pertinacity which a man must have if he is to be

really a man among men. Always, far before him in the

distance which must some day be gained, gleamed the will-o'-

the-wisp lamp of success. He had an object now, which must
never be forgotten, success. What had been his object when
he toiled in Mullion House? He had scarcely known that he

had any object in working—in giving up. But, if he had, it

was surely the thing itself. He had desired to create a certain

thing. Once the thing was created he had passed on to some-

thing else.

Sometimes now he looked back on that life of his, and it

seemed very strange, very far away. A sort of halo of faint

and caressing light surrounded it; but it seemed a thing
rather vague, almost a thing of dreams. The life he was

entering now was not vague, not dreamlike, but solid, firmly-

planted, rooted in intention. He read the label attached to

the case of scores:
"
Claude Heath, passenger to Algiers, via

Marseilles." And he could scarcely believe he was really

going.
As he looked up from the label he saw the post lying on

the hall-table. Two letters for him, and—ah, some more

cuttings from Romeike and Curtice. He was quite accus-

tomed to getting those now.
" That dreadful Miss Gretch

"

had infected others with her disease of comment, and his

name was fairly often in the papers.
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" Mr and Mrs Claude Heath are about to leave their

charming and artistic house in Kensington and to take up
their residence near Algiers. It is rumoured that there is

an interesting reason, not wholly unconnected with things

operatic, for their departure, etc."

Charmian had been at work even in these last busy days.
Her energy was wonderful. Claude considered it for a

moment as he stood in the hall. Energy and will, she had

both, and she had made him feel them. She had become

quite a personage. She was certainly a very devoted wife,

devoted to what she called, and what no doubt everyone else

would call, his
"
interests." And yet

—and yet
—

Claude knew that he did not love her. He admired her.

He had become accustomed to her. He felt her force. He
knew he ought to be very grateful to her for many things.

She was devoted to him. Or was she—was she not rather

devoted to his
"
interests," to those nebulous attendants

that hover round a man like shadows in the night? How
would it be in Algiers when they were quite alone together?

He sighed, looked once more at the label, and went

upstairs.

He found Mrs Mansfield there alone, reading beside the

fire.

She had not been very well, and her face looked thinner

than usual, her eyes more intense and burning. She was
dressed in white.

As Claude came in she laid down her book and turned to

him. He thought she looked very sad.
M Charmian still out, Madre?

"
he asked.

'

Yes. Dressmakers hold hands with eternity, I think."

"Tailors don't, thank Heaven!
"

He sat down on the other side of the fire, and they were
both silent for a moment.

You're coming to see us in spring?
"
Claude said, lifting

his head.

Sadness seemed to flow from Mrs Mansfield to him, to he

enveloping him. He disliked, almost feared, silence just then,
"

If you want me."

"If!"
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"
I'm not quite sure that you will."

Their eyes met. Claude looked away. Did he really wish

Madre to come out into that life? Had she pierced down to

a reluctance in him of which till that moment he had scarcely

been aware?
" We shall see," she said, more lightly.

" Susan Fleet is

going out, I know, after Christmas, when Adelaide Shirmey

goes off to India."
"
Yes, she has promised Charmian to come. And Lake

will visit us too."
"
Naturally. Will you see him in Paris on your way

through?"
"
Oh, yes! What an enthusiast he is!

"

Claude sighed.
"

I snail miss you, Madre," he said, sombrely almost.
"

I

am so accustomed to be within reach of you."
"

I hope you will miss me a little. But the man who
never leans heavily never falls when the small human supports

we all use now and then are withdrawn. You love me, I

know. But you don't need me."
" Then do you think I never lean heavily?

"

"Do you?"
He moved rather uneasily.
"

I—I don't know that it is natural to me to lean. Still—
still we sometimes do things, get into the habit of doing

things, which are not natural to us."
"
That's a mistake, I think, unless we do them from a fine

motive, from unselfishness, for instance, from the motive of

honour, or to strengthen our wills drastically. But I believe

we have been provided with a means of knowing how far we

ought to pursue a course not wholly natural to us."
" What means?

"

"
If the at first apparently unnatural thing soon seems

quite natural to us, if it becomes, as it were, part of ourselves,

if we can incorporate it with ourselves, then we have probably

made a step upwards. But if it continues to seem persistently

unnatural, I think we are going downwards. I am one of

those who believe in the power called conscience. But I

expect you knew that already. Here is Charmian!
'
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Charmian came in, flushed with the cold outside, her long

eyes sparkling, her hands deep in a huge muff.
"
Sitting with Madre, Claude!

"

"
I have been telling her we expect her to come to us in

spring."
" Of course we do. That's settled. I found these cuttings

in the hall."

She drew one hand out of her muff. It was holding the

newspaper slips of Romeike and Curtice.

"They find out almost everything about us," she said,

in her clear, slightly authoritative voice.
" But we shall soon

escape from them. A year
—two years, perhaps

—out of the

world! It will be a new experience for me, won't it,

Madretta?
"

"
Quite new."

The expression in her eyes changed as she looked at Claude.
" And I shall see the island with you."
"The island?" he said.
"
Don't you remember—the night I came back from Algiers,

and you dined here with Madie and me, I told you about a

little island I had seen in an Algerian garden? I remember

the very words I said that night, about the little island want-

ing me to make people far away feel it, know it. But I

couldn't, because I had no genius to draw in colour, and light,

and sound, and perfume, and to transform them, and give

them out again, better than the truth, because / was added

to them. Don't you remember, Claudie?
"

"
Yes, now I remember."

" You are going to do that where I could not do it."

Claude glanced at Mrs Mansfield.

And again he felt as if he were enveloped by a sadness that

flowed from her.



CHAPTER XIX

CHARMIAN
and her husband went first to the Hotel St

George at Mustapha Superieur above Algiers. But they
had no intention of remaining there for more than two or

three weeks. Claude could not compose happily in a hotel.

And they wished to be economical. As Claude had not yet

given up the studio, they still had expenses in London. And
the house in Kensington Square was only let on a six months'

lease. They had no money to throw away.

During the first few days after their arrival Claude did not

think of work. He tried to give himself up to the new impres-
sions that crowded in upon him in Northern Africa. Charmian

eagerly acted as cicerone. That spoiled things sometimes for

Claude, but he did not care to say so to his wife. So he sent

that secret to join the many secrets which, carefully kept from

her, combined to make a sort of subterranean life running its

course in the darkness of his soul.

In addition to being a cicerone Charmian was a woman full

of purpose. And she was seldom able, perhaps indeed she feared,

to forget this. The phantom of Madame Sennier, white-faced,

red-haired, determined, haunted her. She and Claude were

not as other people, who had come from England or

elsewhere to Algiers. They had an "
object." They must

not waste their time. Claude was to be
"
steeped

"
in the

atmosphere necessary for the production of his Algerian opera.
Almost a little anxiously, certainly with a definiteness rather

destructive, Charmian began the process of "steeping* her

husband.

She thought that she concealed her intention from Claude.

She had sufficient knowledge of his character to realize that he

might be worried if he thought that he was being taken too

firmly in hand. She honestly wished to be delicate with him,

even to be very subtle. But she was so keenly, so incessantly

alive to the reason of their coming to Africa, she was so deter-

mined that success should result from their coming, that pur-
218
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pose, as it were, oozed out of her. And Claude was sensitive.

He felt it like a cloud gathering about him, involving him to

his detriment. Sometimes he was on the edge of speaking
of it to Charmian. Sometimes he was tempted to break

violently away from all his precautions, to burst out from

secrecy, and to liberate his soul.

But a voice within him held him back. It whispered:
"

It

is too late now. You should have done it long ago when you
were first married, when first she began to assert herself in your
art life."

And he kept silence.

Perhaps if he had been thoroughly convinced of the nature

of Charmian 's love for him, he would even now have spoken.
But he could not banish from him grievous doubts as to the

quality of her affection.

She devoted herself to him. She was concentrated upon
him, too concentrated for his peace. She was ready to give

up things for him, as she had just given up her life and her

1 riends in England. But why ? Was it because she loved him,

the man? Or was there another—a not completely hidden

reason ?

Charmian and he went together to see the little island. The
owner of the garden in which it stood, with its tiny lake around

it, was absent in England. The old Arab house was closed.

Bui the head gardener, a Frenchman, who had spent a long life

in Algeria, remembered Charmian, and begged her to wander

wherever she pleased. She took Claude to the edge of the lake,

ami drew him down beside her on a white seat.

And presently she said:
'

Claudie, it was here I first knew I should marry you."
Claude, who had been looking in silence at the water, the

palm, and the curving shores covered with bamboos, flowering
shrubs, and trees, turned on the seat and looked at her.

' Knew that you would marry me!
"
he said.

Something in his eyes almost startled her.
"

1 mean I felt as if Fate meant to unite us."

He still gazed at her with the strange expression in his eyes,
an expression which made her feel almost uneasy.

'

Something here
"—she almost faltered, called on her will,
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and continued—"
something here seemed to tell me that I

should come here some day with you. Wasn't it strange?
"

"
Well, yes, I suppose it was," he answered.

She thought his voice sounded insincere.
"

I almost wonder," he added,
"
that you did hot suggest

our coming here for our honeymoon."
"

I thought of it. I wanted to."
" Then why didn't you?

"

"
I felt as if the right time had not come, as if I had to wait."

And now the right time has come? "

Yes, now it has come."

She tried to speak with energy. But her voice sounded

doubtful. That curious look in his eyes had filled her with an

unwonted indecision, had troubled her spirit.

The old gardener, who had white whiskers and narrow blue

eyes, came down the path under the curving pergola, carrying
a bunch of white and red roses in his earthy hand.

He presented it to Charmian with a bow. A young Arab,
who helped in the garden, showed for a moment among the

shrubs on the hillside. Claude saw him, followed him with

the eyes of one strange in Africa till he was hidden, watched

for his reappearance. Charmian got up. The gardener spoke
in a hoarse voice, telling her something about water-plants
and blue lilies, of which there were some in the garden, and of

which he seemed very proud. She glanced at Claude, then

walked a few steps with the old man and began to talk with him.

It seemed to her that Claude had fallen into a dream.

That day, when Charmian rejoined Claude, she said:
" Old Robert has spoken to me of a villa."

"Old Robert!"
" The gardener. We are intimate friends. He has told

me a thousand things about Algeria, his life in the army, his

family. But what interests me—us—is that he knows of a

villa to be let by the year, Djenan-el-Maqui. It is old but in

good repair, pure Arab in style, so he says, and only eighty

pounds a year. Of course it is quite small. But there is a

garden. And it is only some ten or twelve minutes from here

in the best part of Mustapha Inferieur. Shall we go and look

at it now? "
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"Isn't it rather late?"
" Then tomorrow," she said quickly.
"
Yes, let us go to-morrow."

Djenan-el-Maqui proved to be suited to the needs of Char-

mian and Claude, and it charmed them both by its strangeness
and beauty. It lay off the high road, to the left of the Boule-

vard Brou, a little way down the hill
;
and though there were

many villas near it, and from its garden one could look over

the town, and see cavalry exercising on the Champs de Manoeu-

vres, which shows like a great brown wound in the fairness of

the city, it suggested secrecy, retirement, and peace, as only
old Oriental houses can. Around it was a high white wall,

above which the white flat-roofed house showed itself, its serene

line broken by two tiny white cupolas and by one upstanding
and lonely chamber built on the roof. On passing through a

doorway, which was closed by a strong wooden door, the Heaths

found themselves in a small paved courtyard, which was roofed

with bougainvillea, and provided with stone benches and a

small stone table. The sun seemed to drip through the

interstices of the bright-coloured ceiling and made warm

patches on the worn grey stone. The house, with its thick

white walls, and windows protected by grilles, confronted

them, holding its many secrets.
1 We must have it, Claude," Charmian almost whispered.
" But we haven't even seen it!

"
he retorted, smiling.

"
I know it will do."

She was right. Soon Claude loved it even more than

she did; loved its mysterious pillared drawing-room, with the

small white arches, the faint-coloured and ancient Moorish

tiles, the divans strewn with multi-coloured cushions, the

cabinets and tables of lacquer-work, and the low-set win-

dows about which the arange-hned venusta hung; the gallery

running right round it from which the few small bedrooms

opened by low black doors; the many nooks and recesses

where, always against a background of coloured tiles, more
divans and tiny coffee tables suggested repose and the quiet
of dreaming. He delighted in the coolness and the curious

silence of this abode, which threw the mind far back into a past
when the Arab was a law unto himself and to his household.
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when he dreamed in what he thought full liberty, when Europe
concerned him not. And most of all he liked his own work-

room, though this was an addition to the house, and had been

made by a French painter who had been a former tenant.

This was the chamber built out upon the roof, which formed a

flat terrace in front of it, commanding a splendid view over the

town, the bay, Cap Matifou, and the distant range of the Atlas.

Moorish tiles decorated the walls to a height of some three feet,

tiles purple, white, and a watery green. Above them was a cream-

coloured distemper. At the back of the room, opposite to

the French window which opened on to the roof, was an arched

recess some four feet narrower than the rest of the room,

ornamented with plaques of tiles, and delicate lace-like plaster-

work above low windows which came to within a foot and a

half of the floor. A brass Oriental lamp with white, green, and

yellow beads hung in the archway. An old carpet woven at

Kairouan before the time of aniline dyes was spread over the

floor. White and green curtains, and furniture covered in white

and green, harmonized with the tiles and the white and cream

plaster. Through the windows could be seen dark cypress

trees, the bright blue of the sea, the white and faint red of the

crowding houses of the town.

It was better than the small chamber in Kensington Square,
better than the studio in Renwick Place.

"
I ought to be able to work here!

"
Claude thought.

The small inner Arab court, with its fountain, its marble

basin containing three gold-fish, its roofed in coffee-chamber,

and little dining-room separated from the rest of the house,

pleased them both. And Charmian took the garden, which

ran rather wild, and was full of geraniums, orange trees, fig

trees, ivy growing over old bits of wall, and untrained rose

bushes, into her special charge.
Their household seemed likely to be a success. As cook

they had an astonishingly broad-bosomed Frenchwoman,
whom they called

" La Grande Jeanne," and who immediately
settled down like a sort of mother of the house; a tall, thin,

and birdlike Frenchman named Pierre, who had been a

soldier, and then for several years a servant at the Trappist

Monastery at Staoueli; Charmian's maid; and an Arab boy
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whom everyone called Bibi, and who alternated between a

demeanour full of a graceful and apparently fatalistic languor,

and fits of almost monkey-like gaiety and mischief which Pierre

strove to repress. A small Arab girl, dressed like a little

woman in flowing cotton or muslin, with clinking bracelets and

anklets, charms on her thin bosom and scarlet and yellow silk

handkerchiefs on her braided hair, was also perpetually about

the house and the courtyard. Neither Charmian nor Claude

ever quite understood what had first led little Fatma there.

She was some relation of Bibi's, had always known La Grande

Jeanne, and seemed in some vague way to belong to the ancient

house. Very soon they would have missed her had she gone.

She was gentle, dignified, eternally picturesque. The court-

yard roofed in by the bougainvillea would have seemed sad

and deserted without her.

Charmian had come away from England with enthusiasm,

intent on the future. Till their departure life had been busy
and complicated. She had had a thousand things to do,

quantities of people to see; friends to whom she must

say good-bye, acquaintances, dressmakers, modistes, tailors.

Claude had been busy, too. He had been working at his

orchestration for hours every day. Charmian had never inter-

rupted him. It was her role to keep him to his work if he

showed signs of flagging. But he had never shown such signs.

London had hummed around them with its thousand suggestive

voices; hinting, as if without intention and because it could

not do otherwise, at a myriad interests, activities, passions.
The great city had kept their minds, and even, so it seemed to

Charmian and to Claude sometimes now in Africa, their hearts

occupied. Now they confronted a retired life, in a strange

country, in a milieu where they had no friends, no acquaint-
ances even, except two or three casually met in the Hotel St

George, and the British Consul-General and his wife, who had
been to call on them.

Quietude, a curious sort of emptiness, seemed to descend

upon them during those first days in the villa. Even Charmian
felt rather

"
flat." She was conscious of the romance of their

situation in this old Arab house, looking out over trees to the

bright blue sea. But when she had carefully arranged and re-
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arranged the furniture, settled on the places for the books,

put flowers in the vases, and had several talks with Jeanne,
she was acutely aware of a certain vagueness, a certain almost

overpowering oddity. She felt rather like a person who has

done in a great hurry something she did not really want to do,

and who understands her true feeling abruptly.
In the course of years she had become so accustomed to the

routine of a full life, a life charged with incessant variety of

interests, occupations, amusements, a life offering day after

day
"
something to look forward to," and teeming with people

whom she knew, that she now confronted weeks, months even,

of solitude with Claude almost in fear. He had his work. She

had never been a worker in what she considered the real sense,

that is a creator striving to
"
arrive." She conceived of such

work as filling the worker's whole life. She knew it must be

so, for she had read many lives of great men. Claude, there-

fore, had his life in Mustapha filled up to the brim for him.

But what was she going to do ?

Claude, on his part, was striving to recapture in Africa the

desire for popularity, the longing for fame, the wish to give

people what they wanted of him in art, which he had some-

times felt of late in London. But now there were about him
no people who knew anything of his art or of him. The cries

of cultivated London had faded out of his ears. In Africa he

felt strongly the smallness of that world, the insignificance of

every little world. His true and indifferent self seemed to

gather strength. He fought it. He felt that it would be a foe

to the contemplated opera. He wished Alston Lake were with

them, or someone who would
" wake him up." Charmian,

in her present condition, lacked that force which he had often

felt in London, a force which had often secretly irritated and

troubled him, but which had not been without tonic properties.

With very great difficulty, with a heavy reluctance of which

he was ashamed, he exerted his will, he forced himself to begin
the appointed task. With renewed and anxious attention he

re-studied the libretto. He laid out his music-paper, closed his

door, and hoped for a stirring of inspiration, or at least of some

power within him which would enable him to make a start. By
experience he knew that once he was in a piece of work some-
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thing helped him, often drove him. He must get to that

something. He recalled those dreadful first days in Kensing-
ton Square, when he read Carlyle's French Revolution and

sometimes felt criminal. There must be nothing of that kind

here. And, thank Heaven, this was not Kensington Square.
Peace and beauty were here. All the social ties were broken.

If he could not compose an opera here it was certain that he

could never compose one anywhere. As inspiration was slow

in coming be began to write almost at haphazard, uncritically,

carelessly.
"

I will do a certain amount every day," he said

to himself,
" whether I feel inclined to or not."

Inevitably, as the days went by, he and Charmian grew
more at ease in, more accustomed to, the new way of life.

They fell into habits of living. Claude was at last beginning
to

"
feel

"
his opera. The complete novelty of his task puzzled

him, put a strain on his nerves and his brain. But at the same
time it roused perforce his intellectual activities. Even the

tug at his will which he was obliged frequently to give, seemed
to strengthen certain fibres in his intellect. This opera was
not going to be easy in its coming. But it must, it should come !

Charmian decided to take up a course of reading, and wrote

to Susan Fleet, who was in London, begging her to send out a

series of books on theosophical practice and doctrine suitable

to a totally ignorant inquirer. Charmian chose to take a

course of reading on theosophy simply because of her ad-

miration and respect for Susan Fleet. Ever since she had
known Susan, and made that confession to her, she had been

1

goiDg
"

to read something about the creed which seemed to

make Susan so happy and so attractive. But she had never

found the time. At length the opportunity presented itself.

Susan Fleet sent out a parcel of manuals by Annie Besant
and Leadbeater, among them The Astral Plane, Reincarnation,
Death—and After? and The Seven Principles of Man. She

also sent bigger books by Sinnet, Blavatsky, and Steiner.

But she advised Charmian to begin with the manuals, and to

read slowly, and only a little at a time. Susan was no pro-

pagandist, but she was a sensible woman. She hated
"
scamp-

ing." If Charmian were in earnest she had best be put in the

right way. The letter which accompanied the books was Jong
»5
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and calmly serious. When Charmian had read it she felt almost

alarmed at the gravity of the task which she had chosen to

confront. It had been easy to have energy for Claude in

London. She feared it would be less easy to have energy for

herself in Mustapha. But she resolved not to shrink back now.
Rather vaguely she imagined that through theosophy lay the

path to serenity and patience. Just now—indeed, for a long
time to come, she needed, would need above all things, patience.
In calm must be made the long preparations for that which
some day would fill her life and Claude's with excitement, with

glory, with the fever of fame. For the first time she really

understood something of the renunciation which must make up
so large a part of every true artist's life. Sometimes she won-

dered what Madame Sennier's life had been while Jacques
Sennier was composing

" Le Paradis Terrestre," how long he

had taken in the creation of that stupendous success. Then

resolutely she turned to her little manuals.

She had begun with The Seven Principles of Man. The
short preface had attracted her.

"
Life easier to bear—death

easier to face." If theosophy helped men and women to the

finding of that its value was surely inestimable. Charmian

was not obsessed by any dark thoughts of death. But she con-

sidered that she knew quite well the weight of time's burden

in life. She needed help to make the waiting easier. For some-

times, when she was sitting alone, the prospect seemed almost

intolerable. The crowded Opera House, the lights, the thunder

of applause, the fixed attention of the world—they were all so

far away.

Resolutely she read The Seven Principles of Man.
Then she dipped into Reincarnation and Death—and After ?

Although she did not at all fully understand much of what

she read, she received from these three books two dominant

impressions. One was of illimitable vastness, the other of an

almost horrifying smallness. She read, re-read, and, for the

moment, that is when she was shut in alone with the books,

her life with Claude presented itself to her like a mote in space.

Of what use was it to concentrate, to strive, to plan, to renounce,

to build as if for eternity, if the soul were merely a rapid

traveller, passing hurriedly on from body to body, as a feverish
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and unsatisfied being, homeless and alone, passes from hotel

to hotel? Were she and Claude only joined together for a

moment? She tried to realize thoroughly the theosophical
attitude of mind, to force herself to regard her existence with

Claude from the theosophical standpoint
—

as, say, Mrs Besant

might, probably must, regard her life with anyone. She cer-

tainly did not succeed in this effort. But she attained to a

sort of nightmare conception of the futility of passing relations

with other hurrying lives. And she tried to imagine herself

alone without Claude in her life.

Instantly her mind began to concern itself with Claude's

talent, and she began to imagine herself without her present aim

in her life.

One day while she was doing this she heard the distant

sound of a piano above her. Claude was playing over a

melody which he had just composed for the opening scene of

the opera. Charmian got up, went to the window, leaned

out, and listened. And immediately the nightmare sensation

dropped from her. She was, or felt as if she were, conscious

of permanence, stability. Her connection with that man
above her, who was playing upon the piano, suddenly seemed

durable, almost as if it would be everlasting. Claude was
'

her man," his talent belonged to her. She could not conceive

of herself deprived of them, of her life without them.

Early in the New Year the Heaths received a visit from
Armand Gillier, the writer of Claude's libretto. He had come
over from Paris to see his family, who lived at St Eugene.
Charmian had met him in Paris, but Claude had never seen

him, though he had corresponded with him, and sent him a

cheque of £100 for his work.

Armand Gillier was a small, rather square-built man of

thirty-two, with a very polite manner and a decidedly brusque
mind. His face was handsome, with a straight nose, strong

jaw, and large, widely opened, and very expressive dark eyes.
A vigorous and unusually broad moustache curled upward
above his sensual mouth. And the dark hair which closely
covered his well-shaped head was drenched with eau de quinine.

Gillier was not a gentleman. His lather was a small vine-

grower and cultivator, who had been rather disgusted by the
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fugues of his eldest son, but who was now resigned to the

latter's etranges folies. The fact that Armand, after prepos-

terously joining the Foreign Legion, and then preposterously

leaving it, had actually been paid a hundred pounds down
for a piece of literary work, had made his father have some

hopes of him.

When he arrived at Djenan-el-Maqui Claude was at work,
and Charmian received him. She was delighted to have such

a visitor. Here was a denizen of the real Bohemia, and one

who, by the strange ties of ambition, was closely connected

with Claude and herself. She sat with the writer in the cool

and secretive drawing-room, smoking cigarettes with him, and

preparing him for Claude.

This man must "
fire

"
Claude.

Gillier had been born and brought up in Algeria. All that

was strange to the Heaths was commonplace to him. But he

had an original and forcible mind and a keen sense of the

workings of environment and circumstance upon humanity.
At first he was very polite and formal, a mere bundle of good
manners. But, under Charmian's carefully

- calculated in-

fluence, he changed. He perhaps guessed what her object

was, guessed that success for him might be involved in it.

And, suddenly abandoning his formality, he exclaimed:
" Eh bien, madame! And of what nature is your

husband?
"

Charmian looked at him and hesitated.
"

Is he bold, strong, fierce, open-hearted? Has he lived,

loved, and suffered? Or is he gentle, closed, retiring, subtle,

morbid perhaps? Does he live in the dreams of his soul, in the

twilight of his beautiful imaginings?
"

Lifting his rather coarse and powerful hands to his mous-

tache, he pulled at the upward-pointing ends.
"

I wish to know this," he exclaimed.
"
Because it is

important for me. My libretto was written by one who has

lived, and the man who sets it to music must have lived also

to do it justice."

There was a fierceness, characteristic of Algerians of a

certain class, in his manner now that he had got rid of his first

formality.
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Charmian felt slightly embarrassed. At that moment she

hoped strongly that her husband would not come down. For

the first time she realized the gulf fixed between Claude and

the libretto which she had found for him. But he must bridge
that gulf out here. She looked hard at this short, brusque, and

rather violent young man. Armand Gillier must help Claude

to bridge that gulf.
" Take another cigarette. I'll tell you about my husband,"

she said.



CHAPTER XX

MRS
SHIFFNEY, who was perpetually changing her mind

in the chase after happiness) changed it about India.

After all the preparations had been made, innumerable gowns
and hats had been bought, a nice party had been arranged, and

the yacht had been
"
sent round "

to Naples, she decided that

she did not want to go, had never wanted to go. Whether

the defection of a certain Spanish ex-diplomat, who was to have

been among the guests, had anything to do with her sudden

dislike of
"
that boresome India," perhaps only she knew, and

the ex-diplomat guessed. The whole thing was abruptly

given up, and January found her in Grosvenor Square, much

disgusted with her persecution by Fate, and wondering what
on earth was to become of her.

In such crises she generally sent for Susan Fleet, if the

theosophist were within reach. She now decided to telegraph
to Folkestone, where Susan was staying in lodgings not far

from the house of dear old Mrs Simpkins. Susan replied that

she would come up on the following day, and she duly arrived

just before the hour of lunch.

She found Mrs Shiffney dressed to go out.
"
Oh, Susan, what a mercy to see you! We are going to

the Ritz. We shall be by ourselves. I want you to advise me
what to do. Things have got so mixed up. Is the motor

there?
"

"
Yes."

" Come along, then."

At the Ritz, although she met many acquaintances, Mrs

Shiffney would not join anyone for lunch or let anyone join her.
"
Susan and I have important matters to discuss," she said,

smiling.

Her face and manner had completely changed directly she

got out of the motor. She now looked radiant, like one for

whom life held nothing but good things. And all the time

230
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she and Susan were lunching and talking she preserved a

radiant demeanour. Her reward was that everyone said how
handsome Adelaide Shiffney was looking. She even succeeded

in continuing to look handsome when she found that Susan

had made private plans for the immediate future.
"
I've promised to go to Algiers," Susan said over the

ceufs en cocotte, when Mrs Shiffney asked what was to be done

to make things lively.

"To Algiers! Why? What is there to do there? You
know it inside out."

"
Scarcely that. I'm going to stay with Charmian Heath."

Mrs Shiffney's large mouth suddenly looked a little hard,

though her general expression hardly altered.
"
Oh! Whereabouts are they?

"

"
Up at Mustapha, not far from Mrs Graham."

"They say he's trying to write an opera. Poor fellow!

The very last thing he could do, I should think. But she

pushes him on. Since that song of his—I forget the name,
heart something or other—her head has been completely
turned about his talent. The fact is, Susan, Sennier's sudden

fame has turned all their heads, the young composers, les

jeunes, you know. They are all trying to write operas. In

Paris it's too absurd! But an Englishman, with his tempera-

ment, too—Oliver Cromwell in Harris tweed!—she must be

mad. Of course even if he ever finishes it he will never get it

produced."
Susan quietly went on eating her eggs.
" A totally unknown man. She thinks that song has made

him quite a celebrity. But nobody has ever heard of him."
"
Nobody had ever heard of Sennier till that night at

Covent Garden," observed Susan, lifting a glass of water to

her lips.

"Oh, yes, they had!"
Mrs Shiffney's musical passion for Sennier often led her to

embroider facts.
11

Among the people who matter in Paris he was quite

famous."
'

Oh, I didn't know that," said Susan, without a trace of

doubt or of sarcasm.
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" How should you? Besides, Sennier is a great man, the

only man we have, in fact. So you were going to stay with

the Heaths?
"

"
I am going. I promised Charmian Heath."

"When?"
"
In about ten days, I think. My mother is rather unwell,

only a bad cold. But I like to be at Folkestone to help Mrs

Simpkins."
"
Susan, what an extraordinary person you are!

"

"Why?"
" You are. But you are so extraordinary that I could

never make you see why. Sandringham and Mrs Simpkins!
There is no one like you."

She branched off to various topics, but presently returned

to the Algerian visit.
" What do you think of Charmian Heath, Susan—really

think, I mean? Do you care for her?
"

"
Yes, I do."

"
Oh, I don't mean as a theosophist, I mean as a human

being."
Susan smiled.

" We are human beings."
" You are certainly. But, of course, I know you embrace

Charmian Heath with your universal love, just as you em-

brace me and Mrs Simpkins and the King and the crossing-

sweeper at the corner. That doesn't interest me. I wish

to know whether you like her as you don't like me and the

King and the crossing-sweeper?
"

" Charmian Heath and I are good friends. I am interested

in her."
"
In a woman! "

"
Greatly because she is a woman."

"
I know you're a Suffragette at heart!

"

They talked a little about politics. When coffee came,

Mrs Shiffney suddenly said:
"

I'll take you over to Algiers, Susan."
" But you don't want to go there."
"

It's absurd your going in one of those awful steamers

from Marseilles when the yacht is only about half an hour

away."
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"
Half an hour! I thought she was at Naples."

"
I said about half an hour on purpose to be accurate."

"
Really, I would just as soon take the steamer," said

Susan.

This definite, though very gentle, resistance to her suddenly-
conceived project decided Mrs Shiffney. If Susan genuinely
wished to go to Algiers by the public steamer, then she would

have to go on the yacht. Mrs Shiffney had realized from the

beginning of their conversation that Susan wished to go to

Algiers alone. There had been something in the tone of her

voice, in her expression, her quiet manner, which had con-

vinced Mrs Shiffney of that. Her curiosity was awake, and

something else.
" Susan dear, you must allow me to take care of you as

far as Algiers," she said.
"

If you don't want me there I'll

just put you ashore on the beach, near Cap Matifou or some-

where, and leave you there with your trunks. You are an

eccentric, but that's no reason why you shouldn't have a

comfortable voyage."
"
Very well. It's very kind of you, Adelaide," Susan

returned, without a trace of vexation.

That very day Mrs Shiffney telegraphed to the captain
of the yacht to bring her round to Marseilles. In the evening
Susan Fleet returned to Folkestone.

Mrs Shiffney did not intend to make the journey alone

with Susan, and to be left
"

in the air
"
at Algiers. She must

get a man or two. After a few minutes' thought she sent a

message to Max Elliot asking him to look in upon her. When
he came she invited him to join the party.

You must come," she said.
"
Only ten days or so.

Surely you can get away. And you'll see your protege, Mr
Heath."

"My protegd!
"

"
Well, you were the first to discover him."

" But he's impossible. A charming fellow with undoubted

talent, but so bearish about his music. I gave it up, as you
know, though I'm always the Heaths' very good friend."

"
Well, but his song?

"

"One song! What's that? And his wife made him
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compose it. Nobody has ever heard his really fine work,
his Te Deum, and his settings of sacred words."

His wife and her mother have, I believe."

His wife—yes. And she will take care no one else ever

does hear them now."
"
Why?

"

Max Elliot looked at Mrs Shiffney. Into his big and

genial eyes there came an expression of light sarcasm, almost

of contempt. He shrugged his shoulders.
"
Art and the world!

"
he said enigmatically.

"
Well, but, Max, don't you represent the world in con-

nection with the art of music?
"

"I! Do I?
"
he said, suddenly grave.

She laughed.
"

I should think so, mon cher. I don't believe either you
or I have a right to talk!

"

It was a moment of truth, and was followed, as truth often

is, by a moment of silence. Then Mrs Shiffney said:
"
Claude Heath has gone to Algiers to compose an opera."

"Oh, all this opera madness is owing to the success of

Jacques!
"

" Of course. I know that. But another Jacques might

spring up, I suppose. Henriette wouldn't like that."
" Like it!

"
exclaimed Max Elliot, twisting his thick lips.

" She wants a clear field for the next big event. And I must

say she deserves it."
"
Just what I think. Well, you'll come to Algiers and hear

how the new opera's getting on?
"

He glanced at her determined eyes.
"
Yes, I'll come. But it must be only for ten days. I've

got such a lot of work on hand!
"

"
Perhaps I'll ask Ferdinand to come, too. Or—"

Suddenly Mrs Shiffney leaned forward. Her face had

become eager, almost excited.

"Shall I ask Henriette and Jacques to come with us?

They don't go to New York this year."

Max Elliot seemed to hesitate. He was an enthusiast,

and apt to be carried away by his enthusiasms, sometimes

even into absurdity. But he was a thoroughly good fellow,
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and had not the slightest aptitude or taste for intrigue. Mrs

Shiffney saw his hesitation.
"

I will ask them," she said.
'

Charmian Heath will love

to know them, I'm sure. She has such a fine taste in

celebrities."********
On a brilliant day in the first week of February The

Wanderer glided into the harbour of Algiers, and, like a

sentient being with a discriminating brain, picked her way
to her moorings. On board of her were Mrs Shiffney, Susan

Fleet, Madame Sennier, Jacques Sennier, and Max Elliot.

The composer had been very ill on the voyage. His

lamentations and cries of
"
Ah, mon Dieu!

" and " O la la

la !

'

had been distressing. Madame Sennier had never left

him. She had nursed him as if he were a child, holding
his poor stomach and back in the great crises of his malady,

laying him firmly on his enormous pillows when exhaustion

brought a moment of respite, feeding him with a spoon and

drenching him with eau de Cologne. She now gave him her

arm to help him on deck, twining a muffler round his meagre
throat.

'

It's lovely, my cabbage! You must lift the head!

You must regard the jewelled Colonial crown of our beloved

France!
"

'Ah, mon Dieu! O la la la!" replied her celebrated

husband.
"
My little chicken, you must have courage!

"

Susan Fleet had let Charmian know how she was coming,
and had mentioned Mrs Shiffney. But she had said nothing
about the Senniers, for the simple reason that Adelaide had
told her nothing about them until they stepped into the

wagon-lit in Paris. Then she had remarked carelessly:
'

Oh, yes, I believe they're crossing with us ! Why not ?
'

As soon as the yacht was moored the whole party prepared
to leave her. Rooms had been engaged in advance at the

Hotel St George. And Susan Fleet was going at once to

Djenan-el-Maqui.
Tell Charmian Heath I'll look in this afternoon with

Max, Susan, about tea-time. Don't say anything about the
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Senniers. They won't come, I'm sure. He says he's going

straight to bed directly he reaches the hotel. Charmian
would be disappointed. I'll explain to her."

These were Mrs Shifmey's last words to Susan, as she

pulled down her thick white veil, opened her parasol, and

stepped into the landau to drive up to the hotel. Madame
Sennier was already in the carriage, where the composer lay
back opposite to her with closed eyes. Even the brilliant

sunshine, the soft and delicious air, the gay cries and the

movement at the wharf, where many Arabs were unloading
bales of goods from the ships, or were touting for employment
as porters and guides, failed to rouse him.

"
I must go to bed!

"
was his sole remark.

"
My cat, you shall have the best bed in Africa and stay

there for a week. Only have courage for another five

minutes!
"

said his wife, speaking to him with the intonation

of a strong-hearted mother reassuring a little child.

When Susan arrived at Djenan-el-Maqui she found

Charmian there alone. Charmian greeted her eagerly, but

looked at her anxiously, almost suspiciously, after the first

kiss.

Where's Adelaide? On the yacht?
"

She's gone to the Hdtel St George."
Oh! Close to us! How long is she going to stay?

Oh, Susan, why did you let her come? "

"
I couldn't help it. But why need you mind? "

"
Adelaide hates me! "

"Oh, no!"
" She does. And you know it."
"

I really don't think she has time to hate you, Charmian.

And Adelaide can be very kind."
" Your theosophy prevents you from allowing that there

are any faults in your friends. Yes, Susan, it does."

Have you read the manuals carefully?
"

Yes, but I can't think of them now. Adelaide's being
here will spoil everything."

" No it won't! She'll only stay a day or two, not that,

perhaps."
" But why did she come at all?

"
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" She didn't tell me. She's coming to see you to-day with

Mr Elliot."
" Max Elliot, too! Of course it is Claude whom Adelaide

wants to see. I quite understand that. But he's not here."
" What has become of him?

"

44

Susan, you know of course he wished to welcome you.
He is devoted to you. But—well, the truth is

"—she slightly

lowered her voice, although there was no one in the room—
1

he had to go away for the opera. He has gone to Con-

stantine with Armand Gillier, the author of the libretto, to

study the native music there, and military life, I believe.

There is a big garrison at Constantine, you know. Monsieur

Gillier is a most valuable friend for Claude, and can help him

tremendously in many ways; with the opera, I mean."

She stopped. Then she added :

44
Adelaide Shiffney might have been of great use to Claude,

too. But before we were married he offended her, I think.

And now, of course, she's on the other side."
'

I don't know whether I quite understand what you
mean."

44
She's on Sennier's side."

It seemed to Susan Fleet that Charmian was living rather

prematurely in a future that was somewhat problematic.
But she only said :

44
Don't let us make too much of it. I hoped you might

learn from the manuals not to worry. But while I'm here

we can talk them over, if you like."

Yes, yes," said Charmian, changing, melting almost into

happiness.
'

Oh, I am glad you've come, even though it

entails Adelaide for a day or two. Of course she knows about

the opera?
"

44

Yes, she does."
44

I knew." She looked into Susan's face, smiled, and
concluded:

44 Never mind!
"

At five o'clock that day the peace of Djenan-el-Maqui was
broken by the sound of animated voices in the courtyard.
A bell jangled and a moment later Pierre, with his most bird-

like demeanour, ushered into the drawing-room Mrs Shiffney,
Madame Sennier, her husband, and Max Elliot.
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" What a dear little house!

"
said Mrs Shiffney, looking

quickly round her with searching eyes, while they waited

for their hostess.
"
Nothing worth twopence-halfpenny, but

nothing wrong. I declare I quite envy them."
"

It's charming!
"

said Max Elliot.
" Love in a harem ! Better than in a cottage."
Madame Sennier pushed up her huge floating veil and

showed her powerful face of a clown covered with white

pigment. Her lips made a scarlet bar across it.

'• What is she like? I remember the man. He's clever."
"
Oh, she—she is charming; thin and charming."

"That's well!" observed the composer. "That's very
well."

He appeared to have quite recovered from his despair, and

now looked almost defiantly cheerful. Small in body, with

a narrow chest and shoulders, and a weakly-growing beard,

he was nevertheless remarkable, even striking in appearance.
His large nose suggested Semitic blood, but also power, which

was shown, too, in his immense forehead and strong, energetic

head. He had a habit of blinking his eyes. But they were

fine eyes, full of feeling, imagination, and emotion, but also

at moments full of sarcasm and shrewdness. His dark, hairy
and small hands were rather monkey-like, and looked de-

structive.
"
Every woman should be thin and charming," he con-

tinued.
" The camel species, the elephant-type, the cowlike

ruminating specimen
—

milky mother of the lowing herd, as an

English poet has expressed it, and very well, too—should
"—

he flung out one little hairy hand vehemently—"
go with the

advance of corset-makers and civilization. She comes!
"

The door had opened, and Charmian came in.

Instantly her eyes fastened on Madame Sennier.

She was so surprised that she stood still by the door, and
her whole face was suffused with blood. So much had this

woman meant, did she still mean in Charmian 's life, that

even the habit of the world did not help Charmian to com-

plete self-control at this moment.
"I'm afraid our coming has quite startled you," said Mrs

Shiffney.
"
Didn't Susan tell you we were going to look in?

'
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"
Yes, of course. I'm delighted!

"

Charmian moved. She was secretly furious with herself.

Max Elliot took her hand, and Mrs Shiffney carelessly

introduced the Senniers.
11 What a dear little retreat you've found here, and how

deliciously you've arranged everything," she said. You've

made a perfect nest for your genius. We are all longing to

see him."

They were sitting now. Charmian was on a divan beside

Madame Sennier.
" A clever man! "

said Madame Sennier, decisively.
"

I

met him once at the opera. You remember, Jacques, I told

you what he said about your orchestration?
"

Yes, yes, about my use of the flutes in connection

with muted strings and the horns to give the effect of

water."
"

I want Monsieur Sennier to know him," said Mrs Shiffney.
"
I'm so sorry, but he's not here," said Charmian.

Just then Susan Fleet came in. Mrs Shiffney turned

to her.

'Susan! Such a disappointment! But, of course, you
know! "

"About Mr Heath? Yes."
1 Has he gone back to England?

"
said Max Elliot.

"
Oh, no. He's in Algeria."

Charmian obviously hesitated, saw that any want of

frankness would seem extraordinary, and added:
" He has gone to Constantine with a friend."

Her voice was reluctant.
' Do have some tea!

"
she added quickly, pulling the bell,

which Pierre promptly answered with the tea things.
'

Constantine!
"

said Mrs Shiffney.
" That's no distance,

only a night in the train. Can't you persuade him to come
back and see us? Do be a dear and telegraph."

She spoke in her most airy way.
1

I would in a minute. But he's not gone merely to amuse
himself."

' The opera!
"

said Mrs Shiffney.
"
By the way, is it

indiscreet to ask who wrote the libretto?
"
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Again Charmian hesitated, and again overcame her hesi-

tation.
"

It is by a Frenchman, or rather an Algerian, French but

born here. His name is Gillier."
" Armand Gillier?

" exclaimed Madame Sennier, while her

husband threw out his hands in a gesture of surprise.
"
Yes. Do you know him? "

" Know him!
" exclaimed the composer.

" When have I

not known him? Three libretti by him have I rejected
—

three, madame. He challenged me to a duel, pistols, if you

please! I to fire, and perhaps be shot, because he cannot

write a good libretto! Which has your poor unfortunate

husband accepted?
"

Charmian handed the tea. She felt Madame Sennier's

hard and observant eyes
—

they were yellow eyes, and small—
fixed upon her.

"
Claude's libretto has never been offered to anyone else,"

she answered.

Madame Sennier slightly shrugged her shoulders.

"And so Gillier is with your husband!" she observed.

Apparently she was clairvoyante.
"
Well, madame, you are

a brave woman. That is all I can say!
"

"
Brave! But why?

"

Mrs Shiffney's eyes looked full of laughter.

"Why, Henriette?
"

she asked, leaning forward. "Do
tell us."

"
Gillier makes other people like he is," said Madame

Sennier.
" But what does it matter? Each one for himself!

Don't you say that in England?
"

She had turned to Max Elliot.
" That applies specially to women," she continued, with

her curiously ruthless and too self-possessed air.
' Each

woman for herself, and the Devil will carefully take the hind-

most. Why should he not?
"

She shot another glance at Charmian, a glance penetrating

and cold as a dagger. Charmian felt that she hated this

woman. And yet she admired her immensely, too. Madame
Sennier would never be taken by the Devil because she was

the hindmost. That was certain.
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Max Elliot began to talk to Sennier and Mrs Shiffney.

Susan Fleet went over to sit with them. And Charmian had

an opportunity for conversation with Madame Sennier.

She secretly shrank from her, yet she longed to be more

intimate with her, to learn something from her. She felt

that the Frenchwoman was completely unscrupulous. She

saw cruelty in those yellow eyes. The red mouth was hard

as a bar of iron in the artificial white face. Madame Sennier

moved in a sea of perfume. And even this perfume troubled

and disgusted, yet half fascinated Charmian, suggesting to

her knowledge that she did not possess, and that perhaps

helped on the way of ambition. She felt like an ignorant

child, and almost preposterously English, as she talked to

Madame Sennier, who became voluble in reply. There was

something meridional in her manner and her fluency. Char-

mian felt sure that Madame Sennier had risen out of depths
about which she, Charmian, knew nothing. She wondered
if this woman loved her husband, or only loved the genius in

him which helped her to rise, which brought her wealth, in-

fluence, even, it seemed, a curious adoration. She wondered,

too, if this woman had known the first Madame Sennier.

Presently Mrs Shiffney got up. She was apt to be restless.
"
May we go and look about outside?

"
she said.

"Of course. Shall I—"
'

No, no. I see you are interested in each other. Two
wives of geniuses! I don't want to spoil it. Come, Jacques,
Jet us explore."

They went away to the court of the gold-fish. Max Elliot

followed them. As they went Madame Sennier fixed her eyes
for a moment on her departing husband. In that moment
Charmian found out something. Madame Sennier certainly
cared for the man, as well as for the composer. Charmian
fancied that that love, that softness for the one, bred hatred,

hardness, for many others, that it was an exclusive and almost

terrible love. Now that she was alone with Madame Sennier,

enclosed as it were in that strong perfume, she felt almost

afraid of her. She was conscious of being with someone far

cleverer than herself. And she realized what an effective

weapon in certain hands is an absolute lack of scruple. It

16
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seemed to her as she sat and talked, about Paris, America,

London, art, music, that this woman must have divined her

secret and intense ambition. Those yellow eyes had surely
looked into her soul, and knew that she had brought Claude

to Algeria in order that some day he might come forth as the

rival of Jacques Sennier. Almost she felt guilty. She made
a strong effort, and turned the conversation to the subject of

the
"
Paradis Terrestre," expressing her enthusiasm for it.

Madame Sennier received the praises with an air of gracious

indifference, as if her husband's opera were now so famous

that it was scarcely worth while to talk about it. This care-

lessness accentuated brutally the difference between her

position and Charmian's. And it stung Charmian into in-

discretion. Something fiery and impetuous seemed to rise

up in her, something that wanted to fight. She began to

speak of her husband's talent.

Madame Sennier listened politely, as one who listens on a

height to small voices stealing vaguely up from below. Char-

mian began to underline things. It was as if one of the voices

from below became strident in the determination to be ade-

quately heard, to make its due effect. Finally she was be-

trayed into saying:
11 Of course we wives of composers are apt to be prejudiced."
Madame Sennier stared.
"
But," added Charmian,

"
people who really know think

a great deal of my husband; Mr Crayford, for instance."

Directly she had said this she repented of it. She realized

that Claude would have hated the remark had he heard it.

Madame Sennier seemed unimpressed, and at that moment
the others came in from the garden. But Charmian, why she

did not know, felt increasing regret for her inadvertence.

She even wished that Madame Sennier had shown some

emotion, surprise, even contemptuous incredulity. The

complete blankness of the Frenchwoman at that moment
made Charmian uneasy.

When they were all going Mrs Shiffney insisted on Charmian

and Susan Fleet dining at the Hotel St George that evening.
Charmian wanted to refuse and wished to go. Of course

she accepted. She and Susan had no engagement to plead.
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Jacques Sennier clasped her hands on parting and gazed

fervently into her eyes.
"
Let me come sometimes and sit in your garden, may

I, Madame?" he said, as if begging for some great boon.
u
Only

"—he lowered his voice—"
only till your husband

comes back. There is inspiration here!
"

Charmian knew he was talking nonsense. Nevertheless

she glanced round half in dread of Madame Sennier. The

yellow eyes were smiling. The white face looked humorously
siicrastic.

" Of course! Whenever you like!
"

she said lightly.

The monkey-like hands pressed hers more closely.
" The freedom of Africa, you give it me! "

He whisked round, with a sharp and absurd movement,
and joined the others.

" She is delicious!
"

he observed, as they walked away.
" But she is very undeveloped. She has certainly never

suffered. And no woman can be of much use to an artist

unless she has suffered."
"
Henriette, have you suffered?

"
said Mrs Shiffney,

laughing.

"Terribly!" said Jacques Sennier, answering for his

wife.
' But unfortunately not through me. That is the great

flaw in our connection."

He frowned.
"

I must make her suffer!
"
he muttered.

'

My cabbage, you are a little fool and you know
it!

"
observed Madame Sennier imperturbably.

" Mon Dieu!

What dust!
"

They had emerged into the road, and were enveloped in a

cloud sent up by a passing motor.
'

If it doesn't rain, or they don't water the roads, I shall

run away to Constantine," observed Mrs Shiffney.
"
There'll

be no dust in Constantine at this time of year."



CHAPTER XXI

IN
the evening of the following day Charmian and Susan

Fleet had just sat down to dinner, and Pierre was about

to lift the lid off the soup tureen, when there was a ring at the

front door bell.
" What can that be?

"
said Charmian.

She looked at Susan.
"
Susan, I feel as if it were somebody, or something im-

portant."
Pierre raised the lid with a pathetic gesture, and went out

carrying it high in his left hand.
"

I wonder what it is?
"
said Charmian.

All day they had not seen Mrs Shifmey or her party.

They had passed the hours alone in the garden, talking,

working, reading, but chiefly discussing Charmian's affairs.

And calm had flowed upon Charmian, had enfolded her almost

against her will. At the end of the day she had said:
"
Susan, you do me more good than anyone I know. I

don't understand how it is, but you seem to purify me almost,

as a breeze from the sea—when it's calm—purifies a room if

you open the window to it."

But now, as she waited for Pierre's return, she felt strung

up and excited.
"

If it should be Claude come back!
"
she said.

" Would he ring?
" asked Susan.

"No. But he might!"
At this moment a loud murmur of talk was audible in the

hall, and then a voice exclaiming:
" Ca ne fait rien! Ca ne fait rien! Laissez moi passer,

mon bon!
"

"
Surely it's Monsieur Sennier!

"
exclaimed Charmian.

As she spoke, the door opened and the composer entered,

pushing past Pierre, whose thin face wore an outraged look.

"Me voici!
"

he exclaimed.
"
Deserted, abandoned, I

244
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come to you. How can I eat alone in an hotel? It is im-

possible! I tried. I sat down. They brought me caviare,

potage. I looked, raised my fork, my spoon. Impossible!
Will you save me from myself? See, I am in my smoking!
I shall not disgrace you."

"
Of course! Pierre, please lay another place. But who

has abandoned you?
"

"
Everyone—Henriette, Adelaide, even the faithful Max.

They would have taken me, I refused to but go."
" Whereto? "

"
Batna, Biskra, que sais-je? Adelaide is restless as an

enraged cat!
"

He sat down, and began greedily to eat his soup.
"
Ah, this is good! Your cook is to be loved. For once—

may I?
"

Glancing up whimsically, almost like a child, he lifted his

napkin towards his collar.
"

I may! Madame, you are an angel. You are a flock of

angels. Why, I said to them, should I leave this beautiful

city to throw myself into the arms of a mad librettist, who
desires my blood simply because he cannot write? Must

genius die because an idiot has practised on bottles with a

revolver? It shall not be!
"

" Do you mean Monsieur Gillier? Then they are going
to Constantine!

"
said Charmian sharply.

" To Constantine, Tunis, Batna, Biskra, the Sahara—
que sais-je? Adelaide is like a cat enraged! She cannot

rest ! And she has seduced my Henriette."

He seemed perfectly contented, ate an excellent dinner,

stayed till very late in the night, talked, joked, and finally,

sitting down at the piano, played and sang. He was by turns

a farceur, a wit, a man of emotion, a man with a touch of

genius. And in everything he said and did he was almost

preposterously unreserved. He seemed to be child, monkey
and artist in combination. It was inconceivable that he could

ever feel embarrassed or self-conscious.

At first, after his unexpected entry, Charmian had been

almost painfully preoccupied. Sennier, without apparently

noticing this, broke her preoccupation down. He was an
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egoist, but a singularly amusing and even attractive one,

throwing open every door, and begging you to admire

and delight in every room. Charmian began to study

him, this man of a great success. How different he was

from Claude. Now that she was with Sennier she was more

sharply aware of Claude's reserve than she had ever been

before, of a certain rigidity which underlay all the apparent
social readiness.

When Sennier sang, in a voice that scarcely existed but

that charmed, she was really entranced. When he played
after midnight she was excited, intensely excited.

It was past one o'clock when he left reluctantly, promising
to return on the morrow, to take all his meals at Djenan-el-

Maqui, to live there, except for the very few hours claimed

by sleep, till the
"
cat enraged

" and his wife returned. Char-

mian helped him to put on his coat. He resigned himself to

her hands like a child. Standing quite still, he permitted her

to button the coat. He left, singing an air from an opera
he was composing, arm in arm with Pierre, who was to escort

him to his hotel.
"

I dare not go alone!
"

he exclaimed.
"

I am afraid

of the Arabs ! The Arabs are traitors. Gladly would they
kill a genius of France!

"

When he was gone, when his extraordinary personality was

withdrawn, Charmian's painful preoccupation returned. She

had sent Claude away because she did not wish Adelaide

Shiffney to meet him. It had been an instinctive action, not

preceded by any train of reasoning. Adelaide was coming
out of curiosity. Therefore her curiosity should not be

gratified. And now she had gone to Constantine, and taken

Madame Sennier with her. Charmian remembered her inad-

vertence of the day before when she had said, perhaps scarcely

with truth, that Jacob Crayford admired Claude's talent; the

Frenchwoman's almost strangely blank expression and appa-
rent utter indifference, her own uneasiness. That uneasiness

returned now, and was accentuated. But what could happen?
What could either Mad ame Sennier or Adelaide Shiffney do to

disturb her peace or interfere with her life or Claude's? Noth-

ing surely. Yet she felt as if they were both hostile to her,
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were set against all she wished for. And she felt as if she had

been like an angry child when she had talked of her husband to

Madame Sennier. Women—clever, influential women—can

do much either for or against a man who enters on a public

career.

Charmian longed to say all that was in her heart to

Susan Fleet. But, blaming herself for lack of self-control

on the previous day, she resolved to exercise self-control

now. So she only kissed Susan and wished her
"
Good-

night."
"

I know I shan't sleep," she said.

"Why not?"
"
Sennier's playing has stirred me up too much."

'

Resolve quietly to sleep, and I think you will."

Charmian did not tell Susan that she was quite incapable
at that moment of resolving quietly on anything.

She lay awake nearly all night.

Meanwhile Mrs Shiffney, Madame Sennier, and Max Elliot

were in the night-train travelling to Constantine.

It had all been arranged with Mrs Shifmey 's usual appa-

rently careless abruptness. In the afternoon, after a little talk

with Henriette in the garden of the St George, she had called

the composer and Max Elliot on to the big terrace, and had
said:

"
I feel dull. Nothing special to do here, is there? Let's

all run away to Biskra. We can take Timgad and all the rest

on the way."
Max Elliot had looked at her for a moment rather sharply.

Then his mind had been diverted by the lamentations of the

composer, calling attention to the danger he ran in venturing
near to Armand Gillier.

Elliot had a very kind heart, and by its light he sometimes
read clearly a human prose that did not please him. Now,
as he lay in his narrow berth in the wagon-lit jolting towards

Constantine, he read some of Adelaide Shifmey 's prose.

Faintly, for the train was noisy, he heard voices in the next

compartment, where Mrs Shiffney and Madame Sennier were

talking in their berths. Mrs Shiffney was in the top berth.

That fact gave the measure of Madame Sennier's iron will.
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" You really believe it?

"
cried Madame Sennier.

" How is one to know? But Crayford is moving Heaven
and earth to find a genius. He may have his eye on Claude

Heath. He believes in les jcunes"

Jacques is forty."
If one has arrived it doesn't matter much what age

one is.

tt You don't think Crayford can have given this man a

secret commission to compose an opera?
"

"
Oh, no. Why should he? Besides, if he had, she would

have let it out. She could never have kept such a thing to

herself."

Max thought his music wonderful, didn't he?
"

Yes, but it was all sacred. Te Deums, and things of that

sort that nobody on earth would ever listen to."
"

I should like to see the libretto."
" What? I can't hear. I'm right up against the roof,

and the noise is dreadful."
"

I say, I should like to see the libretto!
"
almost screamed

Madame Sennier.
"
Probably it's one that Jacques refused."

"
No, it can't be."

"What?"
11

No, it can't be. He never saw a libretto that was

Algerian. And this one evidently is. I wonder if it's a good
one."

" Make him show it to you."
"Gillier! He wouldn't. He hates us both."
" Not Gillier, Claude Heath."

"What?"
Mrs Shiffney leaned desperately out over the side of her

narrow berth.
"
Claude Heath—or I'll make him."

"
I never cared very much for the one Jacques is setting

for the Metropolitan. But it was the best sent in. I chose it.

I read nearly a hundred. It would be just like Gillier to

write something really fine, and then not to let us see it.

I always knew he was clever and might succeed some

day.'
})
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"
I'll get hold of it for you."

"What?"
"

I'll get hold of it for you from Heath. When will Jacques
be ready, do you think?

"

'

Oh, not for ages. He works slowly, and I never inter-

fere with him. Nobody but a fool would interfere with the

method of a man of genius."
" Do you think Charmian Heath is a fool?

"

At this moment the train suddenly slackened, and Mrs

Shiffney and Madame Sennier, leaning down and up, exchanged
sibilant and almost simultaneous hushes.

Max Elliot heard them quite distinctly. They were the

only part of the conversation which reached him.

He was an old friend of Adelaide, and was devoted to the

Senniers and to their cause. But he did not quite like this ex-

pedition. He realized that these charming women, whom he

was escorting to a barbaric city, were driven by curiosity, and
that in their curiosity there was something secretly hostile.

He wished they had stayed at Mustapha, and had decided to

leave Claude Heath alone with his violent librettist. Elliot

greatly disliked the active hostility to artists often shown by
the partisans of other artists. There was no question, of course,

of any rivalry between Heath, an almost unknown man, and

Sennier, a man now of world-wide fame. Yet these two
women were certainly on the qui vive. It was very absurd, he

thought. But it was also rather disagreeable to him. He
began to wish that Henriette were not so almost viciously
determined to keep the path clear for her husband. The wife

of a little man might well be afraid of every possible rival.

But Sennier was not a little man.

Elliot did not understand either the nature of Henriette's

heart or the nature of her mind. Nor did he know her origin.

In fact, he knew very little about her.

She was just fifty, and had been for a time a governess in

a merchant's family in Marseilles. This occupation she had

quitted with an abruptness that had not been intentional. In

fact, she had been turned out. Afterwards she had remained

in Marseilles, but not as a governess. Finally she had married

Jacques Sennier. She was low-born, but had been very well
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educated, and was naturally clever. Her cleverness had

throughout her life instinctively sought an outlet in intrigue.

Some women intrigue when circumstances drive them to

subterfuge, trickery and underhand dealing. Henriette Sennier

needed no incentive of that kind. She liked intrigue for its

own sake. In Marseilles she had lived in the midst of a

network of double dealing connected with so-called love.

When she married Jacques Sennier she had exchanged it for

intrigue connected with art. She was by nature suspicious

and inquisitive, generally unable to trust because she was

untrustworthy. But her devotion to her Jacques was sincere

and concentrated. It helped to make her cruel, but it helped
to make her strong. She was incapable of betraying Jacques,
but she was capable of betraying everyone for Jacques.

Without the slightest uneasiness she had left him alone at

Mustapha. He was the only person she trusted—for a week.

She meant to be back at Mustapha within a week.

After their
" Hush! "

she and Mrs Shiffney decided not to

talk any more.
"

It makes my throat ache shouting up against the roof,"

said Mrs Shiffney.

She had, how or why she scarcely knew, come to occupy
an upper berth for the first time in her life. She resented this.

And she resented it still more when Madame Sennier replied:
"

I wanted you to choose the lower bed, but I thought you

preferred being where you are."

Mrs Shiffney made no reply, but turned carefully over till

she was looking at the avail.

"
Why do I do things for this woman? " was her thought.

She had told herself more than once that she was travelling

to Constantine for Henriette. Apparently she was actually

beginning to believe her own statement. She closed her eyes,

opened them again, looked at the ceiling, which almost

touched her nose, and at the wall, which her nose almost

touched.
"
Why does a woman ever do anything for another

woman? "
she asked herself, amplifying her first thought.

Adelaide Shiffney in an upper berth ! It was the incredible

accomplished !



CHAPTER XXII

"TI 7 HAT a setting for melodrama!
"
said Mrs Shiffney.

VV She was standing on the balcony of a corner room

on the second floor of the Grand Hotel at Constantine, looking

down on the Place de la BrCche. Evening was beginning to fall.

The city roared a tumultuous serenade to its delicate beauty.

The voices sent up from the dusty gardens, the squares, and

the winding alleys, from the teeming bazaars, the dancing-

houses, the houses of pleasure, and the painted Moorish cafes,

seemed to grow more defiant as the light grew colder on the

great slopes of the mountains that surround Constantine, as

in the folds of the shallow valleys the plantations of eucalyptus
darkened beside the streams.

Madame Sennier was standing with Mrs Shiffney and was

also looking down.

"Listen to all the voices!" she said. "Nobody but

Jacques could ever get this sort of effect into an opera."
A huge diligence, painted yellow, green, and red, with an

immense hood beneath which crowded Arabs vaguely showed,
came slowly down the hill, drawn by seven grey horses. The

military Governor passed by on horseback, preceded by a

mounted soldier, and followed by two more soldiers and by
a Spahi, whose red jacket gleamed against the white coat of

his prancing stallion. Bugles sounded
;
bells rang ; a donkey

brayed with dreary violence in a side street. Somewhere a

mandoline was being thrummed, and a very French voice

rose above it singing a song of the Paris pavements. In the

large cafes just below the balcony where the two women were

standing crowds of people were seated at little tables, sipping

absinthe, vermouth, and bright-coloured syrups. Among the

Europeans of various nations the dignified and ample figures

of well-dressed Arabs in pale blue, green, brown, and white

burnouses, with high turbans bound by ropes of camel's hair,

stood out, the conquered looking like conquerors.
251
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"
Cirez ! Cirez !

"
cried incessantly the Arab boot-polishers,

who scuffled and played tricks among themselves while they
waited for customers. "Cirez, moosou! Cirez!" Long
wagons, loaded with stone from the quarries of the Gorge,

jangled by, some of them drawn by mixed teams of eleven

horses and mules, on whose necks chimed collars of bells.

Chauffeurs sounded the horns of their motors as they slowly

crept through the nonchalant crowd of natives, which had

gathered in front of the post-office and the Municipal Theatre

to discuss the affairs of the day. Maltese coachmen, seated

on the boxes of large landaus, cracked their whips to announce

to the Kabyle Chasseurs of the two hotels the return of travellers

from their excursions. Omnibuses rolled slowly up from the

station loaded with luggage, which was vehemently grasped

by native porters, brought to earth, and carried in with eager
violence. The animation of the city was intense, and had in it

something barbaric and almost savage, something that seemed

undisciplined, bred of the orange and red soil, of. the orange
and red rocks, of the snow and sun-smitten mountains, of the

terrific gorges and precipices which made the landscape vital

and almost terrible.

Yet in the evening light the distant slopes, the sharply-cut
silhouettes of the hills, held a strange and exquisitely delicate

serenity. The sky, cloudless, shot with primrose, blue, and

green, deepening towards the West into a red that was flecked

with gold, was calm and almost tender. Nature showed two

sides of her soul; but humanity seemed to respond only to the

side that was fierce and violent.
" What a setting for melodrama !

"
repeated Mrs Shiffney.

She sighed. At that moment the presence of Henriette

irritated her. She wanted to be alone, leaning to watch this

ever-shifting torrent of humanity. This balcony belonged to

her room. She had revenged herself for the upper berth by
securing a room much better placed than Henriette's. But
if Henriette intended to live in it—

Suddenly she drew back rather sharply. She had just

seen, in the midst of the crowd, the tall figure of Claude

Heath moving towards the cafe immediately opposite to her

balcony.
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"
Is my tea never coming?" she said.

"
I think I shall

get into a tea-gown and lie down a little before dinner."

Madame Sennier followed her into the room.
"

Till dinner, then," she said.
" We are sure to see them,

I suppose?
"

"
Of course. Leave the libretto entirely to me. He would

be certain to suspect any move on your part."
Madame Sennier's white face looked very hard as she

nodded and left the room. She met the waiter bringing Mrs

Shiffney's tea at the door.

When she and the waiter were both gone Mrs Shiffney drank

her tea on the balcony, sitting largely on a cane chair. She

felt agreeably excited. Claude Heath had gone into the cafe

on the other side of the road, and was now sitting alone at a

little table on the terrace which projects into the Place beneath

the Hotel de Paris. Mrs Shiffney saw a waiter take his order

and bring him coffee, while a little Arab, kneeling, set to work
on his boots.

All day long Claude and Gillier had remained invisible.

Mrs Shiffney, Henriette, and Max Elliot, after visiting the

native quarters in the morning, had expected to see the two
men at lunch, but they had not appeared. Now the two
women had just returned from a drive round the city and to

the suspension bridge which spans the terror of the Gorge.
And here was Claude Heath just opposite to Mrs Shiffney, no

doubt serenely unconscious of her presence in Constantine!

As Mrs Shiffney sipped her tea and looked down at him she

thought again,
" What a setting for melodrama!

"

She was a very civilized child of her age, and believed that

she had a horror of melodrama, looking upon it as a degraded
form of art, or artlessness, which pleased people whom she

occasionally saw but would never know. But this evening
some part of her almost desired it, not as a spectacle, but as

something in which she could take an active part. In this

town she felt adventurous. It was difficult to look at

this crowd without thinking of violent lives and deeds

of violence. It was difficult to look at Claude Heath without

the dtsire to pay him back here with interest for a certain

indifference.
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' But I'm not really melodramatic," said Adelaide Shiffney

to herself.

She could resent, but she was not a very good hater. She
felt generally too affairee, too civilized to hate. In her heart

she rather disliked Claude Heath as once she had rather liked

him. He had had the impertinence and lack of taste to decline

her friendship, tacitly, of course, but quite definitely. She

had never been in love with him. If she had been she would
have been more definite with him. But he had attracted her

a good deal; and she always resented even the crossing of a

whim. Something in his personality and something in his

physique had appealed to her, a strangeness and height, an

imaginativeness and remoteness which features and gesture
often showed in despite of his intention. He was not like

everybody. It would have been interesting to take him in

hand. It had certainly been irritating to make no impression

upon him. And now he was married and living in a delicious

Arab nest with that foolish Charmian Mansfield. So Mrs

Shiffney called Charmian at that moment. Suddenly she felt

rather melancholy and rather cross. She wanted to give

somebody a slap. She put down her tea-cup, lit a cigarette,

and drew her chair to the rail of the balcony.
Claude Heath was sipping his coffee. One long-fingered

musical hand lay on his knee. His soft hat was tilted a little

forward over the eyes that were watching the crowd. Pro-

bably he was thinking about his opera.
Mrs Shiffney was incapable of Henriette's hard and bitter

determination. Her love was not fastened irrevocably on

any man. She wished that it was, or thought she did. Such

a passion must give a new interest to life. Often she fancied

she was in love
;
but the feeling passed, and she bemoaned its

passing. Henriette was determined to keep a clear field for

her composer. She was ready to be suspicious, to be jealous

of every musical shadow. Mrs Shiffney found herself wishing
that she had Henriette's incentive as she looked at Claude

Heath. She could not see his face quite clearly. Perhaps
when she did—

That he should have married that silly Charmian Mansfield !

Ever since then Mrs Shiffney had resolved to wipe them both
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off her slate—gradually. Charmian had been right in her

supposition. But now Mrs Shiffney thought she was perhaps
on the edge of something that might be more amusing than a

mere wiping off the slate.

Of course Claude Heath and Gillier would be at dinner. It

would be rather fun to see Claude's face when she walked in

with Henriette and Max Elliot.

She got up and stood by the rail
;
and now she looked down

on Claude with intention, willing that he should look up at

her. Why should not she have the fun of seeing his surprise

while she was alone? Why should she share with Henriette?

Without turning his eyes in her direction Claude rapped
on his table with a piece of money, paid a waiter for his coffee,

got up, made his way out of the cafe, and mingled with the

crowd. He did not come towards the hotel, but turned up
the street leading to the Governor's palace and disappeared.
Mrs Shiffney noticed an Arab in a blue jacket and a white

burnous, who joined him as he left the cafe.
" Local colour, I suppose," she murmured to herself. She

wished she could go off like that in the strange and violent

crowd, could be quite independent.
" What a curse it is to be a woman! "

she thought.
Then she resolved after dinner to go out for a stroll

with Claude. Henriette should not come. If she, Adelaide

Shiffney, were going to work for Henriette she must be left

to work in her own way. She thought of the little intrigue
that was on foot, and smiled. Then she looked out beyond
the Place, over the dusty public gardens and the houses, to

the far-off, serene, bare mountains. For a moment their calm
outlines held her eyes. For a moment the clamour of voices

from below seemed to die out of her ears. Then she shivered,

drew back into her room, and felt for the knob of the electric

light. Darkness was falling, and it was growing cold on this

rocky height which frowned above the gorge of the Rummel.
Neither Claude Heath nor Gillier appeared at dinner.

Their absence was discussed by Mrs Shiffney and her friends,

and Mrs Shiffney told them that she had seen Claude Heath
that evening in a cafe. After dinner Henriette Sennier re-

marked discontentedly:
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a

it

What are we going to do? "

Max, why don't you get a guide and take Henriette out
to see some dancing? There is dancing only five minutes from

here," said Mrs Shiffney.
"
Well, but you—aren't you coming?

"

She had exchanged a glance with Henriette.
"

I must write some letters. If I'm not too long over them

perhaps I'll follow you. I can't miss you. All the dancing is

in the same street."

But I don't think there are any dancing women here."

The Kabyle boys dance. Go to see them, and I'll pro-

bably follow you."
As soon as they were gone Mrs Shiffney put on a fur coat,

summoned an Arab called Amor, who had already spoken to

her at the door of the hotel, and said to him :

" You know the tall Englishman who is staying here?
"

" The one who takes Aloui as guide?
"

"
Perhaps. I don't know. But he is fond of music;

he—"
"It is Aloui's Englishman," interrupted Amor, calmly.
" Where does he go at night? He's a friend of mine. I

should like to meet him."
" He might be with Said Hitani."
" Where is that?"
"

If madame does not mind a little walk—"

" Take me there. Is it far?
"

1

It is on the edge of the town, close to the wall. When
Said Hitani plays he likes to go there. He is growing old.

He does not want to play where everybody can hear.

Madame has a family in England?
"

Mrs Shiffney satisfied Amor's curiosity as they walked

through the crowded streets till they came to the outskirts of

the city. The stars were out, but there was no moon. The
road ran by the city wall. Far down below, in the arms of the

darkness, lay the gorge, from which rose faintly the sound of

water; lay the immense stretches of yellow-brown and red-

brown countiy darkened here and there with splashes of green;
the dim plantations, the cascades which fall to the valley of

Sidi Imcin; the long roads, like flung-out ribands, winding
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into the great distances which suggest eternal things. From
the darkness, as from the mouth of a mignty cavern, rose a

wind, not strong, very pure, very keen, which seemed dashed

with the spray of water. Now and then an Arab passed
muffled in burnous and hood, a fold of linen held to his mouth.

The noise of the city was hushed.

Presently Amor stood still.

"
Voila Said Hitani!

"

Mrs Shiffney heard in the distance a sound of music.

vSeveral instruments combined to make it, but the voice of a

flute was dominant among them. Light, sweet, delicate, it

came to her in the night like a personality full of odd magic,
full of small and subtle surprises, intricate, gay, and sad.

"
Said Hitani!

"
she said.

'

He's delicious! Take me to

him, Amor."
She knew at once that he was the flute-player.

They walked on, and soon came to a patch of light on the

empty road. This was shed by the lamps of the cafe" from

which the music issued. Under the two windows, which were

protected by wire and by iron bars, five Arabs were squatting,
immersed in a sea of garments in which their figures and even

their features were lost. Only their black eyes looked out,

gazing steadily into the darkness. A big man, with bare legs

and a spotted turban, came to the door of the caf6 to invite

them to go in; but Mrs Shiffney refused by a gesture.
" In a minute!

"
she said to Amor.

Amor spoke in Aiabic to the attendant, who at once re-

turned to the coffee niche. Within the music never ceased,

and now singing voices alternated with the instruments. Mrs

Shiffney kept away from the door and looked into the room

through the window space next to it.

She saw a long and rather narrow chamber, with a paved
floor, strewn with clean straw mats, blue-green walls, and an

orange-coloured ceiling. Close to the door was the coffee

niche. At the opposite end of the room five musicians were

squatting, four in a semicircle facing the coffee niche, the fifth

alone, almost facing them. This fifth was Said Hitani, the

famous flute-player of Constant ine—a man at this time of

sixty-three years old. In front ol him was a flat board, on
17
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which lay two freshly-rolled cigarettes and several cigarette

ends. Now and then he took his flute from his lips, replaced
it with a lighted cigarette, smoked for a moment, then swiftly

renewed his strange love-song, playing with a virile vigour as

well as with airy daintiness and elaborate grace. Of his com-

panions, one played a violin, held upright by the left hand, with

its end resting on his stockinged foot; the second a species

of large guitar; the third a derbouka; and the fourth a tarah,

or native tambourine, ornamented with ten little discs of brass,

which made a soft clashing sound when shaken. On the left

of the room, down one side, squatted a row of Arabs with

coffee-cups and cigarettes. By the door two more were playing
a game of draughts. And opposite to the windows, on an

Oriental rug, the long figure of Claude Heath was stretched out.

He lay with his hat tilted to the left over one temple, his cheek

on his left hand, listening intently to the music. On a wooden
board beside him was some music paper, and now and then

with a stylograph he jotted down some notes. He looked

both emotional and thoughtful. Often his imaginative eyes
rested on the small and hunched-up figure of Said Hitani,

dressed in white, black, and gold, with a hood drawn over the

head. Now and then he looked towards the window, and it

seemed to Mrs Shifmey then that his eyes met hers. But he

saw nothing, except perhaps some Eastern vision summoned

up by his lit imagination.
The music very gradually quickened and grew louder,

became steadily more masculine, powerful, and fierce, till it

sounded violent. The volume of tone produced by the players
astonished Mrs Shifmey. The wild vagaries of the flute seemed

presently to be taking place in her brain. She drew close to

the window, put her hands on the bars. At her feet the crouch-

ing Arabs never stirred. Behind her the cold wind came up
from the gorge and the great open country with the sound of

the rushing water.

At that moment she had the thing that she believed she

lived for—a really keen sensation.

Suddenly, when the music had become almost intolerably

exciting, when the players seemed possessed, and noise and

swiftness to rusli together like foes to the attack, the flute
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wavered, ran up to a height, cried out like a thing martyred ;

the violin gave forth a thin scream; on the derbouka the brown

fingers of the player pattered with abrupt feebleness; the

guitar died away; the little brass discs shivered and fell to-

gether. Another thin cry from the flute upon some unknown

height, and there was silence, while Claude wrote furiously,

and the musicians began to smoke.
" Now I'll go in!

"
said Mrs Shiffney to Amor.

He led the way and she followed. Claude glanced up,
stared for a moment, then sprang up.

"Mrs Shiffney!"
His voice was almost stern.
"' Mrs Shiffney!

"
he repeated.

" Come to hear your music, for I know they are all playing

only for you and the opera."
Her strong, almost masculine hand lingered in his, and how

could he let it go without impoliteness?
"Aren't they?"
"

I suppose so."
"

It's wonderful the way they play. Said Hitani is an

artist."
" You know his name? "

" And I must know him. May I stay a little?
"

"
Of course."

He looked round for a seat.
"
No, the rug!

"
she said.

And, despite her bulk, she sank down with a swift ease that

was almost Oriental.
" Now please introduce me to Said Hitani!

"

Till late in the night she stayed between the blue-green
walls, listening to the vehement voices and to the instruments,

following all the strange journeys of Said Hitani's flute. She
was genuinely fascinated, and this fact made her fascinating.
As she had caught at Max Elliot that day when he asked her,

against his intention, to meet Claude Heath, so now she caught
at Claude Heath himself. She had come to the cafe with a

purpose, and, as she forgot it, she carried it out. Never before

had Claude understood completely why she had gained her

position in London and Paris, realized fully her fascination.
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Her delightful naturalness, her pleasure, her almost boyish

gaiety, her simplicity, her humour took him captive for the

moment. She explained that she had left her companions and
stolen away to enjoy Constantine alone.

" And now I'm interrupting you. But you must forgive

me just for this one night!
"

Through Amor, who acted as interpreter, she carried on a

lively intercourse with Said Hitani. The other musicians

smiled, but seldom spoke, and only among themselves. But
Said Hitani, the great artist of his native city, a man famous

far and wide among the Arabs, was infinitely diverting and

descriptive in talk even as when he gave himself to the flute.

With an animation that was youthful he described the meaning
of each new song. He had two flutes on which he played alter-

nately
—" Mousou et Madame," he called them. And he knew,

so he declared, over a hundred songs. Mrs Shifmey, speaking
to him always through Amor, told him of London, and what a

sensation he and his companions would make there in the decor

of a Moorish cafe. Said Hitani pulled his little grey beard

with his delicate hands, swayed to and fro, and smiled. Then

sharply he uttered a torrent of words which seemed almost to

fight their way out of some chamber in his narrow throat.
"
Said Hitani says you have only to send money and the

address and they are all coming whenever you like. They are

very pleased to come."

At this point one of the musicians, a fair man with pale

eyes who played the tarah, interposed a remark which was

uttered with great seriousness.
11 Can they go to London on camels, he wishes to know,"

observed Amor gently.

Said Hitani waited for Mrs Shiffney's answer with a slightly

judicial air, moving his head as if in approval of the tarah-

player's forethought.
" I'm afraid they can't."

The tarah-player spoke again.
" He says, can they go on donkeys?

"

11 No. It is further than Paris, tell him."
" Then they must go on the sea. Paris is across the sea."
"
Yes, they will have to take a steamer."
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At this juncture it was found that the tarah-player would

not be of the party.
" He says he would be very sick, and no man can play

when he is sick."
" What will Madame pay?

"
interposed Said Hitani.

Mrs Shiffney declared seriously that she would think it

over, make a calculation, and Amor should convey her decision

as to price to him on the morrow.

All seemed well satisfied with this. And the tarah-player

remarked, after a slight pause, that he would wait to know
about the price before he decided whether he would be too sick

to play in London. Then, at a signal from Said Hitani, they all

took up their instruments and played and sang a garden song
called

"
Mabouf," describing how a Sheik and his best loved

wife walked in a great garden and sang one against the other.
'

It has been quite delicious!
"
said Mrs Shiffney to Claude,

when at last the song
" Au Revoir," tumultuously brilliant with

a tremendous crescendo at the close, had been played, and with

many salaams and good wishes the musicians had departed.
'

I love their playing," Claude answered.
" But really

you shouldn't have paid them. I have arranged with Hitani

to come every evening."
'

Oh, but I paid them for wanting to know whether they
could go to London on camels. What a success your opera

ought to be if you have got a fine libretto."

They were just leaving the cafe.
1 Do let us stand by the wall for a minute," she added.

"
By that tree. It is so wonderful here."

Claude's guide, Aloui, had come to accompany him home,
and was behind with Amor. They stayed in the doorway of

the caf6. Mrs Shiffney and Claude leaned on the wall, looking
down into the vast void from which rose the cool wind and the

sound of water.
' What would I give to be a creative artist!

"
she said.

" That must add so much meaning to all this. Do you know
how fortunate you are ? Do you know you possess the earth ?

"

The sable sleeve of her coat touched Claude's arm and hand.

Her deep voice sounded warm and full of genuine feeling. A
short time ago, when she had come into the cafe, he had been
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both astonished and vexed to see her. Now he knew that he

had enjoyed this evening more than any other evening that he

had spent in Constantine.

But there are plenty of drawbacks," he said.

Oh, no, not real ones! After this evening
—

well, I shall

wish for your success. Till now I didn't care in the least.

Indeed, I believe I hoped you never would have a great
success."

She moved slightly nearer to him.

"Did you?" he said.
"
Yes. You've always been so horrid to me, when I always

wanted to be nice to you."
"
Oh, but—"

"
Don't let us talk about it. What does it matter now?

I thought I might have done something for you once, have

helped you on a little, perhaps. But now you are married and

settled and will make your own way. I feel it. You don't

want anyone's help. You've come away from us all, and how

right you've been. And Charmian's done the right thing, too,

giving up all our nonsense for your work. Sacrifice means
success. You are bound to have it. I feel you are going to.

Ah, you don't know how I sometimes long to be linked, really

linked, to the striving, the abnegation, the patience, the tri-

umph of a man of genius ! People envy my silly little position,

as they call it. And what is it worth? And yet I do know, I

have an instinct, a flair, for the real thing. I'm ignorant. lean

dare to acknowledge it to you. But I can tell what is good and

bad, and sometimes even why a thing is good. I'm led away,
of course. In a silly social life like mine everybody is led away.
We can't help it. But I could have been worth something in

the art life of a big man, if I'd loved him."

How soft sable is against a hand!

"I'm sure you could," Claude said.
" And as it is—"
She stopped speaking abruptly. Then with a marked

change of voice she said:
"
Oh, do forgive me for committing the unpardonable sin—

babbling about myself! You're the only person I have ever—
Forget all about it, won't you? I don't know why I did it
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It was the music, I suppose, and the strangeness of this place,

and thinking of your work and your hopes for the future. It

made me wish I had some too, either for myself or for—for

someone like you."
As if irresistibly governed by feeling her voice had again

changed, become once more warm as with emotion. But

now she drew herself up a little and laughed.
1 ' Don 't be afraid ! It's over ! But you have had a glimpse

no one else has ever had, and I know you'll keep it to yourself.

Let's talk of something else—anything. Tell me something
about your libretto, if you care to."

As they walked slowly towards the heart of the city, fol-

lowed by the two Arabs, she took Claude's arm, very naturally,

as if half for protection, half because it was dark and false steps

were possible.

And he told her a good deal, finally a great deal, about the

libretto.
'

It sounds wonderful!
"

she said.
"
I'm so glad! But

may I give you a little bit of advice?
"

"
Yes, do."

'

Don't say anything about it to Henriette—Madame
Sennier."

"
No. But—"

"Why not? I scarcely know. My instinct! Don't!"
"

I won't," Claude said.

"I'd give anything to read it. But if I were you I wouldn't

let anyone read it. As you probably know, I'm in half the

secrets of the artistic world, and always have been. But there

isn't one woman in a hundred who can be trusted to hold

her tongue. Is this the hotel? Good-night. Yes, isn't it a

delicious coat? Bonne nuit, Amor! A demain!
'

A minute later Mrs Shirfney tapped at Henriette's door,
which was immediately opened.

'

It is all right," she whispered.
"

I shall have the libretto

to-morrow."



CHAPTER XXIII

TWO days later Mrs Shiffney slipped Gillier's libretto sur-

reptitiously into Claude's hand.
"

It's splendid!
"

she almost whispered.
" With such a

libretto you can't fail."

They were in the deserted salon of the hotel, among arm-

chairs, albums, and old French picture-papers. Mrs Shiffney
looked towards the door.

"
Don't let anyone know I've read it—especially Henriette.

She's a dear and a great friend of mine, but, all the same, she'd

be horribly jealous. There's only one thing about the libretto

that frightens me."

"What is it? Do tell me!"
"
Having so many Easterns in it. If by any chance you

should ever want to produce your opera
—"

She hesitated,

with her eyes fixed upon him.
"
In America, I fancy

—no,

I think I'm being absurd."
" But what do you mean? Do tell me! Not that there's

the slightest chance yet of my opera ever being done anywhere."
"
Well, it's only that Americans do so hate what they call

colour."
"
Oh, but that is only in negroes!

"

"
Is it? Then I'm talking nonsense! I'm so glad! Not

a word to Henriette! Hush! Here she is!
"

At that moment the door opened and the white face of

Madame Sennier looked in.
" What are you two doing here? Where is Max? "

" Gone to arrange about the sleeping-car."
Claude slipped the libretto into the pocket of his jacket. In

London he had been rather inclined to like Madame Sennier.

In Constantine he felt ill at ease with her. He detected the

secret hostility which she scarcely troubled to conceal, though
she covered it with an air of careless indifference. Now and

then a corner of the covering slipped down, leaving a surface

264
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exposed, which, to Claude, seemed ugly. To-day at this

moment she seemed unable to mask entirely some angry feeling

which possessed her. How different she was from Mrs Shiffney !

Claude had enjoyed Mrs Shiffney 's visit. She had rescued him

from his solitude with Gillier—a solitude which he had endured

for the sake of the opera, but which had been odious to him.

She had warmed him by her apparent enthusiasm, by her

sympathy. He had been obliged to acknowledge that she was

very forgiving. He had certainly not been "
nice

"
to her in

London. Her simplicity in telling him she had felt his conduct,

her sweetness in being so ready to forget it, to enter into his

expectations, to wish him well, had fascinated him, roused his

chivalry. But most of all had her few words by the wall after

Said Hitani's music touched him, been instrumental in bringing
him nearer to her.

'

She showed me a bit of her real self," he thought.
" And

she was not sorry afterwards that she had shown it to me."

He had made her a return for this, the return which she

had wanted; but to Claude it seemed no return at all.

" You are really going away to-night ?
"
he said now. And

there was a note of regret in his voice which was not missed

by her.
"

I can't possibly leave Jacques alone any longer," said

Madame Sennier.
" And what have we to do here ? We aren't

getting local colour for an opera."
"
No, no; of course, you want to get away!

"
said Claude

quickly, and stiffening with constraint.
"

I should love to stay on. This place fascinates me by
its strangeness, its marvellous position," said Mrs Shiffney.

She looked at Claude.
' But I suppose we must go back. Will you take me for a

last walk before tea?"
" Of course."

Madame Sennier passed the tip of her tongue across her

scarlet lips.
11 Over the bridge and up into the pine-wood?

"

"
Wherever you like."

At this moment Armand Gillier walked brusquely into the

room. Mrs Shiffney turned to Henriette.
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"
We'll leave Monsieur Gillier to take care of you."

Henriette's lips tightened. Gillier said:
"
Bien, madame! "

As Mrs Shiffney and Claude left the room Gillier bowed with

very formal politeness. The door shut. After a pause Gillier

said:
" You go away to-night, madame? "

Madame Sennier sat down on a settee by a round table

on which lay several copies of UIllustration, in glazed black

covers, La Depeche Algirienne, and a guide to Constantine.

She had been awake most of the previous night, with jealous

care studying the libretto Gillier had sold to Claude, which had

been put into her hands by Mrs Shiffney. At once she had re-

cognized its unusual merit. She had in a high degree the faculty,

possessed by many clever Frenchwomen, of detecting and ap-

praising the value of a work of art. She was furious because

Gillier's libretto had never been submitted to her husband;
but she could not say all that was in her mind. She and

Adelaide Shiffney had been frank with each other in the matter,

and she had no intention of making any mistake because she

was angry.
" We haven't much time to spare. Jacques has to get on

with his new opera."
Gillier sat down on a chair with a certain cold and reluctant

but definite politeness. His look and manner said:
"

I can-

not, of course, leave this lady whom I hate."
" He is a great man now. I congratulate you on his

success."
"
Jacques was always a great man, but he didn't quite

understand it."
" You enlightened him, madame."
"
Exactly."

" That was very clever of you."
"

It wasn't stupid. But I don't happen to be a stupid

woman." Her yellow eyes narrowed.
"

I know how to detect quality. And I suppose you do?
"

"Why, madame?"
" You tried to sell libretti to my husband before he was

famous."
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" And failed."
"
Yes. But now I'm glad to know you have succeeded

with another man who is not famous yet."

Gillier laid his right hand down on one of the glazed black

covers of VIllustration.
" You do not believe in my talent, madame. I cannot

understand why you should be interested in such a matter."
" You make the mistake of supposing that a talented man

can never be immature. What you offered to my husband

was immature; but I always knew you had talent."
'

Indeed? You never told me so that I remember."
" You appeared to be fully aware of it."

Gillier made a fist of his hand on the cover. He wished

Jacques Sennicr were setting the libretto he had sold to Claude

Heath, and Madame Sennier wished exactly the same thing.
He did not know her thought; but she divined his. With all

her soul, greedy for her Jacques and for herself, she coveted

that libretto. She almost hated Claude Heath for possessing
it. And now, as she sat opposite to Gillier, with the round

table between them, always alert for intrigue, she began to

wonder whether in truth the libretto was irrevocably lost to

them.
"
Weren't you?

"
she said, fixing her unflinching eyes

upon him.
'

I knew I was not quite such a fool as your husband

certainly thought me."
"
Jacques is a mere baby outside of his art."

"Si?"
" That is why I have to think for him very often. Which

of the libretti has Mr Heath bought?
"

'

It is not one of those I had the honour of showing to

Monsieur Sennier."
'

Really? You have written another specially for Mr
Heath?

"

'

I wrote another to please myself. His wife saw it and
took it to him. He was so foolish as to think it good enough
to buy."

'

Let us hope his music will be good enough to produce on
the stage."
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Gillier looked very sharply at her, and began to tug at his

moustache; but he said nothing. After a moment Madame
Sennier said, with a change of tone and manner that seemed
to indicate an intention to be more friendly:

" When you write another libretto, why not let me
see it?"

" You desire to inflict a fourth rejection upon me,
madame? "

"
If you like, I'll tell you the only thing I desire," she

replied, with a sort of brutal frankness well calculated to appeal
to his rough character.

"
It has nothing to do with you. I

haven't your interests at my heart. Why should I bother

about them? All I want is to get something fine for my hus-

band when a chance arises. I know what's good better than

you do, my friend. You showed me three libretti that didn't

do. Show me one that does do, and I'll pay you a price that

will astonish you."
Gillier's large eyes shone.
" How much would you pay?

"

" Show me a fine libretto!
"

"
Tell me how much you'd pay."

She laughed.
"
Five times as much as anyone else offered you. But you

would have to prove the offer to my satisfaction."

Gillier fidgeted on his chair, took hold of the Dipeche

Algirienne, and began carefully to fold it into pleats.
"

I should want a royalty," he said, keeping his shining

eyes on her.
"

If I were satisfied I would see that you got it."

There was a long silence, during which they looked at each

other.

Gillier was puzzled. He did not believe Claude Heath had

shown the libretto to her. Yet she was surely prompted now

by some very definite purpose. He could not guess what it

was. At last he looked down at the paper he was folding

mechanically.
"

I haven't got anything to sell at present," he almost

growled, in a very low voice.

"That's a pity. We must hope for the future. There is
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no reason why you and I should be mortal enemies since you
haven't had a chance to murder my poor old cabbage."

"
He's a coward," said Gillier.

"
Of course he is. And I'm very thankful for it. Cowards

live long."
She got up from the settee. Gillier, returning to his varnish,

sprang up, dropping the paper, and opened the door.
"
Don't forget what I said," she remarked as she went out.

"
Five times the price anyone else offers, on account of a

royalty to be fixed by mutual agreement. But it would have

to be a libretto numero un."

He looked at her but did not say a word.

When she was gone he sat down again by the round table

and stared at the cloth, with his head bent and his muscular,

large-boned arms laid one upon the other.

And presently he swore under his breath.

Meanwhile Mrs Shiffney and Claude were making their way
through the crowded and noisy street towards the unfinished

Suspension Bridge which spans the gorge, linking the city to

the height which is crowned by the great hospital. Beyond
the hospital, opposite to the Grand Rocher, a terrific precipice

of rock beneath which a cascade leaps down to the valley where

lie the baths of Sidi Imcin, is a wood of fir-trees commanding
an immense view. This was the objective of their walk. The
sun shone warmly, brightly, over the roaring city, perched on its

savage height and crowding down to its precipices, as if seeking
for destruction. Clarions sounded from the woods, where

hidden soldiers were carrying out evolutions. Now and then a

dull roar in the distance, like the noise of a far-off earthquake,

proclaimed the activities of men among the rocks. From the

bazaars in the maze of covered alleys that stretch down the hill

below the Place du Chameau, from the narrow and slippery

pavements that wind between the mauve and the pale yellow
house fronts, came incessant cries and the long and dull mur-

mur of voices. Bellebelles were singing everywhere in their

tiny cages, heedless of their captivity. On tiny wooden tables

and stands before the insouciant workers at trades, and the in-

different sellers of goods, were set vases of pale yellow jonquils.

Round the minarets fluttered the pigeons. And again, floating
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across the terrific gorge, came the brave notes of the military
clarions.

"
There is something here which I have never felt in any

other place," said Mrs Shiffney to Claude.
" A peculiar wild-

ness. It makes one want to cry out. The rocks seem to have

life almost under one's feet. And the water in that terrible

gorge, that's like a devil's moat round the city, is more alive

than water in other places. It's so strange to have known

you in Mullion House and to find you here. How eternally

interesting life is!
"

She did not always think so, but at this moment she really

found life interesting.
"

I shall never forget this little time!
"

she added.
"

I

haven't enjoyed myself so much for years. And now it's nearly
over. What a bore!

"

Claude felt exhilarated too. The day was so bright, so

alive, seemed full of wildness and gaiety and lusty freedom.
"
Let us enjoy what is left !

"
he said.

She stole a side glance at him as he swung along by her.

How would it be to be married to a man like him—a man with

his way to make?

They came down to the bridge, escaping from the bustle of

the city. From the fir woods the clarions sounded louder,

calling to each other like bold and triumphant voices.
" Have you got those in your opera?

"
she asked him.

"
I shall have them."

"
Of course."

They talked a little about the libretto as they crossed the

bridge, with the sound of the water in their ears.
"

It is good to be out of the city!
"
Claude said, as they

came to the rubble of the unfinished track on the farther side,

where Arabs worked under the supervision of a French overseer.
"

I did not know you were a walker."
"

I don't think you knew very much about me."
"
That's quite true. Where do you wish to go?

"

"
Anywhere—to the left. Let us sit on a rock under the

trees and look at the view."
" Can you get up here?

"

"
If you give me your hand."
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They walked a little way in the shadow of the fir-trees,

leaving the hospital on their right. The plantation was almost

deserted. The soldiers were evidently retiring, for the clarions

sounded more distant now. Here and there the figure of an

Arab was visible sauntering slowly among the trees, with the

smoke of his cigarette dispersing above him. Some young

Jews went by, holding hands, laughing and talking. They
sent glances of hard inquiry at Mrs Shiffney's broad figure from

their too intelligent eyes. Soon their thin forms vanished

among the grey trunks.
"
Shall we sit there?

"
asked Claude.

"
Yes; just in the sun."

"
Oh, but you wanted—"

"
No, let us sit in the sun."

She opened her green parasol.

Almost at the edge of the cliff, which descended steeply to

the high road to Philippeville, was a flat ledge of rock warmed

by the sunbeams.
"

It's perfect here," she said, sitting down.
" And what

a view!
"

They were exactly opposite to the terrific Grand Rocher, a

grey and pale yellow precipice, with the cascades and the

Grand Moulin at its foot, the last houses of the city perched

upon its summit in the sky.
" And to think that women have been flung from there!

"

said Claude, clasping his hands round his knees.
"
Unfaithful women! Rather hard on them!

"
she

answered.
'

If London husbands—"
She stopped.

"
No,

don't let us think of London. And yet I suppose you loved it

in that little house of yours?
"

11
I think I did."

"
Don't you ever regret that little house?

"

She saw his eyebrows move downwards.
"
Oh, I—I'm very fond of Djenan-el-Maqui."

" And no wonder! Only you seemed so much a part of

your London home. You seemed to belong to it. There was
an odd little sense of mystery."

" Was there?
"

" And I felt it was necessary to you, to your talent.
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How could I feel that without ever hearing your music?
I did."

"
Don't I seem to belong to Djenan-el-Maqui?

"

"I've never seen you there," she answered, with a deliberate

evasiveness.

Claude looked at her for a moment, then looked away over

the immense view, It seemed to him that this woman was

beginning to understand him too well, perhaps.
"
Of course," she added.

"
There is a sense of mystery in

an Arab house. But it's such a different kind. And I think

we each have our own particular brand of mystery. Now
yours was a very special brand, quite unlike anyone
else's."

"
I certainly got to love my little house."

"
Because it was doing things for you."

Claude looked at her again, and thought how intelligent her

eyes were. As he looked at them they seemed to grow more

intelligent
—as if in answer to his gaze.

"
Right things," she added, with an emphasis on the pen-

ultimate word.
" But—forgive me—how can you know? "

"
I do know. I'm an ignoramus with marvellous instincts

in certain directions. That's why a lot of people
—

silly

people, you think, I daresay
—follow my lead."

"
Well, but—"

"Goon!"
"

I think I'd better not."
" You can say anything to me. I'm never in a hurry to

take offence."
"

I was going to say that you seemed rather to wish once

to draw me out of my shell into a very different kind of life,"

said Claude slowly, hesitatingly, and slightly reddening.
"

I acted quite against my artistic instinct when I did

that."
"
Why?

"

Mrs Shiffney looked at him in silence for a moment. She

was wishing to blush. But that was an effort beyond her

powers.

Very far away behind them a clarion sounded.
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" The soldiers must be going back to barracks, I suppose,"

she said.

Claude was feeling treacherous, absurdly. The thought

of Charmian had come to him, and with it the disagreeable,

almost hateful sensation.
"
Yes, I suppose they are/' he said coldly.

He did not mean to speak coldly; but directly he had said

the words he knew that his voice had become frigid.
" What a stupid ass I am! " was his comment on himself.

But how to be different ?

Mrs Shiffney was looking very grave. Her drawn-down

brows, her powerful lips suggested to him at this moment

suffering. In London he had thought of her as a typical

pleasure-seeking woman, greedy of sensation, reckless in the

chase after it. And he had disliked, almost feared her, despite

her careless charm. Now he felt differently about her. He
had come to that point in a man's acquaintance with a woman
when he says to himself,

"
I never understood her properly."

He seemed to himself a brute. Yet what had he done?

She did not speak for several minutes. He wanted to

speak, to break a silence which, to him, was painful; but he

could think of nothing to say. He felt oddly moved, yet he

could not have said why, perhaps even to himself. Keeping
his hands clasped round his knees, he looked out beyond the

gorge over the open country. Far down, at the foot of the

cascades, he saw in a hollow the clustering trees about the

baths of Sidi Imcin. Along the reddish bareness of the hill

showed the white blossoms of some fruit-trees, almost like a

white dust flung up against the tawny breast of the earth.

The water made a hoarse noise in the hidden depths of the

gorge, lifted its voice into a roar as it leaped down into the

valley, murmured like the voice of a happy dreamer where it

slipped by among the trees. And Claude, as he sat in silence,

believed that he heard clearly the threefold utterance, subtly

combined, and. like some strange trinity, striving to tell him
truths of life.

His eyes travelled beyond the gorge, the precipices, the

tree-tops, beyond the hard white track far down beneath his

feet, to the open country, bare, splendid, almost incredibly
18
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spacious, fiercely blooming in the strong colours—reds, yellows,

golds
—with long rolling slopes, dimpling shallow depressions,

snake-like roads, visible surely for hundreds of kilometres, far-

off ranges of solemn mountains whose crests seemed to hint

at divinity. And as he looked he felt that he wanted, or

perhaps needed, something that he had certainly never had,
that must exist, that must have been, be, known to some few

men and women; only that something experienced made life

truly life.

For a moment, in some mysterious process of the mind,
Claude mingled his companion with the dream and the long-

ing, transfigured, standing for women rather than a woman.

During that moment Mrs Shiffney watched him, and
London desires connected with him returned to her, were

very strong within her. She had come to him as a spy from

an enemy's camp. She had fulfilled her mission. Any
further action must be taken by Henriette—was, perhaps,
at this very moment being taken by her. But if this man
had been different she might well have been on his side.

Even now—
Claude felt her eyes upon him and looked at her. And now

she deliberately allowed him to see her thought, her desire.

What did it matter if he were married? What on earth

had such a commonplace matter as marriage got to do

with it?

Her look, not to be misunderstood, brought Claude at once
back to that firm ground on which he walked with Charmian
and his own instinctive loyalty; an austere rubbish in Mrs

Shiffney 's consideration of it.

He unclasped his hands from his knees. At that moment
he saw the minotaur thing, with its teeth and claws, heard
the shuddering voice of it. He wanted to look away at once
from Mrs Shiffney, but he could not. All that he could do
was to try not to show by his eyes that he understood her
desire and was recoiling from it.

Of course, he failed, as any other man must have failed.

She followed every step of his retreat, and sarcasm flickered

into her face, transforming it.

"
Don't you think I understand you?

"
she said lightly.
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" Don't you think you ought to have lived on in Mullion

House? "

As she spoke she got up and gently brushed some twigs

from her tailor-made skirt.

Claude sprang up, hoping to be helped by movement.
"
Oh, no, I had had quite enough of it! "he replied, forcing

himself to seem careless, yet conscious that little of what he

was feeling was unknown by her at this moment.
" And your opera could never have been brought to the

birth there."

She had turned, and they walked slowly back among the

fir-trees towards the bridge.
" You knew that, perhaps, and were wise in your gene-

ration."

Claude said nothing, and she continued:
"

I always think one of the signs of greatness in an artist

is his knowledge of what environment, what way of life, is

necessary to his talent. No one can know that for him.

Every really great artist is as inflexible as the Grand Rocher."

She pointed with her right hand towards the precipice.

That is why women always love and hate him."

Her eyes and her voice lightly mocked him. She turned

her head and looked at him, smiling:
"

I am sure Charmian knows that."

Claude reddened to the roots of his hair and felt suddenly
abased.

"
There are very few great artists in the world," he said.

"
And, so, very few inflexible men? "

"
I have never— "

He pulled himself up.
" Yes?

"
she said encouragingly.

"
I was only going to say," he said, speaking now doggedly,

"
that I have never laid claim to anything

—
anything in the

way of talent. It isn't quite fair, is it, to assume that I con-

sider myself a man of talent or an important person when
I don't?"

" Do you really mean to tell me that you don't think

yourself a man of talent?"
"

I am entirely unknown."
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" What has that to do with it?

"

"
Nothing, of course, but—but perhaps it is only when he

has something to offer, and has offered it, that a man knows
what is his value."

"
In that case you will know when you have produced

your opera."
Claude looked down.
"
All my good wishes and my prayers will go with you from

now till its production," she continued, always lightly.
"

I

have a right to be specially interested since that evening with

Said Hitani. And then I have been privileged. I have read

the libretto."

As she spoke Claude was conscious of uneasiness. He

thought of Charmian, of Mrs Shiffney, of the libretto. Had
he not been carried away by events, by atmosphere, perhaps,
and by the influence of music, which always had upon him

such a dangerously powerful effect? He remembered the

night when he had written his decisive letter to Charmian.

Music had guided him then. Had it not guided him again in

Constantine? Was it angel or demon in his life?
"
Help me down, please. It's a little difficult here."

He took Mrs Shiffney's hand. Its clasp now told him

nothing.

They crossed the bridge and came once more into the

violent activities, into the perpetual uproar of the city.

By the evening train Mrs Shiffney and her party left

for Algiers. Claude went down to the station to see them

off.

On the platform they found Armand Gillier, with a bunch

of flowers in his hand.

Just as the train was about to start he presented it to

Madame Sennier.

From the window of the wagon-lit Mrs Shiffney looked at

the two men standing together as the train drew away from

the platform.
Then she nodded and waved her hand.

There was a mocking smile on her face.

When the station was hidden she leaned back, turning
towards Henriette.
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"
Claude Heath is a fool!

"
she said.

"
I wonder when he

will begin to suspect it?
"

" Men have to take their time over things like that,"

remarked Henriette.
" What hideous flowers these are! I

think I shall throw them out of the window."

"No, don't!

"Why not?
"
They are a symbol of your reconciliation with Armand

Gillier."
" He isn't altogether a fool, I fancy," remarked Henriette,

laying Gillier's bouquet down on the seat beside her.
"
But

we shall see."
"
Oh, Max! Yes, come in and sit with us!

"

The faces of the two women changed as Max Elliot joined
them.

1 »»



CHAPTER XXIV

AFTER
their return from Constantine Mrs Shiffney and her

party only stayed two nights at Mustapha. Then they
descended to the harbour and went on board The Wanderer,
which weighed anchor and set sail for Monte Carlo. Before

leaving they paid a visit to Djenan-el-Maqui to say adieu to

Charmian.

The day was unusually hot for the time of year, and both

Mrs Shiffney and Madame Sennier were shrouded in white

veils with patterns. These, the latest things from Paris,

were almost like masks. Little of the faces beneath them
could be seen. But no doubt they preserved complexions
from the destructive influence of the sun.

Jacques Sennier had told his friends and his wife the story
of his days of desertion. A name summed it up, Djenan-el-

Maqui. With the utmost vivacity, however, he had described

all he had eaten, drunk, smoked, and done in that hospitable
house and garden; the impression he had made upon the

occupants and had received from them.
"

I am beloved by all!
"
he had cried, with enthusiasm.

"
They would die for me. As for the good Pierre, each night

he led me home as if I were his own child!
"

" We must certainly go and thank them," said Mrs Shiffney,

laughing.
The visit was not without intensities.
" We've come to say

'

Good-bye,'
"

said Mrs Shiffney,

when they came into the
"
harem," as she persisted in calling

the drawing-room.
" We are just back from our little run,

and now we must be off to Monte Carlo. By the way, we came
cross your husband in Constantine."

"
I know. He wrote to me all about it," said Charmian.

Claude had really written a very short note, ending with

the maddening phrase,
"

all news when we meet." She was

burning with curiosity, was tingling almost with suspicion.
278
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As she looked at those veils, and saw the shining of the

feminine eyes behind them, it seemed to her that the two

women lay in ambush while she stood defenceless in the

open.
"
Jacques has been telling me about your kindness to

him," said Madame Sennier,
' and your long talks about

opera, America, the audiences over there, the managers, the

money-making. I'm afraid he must have bored you with

our affairs."

"Oh, no!
"

said Charmian quickly, and faintly reddening.
" We have had a delightful time."

"
Adorable!

"
said Sennier.

" And those syrups of fruit,

the strawberry, the greengage! And the omelettes of Jeanne,

Jeanne la Grande
"—he flung forth his arms to indicate the

breadth of the cook.
" And the evenings of moonlight, when

we wandered between the passion-flowers!
"

He blew a kiss.
"
Shall I forget them? Never!

"

Madame Sennier was evidently quite undisturbed.
"
You've given him a good time," she observed. Indeed

I'm afraid you've spoilt him. But are there really passion-
flowers in the garden?

"

"
I don't believe it!

"
said Max Elliot, laughing.

The composer seized his arm.
" Come with me, Max, and I will show you. England,

that is the land of the sceptics. But you shall learn to have

faith. And you, my Susan, come!
"

He seized these two, who happened to be nearest to him,

and, laughing like a child, but with imperative hands, com-

pelled them to go out with him to the courtyard. Their steps
died away on the pavement. The three women were left

alone.
"
Shall we sit in the court?

"
said Charmian.

"
I think

it's cooler there. There's a little breeze from the sea."
"
Let us go, then," said Madame Sennier.

When they were sitting not far from the fountain, which
made a pleasant murmur as it fell into the pool where the

three goldfish moved slowly as if in a vague and perpetual

search, Charmian turned the conversation to Constantine.
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It's perfectly marvellous!
"

said Mrs Shiffney. "Bar-

baric and extraordinary."
And she talked of the gorge and of the Chemin des

Touristes. Madame Sennier spoke of the terrific wall of

rock from which, in the days before the French occupation,
faithless wives were sometimes hurled to death by their Arab

husbands.
"
C'est affreux!

"
she exclaimed, lapsing into French.

She put up her hand to her veil, and pulled it tightly under

her prominent chin with twisting fingers.
"
Les Arabes sont des monstres."

As she spoke, as with her cold yellow eyes she glanced

through the interstices of her veil at Charmian, she thought
of Claude's libretto.

"
Oh, but they are very attractive!

"
said Charmian

quickly.

She, too, was thinking of the libretto with its Arab char-

acters, its African setting. Not knowing, not suspecting
that Madame Sennier had read it, she supposed that Madame
Sennier was expressing a real and instinctive disgust.

The Frenchwoman shrugged her shoulders.
" Ce sont tous des monstres malpropres!

"

"
Henriette can't bear them," said Mrs Shiffney, pushing

a dried leaf of eucalyptus idly over the pavement with the

point of her black-and-white parasol.
" And do you know I

really believe that there is a strong antipathy between West

and East. I don't think Europeans and Americans really

feel attracted by Arabs, except perhaps just at first because

they are picturesque."
"
Americans!

"
cried Madame Sennier.

"
Why, anything

to do with what they call colour drives them quite mad! "

"
Negroes are not Arabs," said Charmian, almost warmly.

"
It is all the same. lis sont tous des monstres affreux."

"Tst! Tst! Tst!"

The voice of Jacques came up from the garden.
"What is it?"

"Tst! Tst!"

They were silent, and heard in the distance faintly a sound

of drumming and of native music.
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"
I must go! I must hear, see!

"

The composer cried out.
" Come with me, my Susan, and you, Max, old person!

"

There was a patter of running feet, a sound of full-throated

laughter from Elliot, and presently silence but for the now

very distant music.
" He is a baby," observed Madame Sennier.

She yawned, slightly blowing out her veil.

"How hot it is!"

Pierre came out carrying a tray on which were some of the

famous fruit syrups, iced lemonade, cakes, and bonbons.
"
These are the things your husband loves," said Charmian,

pointing to the syrups.
"

I wonder—" She paused.
" Did

you make as great friends with my husband as I have made
with yours?

"
she asked lightly.

Madame Sennier spread out her hands, which were encased

in thick white kid gloves sewn with black. Her amazingly
thin figure, which made ignorant people wonder whether she

possessed the physical mechanism declared by anatomists to

be necessary to human life, somehow proclaimed a negative.
"
My husband opens his door, the window too. Yours

keeps his door shut and the blinds over the window. Jacques

gives all, like a child. Your husband seems to give some-

times; but he really gives nothing."
11 Of course, the English temperament is very different from

the French," said Charmian, in a constrained voice.
11

Very!
"

said Mrs Shiffney.

Was she smiling behind the veil?
" You ought to go to America," said Madame Sennier.

"
Nobody knows what real life is who has not seen New York

in the season. Paris, London, they are sleepy villages in

comparison with New York."
"

I should like to see it," replied Charmian.
" But we

have nothing to take us there, no reason to go."

She laughed and added:
" And Claude and I are not millionaires."

Madame Sennier talked for two or three minutes of the

great expense of living in a smart New York Hotel, and then

said:
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" But some day you will surely go."
"
There doesn't seem any prospect of it," said Charmian.

"
D'you remember meeting a funny little man called

Crayford in my house one night, an impresario?
"

said Mrs

Shiffney, moving her shoulders, and pulling at one of her long

gloves, as if she were bored and must find some occupation.
"
Yes, I believe I do—a man with a tiny beard."

"
Like a little inquiring goat's! D'you know that he's

searching the world to find some composer to run against

Jacques? Isn't it so, Henriette?
"

"
So they say in New York," said Madame Sennier.

"
I

wish he could find one; then perhaps he would leave off

bothering us with absurd proposals. And I'm sure there is

plenty of room for some more shining lights. I told Crayford
if he worried Jacques any more I would unearth someone for

him. He doesn't know where to look."
" But surely

—"
began Charmian.

"Why do you think that?" asked Mrs Shiffney, in an

uninterested voice.

Her brilliant eyes looked extraordinary, like some strange
exotic bird's eyes, through her veil.

"
Because he began his search with England," said Madame

Sennier.
"
Well, really

—Henriette!
"

observed Mrs Shiffney, with

a faint laugh.
"
Ought I to apologize?

"
said Madame Sennier, turning to

Charmian.
" When art is in question I believe in speaking

the plain truth. Oh, I know your husband is by way of

writing an opera! But, of course, one sees that—well, you
are here in this delicious little house, having what the

Americans call a lovely time, enjoying North Africa, listen-

ing to the fountain, walking, as my old baby says, among
passion-flowers, and playing about with that joke from the

Quartier Latin, Armand Gillier. Mais, ma chere, ce n'est pas
serieux ! One has only to look at your interesting husband, to

see him in the African milieu, to see that. And, of course, one

realizes at once that you see through it all! A pretty game!
If one is well off one can afford it. Jacques and I starved;

but it was quite right that we should. The English talent is
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not for opera. The Te Deum, the cathedral service, the

oratorio in one form or another, in fact the thing with a

sacred basis, that is where the English strength lies. It is

in the blood. But opera!
" Her shoulders went up. "Ah,

here they come! Jacques, my cabbage, you are to be petted

for the last time! Here are your syrups."

Jacques Sennier came, almost running.
" Did they ever nearly starve?

"
Charmian asked Mrs

Shiffney, when for a moment the attention of all the others

was distracted from her by some wild joke of the composer's.
"
Henriette thinks so, I believe. Perhaps that is why

Jacques is eating all your biscuits now."

When the moment of parting came Jacques Sennier was

almost in tears. He insisted on going into the kitchen to say

farewell to
"

la grande Jeanne." He took Pierre in his arms,

solemnly blessed Caroline, and warmly pressed his lips to

Charmian 's hands as he held them, squeezed one on the top

of the other, in both his own.
11

1 shall dedicate my new opera to you and to your

syrups!" he exclaimed. "To the greengage, ah, and the

passion-flowers! Max, you old person, have you seen them,

or have you not? The wonderful Washington was not more

truthful than I."

His eyes twinkled.
" Were it not that I am a physical coward, I would not go

even now. But to die because a man who cannot write has

practised on soda-water bottles! I fly before Armand Gillier.

But, madame, I fear your respectable husband is even more

cowardly than I!
"

"
Why?

"
said Charmian, at length releasing her hands

from his Simian grasp.
" He accepted a libretto!

"

When they were gone Charmian was suddenly overcome

by a sense of profound depression such as she had never felt

before. With them seemed to go a world; and it was a world

that some part of her loved and longed for. Sennier stood

for fame, for success; his wife for the glory of the woman who
aids and is crowned; Mrs Shiffney and Max Elliot for the joy

and the power that belong to great patrons of the arts. An
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immense vitality went away with them all. So long as they
were with her the little Arab house, the little African garden,
had stood in the centre of things, in the heart of vital things.
The two women had troubled Charmian. Madame Sennier

had almost frightened her. Yet something in both of them

fascinated, must always fascinate such a mind and tempera-
ment as hers. They meant so much to the men who were

known. And they had made themselves known. Both were

women who stood apart from the great crowd. When their

names were mentioned everyone
—who counted—knew who

they were.

As to Jacques Sennier, he left a crevasse in the life at

Djenan-el-Maqui. It had been a dangerous experience for

Charmian, the associating in intimacy with the little famous
man. Her secret ambitions were irritated almost to the

point of nervous exasperation. But she only knew it now
that he was gone.

Madame Sennier had frightened her.
"
Mais, ma chere, ce n'est pas serieux!

"

The words had been said with an air of hard and careless

authority, as if the speaker knew she was expressing the

obvious truth, and a truth known to both her hearers; and
then the words which had followed:

" One has only to look

at your interesting husband, to see him in the African milieu,

to see that!
"

What had happened at Constantine? How had Claude

been?

Charmian wanted so much to see him, to hear his account

of the whole matter, that she telegraphed :

" Come back as soon as you can they have gone very dull

here—Charmian "

She knew that in sending this telegram she was coming out

of her rdle ; but her nerves drove her into the weakness.

Within a week Claude and Gillier returned.

Charmian noticed at once that their expedition had not

drawn the two men together, that their manner to each other

was cold and constrained. On the day of their return she
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persuaded Gillier to dine at the villa. He seemed reluctant

to accept, but she overcame his hesitation.
"

I want to hear all about it," she said.
" You must

remember what a keen interest I have in everything that has

to do with the opera."
Gillier looked at her oddly, with a sort of furtive inquiry,

she thought. Then he said formally:
"

I am delighted to stay, madame."

During dinner he became more expansive, but Claude

seemed to Charmian to become more constrained. Beneath

his constraint excitement lay in hiding. He looked tired;

but his imaginative eyes shone as if they could not help speak-

ing, although his lips were often dumb. Only when he was

talking to Susan Fleet did he seem to be comparatively at ease.

The good Algerian wine went round, and Gillier's tongue
was gradually unloosed. Some of the crust of formality
flaked off from him, and his voice became a little louder. His

manner, too, was more animated. Nevertheless, Charmian

noticed that from time to time he regarded her with the

oddly furtive look at which she had wondered before dinner.

Presently Gillier found himself alone with Charmian.

Susan Fleet and Claude were pacing up and down in the

garden among the geraniums. Charmian and Gillier sat at

the edge of the court. Gillier sipped his Turkish coffee,

poured out a glass of old brandy, clipped a big Havana cigar,

which he took from an open box on a little low table beside

him. His large eyes rested on Charmian, and she thought
how disagreeably expressive they were. She did not like

this man, though she admired his remarkable talent. But
she had had a purpose in persuading him to stay that evening,
and she was resolved to carry it out.

4 Has it gone off well?
"

she asked, with a careful light-

ness, a careful carelessness which she hoped was deceiving.
' Were you able to put my husband in the way of seeing and

hearing everything that could help him with his music?
'

1

Oh, yes, madame! He saw, heard everything."
Gillier blew forth a cloud of smoke, turned a little iu his

chair and looked at his cigar. He seemed to be considering

something.
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" Then the expedition was a success?

"
said Charmian.

Gillier glanced at her and took another sip of brandy.
" Who knows, madame? "

" Who knows? Why, how do you mean? "

"
Madame, since I have been away with your husband I

confess I begin to have certain doubts."

"Doubts!" said Charmian, in a changed and almost

challenging voice.
"

I don't quite understand."
" That your husband is a clever man, I realize. He has

evidently much knowledge of the technique of music, much

imagination. He is an original, though he seldom shows it,

and wishes to conceal it."
" Then—"
" A moment, madame! You will say, That is good for

the opera!
' "

"Naturally!
"

"
That depends. I do not know whether his sort of

originality is what the public will appreciate. But I do know

very well that your husband and I will never get on together."

"Why not?
"

" He is not my sort. I don't understand him. And I

confess that I feel anxious."
"
Anxious? What about, monsieur?

"

"
Madame, I have written a great libretto. I want a

great opera made of it. It is my nature to speak frankly;

perhaps you may call it brutally, but I am not homme du

motide. I am not a little man of the salons. I am not ac-

customed to live in kid gloves. I have sweated. I have

seen life. I have been, and I still am, poor
—

poor, madame!

But, madame, I do not intend to remain sunk to my neck in

poverty for ever. No! "

"
Of course not—with your talent!

"

"Ah, that is just it!
"

His eyes shone with excitement as he went on, leaning

towards her, and speaking almost with violence.
"
That is just it! My talent for the stage is great, I have

always known that. Even when my work was refused once,

a second, a third time, I knew it.
' The day will come,' I

thought,
' when those who now refuse my work will come
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crawling to me to get me to write for them. Now I am told

to go! Then they will seek me.' Yes "—he paused, finished

his glass of brandy, and continued, more quietly, as if he

were making a great effort after self-control—"
but is your

husband's talent for the stage as great as mine? I doubt

it."

"Why do you doubt it?" exclaimed Charmian warmly.
" What reason have you to doubt it? You have not heard

my husband's music to your libretto yet, not a note of it."

"
No. And that enables me—"

"
Enables you to do what? Why didn't you finish your

sentence, Monsieur Gillier?
"

"
Madame, if you are going to be angry with me— "

'Angry! My dear Monsieur Gillier, I am not angry!
What can you be thinking of?

"

"
I feared by your words, your manner— "

"
I assure you—besides, what is there to be angry about?

But do finish what you were saying."
'

I was about to say that the fact that I have not yet

heard any of your husband's music to my libretto enables me,
without any offence—personal offence—pronouncing any
sort of judgment—to approach you—" He paused. The

expression in her eyes made him pause. He fidgeted rather

uneasily in his chair, and looked away from her to the fountain.
"
Yes?

"
said Charmian.

" Madame? "

'

Please tell me what it is you want of me, or my husband,
or of both of us."

1

1 do not—I have not said I want anything. But it is

true I want success. I want it for this work of mine. Since

I have been in Constantine with Monsieur Heath I have—
very reluctantly, madame, believe me!—come to the conclu-

sion that he and I are not suited to be associated together in

the production of a work of art. We are too different the

one from the other. I am an Algerian ex-soldier, a man who
has gone into the depths of life. He is an English Puritan

who never has lived, and never will live. I have done all I

could to make him understand something of the life not

merely in, but that underlies—underlies—my libretto. My
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efforts—well, what can I say?
"—he flung out his hands and

shrugged his shoulders.
"

It is only the difference between the French and English

temperaments."
"
No, madame. It is the difference between the man who

is and the man who is not afraid to live."
"

I don't agree with you," said Charmian coldly.
'

But

really it is not a matter which I can discuss with you."
"

I have no wish to discuss it. All I wish to say is this
"—

he looked down, hesitated, then with a sort of dogged obsti-

nacy continued—"
that I am willing to buy back my libretto

from you at the price for which I sold it. I have come to the

conclusion that it is not likely to suit your husband's talent.

I am very poor indeed, alas! but I prefer to lose a hundred

pounds rather than to—"

"Have you spoken to my husband of this?" Charmian

interrupted him.

She was almost trembling with anger and excitement, but

she managed to speak quietly.
"
No, madame."

" You have asked me a question
—"

"
I have asked no question, madame! "

" Do you mean to say you are not asking me if we will

resell the libretto?
"

Gillier was silent.
"
My answer is that the libretto is our property and that

we intend to keep it. If you offered us five times what we

gave you for it the answer would be the same."

She paused. Gillier said nothing. She looked at him, and

suddenly anger, a sense of outrage, got the better of her, and

she added with intense bitterness:
" We are living here in North Africa, we have given up our

home, our friends, our occupations, everything
—our life in

England/—her voice trembled.
"
Everything, I say, in

order to do justice to your work, and you come, you dare to

come to us, and ask—ask—"

Gillier got up.
"
Madame, I see it is useless. You have bought my work,

if you choose to keep it—"
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" We do choose io keep it."

" Then I can do nothing."

He pulled out his watch.
"

It is late. I must wish you good-night, madam* . Kindly

say good-night for me to that lady, your friend, and to Monsieur

Heath."

He bowed. Charmian did not hold out her hand. She

meant to, but it seemed to her that her hand refused to move,

as if it had a will of its own to resist hers.
"
Good-night," she said.

She watched his rather short and broad figure pass across

the open space of the court and disappear.

After he had gone she moved across the court to the

fountain and sat down at its edge. She was trembling now,

and her excitement was growing in solitude. But she still

had the desire to govern it, the hope that she would be able

to do so. She felt that she had been grossly insulted by
Gillier. But she was not only angry with him. She stared

at the rising and falling water, clasping her hands tightly

together.
"

I will be cahn!
"

she was saying to herself.
'

I

will be calm, mistress of myself."
But suddenly she got up, went swiftly across the court to

the garden entrance, and called out:
11
Susan! Claude! Where are you?

"

Her voice sounded to her sharp and piercing in the night.

"What is it, Charmian?" answered Claude's voice from

the distance.
M I'm going to bed. It's late. Monsieur Gillier has

gone."
"
Coming!

"
answered Claude's voice.

Charmian retreated to the house.

As she came into the drawing-room she looked at her

watch. It was barely ten o'clock. In a moment Susan

Fleet entered, followed by Claude. Susan's calm eyes glanced
at Charmian's face. Then she said, in her quiet, agreeable
voice :

"
I'm going to my room. I have two or three letters to

write, and I shall read a little before going to bed. It isn't

really very late, but I daresay you are tired."

19
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She took Chairman's hand and held it for an instant. And

during that instant Charmian felt much calmer.
"
Good-night, Susan dear. Monsieur Gillier asked me to

say good-night to you for him."

Susan did not kiss her, said good-night to Claude, and went

quietly away.
" What is it?

"
Claude said, directly she had gone.

"
What's

the matter, Charmian? Why did Gillier go away so early?
"

"
Let us go upstairs," she answered.

Remembering the sound of her voice in the court, she

strove to keep it natural, even gentle, now. Susan's recent

touch had helped her a little.

"
All right," he answered.

M Come into my sitting-room for a minute," she said, when

they were in the narrow gallery which ran round the drawing-
room on the upper storey of the house.

Next to her bedroom Charmian had a tiny room, a sort of

nook, where she wrote her letters and did accounts.
"
Well, what is it?

"
Claude asked again, when he had

followed her into this room, which was lit only by a hanging

antique lamp.
" How could you show the libretto to Madame Sennier?

'

said Charmian.
" How could you be so mad as to do such

a thing?"
As she finished speaking she sat down on the little divan

in the embrasure of the small grated window.

"What do you mean?" he exclaimed. "I have never

shown the libretto to Madame Sennier. What could put
such an idea into your head?

"

" But you must have shown it!
"

"
Charmian, I have this moment told you that I haven't."

"
She has read it."

" Nonsense."
"

I am positive she has read it."
" Then Gillier must have shown her a copy of it."

Charmian was silent for a minute. Then she said :

" You did not show it to anyone while you were at

Constantine?
"

"
I didn't say that."
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" Ah! You—you let Mrs Shiffney see it!
"

Her voice rose as she said the last words.
"

I suppose I have a right to allow anyone I choose to read

a libretto I have bought and paid for," he said coldly, almost

sternly.
" You did give it to Mrs Shiffney then! You did! You

did!"

"Certainly I did!"
' And then—then you come to me and say that Madame

Sennier hasn't read it!
"

There was a sound of acute, almost of fierce exasperation
in her voice.

" She has not read my copy."
"

I say she has!
"

"
Mrs Shiffney herself specially advised me not to show it

to her."
" To her—to Madame Sennier?

"

"
Yes."

"Mrs Shiffney advised you! Oh—you—oh, that men
should claim to have keener intellects than we women! Ah!
Ah!"

She began to laugh hysterically, then suddenly put a

handkerchief before her mouth, turned her head away from
him and pressed her face, with the handkerchief still held to

it, against the cushions of the divan. Her body shook.

"Charmian!" he said. "Charmian!"
She looked up. All one side of her face was red. She

dropped her handkerchief on the floor.
11 Do you understand now? "

she said.
"
But, of course,

you don't. Well, then!
"

She put both her hands palm downwards on the divan,

and, speaking slowly with an emphasis that was cutting, and

stretching her body till her shoulders were slightly raised, she

said:
"
Just now, while Susan and you were in the garden,

Armand Gillier asked me if we would give up his libretto."

"Give up the libretto?"
"

Sell it back to him for one hundred pounds. He al9o

said he was very poor. Do you put the two things together?
"
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" You think he fancies—"

"
No. I am sure he knows he could resell it at an advance

to Jacques Sennier. Those two—Mrs Shiffney and Madame
Sennier—went to Constantine with the intention of finding
out what you were doing."

"Absurd!"
"Is it? Just tell me! Wasn't it Mrs Shiffney who

began to talk of the libretto?
"

" Well—"
" Of course it was! And didn't she pretend to be deeply

interested in what you were doing?
"

Claude flushed.
" And didn't she talk of how other artists had trusted

her with secrets nobody else knew? And didn't she—didn't

she-"
But something in Claude's eyes stopped her as she was going

to say
—" make love to you."

" And so you gave your libretto up to our enemy to read,

and now they are trying to bribe Gillier to ruin us. Why are

we here? Why did I give up everything, my whole life, my
mother, my friends, our little house, everything I cared for,

everything that has made my life till now? Simply for you
and for your success. And then for the first woman who
comes along

—"

Her cheeks were flaming. As she thought more about

what had happened a storm of jealousy swept through her

heart.
'

That's not true or fair—what you imply!
"

said Claude.
c<

I never—Mrs Shiffney is absolutely nothing to me—nothing!
'

*' Do you understand now that she got the libretto in order

to show it to Madame Sennier?
"

" Did Gillier ever say so?
"

"
Of course not! Even if he knows it, do you think it was

necessary he should—to a woman! "

The contempt in ner voice seemed to cut into him. He

began, against bis will, to feel that Charmian must be right in

her supposition, to believe that he had been tricked.
" We have no proof," he said.

Charmian raised her eyebrows and sank back on the divan.
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She was struggling against nn outbursl of tears. Her lips

moved.
"
Proof! Proof!

"
she said at last.

Her lips moved violently. She got up, and tried hurriedly

to go by Claude into the gallery; but he put out a hand and

caught her by the arm.

"Charmian!"
She tried to get away. But he held her.

"I do understand. You have given up a lot for me.

Perhaps I was a great fool at Constantine. I begin to believe

I was. But, after all, there's no great harm done. The
libretto is mine—ours, ours. And we're not going to give
it up. I'll try I'll try hard to put my heart into the music,

to bring off a real success, to give you ail you want, pay you
back for all you've given up for me and the work. Of course,

I may fail—"

She stopped his mouth with her lips, wrenched herself from

his grasp, and hurried away.
A moment later he heard the heavy low door of her bedroom

creak as she pushed it to, then the grinding of the key in the

lock.

He sat down on the divan she had just left. For a moment
he sat still, facing the gallery, and the carved wooden balus-

trade which protected its further side. Then he turned and
looked out through the low, grated window, from which no
doubt in days long since gone by veiled Arab women had
looked as they sat idly on the divan.

He saw a section of almost black purple sky. He saw
some stars. And, leaning his cheek on his hand, he gazed
through the little window for a long, long time.



CHAPTER XXV

ORE than a year had passed away. April held sway
over Algeria.

In the white Arab house on the hill Claude and Charmian
still lived and Claude still worked. To escape the great heat

of the previous summer they had gone to England for a time,

but early October had found them once more at Djenan-el-

Maqui, and since then they had not stirred.

Their visit to London had been a strange experience for

Charmian.

They had arrived in town at the beginning of July, and had

stayed with Mrs Mansfield in Berkeley Square. Mrs Mansfield

had not paid her proposed visit to Algiers. She had written

that she was growing old and lazy, and dreaded a sea voyage.
But she had received them with a warmth of affection which

had earned their immediate forgiveness. There was still a

month of
"
season

"
to run, and Charmian went about and saw

her old friends. But Claude refused to go out, and returned

at once to orchestral studies with his
"
coach." He even

remained in London during the whole of August and September,
while Charmian paid some visits, and went to the sea with

her mother. Thus they had been separated for a time after

their long sojourn together in the closest intimacy.
Charmian found that she missed Claude very much. One

day she said to her mother, with pretended lightness and

smiling :

"
Madre, I've got such a habit of Claude and Claude's work

that I seem to be in half when I'm not with him."

Mrs Mansfield wondered whether her son-in-law felt in

half when he was by himself in London.

To Charmian, coming back, London and
"
the set

"
seemed

changed. She had sometimes suffered from ennui in Africa,

even from loneliness in the first months there. She had got

up dreading the empty days, and had often longed to have a

294
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party in the evening to look forward to. In England she

realized that not only had she got a habit of Claude, but that

she had got a habit, or almost a habit, of Africa and a quiet
life in the sunshine under blue skies. If the opera were

finished, the need for living in Mustapha removed, would

she be glad not to return to Djenan-el-Maqui? The mere

thought of never seeing the little white house with its cupolas
and its flat roof again sent a shaq:> pang through her. Pierre,

with his arched eyebrows and upraised, upturned palm, la

grande Jeanne, Bibi, little Fatma, they had become almost a

dear part of her life.

But soon she fell into old ways of thought and of action,

though she was never, she believed, quite the same Charmian

as before. She longed, as of old, but even more strongly, to

conquer the set, and this world of pleasure-seekers and con-

noisseurs. But she looked upon them from the outside,

whereas before she had been inside. During her long absence

she had certainly "dropped out" a little. She realized the

root indifference of most people to those who are not perpetu-

ally before them, making a claim to friendship. When she

reappeared in London many whom she had hitherto looked

upon as friends greeted her with a casual,
"
Oh, are you back

after all? We thought you had quite forsaken us!
" And it

was impossible for even Charmian to suppose that such a

forsaking would have been felt as a great affliction.

This recognition on her part of the small place she had

held, even as merely a charming girl, in this society, made
Charmian think of Djenan-el-Maqui with a stronger affection,

but also made her long in a new, and more ruthless way,
to triumph in London, as clever wives of great celebrities

triumph. She saw Madame Sennier several times, as usual

surrounded and filed. And Madame Sennier, though she

nodded and said a few words, scarcely seemed to remember
who Charmian was. Only once did Charmian see a peculiarly
keen expression in the yellow eyes as they looked at her.

That was when some mention was made of a project of Cray-

ford's, his intention to build a big opera house in London.

Madame Sennier had shrugged her shoulders. But as she

answered,
" What would be the use? The Metropolitan has
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nearly killed him. Covent Garden, with its subscription,
would simply finish him off. He has moved Heaven and earth

to get Jacques' new opera either for America or England, but

of course we laughed at him. He may pretend as much as

he likes, but he's got nothing up his sleeve
"—the yellow eyes

had fixed themselves upon Charmian with an intent look

that was almost like a look of inquiry.
To Sennier she had only spoken twice. The first time he

had forgotten who she was. The second time he had exclaimed,

"Ah, the syrups! the greengage! and the moonlight among
the passion-flowers!

"
and had greeted her with effusion.

But he had never come to call on her.

She still felt a sort of fondness for him
; but she understood

that he was like a child who needed perpetual petting and did

not care very much from whom it came.

The impression she received, on coming back to this world

after a long absence, was of a shifting quicksand. She also

now knew absolutely how much of a nobody she was in it.

She had returned to Africa caring for it much less, but

longing much more to conquer it and to dominate it.

On that day in October, a gorgeous day which had surely
lain long in the heart of summer, when she saw again the

climbing white town on the hill, when later she stood again
in the Arab court, hearing the French voices of the servants,

the guttural chatter of Bibi and Fatma, seeing the three gold-
fish making their eternal pilgrimage through the water shed

by the fountain into the marble basin, she felt an intimate

thrill at her heart. There was something here that she loved

as she loved nothing in London.
From the night when Claude and Armand Gillier had

returned to Mustapha after the visit to Constantine
"
the

opera
" had been to Charmian almost as a living thing

—a

thing for which she had fought, from which she had beaten

off enemies. She thought of it as their child, Claude's and
hers. They had no other child. She did not regret that.

Claude had long ago learnt to work in his home without

difficulty. The paralysis which had beset him in Kensington
had not returned. He was inclined to believe that by con-

stant effort he had strengthened his will. But he had also
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become thoroughly arcustomed to married life. And the

fact that Charmian had become accustomed to it, too, had

helped him without his being conscious of it. The embarrass-

ment of beginnings was gone. And something else was gone;
the sense of secret combat which in the first months of their

marriage had made life so difficult to both of them.

The man had given in to the woman. When Claude left

England with Gillier's bought libretto he was a conquered
man. And this fact had brought about a cessation of struggb
and had created a sensation of calm even in the conquered.

Every day now, when Claude went up to his room on the

roof to work at the opera, he was doing exactly what his wife

wished him to do. By degrees he had come to believe that

he was also doing what he wished to do.

He was no longer reserved about his work with Charmian.
The barriers were broken down. The wife knew what the

husband was doing. They
"
talked things over."

Twice during their long sojourn at Mustapha they had been

visited by Alston Lake. And now, in the first days of April,
came a note from Saint Eugene. Gillier was once more in

Algeria. He had never given them a sign of life since he had
tried to buy back his libretto from them. Now he wrote

formal'y, saying he was paying a short visit to his family, and

asking permission to call at Djenan-el-Maqui at any hour that

would suit them. His note was addressed to Claude, who at

once showed it to Charmian.
" Of course we must let him come," Claude said.

"Of course!"

She turned the note over, twisted it in her fingers.
" How I hate him!

"
she said.

"
I can't help it. His

insult to you and—"

'

Don't let us go into all that again. It is so long

ago.
"
This letter brings it all back."

She made a grimace of disgust.
"
Why should you see him?

"
said Claude.

"
Let me see

him alone. You can easily have an engagement. You are

going to those theatricals at the Hotel Continental on Friday.
Let me have him here then."
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" ShaU I?

"
She glanced at Claude.

"
No, I'd better be

here too."

"Why?"
"Oh, I don't know—but I'd better! Tell him to come

on Thursday."
"Lunch?"
"
Oh, no! Let us just have him in the afternoon."

Gillier came at the time appointed, and was received by
Charmian, who made a creditable effort to behave as if she

were at her ease and glad to see him. She made him sit down
with her in the cosiest corner of the drawing-room, gave him
coffee and a cigarette, and promised that Claude would come
in a moment.

In the morning of that day she had persuaded Claude to

let her have a quarter of an hour alone with Gillier. He had

asked her why she wanted to be alone with a man she disliked.

She had replied,
"
After Constantine, don't you think you

had better leave the practical part of it to me? "
Claude

had reddened slightly, but he had only said,
"
Very well.

But I don't quite see what you mean. We have no reason

to suppose Gillier has a special purpose in coming." 'No.

But I should like that quarter of an hour."

So now she and Gillier sat together in the shady drawing-

room, and she asked him about Paris and his family, and he

replied with a stiff formality which had in it something

military.

Directly Charmian had looked at Gillier she had realized

that he had a definite purpose in coming. She was on the

defensive, but she tried not to show it. Presently she said :

" Have you been working
—

writing?
"

"
Yes, madame."

"Another libretto?" „
"
Madame," Gillier said, with a sort of icy fierceness,

"
I

cannot believe that you are good enough to be genuinely

interested in my unsuccessful life."

After the unpleasant scene at Djenan-el-Maqui Gillier had

returned to Paris, shut himself in, and laboured almost with

fury on a libretto destined for Jacques Sennier. He had

taken immense pains and trouble, and had not spared time.
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At last the work had been completed, typed, and submitted

to Madame Sennier. After a week of anxious waiting Gillier

had received the libretto with the following note :

" Dear Gillier,—This might do very well for some un-

known genius, say Monsieur Heath, but it is no good to a man
like Jacques. Nevertheless, we believe in you still, and renew

our offer. Send us a fine libretto, such as I know you can write,

and we will pay you five times as much as anyone else would,
on account of a royalty. We should not mind even if someone

else had already tried to set it. All we care about is to get

your best work. Henriette Sennier "

Gillier had torn this note up with fury. Then he had

thought things over and paid Madame Sennier a visit. It

was this visit which had prompted his return to Djenan-el-

Maqui.
"
But I hope it won't be unsuccessful much longer,"

Charmian said, with deliberate graciousness.
"

I hope so too, madame."

Something in his voice, a new tone, almost startled her.

But she continued, without any change of manner:
" We must all hope for a great success."

"We, madame?"
11 You and I and my husband."

Gillier bit his moustache and looked down. A heavy

gloom seemed to have overspread him. After a moment he

looked up, leaned back, as if determined to be at his ease, and

said abruptly:
'

Monsieur Sennier has completed a new opera. It is to be

produced at the Metropoiltan Opera House in New York some
time next winter."

"Is it?"

Charmian tried to keep all expression out of her voice as

she spoke.
1

Since I last saw you, madame," Gillier continued,
'

I

have managed to get a look at the libretto."

Without knowing that she did so Charmian leaned forward

quickly and moved her hands.
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"

It does not approach my work, the work your husband

bought from me for only one hundred pounds, in strength

and drama."
" Your libretto is splendid. Mr Lake and I have always

thought so
;
and of course my husband agrees with us. But

you know that."

Gillier pulled his thick moustache, looked quickly round

the room, then at his hands, which he had abruptly brought
down on his knees, and then at Charmian.

"
I have reason to believe that Jacques Sennier—or rather

Madame Sennier, for she read all the libretti sent in to him,

and only showed him those she thought worth considering
—

that if Madame Sennier had seen the libretto I sold to your
husband Sennier would have set mine—mine—in preference

to the one he has set."
"
Indeed!

"
said Charmian, with studied indifference.

"
Yes!

"
he exclaimed, almost with violence.

"
All this is very interesting. But I don't see what it

has to do with me and my husband. You were good enough
to offer to buy back your libretto from us last year. We
refused. Our refusal—"

" Your refusal, madame! I never spoke about the matter

to your husband. I never asked him."
" Have you come here now to ask him? Is that what you

mean, monsieur?
"

Gillier got up, throwing his cigarette end into the brass

coffee tray. He was evidently much excited. As he stood

up in front of her Charmian thought that he looked suddenly
more common, coarser. He thrust his hands into the pockets

of his black trousers.

<* I must understand the position," he began.
"It is perfectly clear. Forgive me, monsieur, but I must

say I think it rather bad taste on your part to return to a

subject which has been finally disposed of and which is very

disagreeable to me."
"
Madame, I am here to say to you that I cannot consider

it as finally disposed of till I have discussed it with Monsieur

Heath I came here prepared to make a proposition."
"

It is useless."
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11

Madame, I trust that your husband is not endeavouring
to avoid me."

Charmian got up and sharply clapped her hands. The
Arab boy, Bibi, appeared.

'*

Bibi, ask monsieur to come," she said to him in French.
"
Bieng, madame," replied Bibi, who turned and walked

softly away.

During the two or three minutes which elapsed before

Claude came in Charmian and Gillier said nothing. Gillier

who, under the influence of excitement, was losing his veneer

of good manners, moved about the room pretending to ex-

amine the few bibelots it contained. His face was flushed.

He still kept his hands in his pockets. Charmian sat still

in her corner, watching him. She was too angry to speak.
And what was there to be said now? Although she had a

good deal of will she was clever enough to realize when its

exercise would be useless. She knew that she could do no-

thing more with this man. Otherwise she would not have

sent for Claude.

"Via, Mousou!"
Bibi had returned and gently pointed to his master,

smiling.
" Bon jour, Gillier!

"
said Claude as the Frenchman swung

round sharply.

"Bon jour!
"

They shook hands. Claude looked from Gillier to his

wife.
" You were smoking?

"
he said, glancing at the tray.

" Won't you have another cigarette?
"

"Merci!"
"
Anyhow I will."

He picked up the cigarette-box.
" We haven't seen you for a long while." He lit a cigar-

ette.
"
Aren't you going to sit down? "

After a pause Gillier sat down. His eyes were fixed on

Claude.
"

I am glad you have come," he said.
" Madame does not

quite understand—"

*

I understand perfectly, Monsieur Gillier," Charmian
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interrupted.
"
Pray don't endow me with a stupidity which

I don't possess."
"

I prefer at any rate to explain the reason of my visit to

Monsieur Heath, madame."
" Have you come with a special object then?

"
said Claude.

"
Yes."

"
By all means tell me what it is."

" Mon Dieu!
"

said Gillier.
" What is the good of a cloud

of words between two men? I want to buy back the libretto

I sold to you more than a year ago."
Charmian gazed at her husband. To her surprise his

usually sensitive face did not show her what was passing in

his mind. Indeed she thought it looked peculiarly inexpres-
sive as he replied:

"Do you? Why?"
"Why? Because I don't think you and I are suited to

work together. I don't think we could ever make a satis-

factory combination in art. This has been my opinion ever

since I was with you at Constantine."
" More than a year ago. And you only come here and

say so now!
"

Gillier was silent and fidgeted on the divan.
"
Surely you must have some other reason?

"
said Claude

in a very quiet, almost unnaturally quiet voice.
" That is one reason, and an excellent one. Another is,

however, that if you will consent to sell me back my libretto

I believe I could get it taken up by a man, a composer, who is

more in sympathy with me and my artistic aims than you could

ever be."
"

I see. And what about all the months of work I have

put in? What about all the music I have composed? Are

you here to ask me to throw it away, or what?
"

Gillier was silent.
"
Surely your proposition isn't a serious one?

"
said Claude,

still speaking with complete self-control.
" But I say it is! I say

"—Gillier raised his voice—"
that

it is serious. I am a poor man, and I am sick of waiting
for success. I sold my libretto to you in a hurry, not

knowing what I was doing. Now I have a chance, a great
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chance, of being associated with someone who is already

famous, who would make the success of my libretto a

certainty
—"

"A chance, when your libretto is my property!" inter-

rupted Claude.
"
Oh, I know as well as you do that it's a hard thing to ask

you to throw away all these months of labour! I don't think

I could have done it, though in this world every man, every
artist especially, must thinkof himself, if it wasn't for one thing."

"And that is—?"
"Your heart isn't in the work!" said Gillier defiantly,

but with a curious air of conviction—the conviction of an

acute man who had made a discovery which could not be

contested or gainsaid.
"
That's not true, Monsieur Gillier!

"
said Charmian, with

hot energy.
Claude said nothing, and Gillier continued, raising his voice:
"

It is true. Your talent and mine are not fitted to be

joined together, and you are artist enough to know it as well as

I do. I haven't heard your music; but I can tell. I may be

poor, I may be unknown—that doesn't matter! I've got the

instinct that doesn't lie, can't lie. If I had known you as I do

now, before I had sold my libretto, you never should have had

it, even if you had offered me five hundred pounds instead of

a hundred, and nobody else would have looked at it. With

your temperament, with your way of thinking, you'll never

make a success of it—never! I tell you that—I who am
speaking to you!

"

The veins in his temples swelled, and he frowned.

"Give me back my libretto and take back your money!
Let me have my chance of success. Madame—she is hard!

She cares nothing! But—"

"
Monsieur, I must ask you to leave my wife's name out,"

said Claude.

And for the first time since he had come into the room he

spoke with stern determination.

He had become very pale, and now looked strangely moved.
"

I won't have her name brought in," he added.
"
This is

my affair."
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"
Very well! Will you let me buy back my libretto?

"

Charmian expected an instant stern refusal from her hus-

band. But after Gillier's question there was a prolonged pause.
She wanted to break it, to answer fiercely for Claude; but she

did not dare to. For a moment something in her husband's

look and manner dominated her. For a moment she was in

subjection. She sat still staring at Claude, waiting for him to

speak. He sat looking down, and it seemed to her as if he were

wrestling as Jacob wrestled with the angel. His white fore-

head drew her eyes. She was filled with fear; but when he

looked up at her the fear grew. She felt almost sick—sick

with apprehension.
"
Claude!

"
she said.

"
Oh, Claude!

"

It seemed that his eyes had put a great question to her, and
now her voice had answered it.

Claude turned to Armand Gillier.
"
Monsieur," he said,

"
you can't have your libretto back.

It's mine, and I'm going to keep it."

When Gillier was gone Charmian said, almost in a faltering

voice, and with none of her usual self-possession of manner:
" How—how could you bear that man's insults as you

did?"
"His insults?"
"
Yes."

Claude looked at her in silence. And again she was con-

scious of fear.
" Don't let us ever speak of this again," he answered

at last.

He went away.
That day he was in his workroom till very late. He did

not come to tea. The evening fell; but he was not working
on the opera. Charmian heard him playing Bach.****** *

At the end of April Alston Lake came once more to visit

them.

Since those London days when they had first met him Lake
had made great progress towards the fulfilment of his ambition.

His energy and will were beginning to reap a good reward. He
was making money, enough money to live upon; but he had
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still to pay back his big debt to Jacob Crayford, had still to

achieve his great desire, an appearance in Grand Opera. When
he arrived at Djenan-el-Maqui he brought with him, as of old,

an infectious atmosphere of enthusiasm. With his iron will he

combined a light heart. He had none of the childishness that

surprised, and sometimes charmed, in Jacques Sennier, but

much that was boyish still pleasantly lingered with him. In

him, too, there was something courageous that inspired courage
in others.

This time he announced he could stay for a month if they
did not mind. He wanted a thorough rest before the many
concerts he was going to sing at during the London season.

Both Charmian and Claude were delighted. When Claude

heard of it he was silent for a moment. Then he began to

reckon.
" The thirtieth to-day, isn't it? By a month do you mean

a month or four weeks?
"

"
Well, four weeks, old chap!

"

" That is less than a month."
"

I wish it weren't. But I have to sing in London at the

Bechstein Hall car'y in June. So I'm running it pretty close

is.

"
May the twenty-eighth you go, then," said Claude.

"
That's it. But why these higher mathematics?

"

Claude only smiled and went out of the room.

"What is he up to, Mrs Charmian?" asked Lake,

mystified.
"

I don't know," she answered.
" Does he want to get rid of me? Is that why he was so

keen to know whether it was four weeks or a month?" said

Lake, laughing.
"

I am afraid that probably is it. But come up and see

the flowers I've put in your room."
"
This is a little Paradise," said Lake, in his ringing baritone

voice.
" Sometimes this winter in Paris, when I was all in,

don't you know—"

"All in?"
"
Blues."

"Oh, yes!"
20

J
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"
I'd think of Djenan-el-Maqui, and wish I was a composer

instead of a singer
—for a fifth of a minute."

" Oh!
"
she said reproachfully.

"
Only a fifth!

"

"
I know. It wasn't long. But you see I'm born to sing,

so I'm bound to love it more than anything else. Making a

noise—oh, it's rare!
"

He opened his mouth and ran up a scale to the high A.
"

I can get there pretty well now, don't you think?
"

"
Splendid! Your voice gets bigger and bigger!

"
she said,

with real enthusiasm.
" But it's almost—"

He stopped her.
"

I know what you're going to say; but I shall always be

a baritone. If you knew as much as I do about baritones

turned into tenors, you'd say,
'

L< j\e it alone, my boy!
'

and

that's what I'm going to do. Now what about these flowers?

It is good to be here."

Claude did not join Alston Lake in making holiday. In-

deed, Charmian noticed that he was working much harder than

usual, as if Lake's coming had been an incentive to him.
"

I don't apologize to you, Alston," he said.
" Odd if you did when I was the first to try and set you

on to an opera. Besides, you can't get ahead too fast now.

There's—"

He stopped.
"
Crayford'll be over this summer," he remarked, giving a

casual tone to his voice.

"Ah!" said Claude.

And the conversation dropped.

Only in the early morning, and for an hour, or an hour and

a half after lunch, did Claude intermit his labours. In the

morning the three of them rode, on good horses hired from the

Vitoz stables. After lunch they sat in the little court of the

fountain, smoked and talked. Conversation never flagged

when Alston was there. His young energy bred a desire for

expression in those about him. And Charmian and Claude

were now his most intimate friends. He identified himself

with them in a charming way, was devoted to their fortunes,

and assumed, without a trace of conceit, their devotion to his.

When Claude, about three o'clock, got up and went away to

1
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his workroom Alston oftenWKent off for a stroll alone. Between

tea and dinner time, if Charmian had no engagement, she and

Alston walked together in the scented Bois de Boulogne, past
44

Tananarivo," or drove down to the Jardin d'Essai, and spent
an hour there near the shimmering sea.

In these many intimate hours Charmian learnt to appreciate
the chivalry and delicacy peculiar to well-bred American men
in their relations with women. Although she and Alston were

both young, and she was an attractive woman, she felt as safe

with him as if he were her brother. His life in Paris had left

him entirely unspoiled, had even left him in possession of the

characteristic and open-hearted naivete which was one of his

chief attractions, though he was quite unaware of it. She was

very happy with Alston. But often she thought of Claude,

far away on the hill, shut in, resigning all this freedom, this

delicious open-air life, which she was enjoying with his friend.
"
He's working a'most too hard," she said one day when

they were sitting in the- Jardin d'Essai, "and he will work
at night now. He never used to do that. Don't you think

he's beginning to look rather white and worn out?
"

She spoke with some anxiety.
" Sometimes he does look a bit tired," Alston allowed.

"
But a man's bound to when he puts his back into a thing.

And there's not much doubt as to whether old Claude's back

is in the opera. I say, Mrs Charmian, how far has he got

exactly?
"

"
Practically the whole of the music is composed, I believe.

It's the orchestration that takes such a lot of time."
"
Well, and how far has that got? Claude's never told

me plump out. Composers never do. And I know better

than to pump them. It's fatal—that! They simply can't

stand it."
"

I know. I believe the opera might be ready by the end

of this year."
"Not before then?

"

They looked at each other, then Charmian said:
"
Oh, Alston, if you only knew how difficult it is to me to

wait—to wait and not to show any impatience to him. Some-

times—well, now and then, I've shut myselt in and cried with
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impatience, cried angrily. I've wanted to bite things. One

day I actually did bite a pillow."

She laughed, but her cheeks were flushed.
"

It's the perpetual keeping it in that is such a torment.

I know how wicked it would be to hurry him. And he does

work so hard. And I've heard of people taking ten years over

an opera. Claude only began about a year and five months

ago. He's been marvellously quick, really. But, oh, some-

times I feel as if this suppressed impatience were making me ill,

physically and mentally, as if it were a kind of poison stealing

all through me! Can you understand?
"

" Can I? You bet! I only wish the thing could be ready
before Crayford goes back to the States."

" When does he go?
"

" Some time in September, I believe. He goes on the

Continent after July. Of course, July he's in London, June
too. Then he has his cure at Divonne. If only

— When do

you come to London?
"

Charmian suddenly grasped his arm.
"
Alston, I'll keep him here, give up London, anything to

have the opera finished by the end of August!
"

"Well, but the heat!"
"

I don't believe it's too hot upon the hill where we are,

with all those trees. Every afternoon I expect there's a

breeze from the sea. I know we could stand it. It's only

April now. That would mean four solid months of steady
work. But then?

"

"
I'd bring Crayford over."

"Would he come?"
"
I'd make him."

" But we might—"
"
No, Mrs Charmian. He ought to hear it in Mustapha.

I know him. He's a hard business man. But he's awfully

susceptible, too. And then he's great on scenic effects. Now,
he's never been in Africa. Think of the glamour of it, especi-

ally in summer, when the real Africa emerges, by Gee, in all its

blue and fire ! We'd plunge him in it, you and I. That Casbah

scene—you know, the third act ! I'd take him there by moon-

light on a September night—full moon—show him the women
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on their terraces and in their courts, the town dropping down
to the silver below, while the native music—by Gee! We'd
dazzle him, we'd spread the magic carpet for him, we'd carry
him away till he couldn't say no, till he'd be as mad on the thing

as we are !

"

"Oh, Alston, if we could!
"

She had caught all his enthusiasm. It seemed to her that

in North Africa Mr Crayford could not refuse the opera. From
that moment she had made up her mind. No London season!

Whatever happened, she and Claude were going to remain at

Djenan-el-Maqui till the opera was finished, finished to the last

detail. That very evening she spoke about it to Claude.
"
Claudie," she said.

"
Are you very keen on going to

London this year?
"

He looked at her as if almost startled.

"I? But, surely
—do you mean that you don't want

to go?"
She moved her head.
" Not one little bit."
"
Well, but then where do you wish to go?

"

11 Where? Why should we go anywhere?
"

"Stay here?"
"
I've come to love this little house, the garden, even those

absurd goldfish that are always looking for nothing."

"Well, but the heat!
"

His voice did not sound reluctant or protesting, only a little

doubtful and surprised.
"
Lots of people stay. Algiers doesn't empty of human

beings, only of travellers, because it's summer. And we are

up on a height."
"
That's true. And I could work on quietly."

"
Absolutely undisturbed."

" The only thing is I meant to see Jernington."

Jernington was the Professor with whom Claude studied

orchestration in London.
"
Get him over here."

"
Jernington! Why, he never leaves London!

"

"
Get him to for a month. We'll pay all his expenses and

everything, of course."
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a How you go ahead!' he said, laughing. "You must

be a twin of Alston's, I think."
" What has got to be done can be done."

"Well, but the expense; you know, Charmian, we live

right up to our income."
"
Hang the expense! Oh, as Alston would say!

"

He laughed.
14 You really are a marvellous wife!

"

"Ami? Ami?"
"

I might sound old Jernington. He'll think I'm raving

mad, but still—"

"
I only hope," she said, smiling and eager,

"
that he won't

be so raving sane as to refuse."
" But what will Madre think, not seeing you—us, I mean? '

Charmian looked grave.
"
Yes, I know. But Madre has never come to see us here.'

"
Oh, Charmian, there could never be a cloud between

Madre and us!
"

"
No, no, never! Still, why has she never come? "

"
She really hates the sea. You know she has never in her

life done more than cross the Channel."
" Do you think that is the reason why she has never

come?
"

" How can I know? "

"
Claude, Madre is strange sometimes. Don't you think

so?
"
Strange? She is absolutely herself. She does not take

anyone else's colour, if that is what you mean. I love that

in her."
" So do I. Still, I think she is strange."

At this moment Alston came in and the conversation

dropped. But both husband and wife thought many times of
" Madre

"
that day, and not without a certain uneasiness.

Was the heart of the mother with them in their enterprise?
Charmian put that question to herself. But Claude did

not put it. He thought of Mrs Mansfield's intense and fiery

eyes. They saw far, saw deep. He loved them, the look in

them. But he must try to forget them. He must give himself

to the enthusiasm of his wife and of Alston Lake.
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He sent a long telegram to Jernington, saying how difficult

it was for him to leave Mustapha, and begging Jernington to

come over during the summer so that they might work to-

gether in quiet. All expenses were to be paid. Next day he

received a telegram from Jernington: "Very difficult is it

absolutely impossible for you to come to England?
"

"
I'll answer that," said Charmian.

She telegraphed,
"
Absolutely impossible

—Heath."
Tn the late evening a second telegram came from Jerning-

ton: "Very well suppose I must come—Jernington."
Charmian laughed as she read it over Claude's shoulder.

"The pathos of it," she said. "Poor old Jernington!
He is horror-stricken. Bury St Edmunds has been his farthest

beat till now except for his year in Germany. Claudie, he

loves the opera or he would never have consented to come. 1

felt it was a test. The opera, the child, has stood it triumph-

nntly. I love old Jernington. And he is a first-rate critic,

isn't he?"
"
Of orchestration, certainly."

"
That's half the battle in an opera. I feel so happy. Let

us have an audition to-night!
"

"
All right," he said.

" And play us an act right through; the first act. Alston

has only heard it in bits."
"

I don't really care for anyone to hear it yet," Claude said,

with obvious reluctance.

Yet he desired a verdict—of praise. He longed for encour-

agement. In old days, when he had composed for himself, he

had felt indifferent to that. But now he was working on some-

thing which was planned, which was being executed, with the

intention to strike upon the imagination of a big public. He
Wi ) s no longer indifferent. He was secretly anxious. He longed
to be told that what he was doing was good.

That evening he was genuinely warmed by the enthusiasm

of his wife and of Alston.
" And surely," he said to himself,

"
they would be inclined

to be more critical than others, to be hypercritical."
He forgot that in some natures desire creates conviction.

On the last day of Alston's visit Charmian and he under-



stood why Claude's mathematical powers had been brought to

bear on the question of its exact duration. Claude himself

explained with rather a rueful face.
"

I hoped
—I thought if you were going to stay for the

extra days I might possibly have the finale of the opera finished.

Even when you told me your month meant four weeks I

thought I would have a tremendous try to complete it. Well,

I have had a tremendous try. But I've failed. I must have

two more weeks I believe, before I conquer the monster."

He was looking very pale, had dark rings under his eyes,

and moved his hands nervously while he was speaking.
" That was it!

"
exclaimed Alston.

"
Yes, that was it."

Charmian and Alston exchanged a quick glance,
" When you've done the finale," Alston said, with the

firmness of one who spoke with permission, even perhaps by
special request,

"
will the opera be practically finished?

"

"
Finished? Good Heavens, no!

"

"
Well, but if it's the finale of the whole opera?

"
said

Charmian.
"
I've got bits here and there to do, and a lot to re-do."

Again Charmian and the American exchanged glances.
"

I say, old chap," said Alston.
" You read Balzac, don't

you?
"
Of course. But what has that to do with the opera?

"

" Did you ever read that story of his about a painter who
was always striving to attain perfection, could never let a

picture alone, was for ever adding new touches, painting details

out and other details in? One day he called in his friends to

see his masterpiece. When they came they found a mere mess

of paint representing nothing."
"
Well?

"
said Claude, rather stiffly.

" You've got a splendid talent. I hope you're going to

trust it."

Claude said nothing, and Alston, in his easy, almost boyish,

way, glanced off to some other topic. But before he started

for England he said to Charmian:
" Do watch him a bit if you can, Mrs Charmian, for over-

elaboration. Don't let him work it to death, I mean, till all
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the spontaneity is gone. I believe that's a danger with him.

Somehow I think he lacks complete confidence in himself."
" You see it's the first time he has ever tried to do an

opera."
"

I know. It's natural enough. But do watch out for

over-elaboration."
"

I'll try to. But I have to be very careful with

Claude."
" How d'you mean exactly?

"

" He can be very reserved."
"
Yes, but you know how to take him. And—well—we

can't let the opera be anything but a big success, can

we? "

If Claude had heard that
" we "!

"
I say, shall we walk around the garden?

"
Alston added,

after a pause. "It isn't quite time to go, and I want to talk

over things before Claude comes down to see the last of me."
"
Yes, yes."

They went out, and descended the steps from the

terrace.
"

I wanted to tell you, Mrs Charmian, that I'm going to

bring Crayford over whatever happens, whether the opera's
done or not. There's heaps ready for him 1o judge by. And

you must read him the libretto."
"

I?
"
exclaimed Charmian, startled.

"
Yes, you. Study it up! Recite it to yourself. Learn

to give it all and more than its value. That libretto is going
to catch hold of Crayford right away, if you read it, and read

it well."

When she had recovered from her first shock of surprise

Charmian felt radiantly happy. She had something to do.

Alston, with his shrewd outlook, was bringing her a step farther

into this enterprise. He was right. She remembered Cray-
ford. A woman should read him the libretto, and in a decor—
swiftly her imagination began to work. The decor should be

perfection: and her gown!
"How clever of you to think of that, Alston!

"
she ex-

claimed.
"

I'll study as if I were going to be an actress."

"That's the proposition! By Jove, you and I understand
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each other over this. I know Crayford by heart. We've got
to what the French call Mouir him when we get him here.

We must play upon him with the scenery proposition; what he
can do in the way of wonderful new stage effects. When
we've got him thoroughly worked up over the libretto and the

scenery prop., we'll begin to let him hear the music, but not a

moment before. We can't be too careful, Mrs Charmian.

Crayford's a man who doesn't start going in a hurry on newly-
laid rails. He wants to test every sleeper pretty nearly.
But once get him going, and the evening express from New
York City to Chicago isn't in it with him. Now you and I have

got to get him started before ever he comes to old Claude. In

fact—"

He paused, put one finger to his firm round chin.
" But we can decide that a bit later on."

"That? What, Alston?"
"

I was going to say it might be as well to get Claude out

of the way for a day or two while we start on old Crayford here.

I suppose it could be managed somehow? "

"
Alston—"

Charmian stopped on the path between the

geraniums.
"
Anything can be managed that will help to

persuade Mr Crayford to accept Claude's opera."

"Right you are! That's talking! I'll think it all over

and let you know."

"Oh," she exclaimed. "How I wish the end of August
was here! You'll be in London. All your time will be filled

up. You'll be singing, being applauded, getting on. And I

have to sit here, and wait—wait."
"
You'll be studying the libretto."

"So I shall!"

She sent him a grateful look.
" What a good friend you are to us, Alston!

"
she said, and

there was heart at that moment in her voice.
" And haven't you been good friends to me? What about

the studio? What about the Prophet's Chamber? Wr

hy,

you've given me a sort of a home and family, you and old

Claude. I can tell you I've often felt lonesome in Europe,
I've often felt all in, right away from everybody, and my
Dad trying to starve me out, and all my people dead against
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what I was doing. Since I've known you, well, I've felt quite

bully in comparison with what it used to be. Claude's success

and yours, it's just going to be my success too. And that's al]

there is to it."

He wrung her hand and shouted for Claude.

It was nearly time for him to go.



CHAPTER XXVI

JERNINGTON,

after sending to Claude several anxious and

indeed almost deplorable letters, pleading to be let off his

bargain by telegram, arrived in Algiers in the middle of the

following July, with a great deal of fuss and very little luggage.
The Heaths welcomed him warmly.

Although he was a native of Suffolk, and had only spent
a year in Germany, he succeeded in looking almost exactly
like a German student. Rather large and bulky, he had a

quite hairless face, very fair, with Teutonic features, and a

high forehead, above which the pale hair of his head was

cropped like the coat of a newly-singed horse. His eyes were

pale blue, introspective and romantic. At the back of his

neck, just above his low collar, appeared a neat little roll of

white flesh. Charmian thought he looked as if he had once,

consenting, been gently boiled. A flowing blue tie, freely

peppered with ample white spots, gave a Bohemian touch to

his pleasant and innocent appearance. He was dressed for

cool weather in England, and wore boots with square toes

and elastic sides.

In his special line he was a man of extraordinary talent.

He had intended to be a composer, but had little faculty
for original work. His knowledge of composition, nevertheless,

was enormous, and he was the best orchestral
"
coach

"
in

England.
His heart was in his work. His devotion to a clever pupil

knew no limits. And he considered Claude the cleverest

pupil he had ever taught.

Charmian, therefore, accepted him with enthusiasm—
boots, tie, little roll of white flesh, the whole of him.

He settled down with them in Mustapha, once he had been

conveyed into the house, as comfortably as a cat in front of

whom, with every tender precaution, has been placed a bowl

of rich milk. In a couple of days it seemed as if he had always
been there.

316
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Charmian did not see very much of him. The two men
toiled with diligence despite the great heat which lay over

the land. They began early in the morning before the sun

was high, rested and slept in the middle of the day, resumed

work about five, and, with an interval for dinner, went on till

late in the night.

The English Colony had long since broken up. Only the

British Vice-Consul and his wife remained, and they lived a

good way out in the country. Since May few people had

come to disturb the peace of Djenan-el-Maqui. Charmian

dwelt in a strange and sun-smitten isolation. She was very
much alone. Only now and then some French acquaintance
would call to see her and sit with her for a little while at

evening in the garden, or in the courtyard of the fountain.

The beauty, the fierce romance of this land, sometimes

excited her spirit. Sometimes, with fiery hands, it lulled

her into a condition almcst of apathy. She listened to the

fountain, she looked at the sea which was always blue, and

she felt almost as if some part of her nature had fallen away ,

from her, leaving her vague and fragmentary, a Charmian

lacking some virtue, or vice, that had formerly been hers and
had made her salient. But this apathy did not last long.

The sound of Jernington's strangely German voice talking

loudly above would disturb it, perhaps, or the noise of chords

or passages powerfully struck upon the piano. And immedi-

ately the child was with her again, she was busy thinking,

planning, hoping, longing, concentrated on the future of

the child.

She had studied the libretto minutely, had practised read-

ing it aloud. It was of course written in French, and she

found a clever woman, retired from a theatrical career in

Paris, Madame Th^nant, who gave her lessons in elocution,

and who finally said that she read the libretto assez bien.

This from Madame Thenant, who had played Dowagers at the

Com£die Francaise, was a high compliment. Charmian felt

that she was ready to make an effect on Jacob Crayford. She

was in active correspondence with Alston Lake, who was
still in London, and who had had greater success than before.

From him she knew that Crayford was in town, and would
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take his usual
" cure

"
in August at Divonne-les-Bains.

Lake had
"
begun upon him "

warily, but had not yet even

hinted at the visit to Africa. After his
"
cure

'

Crayford

proposed making a motor tour. He thought nothing of

running all over Europe in his car. Lake was going presently

to speak of the perfect surfaces of the Algerian roads,
"
the

best way perhaps of getting him to go to Algeria." He still

wanted operas
"
badly," and had asked after the Heaths

directly he arrived in London. Lake had replied that Claude

was finishing off an opera. Was he? Where? Alston had

evaded the question, giving the impression that Claude wished

to remain hidden away. Thereupon Crayford had asked

after Charmian, and had been informed that of course she was

with her husband. Turtle doves, eh? Crayford had dropped
the subject, but had eventually returned to it again in a

casual way. Had Lake heard the opera? Some of it. Did

it seem any good? Lake had not expressed an opinion. He
had shrewdly made rather a mystery of the whole thing.

This, as he expected, had put Crayford on the alert. Since

the success of Jacques Sennier he saw the hand of his rival,
" The Metropolitan," everywhere, like the giant hand of one

of the great Trusts. Lake's air of mystery had evidently

made him suspect that Claude had some reason for keeping

away and making a sort of secret of what he was doing.

Finally he had inquired point blank whether any one was
"
after young Heath's opera." Lake could not say anything

as to that.
"
Why don't he write in Europe anyway, where

folk could get at him if they wanted to?
" had been the next

question. Lake's answer had rather indicated that the com-

poser was very glad to have a good stretch of ocean between

himself and any
"
folk

" who might want to get at him.

This was the point at which the Lake correspondence with

Charmian stood in the first week of August. His last letter

lay on her knee one afternoon, as she sat in a hidden nook at

the bottom of the garden, with delicate bamboos rustling in a

warm south wind about her.

Claude knew nothing of this exchange of letters, of all the

planning and plotting. It was all for him. Some day, when
the result was success, he should be told everything, unless
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by that time it was too late, and the steps to success were

all forgotten. Charmian did nothing to disturb him. She

wished him to be obsessed by the work, to do it now merely for

its own sake. The result of his labours would probably be

better if that were so. If Crayford did come—and he must

come ! Charmian was willing it every day—his coming would

be a surprise to Claude, and would seem to be a surprise to

Charmian. She would get rid of Claude for a few days when

Lake forewarned her that their arrival was imminent ;
would

persuade him to take a little holiday, to go, perhaps, up into

the cork woods to Hammam R'rirha. He was very pale, had

dark circles beneath his eyes. The incessant work was be-

ginning to tell upon him severely. Charmian saw that. But

how could she beg him to rest now, when Jernington had

come out, when it was so vital to their interests that the opera

should be finished as soon as possible! Besides, she was

certain that even if she spoke Claude would not listen to her.

Jernington, so he said, always gave him an impetus, always
excited him. It was a keen pleasure to show a man of such

deep knowledge what he had been doing, a keener pleasure

still when he approved, when he said, in his German voice,
"
That goes!

" And they had been trying over passages

with instrumentalists who had been
"
unearthed," as Jerning-

ton expressed it, in Algiers. They had got hold of a horn

player, had found another man who played the clarinet, the

violin, and a third instrument.

In fact they were living for, and in, the opera. And

Charmian, devoured by her secret ambition, had no heart to

play a careful wile's part. She had the will to urge her man
on. She had no will to hold him back. Afterwards he could

rest, he should rest—on the bed of his laurels.

She smiled now when she thought of that.

Presently she felt that some one was approaching her. She

looked up and saw Jernington coming down the path, wiping
his pale forehead with a silk handkerchief in which various

colours seemed fortuitously combined.
"

Is the work over?
"
she cried out to him.

He threw up one square-nailed while hand.
" No. But for once he has got a passage all wrong.
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I have left him to correct it. He kicked me out in

fact!"

Jernington threw back his head and laughed gutturally.
His laugh always contradicted his eyes. They were romantic,

but his laugh was prosaic.

He sat down by Charmian and put his hands on his knees.

One still grasped the handkerchief.
" Dear Mr Jernington, tell me! "

she said.
" You know

so much. Claude says your knowledge is extraordinary.
Isn't the opera fine?

"

Now Jernington was a specialist, and he was one of those

men who cannot detach their minds from the subject in

which they specialize in order to take a broad view. His

vision was extraordinarily acute, but it was strictly limited.

When Charmian spoke of the opera he believed he was thinking
of the opera as a whole, whereas he was in reality only think-

ing about the orchestration of it.

"It is superb!" he replied enthusiastically. "Never
before have I had a pupil with such talent as your husband."

With a rapid movement he put one hand to the back of his

neck and softly rubbed his little roll of white flesh.
" He has an instinct for orchestration such as I have found

in no one else. Now, for example—"

He flung himself into depths of orchestral knowledge,

dragging Charmian with him. She was happily engulfed.

When they emerged in about half an hour's time she again

threw out a lure for general praise.
" Then you really admire the opera as a whole? You

think it undoubtedly fine, don't you?
"

Jernington wiped his perspiring face, his forehead, and,

finally, his whole head and neck, manipulating the huge
handkerchief in a masterly manner almost worthy of an

expensive conjurer.

"It is superb. When it is given, when the world knows

that the great Heath studied with me—well, I shall have to

take a studio as large as the Albert Hall, there will be such a

rush of pupils. Do you know that his employment of the

oboe in combination with the flute, the strings being divided—"

And once more he plunged down into the depths of
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orchestral knowledge taking Charmian with him. He quoted

Prout, he quoted Vincent d'Indy; he minutely compared

passages in Elgar's second symphony with passages in

Tchaikovsky's fifth symphony; he dissected the delicate

orchestral effects in Debussy's
"
Nuages

' and '

Fete

Nocturne," compared the modern French methods in

orchestration with Richard Strauss's gigantic, and sometimes

monstrous combinations. But again and again he returned

to his pupil, Claude. As he talked his enthusiasm mounted.

The little roll of flesh trembled as he emphatically moved his

head. His voice grew harsher, more German. He untied

and reknotted his flowing cravat, pulled up his boots with

elastic sides, thrust his cuffs, which were not attached to his

shirt, violently out of sight up his plump arms.

Charmian could not doubt his admiration for the opera.
It was expressed in a manner peculiar to Jernington that

became almost epileptic, but it was undoubtedly sincere.

When he left her and went back to Claude's workroom she

was glowing with pride and happiness.
"That funny old thing knows!" she thought. "He

knows!
"

Jernington was usually called an old thing, although he

was not yet forty.

His departure was due about the 20th of August, but when
that day drew near Claude begged him to stay on till the end of

the month. Charmian was secretly dismayed. She had news
from Lake that his campaign on Claude's behalf had every

prospect of success. Crayford was now at Divonne-les-Bains,

but had invited Lake to join him in a motor tour as soon as

his
"
cure

"—by no means a severe one—was over.
1

That tour, Mrs Charmian, as I'm a living man with good

prospects, will end on the quay at Marseilles, and start again
on the quay at Algiers. Crayford has tried to bring off a

fresh deal with Sennier, but been beaten off by the pierrot in

petticoats, as he calls the great Henriette. She asked for the

earth, and all the planets and constellations besides. Now
they are at daggers drawn. That's bully for us. Take out

your bottom dollar, and bet it that I bring him over before

September is ten days old."
21
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September—yes. But Lake was impulsive. He might

hurry things, might arrive with the impresario sooner.

Jernington must not be at Djenan-el-Maqui when he arrived.

If Claude were found studying with a sort of professor Cray-
ford would certainly get a wrong impression. It might just
make the difference between the success of the great plan and
its failure. Claude must present himself, or be presented by
Lake as a master, not as a pupil.

She must get rid of old Jernington as soon as possible.

But it now became alarmingly manifest that old Jernington
was in no hurry to go. He was one of those persons who
arrive with great difficulty, but who find an even greater

difficulty in bringing themselves to the point of departure.
Never having been out of Europe before, it seemed that he

was not unwilling to end his days in a tropical exile. He
"

felt
"
the heat terribly, but professed to like it, was charmed

with the villa and the comfort of the life, and
"
really had no

need to hurry away
" now that he had definitely relinquished

his annual holiday at Bury St Edmunds.
As Claude wished him to stay on, and had no suspicion

that any plan was in the wind, Charmian found herself in a

difficult position as the days went by and the end of August
drew near. Her imagination revolved about all sorts of

preposterous means for getting rid of the poor fellow, whom
she honestly liked, and to whom she was grateful for his

enthusiastic labours. She thought of making a hole in his

mosquito net, to permit the entry of those marauders whom
he dreaded; of casually mentioning that there had been cases

suspiciously resembling Asiatic cholera in the Casbah of

Algiers; of pretending to fall ill and saying that Claude must
take her away for a change ; even of getting Alston Lake to

send a telegram to Jernington saying that his presence was

urgently demanded in his native Suffolk. Had he a mother?

Till now Charmian had never thought of probing into Jerning-
ton's family affairs. When, driven by stress of circumstances,

she began to do so, she found that his mother had died almost

before he was born. Indeed, his relatives seemed to be as

few in number as they were robust in constitution.

She dismissed the idea of the telegram. She even said
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to herself that of course she had never entertained it. But

what was she to do ?

She tried to be a little cold to Jernington, thinking it might
be possible to convey to him subtly the idea that perhaps his

visit had lasted long enough, that his hostess had other plans
in which his presence was not included.

But Jernington was conscious of no subtleties except those

connected with the employment of musical instruments.

And Charmian found it almost impossible to be glacial to such

a simple and warm-hearted creature. His very boots seemed

to claim her cordiality with their unabashed elastic sides.

The way in which he pushed his cuffs out of sight appealed
to the goodness of her heart, although it displeased her

aesthetic sense. She had to recognize the fact that old

Jernington was one of those tiresome people you cannot be

unkind to.

Nevertheless she must get him out of the house and out of

Africa.

If he stuck to the plan of leaving them at the end of August
there would probably be no need of diplomacy, or of forcible

ejection; but it had become obvious to Charmian that the

last thing old Jernington was capable of doing was just that

sticking to a plan.
" Do you mean to sail on the Marshal Bugeaud or the

Ville d'Alger ?
"

she asked him.
"

I wonder," he replied artlessly.
"
In my idea Berlioz

was not really the founder of modern orchestration as some
have asserted. Your husband and I—"

She could not stop him. She began to feel almost as if

she hated the delicious orchestral family. Jernington had a

special passion for the oboe. Charmian found herself absurdly

feeling towards that rustic and Arcadian charmer an enmity
such as she had scarcely ever experienced towards a human

being. One night she spoke unkindly, almost with a warmth
of malignity, about the oboe. Jernington sprang amorously
to its defence. She tried to quarrel with him, but was dis-

armed by his fidelity to the object of his affections. She was
too much a woman to rail against fidelity.

The 30th of August arrived. In the afternoon of
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that day she received the following telegram from Alston

Lake:

"
Crayford and I start motor trip to-morrow he thinks

Germany have no fear all right Marseilles or I Dutchman—
Lake "

As she read this telegram Charmian knew that the two men
would come to Algiers. She believed in Alston Lake. He
had an extraordinary faculty for carrying things through ;

and

Crayford was fond of him. Crayford had been kind, generous

to the boy, and loved him as a man may love his own good
action. Lake, as he had said in private to Charmian, could
"
do a lot with dear old Crayford."
He would certainly bring Crayford to Mustapha. Old

Jernington must go.

The 31st of August dawned and began to fade.

Charmian felt desperate. She resolved to tackle Claude in

the matter. Old Jernington would never understand unless

she said to him,
" Go! For Heaven's sake, go!

" And even

then he would probably think that she was saying the reverse

of what she meant, in an effort after that type of playful

humour which, for all she knew, perhaps still prevailed in his

native Suffolk. She had bent Claude to her purposes before.

She must bend him to her purpose now.
"
Claudie," she said,

"
you know what an old dear I think

Jernington, don't you?
"

Claude looked up at her with rather searching eyes. She

had come into his workroom at sunset. All day she had

been considering what would be the best thing to do. Old

Jernington was strolling in the garden smoking a very German

pipe after having been
"
at it

"
for many hours.

w
Jernington?

"

"
Yes, old Jernington."

" Of course he's an excellent fellow. What about him? "

She sat down delicately. She was looking very calm, and

her movement was very quiet.
"
Well, I'm beginning almost to hate him!

"
she remarked

quietly.
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" What do you mean, Charmian?
"

"
If I tell you are you going to get angry?

"

"
Why should I get angry?

"

" You are looking very fierce."

He altered his expression.
"

It's the work," he muttered.
" When one grinds as I

do one does feel fierce."
"
That's why I'm beginning to—well, love Mr Jernington

a little less than I used to. He's almost killing you."

"Jernington!
"

"
Yes. It's got to stop."

Her voice and manner had quite changed. She spoke now
with earnest and very serious decision.

"What?"
" The work, Claude. I've seen for some time that unless

you take a short holiday you are going to break down."
"
Well, but you have always encouraged me to work!

"

She noticed a faint suspicion in his expression and voice.
"

I know. I've been too eager, too keen on the opera. I

haven't realized what a strain you are going through. But—
it's just like a woman, I'm afraid!—now I see another urging

you on, I see plainly. It may be jealousy
—"

" You jealous of old Jernington!
"

"
I believe I am a tiny bit. But, apart really from that,

you are looking dreadful these last few days. When you
asked Jernington to prolong his visit I was horrified. You see,

he's come to it all fresh. And then he's not creating. That's

the tiring work. It's all very well helping and criticizing."
"
That's very true," Claude said.

He sighed heavily. She had told him that he was very

tired, and he felt that he was very tired.
"

It is a great strain," he added.
"

Is has got to stop, Claude."

There was a little silence. Then she said:
"
These extra months have made a great difference,

haven't they?
"

"
Enormous."

"
You've got on very far?

"

"
Farther than I had thought would be possible."
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Her heart bounded. But she only said:
"
There's a boat to Marseilles the day after to-morrow.

Old Jernington is going by it."
"
Oh, but Charmian, we can't pack the dear old fellow—"

" The dear old fellow is going by that boat, Claudie."
" But what a tyrant you are!

"

" I've been selfish. My keenness about your work has

blinded me. Jernington has made me see. We've been two

slave-drivers. It can't go on. If he could stay and be dif-

ferent—but he can't. He's a marvel of learning, but he has

only one subject
—orchestration. You've got to forget that

for a little. So Jernington must go. Dear old boy! When
I see your pale cheeks and your burning eyes I—I—"

Tears came into her eyes. From beneath the trickster the

woman arose. Her own words touched her suddenly, made
her understand how Claude had sacrificed himself to his work,

and so to her ambition. She got up and turned away.
" Old Jernington shall go by the Marichal Bugeaud," she

said, in a voice that slightly shook.

And by the Marshal Bugeaud old Jernington did go.

So ingeniously did Charmian manage things that he be-

lieved he went of his own accord, indeed that it had been

his
"
idea

"
to go. She told Claude to leave it to her and not

to say one word. Then she went to Jernington, and began to

talk of his extraordinary influence over her husband. He
soon pulled at his boots, thrust his cuffs up his arms, and

showed other unmistakable symptoms of gratification.
" You can do anything with him," she said presently.

"
I

wish I could."

Jernington protested with guttural exclamations.
"
He's killing himself," she resumed.

" And I have to sit

by and see it, and say nothing."
"
Killing himself !

"

Jernington, who believed in women, was shocked.
" With overwork. He's on the verge of a complete break-

down. And it's you, Mr Jernington, it's all you!
"

Jernington was more than shocked. His gratification had

vanished. A piteous, almost a guilty expression, came into

his large fair face.
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"
Ach! "

he exclaimed.
" What have I done?

"

"
Oh, it's not your fault. But Claude almost worships you.

He thinks there is no one like you. He's afraid to lose a

moment of time while you are with him. Your learning, your
enthusiasm excite him till he's beside himself. He can't rest

with such a worker as you in the house, and no wonder. You
are an inspiration to him. Who could rest with such an in-

fluence near? What are we to do ? Unless he has a complete

holiday he is going to break completely down. Do watch

him to-day! Notice! See for yourself!
"

Jernington, much impressed
—for Charmian 's despair had

been very definite indeed,
"
olographic in type," as she

acknowledged to herself—did notice, did see for himself, and

inquired innocently of Charmian what was to be done.
"

I leave that to you," she answered, fixing her eyes
almost hypnotically upon him.

Secretly she was willing him to go. She was saying in her

mind: "Go! Go! Go!
"
was striving to

"
suggestion

"
him.

"
Perhaps

—"
he paused, and pulled his cuffs down over

his large, pale hands.
"
Yes?

"

'

Perhaps I had better take him away for a little holiday."
She could have slapped him. But she only said eagerly:

"To England, you mean! Why not? There's a boat

going the day after to-morrow at noon, the Marshal Bugeaud.
Don't say a word to Claude. But take your passage on her

and leave the rest to me. I know how to manage Claude.

And if I get a little help from you!
"

Old Jernington took his passage on the Marechal Bugeaud
and left the rest to Charmian, with this result. Late the

next night, when they were all going to bed, she whispered to

him,
"
I've put a note in your room. Don't say a word to

him!
'

She touched her lips. Much intrigued by all this

feminine diplomacy Jernington went to his room, and found

the following note under a candlestick. (Charmian had a

sense of the dramatic.)

" Dear Mr Jernington,—Claude won't go. It's no use for

me to say anything. He is in a highly nervous state brought
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on by this overwork. I see the only thing is to let him have

his own way in everything. Don't even mention that we had

thought of this holiday in England. The least thing excites

him. And as he won't go, what is the use of speaking of it?

If I can get him to join you later well and good. For the

moment we can only give in and be discreet. You have been

such a dear to us both. The house will seem quite different

without you. Not a word to Claude. Burn this !

"C.H."

And old Jernington burnt it in the flame of the candle, and
went away alone on the Marshal Bugeaud the next morning,
with apologies to Claude.

The house did seem to Charmian quite different without

him.



CHAPTER XXVII

TWO days later, on the 4th of September, Charmian had

got rid of Claude as well as of old Jernington, and, in a

condition of expectation that was tinged agreeably with

triumph, was awaiting the arrival of important visitors.

She had received a telegram from Lake :

11 Have got him into the Chateaux country going on to

Orange hope on hope ever—Alston
"

And she knew that the fateful motor would inevitably
find its way to the quay at Marseilles.

She had had no difficulty in persuading Claude to go.

When Jernington had departed Claude felt as if a strong prop
had suddenly been knocked from under him, as if he might

collapse. He could not work. Yet he felt as if in the little

house which had seen his work he could not rest.
' Go away," Charmian said to him.

" Take a couple of

weeks' complete holiday."
" Where shall we go?

"

" But I am not going."
He looked surprised. But she noticed that he did not look

displeased. Nevertheless, thinking of the future and remem-

bering Alston Lake's advice, she continued:
" You need a complete change of people as well as of place.

Is there anyone left in Algiers?
"

"
If you don't come," he interrupted her quickly,

"
I'd

much rather go quite alone. It will rest me much more."

She saw by the look in his eyes that this sudden prospect
of loneliness appealed to him strongly. He moved his

shoulders, stretched out his arms.
"
Yes, it will do me good. You are right, Charmian. It

is sweet of you to think for me as you do."

And he bent down and kissed her.

329
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Then he hurried to his room, packed a very small trunk,
and took the first train, as she had suggested, to Hammam
R'rirha.

"
If you move from there mind you let me know your

address," she said, as he was starting.
" Of course."
"

I want always to know just where you are."
"
Of course I shall let you know. But I think I shall stay

quietly at Hammam R'rirha."

Charmian had been alone for five days when another

telegram came :

"
Starting to-morrow for Algiers by the Timgad Hurrah

—Alston "

She read that telegram again and again. She even read

it aloud. Then she hurried to her room to get her copy of

the libretto. Two days and they would be here! Her heart

danced, sang. Everything was going well, more than well.

The omens were good. She saw in them a tendency. Success

was in the air. She did not doubt, she would not doubt, that

Crayford's coming meant his eventual acceptance of the opera.

The combination of Alston and herself was a strong one.

They knew their own minds ; they were both enthusiasts ; they
both had strong wills. Crayford was devoted to his protege, and

he admired her. She had seen admiration in his eyes the first

time they had looked at her. Madame Sennier had surely

never worked for her husband more strenuously and more effec-

tively than she, Charmian, had worked for Claude; and she

would work more strenuously, more effectively, during the

next few days. The libretto ! She snatched it up and sat down
once more to study it. But she could not sit still, and she took

it down with her into the garden. There she paced up and

down, reading it aloud, reciting the strongest passages in it

without looking at the words. She nearly knew the whole of

it by heart.

When the day came on which the Timgad was"*due she

was in a fever of excitement. She went about the little house

re-arranging the furniture, putting flowers in all the vases. Of
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course Mr Crayford and Alston would stay at an hotel. But

no doubt they would spend a good deal of time at the villa.

She would insist on their dining with her that night.
"
Jeanne! Jeanne!

"

She hurried towards the kitchen. It occurred to her that

she was not supposed to know that the two men were coming.

Oh, but of course, when he found them there, Claude would

understand that naturally Alston had telegraphed from Mar-

seilles. So she took la grande Jeanne into her confidence with-

out a scruple. They must have a perfect little dinner, a dinner

for three such as had never yet been prepared in Mustapha !

She and Jeanne were together for more than an hour.

Afterwards she went out to watch for the steamer from a point
of vantage on the Boulevard Bleu. Just after one o'clock she

saw it gliding towards the harbour over the glassy sea. Then

she went slowly home in the glaring heat, rested, put on a white

gown, very simple but quite charming, and a large white

hat, and went out into the Arab court with a book to await

their arrival.

It was half-past four when a sound struck on her ears, a

loud and trembling chord, a buzz, the rattle of a
"
cut-out."

The blessed noises drew near. They were certainly in the

little by-road which led to the house. They ceased. She

did not move, but sat where she was with a fast-beating heart.
"
Well, this is a cute little snuggery and no mistake!

"

It was Crayford's voice in the court of the bougainvillea.

She bent her head and pored over her book. In a moment
Alston Lake's voice said, in French:

"
In the garden ! No, don't call her, Bibi, we will find her !

"

" Look well on the stage that boy!
"
said Crayford's voice.

" No mistake at all about its being picturesque over here."

Then the two men came in sight in the sunshine. In-

stantly Alston said, as he took off his Panama hat:
11 You got my wire from Marseilles, Mrs Charmian?

"

"
Oh, yes, I was expecting you! But I didn't know when.

Mr Crayford, how kind of you to come over here in September!
No one ever does."

She had got up rather languidly and was holding out her

hand.
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"
Guess it's the proper time to come," said Crayford,,

squeezing her hand with his dried-up palm.
"
See a bit of the-

real thing! I don't believe in tourist seasons at all. Tourists;

always choose the wrong time, seems to me."

By the look in his eyes as he glanced around him Charmian

saw that he was under the spell of Djenan-el-Maqui.
" You must have tea, iced drinks, whatever you like," she?

said.
" I'm all alone—as you see."

" What's that?
"

said Crayford.
"
My husband is away."

Crayford's lips pursed themselves. For a moment he

looked like a man who finds he has been
"
had." In that

moment Charmian knew that his real reason in
"
running

over
"

to North Africa had certainly been the opera. She

did not suppose he had acknowledged this to Lake, or ever

would acknowledge it to anyone. But she was quite certain

of it.

"
Gone to England?

"
asked Crayford, carelessly.

"
Oh, no. He's been working too hard, and run away by

himself for a little holiday to a place near here, Hammam
R'rirha. He'll be sorry to miss you. I know how busy you
always are, so I suppose you'll only stay a day or two."

Crayford's keen eyes suddenly fastened upon her.
"
Yes, I haven't too much time," he remarked drily.

They all sat down, and again Crayford looked around,

stretching out his short and muscular legs.
"
Cute, and no mistake!

"
he observed, with a sigh, as he

pulled at the tiny beard.
"
Think of living here now! Pity

I'm not a composer, eh, Alston?
"

He ended with a laugh.
" And what's your husband been up to, Mrs Heath?

"
he

continued, settling himself more comfortably in his big chair,

and pushing his white Homburg hat backwards to leave his

brown forehead bare to a tiny breeze which spoke softly, very

gently, of the sea.
"
You've been over here for a big bunch of

Sundays, Alston tells me, week-days too."
" Oh—" She seemed to be hesitating.

Alston's boyish eyes twinkled with appreciation.

Well, we came here—we wanted to be quiet."
<<
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" You've got out of sight of Broadway, that's certain."

Tea and iced drinks were brought out. They talked of

casual matters. The softness of late afternoon, warm, scented,

exotic, dreamed in the radiant air. And Crayford said:
"

It's cute! It's cute!
"

He had removed his hat now and almost lay back in his

chair. Presently he said:
" Seems to me years since I've rested like this, Alston!

"

"
I believe it is many years," said Lake, with a little satis-

fied laugh.
" I've never seen you do it before."

*
'Cepting the cure. And that don't amount to anything."

"
Stay and dine, won't you?

"
said Charmian. "If you're

not bored."
"
Bored!

"
said Crayford.

"
We'll dine just as we are. I'll go in and see the cook

about it."
"
Very good of you I'm sure," said Crayford.

'

But I

don't want to put you out."
" Where are you staying?

"

" The Excelsior," said Lake.

"Right down in the town. You must stay. It is cooler here."

She got up and went slowly into the house.
'

Stunning figure she's got and no mistake!
"

observed

Crayford, following her with his eyes.
" But I say, Alston,

what about this fellow Heath? Now I'm over here I ought
to have a look at what he's up to. She seemed to want to

avoid the subject, I thought. D'you think he's writing on

commission? Or perhaps someone's seen the music. The

Metropolitan crowd—"

They fell into a long discussion on opera prospects, during
which Alston Lake succeeded in giving Crayford an impression
that there might be some secret in connection with Claude

Heath's opera. This set the impresario bristling. He was

like a terrier at the opening of a rat-hole.

Charmian 's little dinner that night was perfect. Crayford
fell into a seraphic mood. Beneath his hard enterprise, his

fierce energies, his armour of business equipment, there was a

strain of romance of which he was half-ashamed, and which he

scarcely understood or was at ease with. That night it came
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rather near to the surface of him. As he stepped out into

the court to take coffee, with an excellent Havannah in

his mouth, as he saw the deep and limpid sky glittering

with strong, almost fierce stars, and farther fainter stars, he

heaved a long sigh.
"
Bully!

" he breathed.
"
Bully, and no mistake!

"

Exactly how it all came about Charmian did not remember

afterwards; Alston, she thought, must have prepared the way
with masterly ingenuity. Or perhaps she—no, she was not

conscious of having brought it about deliberately. The fact

was this. At ten o'clock that night, sitting with a light behind

her, Charmian began to read the libretto of the opera to the

two men who were smoking near the fountain.

It had seemed inevitable. The hour was propitious. They
were all

" worked up." The night, perhaps, played upon them
after la grande Jeanne had done her part. Crayford was ob-

viously in his softest, most receptive mood. Alston was ex-

pansive, was in a gloriously hopeful condition. The opera
was mentioned again. By whom? Surely by the hour or

the night ! It had to be mentioned, and inevitably was. Cray-
ford was sympathetic, spoke almost with emotion—a liqueur-

glass of excellent old brandy in his hand—of the young talented

ones who must bear the banner of art bravely before the coming

generations.
I love the young!

"
he said.

"
It is my proudest boast

to seek out and bring forward the young. Aren't it, Alston ?
'

Influenced perhaps by the satiny texture of the old brandy,
in combination with the scented and jewelled night, he spoke
as if he existed only for the benefit of the young, never thought
about money-making, or business propositions. Charmian

was touched. Alston also seemed moved. Claude was young.

Crayford spoke of him, of his talent. Charmian was no longer

evasive, though she honestly meant to be, thinking evasiveness

was "
the best way with Mr Crayford." How could she, burn-

ing with secret eagerness, be evasive after a perfect dinner,

when she saw the guest on whom all her hopes for the future

were centred giving himself up almost greedily to the soft

emotion which only comes on a night of nights?

The libretto was touched upon. Alston surely begged her
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to read it. Or did she offer to do so, induced and deliciously

betrayed into the definite by Alston? She and he were sup-

posed to be playing into each other's hands. But, in that

matter of the libretto, Charmian never was able to believe that

they did so. The whole thing seemed somehow to
' come

about of itself."

Sitting with her feet on a stool, which she very soon got rid

of, Charmian began to read, while Crayford luxuriously struck

a match and applied it to another cigar. At that moment
he was enjoying himself, as only an incessantly and almost

feverishly active man is able to in a rare interval of perfect

repose, when life and nature say to him "
Rest ! We have pre-

pared this dim hour of stars, scents, silence, warmth, wonder

for you!
" He was glad not to talk, glad to hear the sound of

a woman's agreeable voice.

Just at first, as Charmian read, his attention was inclined

to wander. The night was so vast, so starry and still, that—
as he afterwards said to himself—"

it took every bit of ginger
out of me." But Charmian had not studied with Madame
Thenant for nothing. This was an almost supreme moment
in her life, and she knew it. She might never have another

opportunity of influencing fate so strongly on Claude's behalf.

Madame Sennier's white face, set in the frame of an opera-box,
rose up before her. She took her feet off the stool—she was
no odalisque to be pampered with footstools and cushions—and
she let herself go.

Very late in the night Crayford's voice said:

"That's the best libretto since 'Carmen,' and I know

something about libretti."

Charmian had her reward. He added, after a minute:
" Your reading, Mrs Heath, was bully, simply bully!

"

Charmian was silent. Her eyes were full of tears. At
that moment she was incapable of speech. Alston Lake
cleared his throat.

'

Say," began Crayford, after a prolonged pause, during
which he seemed to be thinking profoundly, pulling incessantly
at his beard, and yielding to a strong attack of the tic which

sometimes afflicted him—"
say, can't you get that husband

of yours to come right back from wherever he is?
"
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With an effort, Charmian regained self-control.
"
Oh, yes, I could, of course. But—but I think he needs

the holiday he is taking badly."
" Been working hard has he, sweating over the music?

"

"
Yes."

"
Young 'uns must sweat if they're to get there. That's

all right. Aren't it, Alston?
"

"
Rather!

"

"
Can't you get him back?

"
continued Crayford.

The softness, the almost luxurious abandon of look and
manner was dropping away from him. The man who has
"
interests

" and who seldom forgets them for more than a

very few minutes, began to reappear.
"
Well, I might. But—why?

"

"
Don't he want to see his chum Alston?

"

"
Certainly; he always likes to see Mr Lake."

"Well then?"
" The only thing is he needs complete rest."
" And so do I, but d'you think I'm going to take it? Not

I! It's the resters get left. You might telegraph that to

your husband, and say it comes straight from me."

He got up from his chair, and threw away the stump of the

fourth cigar he had enjoyed that night.
" We've no room for resters in New York City."
"I'm sure you haven't. But my husband doesn't happen

to belong to New York City."

As they were leaving Djenan-el-Maqui, after Mr Crayford
had had a long drink, and while he was speaking to his chauffeur,

who had the bonnet of the car up, Alston Lake whispered to

Charmian :

"
Don't wire to old Claude. Keep it up. You are

masterly, quite masterly. Hulloa! anything wrong with the

car?
"

When they buzzed away Charmian stood for a moment
in the drive till silence fell. She was tired, but how happily
tired !

And to think that Claude knew nothing, nothing of it all!

Some day she would have to tell him how hard she had worked

for him! She opened her lips and drew into her lungs the
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warm air of the night. She was not a
"

rester." She would
not surely

"
get left."

Pierre yawned rather loudly behind her.

"Oh, Pierre!
"

she said, turning quickly, startled.
"

It

is terribly late. Stay in bed to-morrow. Don't get up early.

Bonne nuit."
"
Bonne nuit, madame."

On the following day she received a note from Alston.

" Dear Mrs Charmian,—You are a wonder. No one on

earth could have managed him better. You might have

known him from the cradle—yours, of course, not his! I'm

taking him around to-day. He wants to go to Djenan-el-

Maqui, I can see that. But I'm keeping him off it. Lie low

and mum's the word as to Claude.—Your fellow conspirator,
V Alston "

It was difficult to
"

lie low." But she obeyed and spent
the long day alone. No one came to see her. Towards even-

ing she felt deserted, presently even strangely depressed. As
she dined, as she sat out afterwards in the court with Caroline

reposing on her skirt in a curved attitude of supreme content-

ment, she recalled the excitement and emotion of the preceding

night. She had read well. She had done her part for Claude.

But if all her work had been useless? If all the ingenuity of

herself and Alston should be of no avail? If the opera should

never be produced, or should be produced and fail ? Perhaps
for the first time she strongly and deliberately imagined that

catastrophe. For so long now had the opera been the thing
that ruled in her life with Claude, for so long had everything
centred round it, been subservient to it, that Charmian could

scarcely conceive of life without it. She would be quite alone

with Claude. Now they were a menage a trots. She recalled

the beginnings of her married life. How fussy, how anxious,
how unstable they had been ! Now the current flowed strongly,

steadily, evenly. The river seemed to have a soul, to know
whither it was flowing.

Surely so much thought, care, labour and love could not be

bestowed on a thing in vain
; surely the opera, child of so many

22
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hopes, bearer of such a load of ambition, could not
"
go

down "? She tried to regain her strength of anticipation.
But all the evening she felt depressed. If only Alston would
come in for five minutes ! Perhaps he would. She looked at

the tiny watch which hung by her side at the end of a thin gold
chain. The hands pointed to half-past nine. He might come

yet. She listened. The night, one of a long succession of

marvellous African nights, was perfectly still. The servants

within the villa made no sound. Caroline heaved a faint sigh
and stirred, turning to push her long nose into a tempting fold

of Charmian's skirt. But, midway in her movement she paused,
lifted her head, stared at the darkness with her small yellow

eyes, and uttered a muffled bark which was like an inquiry.
Her nose was twitching.

" What is it, Caroline?
"

said Charmian.

She lifted the dog on to her knees.

"What is it?"

Caroline barked faintly again.
" Someone is coming," thought Charmian.

"
Alston is

coming."
Almost directly she heard the sound of wheels, and Caroline,

jumping down with her lopetty movement, delivered herself

up to a succession of calm barks. She was a gentle individual,

and never showed any great animation, even in such a crisis

as this. The sound of wheels ceased, and in a moment a voice

called :

"
Charmian! Where are you?

"

"Claude!"
She felt that her face grew hot, though she was alone, and

she had spoken the name to herself, for herself.

"I'm out here on the terrace!
"

She felt astonished, guilty. She had thought that he

would only come when she summoned him, perhaps to-morrow,

that he would learn by telegram of the arrival of Crayford and

Alston. Now she would have to tell him.

He came out into the court, looking very tall in the

night.
" Are you surprised?

"

He kissed her.
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u
Very! Very surprised!

"

"
I thought I had had enough holiday, that I would get

back. I only decided to-day, quite suddenly."
" Then didn't you enjoy your holiday?

"

"
I thought I was going to. I tried to. I even pretended

to myself that I was enjoying it very much. But it was all

subterfuge, I suppose, for to-day I found I must come back.

The fact is I can't keep away from the opera."
Charmian was conscious of a sharp pang. It felt like a

pang of jealousy.
" Have you had any dinner?

"
she asked, in a rather con-

strained voice.
"
Yes. I dined at Gruber's."

She wondered why, but she did not say so.
"

I nearly stayed the night in town. I felt—it seemed so

absurd my rushing back like this."

He ended with a little laugh.
" Who do you think is here?

"
she said.

"
Here?

"
"

He glanced round.
"

I mean in Algiers."
He looked at her with searching eyes.
" Someone we know well?

"

11 Two people."
"Tell me!

"

" No—guess!
"

"Women? Men?"
"
Men."

"
Sennier?

"

She shook her head.

"Max Elliot?"
"
No. One is—Alston Lake."

"
Alston? But why isn't he up here, then?

"

" He has brought someone with him."
" Whom? "

"
Jacob Crayford."

'

Crayford here? What has he come here for?
"

"
He's taking a holiday motoring."

" But to come to Algiers in summer! "
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" He goes everywhere, and can't choose his season. He's

far too busy."
"To be sure. Has he been to see you?

"

"
Yes; he dined here yesterday and stayed till past mid-

night. He wants to see you. I meant to telegraph to you
almost directly."

" Wants to see me?"
"
Yes. Claude, last night I read the libretto of the opera

to him and Alston."

He was silent. It was dark in the court. She could not

see his face clearly enough to know whether he was pleased or

displeased.

Do you mind? "

Why should I?"
j"

I think you sound as if you minded."
"
Well? What did Crayford think of it?

"

" He said,
'

It's the best libretto since " Carmen."
' "

"
It is a good libretto."

" He was enthusiastic. Claude
"—she put her hand on his

arm—"
he wants to hear your music."

" Has he said so?
"

"Not exactly; not in so many words ;
but he seemed very

much put out when he found you weren't here. And, after

he had heard the libretto, he suggested my telegraphing to

you to come straight back."
"
Funny I should have come without your telegraphing."

"
It almost seems—" She paused.

"What?"
" As if you had been led to come back of your own accord,

as if you had felt you ought to be here."
" Are you glad?

"
he said.

"
Yes, now."

" Did you mean—"

"
Claude," she said, taking a resolution,

"
I don't think it

would be wise for us to seem too eager about the opera with

Mr Crayford."
" But I have never even thought

—"

"
No, no. But now he's here, and thinks so much of the

libretto, and wants to see you, it would be absurd of us to
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pretend that he could not be of great use to us. I mean, to

pretend to ourselves. Of course if he would take it it would be

too splendid."
" He never will."
"
Why not? Covent Garden took Sennier's opera."

" I'm not a Sennier unfortunately."
" What a pity it is you have not more belief in yourself!

"

she exclaimed, almost angrily.

She felt at that moment as if his lack of self-confidence might
ruin their prospects.

"
Oh, Claude," she continued in the same almost angry

voice,
"
do pluck up a little belief in your own talent, otherwise

how can—"

She pulled herself up sharply.
"

I can't help being angry," she continued.
"

I believe in

you so much, and then you speak like this."

Suddenly she burst into tears. Her depression culminated

in this breakdown, which surprised her as much as it astonished

Claude.
"
My nerves have been on edge all day," she said, or,

rather, sobbed.
"

I don't know why."
But even as she spoke she did know why. The strain of

secret ambition was beginning to tell upon her. She was

perpetually hiding something, was perpetually waiting, desir-

ing, thinking,
" How much longer?

" And she had not Susan

Fleet's wonderful serenity. And then she could not forget

Claude's remark,
"

I can't keep away from the opera." It

ought to have pleased her, perhaps, but it had wounded her.
" I'm a fool!

"
she said, wiping her eyes.

"
I'm strung up;

not myself."
Claude put his arm round her gently.
"

I understand that my attitude about my work must often

be very aggravating," he said.
" But—"

He stopped, said nothing more.
"
Let us believe in the opera," she exclaimed—"

your own
child. Then others will believe in it, too. Alston does."

She looked up at him with the tears still shining in her

eyes.
" And Jacob Crayford shall."
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After a moment she added:
"

If only you leave him to me and don't spoil things."
" How could I spoil my own music? " he asked.

But she only answered:
"
Oh, Claude, there are things you don't understand!

"



CHAPTER XXVIII

"PO the darned Tester's come back, has he?
"

v3 Crayford was the speaker. Dressed in a very thin

suit, with a yellow linen coat on his arm, a pair of goggles in one

hand, and a huge silver cigar-case,
"
suitably inscribed," in the

other, he had just come into the smoking-room of the Excelsior

Hotel.
"
They gave you the note, then?

"
said Alston.

"Yah!"

Crayford laid the coat down, opened the cigar-case, and

took out a huge Havannah.
"

I guess we'll let the car wait a bit, Alston," he said,

lighting up.
"
Of course she telegraphed him to come."

" I'm quite sure she didn't," said Alston emphatically.
"
Think I can't see?

"
observed Crayford drily.

He sat down and crossed his legs.

"No. But even you can't see what isn't."
"
There's not much that is this eye don't light on. The

little lady up at Djen-anne-whatever you may call it is follow-

ing up a spoor; and I'm the big game at the end of it. She's

out to bring me down, my boy. Well, that's all right, only
don't you two take me for too much of an innocent little thing,

that's all."

Alston said nothing, and maintained a cheerful and imper-
turbable expression.

"
She's brought the rester back so as not to miss the oppor-

tunity of his life. Now I'll tell you what I'm going to do. I'm

going right up to Djen-anne. I'm going to take the rester by
myself, and I'm just going to hear that darned opera; and
neither the little lady nor you's going to get a look in. This is

up to me, and you'll just keep right out of it. See?
"

He turned the cigar in his mouth, and his tic suddenly
became very apparent.

" And what am I to do?
"
asked Alston.

343
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" When I get to Djen-anne, I'll open out at once, come

right to business. You stop here. As likely as not the little

lady'll come back in the car to take you for a spin. If she

does, keep her out till late. You can tell her a good bit

depends on it."
"
Very well."

"
Happen she'll dine with you?

"
threw out Crayford,

always with the same half-humorous dryness.
" Do you mean that you wish me to try and keep Mrs

Heath to dinner?
"

said Alston, with bland formality.
"
She might cheer you up. You might cheer each other

up.
At this point in the conversation Crayford allowed a faint

smile to distort slightly one corner of his mouth.

Charmian did come down from Mustapha in Crayford's

big yellow car. She was in a state of great excitement.

"Oh, Alston!" she exclaimed, "where are we going?
What a man he is when it comes to business! He simply

packed me off. I have never been treated in such a way
before. We've got hours and hours to fill up somehow. I

feel almost as if I were waiting to be told on what day I am
to be guillotined, like a French criminal. How will Claude

get on with him? Just think of those two shut in together!
"

As Alston got into the car she repeated :

" Where are we going?
"

"
Allez au Diable!

"
said Alston to Crayford's chauffeur,

who was a Frenchman.
"
Bien, m'sieu!

"

" And—"
Alston pulled out his watch.

" You must
take at least seven hours to get there."

"
Tres bien, m'sieu."

"
That's a cute fellow," said Alston to Charmian, as they

drove off.
" Knows how to time things!

"

It was evening when they returned to the hotel, dusty and

tired.
"
You'll dine with me, Mrs Charmian!

"
said Alston.

11

Oh, no; I must go home now. I can't wait any longer."
"
Better dine with me."

She took off her big motor veil, and looked at him.
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< <

««

Did Mr Crayford say I was to dine with you?
'

No. But he evidently thought it would be a suitable

arrangement."
" But what will people think?

"

What they always do, I suppose."

Yes, but what's that?"

I've wondered for years!
"

He held out his big hand. Charmian yielded and got out

of the car.

At ten o'clock Crayford had not reappeared, and she

insisted on returning home.
"

I can't stay out all night even for an impresario," she

said.

Alston agreed, and they went out to the front door to get

a carriage.
"
Of course I'll see you home, Mrs Charmian."

"
Yes, you may."

As they drove off she exclaimed :

"
That man really is a terror, Alston, or should I say a

holy terror? Do you know, I feel almost guilty in daring to

venture back to my own house."
"
Maybe we'll meet him on the way up."

"
If we do be sure you stop the carriage."

" But if he doesn't stop his?
"

" Then I'll stop it. Keep a sharp look-out. I'm tired,

but oh! I do feel so excited. You look out all the time on

your side, and I'll do the same on mine."
"
Well, but we meet everything on the—"

" Never mind! Oh, don't be practical at such a moment!
He might pass us on any side."

Alston laughed and obeyed her mandate.

They were a long way up the hill, and were near to the

church of the Holy Trinity when Charmian cried out :

"
There's a carriage coming. I believe he's in it."

"Why?"
"
Because I do! Be ready to stop him."

"
Gee ! He is in it ! Hi ! Mr Crayford ! Crayford !

"

Charmian, leaning quickly forward, gave their astonished

coachman a violent push in the small of his back.
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"Stop! Stop!"
He pulled up the horses with a jerk.

"Hello!" said Crayford.
He took off his hat.
"
Goin' home to roost?

"
he added to Charmian.

"
If you have no objection," she answered, with a pretence

of dignity.

They looked at one another in the soft darkness which was
Hummed by the lamps of the two carriages. Crayford, as

usual, was smoking a big cigar.
" Have you dined?

"
said Alston.

" Not yet."
" Have you—" Charmian began, and paused.

" Have

you been hearing the opera all this time?
"

" Yaw."
He blew out a smoke ring.
"
Hearing it and talking things over."

Her heart leaped with hope and with expectation.
" Then you—then I suppose

—"

"
See here, little lady," said Crayford.

"
I'm not feeling

quite as full as I should like. I think I'll be getting home

along. Your husband will tell you things, I've no doubt.

Want Lake to see you in, do you?
"

"No. I'm almost there."
" Then what do you say to his coming back with me? "

"Of course. Good-night, Mr Lake. No, no! I don't

want you really! All the coachmen know me here, and
I them. I've driven alone dozens of times. Good-night.

Good-night, Mr Crayford."
She almost pushed Alston out of the carriage in her excite-

ment. She was now burning with impatience to be with

Claude.
"
Good-night, good-night!

"
she called, waving her hands

as the horses moved forward.
"
She's a oner," said Crayford.

" And so are you to keep
a woman like that quiet all these hours. My boy, I'm empty,
I can tell you."

He said not a word to Alston about the opera that night,

and Alston did not attempt to make him talk.
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When Charmian arrived at Djenan-el-Maqui she found

Claude in the little dining-room with Caroline, who was seated

beside him on a chair, leaning her lemon-coloured chin upon the

table, and gazing with pathetic eyes at the cold chicken he

was eating.

"Oh, Claudie!
"

she said, as he looked round. "Such a

day! Well?"

She came to the table, pushed Caroline ruthlessly to the

floor, took the dog's chair, and repeated,
"
Well?

"

Claude's face was flushed, his short hair was untidy, and

the eyes which he fixed upon her looked excited, tired, and,

she thought, something else.

"
Is anything the matter?

"

"
No, why should there be? Where have you been?

"

" With Alston. He insisted on my keeping out of the way.

Crayford I mean, of course. Has it gone well? Did you

play the whole of it; all you've composed, I mean? "

"
Yes."

" What did he say? What did he think of it?
"

"
It isn't easy to know exactly what that kind of man

thinks."

"Was he disagreeable? Didn't you get on?
"

"
Oh, I suppose we did."

"What did he say, then?"
"
All sorts of things."

"Go on eating. You look dreadfully tired. Tell me

some of the things."
"
Well, he liked some of it."

"Only some?"
" He seemed to like a good deal. But he suggested

quantities of alterations."

"Where? Which part?"
"

I should have to show you."
"
Drink some wine. I'm sure you need it. Give me some

idea. You can easily do that without showing me to-night."
" He says a march should be introduced. You know, in

that scene—"

"
I know, the soldiers, the Foreign Legion. Well, that

would be easy enough. You could do that in a day."
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Do you think one has only to sit down? "

Two days, then ;
a week if you like ! You have wonder-

ful facility when you choose. And what else? Here, I'll

pour out the wine. What else?
"

"
Heaps of things. He wants to pull half the opera to

pieces, I think."
"
Oh, no, Claudie ! You are exaggerating. You always

do, dear old boy. And if you do what he says, what
then?

"

" How d'you mean? "

" Would he take it? Would he produce it?
"

" He didn't commit himself."

"Of course not! They never do. But would he? You
must have gathered something from his manner, from what
he said, what he looked like."

" He seemed very much struck with the libretto. He
said there were great opportunities for new scenic effects."

" He is going to take it! He is! He is!
"

she cried exul-

tantly.
"

I knew he would. I always knew. Why, why do

you look so grim, Claudie?
"

She threw one arm round his neck and kissed him.
"
Don't look like that when we are on the eve of everything

we've been working for, waiting
—

longing for, for months
and years! Caroline! Caroline!

"

Caroline hastily indicated her presence.
" Come up! The darling, she shall have a piece of cake,

two pieces! There! And the sugary part, too!
"

"
You'll make her ill."

" Never mind. If she is ill it is in a good cause. Claudie,

just think, you are going to be another Jacques Sennier! It's

too wonderful. And yet I knew it. Didn't I tell you that

night in the opera house? I said it would be so. Didn't I?

Can you deny it?
"

"
I don't deny it. But—"

" You are made of buts. If it were not for me you would

go and hide away your genius, and no one would ever know

you existed at all. It's pathetic. But you've married a

wife who knows what you are, and others shall know too.

The whole world shall know."
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He could not help laughing at her wild enthusiasm. But

he said, with a sobriety that almost made her despair:
" You are going too fast, Charmian. I'm not at all sure

that I shall be able to consent to make changes in the opera."
Then began a curious conflict which lasted for days between

Claude Heath on the one side, and Charmian, Alston Lake,

and Crayford on the other. It was really a tragic conflict,

for it was, Claude believed, the last stand made by an artist

in defence of his art. Never had he felt so much alone as

during these days of conflict. Yet he was in his own home,
with a wife who was working for him, a devoted friend who
was longing for his success, and a man who was seriously

thinking of bringing him and his work into the notice of the

vast world that loves opera. No one knew of his loneliness.

No one even suspected it. And comedy hung, as it ever does,

about the heels of tragedy.

Crayford revealed himself in this conflict. He was a self-

made man, and before he
"
went in

"
for opera had been a

showman all over the States, and had made a quantity of

money. He had run a menagerie, more than one circus, had

taken about a
"
fake-hypnotist," a

"
living-magnet," and

other delights. Then he had "
started in

"
as a music-hall

manager. With music halls he had been marvellously success-

ful. He still held interests in halls all over the States. More

recently he had been one of the first men to see the possibilities

in moving pictures, and had made a big pile with cinemato-

graph halls. But always, even from the beginning, beneath

the blatant cleverness, the vulgar ingenuities of the showman,
there had been something else; something that had ambition

not wholly vulgar, that had ideals, furtive perhaps, but

definite, that had aspirations. And this something, that was

of the soul of the man, was incessantly feeling its way through
the absurdities, the vulgarities, the deceptions, the inanities,

towards a goal that was worth the winning. Crayford had

always wanted to be one of the recognized leaders of what he

called
"
high-class artistic enterprise

"'
in the States, and

especially in his native city of New York. And he was ready
to spend a lot of his

"
pile

"
to

"
get there."

Of late years he had been getting there. He had run a
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fine theatre on Broadway, and had "presented" several

native and foreign stars in productions which had been re-

markable for the beauty and novelty of the staging and
"

effects." And, finally, he had built an opera house, and
had "

put up
"

a big fight against the mighty interests con-

centrated in the New York Metropolitan. He had dropped
thousands upon thousands of dollars. But he was now a

very rich man, and he was a man who was prepared to lose

thousands on the road if he reached the goal at last. He
was a good fighter, a man of grit, a man with a busy brain,

and a profound belief in his own capacities. And he was

remarkably clever. Somehow he had picked up three foreign

languages. Somehow he had learned a good deal about a

variety of subjects, among them music. Combative, he would

yield to no opinion, even on matters of which he knew far less

than those opposed to him. But he had a natural "flair"

which often carried him happily through difficult situations,

and helped him to
" win out all right

"
in the end. The old

habit of the showman made him inclined to look on those

whom he presented in his various enterprises as material, and
sometimes battled with an artistic instinct which often led

him to pick out what was good from the seething mass of

mediocrity. He believed profoundly in names. But he believed

also in
" new blood," and was for ever on the look-out for it.

He felt pretty sure he had found
" new blood

"
at Djenan-

el-Maqui.
But Claude must trust him, bow to him, be ready to follow

his lead of a long experience if he was to do anything with

Claude's work. Great names he let alone. They had captured
the public and had to be trusted. But people without names
must be malleable as wax is. Otherwise he would not touch

them.

Such was the man who entered into the conflict with Claude.

Charmian was passionately on his side because of ambition.

Alston Lake was on his side because of gratitude, and in

expectation.
The opera was promising, but it had to be

" made
over," and Crayford was absolutely resolved that made over

it should be in accordance with his ideas.
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"
I don't spend thousands over a thing unless I have my

say in what it's to be like," he remarked, with a twist of his

body, at a crisis of the conflict with Claude.
"

I wouldn't

do it. It's me that is out to lose if the darned thing's a

failure."

There was a silence. The discussion had been long and

ardent. Outside, the heat brooded almost sternly over the

land, for the sky was covered with a film of grey, unbroken by

any crevice through which the blue could be seen. It was a

day on which nerves get unstrung, on which the calmest,

most equable people are apt to lose their tempers suddenly,

unexpectedly.
Claude had felt as if he were being steadily thrashed with

light little rods, which drew no blood, but which were gradu-

ally bruising him, bruising every part of him. But when

Crayford said these last sentences it seemed to Claude as if

the blood came oozing out in tiny drops. And from the very

depths of him, of the real genuine man who lay in conceal-

ment, rose a lava stream of contempt, of rage. He opened
his lips to give it freedom. But Charmian spoke quickly,

anxiously, and her eyes travelled swiftly from Claude's face

to Alston's, and to Crayford' s.

" Then if we—I mean if my husband does what you wish,

you will spend thousands over it?
"

she said,
"
you will pro-

duce it, give it its chance?
"

Never yet had that question been asked. Never had

Crayford said anything definite. Naturally it had been

assumed that he would not waste his time over a thing in

which he did not think of having a money interest. But he

had been careful not to commit himself to any exact state-

ment which could be brought against him if, later on, he

decided to drop the whole affair. Cliarmian's abrupt inter-

position was a challenge. It held Claude dumb, despite that

rage of contempt. It drew Alston's eyes to the face of his

patron. There was a moment of tense silence. In it Claude

felt that he was waiting for a verdict that would decide his

fate, not as a successful man, but as a self-respecting artist.

As he looked at the face of his wife he knew he had not the

strength to decide his own fate for himself in accordance with
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the dictates of the hidden man within him. He strove

to summon up that strength, but a sense of pity, that

perhaps really was akin to love, intervened to prevent its

advent. Charmian's eyes seemed to hold her soul in that

moment. He could not strike it down into the dust of

despair.

Crayford's eyebrows twitched violently, and he turned the

big cigar that was between his lips round and round. Then
he took it out of his mouth, looked at Charmian, and
said:

"Yah!"
Charmian turned and looked into Claude's eyes. She did

not say a word. But her eyes were a mandate, and they were

also a plea. They drove back, beat down the hidden man
into the depths where he made his dwelling.

"
Well," said Crayford roughly, almost rudely, to Claude,

"
how's it going to be? I want to know just where I am in

this thing. This aren't the only enterprise I've got on the

stocks by a long way. I wasn't born and bred a nigger, nor

yet an Arab, and I can't sit sweltering here for ever trying to

find out where I am and where I'm coming to. We've got
to get down to business. The little lady is worth a ton of

men, composers or not. She's got us to the point, and now
there's no getting away from it. I'm stuck, dead stuck, on this

libretto. Now, it's not a bit of use your getting red and firing

up, my boy. I'm not saying a word against you and your
music. But the first thing is the libretto. Why, how could

you write an opera without a libretto? Just tell me that!

Very well, then. You've got the best libretto since
'

Carmen,'
and you've got to write the best opera since

'

Carmen.' Well,

seems to me you've made a good start, but you're too far away
from ordinary folk. Now, don't think I want you to play
down. I don't. I've got a big reputation in the States,

though you mayn't think it, and I can't afford to spoil it.

Play for the centre. That's my motto. Shoot to hit the bull's

eye, not a couple of feet above it."
"
Hear, hear!

"
broke in Lake, in his strong baritone.

" Ah! "
breathed Charmian.

Crayford almost swelled with satisfaction at this dual
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backing. Again he twisted his body, and threw back his

head with a movement he probably thought Napoleonic.

"Play for the centre! That's the game. Now you're

aiming above it, and my business is to bring you to the centre.

Why, my boy
"—his tone was changing under the influence

of self-satisfaction, was becoming almost paternal—"
all I,

all we want is your own good. All we want is a big success,

like that chap Sennier has made, or a bit bigger
—eh, little

lady? Why should you think we are your enemies?
"

" Enemies! I never said that!
"
interrupted Claude.

His face was burning. He was perspiring. He was long-

ing to break out of the room, out of the villa, to rush away—
away into some desert place, and to be alone.

'Who says such things? No; but you look it, you
look it."

"
I can't help

—how would you have me look?
"

"
Now, my boy, don't get angry!

"

"
Claudie, we all only want—"

"I know—I know!
"

He clenched his wet hands.
"
Well, tell me what you want, all you want, and I'll

try to do it."

"That's talking!" cried Crayford. "Now, from this

moment we know what we're up against. And I'll tell you
what. Sitting here as we are, in this one-horse heat next door

but one to Hell—don't mind me, little lady! I'll stop right

there!—we're getting on to something that's going to astonish

the world. I know what I'm talking about—'s going to

astonish—the—world ! And now we'll start right in to hit the

centre!
"

And from that moment they started in. Once Claude

had given way he made no further resistance. He talked,

discussed, tried sometimes, rather feebly, to put forward his

views. But he was letting himself go with the tide, and

he know it. He secretly despised himself. Yet there were

moments when he was carried away by a sort of spurious en-

thusiasm, when the desire for fame, for wide success, glowed in

him; not at all as it glowed in Charmian, yet with a warmth
that cheered him. Out of this opera, now that it was being

23
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"made over" by Jacob Crayford, with his own consent, he

desired only the one thing, popular success. It was not his

own child. And in art he did not know how to share. He
could only be really enthusiastic, enthusiastic in the soul of

him, when the thing he had created was his alone. So now,

leaving aside all question of that narrow but profound success,

which repays every man who does exactly what the best part
of him has willed to do, Claude strove to fasten all his desire

on a wide and perhaps shallow success.

And sometimes he was able, helped by the enthusiasm—a

genuine enthusiasm—of his three companions, to be almost

gay and hopeful, to be carried on by their hopes.
As his enthusiasm of the soul died Jacob Crayford's was

born ; for where Claude lost he gained. He was now assisting

to make an opera; with every day his fondness for the work
increased. Although he could be hard and business-like, he

could also be affectionate and eager. Now that Claude had

given in to him he became almost paternal. He was a sort

of
"
Padre eterno

"
in Djenan-el-Maqui, and he thoroughly

enjoyed his position. The more he did to the opera, in the

way of suggestion of effects and interpolations, re-arrangement
and transposition of scenes, cuttings out and writings in, the

more firmly did he believe in it.

" Put in that march and it wakes the whole thing up,"
he would say; or

"
that quarrelling scene with the Spahis

"—
thought of by himself—" makes your opera a different thing."

And then his whole forehead would twitch, his eyes would

flash, and he would pull the little beard till Charmian almost

feared he would pull it off. He had returned to his obsession

about the young. Frequently he reiterated with fervour

that his chief pleasure in the power he wielded came from the

fact that it enabled him to help the careers of young people.
" Look at Alston!

"
he would say.

"
Where would he be

now if I hadn't got hold of his talent? In Wall Street eating
his heart out. I met him, and I'll make him another Battistini.

See here
"—and he turned sharply to Claude—"

I'll bring him
out in your opera. That baritone part could easily be worked

up a bit, brought forward more into the limelight. Why, it

would strengthen the opera, give it more backbone. Mind
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you, I wouldn't spoil the score not for all the Alstons ever

created. Art comes first with me, and they know it from

Central Park to San Francisco. But the baritone part would

bear strengthening. It's for the good of the opera."

That phrase
"

for the good of the opera" was ever on his

lips. Claude rose up and went to bed with it ringing in his

ears. It seemed that he, the composer, knew little or nothing

about his own work. The sense of form was leaving him.

Once the work had seemed to him to have a definite shape;

now, when he considered it, it seemed to have no shape at all.

But Crayford and Charmian and Alston Lake declared that

it was twice as strong, twice as remarkable, as it had been

before Crayford took it in hand.
" He's a genius in his own way !

" Lake swore.

Claude was tempted to reply:
" No doubt. But he's not a genius in my way."
But he refrained. What would be the use ? And Charmian

agreed with Alston. She and Crayford were the closest, the

dearest of friends. He admired not only her appearance,
which pleased her, but her capacities, which delighted her.

"
She's no rester!

"
he would say emphatically.

" Works
all the time. Never met an Englishwoman like her!

"

Charmian almost loved him for the words. At last some-

one, and a big man, recognized her for what she was. She

had never been properly appreciated before. Triumph burned

within her, and fired her ambitions anew. She felt almost as

if she were a creator.
"

If Madre only knew," she thought.
"
She has never

quite understood me."

While Claude was working on the new alterations and

developments devised by Crayford
—and he worked like a

slave driven on by the expectations of those about him,

scourged to his work by their desires—Lake studied the baritone

part in the opera with enthusiasm, and Crayford and Charmian
"
put their heads together over

"
the scenery and the

"
effects."

11 We must have it all cut and dried before I sail," said

Crayford.
" And I can't stay much longer; ought really

have been back home along by now."
"
Let me help you! I'll do anything!

"
she cried.
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"
And, by Gee! I believe you could if you set your mind

to it," he answered.
"
Now, see here—"

They plunged deep into the libretto.

Crayford was resolved to astonish New York with his

production of the opera.
"
We'll have everything reaL," he said.

"
We'll begin with

real Arabs. I'll have no fake-niggers; nothing of that kind."

That Arabs are not niggers did not trouble him at all. He
and Charmian went down together repeatedly into the city,

interviewed all sorts of odd people.
"I'm out for dancers to-day," he said one morning.
And they set off to

"
put Algiers through the sieve

"
for

dancing girls. They found painters, and Crayford took them
to the Casbah, and to other nooks and corners of the town,
to make drawings for him to carry away to New York as a

guide to his scenic artist. They got hold of a Fakir, who had
drifted from India to North Africa, and Crayford engaged him
on the spot to appear in one of the scenes and perform some of

his marvels.
"
Claude

"—the composer was Claude to him now—"
can

write in something weird to go with it," he said.

And Charmian of course agreed.
It had been decided that the opera should be produced at

the New Era Opera House some time in the New Year, if

Claude carried out faithfully all the changes which Crayford
demanded.

" He will. He has promised to do everything you wish,"

said Charmian.
" You stand by and see to it, little lady," said Crayford.

"
Happen when I'm gone, when the slave-driver's gone, eh,

he'll get slack, begin to think he knows more about it than

I do! He's not too pleased making the changes. I can see

that."
"

It will be all right, I promise you. Claude isn't so mad
as to lose the chance you are offering him."

"
It's the chance of a lifetime. I can tell you that."

" He realizes it."
"

I'll tell you something. Only you needn't go telling

everybody."
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"
I won't tell a soul."

" And watch out for the bodies, too. Well, I'm going

to run Claude against Jacques Sennier. Mind you, I wouldn't

do it if it wasn't for the libretto. Seems to me the music is

good enough to carry it, and it's going to be a lot better now

I've made it over. Sennier's new opera is expected to be

ready for March at latest. We'll produce ours
"—Charmian

thrilled at that word—"
just about the same time, a day or

two before, or after. I'll get together a cast that no opera

house in this world or the next can better. I'll have scenery

and effects such as haven't been seen on any stage in the

world before. I'll show the Metropolitan what opera is, and

I'll give them and Sennier a knock out, or I'm only fit to run

cinematograph shows, and take about fakes through the

one night stands. But Claude's got to back me up. I

don't sign any contract till every note in his score's in its

place."
" But you'll be in America when he finishes it."

"
That don't matter. You're here to see he don't make

any changes from what I've fixed on. We've got that all

cut and dried now. It's only the writing's got to be done.

I'll trust him for that. But there's not a scene that's to be

cut out, or a situation to be altered, now I've fixed everything

up. If you cable me,
'

Opera finished according to decision,'

I'll take your word, get out a contract, and go right ahead.

You'll have to bring him over."
11 Of course! Of course!

"

11 And I'll get up a boom for you both that'll make the

Senniers look like old bones."

He suddenly twisted his body, stuck out his under jaw,

and said in a grim and determined voice which Charmian

scarcely recognized as his:
"

I've got to down the Metropolitan crowd this winter.

I've got to do it if I spend four hundred thousand dollars

over it."

He stared at Charmian, and added after a moment of

silence :

" And this is the only opera I've found that might help

me to do it, though I've searched all Europe. So now you
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know just where we are. It's a fight, little lady! AnditVup
to us to be the top dogs at the finish of it."

" And we will be the top dogs!
"
she exclaimed.

From that moment she regarded Claude as a weapon in the

fight which must be won if she were to achieve her great

ambition.



CHAPTER XXIX

ON
a January evening in the following year Claude and

Charmian had just finished dinner, and Claude got up,

rather slowly and wearily, from the small table which stood

in the middle of their handsome red sitting-room on the

eighth floor of the St Regis Hotel in New York.
" How terribly hot this room is!

"
he said.

"
Americans like their rooms hot. But open a little bit

of the window, Claudie."
"

If I do the noise of Fifth Avenue will come in."

He spoke almost irritably, like a man whose nerves were

tired. But Charmian did not seem to notice it. She looked

bright, resolute, dominant, as she replied in her clear voice:
"
Let it come in. I like to hear it. It is the voice of the

world we are here to conquer. Don't look at me like that,

dear old boy, but open the window. The air will do you good.
You're tired. I shouldn't have allowed you to work during
the voyage."

"
I had to work."

'

Well, very soon you'll be able to rest, and on laurels."

Claude went to open the big window, pulling aside the

blind, while Charmian lighted a cigarette, and curled herself

up on the padded sofa. And as, in a moment, the roar of the

gigantic city swelled in a fierce crescendo, she leaned forward

with the cigarette in her hand, listening intently, half smiling,

with an eager light in her eyes.
1 What a city it is !

' '

she said, as Claude turned and came
towards her.

'

It makes London seem almost like a village.

I'm glad it is here the opera is to be given for the first time."
"
So am I," he said, sitting down.

But he spoke almost gloomily, looking at the floor. His

face was white and too expressive, and his left hand, as it

hung down between his knees, fluttered. He lifted it, turning
the fingers inwards.

359
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"
Why?

" Charmian said.

He looked up at her.
"
Oh, I—they are all strangers here."

She said nothing, and just then the telephone bell sounded.

Mr Alston Lake was below asking if Mr Heath was in.

In a moment he entered, looking enthusiastic, full of

cheerfulness and vitality, bringing with him an atmosphere
which Charmian savoured almost greedily, of expectation and
virile optimism.

"My!
"

he said, as he shook them both by the hand.
" You look settled in for the night."

"
So we are," said Charmian.

Alston laughed.
"

I've come to take you to the theatre."
" But they're not rehearsing to-night," said Claude.
"
No; but Crayford's trying effects."

"Mr Crayford! Is he back from Philadelphia?" ex-

claimed Charmian.
"
Been back an hour and hard at work already. He

sent me to fetch you. They're all up on the stage trying to

get the locust effect."

"The locusts! Wait a minute, Alston! I'll change my
gown."

She hurried out of the room.
"
Well, old chap, what's up? You don't look too pleased,"

said Alston to Claude as the door shut.
"
Don't you want

to come out? But we must put our backs into this, you
know. The fight's on, and a bully big fight it is. Seen the

papers to-day?
"

"
No. I haven't had a minute. I've been going through

the orchestration with Meroni."
" What does he say?

"

" He was very nice," answered Claude evasively.
"
But

what's in the papers?
"

" A bit of news that's made Crayford bristle like a scrubbing
brush. The Metropolitan's changed the date for the pro-
duction of Sennier's new opera, put it forward by nearly a

fortnight, pledged themselves to be ready by the first of

March."
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" What does it matter?
"

M
Well, I like that! It takes all the wind out of our sails.

In a big race the getting off is half the battle. We were

coming first. But if I know anything of Crayford we shall

come first even now. It's all Madame Sennier. She's mad

against Crayford and the opera and you, and she's specially

mad against Mrs Charmian. The papers to-night are full of

a lot of nonsense about the libretto."

"Which libretto?"
"
Yours. Apparently Madame Sennier's been saying it

was really written for Sennier and had been promised to

him."
"
That's a lie."

u Of course it is. But she's spread herself on it finely,

I can tell you. Crayford's simply delighted."
"
Delighted, when I'm accused of mean conduct, of stealing

another man's property."
"

It's no use getting furious over our papers! Doesn't

pay! Besides, it makes a story, works up public interest.

Still, I think she might have kept out Mrs Chairman's name."
" Charmian is in it?

"

"
Yes, a lot of rubbish about her hearing what a stunner

the libretto was, and rushing over to Paris to bribe it away
before Sennier had considered it in its finished state."

" How abominable! I shall—"

"
I know, but I wouldn't. Crayford says it will give

value to the libretto, prepare the public mind for a master-

piece, and help to carry your music to success."
"

I see! With this and the locusts!
"

He turned away towards the open window, through which

came the incessant roar of traffic, the sound of motor horns,

and now, for a moment, a chiming of bells from St Patrick's

Cathedral.
"
Well, we must do all we know. We mustn't give away a

single chance. The whole Metropolitan crowd is just crazy

to down us, and we must put up the biggest fight we can.

Leave it all to Crayford. He knows more than any living

man about a boom. And he said just now Madame Sennier

was a deed fool to have given us such a lift with her libel.
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There'll be a crowd of pressmen around at the theatre about
it to-night, you can bet. Here she comes! Get on your
coat, and let's be off, or Crayford'll be raging."

Claude stood still for an instant, looking from Alston to

Charmian, who walked in briskly, wearing a sealskin coat

that reached to her heels, and buttoning long white gloves.
Then he said,

"
I won't be a minute!

"
and went out of the

room.

As he disappeared Charmian and Alston looked after him.

Then Alston came nearer to her, and they began to talk in

rather low voices.
" The fight is on !

"

How Claude hated those words; how he hated the truth

which they expressed! To-*iight, in New York, as he went
to fetch his overcoat from the smart and brilliantly-lit bed-

room which was opposite to the sitting-room across a lobby,
he wondered why Fate had led him into this situation, why
he had been doomed to become a sort of miserable centre of

intrigue, recrimination, discussion, praise, blame, dissension.

No man, surely, on the face of the earth had loved tranquillity
more than he had. Few men had more surely possessed it.

He had known his soul and he had been its faithful guardian
once—but long ago, surely centuries ago! That he should

be the cause of battle, what an irony!

Thinking with great rapidity, during this brief interval

of loneliness, while he got ready to go out, a rapidity to which
his fatigue seemed to contribute, giving it wings, Claude re-

viewed his life since the first evening at Elliot's house. Events

and periods and details flashed by; his close friendship with

Mrs Mansfield (who had refused to come to America), his

almost inimical acquaintance with Charmian, Mrs Shiffney's

capricious endeavours to get hold of him, the firmness of

his refusals
;
the voyage to Algiers, his regret at missing the

wonders of Africa, Charmian 's return full of a knowledge he

lacked, the dinner during which he had looked at her with new

eyes.

(He took down from its hook his heavy fur coat bought for

the bitter winter of New York.)
Chateaubriand's description of Napoleon, the little island
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in Mrs Grahame's garden, the production of Jacques Sennier's

opera
—they were all linked together closely at this moment in

a tenacious mind; with the expression in Charmian's eyes at

the end of the opera, Oxford Street by night as he walked

home, the spectral bunch of white roses on his table, the

furtive whisper of the letter of love to Charmian as it dropped
in the box, the watchful policeman, the noise of his heavy

steps, the dying of the moonlight on the leaded panes of the

studio, the scent of the earth as the dawn near drew.

Events and periods, and little details ! And who or what

had guided him through the maze of them? And whither was

he going? Whither and to what was he hastening?

His marriage and the new life came back to him. He heard

the maids whispering together on the stairs in Kensington

Square, and the sound of the street organ in the frost. He
saw the studio in Renwick Place, Charmian coming in with

books of poetry in her hands. There, had been the beginning

of that which had led to Algiers and now to New York, his

abdication. There, he had taken the first step down from

the throne of his own knowledge of himself.

He saw a gulf black beneath him.

But Charmian called:
"
Claude, do make haste!

"

He caught up hat and gloves and went out into the lobby.

But even as he went, with an extraordinary swiftness he

reviewed the incidents of his short time in America; the

arrival in the cruel coldness of a winter dawn
;
the immensity

of the city's aspect seen across the tufted waters, its towers

—as they had seemed to him then—climbing into Heaven,
its voices companioning its towers; the throngs of pressmen
and photographers, who had gazed at him with piercing, yet

not unkind, eyes, searching him for his secrets; the meeting
with Crayford and Crayford's small army of helpers ; publicity

agents, business and stage managers, conductors, producers,

machinists, typewriters, box-office people, scene painters,

singers, instrumentalists. Their figures rushed across Claude's

mind with a vertiginous rapidity. Their faces flashed by

grimacing. Their hands beckoned him on in a mad career.

And he saw the huge theatre, a monster of masonry, with a
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terrific maw which he—he of all men!—was expected to fill,

a maw gaping for human beings, gaping for dollars. What a

coldness it had struck into him, as he stood for the first time

looking into its dimness as into the dimness of some gigantic
cavern. In that moment he had realized, or had at least

partially realized, the meaning of a tremendous failure, and
how far the circles of its influence radiate. And he had felt

very cold, as a guilty man may feel who hugs his secret. And
the huge theatre had surely leaned over, leaned down, filled

suddenly with a sinister purpose, to crush him into the dust.

"Claude!"
"Here I am!"
" What a time you've been ! We—are you very tired?

"

** Not a bit. Come along!
"

They went out into the corridor lined with marble, stepped
into a lift, shot down, and passed through the vestibule to the

street where a taxi-cab was waiting. A young man stood on
the pavement, and while Charmian was getting in he spoke
to Claude.

" Mr Claude Heath, I believe?
"

"
Yes."

"
I represent

—"

"
Very sorry I can't wait. I have to go to the theatre."

He sprang in, and the taxi turned to the right into Fifth

Avenue, and rushed towards Central Park. A mountain
of lights towered up on the left where the Plaza invaded the

starless sky. The dark spaces of the Park showed vaguely
on the right, as the cab swung round. In front gleamed the

golden and sleepless eyes of the Broadway district. The

sharp frosty air quivered with a thousand noises. Motors

hurried by in an unending procession, little gleaming worlds,

each holding its group of strangers, gazing, gesticulating,

laughing, intent on some unknown errand. The pavements
were thronged with pedestrians, muffled to the ears and

walking swiftly. The taxi-cab, caught in the maze of traffic,

jerked as the chauffeur applied the brakes, and slowed down
almost to walking pace. Under a lamp Claude saw a coloured

woman wearing a huge pink hat. She seemed to be gazing
at him, and her large lips parted in a smile. In an instant
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she was gone. But Claude could not forget her. In his ex-

citement and fatigue he thought of her as a great goblin

woman, and her smile was a terrible grin of bitter sarcasm

stretching across the world. Charmian and Alston were

talking unweariedly. Claude did not hear what they were

saying. He saw snowflakes floating down between the

lights, strangely pure and remote, lost wanderers from some
delicate world where the fragile things are worshipped. And,
with a strange emotion, his heart turned to the now remote

children of his imagination, those children with whom he had
sat alone by his wood fire on lonely evenings, when the pale
blue of the flames had struck on his eyes like the soft notes of

a flute on his ears, those children with whom he had kept

long vigils and sometimes seen the dawn. How far they had

retreated from him, as if they thought him a stern, or neglect-
ful father! He shut his eyes, and seemed to see once more
the smile of the goblin woman, and then the fiery gaze of Mrs

Mansfield.
' How could she say it? But I don't know that I mind!

"

'

Minding things doesn't help any in a place like New
York."

"But will they believe it?
"

"
If they do half of them will think you worth while."

"
Yes, but the other half?

"

" As long as you get there it's all right."

The cab stopped at the stage door of Crayford's opera
house.

As they went in two or three journalists spoke to them,

asking for information about the libretto. Claude hurried

on as if he did not hear them. His usual almost eager amia-

bility of manner with strangers had deserted him this even-

ing. But Charmian and Alston Lake spoke to the pressmen,
and Alston's whole-hearted laugh rang out. Claude heard

it and envied Alston.

From a room on the right of the entrance a very dark

young man came carrying some letters.
" More letters!

"
he said to Claude, with a smile.

"
Oh, thank you."

'

They're all on the stage. The locusts will be real fine
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when they fix them right. We have folks inquiring about
them all the time. Nothing like that in the Sennier opera."

He smiled again with pleasant boyishness. Claude longed
to take him by the shoulders and say to him :

"
It isn't a swarm of locusts that will make an opera!

"

But he only nodded and remarked :

"All the better for us!
"

Then hastily he opened his letters. Three were from

autograph hunters, and he thrust them into the pocket of his

coat. The fourth was from Armand Gillier. When Claude

saw the name of his collaborator he stood still and read the

note frowning.
Letters! Always letters!

"
said Charmian, coming up.

Anything interesting, Claudie?
"

"
Gillier is coming out after all."

" Armand Gillier!
"

1

Yes. Or—he arrived to-day, I expect, though this was

posted in France. What day does the Philadelphia
—"

"
This morning," said Alston.

" Then he's here."

Charmian looked disgusted.
"

It's bad taste on his part. After his horrible efforts to

ruin the opera he ought to have kept away."
" What does it matter?

"
said Claude.

"
He'll be interviewed on the libretto," said Alston.

" Gee

knows what he'll say, the beast!
"

"
If he backs up Madame Sennier in her libellous remarks

it will be proclaiming that he can be bribed," exclaimed

Charmian.
"

I suppose he's bound to throw in his lot with us," added

Alston, as they came into the huge curving corridor which

ran behind the ground tier boxes.
" How dark it is! Claudie, give me your hand. It slopes,

doesn't it?
"

"
Yes. The entrance is just here."

" How hot your hand is!
"

" Here we are!
"
said Alston.

He pushed a swing door, and they came into the theatre.

It was dimly lighted, and over the rows of stalls pale coverings
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were drawn. The hundreds of empty boxes gaped. The

distant galleries were lost in the darkness. It was a vast

house, and the faint light and the emptiness of it made it

look even vaster than it was.
" The maw, and I am to fill it!

"
Claude thought again.

And he was conscious of unimportance. He even felt as if he

had never composed any music, as if he knew nothing about

composition, had no talent at all. It seemed to him incredible

that, because of him, of what he had done, great sums of

money were being spent, small armies of people were at work,

columns upon columns were being written in myriads of

newspapers, a man such as Crayford was putting forth all

his influence, lavishing all his powers of showman, impresario,

man of taste, fighting man. He remembered the night when

Sennier's opera was produced, and it seemed to him impossible

that such a night could ever come to him, be his night. He

thought of it somewhat as a man thinks of Death, as his neigh-

bour's visitant not as his own.

"Chaw-lee!" shouted an imperative voice.
'

Chawley!
Chaw-lee !

"

" Ah!
"
cried a thin voice from somewhere behind the stage.

" Get down that light! Give us your ambers! No, not

the blues! Your ambers! Where's Jimber? I say, where

is Jimber?
"

Mr Mulworth, the stage producer, who was the speaker,

appeared running sidewise down an uncovered avenue between

two rows of stalls close to the stage. Although a large man,
he proceeded with remarkable rapidity. Emerging into the

open he came upon Claude.
'

Oh, Mr Crayford is here. He wants very much to

see you."
"Where is he?

"

' Somewhere behind. I think he's viewing camels. Can

you come with me? "

"
Of course!

"

He went off quickly with Mr Mulworth, who shouted:
'

I say, where is Jimber?
"

to some unknown personality
as he ran towards a door which gave on to the stage.

"
Let us go and sit down at the back of the stalls,
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Alston," said Charmian.
"
They don't seem to be trying

the locusts yet."
"No. There are always delays. The patience one needs

in a theatre! Talk of self-control! Here, I'll pull away the—or shall we go to that box?
"

"Yes. I'll get on this chair. Help me! That's it."

They sat down in a dark box at the back of the stalls. Far

off, across a huge space, they saw the immense stage, lit up
now by an amber glow which came not from the footlights but

from above. The stage was set with a scene representing an

oasis in the desert with yellow sand in the distance. Among
some tufted palms stood three or four stage hands, pale,

dusty, in shirt sleeves. At the extreme back of the scene,

against the horizon, Mr Mulworth crossed, with a thick-set,

lantern-jawed, and very bald man, who was probably Jimber.
Claude followed two or three yards behind them, and dis-

appeared. His face looked ghastly under the stream of

amber light.
"

It's dreadful to see people on the stage not made up!
"

said Charmian.
"
They all look so corpse-like. Oh, Alston,

are we going to have a success?
"

" What! You beginning to doubt!
"

"
No, no. But when I see this huge dark theatre I can't

help thinking,
'

Shall we fill it?
' What a fight art is! I

never realized till now that we are on a battlefield. Alston,

I feel I would almost rather die than fail."

"Fail! But—"
" Or quite rather die."
"
In any case it couldn't be your failure."

She turned and looked at him in the heavy dimness.

"Couldn't it?"
" You didn't write the libretto. You didn't compose

the music."
" And yet," she said, in a low tense voice,

"
it would be

my failure if the opera failed, because but for me it never

would have been written, never have been produced out here.

Alston, it's a great responsibility. And I never really under-

stood how great till I saw Claude go across the stage just now.

He looked so—he looked—"
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She broke off.
"
Whatever is it, Mrs Charmian?

"

" He looked like a victim, I thought."
"
Everyone does in that light unless—there's Crayford!

"

At this moment Mr Crayford came upon the stage from the

side on which Claude had just vanished. He had a soft hat

on the back of his head, and a cigar in his mouth.
" He doesn't!

"
whispered Charmian.

" Now go ahead!
"

roared Crayford.
" Work your

motors and let's see!
"

There was a sound like a rushing mighty wind.

At two o'clock in the morning Crayford was still smoking,
still watching, still shouting. Charmian and Alston were

still in the darkness of the box, gazing, listening, sometimes

talking. They had not seen Claude again. If he came into

the front of the theatre they meant to call him. But he did

not come. The hours had flown, and now, when Alston

looked at his watch and told Charmian the time, she could

scarcely believe him.

"Where can Claude be?"'
"

I'll go behind."
"
Jimber!

"
roared Mr Crayford.

" Where is Jimber?
"

Mr Mulworth, who looked now as if he had lain awake in

his clothes for more nights than he cared to remember, rushed

upon the stage almost fanatically.
; The locusts are all in one corner!

'

shouted Crayford.
" What's the use of that? They must spread."

"
Spread your locusts!

"
bawled Mr Mulworth.

He lifted both his arms in a semaphore movement, which
he continued until it seemed as if his physical mechanism had

escaped from the control of his brain.
"
Spread your locusts, Jimber!

"
he wailed.

"
Spread!

Spread! I tell you—spread your locusts!
"

He vanished, always moving his arms. His voice died

away in the further regions.

Charmian was alone. She had nodded in reply to Alston's

remark. To-night she felt rather anxious about Claude.

She could not entirely rid her mind of the remembrance
of him crossing under the light, looking unnatural, ghastly,

24
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like a persecuted man. And now that she was alone she felt

as if she were haunted. Eager to be reassured, she fixed her

eyes on the keen figure, the resolute face, of Mr Crayford.
The power of work in Americans was almost astounding, she

thought. All the men with whom she and Claude had had

anything to do seemed to be working all the time, unresting
as waves driven by a determined wind. Keenness! That
was the characteristic of this marvellous city, this marvellous

land. And it had acted upon her almost like electricity.

She had felt charged with it.

It would be terrible to fail before a nation that worshipped
success, that looked for it with resolute piercing eyes.

And she recalled her arrival with Claude in the cold light

of early morning, her first sensation of enchantment when a

pressman, with searching eyes and a firm mouth turned down
at the corners, had come up to interview her. At that moment
she had felt that she was leaving the dulness of the unknown
life behind her for ever. It was no doubt a terribly vulgar

feeling. She had been uneasily conscious of that. But,

nevertheless, it had grown within her, fostered by events.

For Crayford's publicity agent had been masterly in his efforts.

Charmian and Claude had been snapshotted on the deck of

the ship by a little army of journalists. They had been snap-
shotted again on the gang plank. In the docks they had been

interviewed by more than a dozen people. A little lat' • in

the afternoon of the same day, they had held a reception of

pressmen in their sitting-room at the St Regis Hotel. Char-

mian thought of these men now as she waited for Alston's

return.

They had been introduced by Mr Cane, Crayford's publicity

agent, and had arrived about three o'clock. All of them were,

or looked as if they were, young men, smart and alert, men
who meant something. And they had all been polite and

charming. They had "
sat around

"
attentively, and had put

their questions without brutality. They had seemed inter-

ested, sympathetic, as if they really cared about Claude's

talent and the opera. His song,
" Wild Heart of Youth,"

had been touched upon, and a tall young man, with a pale

face and anxious eyes, had told Charmian that he loved it.
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Then they had discussed music. Claude at first had seemed

uncomfortable, almost too modest, Charmian had thought.

But the pressmen had been so agreeable, so un-self-conscious,

that his discomfort had worn off. His natural inclination to

please, to give people what they seemed to expect of him, had

come to his rescue. He had been vivacious and even charming.

But when the pressmen had gone he had said to Charmian :

"
Pleasant fellows, weren't they? But their eyes ask one

for success. Till the opera is out I shall see those eyes, asking,

always asking!
"

And he had gone out of the room with a gesture suggestive

of anxiety, almost of fear.

Charmian saw those eyes now as she sat in the box. What

Claude had said was true. Beneath the sympathy, the charm,

the frankness, the readiness in welcome of these Americans,

there was a silent and strong demand—the demand of a power-

ful, vital country.
" We are here to make you known over immense distances

to thousands of people!
"
the eyes of the pressmen had seemed

to say.
" But—produce the goods!

"
In other words,

" Be

a success!
"

" Be a success! Be a success!
"

It seemed to Charmian

as if all America were saying that in her ears unceasingly.
" We will be kind to you. We will shower goodwill upon

yo
1 '^' We have hospitable hands, keen brains, warm hearts

at your service. We only ask to give of our best to you. But
—be a success! Be a success!

"

And the voice grew so strong that at last it seemed almost

stern, almost fierce in her ears. At last it seemed as if peril

would attend upon non-compliance with its demand.

She thought of Claude crossing the stage under the amber

light, she looked into the vast dim theatre with its thousands

of empty seats, and excitement and fear burned in her, mingled

together. Then something determined in her, the thing per-

haps which had enabled her to take Claude for her husband,
and later to play a part in his art life, rose up and drove out

the fear.
'

It is fear which saps the will, fear which disin-

tegrates, fear which calls to failure." She was able to say that

to herself and to cast fear away. And her mind repeated the
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words she had often heard Crayford utter,
"

It's up to us

now to bring the thing off and we've just got to bring

it off!
"

"
No, no, I tell you! They're too much on one side of the

scene still! Who in thunder ever saw locusts swarming in a

corner when they've got the whole desert to spread themselves

in? It aren't their nature. What? Well, then, you must

alter the position of your motors. Where is Jimber?
"

And Mr Crayford strode behind the scenes.

Half-past two in the morning! What could Claude be

doing? Was Alston never coming back? Charmian sud-

denly began to feel tired and cold. She buttoned her sealskin

coat up to her throat. For a moment there was no one on

the stage. From behind the scenes came no longer the clever

imitation of a roaring wind. An abrupt inaction, that was

like desolation, made the great house seem oddly vacant.

She sat staring rather vaguely at the palms and the yellow

sands.

After she had sat thus for perhaps some five minutes she

saw Claude walk hastily on to the stage. He had a large

black note-book and a pencil in his hand, and seemed in search

of someone. Crayford came on brusquely from the opposite

side of the scene and met him. They began to confer together.

The box door behind Charmian was opened and Alston

came in.

[' Old Claude's too busy to come. He wants me to take

you home."
" What has he been doing all this time?

"

" No end of things. It's just as I said. Crayford' s de-

termined to be first in the field. This move of the Metro-

politan has put him on the run, and he'll keep everyone in the

theatre running till the opera's out. Claude's been with the

pressmen behind, and having a hairy-teary heart to heart with

Enid Mardon. Come, Mrs Charmian!
"

" But I don't like to leave Claude."
" There's nothing for us to do, and he'll follow us as soon

as ever he can. I'll just leave you at the hotel."

"What was the matter with Miss Mardon?" Charmian

asked anxiously, as she got up to go.
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"Oh, everything! She was in one of her devil's moods

to-night; wanted everything altered. She's a great artist,

but as destructive as a monkey. She must pull everything
to pieces as a beginning. So she's pulling her part to pieces

now."

"How did Claude take it?"
"
Very quietly. Tell the truth I think he's a bit tired out

to-night."
"
Alston," Charmian said, stopping in the corridor.

"
I

won't go home without him. No, I won't. We must stick

to Claude, back him up till the end. Take me into the stalls.

I'm going to sit where he can see us."
"
He'll send us away."

"
Oh, no, he won't!

"
she replied, with determination.

The Madame Sennier spirit was upon her in full force.



CHAPTER XXX

IT
was nearly four o'clock when they left the theatre.

Jacob Crayford, Mr Mulworth and Jimber were still at

work when they came out of the stage door into the cold black-

ness of the night and got into the taxi-cab. Alston said he

would drive with them to the hotel and take the cab on to his

rooms in Madison Avenue. But when they reached the hotel

Claude asked him to come in.

"
I can't go to bed," he said.

"
But, Claudie, it's past four," said Charmian.

"
I know. But after all this excitement sleep would be

out of the question. Come in, Alston, we'll have something to

eat, smoke a cigar, and try to quiet down."
"
Right you are! I feel as lively as anything."

"
It would be rather fun," said Charmian.

" And I'm

fearfully hungry."
At supper they were all unusually talkative, unusually,

excitedly, intimate. Instead of
"
quieting down "

Claude

became almost feverishly vivacious. Although his cheeks

were pale, and under his eyes there were dark shadows, he

seemed to have got rid of all his fatigue.
" The climate here carries one on marvellously," he ex-

claimed. "When I think that I wanted to go to bed just

before you came, Alston!
"

He threw out his hand with a laugh. Then, picking up a

glass of champagne, he added :

"
I say, let us make a bargain!

"

"What is it, old chap?"
"
Let us—just us three—have supper together after the

first performance. I couldn't stand a supper party with a

lot of semi-strangers."
"

I'll come ! Drink to that night !

"

They drank.

Cigars were lit and talk flooded the warm red room.

374
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Words rushed to the lips of them all. Charmian lay back on

the sofa, with big cushions piled under her head, and Claude,

sometimes walking about the room, told them the history of the

night in the theatre. They interrupted, put questions, made

comments, protested, argued, encouraged, exclaimed.

Mr Cane had brought pressman after pressman to inter-

view Claude on the libretto scandal, as they called it. It

seemed that Madame Sennier had made her libellous state-

ment in a violent fit of temper, brought on by a bad rehearsal

at the Metropolitan Opera House. Annie Meredith, who
was to sing the big role in Sennier' s new opera, and who was
much greater as an actress than as a vocalist, had complained
of the weakness of the libretto, and had attacked Madame
Sennier for having made Jacques set it. Thereupon the great
Henriette had lost all control of her powerful temperament.
The secret bitterness engendered in her by her failure to

capture the libretto of Gillier had found vent in the outburst

which, no doubt with plenty of amplifications, had got into

the evening papers. The management at first had wished to

attempt the impossible, to try to muzzle the pressmen. But
their publicity agent knew better. Madame Sennier had been

carried by temper into stupidity. She had made a false move.
The only thing to do now was to make a sensation of it.

As Claude told of the pressmen's questions his mind burned
with excitement, and a recklessness, such as he had never felt

before, invaded him. He had been indignant, had even felt

a sort of shame, when he was asked whether he had been
'

cute
"

in the libretto matter, whether he had stolen a march
on his rival. Crayford's treatment of the affair had disgusted
him. For Crayford, with his sharp eye to business, had seen

at once that their
"
game

"
was, of course with all delicacy,

all subtlety, to accept the imputation of shrewdness. The
innocent

"
stunt

"
was "

no good to anyone
"

in his opinion.
And he had not scrupled to say so to Claude. There had been

an argument—the theatre is the Temple of Argument—and
Claude had heard himself called a

"
lobster," but had stuck

to his determination to use truth as a weapon in his defence.

But now, as he told all this, he felt that he did not care either

way. What did it matter if dishonourable conduct, if every
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deadly sin, were imputed to him out here so long as he " made

good
"

in the end with the work of his brain, the work which

had led him to Africa and across the Atlantic? What did it

matter if the work were a spurious thing, a pasticcio, a poor
victim which had been pulled this way and that, changed, cut,

added to? What did it matter if the locusts swarmed over

it—so long as it was a success? The blatant thing
—

everyone,

every circumstance, was urging Claude to snatch at it; and

in this early hour of the winter morning, excited by the intensity
of the strain he was undergoing, by the pull on his body, but

far more by the pull on his soul, he came to a sudden and crude

decision; at all costs the blatant thing should be his, the

popular triumph, the success, if not of high-bred merit, then

of sheer spectacular sensation. There is an intimate success

that seems to be of the soul, and there is another, reverberating,

resounding, like the clashing of brass instruments beaten to-

gether. Claude seemed to hear them at this moment as he

talked with ever-growing excitement.

One of the pressmen had mentioned Gillier, who had
arrived and been interviewed at the Docks. He had evidently
been delighted to find his work a

"
storm centre," but had

declined to commit himself to any direct statement of fact.

The impression left on the pressmen by him, however, had been

that a fight had raged for the possession of his libretto, which
must have been won by the Heaths since Claude Heath had
set it to music. Or had the fight really been between Joseph

Crayford and the management of the Metropolitan Opera
House? Gillier had finally remarked,

"
I must leave it to you,

messieurs. All that matters to me is that my poor work
should be helped to success by music and scenery, acting and

singing. I am not responsible for what Madame Sennier, or

anyone else, says to you."
" Then what do they really believe?

"
exclaimed Charmian,

raising herself up on the cushions, and resting one flushed

cheek on her hand.
" The worst, no doubt!

"
said Alston.

" What does it matter?
"

said Claude.

Quickly he took out of a box, clipped, lit, and began to

smoke a fresh cigar.
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" What does anything matter so long as we have a success,

a big, resounding success?
"

Charmian and Alston exchanged glances, half-astonished,

half-congratulatory.
"

I never realized till I came here," Claude continued,
"
the

necessity of success to one who wants to continue doing good
work. It is like the breaths of air drawn into his lungs by the

swimmer in a race, who, to get pace, keeps his head low, his

mouth under water half the time. I've simply got to win

this race. And if anything helps, even lies from Madame

Sennier, and the sly deceit of Gillier, I mean to welcome it.

That's the only thing to do. Crayford is right. I didn't see

it at first, but I see it now. It's no earthly use the artist

trying to keep himself and his talent in cotton wool in these

days. If you've got anything to give the public it doesn't do

to be sensitive about what people say and think. I had a

lecture to-night from Crayford on the uses of advertisement

which has quite enlightened me."
" What did he say?

"
interjected Alston.

" '

My boy, if I were producing some goods, and it would

help any to let them think I'd killed my mother, and robbed

my father of his last nickel, d'you think I'd put them right,

switch them on to the truth? Not at all! I'd get them all

around me, and I'd say,
"
See here, boys, mother's gone to

glory, and father's in the poorhouse, but it isn't up to me to

say why. That's my affair. I know I can rely on you all to
—

keep my name before the public."
' "

Charmian and Alston broke into laughter, but Claude's

face continued to look grave and excited.

"The fact of the matter is that the work has got to come
before the man," he said.

" And now we've all got so far in

this affair nothing must be allowed to keep us back from
success. Let the papers say whatever they like so long as

they talk about us. Let Madame Sennier rail and sneer as

much as she chooses. It will be all to the good. Crayford
told me so to-night. He said,

'

My boy, it shows they're

funky. They think our combination may be stronger than
theirs.' It seems Sennier's new libretto has come out quite

dreadfully at rehearsal, and they've been trying to re-write
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a lot of it and change situations. Now, we got nearly every-

thing cut and dried at Djenan-el-Maqui. By Jove, how I

did work there! D'you remember old Jernington's visit,

Charmian? He believed in the opera, didn't he?
"

"I should think so!" she cried. "Why, he positively

raved about it. And he's not an amateur. He only cares

for the music—and he's a man who knows."
"
Yes, he does know. What a change in our lives, eh,

Charmian, if we bring off a big success! And you'll be in

it, Alston."
"
Rather! The coming baritone!

"

"What a change!
"

His eyes shone with excitement.
"

I used to be almost afraid of celebrity, I think. But
now I want it, I need it. America has made me need it."

•' This is the country that wakes people up," said Alston.
"

It drives me almost mad! "
cried Claude, with sudden

violence.
"
Claudie!

"
exclaimed Charmian.

"
It does! There's something here that pumps nervous

energy into one until one's body and mind seem to be swirling
in a mill race. When I think of my life in Mullion House and

my life here!
"

Charmian, with a quick movement, sat upright on the sofa.
" Then you do realize—"

she began, almost excitedly.

She paused, gazing at Claude.

The two men looked at her.

"What is it?" Claude said at length, as she remained

silent.
" You do realize that I did see something for you that you

hadn't seen for yourself, when you shut yourself and your
talent in, when you wouldn't look at, wouldn't touch the

world?"
"
Of course. I hadn't courage then. I dreaded contact

with life. Now I defy life to get the better of me. I know it,

and I'm beginning to know how to deal with it. I say, let

us plan out our campaign if Madame Sennier persists in her

accusations."

He sat down between them.
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" But first tell us exactly what you gave out to the press-

men to-night," said Alston.

They talked till the dawn crept along the sky.

When at last Alston got up to go, Claude said :

"
If three strong wills are worth anything we must suc-

ceed."
" And we've got Crayford's back of ours," said Alston,

putting his arms behind him into the sleeves of his coat.
" Good morning! I'm really going."

And he went.

Charmian had got up from her sofa, and was standing by
the writing-table, which was in an angle of the room on the

right of the window. As Alston went out, her eyes fell on an

envelope lying by itself a little apart from the letters with

which the table was strewn. Scarcely thinking about what

she was doing she stretched out her hand. Her intention

was to put the envelope with its fellows. But when she took

it up she saw that it had not been opened and contained a

letter, or note, addressed to Claude.
"
Why, here's a letter for you, Claudie!

"
she said, giving

it to him.
11

Is there? Another autograph hunter, I suppose."
Without glancing at the writing he tore the envelope,

took out a letter, and began to read it.

"
It's from Mrs Shifmey!

"
he said.

" She arrived to-day
on the same ship as Gillier."

'I knew she would come!" cried Charmian. "Though
they all pretended she was going to winter at Cap Martin."

11 And she's brought Susan Fleet with her."

"Susan!"
' But read what she says. It seems to have all been quite

unexpected, a sudden caprice."
" You poor thing!

"
said Charmian, looking at him with

pitiful eyes.
" When will you begin to understand?

"

"What?"
"
Us."

Claude sent a glance so keen that it was almost like a dart

at Charmian. But she did not see it for she was reading the

letter.
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"The Ritz-Carlton Hotel,

Friday.
" Dear Mr Heath,—I've just arrived with Susan Fleet

on the Philadelphia. I heard such reports of the excitement

over your opera out here that I suddenly felt I must run over.

After all you told me about it at Constantine I'm naturally
interested. Do be nice and let me into a rehearsal. I never

take sides in questions of art, and though of course I'm a

friend of the Senniers, I'm really praying for you to have a

triumph. Surely the sky has room for two stars. What
nonsense all this Press got-up rivalry is. Don't believe a word

you see in the papers about Henriette and your libretto. She

knows nothing whatever about it, of course. Such rubbish!

Susan is pining to see her beloved Charmian. Can't you both

lunch with us at Sherry's to-morrow at one o'clock? Love
to Charmian.—Yours very sincerely,

"Adelaide Shiffney"

"
Well?

"
said Claude, as Charmian sat without speaking,

after she had finished the letter. "Shall we go to Sherry's
to-morrow?

"

He spoke as if he were testing her, but she did not seem to

notice it.

"
Yes, Claudie, I think we will."

She looked at him.
" What are you thinking?

"
she asked quickly.

" Do you still believe Mrs Shiffney tricked me at Con-

stantine?
"

"
I know she did."

" And yet—"
She interrupted him.
" We are in the arena!

"

" Ah—I understand."
"

If we go to Sherry's, and Mrs Shiffney speaks about

coming to a rehearsal, what do you mean to do?
"

" What do you think about it?
"

" Of course she only wants to come in the hope of being

able to carry a bad report to the Senniers."

Claude was silent for a moment. Then he said :
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"
That may be. But—we are in the arena."

"What is it?"
" You dislike Mrs Shiffney, you distrust her, but you do

think she has taste, judgment, don't you?
"

" Yes—some."

"A great deal?
"

" When she isn't biased by personal feeling. But she is

biased against you."
Claude's eyes had become piercing.
"

I think," he said,
"
that if I were with Mrs Shiffney at

a rehearsal I should divine her real, her honest opinion, the

opinion one has of a thing whether one wishes to have it or

not. If she were to admire the opera
—" He paused. His

face looked self-conscious.
"
Yes?

"

"
I only mean that I think it might be the verdict in

advance."
"

I see," she said slowly.
"
Yes, I see."

She got up.
" We simply must go to bed."
" Come along then. But I feel as if I should never want

to sleep again."
" We must sleep. The verdict in advance—yes, I see

But Adelaide might make a mistake."
"
She really has a flair"

"
I know. Oh, Claudie, the verdict!

"

They were now in their bedroom. Charmian sighed and

put her arms round his neck.
" The verdict!

"
she breathed against his cheek softly.

He felt moisture on his cheek. She had pressed wet eyes

against it.

"
Charmian, what is it? Why—"

"Hush! Just put your arms round me for a minute—
yes, like that! Claudie, I want you to win, I want you to

win. Oh, not altogether selfishly! I—I am an egoist, I

suppose. I do care for my husband to be a success. But

there's more than that. Yes, yes, there is!
"

She held him, with passion, and suddenly kissed his eyes.

She was crying quite openly now, but not unhappily.
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"There's something in you far, far down, that I love,"

she whispered.
"

I am not always conscious of it, but I am
now. It called me to you, I believe, at the very first. And
I want that to win, I want that to win!

"

Claude's face had become set. He bent over Charmian.
For a moment he was on the verge of a strange confession.

But something that still had great power held him back from
it. And he only said :

" You have worked hard for me. If we do win it will be

your victory."
" And if we lose?

"
she whispered.

Charmian—"
he kissed her.

" We must try to sleep."
K



CHAPTER XXXI

ON
a night of unnatural excitement Claude had come to a

crude resolution. He kept to it, at first only by a strong

effort, during the days and the nights which followed, calling

upon his will with a recklessness he had never known before, a

recklessness which made him sometimes feel hard and almost

brutal. He was "
out for

"
success on the large scale, and he

was now fiercely determined to win it. Within him the real

man seemed to recede like a thing sensitive seeking a hiding-

place. Sometimes, during these strange and crowded days and

nights, he felt as if he were losing himself in the turmoil around

him and within him. And the wish came to him to lose him-

self, to have done for ever with that self which once he had

cherished, but which was surely of no use, of no value at all, in

the violent blustering world.

Now and then he saw the pale shining of the lamp in the

quiet studio, where he had dwelt with the dear children of his

imagination; now and then he listened, and seemed to hear

the silence there. Then the crowd closed about him, the

noises of life rushed upon him, and the Claude Heath of those

far-off days seemed to pass by him fantastically on the way
to eternal darkness. And, using his will with fury, he cried

out to the fugitive, "Go! Go!" as to something shameful

that must not be seen.

Always he was suffering, as a man only suffers when he

tries to do violence to himself, when he treats himself as an

enemy. But when he had time he strove to sneer at his

own suffering. Coolness, hardness, audacity, these were the

qualities needed in life as he knew it now; swiftness not

sensitiveness, boldness not delicacy. The world was not

gentle enough for the trembling qualities which vibrate at

every touch of emotion, giving out subtle music. And he

would nevermore wish it gentle. Things as they are! Fall

down and worship them! Accommodate yourself to them
lest you be the last of fools!

2,83
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Claude acted, and carried on by excitement, he acted well.

He was helped by his natural inclination to meet people half-

way when he had to meet them. And he was helped, too, by
the cordiality, the quickness of response, in those about him.

Charmian did her part with an energy and brilliance to which
the apparent change in him gave an impetus. Hitherto she

had tried to excite in Claude the worldly qualities which she

supposed to make for success. Now Claude excited them in

her. His vivacity, his intensity, his power to do varied work,
and especially the dominating faculty which he now began
to display, sometimes almost amazed her. She said to her-

self,
"

I have never known him till now!
"

She said to Alston

Lake,
"
Isn't it extraordinary how Claude is coming out?

"

And she began to look up to him in a new way, but with the

worldly eyes, not with the mild or the passionate eyes of the

spirit.

Others, too, were impressed by the change in Claude.

After the luncheon at Sherry's Mrs Shiffney said, with a sort

of reluctance, to Charmian:
" The air of America seems to agree with your composer.

Has he been on Riverside Drive getting rid of the last traces

of the Puritan tradition? Or is it the theatre which has

stirred him up? He's a new man."
"
There's a good deal more in Claude than people were

inclined to suppose in London," said Charmian, trying to

speak with light indifference, but secretly triumphing.

"Evidently!" said Mrs Shiffney. "Perhaps, now that

you've forced him to come out into the open, he enjoys being
a storm-centre, as they call it out here."

"
Oh, but I didn't force him!

"

"
Playfully begged him not to come, I meant."

Claude was sitting a little way off talking to Susan Fleet.

Mrs Shiffney had
"
managed

"
this. She wanted to feel how

things were through the woman. Then perhaps she would

tackle the man. At lunch it had seemed to her as if success

were in the air. Had she always been mistaken in her judg-

ment of Claude Heath! Had Charmian seen more clearly

and farther than she had? She felt more interested in Char-

mian than she had ever felt before, and disliked her, in con-
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sequence, much more than formerly. How Charmian would

triumph if the Heath opera were a success! How unbearable

she would be ! In fancy Mrs Shiffney saw Charmian enthroned,

and "
giving herself

"
a thousand airs. Mrs Shiffney had

never forgiven Charmian for taking possession of Claude.

She did not hate her for that. Charmian had only got in the

way of a whim. But Mrs Shiffney disliked those who got in

the way of her whims, and resented their conduct, as the spoilt

child resents the sudden removal of a toy. Without hating
Charmian she dearly wished for the failure of the great enter-

prise, in which she knew Charmian 's whole heart and soul were

involved. And she wished it the more on account of the cha' !ge

in Claude Heath. In his intensity, his vivacity, his resolution,

she was conscious of fascination. He puzzled her.
'

There

really is a great deal in him," she said to herself. And she

wished that some of that
"
great deal

"
could be hers. As it

could not be hers, unless her judgment of a man, not happily
come to, and now almost angrily accepted, was at fault, she

wished to punish. She could not help this. But she did not

desire to help it.

Mrs Shiffney separated from the Heaths that day
without speaking of the

"
libretto-scandal," as the papers

now called the invention of Madame Sennier. They parted

apparently on cordial terms. And Mrs Shifmey's last words

were :

1

I'm coming to see you one day in your eyrie at the Saint

Regis. I take no sides where art is in question, and I want
both the operas to be brilliant successes."

She had said not a word about the rehearsals at the New
Era Opera House.

Charmian was almost disappointed by her silence. She
had turned over and over in her mind Claude's words about
the verdict in advance. She continued to dwell upon them

mentally after the meeting with Mrs Shiffney. By degrees
she became almost obsessed by the idea of Mrs Shiffney as

arbiter of Claude's destiny and hers.

Mrs Shifmey's position had always fascinated Charmian,
because it was the position she would have loved to occupy.
Even in her dislike, her complete distrust of Mrs Shiiiney,

25
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Charmian was attracted by her. Now she longed with in-

creasing intensity to use Mrs Shifrney as a test.

Rehearsals of Claude's opera were being hurried on.

Crayford was determined to produce his novelty before the

Metropolitan crowd produced theirs.
"
They've fixed the first," he said.

'* Then it's up to us to

be ready by the twenty-eighth, and that's all there is to it.

We'll get time enough to die all right afterwards. But there

aren't got to be no dying nor quitting now. We've fixed the

locusts, and now we'll start in to fix all the rest of the cut-

out."

He had begun to call Claude's opera
"
the cut-out," because

he said it was certain to cut out Sennier's work. The rumours

about the weakness of Sennier's libretto had put the finishing
touch to his pride and enthusiasm. Thenceforth he set no
bounds to his expectations.

u We've got a certainty!
"
he said.

" And they know it."

His energy was volcanic. He knew neither rest nor the

desire to rest. His season so far had been successful, much
more successful than any former season of his. He knew
that he was making way with the great New York public,
and he was carried on by the vigour which flames up in a

strong and determined man who believes himself to be almost

within reach of the satisfaction of his greatest desire.

Claude, in his new character of the man determined to win

a great popular triumph, appealed forcibly to Crayford.
"
I've made him over!

"
he exclaimed to Charmian,

almost with exultation.
"
He's a man now. When I lit out

on him he was—well, well, little lady, don't you begin to fire

up at me! All I mean is that Claude knows how to carry

things with him now. Look how he's stood up against all

the nonsense about the libretto! Why, he's right down

enjoyed it. And the first night the pressmen started in he

was like a man possessed, talked about his honour, and all

that kind of rubbish. Now he says
'

Stir it up! It's all for

the good of the opera!' Cane's fairly mad about him, says
he's on the way to be the best boom-centre that ever made a

publicity agent feel young. I'm proud of him! And he's

moving all the time. He'll get there and no mistake!
'
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"
I always knew Claude would rise to his chance if he got

it," she said.
"
He's got it now, don't you worry yourself. Not one

man in a million has such a chance at his age. I tell you,

Claude is a made man!
"

A made man! Charmian felt a thrill at her heart. But

again she longed for a verdict from outside, for a verdict from

Mrs Shiffney.

In the midst of the tumult of her life one day, very soon

after the lunch at Sherry's, she begged Susan Fleet to come

to see her. That day Claude and she had been with Gillier at

the theatre. As they had ignored Mrs Shiffney's treachery

in the affair of the libretto, so they had ignored Gillier's in-

sulting behaviour to them at Djenan-el-Maqui. Against his

will he was with them now in the great enterprise. They
had resolved to be charming to him, and had taken care to

be so. And Gillier, delighted with the notoriety that was

his, his conceit decked out with feathers, met them half-way.

He was impressed by the situation which Crayford's powerful

efforts had created for them. He was moved by the marked

change in Claude. These people did not seem to him the

same husband and wife he had known in the hidden Arab

house at Mustapha. They had gained immeasurably in im-

portance. Comment rained upon them. Conflict swirled

about them. Expectations centred upon them. And they
had the air of those upon whose footsteps the goddess, Suc-

cess, is following. Gillier began to lose his regret for his lost

opportunity. He was insensibly drawn to the Heaths by the

spell of united effort. Now that Claude did not seem to care

twopence for him, or for anyone else, Gillier began to respect

him, to think a good deal of him. In Charmian he had always
been aware of certain faculties which often make for success.

On the day when Charmian was expecting to see Susan

Fleet she had just come from an afternoon rehearsal which

had gone well. Gillier had been almost savagely delighted
with the performance of Enid Mardon, who sang and acted

the rSle of the heroine. He knew little of music, but in the

scene rehearsed Claude had introduced a clever imitation,

if not an exact reproduction, of the songs of Said Hitani and
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his companions. This had aroused the enthusiasm of Gillier,

who had a curious love of the country where he had spent
the wild years of his youth. It had been evident both to

Charmian and to Claude that he began to have great hopes
of the opera. Charmian had become so exultant on noticing

this that she had been unable to refrain from saying to Gillier,
" Do you begin to believe in it?

" As she sat now waiting

for Susan she remembered his answer,
"
Madame, if the whole

opera goes like that scene—well!
" He had finished with a

characteristic gesture, throwing out his strong hands and

smiling at her. She almost felt as if she liked Gillier. She

began to find excuses for his former conduct. He was a

poor man struggling to make his way, terribly anxious to

succeed. Madame Sennier had "
got at

"
him. It was not

unnatural, perhaps, that he had wished to associate himself

with Jacques Sennier. Of course he had had no right to

suggest the withdrawal of his libretto from Claude. That

had been insulting. But still—that day Charmian found

room in her heart for charity. She had not felt so happy, so

safe, for a very long time. It was almost as if she held suc-

cess in her hand, as a woman may hold a jewel and say,
"

It

is mine!
"

A slight buzzing sound told her that there was someone at

the outer door of the lobby. In a moment Susan walked in,

looking as usual temperate, kind, and absolutely uncon-

scious of herself. She was warmly wrapped in a fur given to

her by Mrs Shifrney. When she had taken it off and sat

down beside Charmian in the over-heated room, Charmian

began at once to use her as a receptacle. She proceeded to

pour her exultation into Susan. The rehearsal had greatly

excited her. She was full of the ardent impatience of one who
had been patient by force of will in defiance of natural char-

acter, and who now felt that a period was soon to be put to

her suffering and that she was to enter into her reward. As,

long ago, in an Algerian garden, she had used Susan, she used

her now. And Susan sat quietly listening, with her odd eyes

dropping in their sockets.
"
Oh, Susan, do take off your gloves!

"
Charmian exclaimed

presently.
" You are going to stay a good while, aren't you ?

'
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"
Yes, if you like me to."

"
I should like to be with you every day for hours. You

do me good. We'll have tea."

She went to the telephone, came back quickly, sat down

again, and continued talking enthusiastically. When the

tea-table was in front of her, and the elderly German waiter

had gone, she said:
"

Isn't it wonderful? I shall never forget how you spoke
of destiny to me when we were by the little island. It was

then, I think, that I felt it was my fate to link myself with

Claude, to help him on. Do you remember what you
said?"

"
That perhaps it was designed that you should teach

Mr Heath."
"
Don't say mister—on such a day as this!

"

"
Claude, then."

11

And, Susan, I don't want to seem vain, but I have taught

him, I have taught him to know and rely on himself, to believe

in himself, in his genius, to dominate. He's marvellously

changed. Everyone notices it. You do, of course!
"

" There is a change. And I remember saying that perhaps
it was designed that you should learn from him. Do you
recollect that?

"

Charmian was handing Susan her tea-cup.
" Oh—yes," she said.

She looked at Susan as the latter took the cup with a calm

and steady hand.
" What excellent tea!

"
observed Susan.

"Is it? Susan!"
" Well?

"

"
I believe you are very reserved."

"
No, I don't think so."

Yes, you keep half your thoughts about things and

people entirely to yourself."
"

I think most of us do that."
' About me, for instance! I've been talking a great deal

to you in here. And you've been listening, and thinking."
There was an uneasy sound in Charmian 's voice.
"
Yes. Didn't you wish me to listen?

"
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"

I suppose I did. But you've been thinking. What
have you been thinking?

"

" That it's a long journey up the ray," said Susan, with a

sort of gentle firmness.

"Ah—the ray! I remember your saying that to me

long ago."
" We've got a great deal to learn, I think, as well as to

teach."

Charmian was silent for a minute.
" Do you mean that you think I only care to teach, that

I—that I am not much of a pupil?
"
she said at length.

"
Perhaps that is putting it too strongly. But I believe

your husband has a great deal to give."

"Claude! Do you? But yes, of course—Susan!"

Charmian 's voice changed, became almost sharply interroga-

tive.
" Do you mean that Claude could teach me more than

I could ever teach him? "

"
It is impossible for me to be sure of that."

"
Perhaps. But, tell me, do you think it is so?

"

"
I am inclined to."

Charmian felt as if she flushed. She was conscious of a

stir of something that was like anger within her. It hurt her

very much to think that perhaps Susan put Claude higher than

her. But she controlled the expression of what she felt, and

only said, perhaps a little coldly :

"
It ought to be so. He is so much cleverer than I am."

"
I don't think I mean that. It isn't always cleverness we

learn from."
"
Goodness then!

"

Charmian forced herself to smile.
" Do you think me far below Claude from the moral point

of view?
"
she added, with an attempt at laughing lightness.

"
It isn't that either. But I think he has let out an anchor

which reaches bottom, though perhaps at present he isn't

aware of it. And I'm not sure that you ever have. By the

way, I've a message from Adelaide for you."
" Yes? "

" She wants to know how your rehearsals are going."
"
Wonderfully well, as I said."
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Charmian spoke almost gravely. Her exultant enthusiasm

had died away for the moment.
"
And, if it is allowed, she would like to go to one. Can

she?
"

Charmian hesitated. But the strong desire for Mrs

Shiffney's verdict overcame a certain suddenly born reluct-

ance of which she was aware, and she said:
"

I should think so. Why not? Even a spy cannot

destroy the merit of the enemy's work by wishing."
Susan said nothing to this.
" You must come with her if she does come," Charmian

added.

She was still feeling hurt. She had looked upon Susan as

her very special friend. She had let Susan see into her heart.

And now she realized that Susan had criticized that heart.

At that moment Charmian was too unreasonable to remember
that criticism is often an inevitable movement of the mind
which does not touch the soul to change it. Her attempt at

cordiality was, therefore, forced.
"

I don't know whether she will want me," said Susan.
1 But at any rate I shall be there for the first night."

11 Ah—the first night!
"

said Charmian.

Again she changed. With the thought of the coming

epoch in her life and Claude's her vexation died.
"

It's coming so near!
"

she said.
"
There are moments

when I want to rush towards it, and others when I wish it

were far away. It's terrible when so much hangs on one

night, just three or four hours of time. One does need courage
in art. But Claude has found it. Yes, Susan, you are right.

Claude is finer than I am. He is beginning to dominate me
here, as he never dominated me before. If he triumphs

—
and he will, he shall triumph!— I believe I shall be quite at

his feet."

She laughed, but tears were not far from her eyes. This

period she was passing through in New York was tearing at

her nerves with teeth and claws although she scarcely knew it.

Susan, who had seen clearly the hurt she had inflicted,

moved, came nearer to Charmian, and gently took one of her

hands.
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"
My dear," she said.

" Does it matter so much which
it is?

"

"
Matter! Of course it does. Everything hangs upon it

—for us, I mean, of course. We have given up everything
for the opera, altered our lives. It is to be the beginning of

everything for us."

Susan looked steadily at Charmian with her ugly, beautiful

eyes.
"
Perhaps it might be that in either case," she said.

" Dear

Charmian, I think preaching is rather odious. I hope I don't

often step into the pulpit. But we've talked of many things,

of things I care for and believe in. May I tell you something
I think with the whole of my mind, and even more than that

as it seems to me? "

"Yes. Yes, Susan!
"

"
I think the success or failure only matters really as it

affects character, and the relation existing between your soul

and your husband's. The rest scarcely counts, I think.

And so, if I were to pray about such a thing as this opera,

pray with the impulse of a friend who really does care for you,
I should pray that your two souls might have what they

need, what they must be asking for, whether that is a great

success/or a great failure."

The door opened and Claude came in on the two women.
" Did I hear the word failure?

" he said, smiling, as he

went up to Susan and took her hand.
"
Charmian, I wonder

you allow it to be spoken in our sitting-room."
"

I—I didn't—we weren't," she almost stammered. But

quickly recovering herself, she said :

"
Susan has come with a message from Adelaide Shiffney."

" You mean about being let in at a rehearsal?
"

"
Yes," said Susan.

"
I've just been with Mrs Shiffney. She called at the

theatre after you had gone, Charmian. I drove to the Ritz

with her and went in."

Charmian looked narrowly at her husband.
" Then of course she spoke about the rehearsal?

"

"
Yes. Madame Sennier dropped in upon us. What do

you think of that?
"
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Charmian thought that his face and manner were strangely
hard.

" Madame Sennier! And did you stay, did you—"

11 Of course. I thanked her for giving the opera such a

lift with her slanders about the libretto. I tackled her. It

was the greatest fun. I only wish Crayford had been there

to hear me."
1 How did she take it?

"
asked Charmian, glancing at

Susan, and feeling uncomfortable.
1 She was furious, I think. I hope so. I meant her to be.

But she didn't say much, except that the papers were full of

lies, and nobody believed them except fools. When she was

going I gave her a piece of news to comfort her."
" What was that?"

That my opera will be produced the night before her

husband's."

Susan got up.
'

Well, I must go," she said.
"

I've been here a long time,

and I daresay you both want to rest."
'

Rest!
"

exclaimed Claude.
"
That's the last thing we

want, isn't it, Charmian?
"

He helped Susan to put on her fur.

There's another rehearsal to-night after the performance
of '

Aida.' You see it's a race, and we mean to be in first.

I wish you could have seen Madame Sennier's face when I

told her we should produce on the twenty-eighth."
He laughed. But neither Charmian nor Susan laughed

with him. As Susan was leaving he said:

You come from the enemy's camp, but you do wish us

success, don't you?
"

'

I have just been telling Charmian what I wish you,"
answered Susan gently, with her straight and quiet look.

'Have you?' He wheeled round to Charmian. "What
was it?

"

Charmian looked taken aback.
" Oh—what was it?

"

"
Yes?

"
said Claude.

" The—the very best! Wasn't it, Susan? "

"
Yes. I wished you the very best."
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"
Capital! Too bad, you are going!

"

He went with Susan to the door.

When he came back he said to Charmian :

" Susan Fleet is very quiet, the least obtrusive person I

ever met. But she's strange. I believe she sees far."

His face and manner had changed. He threw himself

down in a chair and leaned his head against the back of it.

"
I'm going to relax for a minute, Charmian. It's the

only way to rest. And I shall be up most of the night."

He shut his eyes. His whole body seemed to become loose.
" She sees far, I think," he murmured, scarcely moving

his sensitive lips.

Charmian sat watching his pale forehead, his white eyelids.

And New York roared outside.



CHAPTER XXXII

THE respective publicity agents of the two opera houses

had been so energetic in their efforts on behalf of their

managements, that, to the Senniers, the Heaths, and all those

specially interested in the rival enterprises, it began to seem

as if the whole world hung upon the two operas, as if nothing
mattered but their success or failure. Charmian received all

the
"
cuttings

"
which dealt with the works and their com-

posers, with herself and Madame Sennier, from a newspaper

clipping bureau. And during these days of furious prepara-
tion she read no other literature. Whenever she was in the

hotel, and not with people, she was poring over these articles,

or tabulating and arranging them in books. The Heaths,
Claude Heath, Charmian Heath, Claude Heath's opera,
Armand Gillier and Claude Heath, Madame Sennier's quarrel
with Claude Heath, Mrs Heath's brilliant efforts for her talented

husband, Joseph Crayford's opinion of Mrs Charmian Heath,
how a clever woman can help her husband—was there really

anything of importance in this world except Charmian and

Claude Heath's energy, enterprise, and ultimate success?

From the hotel she went to the Opera House. And there

she was in the midst of a world apart, which seemed to her the

whole of the world. Everybody whom she met there was

concentrated on the opera. She talked to orchestral players
about the musical effects; to the conductor about detail,

colour, ensemble; to scene-painters about the various
"

sets,"

their arrangement, lighting, the gauzes used in them, the

properties, the back cloths; to machinists about the locusts

and other sensations; to the singers about their rdles ; to

dancers about their strange Eastern poses; to Fakirs about

their serpents and their miracles. She lived in the opera, as

the opera lived in the vast theatre. She was, as it were,

enclosed in a shell within a shell. New York was the great
sea murmuring outside. And always it was murmuring of

395
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the opera. In consequence of Jacob Crayford's great opinion
of Charmian she was the spoilt child in his theatre. Her
situation there was delightful. Everybody took his cue from

Crayford. And Crayford's verdict on Charmian was,
"
She's a

wonderful little lady. I know her, and I say she's a peach-
Heath did the cleverest thing he ever did in his life when he

married her."

Charmian really had influence with Crayford, and she

used it, revelling in a sense of her power and importance. He
consulted her about many points in the performance. And
she spoke her mind with decision, growing day by day in

self-reliance. In the theatre she was generally surrounded,
and she grew to love it as she had never loved any place before.

The romance and beauty of Djenan-el-Maqui were as nothing
in comparison with the fascination of the Monster with the

Maw, vast, dark, and patient, waiting for its evening pro-
vender. To Charmian it seemed like a great personality.
Often she found herself thinking of it as sentient, brooding
over the opera, secretly attentive to all that was going on

in connection with it. She loved its darkness, the ghostly

lightness of the covers spread over it, the ranges of its gaping
boxes, the far-off mystery of its galleries receding into a

heaven of ebon blackness. She wandered about it, sitting

first here, then there, becoming intimate with the monster on

whom she sometimes felt as if her life and fortunes depended.
"All this we are doing for you!

"
something within her

seemed to whisper.
"
Will you be satisfied with our efforts?

Will you reward us?
"

And then, in imagination, she saw the monster changed.
No longer it brooded, watched, considered, waited. It had

sprung into ardent life, put off its darkness, wrapped itself in

a garment of light.
" You have given me what I needed!

"
she heard it saying.

"Look!"
And she saw the crowd !

Then sometimes she shut her eyes. She wanted to feel the

crowd, those masses of souls in masses of bodies for which

she had done so much. Always surely they had been keeping
the ring for Claude and for her. And it seemed to her that
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unseen, they had circled the Isle in the far-off Algerian garden
where she first spoke of her love and desire for Claude, that

they had ever since been attending upon her life. Had they
not muttered about the white house that held the worker?

Had they not stared at the one who sat waiting by the foun-

tain? Had they not seen the arrival of Jacob Crayford?
Had they not assisted at those long colloquies when the

opera which was for them was changed? Absurdly, she felt

as if they had. And now, very soon, it would be for them to

speak. And striving to shut her eyes more firmly, or pressing
her lingers upon them, Charmian saw moving hands, a forest

of them below, circles above circles of them, and in the dis-

tance of the gods a mist of them. And she saw the shining of

thousands of eyes, in which were mirrored strangely, almost

mystically, souls that Claude's music, conceived in patience
and labour, had moved and that wished to tell him so.

She saw the crowd! And she saw it returning to listen

again. And she remembered, with the extraordinary vitality

of an ardent woman, who was still little more than a girl, how
she had sat opposite to the white-faced, red-haired heroine

on the first night of Jacques Sennier's " Paradis Terrestre
"

;

how she had watched her, imaginatively entered into her mind,
become one with her. That night Claude had written his

letter to her, Charmian. The force in her, had entered into

him, had inspired him to do what he did that night, had in-

spired him to do what he had since done always near to her.

And soon, very soon, the white-faced, red-haired woman
would be watching her.

Then something that was almost like an intoxication of

the senses, something that, though it was born in the mind,
seemed intimately physical, came upon, rushed over Charmian.

It was the intoxication of an acute ambition which believed

itself close to fulfilment. Life seemed very wonderful to her.

Scarcely could she imagine anything more wonderful than life

holding the gift she asked for, the gift something in her de-

manded. And she connected love with ambition, even with

notoriety. She conceived of a satisfied ambition drawing
two human beings together, cementing their hearts together,

merging their souls in one.
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"How I shall love Claude triumphant!" she thought

exultantly, even passionately, as if she were thinking of a man
new made, more lovable by a big measure than he had been

before. And she saw love triumphant with wings of flame

mounting into the regions of desire, drawing her soul up.
"
Claude's triumph will develop me," she thought.

' '

Through it I shall become the utmost of which I am capable.
I am one of those women who can only thrive in the atmo-

sphere of glory."

Claude triumphant, and made triumphant by her! She

cherished that imagination. She became possessed by it.

Everything conspired to keep that imagination alive and

powerful within her. Crayford was an enthusiast for the

opera, and infected all those who belonged to him, who were

connected with his magnificent theatre, with his own en-

thusiasm. The scene-painter, who had, almost with genius,

prepared exquisite Eastern pictures, was an enthusiast fore-

seeing that he would gain in the opera the triumph of his

career. The machinist was
"

fairly wild
"

about the opera.
Had he not invented the marvellous locust effect, which was

to be a new sensation? Mr Mulworth, by dint of working
with fury and sitting up all night, had become fanatical about

the opera. He existed only for it. No thought of any other

thing could find a resting-place in his mind. His "
produc-

tion
" was going to be a masterpiece such as had never before

been known in the history of the stage. Nothing had been

forgotten. He had brought the East to New York. It was

inconceivable by him that New York could reject it. He

spoke about the music, but he meant his
"
production." The

man was a marvel in his own line, and such a worker as can

rarely be found anywhere. He believed the opera was going
to mark an epoch in the history of the lyric stage. And he

said so, almost wildly, in late hours of the night to Charmian.

Then there was Alston, who was to have his first great

chance in the opera, and who grew more fervently believing

with each rehearsal.

The great theatre was pervaded by optimism, which flowed

from the fountain-head of its owner. And this optimism

percolated through certain sections of society in New York,
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as had been the case in London before Sennier's " Paradis

Terrestre
"
was given for the first time.

Report of the opera was very good. And with each

passing day it became better.

Charmian remembered what had happened in London, and

thought exultantly,
"
Success is in the air."

It certainly seemed to be so. Rumour was busy and spoke
kind things. Charmian noticed that the manner of many
people towards her and Claude was becoming increasingly

cordial. The pressmen whom she met gave her unmistakable

indications that they expected great things of her husband.

Two of them, musical critics both, came to dine with her and

Claude one night at the St Regis, and talked music for hours.

One of them had lived in Paris, and was steeped in modernity.
He was evidently much interested in Claude's personality, and

after dinner, when they had all returned from the restaurant

to the Heaths' sitting-room, he said to Charmian :

" Your husband is the most interesting English personality
I have met. He is the only Englishman who has ever given
to me the feeling of strangeness, of the beyond."

He glanced around with his large Southern eyes and saw

that there was a piano in the room.

"Would he play to us, do you think?" he said, rather

tentatively.
"

I am not asking as a pressman but as a keen

musician."
"
Claude!

"
Charmian said.

" Mr Van Brinen asks if you
will play us a little bit of the opera."

Claude got up.

"Why not?" he said.

He spoke firmly. His manner was self-reliant, almost

determined. He went to the piano, sat down, and played
the scene Gillier had liked so much, the scene in which some
of Said Hitani's curious songs were reproduced. The two

journalists were evidently delighted.
"
That's new!

"
said Van Brinen.

"
Nothing like that has

ever been heard here before. It brings a breath of the East

to Broadway."
Claude had turned half round on the piano stool. His eyes

were fixed upon Van Brinen. And now Van Brinen looked
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at him. There was an instant of silence. Then Claude

swung round again to the piano and began to play something
that was not out of the opera. Charmian had never heard it

before. But Mrs Mansfield had heard it.

"
I heard a great voice out of the temple saying to the

seven angels,
' Go your ways, and pour out the vials of the

wrath of God upon the earth, . . .'

" The second angel poured out his vial upon the sea; and it

became as the blood of a dead man. . . .

" The fourth angel poured out his vial upon the sun; and

power was given to him to scorch men with fire. . . .

" The sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river

Euphrates; and the water thereof was dried up, that the way
of the Kings of the East might be prepared. . . .

"
Behold I come as a thief. Blessed is he that watcheth,

and keepeth his garments, lest he walk naked, and they see

his shame."

When Claude ceased there was a silence that seemed long.

He remained sitting with his back to his wife and his guests,

his face to the piano. At last he got up and turned, and his

eyes again sought the face of Van Brinen. Then Van Brinen

moved, clasped his long and thin hands tightly together, and

said:
"
That's great! That's very great!

"

He paused, gazing at Claude.

"That's enormous!" he said. "Do you mean—is that

from the opera?
"

"
Oh, no!

"
said Claude.

He came to sit down, and began to talk quickly of all sorts

of things. When the two pressmen were about to go away
Van Brinen said:

"
I wish you success, Mr Heath, as I have very seldom

wished it for any man. For since I have heard some of your

music, I feel that you deserve it as very few musicians I know

anything of do."

Claude's face flushed painfully, became scarlet.
" Thank you very much," he almost muttered. But he

wrung Van Brinen's thin hand hard, and when he was alone

with Charmian he said:
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"
Of all the men I have met in New York that is the one I

like best."

Van Brinen had considerable influence in the musical

world of New York, and after that evening he used it on

Claude's behalf. The members of the art circles of the city

had Claude's name perpetually upon their lips. Articles

began to appear which voiced the great expectation musicians

were beginning to found upon Claude's work. The " boom "

grew, and was no longer merely sensational, a noisy thing

worked up by paid agents.

Charmian became quickly aware of this and exulted.

Now and then she remembered her conversation with Susan

Fleet and had a moment of doubt, of wonder. Now and then

a fleeting expression in the pale face of her husband, a look

in his eyes, a sound in his voice, even a movement, sent a

slight chill through her heart. But these faintly disagreeable

sensations passed swiftly from her. The whirling round of

life took her, swept her on. She had scarcely time to think,

though she had always time to feel intensely.

Often during these days of fierce preparation she was

separated from Claude. He had innumerable things to do

connected with the production. Charmian haunted the opera
house, but was seldom actually with Claude there, though she

often saw him on the stage or in the orchestra, heard him dis-

cussing points concerning his work. And Claude was very
often away, when rehearsals did not demand his attention,

visiting the singers who were to appear in the opera, going

through their rdles with them, trying to imbue them with his

exact meaning. Charmian meanwhile was with some of the

many friends she had made in New York.

Thus it happened that Claude was able to meet Mrs Shiffney
several times without Charmian' s knowledge.

It was an understood thing
—and Charmian knew this—

that Mrs Shiffney was to come to the first full rehearsal of the

opera. The verdict in advance was to be given and taken.

Mrs Shiffney had called once at the St Regis, when Claude

was out, and had sat for ten minutes with Charmian. And
Charmian had called upon her at the Ritz-Carlton and had

not found her. Here matters had ended in connection with
26
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"
Adelaide," so far as Charmian knew. Mrs Shiffney had

multitudes of friends in New York, and was always rushing
about. It never occurred to Charmian that she had any time

to give to Claude, or that Claude had any time to give to her.

But Mrs Shiffney always found time to do anything she really

cared to do. And just now she cared to meet Claude.

Long ago in London, when he was very genuine, she had

been attracted by him. Now, in New York, when he was

dressed up in motley, with painted face and eyes that strove,

though sometimes in vain, to be false, he fascinated her. The
new Claude, harder, more dominant, secretly unhappy, feverish

with a burning excitement of soul and brain, appealed to this

woman who loved all that was strange, exotic, who hated and

despised the commonplace, and who lived on excitement.

She threw out one or two lures for Claude, and he, who in

London had refused her invitations, in New York accepted
them. Why did he do this ? Because he had flung away his real

self, because he was secretly angry with, hated the self to which

he was giving the rein, because he, too, during this period was

living on excitement, because he longed sometimes, with a cruel

longing, to raise up a barrier between himself and Charmian.

And perhaps there were other reasons that only a physician
could have explained, reasons connected with tired and irritated

nerves, with a brain upon which an unnatural strain had been

put. The overworked man of talent sometimes is confronted

with strange figures making strange demands upon him.

Claude knew these figures now.

He had always been aware of fascination in Mrs Shiffney.

Now he let himself go towards this fascination. He had

always, too, felt what he had called the minotaur-thing in

her, the creature with teeth and claws fastening upon pleasure.

Now he was ready to be with the minotaur-thing. For some-

thing within him, that was intimately connected with what-

ever he had of genius, murmured incessantly,
* To-morrow

I die!
" And he wanted, at any cost, to dull the sound of

that voice. Why should not he let his monster fasten on

pleasure too? The situation was full of a piquancy which

delighted Mrs Shiffney. She was " on the other side," and

was now preparing to make love in the enemy's camp. No-
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thing pleased her more than to mingle art with love, linking

the intelligence of her brain with the emotion, such as it was,

of her thoroughly pagan heart. And the feeling that she was
a sort of traitress to her beloved Jacques and Henriette was

quite enchanting. One thing more gave a very feminine zest

to her pursuit
—the thought of Charmian, who knew nothing

about it, but who, no doubt, would know some day. She

rejoiced in intrigue, loved a secret that would eventually be

hinted at, if not actually told, and revelled in proving her

power on a man who, in his unknown days, had resisted it, and

who now that he was on the eve, perhaps, of a wide fame,

seemed ready to succumb to it. There were even moments
when she found herself wishing for the success of Claude's

opera, despite her active dislike of Charmian. It would really

be such fun to take Claude away from that silly Charmian

creature in the very hour of a triumph. Yet she did not wish

to see Charmian even the neglected wife of a great celebrity.

Her feelings were rather complex. But she had always been

at home with complexity.
She managed to get rid of Susan Fleet, by persuading her

to visit some friends of Susan who lived in Washington. Then
it was easy enough to see Claude quietly, in her apartment at

the Ritz-Carlton Hotel and elsewhere. Mrs Shiffney was a

past mistress of what she called
"
playing about." Claude

recognized this, and had a glimpse into a life strangely different

from his own, an almost intimate glimpse which both inter-

ested and disgusted him.

In his determination to grasp at the blatant thing, the big

success, a determination that pushed him almost inevitably
into a certain extravagance of conduct, because it was foreign
to his innermost nature, Claude gave himself to the vulgar

vanity of the male. He was out here to conquer. Why not

conquer Mrs Shiffney? To do that would be scarcely more

spurious than to win with a " made over
"
opera.

He kept secret assignations, which were not openly sup-

posed to be secret by either Mrs Shiffney or himself. For
Mrs Shifmey was leading him gently, savouring nuances, while

he was feeling blatant, though saved by his breeding from

showing it. They had some charming, some almost exciting
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talks, full of innuendo, of veiled allusions to personal feeling

and the human depths. And all this was mingled with art

and the great life of human ambition. Mrs Shiffney's attrac-

tion to artists was a genuine thing in her. She really felt the

pull of that which was secretly powerful in Claude. And she,

not too consciously, made him know this. The knowledge
drew him towards her.

One day Claude went to see her after a long rehearsal.

When he reached the hotel it was nearly eight o'clock. The

rehearsal of his opera had only been stopped because it had

been necessary to get ready for the evening performance.
Claude had promised to dine with Van Brinen that night, and

Charmian was dining with some friends. But, at the last

moment, Van Brinen had telephoned to say that he was

obliged to go to a concert on behalf of his paper. Claude

had left the opera house, weary, excited, doubtful what

to do. If he returned to the St Regis he would be all alone.

At -hat moment he dreaded solitude. After hesitating

for c moment outside the stage door, he called a taxi-cab,

and ordered the man to drive to the Ritz-Carlton Hotel.

Mrs Shiffney would probably be out, would almost certainly

have some engagement for the evening. The hour was un-

orthodox for a visit. Claude did not care. He had been

drowned in his own music for hours. He was in a strongly

emotional condition, and wanted to do something strange,

something bizarre.

He sent up his name to Mrs Shiffney, who was at home.

In a few moments she sent down to say she would see him in

her sitting-room. When Claude came into it he found her

there in an evening gown.
" Do forgive me! You're going out?

"
he said.

" Where are you dining?
"
she answered.

Claude made a vague gesture.
" Have you come to dine with me? "

she said, smiling.
'- But I see you are going out!

"

She shook her powerful head.

M We will dine up here. But I must telephone to a number

in Fifth Avenue."

She went towards the telephone.
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"
Oh, but I can't keep you at home. It is too outrageous!

"

he said.

"Give me time to telephone!" she answered, looking
round at him over her shoulder.

" You are much too kind!
"
he said.

"
I—I looked in to

settle about your coming to that rehearsal."

She got on to the number in Fifth Avenue and spoke

through the telephone softly.

"There! That's done! And now help me to order a

dinner for—"
she glanced at him shrewdly

—" a tired genius."
Claude smiled. They consulted together, amicably arrang-

ing the menu.

The dinner was brought quickly, and they sat down, one

on each side of a round table decorated with lilies of the

valley.
"
I'm playing traitress to-night," Mrs Shiffney said in her

deep voice.
"

I was to have been at a dinner arranged for

the Senniers by Mrs Algernon Batsford."
"

I am so ashamed."
" Or are you a little bit flattered?

"

Both, perhaps."
A divinely complex condition. Tell me about the

rehearsal."

They plunged into a discussion on music. Mrs Shiffney
was a past mistress in the art of subtle flattery, when she chose

to be. And she always chose to be, in the service of her cap-
rices. She understood well the vanity of the artistic tempera-
ment. She even understood its reverse side, which was strongly

developed in Claude. Her efforts were dedicated to the dual

temperament, and beautifully. The discussion was long and

animated, lasting all through dinner to the time of Turkish

coffee. Claude forgot his fatigue, and Mrs Shiffney almost

forgot her caprice. She became genuinely interested in the

discussion merely as a discussion. Her sincere passion for

art got the upper hand in her. And this made her the more

delightful. The evening fled and its feet were winged.
"

I was going to a party at Eve Inness's," she said, when

half-past ten chimed in the clock on her writing-table.
"
But

I'll give it up."

«<

<«
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Claude sprang to his feet.
"
Really you must not. I must go. I must really. I

know I need any amount of sleep to make up arrears."
" You don't look sleepy."
" How could I, in New York? "

" We don't need to sleep here. Sit down again. Eve
Inness is quite definitely given up."

" But—"
Mrs Shiffney looked at him, and he sat down. At that

moment he remembered the morning in the pine wood at

Constantine, and how she had looked at him then. He re-

membered, too, and clearly, his own recoil. Now he believed

that she had been very treacherous in regard to him. Yet

he felt happier with her, and even at this moment as he re-

turned her look he thought,
" Whatever she may have felt at

Constantine, I believe I have won her over to my side now.

I have power. She always felt it. She feels it now more than

ever." And abruptly he said:
" You are on Sennier's side. And really it is a sort of

battle here. The two managements have turned it into a

battle. We've been talking all this evening of music. Do

you really wish me to succeed? I think—"
he paused. He

was on the edge of accusing her of treachery at Constantine.

But he decided not to do so, and continued,
" What I mean is,

do you genuinely care whether I succeed or not?
"

After a minute Mrs Shiffney said :

"
Perhaps I care more even than Charmian does."

Her large and intelligent eyes were still fixed upon Claude.

She looked absolutely self-possessed, yet as if she were feeling

something strongly, and meant him to be aware of that. And
she believed that just then it depended upon Claude whether

she cared for his success or desired his failure. His long re-

sistance to her influence, followed by this partial yielding to it,

had begun to irritate her capricious nature intensely. And
this irritation, if prolonged, might give birth in her either to a

really violent passion, of the burning straw species, for Claude,
or to an active hatred of him. At this moment she knew
this.

"
Perhaps I care too much! "

she said.
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And instantly, as at Constantine, when the reality of her

nature deliberately made itself apparent, with intention calling
to him, Claude felt the invincible recoil within him, the back-

ward movement of his true self. The spurious vanity of the

male died within him. The feverish pleasure in proving his

power died. And all that was left for the moment was the

dominant sense of honour, of what he owed to Charmian. Mrs

Shiffney would have called this
"
the shriek of the Puritan."

It was certainly the cry of the real man in Claude. And he had

to heed it. But he loathed himself at this moment. And he

felt that he had given Mrs Shiffney the right to hate him for

ever.
"
My weakness is my curse!

"
he thought.

"
It makes me

utterly contemptible. I must slay it!
"

Desperation seized him. Abruptly he got up.
" You are much too kind!

"
he said, scarcely knowing what

he was saying.
"

I can never be grateful enough to you.
If I—if I do succeed, I shall know at any rate that one—"

He met her eyes and stopped.

"Good-night!
"

she said.
" I'm afraid I must send you

away now, fori believe I will run in for a minute to Eve Inness,

after all."

As Claude descended to the hall he knew that he had left

an enemy behind him.

But the knowledge which really troubled him was that he

deserved to have Mrs Shiffney for an enemy.
His own self, his own manhood, whipped him.
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CHAPTER XXXIII

THAT
night, when Claude arrived at the St Regis,

Charmian was still out. She did not return till just after

midnight. When she came into the sitting-room she found

Claude in an arm-chair near the window, which was slightly

open. He had no book or paper, and seemed to be listening to

something.
Claudie! Why, what are you doing?

"
she asked.

Nothing," he said.
" But the window! Aren't you catching cold?

"

He shook his head.
11

1 believe you were listening to
' New York '!

"
she con-

tinued, taking off her cloak.
"

I was." 1

She put her cloak down on the sofa.
"
Listening for the verdict?

"
she said.

"
Trying to divine

what it will be ?
"

Something like that, perhaps."
"There is still a good deal of the child in you, Claude,"

she said seriously, but fondly too.

"Is there? Too much perhaps," he answered in a low

voice.
" What's the matter? Are you feeling depressed?

"

She sat down close to him.
"
Are you doubtful, anxious to-night?

"

"
Well, this is rather an anxious time. The strain is

strong."
" But you are strong, too!

"

"
I !

"
he exclaimed.

And there was in his voice a sound of great bitterness.
"
Yes, I think you are. I know you are."

" You have very little reason for knowing such a thing," he

answered, still with bitterness.
" You mean ?

"—she was looking at him almost furtively.

408
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"Whatever you mean," she concluded,
"

I can't help it! I

think you are. Or perhaps I really mean that I think you
would be."

"Would be! When?"
"Oh! I don't know! In a great moment, a terrible

moment perhaps!
"

She dropped her eyes, and began slowly to pull off her

gloves.

"Talking of the verdict," she said presently, glancing to-

wards the still open window,
"

is the date of the first full

rehearsal fixed?
"

"
Yes. We decided on it this evening at the theatre."

"When is it to be?"
" Next Friday night. There's no performance that night.

We begin at six. I daresay we shall get through about six

the next morning."
"
Friday! Have you—I mean, are you going to ask Mrs

Shiffney?"

During their long and intimate talk at dinner that evening
Claude had invited Mrs Shiffney to be present at the rehearsal,

and she had accepted. Now it suddenly occurred to him that

she was his enemy. Would she still come after what had

occurred just before he left her?
"

I have asked her!
"
he almost blurted out.

"Already! When?"
"

I went round to the Ritz-Carlton to-night."

"Was she in?"
"
Yes. But she was—but she went out afterwards, to

Mrs Inness."

"Oh! And did she accept?"
"
Yes."

Charmian's eyes were fixed upon Claude. He saw by
their expression that she suspected something, or that she

had divined a secret between him and Mrs Shiffney. She

looked suddenly alert, and her lips seemed to harden, giving
her face a strained and not pleasant expression.

" How is she coming?
"

she asked.

"How?"
"
Yes. Are you going to fetch her? Or am I to?

'
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" That wasn't decided. Nothing was said about that."
"
She can't just walk in alone, without a card to admit her,

or anything. You know what an autocrat Mr Crayford is."
" But he knows Mrs Shiffney. We met him first at her

house in London, don't you remember?
"

" You don't suppose he's going to let everyone he knows

into a rehearsal, do you?
"

Claude got up from his chair.
"
No. But—Charmian, I can't think of all these details.

I can't—I can't!"

There was a sharp edge to his voice.
"

I have too much to carry in my mind just now."
"

I know," she said, softening.
"

I didn't mean "—the

alert expression, which for an instant had vanished, returned

to her face—"
I only wanted to know—"

"
Please don't ask me any more! I asked Mrs Shiffney to

come to the rehearsal. She said she would. Then we talked

of other things."
"
Other things! Then you stayed some time?

"

" A little while. If she really wishes to be at the re-

hearsal—"

" But we know she wishes it!
"

"
Well, then, she will suggest coming with you, or she

may write to Crayford. I'm not going to do anything more

about it."

His face was stern, grim.
" Now I'll shut the window," he added,

"
or you'll catch

cold in that low dress."

He was moving to the window when she caught at his

hand and detained him.
" Would you care if I did? Would you care if I were ill?

'

" Of course I should."
" Would you care if I—"

She did not finish the sentence, but still held his hand closely
in hers. In her hand-grasp Claude felt jealousy, warm, fiery,

a thing almost strangely vital.
" Does she—is she getting to love me as I wish to be

loved?"
The question flashed through his mind. At that moment
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he was very glad that he had never betrayed Charmian, very

glad of the Puritan in him which perhaps many women would

jeer at, did they know of its existence.

Charmian," he said,
"

let me shut the window."

Yes, yes; of course."

She let his hand go.
"

It is better not to listen to the voices," she added.
"
They

make one feel too much !

"



CHAPTER XXXIV

NOTHING
more was said by Charmian or Claude about

Mrs Shiffney and the rehearsal. Mrs Shiffney made no

sign. The rehearsals of Jacques Sennier's new opera were

being pressed forward almost furiously, and no doubt she had
little free time. Claude wondered very much what she would

do, debated the question with himself. Surely now she would
not wish to come to his rehearsal ! And even if she did wish

to be present, surely she would not try to come now! But
women are not easily to be read. Claude was aware that he

could not divine what Mrs Shiffney would do. He thought,
however, that it was unlikely she would come. He thought
also that he wished her not to come.

Nevertheless, when the darkness gathered over New York
on Friday evening, he found himself wishing strongly, even

almost painfully, for her verdict.

Charmian was greatly excited. Claude still kept up his

successful pretence of bold self-confidence. He had to strain

every nerve to conceal his natural sensitiveness. But although
he was racked by anxiety, and something else, he did not show
it. Charmian was astonished by his apparent serenity now
that the hour full of fate was approaching. She admired him
more than ever. She even wondered at him, remembering
moments, not far off, when he had shown a sort of furtive

bitterness, or weariness, or depression, when she had partially

divined a blackness of the depths. Now his self-confidence

lifted her, and she told him so.
"
There's an atmosphere of success round you," she said.

1 '

Why not ? We are going to reap the fruits of our labours,
' '

he replied.
" But even Alston is terribly nervous to-day."
"

Is he? My hand is as steady as a rock."

He held it out, by a fierce effort kept it perfectly still for a

moment, then let it drop against his side.

412
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The bells of St Patrick's Cathedral chimed five o'clock.

"Only an hour and we begin!" said Charmian. "Oh,
Claude! This is almost worse than the performance."

"Why?"
"

I don't know. Perhaps because it won't be final. And
then they say at dress rehearsals things always go badly, and

everyone thinks the piece, or the opera, is bound to be a failure.

I feel wrinkles and grey hairs pouring over me in spite of your

self-possession. I can't help it!
"

She forced a laugh. She was walking about the room.
'

I'm devoured by nerves, I suppose!
'

she exclaimed.
'

By the way, hasn't Mrs Shiffney written about coming

to-night?
"

" No."
" You haven't seen her again?

"

"Oh, no!
"

"How very odd! Do you suppose she will try to

get in?
"

"How can 1 tell?
"

" But isn't it strange, after her making such a fuss about

coming—this silence?
"

'

Probably she's immersed in Sennier's opera and won't

bother about mine."
" Women always bother."

There was a
'

b-r-r-r!
"

in the lobby. Charmian started

violently.
" What can that be?

"

Claude went to the door, and returned with Armand
Gillier.

"
Oh, Monsieur Gillier!

"

Charmian looked at Gillier's large and excited eyes.
" You are coming with us?

"

'

If you allow me, madame! "
said Gillier formally, bowing

over her hand.
'

It seems to me that the collaborators should

go together."
'

Of course. It's still early, but we may as well start. The
theatre's pulling at me—pullmg!

"

'

My wife's quite strung up!
"
said Claude, smiling.

' And Claude is disgustingly cool!
"
said Charmian.
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Gillier looked hard at Claude, and Charmian thought she

detected admiration in his eyes.
" Men need to be cool when the critical moment is at hand,"

he remarked.
"

I learned that long ago in Algeria."
" Then you are not nervous now? "

"
Nerves are for women! " he returned.

But the expression in his face belied his words.
"
Claude is cooler than he is!

"
Charmian thought.

She went to put on her hat and her sealskin coat. She

longed, yet dreaded to start.

When they arrived at the stage-door of the Opera House

the dark young man came from his office on the right with

his hands full of letters, and, smiling, distributed them to

Charmian, Claude and Gillier.
"

It will be a go!
"
he said, in a clear voice.

"
Everyone

says so. Mr Crayford is up in his office. He wants to see

Mr Heath. There's the elevator!
"

At this moment the lift appeared, sinking from the upper

regions under the guidance of a smiling coloured man.
•'

I'll come up with you, Claudie. Are you going on the

stage, Monsieur Gillier?
"

"
No, madame, not yet. I must speak to Mademoiselle

Mardon about the Ouled Nail scene."

People were hurrying in, looking preoccupied. In a

small abode on the left, a little way from the outer door,

an elderly man in uniform, with a square grey beard, sat

staring out through a small window, with a cautious and

important air.

Charmian and Claude stepped into the lift, holding their

letters. As they shot up they both glanced hastily at the

addresses.

"Nothing from Adelaide Shiffney!
"

said Charmian.
" Have you got anything?

"

"No."
" Then she can't be coming."
"

It seems not."
"

I—then we shan't have the verdict in advance."

The lift stopped, and they got out.
"

If we had it would probably have been a wrong one,"
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said Claude.
" The only real verdict is the one the great

public gives."
"
Yes, of course. But, still—"

"
Hulloh, little lady! So you're sticking to the ship till

she's safe in port !

"

Crayford met them in the doorway of his large and

elaborately-furnished sanctum.

"Come right in! There's a lot to talk about. Shut the

door, Harry. Now, Mulworth, let's get to business. What
is it that is wrong with the music to go with the Fakir scene?

'

At six o'clock the rehearsal had not begun. At six-thirty

it had not begun. The orchestra was there, sunk out of sight

and filling the dimness with the sounds of tuning. But the

great curtain was down. And from behind it came shouting

voices, noises of steps, loud and persistent hammerings.
A very few people were scattered about in the huge space

which contained the stalls, some nondescript men, whispering
to each other, or yawning and staring vaguely; and five or

six women who looked more alert and vivacious. There was

no one visible in the shrouded boxes. The lights were kept

very low.

The sound of hammering continued and became louder. A
sort of deadness and strange weariness seemed to brood in

the air, as if the great monster were in a sinister and heavy
mood, full of an almost malign lethargy. The orchestral

players ceased from tuning their instruments, and talked

together in their sunken habitation.

Seven o'clock struck in the clocks of New York. Just as

the chimes died away, Mrs Shiffney drew up at the stage-door
in a smart white motor-car. She was accompanied by a very
tall and big man, with a robust air of self-confidence, and a

face that was clean-shaven and definitely American.
"

I don't suppose they've begun yet," she said, as she got
out and walked slowly across the pavement, warmly wrapped
up in a marvellous black sable coat.

" Have you got your
card, Jonson?

"

"
Here!

"
said the big man in a big voice.

The dark young man came from his office. On seeing the

big man he started, and looked impressed.
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V Mr Crayford here?
"

said the big man.
"

I think he's on the stage."
"
Could you be good enough to send him in my card?

There's some writing on the back. And here's a note from

this lady."
"
Certainly, with pleasure," said the young man, with his

cheerful smile.
" Come right into the office, if you will!

"

"Hulloh!" said Crayford, a moment later to Claude.
"
Here's Mrs Shiffney wants to be let in to the rehearsal!

And whom with, d'you think?
"

"Whom?" asked Claude quickly. "Not Madame
Sennier?

"

"
Jonson Ramer."

" The financier?
"

"Our biggest! My boy, you're booming! Old Jonson
Ramer asking to come in to our rehearsal! We'll have that

all over the States to-morrow morning. Where's Cane?
'

"
I'll fetch him, sir!

"
said a thin boy standing by.

"
Are you going to let them in?

"

"Am I going to! Finnigan, go and take the lady and

Mr Ramer to any box they like. Ah, Cane! Here's some-

thing for you to let yourself out over!
"

Mr Cane read Ramer's card and looked radiant.

"Well, I'm—!"
"

I should think you are? Go and spread it. This boy's

getting compliments enough to turn him silly."

And Crayford clapped Claude almost affectionately on the

shoulder.

"Now then, Mulworth!
"

he roared, with a complete

change of manner.
" When in thunder are we going to have

that curtain up?
"

Claude turned away. He wished to find Charmian, to tell

her that Mrs Shiffney had come and had brought Jonson
Ramer with her. But he did not know where she was. As

he came off the stage into the wings he met Alston Lake dressed

for his part of an officer of Spahis.
"

I say, Claude, have you heard?
"

"What?"
"
Jonson Ramer 's here for the rehearsal!

"
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"
I know. Can you tell me where Charmian is?

"

"Haven't an idea! There's the prelude beginning! My!
Where are my formamints?

"

Charmian meanwhile had gone into the theatre with a

dressmaker, who had come to see the effect of Enid Mar-

don's costumes which she had "
created." Charmian and the

dressmaker, a massive and handsome woman, were sitting

together in the stalls, discussing Enid Mardon's caprices.
"
She tore the dress to pieces," said the dressmaker.

"
She made rags of it, and then pinned it together all wrong,

and said to me—to me !—that now it began to look like an

Ouled Nail girl's costume. I told her if she liked to face

Noo York—"
"
H'sh-sh!

"
whispered Charmian.

"
There's the prelude

beginning at last. She's not going to— ?
"

11 No. Of course she had to come back to my original

idea!"

And the dressmaker pressed a large handkerchief against

her handsome nose, savoured the last new perfume, and leaned

back in her stall magisterially with a faint smile.

It was at this moment that Mrs Shiffney came into a box

at the back of the stalls followed by J onson Ramer. Without

taking off her sable coat she sat down in a corner and looked

quickly over the obscure space before her. Immediately she

saw Charmian and the dressmaker, who sat within a few yards
of her. Claude was not visible. Mrs Shiffney sat back a

little farther in the box, and whispered to Mr Ramer.
" Are you really going to join the Directorate of the

Metropolitan?
"

she said.
"

I may, when this season's over."
" Does Crayford know it?

"

Mr Ramer shook his massive and important head.
'

I'm not certain of it myself," he observed, with a smile.
" And if you do join?

"

"
If I decide to join

"—he glanced round the enormous

empty house.
"

I think I should buy Crayford out of

here."
11 Would he go?

"

"
I think he might—for a price."

27
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"

If this new man turns out to be worth while, I suppose

you would take him over as one of the—what are they called—
one of the assets?

"

"Ha!" He leaned towards her, and just touched her

arm with one of his powerful hands.
" You must tell me

to-night whether he is going to be worth while."
" Won't you know? "

"
I might when I got him before a New York audience.

But you are more likely to know to-night."
"

I have got rather a flair, I believe. Now—I'll taste the

new wotk."

She did not speak again, but gave herself up to attention,

though her mind was often with the woman in the sealskin

coat who sat so near to her. Had Claude said anything to

that woman? There was very little to say. But—had he

said it? She wondered on what terms Charmian and Claude

were, whether the Puritan had ever found any passion for

the Charmian-creature. Claude's music broke in upon her

questionings.
Mrs Shifmey had a retentive as well as a swift mind, and

she remembered every detail of Gillier's powerful, almost

brutal libretto. In the reading it had transported her into a

wild life, in a land where there is still romance, still strangeness—a land upon which civilization has not yet fastened its padded
claw. And she had imagined the impression which this glimpse
of an ardent and bold life might produce upon highly-civilized

people, like herself, if it were helped by powerful music.

Now she listened, waited, remembering her visits to

Mullion House, the night in the cafe by the city wall when
Said Hitani and his Arabs played, the hour of sun in the pine
wood above the great ravine, other hours in New York. There

was something in Heath that she had wanted, that she wanted

still, though part of her sneered at him, laughed at him, had a

worldly contempt for him, though another part of her almost

hated him. She desired a fiasco for him. Nevertheless the

art feeling within her, and the greedy emotional side of her,

demanded the success of his effort just now, because she was

listening, because she hated to be bored, because the libretto

was fine. The artistic side of her nature was in strong conflict
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with the capricious and sensual side that evening. But she

looked—for Jonson Ramer—coolly self-possessed and discrimi-

nating as she sat very still in the shadow.
11
That's a fine voice!

" murmured Ramer presently.

Alston Lake was singing.
"
Yes. I've heard him in London. But he seems to have

come on wonderfully."
11

It's an operatic voice."

When Alston Lake went off the stage Ramer remarked :

"
That's a fellow to watch."

"
Crayford's very clever at discovering singers."

" Almost too clever for the Metropolitan, eh?
"

11 Enid Mardon looks wonderful."

Silence fell upon them again.

The dressmaker had got up from her seat and slipped away
into the darkness, after examining Enid Mardon 's costume

for two or three minutes through a small but powerful opera-

glass. Charmian was now quite alone.

While the massive woman was with her Charmian had been

unconscious of any agitating, or disturbing, influence in her

neighbourhood. The dressmaker had probably a strong

personality. Very soon after she had gone Charmian began
to feel curiously uneasy, despite her intense interest in the

music, and in all that was happening on the stage. She

glanced along the stalls. No one was sitting in a line with her.

In front of her she saw only the few people who had already
taken their places when the curtain went up. She gave her

attention again to the stage, but only with a strong effort.

And very soon she was again compelled by this strange un-

easiness to look about the theatre. Now she felt certain that

somebody whom she had not yet seen, but who was near to

her, was disturbing her. And she thought,
"
Claude must

have come in!
" On this thought she turned round rather

sharply, and looked behind her at the boxes. She did not

actually see anyone. But it seemed to her that, as she turned

and looked, something moved back in a box very near to her,

on her left. And immediately she felt certain that that box-

was occupied.
"
Adelaide Shiffney's there!

"
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Suddenly that certainty took possession of her. And
Claude? Where was he?

Hitherto she had supposed that Claude was behind the

scenes, or perhaps in the orchestra sitting near the conductor,

Meroni; but now jealousy sprang up in her. If Claude were

with Adelaide Shiffney in that box while she sat alone! If

Claude had really known all the time that Adelaide Shiffney
was coming and had not told her, Charmian! Unreason,
which is the offspring of jealousy, filled her mind. She burned

with anger.
"

I know he is in that box with her!
"
she thought.

" And
he did not tell me she was coming because he wanted to be

with her at the rehearsal and not with me."

And suddenly her intense, her painful interest in the opera
faded away out of her. She was concentrated upon the purely
human things. Her imagination of a possibility, which her

jealousy already proclaimed a certainty, blotted out even the

opera. Woman, man— the intentness of the heart came

upon her, like a wave creeping all over her, blotting out

landmarks.

The curtain fell on the first act. It had gone well, un-

expectedly well. Behind the scenes there were congratula-

tions. Crayford was radiant. Mr Mulworth wiped his brow

fanatically, but looked almost human as he spoke in a hoarse

remnant of voice to a master carpenter. Enid Mardon went

off the stage with the massive dressmaker in almost amicable

conversation. Meroni, the Milanese conductor, mounted up
from his place in the subterranean regions, smiling brilliantly

and twisting his black moustaches. Alston Lake had got rid

of his nervousness. He knew he had done well and was more
" mad " about the opera than ever.

"
It's the bulliest thing there's been in New York in

years!
" he exclaimed, as he went to his dressing-room, where

he found Claude, who had been sitting in the orchestra, and

who had now hurried round to ask the singers how they felt

in their parts. Gillier was with Miss Mardon, at whose feet

he was laying his homage.
Meanwhile Charmian was still quite alone.

She sat for a moment after the curtain fell.
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"
Surely Claude will come now!

"
she said to herself.

"
In

decency he must come!
"

But no one came, and anger, the sense of desertion, grew
in her till she was unable to sit still any longer. She got

up, turned, and again looked towards the box in which she had

landed that she saw something move. Now she saw a woman 's

arm and hand, a bit of a woman's shoulder. Somebody, a

woman, wearing sables, was in the box turning round, evidently

in conversation with another person who was hidden.

Adelaide Shiffney owned wonderful sables.

Without further hesitation Charmian, driven, made her

way to the exit from the stalls on her right, went out and

found herself in the blackness of the huge corridor running
behind the ground-tier boxes. Before leaving the stalls she

had tried to locate the box, and thought that she had located

it. She meant to go into it without knocking, as one who

supposed it to be empty. Now, with a feverish hand she felt

for a door-handle. She found one, turned it, and went into

an empty box. Standing still in it, she listened and heard a

woman's voice that she knew say:
"

I dare say. But I don't mean to say anything yet. I

have my reputation to take care of, you must remember."

The words ended in a little laugh.
"

It is Adelaide. She's in the next box!
"

said Charmian

to herself.

For a moment a horrible idea suggested itself to her. She

thought of sitting down very softly and of eavesdropping.
But the better part of her at once rebelled against this idea,

and without hesitation she slipped out of the box. She stood

still in the corridor for three or four minutes. The fact that

she had seriously thought of eavesdropping almost frightened

her, and she was trying to come to the resolve to abandon her

project of interrupting Mrs Shiffney's conversation with the

hidden person who, she felt sure, must be Claude. Presently
she walked away a few steps, going towards the entrance.

Then she stopped again.
"

I have my reputation to take care of, you must re-

member."
Adelaide Shiffney's words kept passing through her mind.
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What had Claude said to evoke such words? In the darkness,

Charmian, with a strong and excited imagination, conceived

Claude faithless to her. She did more. She conceived of

triumph and faithlessness coming together into her life, of

Claude as a famous man and another woman's lover.
" Would

you rather he remained obscure and entirely yours?
" a voice

seemed to say within her. She did not debate this question,
but again turned, made her way to Mrs Shiffney's box, which
she located rightly this time, pushed the door and abruptly
went into it.

"
Hulloh!

"
said a powerful and rather surprised voice.

In the semi-obscurity Charmian saw a very big man, whom
she had never seen before, getting up from a chair.

"
I beg your pardon," she exclaimed, startled.

"
I didn't

know—"

"Charmian! Is it you?
"

Adelaide Shiffney's voice came from beyond the big man.

"Adelaide! You've come to our rehearsal!"
"
Yes. Let me introduce Mr Jonson Ramer to you. This

is Mrs Heath, Jonson, the genius's good angel. Sit down with

us for a minute, Charmian."

Adelaide Shiffney's deep voice was almost suspiciously
cordial. But Charmian 's sense of relief was so great that she

accepted the invitation, and sat down feeling strangely happy.
But almost instantly with the laying to rest of one anxiety

came the birth of another.
"
Well, what do you think of the opera?

"
she asked,

trying to speak carelessly.

Jonson Ramer leaned towards her. He thought she looked

pretty, and he liked pretty women even more than most

men do.

"Very original!" he said. "Opens powerfully. But I

don't think we can judge of it yet. It's going remarkably
well."

"
Wonderfully!

"
said Mrs Shiffney.

Charmian turned quickly towards her. It was Adelaide's

verdict that she wanted, not Jonson Ramer's.
" Enid Mardon's perfect," continued Mrs Shiffney.

"
She

will make a sensation. And the mise-en-scine is really ex-
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quisite, not overloaded. Crayford has evidently learnt some-

thing from Berlin."
" How malicious Adelaide is!

"
thought Charmian.

"
She

won't speak of the music simply because she knows I only
care about that."

She talked for a little while, sufficiently mistress of herself

to charm Jonson Ramer. Then she got up.
'

I must run away. I have so many people to see and

encourage."
Her gay voice indicated that she needed no encourage-

ment, that she was quite sure of success.
" We shall see you at the end?

"
said Mrs Shiffney.

" But will you stay? It may be six o'clock in the

morning," said Charmian.
" That is a little late. But—"
At this moment Charmian saw Claude coming into the

stalls by the left entrance near the stage.

"Oh, there's Claude!" she exclaimed, interrupting Mrs

Shiffney, and evidently not knowing that she did so.
" Au

revoir! Thank you so much! "

She was gone.
" Thank me so much! "

said Mrs Shiffney to Jonson Ramer.
" What for? Do you know, Jonson?

"

" Seems to me that little woman's unfashionable—mad
about her own husband!

"
said Jonson Ramer.

The curtain went up on the second act.

Claude had sat down in the stalls. In a moment Charmian

slipped into a seat at his side and touched his hand.
"
Claudie, where have you been?

"

Her long fingers closed on his hand.
"
Charmian!

"

He looked excited and startled. He stared at her.
"
What's the matter?

"

His face changed.
"
Nothing. It's all going well so far."

"
Perfectly. Adelaide Shiffney's here."

"
I know."

Charmian 's fingers unclasped.
11 You've seen her?

"
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"
No, but I heard she was here with Jonson Ramer."

"
Yes. I've—"

They fell into silence, concentrated upon the stage. In

a few minutes they were joined by Gillier, who sat down just

behind them. With his coming their attention was intensified.

They listened jealously, attended as it were with every fibre

of their bodies, as well as with their minds, to everything that

was happening in this man-created world.

Charmian felt Gillier listening, felt, far away behind him,
Adelaide Shiffney listening. Gradually her excitement and

anxiety became painful. Her mind seemed to her to be burn-

ing, not smouldering but flaming. She clasped the two arms
of her stall.

Something went wrong on the stage, and the opera
was stopped. The orchestra died away in a sort of wail-

ing confusion, which ceased on the watery sound of a

horn. Enid Mardon began speaking with concentrated

determination. Crayford and Mr Mulworth came upon the

stage.

"Where's Mr Heath? Where's Mr Heath?" shouted

Crayford.

Claude, who was already standing up, hurried away to-

wards the entrance and disappeared. Charmian sat biting

her lips and tingling all over in an acute exasperation of the

nerves. Behind her Armand Gillier sat in silence. Claude

joined the people on the stage, and there was a long col-

loquy in which eventually Meroni, the conductor, took part.

Charmian presently heard Gillier moving restlessly behind

her. Then she heard a snap of metal and knew that he had

just looked at his watch. What was Adelaide doing? What
was she thinking? What did she think of this breakdown?

Everything had been going so well. But now no doubt

things would go badly.
"
Will they ever start again?

"
Charmian asked herself.

" What can they be talking about? What can Miss Mardon

mean by those frantic gesticulations, now by turning her back

on Mr Crayford and Claude? If only people
—"

Meroni left the stage. In a moment the orchestra sounded

once more. Charmian turned round instinctively for sympathy
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to Armand Gillier, and caught an unpleasant look in his large

eyes. Instantly she was on the defensive.
"

It's going marvellously for a first full rehearsal," she said

to him. "
Claude expected we should be here for nine or ten

hours at the very least."
"
Possibly, madame!

"
he replied.

He gnawed his moustache. His head, drenched as usual

with eau-de-quinine, looked hard as a bullet. Charmian

wondered what thoughts, what expectations it contained.

But she turned again to the stage without saying anything
more. At that moment she hated Gillier for not helping her

to be sanguine. She said to herself that he had been always

against both her and Claude. Of course he would be cruelly,

ferociously critical of Claude's music, because he was so in-

fatuated with his own libretto. Angrily she dubbed him a

poor victim of megalomania.
Claude slipped into the seat at her side, and suddenly she

felt comforted, protected. But these alternations of hope and

fear tried her nerves. She began to be conscious of that, to

feel the intensity of the strain she was undergoing. Was not

the strain upon Claude's nerves much greater? She stole a

glance at his dark face, but could not tell.

The second act came to an end without another break-

down, but Charmian felt more doubtful about the opera than

she had felt after the first act. The deadness of rehearsal

began to creep upon her, almost like moss creeping over a

building. Claude hurried away again. And Mrs Haynes, the

dressmaker, took his place and began telling Charmian a long

story about Enid Mardon's impossible proceedings. It seemed

that she had picked, or torn, to pieces another dress. Charmian

listened, tried to listen, failed really to listen. She seemed to

smell the theatre. She felt both dull and excited.
"

I said to her,
'

Madame, it is only monkeys who pick

everything to pieces.' I felt it was time that I spoke out

strongly."
Mrs Haynes continued inexorably. In the well of the

orchestra a hidden flute suddenly ran up a scale ending on E
flat. Charmian almost began to writhe with secret irritation.

"What a long wait!" she exclaimed, ruthlessly inter-
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rupting her companion.
"

I really must go behind and see

what is happening."
" But they must have a quarter of an hour to change the

set," said the dressmaker.
" And it's only five minutes

since—"

"
Yes, I know. I'll look for you here when the curtain

goes up."
As she made her way towards the exit she turned and

looked towards the boxes. She did not see the distant figures

of Mrs Shiffney and the financier. And she stopped abruptly.
Could they have gone away already ? She looked at her watch.

It was only ten o'clock. Her eyes travelled swiftly round the

semicircle of boxes. She saw no one. They must have gone.
Her heart sank, but her cheeks burned with an angry flush.

At that moment she felt almost like a mother who hears people
call her child ugly. She stood for a moment, thinking. The
verdict in advance! If Mrs Shiffney had gone away it was

surely given already. Charmian resolved that she would say

nothing to Claude. To do so might discourage him. Her
cheeks were still burning when she pushed the heavy door

which protected the mysterious region from the banality she

had left.

But there she was again carried from mood to mood.

She found everyone enthusiastic. Crayford's tic was

almost triumphant. His little beard bristled with an aggres-

sive optimism.
"Where's Claude?" said Charmian, not seeing him and

thinking of Mrs Shiffney.
"
Making some cuts," said Crayford.

" The stage shows

things up. There are bits in that act that have got to come
out. But it's a bully act and will go down as easily as a—
Hullo, Jimber! Sure you've got your motors right for the

locust scene?
"

He escaped.
"Mr Mulworth!

"
cried Charmian, seeing the producer

rushing towards the wings, with the perspiration pouring over

his now haggard features. "Mister Mulworth! How long

will Claude take making the cuts, do you think?
"

"
He'll have to stick at them all through the next act. If
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they're not made the act's a fizzle! Jeremy! See here!

We've got to have a pin-light on Miss Mardon when she comes

down that staircase!
"

He escaped.
"
Signor Meroni, I hear you have to make some cuts!

D'you think—"
"
Signora

—ma si! Ma si!
"

He escaped.
Take care, marm, if you please! Look out for that

sand bank!
"

Charmian withdrew from the frantic turmoil of work, and

fled to visit the singers, and drink in more comfort. The only

person who dashed her hopes was Miss Enid Mardon, who
was a great artist but by nature a pessimist, ultra critical,

full of satire and alarmingly outspoken.
"

I tell you honestly," she said, looking at Charmian

with fatalistic eyes, "I don't believe in it. But I'll do my
best."

" But I thought you were delighted with the first act.

Surely Monsieur Gillier told me—"

"
Oh, I only spoke to him about the libretto. That's a

masterpiece. Did you ever see such a dress as that elephant

Haynes expects me to wear for the third act?
"

"
Really Miss Mardon's impossible!

"
Charmian was

saying a moment later to Alston Lake.

"Why, Mrs Charmian?"
"
Oh, I don't know! She always looks on the dark side."

" With eyes like hers what else can she do? Isn't it going

stunningly?
"

"
Alston, I must tell you—you're an absolute darling!

"

She nearly kissed him. A bell sounded.
"
Third act!

"
exclaimed Alston, in his resounding baritone.

Charmian escaped, feeling much more hopeful, indeed

almost elated. Alston was right. With eyes like hers how
could Enid Mardon anticipate good things?

Nevertheless Charmian remembered that she had called

the libretto a masterpiece.
Oh! the agony of these swiftly changing moods! She felt

as if she were being tossed from one to another by some cruel
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giant. She tried to look forward. She said to herself,
"
Very

soon we shall know! All this will be at an end."

But when the third act was finished she felt as if never

could there be an end to her acute nervous anxiety. For the

third act did not go well. The locusts were all wrong. The

lighting did not do. Most of the
"

effects
"

missed fire.

There were stoppages, there were arguments, there was a row
between Miss Mardon and Signor Meroni. Passages were

re-tried, chaos seemed to descend upon the stage, engulfing
the opera and all who had anything to do with it. Charmian

grew cold with despair.
"Thank God Adelaide did go away!

"
she said to herself

at half-past one in the morning.
She turned her head and saw Mrs Shiffney and Jonson

Ramer sitting in the stalls not far from her. Mrs Shiffney
made a friendly gesture, lifting up her right hand. Charmian
returned it, and set her teeth.

" What does it matter? I don't care!
"

The act ended as it had begun, in chaos. In the finale

something went all wrong in the orchestra, and the whole

thing had to be stopped. Miss Mardon was furious. There

was an altercation.
"
This," said Charmian to herself,

"
is my idea of Hell."

She felt that she was being punished for every sin, however

tiny, that she had ever committed. She longed to creep

away and hide. She thought of all she had done to bring
about the opera, of the flight from England, of the life at

Djenan-el-Maqui, of the grand hopes that had lived in the

little white house above the sea.
11
Start it again, I tell you!

"
roared Crayford.

" We can't

stand here all night to hear you talking!
"

"
Yes," a voice within Charmian said,

"
this is Hell!

"

She bent her head. She felt like one sinking down.
When the act was over she went out at once. She was

afraid of Mrs Shiffney.
The smiling coloured man took her up in the elevator to

a room where she found Claude in his shirt sleeves, with a

cup of black coffee beside him, working at the score. He
looked up.
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'Charmian! I've just finished all I can do to-night.
What's the time?

"

"
Nearly two."

"
Did the third act go well?

"

She looked at his white face and burning eyes.
"
Yes," she said.

"
Sit down. You look tired."

He went on working.

Just as two o'clock struck he finished, and got up from the

table over which he had been leaning for hours.
" Come along! Let's go down. Oh! "

He stopped, and drank the black coffee.
"
By the way," he said,

"
won't you have some? "

"
Yes," she said eagerly.

He rang and ordered some for her. While they were

waiting for it she said :

" What an experience this is!
"

"
Yes."

" How quietly you take it!
"

"
We're in for it. It would be no use to lose one's head."

'No, of course! But—oh, what a fight it is. I can

scarcely believe that in a few days it must be over, that we
shall know !

"

"
Here's the coffee. Drink it up."

She drank it. They went down in the lift. As they
parted

—for Claude had to go to Meroni—Charmian said :

"
Adelaide Shiffney's still here."

'

If she stays to the end we must find out what she thinks."
" Or—shall we leave it? After all—"
"
No, no! I wish to hear her opinion."

There was a hard dry sound in his voice.
"
Very well."

Claude disappeared.
The black coffee which Charmian had drunk excited her.

But it helped her. As she went back into the theatre for the

fourth and last act she felt suddenly stronger, more hopeful.
She was able to say to herself,

"
This is only a rehearsal.

Rehearsals always go badly. If they don't actors and singers
think it a bad sign. Of course the opera cannot sound really
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well when they keep stopping." Another thing helped her

now. She was joined by Alston Lake who was not on in

the last act. He took her to a box and they ensconced them-

selves in it together. Then he produced from the capacious

pockets of his overcoat a box of delicious sandwiches and a

small bottle of white wine. The curtain was still down.

They had time for a gay little supper.
How Charmian enjoyed it and Alston's optimism! The

world changed. She saw everything in another light. She

ate, drank, talked, laughed. Mrs Shiffney and Ramer had
vanished from the stalls, but Alston said they were still in

the theatre. They were having supper, too, in one of the

lobbies. Crayford had just gone to see them.
" And is he satisfied?

"

"Oh, yes. He says it's coming out all right."
" But it can't be ready by the date he's fixed for the first

night!"
"
Yes, it can. It's got to be."

"
Well, I don't see how it can be."

"
It will be. Crayford has said so. And that settles it."

" What an extraordinary man he is!
"

" He's a great man!
"

"Alston!"
"
Yes, Mrs Charmian?

"

" He wouldn't make a great mistake, would he?
"

"A mistake!"
"

I mean a huge mistake."
" Not he! There goes the curtain at last."
" And there's Adelaide Shiffney coming in again. She is

going to stay to the end. If only this act goes well !

"

She shut her eyes for a minute and found herself praying.
The coffee, the little supper had revived her. She felt re-

newed. All fatigue had left her. She was alert, intent, excited,

far more self-possessed than she had been at any other period
of the night. And she felt strongly responsive. The power
of Gillier's libretto culminated in the last act, which was short,

fierce, concentrated, and highly dramatic. In it Enid Mardon
had a big acting chance. She and Gillier had become great

allies, on account of her admiration of his libretto. Gillier,
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who had been with her many times during the night, now

slipped into the front row of the stalls to watch his divinity.

"There's Gillier!
"

whispered Charmian. "He's mad
about Miss Mardon."

"
She's a great artist."

I know. But, oh, how I hate her!
"

Why?
"

But Charmian would not tell him. And now they gave
themselves to the last act.

It went splendidly, without a hitch. After the misery of

the third act this successful conclusion was the more surpris-

ing. It swept away all Charmian's doubts. She frankly
exulted. It even seemed to her that never at any time had
she felt any doubts about the fate of the opera. From the

first its triumph had been a foregone conclusion. From the

abysses she floated up to the peaks and far above them.

"Oh, Alston, it's too wonderful!" she exclaimed. "If

only there were someone to applaud!
"

There'll be a crowd in a few days."
How glorious! How I long to see them, the dear thou-

sands shouting for Claude! I must go to Adelaide Shiffney.
I must catch her before she goes. There can't be two opinions.
An act like that is irresistible. Oh! "

She almost rushed out of the box.

In the stalls she came upon Mrs Shiffney and Jonson
Ramer who were standing up ready to go. A noise of de-

parture came up from the hidden orchestra. Voices were

shouting behind the scenes. In a moment the atmosphere
of the vast theatre seemed to have entirely changed.

Night and the deadness of slumber seemed falling softly,

yet heavily, about it. The musicians were putting their in-

struments into cases and bags. A black cat stole furtively
unseen along a row of stalls, heading away from Charmian.

"
So you actually stayed to the end!

"
Charmian said

Her eyes were fastened on Mrs Shiffney.
"
Oh, yes. We couldn't tear ourselves away, could we,

Mr Ramer? "

"No, indeed!"
" The last act is the best of all," Mrs Shiffney said.

.I

ti
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"
Yes, isn't it?

"
said Charmian.

There was a slight pause. Then Ramer said:
"

I must really congratulate you, Mrs Heath. I don't

know your husband unfortunately, but—"

" Here he is!
"

said Charmian.

At this moment Claude came towards them, holding
himself, she thought, unusually upright, almost like a man
who has been put through too much drill. With a deter-

mined manner, and smiling, he came up to them.
"

I feel almost ashamed to have kept you here to this

hour," he said to Mrs Shiffney.
" But really for a rehearsal

it didn't go so badly, did it?
"

"
Wonderfully well we thought. Mr Ramer wants to

congratulate you."
She introduced the two men to one another.
"
Yes, indeed!" said Ramer. "It's a most interesting

work—most interesting." He laid a heavy emphasis on the

repeated words, and glanced sideways at Mrs Shiffney, whose

lips were fixed in a smile.
" And how admirably put on!

"

He ran on for several minutes with great self-possession.
"
Miss Mardon is quite wonderful!" said Mrs Shiffney,

when he stopped.
And she talked rapidly for some minutes, touching on

various points in the opera with a great deal of deftness.
" As to Alston Lake, he quite astonished us!

"
she said

presently.
" He is going to be a huge success."

She discussed the singers, showing her usual half-slipshod

discrimination, dropping here and there criticisms full of

acuteness.
"
Altogether," she concluded,

"
it has been a most

interesting and unusual evening. Ah, there is Monsieur

Gillier!"

Gillier came up and received congratulations. His expres-
sion was very strange. It seemed to combine something
that was morose with a sort of exultation. Once he shot a

half savage glance at Claude. He raved about Enid Mardon.
" We are going round to see her!

" Mrs Shiffney said.

"Come, Mr Ramer!"

Quickly she wished Charmian and Claude good-night.
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"All my congratulations! she said. "And a thousand

wishes for a triumph on the first night. By the way, will it

really be on the twenty-eighth, do you think? "

"
I believe so," said Claude.

"Can it be ready?"
" We mean to try."

"Ah, you are workers! And Mr Crayford's a wonder.

Good-night, dear Charmian! What a night for you!
"

She buttoned her sable coat at the neck and went away
with Ramer and Armand Gillier.

As she turned to the right in the corridor she murmured
to Gillier:

"
Why didn't you give it to Jacques? Oh, the pity

of it!"

Claude and Charmian said scarcely anything as they drove

to their hotel. Charmian lay back in the taxi-cab with shut

eyes, her temples throbbing. But when they were in their

sitting-room she came close to her husband, and said:
"
Claude, I want to ask you something."

"What is it?"
" Have you had a quarrel with Adelaide Shiffney?

"

Claude hesitated.
" A quarrel?

"

"
Yes. Have you given her any reason—just lately

—to

dislike you personally, to hate you perhaps?
"

" What should make you think so?
"

"
Please answer me!

" Her voice had grown sharp.
"
Perhaps I have. But please don't ask me anything

more, Charmian. If you do, I cannot answer you."
" Now I understand!

"
she exclaimed, almost passionately.

"What?"
Why she turned down her thumb at the opera."
But—"
Claude, she did, she did! You know she did! There

was not one real word for you from either her or Mr Ramer,
not one! We've had her verdict. But what is it worth ?

Nothing ! Less than nothing ! You've told me why. All

her cleverness, all her discrimination has failed her, just

because—oh, we women are contemptible sometimes! It's

28
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no use our pretending we aren't. Claude, I'm glad
—I'm

thankful you've made her hate you. And I know how! "

" Hush! Don't let us talk about it."

" Poor Adelaide ! How mad she will be on the twenty-

eighth when she hears how the public take it!
"

Claude only said:
"

If we are ready."



CHAPTER XXXV

JACOB
CRAYFORD was not the man to be beaten when

he had set his heart on, put his hand to, any enterprise.

On the day he had fixed upon for the production of Claude's

opera the opera was ready to be produced. At the cost of

heroic exertions the rough places had been made plain, every

stage
"

effect
" had been put right, all the

"
cuts

"
declared

by Crayford to be essential had been made by Claude, the

orchestra had mastered its work, the singers were
"

at home "

in their parts. How it had all been accomplished in the short

time Charmian did not understand. It seemed to her almost

as if she had assisted at the accomplishment of the incredible,

as if she had seen a miracle happen. She was obliged to be-

lieve in it after the final rehearsal, which was, so Crayford, Mr
Mulworth, Meroni, and it was even rumoured Jimber declared,

the most perfect rehearsal they had ever been present at.
"
Exactly three hours and a half!

"
Crayford had remarked

when the curtain came down on the fourth act.
" So we

come ahead of the Metropolitan. I've just heard they've had
a set back with Sennier's opera ;

can't produce for nearly
a week after the date they'd settled. We needn't have been

in such a devil of a hurry after all. But we've got the laugh
of them now. Sennier's first opera was a white man. No doubt

about that. But the hoodoo seems out against this one. I

tell you
"—he had swung round to Claude, who had just come

upon the stage
—"

I'd rather have this opera of yours than

Sennier's, although he's known all over creation and you're

nothing but a boom-boy up to now. I used to believe in names,
but upon my word seems to me the public's changing. Give

'em the goods and they don't care where they come from."

His eyes twinkled as he added, clapping Claude on the

shoulder :

"
All very well for you now, my boy! But you'll wish it

was the other way, p'raps, when you come round to the stage
door with your next opera on offer."

435
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He was in grand spirits. He had "
licked

"
the Metro-

politan to a
"
frazzle

"
over the date of production, and he

was going to
"

lick them to a frazzle
"
with the production.

Every reserved seat in the house was sold for Claude's first

night. Crayford stepped on air.

In the afternoon of the day of production, when Charmian

and Claude, shut up in their apartment at the St Regis, and

denied to all visitors, were trying to rest, and were pretending
to be quite calm, a note was brought in from Mrs Shifmey.
It was addressed to Charmian, and contained a folded slip of

green paper, which fell to the ground as she opened the note.

Claude picked it up.
" What is it?

"
said Charmian.

" A box ticket for the Metropolitan. It must be for

Sennier's first night, I suppose."
"

It is!
"

said Charmian, who had looked at the note.

In a moment she gave it to Claude without comment.

" Ritz-Carlton Hotel,
Fed. 2&th.

" Dear Charmian,—Only a word to wish you and your

genius a gigantic success to-night. We've all been praying for

it. Even Susan has condescended from the universal to the

particular on this occasion, because she's so devoted to both

of you. We are all coming, of course, Box Number Fifteen,

and are going to wear our best Sunday tiaras in honour of the

occasion. I hear you are to have a marvellous audience, all

the millionaires, as well as your humble friends, the Adelaides

and the Susans and the Henriette Senniers. Mr Crayford
is a magnificent drum-beater, but after to-night your genius
won't need him, I hope and believe. I enclose a box for

Jacques Sennier's first night, which, as you'll see by the date,

has had to be postponed for four days
—something wrong with

the scenery. No hitch in your case! I feel you are on the

edge of a triumph.
"
Hopes and prayers for the genius.

—Yours ever sincerely,
" Adelaide Shiffney

" Susan sends her love—not the universal brand,"
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Claude read the note, and kept it for a moment in his hand.

He was looking at it, but he knew Charmian's eyes were

on him, he knew she was silently asking him to tell her all

that had happened between Mrs Shiffney and him. And he

realized that her curiosity was the offspring of a jealousy

which she probably wished to conceal, but which she suffered

under even on such a day of anxiety and anticipation as

this.
"
Very kind of her!

"
he said at last, giving back the note

with the box ticket carefully folded between the leaves.
"
Of course we will go to hear Sennier's opera. He is coming

to ours."

"To yours!
"

"Ours!" Claude repeated, with emphasis.
Charmian looked down. Then she went to the writing-

table and put Mrs Shiffney 's note into one of its little drawers.

She pushed the drawer softly. It clicked as it shut. She

sighed. Something in the note they had just read made her

feel apprehensive. It was almost as if it had given out a

subtle exhalation which had affected her physically.

"Claudie!" she said, turning round. "I would give

almost anything to be like Susan to-day."
"Would you? But why?"
"
She would be able to take it all calmly. She would be

able to say to herself— '

all this is passing, a moment in

eternity, whichever way things go my soul will remain un-

affected
'—something like that. And it would really be so

with Susan."
"
She certainly carries with her a great calmness."

Charmian gazed at him.
" You are wonderful to-day, too." ^
Claude had kept up to this moment his dominating, almost

bold air of a conqueror of circumstances, the armour which he

had put on as a dress suitable to New York.
" But in quite a different way," she added.

"
Susan

never defies."

Claude was startled by her shrewdness but avoided com-

ment on it.

" Madre must be thinking of us to-day," he said.
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"
Yes. I thought—I almost expected she would send us

a cablegram."
"

It may come yet. There's plenty of time."

Charmian looked at the clock.

Only four hours before the curtain goes up."
Or we may find one for us at the theatre."

Somehow I don't think Madre would send it there."

She went to sit down on the sofa, putting cushions behind
her with nervous hands, leaned back, leaned forward, moved
the cushions, again leaned back.

"
I almost wish we'd asked Alston to come in to-day,"

she said.
" But he's resting."
"

I know. But he would have come. He could have
rested here with us."

"
Better for him to keep his voice perfectly quiet. To-

night is his debut. He has got to pay back over three years
to Crayford with his performance to-night. And we shall

have him with us at supper."
Charmian moved again, pushed the cushions away from

her.
"
Yes, I've ordered it, a wonderful supper, all the things

you and Alston like best."
"
We'll enjoy it."

" Won't we? You sent Miss Mardon the flowers?
"

"
Yes."

The telephone sounded.
"

It is Miss Mardon," Claude said, as he listened.
" She

r

s

thanking me for the flowers."
" Give her my love and best wishes for to-night."

Clauiie. obeyed, and added his own in a firm and cheerful

voice.
"
She's resting, of course," said Charmian.

"
Yes."

"
Everyone resting. It seems almost ghastly."

"
Why?

"
he said, laughing.

"
Oh, I don't know—death-like. I'm stupid to-day."

She longed to say,
"

I am full of forebodings!
" But she

was held back by the thought,
"
Shall I fail in resolution at
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the last moment, show the white feather when he is so cool,

so master of himself? I who have been such a courageous
wife, who have urged him on, who have made this day
possible!

"

"
It's only the physical reaction," she added hastily.

11
After all we've gone through."

11

Oh, we mustn't give way to reaction yet. We've got the

big thing in front of us. All the rest is nothing in comparison
with to-night."

"
I know! I hope Madre will cable. If she doesn't, it

will seem like a bad omen. I shall feel as if she didn't care

what happens."
He said nothing.
"Won't you?" she asked.
"

I think she will cable. But even if she doesn't, I know
she always cares very much what happens to you and me.

Nothing would ever make me doubt that."
"
No, of course not. But I do want her to show it, to

prove it to us to-day. It is such a day in our lives! Never,

so long as we live, can we have such another day. It is the

day I dreamed of, the day I foresaw, that night at Covent

Garden."

She felt a longing, which she checked, to add, "It is the

day I decreed when I looked at Henriette Sennier!
" But

though she checked the longing, its birth had brought to her

hope. She, a girl, had decreed this day and her decree had
been obeyed. Her will had been exerted, and her will had

triumphed. Nothing could break down that fact. Nothing
could ever take from her the glory of that achievement.

And it seemed to point to the ultimate glory for which she had
been living so long, for which she had endured so patiently.

Suddenly her restlessness increased, but it was no longer

merely the restlessness of unquiet nerves. Anticipation

whipped her to movement, and she sprang up abruptly from

the sofa.
"
Claudie, I can't stay in here! I can't rest. Don't ask

me to. Anything else, but not that!
"

She went to him, put her hands on his shoulders.
" Be a dear! Take me out!

"
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"Whereto?"
"
Anywhere! Fifth Avenue, Central Park! Let us walk!

I know! Let us walk across the Park and look at the theatre,

our theatre. A walk will do me more good than you can

dream of, genius though you are. And the time will pass

quickly. I want it to fly. I want it to be night. I want to

see the crowd. I want to hear it. How can we sit here in

this hot red room waiting? Take me out!
"

Claude was glad to obey her. They wrapped themselves

up, for it was a bitter day, and went down to the hall. As

they passed the bureau the well-dressed, smooth-faced men
behind the broad barrier looked at them with a certain interest

and smiled. Charmian glanced round gaily and nodded to

them.
"

I am sure they are all wishing us well!" she said to

Claude.
"

I quite love Americans."

A taxi, sir?
"
asked a big man in uniform outside.

No, thank you."

They went to the left and turned into Fifth Avenue.

How it roared that day! An endless river of motor-

cars poured down it. Pedestrians thronged the pavements,

hurrying by vivaciously, brimming with life, with vigour,

with purpose. The nations, it seemed, were there. For the

types were many, and called up before the imagination a

great vision of the world, not merely a conception of New
York or of America. Charmian looked at the faces flitting

past and thought:
" What a world it is to conquer!

"

"
Isn't it splendid out here!

"
she said.

" What an almost

maddening whirl of life! Faces, faces, faces, and brains and

souls behind them. I love to see all these faces to-day. I

feel the brains and the souls are wanting something that you
are going to give them."

"
Let us hope one or two out of the multitude may be!

"

"One or two! Claudie, you miserable niggard! You

always think yourself unwanted. But you will see to-night.

Every reserved seat and every box is taken, every single one !

Think of that—and all because of what you have done. Are

we going to Central Park? "
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"
Unless you wish to promenade up and down Fifth

Avenue."
"
No, I did say the Park, and we will go there. But let

us walk near the edge, not too far away from this marvellous

city. Never was there a city like New York for life. I'm

sure of that. It's as if every living creature had quicksilver

in his veins—or her veins. For I never saw such vital women
as one sees here anywhere else! Oh, Claude! When you

conquer these wonderful women! "

Her vivacity and excitement were almost unnatural.
" New York intoxicates me to-day!

"
she exclaimed.

" How are you going to do without it?
"

"When we go?"
"
Yes, when we go home?

"

" Home? But where is our home? "

11 In Kensington Square, I suppose."
"

I don't feel as if we should ever be able to settle down
there again. That little house saw our little beginnings,

when we didn't know what we really meant to do."
"
Djenan-el-Maqui then?

"

"Ah!" she said, with a changed voice. "Djenan-el-

Maqui! What I have felt there! More than I ever can tell

you, Claudie."

She began to desire the comparative quiet of the Park,

and was glad that just then they passed the Plaza Hotel and

went towards it.

"
I wonder how Enid Mardon is feeling," she said, looking

up at the ranges of windows.
" Which is the tenth floor

where she is?
"

"
Don't ask me to count to-day. I would rather play

with the squirrels."

They were among the trees now and walked on briskly.

Both of them needed movement and action, something to
" take them out of themselves." A grey squirrel ran down
from its tree with a waving tail and crossed just in front of

them slowly. Charmian followed it with her eyes. It had

an air of cheerful detachment, of self-possession, almost of

importance, as if it were fully conscious of its own value in

the scheme of the universe, whatever others might think.
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" How contented that little beast looks," said Claude.
" But it can never be really happy, as you and I could be,

as we are going to be."
"
No, perhaps not. But there's the other side."

He quoted Dante:
"
Quanto la cosa e piu perfetta piu senta il bene, e cosi la

doglienza."
"

I don't wish to prove that I'm high up in the scale by
suffering," she said.

" Do you?
"

"
Ought not the artist to be ready for every experience?

"

he answered.

And she thought she detected in his voice a creeping of

irony.
" We are getting near to the theatre," she said presently,

when they had walked for a time in silence.
"
Let us keep in

the Park till we are close to it, and then just stand and look

at it for a moment from the opposite side of the way."
"
Yes," he said.

Evening was falling as they stood before the great building,
the home of their fortune of the night. The broad roadway
lay between them and it. Carriages rolled perpetually by,
motor-cars glided out of the dimness of one distance into the

dimness of the other. Across the flood of humanity they

gazed at the great blind building, which would soon be bril-

liantly lit up for them, because of what they had done. The

carriages, the motor-cars filed by. A little later and they
would stop in front of the monster, to give it the food it desired,

to fill its capacious maw. And out of every carriage, out of

every motor-car, would step a judge, or judges, prepared to

join in the great decision by which was to be decided a fate.

Both Claude and Charmian were thinking of this as they stood

together, while the darkness gathered about them and the cold

wind eddied by. And Charmian longed passionately to have

the power to hypnotize all those brains into thinking Claude's

work wonderful, all those hearts into loving it. For a moment
the thought of the human being's independence almost appalled
her.

"
It looks cold and almost dead now," she murmured.

" How different it will look in a few hours!
"
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"
Yes.*'

They still stood there, almost like two children, fascinated

by the sight of the theatre. Charmian was rapt. For a moment
she forgot the passers-by, the gliding motor-cars, the noises of

the city, even herself. She was giving herself imaginatively
to fate, not as herself, but merely as a human life. She was

feeling the profound mystery of human life held in the arms of

destiny. An abrupt movement of Claude almost startled her.

"What is it?" she said.

She looked up at him quickly.
" What's the matter, Claude?

"

"
Nothing," he answered.

" But it's time we went back

to the hotel. Come along."
And without another glance at the theatre he turned round

and began to walk quickly.

He had seen on the other side of the way, going towards

the theatre, the coloured woman in the huge pink hat, of whom
he had caught a glimpse on the night when Alston Lake had

fetched him and Charmian to see the rehearsal of the
"
locust-

effect." The woman turned her head, seemed to gaze at him
across the road with her bulging eyes, stretched her thick lips

in a smile. Then she took her place in a queue which was be-

ginning to lengthen outside one of the gallery doors of the

theatre.



CHAPTER XXXVI

THE great theatre which Jacob Crayford had built to
" knock out

"
the Metropolitan Opera House rilled slowly.

Those dark and receding galleries, which had drawn the eyes of

Charmian, were already crowded, alive with white moving
faces, murmurous with voices. In the corridors and the

lobbies many men were standing and talking. Smartly-
dressed women began to show themselves in the curving ranges
of boxes. Musical critics and newspaper men gathered in

knots and discussed the musical season, the fight that was
"on " between the two opera houses, the libretto-scandal,

which had no. yet entirely died down, Jacob Crayford's pros-

pects of becoming a really great power in opera.

Crayford's indomitable pluck and determined spending of

money, had impressed the American imagination. There

were many who wished him well. The Metropolitan Opera
House, with the millionaires behind it, could be trusted to

take care of itself. Crayford was spending his own money,
won entirely by his own enterprise, cleverness and grit. He
was a man. Men instinctively wished to see him get in front.

And to-night Claude stood side by side with Crayford, his

chosen comrade in the battle. Critics and newspaper men
were disposed to lift him on their shoulders if only he gave
them the chance. The current of opinion favoured him.

Report of his work was good. Jaded critics, newspaper men
who had seen and known too much, longed for novelty.

Crayford's prophecy was coming true. America was turning
its bright and sharp eyes towards the East. And out of the

East, said rumour, this new opera came. Surely it would

bring with it a breath of that exquisite air which prevails

where the sands lift their golden crests, the creaking rustle of

palm trees, the silence of the naked spaces where God lives

without man, the chatter, the cries, the tinkling stream voices

of the oases.

444
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Even tired men and men who had seen too much knew

anticipation to-night. Word had gone around that Crayford
had brought the East to America. People were eager to take

their places upon his magic carpet.

The crowd in the lobbies increased. The corridors were

thronged.
Van Brinen passed by, walking slowly, and looking about

him with his rather pathetic eyes. He saw Jacob Crayford,

smartly dressed, a white flower in his buttonhole, standing in

a group of pressmen, went up to him and gently took him by
the arm.

"
Hulloh, Van Brinen ! Going to be kind to us to-night?

"

"
I hope so. Your man is a man of value."

11 Heath? And if he weren't, d'you think I'd be spending

my last dollar on him? But what do you know of his music

more than the others?
"

And Crayford 's eyes, become suddenly sharp and piercing,

fixed themselves on the critic's face.
"

I heard some of it one night in his room at the St

Regis."
"Bits of the opera?

"

" One bit. But there was something else that impressed
me enormously—almost terrible music."

"
Oh, that was probably some of his Bible rubbish. But

thank the Lord we've got him away from all that. Hulloh,

Perkins! Come here to see me get in front?
"

In box fifteen, on the ground tier, Mrs Shiffney settled

herself with Madame Sennier, Jacques Sennier, and Jonson
Ramer. Susan Fleet was next door with friends, a highly
cultivated elderly man, famous as a lawyer and connoisseur,

and his wife. Alston Lake's family and most of his many
friends were in the stalls, where Armand Gillier had a seat

close to a gangway, so that he could easily slip out to pay his

homage to Enid Mardon. His head was soaked with eau-de-

quinine. On his muscular hands he wore thick white kid

gloves. And he gazed at his name on the programme with

almost greedy eyes.

Mrs Shiffney glanced swiftly about the immense house,

looking from box to box. She took up her opera-glasses.
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"

I wonder where the Heaths are sitting," she said.
*'
Henriette, can you see them? "

Madame Sennier looked round with her hard yellow eyes.
" No. Perhaps they aren't here yet. Or they may be

above us. Or perhaps they are too nervous to come."

Her painted lips stretched themselves in a faint and

enigmatic smile.

"I'm quite sure Charmian Heath will be here. This is

to be the great night of her life. She is not the woman to

miss it."

Mrs Shifmey leaned round to the next box.
"
Susan, can you see the Heaths? "

"
Yes," returned the theosophist, in her calm chest voice.

1 She is just coming into a box on the same tier as we are in."

"Where? Where?"
" Over there, on my right, about ten boxes from us. She

is in pale green."
" That pretty woman !

"
said the elderly lawyer.

"
Is she

the composer's wife?
"

He put up his glasses.
"
Yes, I see now," said Mrs Shifmey.

She drew back into her box.

"There she is, Henriette! She seems to be alone. But
Heath is sitting behind her in the shadow. I saw him for a

minute before he sat down."

Madame Sennier looked at Charmian as Charmian had once

looked at her across another opera house. But her mind

contemplated Charmian in this hour of her destiny implacably.
She said nothing.

Jacques Sennier began to chatter.

At a few minutes past eight the lights went down and the

opera began.
Charmian and Claude were alone in their box. On the

empty seat beside hers Charmian had laid some red roses sent

to her by Alston Lake before she had started. Five minutes

after the arrival of the flowers had come a cablegram from

England addressed to Claude: " I wish you both the best

to-night love—Madre."

Just before the opera began, as Charmian glanced down at
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her roses, she saw a paper lying beside them on the silk-

covered chair.

"What's that?" she said.
"
Madre's cablegram," said Claude.

"
I found I had

brought it with me, so I laid it down there. If Madre had

come with us she might have occupied that seat. I thought
I would let her wish lie there with Alston's roses."

Their eyes met in the shadow of the box. On coming into

it Claude had turned out the electric burner.
"

It's strange to think of Madre in Berkeley Square

to-night," said Charmian slowly.
"

I wonder what she is

doing."
"

I am quite sure she is alone, up in her reading-room

thinking of us, in one of her white dresses."

"And wishing us—"
she paused.

The first notes of the Prelude sounded in the hidden

orchestra.

Claude fixed his mind on the thought of Madre, in a white

dress, sitting alone in the well-known quiet room, thinking of

him—in that moment he was an egoist
—

wishing him the best.

He could almost see Madre's face rise up before him, as it must
have looked when she wrote that cablegram, a face kind,

intense, with fire, sorrow, and love in the burning eyes. And
the thought of that face helped him very much just then, more
than he would have thought it possible that anything could

help him, was a firm and a tender friend to him in a difficult

crisis of his life.

He sat back in the shadow behind Charmian in a sort of

strange loneliness, conscious of the enormous crowd around

him. He could not see the members of this crowd. He saw

only Charmian in her pale green gown, with a touch of green
in her cloud of dark hair, and a long way off the stage. He
heard perpetually his own music. But to-night it did not

seem to him to be his own. He listened to it with a kind of

dreadful and supreme detachment, as if it had nothing to do
with him. But he listened with great intensity, with all his

critical intelligence at work, and with—so at least it seemed
to him—his heart prepared to be touched, moved. It was
not a hard heart which was beating that night in the breast of
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Claude, nor was it the foolish, emotional heart of the

partisan, lost to the touch of reason, to the influence of the

deepest truth which a man of any genius dare not deny. No
critic in the vast theatre that night listened to Claude's opera
more dispassionately than did Claude himself. Sometimes he

thought of the coloured woman in the huge pink hat. He
knew she was somewhere in the theatre, probably far up in that

dim gallery towards which he had looked at rehearsal, when the

building had presented itself to his imagination as a monster

waiting heavily to be fed. On this one night at least he

had fed it full. Was not she stretching her great lips in a

smile ?

Sometimes Claude heard faint movements, slight coughing,
little sounds like minute whispers from the crowd. Now and

then there was applause. Alston Lake was applauded strongly
once after a phrase which showed off his magnificent voice,

and Charmian looked quickly round at Claude with cheeks

flushing, and shining eyes, which said plainly,
"

It is coming!
Listen! The triumph is on the way!

" Then the widespread
silence of an attentive crowd fell again, like some vast veil

falling, and Claude attended intensely to the music as if it

were the music of another.

After the first act there was more applause, which sounded

in their box rather strong in patches but scattered. The

singers were called three times, but always in this uncon-

centrated way.
"It's going splendidly. They like it!

"
said Charmian

quickly.
"
Three calls. That's unusual after a first act,

when the audience hasn't warmed up. Isn't it odd, Claudie,

that Americans always applaud quite differently from the

way the English do? They always applaud like that."

She had turned right round and was almost facing him.
" How do you mean? " he said.
" Didn't you notice? Persistently, but in clumps as it

were. It is by their persistence they show how pleased they

are, rather than by their—their—I hardly know just how to

put it."
11

By their unanimity perhaps."
"
Oh, no ! Not exactly that ! Here's Mr Crayford."
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Crayford slipped in, but only stayed for a moment.

"Hear that applause?" he said. "They're mad about

it. Alston's got them. I knew he would. That boy's going
to be famous. But wait till the second act. They're in a fine

humour, only asking to be pleased. I know the signs. The

libretto's hit them hard. They're all asking what's to happen
next."

" You're satisfied then?
"
said Cliarmian.

"
Satisfied! I'm so happy I don't know what to do."

He was gone.
" He knows!

"
Charmian said.

Her eyes were fixed upon Claude. They looked almost

defiant.
"

If anyone in America knows what he is talking about I

suppose it is Mr Crayford," she added.

There was a tap at the door. Claude opened it and two of

their American friends came in and stayed a few minutes,

saying how well the opera was going, how much they liked it,

how splendidly it was
"
put on

"—all the proper and usual

things which are said by proper and usual persons on such

occasions. One of them was an acquaintance of Van Brinen's.

Claude asked him if Van Brinen were in the house. He said

yes. Claude then inquired whether Van Brinen knew the

number of his box, and was told that he did know it. The
conversation turned to other topics, but when the two men
had gone out Charmian said:

"
Why did you ask those questions about Mr Van Brinen,

Claudie?
"

"
Only because I thought if he knew where our box was he

might pay us a visit. No one has been more friendly with

us than he has."
"

I see. He's certain to come after the next act. Ah!
the lights are going down."

She had been standing for a few minutes. Now she moved
to sit down. Before doing so she drew her chair a little way
back in the box.

"
I don't want to be distracted from the stage

—my atten-

tion, I mean—by seeing too many people," she whispered, in

explanation of her action.
" You are quite right to keep at

29
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the back. One can listen much better if one doesn't see too

much of the audience."

Claude said nothing. The curtains were parting.
The second act was listened to by the vast audience in a

silence that was almost complete.
Now and then Charmian whispered a word or two to

Claude. Once she said:
"

Isn't it wonderful, the silence of a crowd? Doesn't it

show how absorbed they are?
"

And again:
"

I think it's such a mercy that modern methods of com-

position give no opportunity to the audience to break in with

applause. Any interruption would ruin the effect of the act

as a whole."

Claude just moved his head in reply.

Everything was satisfactory. Jacob Crayford had been

right. The opera was ready for production and was "
going

"

without a hitch. The elaborate scenic effects were working

perfectly. Miss Mardon had never been more admirable,

more completely mistress of her art. Nor had she ever looked

more wonderful. Alston Lake's success was assured. His

voice filled the great house without difficulty. Even Charmian

and Claude were surprised by its volume and beauty.
"

Isn't Alston splendid?
"
whispered Charmian once.

"
Yes," Claude replied.

He added, after a pause:
" Dear old Alston is safe."

Charmian turned her face towards the stage. Now and

then she moved rather restlessly in her chair. She had a fan

with her and began to use it. Then she laid it down on the

ledge of the box, then took it up again, opened it, closed it,

and kept it in her hand. She felt the audience almost like a

weight laid upon her. Their silent attention began to frighten

her. She knew that was ridiculous, that if this production did

not intimately concern her the audience's silence would not

strike her as strange. People listening attentively are always
silent. She blamed herself for her absurdity. Leaning a

little forward she could just see the outline of Madame Sennier,

sitting very upright in the front of her box, with one arm and
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hand on the ledge. Crayford, who was determined to be "
in

the front artistically," kept the theatre very dark when the

curtair was up, in order to focus the attention of the audience

on the stage. To Charmian, Madame Sennier looked like a

shade, erect, almost strangely motionless, implacable. This

shade drew Charm ian's eyes as the act went on. She did not

move her seat forward again, but she often leaned forward a

little. A shade with a brain, a heart and a soul! What were

they doing to-night ? Charmian remembered the attempt to

get the libretto away from Claude, Madame Sennier's remarks

about Claude after the return from Constantine. The shade

had done her utmost to ensure that this first night should

never be. She had failed. And now she was sitting over there

tasting her own failure. Charmian stared at her trying to

triumph. All the time she was listening to the music, was

saying to herself how splendid it was. They had made great

sacrifices for it. And it was splendid. That was their reward.

The music sounded strangely new to her in this environ-

ment. She had heard it all at Djenan-el-Maqui, on the piano,

sung by Alston and hummed by Claude. She had felt it,

sometimes deeply on nights of excitement, when Claude had

played till the stars were fading. She had had her favourite

passages, which had always come to her out of the midst of

the opera like friends, smiling, or passionate, or perhaps weep-

ing, tugging at her heart-strings, stirring longings that were

romantic. At the rehearsals she had heard the opera with

the singers, the orchestra.

Yet now it seemed to her new and strange. The great
audience had taken it, had changed it, was showing it to her

now, was saying to her:
'

This is the opera of the composer,
Claude Heath, a man hitherto unknown." And presently it

seemed to be saying to her with insistence :

"It is useless for you to pretend to be apart from me,

separate from me. For you belong to me. You are part of

me. Your thought is part of my thought, your feeling is part
of mine. You are nothing but a drop in me and I am the

ocean."

Charmian felt as if she were struggling against this attempt
of the audience to take possession of her, were fighting to
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preserve intact her independence, her individuality. But it

became almost the business of a nightmare, this strange and

unequal struggle in the artistic darkness devised by Crayford.
And the audience seemed to be gaining in strength, like an

adversary braced up by conflict.

Conflict! The word had appeared like a criminal in

Charmian's mind. She strove vehemently to banish it.

There was, there could be no conflict in such a matter as

was now in hand. But, oh! this portentous silence!

It came to an end at last. The curtain fell, and applause
broke forth. It resembled the applause after the first act.

And once more there were three calls for the singers. Then
the clapping died away and conversation broke out, spreading
over the crowd. Many people got up from their seats and

went out, or moved about talking with acquaintances.
"

I can see Mr Van Brinen," said Charmian.
11 Can you? Where is he?

"

Claude got up slowly, picked up the roses and the cable-

gram from the chair beside Charmian, put them behind him,
and took the chair, bringing it forward quite to the front of

the box. As he did so Charmian made a sound like a word
half-uttered and checked.

" Where is he?
"
Claude repeated.

Many people in the stalls were looking at him, were pointing
him out. He seemed to ignore the attention fixed upon him.

"
There!

"
said Charmian, in a low voice.

She pointed with her fan, then leaned back.

Claude looked and saw Van Brinen not far off. He was

standing up in the stalls, facing the boxes, bending a little

and talking to two smartly-dressed women. His pale face

looked sad. Presently he stood up straight and seemed to

look across the intervening heads into Claude's eyes.
" He must see me !

" Claude thought.
" He does see me! '

Van Brinen stood thus for quite a minute. Then he made
his way to one of the exits and disappeared.

" He is coming round to the box, I'm sure," said Charmian

cheerfully.
" He evidently saw us."

"
Yes."

But Van Brinen did not come. Nor did Jacob Crayford.
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Several others came, however, and there were comments,

congratulations. The same things were repeated by several

mouths with strangely similar intonations. And Charmian
made appropriate answers. And all the time she kept on

saying to herself:
"
This is my hour of triumph, as Madai

Sennier's was at Covent Garden. Only this is America and
not England. So of course there is a difference. New York
has its way of setting the seal on a triumph and London has

its way."
Moved presently to speak out of her mind she said to a

Boston man, called Hostatter, who had looked in upon them:
"

It is so interesting, I think, to notice the difference be-

tween one nation and another in such a matter for instance

as this receiving of a new work."
"
Very interesting, very interesting," said Hostatter.

" You Americans show what you feel by the intensity of

your si—by the intensity, the concentration with which you
listen."

"
Exactly. And what is a London audience tike? I have

never been to a London premiere."
"
Oh, more—more boisterous and less intense. Isn't it

so, Claude?
"

" No doubt there's a difference," said Claude.
' Do you mean they are boisterous at Covent Garden?

'

said Hostatter, evidently surprised.
'

I always thought the

Covent Garden audience was such a cold one."
"
Oh, no, I don't think so," said Charmian.

She remembered the first night of " Le ParadisTerresti<-.

Suddenly a chill ran all through her, as it a stream of ice-cold

water had trickled upon her.
"
Really!

"
said Hostatter.

" And yet we Americans are

said to have a bad reputation for noise."

He had been smiling, but looked suddenly doubtful.
" But as you say," he added, rather hastily,

"
in a theatre

we concentrate, especially when we are presented with some-

thing definitely artistic, as we are to-night."
He shook hands.
"
Definitely artistic. My most sincere congratulations."

He went out, and another man called Stephen Clinch, an
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ally of Crayford's, immediately came in. After a few minutes

of conversation he said:
"
Everybody is admiring the libretto. First-rate stuff,

isn't it? I expected to find the author with you. Isn't he

in the house?
"

"
Yes, but he told us he would sit in the stalls," said

Charmian.
"
Haven't you seen him? "

No," said Claude.

Well, of course you'll appear after the next act with him.

There's sure to be a call. And I know Gillier will be called

for as well as you."
His rather cold grey eyes seemed to examine the two faces

before him almost surreptitiously. Then he, too, went out

of the box.
" A call after this act!

"
said Charmian.

"
I believe they generally summon authors and composers

after the penultimate act over here."
"
You'll take the call, of course, Claudie?

"

There was a silence. Then he said:
"
Yes, I shall take it."

His voice was hard. Charmian scarcely recognized it.

" Then you'll have to go behind the scenes."
"
Yes."

"
will you—"

"
I'll wait till the curtain goes up, and then slip out."

Again there was a silence. Charmian broke it at length

by saying:
"

I think Monsieur Gillier might have come to see us to-

night. It would have been natural if he had visited our box."
"
Perhaps he will come presently."

A bell sounded. The third act was about to begin.

Soon after the curtains had once more parted, disclosing a

marvellous desert scene which drew loud applause from the

audience, Claude got up softly from his seat.
"

I'll slip away now," he whispered.
She felt for his hand in the dimness, found it, squeezed it.

She longed to get up, to put her lips to his, to breathe some

word—she knew not the word it would be—of encourage-
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ment, of affection. Tears rushed into her eyes as she felt

the touch of his flesh. As the door shut behind him she

moved quite to the back of the box and put her handkerchief

to her eyes. She had great difficulty just then in not letting

the tears run over her face. For several minutes she scarcely

heard the music or knew what was happening upon the stage.

There was a tumult of feeling within her which she did not

at all fully understand, perhaps because even now she was

fighting, fighting blindly, desperately, but with courage.

There came a tap at the door. Charmian did not hear it.

In a moment it was softly repeated. This time she did hear

it. And she hastily pressed her handkerchief first against
one eye, then against the other, got up and opened the

door.
"
May I come in for a little while?

" came a calm whisper
from Susan Fleet, who stood without in a very plain black

gown with long white gloves over her hands and arms.
"
Oh, Susan—yes! I am all alone."

" That is why I came."
44 How did you know? "

"
My friend, Mr Melton, happened to be in the corridor

with Mr Ramer and they saw your husband pass. Mr Ramer

spoke to him and he said he was going behind the scenes.

So I thought I would come for a minute."

She stepped gently in and closed the door quietly.
44 Where were you sitting?

"
she whispered.

44

Here, at the back. Sit by me—oh, wait! Let me move
Alston's flowers."

She took them up. As she did so she remembered Madre's

cablegram, and looked for it. But it was no longer there.

She searched quickly on the floor.
" What is it?

"
said Susan.

44

Only a cablegram from Madre that was with the flowers.

It's gone. Never mind. Claude must have taken it."

The conviction came to her that Claude had taken it with

him, as a man takes a friend he can trust when he is going into

a
"
tight place."
14

Sit here!
"
she whispered to Susan.

Susan sat softly down beside Charmian at the back of the
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box, took one of her hands and held it, not closely, but gently.

They did not speak again till the third act was finished.

It was the longest act of the opera, and the most elaborate.

Charmian had always secretly been afraid of it since the first

full rehearsal. She could never get out of her mind the torture

she had endured that evening when everything had gone

wrong, when she had said to herself in a sort of fierce and

active despair:
"
This is my idea of Hell." She felt that even

if the opera were a triumphant success, even if the third act

were acclaimed, she would always dread it, almost as a woman

may dread an enemy. Once it had tortured her, and she had

a feminine memory for a thing that had caused her agony.
Now she sat with her hand in Susan's, face to face with the

dangerous act, and anticipating the end, when at last Claude

would confront the world he had avoided so carefully till she

came into his life.

The act, which had been chaotic at rehearsal, was going
with perfect smoothness, almost too smoothly Charmian began
to think. It glided on its way almost with a certain bland-

ness. In Algeria, Crayford had devoted most of his attention

to this act, which he had said
" wanted a lot of doing to."

He had "made "
the whole of it

"
over." Charmian remem-

bered now very well the long discussions which had taken

place at Djenan-el-Maqui about this act. One discussion

stood out from the rest at this moment. She almost felt the

heat brooding over the far-off land. She almost saw the sky
shrouded in filmy grey, the white edge of the sea breaking

sullenly against the long line of shore, the beads of sweat on the

forehead of Claude, his clenched hands, the expression in his

eyes when he said, after her answered challenge to Crayford,
"
Tell me what you want, all you want, and I'll try to do it."

This act to which this vast audience, in which she was now

definitely included against her will, was listening was the

product of that scene, that discussion, that resignation of

Claude's.

Charmian 's hand twitched under Susan's, but she did not

draw it away, though Susan—as she knew—would have made
no effort to retain it. She was thankful Susan was with her.

To-night it was impossible for her to feel calm. No one could
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have communicated calm to her. But Susan did give her

something which was a help to her. Always, when with

Susan, she was able to feel, however vaguely, something of

the universal, something of the largeness which men feel when

they look at the stars, or hear the wind across vast spaces, or

see a great deed done. As the act ran its course her mind be-

came fixed upon the close, upon the call for Claude. Armand
Gillier was blotted out from her mind. The cry that went

up would be for Claude. Would it be a cry from the heart

of this crowd? She remembered, she even heard distinctly

in her mind, the cry the Covent Garden crowd had sent up
for Jacques Sennier on the first night of " Le ParadisTerrestre."

There had been in it a marvellous sound which had stirred

her to the depths. It was that sound which had made her

speak to Claude, which had determined her marriage with

Claude.

If a similar sound burst from the lips and the hearts of the

crowd at the end of this act, it would determine Claude's fate

as an artist, her fate with his.

Her hand twitched more convulsively under Susan's as she

thought of, waited for, the sound.

The locust scene was a triumph for Crayford, Mr Mulworth,
and Jimber. The scene which succeeded it was a triumph for

Alston Lake. Whatever else this night might bring forth one

thing was certain; Alston had " made good." He had " won
out

" and justified Crayford's belief in him. Even his father,

reluctantly sitting in the stalls after a hard day in Wall Street,

was obliged to be proud of his boy.
"Dear old Alston!

" Charmian found herself whispering.
"
He's a success. Alston's a success—a success!

"

She kept on forming the last word, and willing with all her

might.
"Success! Success—it is coming; it is ours! In a

moment we shall know it, we shall have it! Success!

Success!
"

With her soul and—it seemed to her—with her whole

body, tense in the pretty green gown so carefully chosen for

the great night, she willed, she called upon, she demanded
success. And then she prayed for success. She shut her
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eyes, prayed hard, went on praying, marshalling all she and
Claude had done before the Unseen Power, as reason for the

blessing she entreated. And while she prayed, her hand
ceased from twitching in Susan Fleet's.

Long though the third act was, at last it drew near its end.

And then Charmian began to be afraid, terribly afraid. She

feared the decisive moment. She wished she were not in the

theatre. She thought of the asking eyes of the pressmen, ex-

pressing silently but definitely the great demand of this wonder-

ful city, this wonderful country:
" Be a success!

"
If that

demand were not complied with! She recalled the notoriety
she and Claude had had out here, the innumerable attentions

which had been showered upon them, the interest which had
been shown in them, the expectations aroused by Claude.

She recalled the many allusions that had been made to herself

in the papers, the interviews with the
"
clever wife

" who had
done so much for her husband, the columns about her ex-

pedition to Paris to get Gillier's libretto foi Claude. Crayford
had taken good care that the

"
little lady

"
should have her

full share of the limelight. Now, through shut eyelids she

saw it blaze like an enemy.
If the opera should go down despite all that had been done

how could she endure the situation that would be hers? But it

would not go down. She remembered that she had once heard

that fear of a thing attracts that thing to you. Was she who
had been so full of will, so resolute, so persistent, so marvel-

lously successful up to a point, going to be a craven now,

going to show the white feather? When that evening began
she had been sitting in the front of the box, in full view of the

audience. Now she was sitting in the shadow, clasping a

woman's hand. Claude had gone to the front of the box

when she retreated. Now, in a very few minutes, he was

going to face the great multitude. He was showing will, grit,

to-night. And she felt, she knew, that, whatever the occa-

sion, there was in Claude something strong enough to turn

a bold front to it to-night, perhaps on any night or any day
of the year. She must help him. Whether he could see her

from the stage, she did not know. She doubted it. But he

knew where she was sitting. He might look for her at such
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a moment. He might miss her if she were hidden away in

the shadow like a poltroon.
She drew her hand away from Susan's, got up, and took

her place alone in the front of (he box, in sight of all the

people in the stalls, in sight also of Mrs Shiffney and Madame
Sennier. Susan remained where she was. She felt that

Charmian needed to be alone just then. She liked her for

the impulse which she had divined.

At last the curtain fell.

People applauded.
"
This is the American way," Charmian was saying to

herself. "Not our way! But they keep on! That shows
it is a success. I mustn't think of Covent Garden."

Nevertheless, with her ears, and with her whole soul, she

was listening for that wonderful sound, heard at Covent

Garden, the sound that stirs, that excites, that is soul in

utterance.
"
This is for the singers," she said to herself,

"
not for

Claude. Bravo, Alston ! Bravo! Bravo!"
The sound from the audience suddenly rose as Alston Lake

showed himself, and, as it did so, Charmian was sharply, and

deliciously, conscious of the long power that lay behind, like

a stretching avenue leading down into the soul of the audience.
'

Ah, they can be as we are!
"

she thought.
"
They are

only waiting to show it. I am going to hear the sound."
With a sharp change of mood she exulted. She savoured

the triumph that was close at hand. Her cheeks flushed, her

eyes shone, her heart beat violently.
" The sound! The sound!

"

The last of the singers disappeared behind the curtain. The

applause continued persistently, but, so at least it must have
seemed to English ears, lethargically. A few cries were heard.

"
They are calling for Claude!

"

Charmian turned round to Susan Fleet. Susan was

clapping her hands forcibly. She stood up as if to make
her applause more audible.

The cries went up again. But in the stalls the applause
seemed to be dying down, and Charmian had a moment of

such acute, such exquisite apprehension, that always after-
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wards she felt as if she had known the bitterness of death.

Scarcely knowing what she did, and suddenly quite pale, she

began to clap with Susan. She felt like one fighting against
terrible odds. And the enemy sickened her because it was
full of a monstrous passivity. It seemed to exhale inertia.

To fight against it was like struggling against being smothered

by a gigantic feather bed.

But she clapped, she clapped. And as she did so, moved
to look round, she saw Mrs Shiffney and Madame Sennier

watching her through two pairs of opera-glasses.
Her hands fell apart, dropped to her sides mechanically.
Still cries, separated, far, it seemed, from one another,

went up.
"
Heath! Heath! " Charmian now heard distinctly.

"Gillier! Author! Author!"
The curtains moved. One was drawn back. A strangely

shaped gap showed itself. But for a long moment no one

emerged through this gap. And again the applause died

down. Charmian sat quite still, her arms hanging, her eyes
fixed on the gap, her cheeks still very white.

Just as the applause seemed fading beyond recall Claude

stepped through the gap, followed by Armand Gillier.

Once more the cries were heard. The applause revived.

Charmian gazed at Claude. His face, she thought, looked set

but quite calm. He stood at the very edge of the stage, and
she saw him look, not towards where she was, but up to the

gallery as if in search of someone. Then he stepped back.

He had come to the audience before Gillier. He now dis-

appeared before Gillier, who seemed about to follow him

closely, hesitated, looked round once more at the audience,

and stood for an instant alone on the stage.

Then suddenly came from the audience the sound!

It was less full, less strong, less intense than it had been at

Covent Garden on the night of the first performance of " Le

Paradis Terrestre." But essentially it was the same sound.

Charmian heard it and her lips grew pale. But she sat well

forward in the box, and, though she saw two opera-glasses
levelled at her, she lifted her hands again and clapped till

Armand Gillier passed out of sight.



CHAPTER XXXVII

IN
the red sitting-room at the St Regis Hotel a supper-table

was laid for three people. It was decorated with some

lilies-of-the-valley and white heather, which Jacob Crayford
had sent in the afternoon to the

"
little lady." On a table near

stood a gilded basket of tulips, left by Gillier with a formal

note. The elderly German waiter, who looked like a very

respectable butler, placed a menu beside the lilies and the

heather soon after the clock struck twelve. Then he glanced
at the clock, compared it with his silver watch, and retired

to see that the champagne was being properly iced. He
returned, with a subordinate, about half-past twelve, and

began to arrange an ice pail, from which the neck of a bottle

protruded, and other things on a side table. While he was

still in the room he heard voices in the corridor, and the three

people for whom the preparations had been made came in.

"Supper is ready? That's right!' Charmian said, in a

high and gay voice.

She turned.
" Doesn't the table look pretty, Alston, with Mr Crayford's

white heather?
"

She had Alston's red roses in her hand.
"

I am going to put your roses in water now."

She turned again to the waiter.
" Could I have some water put in that vase, please? And

we'll have supper at once."
"
Certainly, ma'am! "

" Come and see the menu, both of you, and tell me if you
are satisfied with it."

She picked it up and handed it to Alston.
" And then show it to Claude while I take off my cloak."

She went away, smiling.

The waiters had gone out for a moment. The two friends

were alone together.
461
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Claude put his arm round Alston Lake's shoulder.
"
Alston, this has been my first chance to congratulate you

without a lot of people round us, or—really to tell you, I

mean, how fine your performance was. There is no doubt

that you are a made man from to-night. I am glad for you.
You've worked splendidly, and you deserve this great success."

Alston wrung his friend's hand.
" Thank you, Claude. But I only got my chance through

you and Mrs Charmian. If you hadn't composed a splendid

opera, I couldn't have scored in it."
" You would have scored in something else. You are

going to."
"

I shall never enjoy singing any rdle so much as I have

enjoyed singing your Spahi."
"

I don't see how you are ever going to sing any rdle

better," said Claude.

Their hands fell apart as Charmian quickly came in.

" You've put your coats in the lobby? That's right. Oh,
here is supper! Caviare first! I'll sit here. Oh, Alston,

what a comfort to be quietly here with just you and Claude

after all the excitement!
"

For a moment her mouth dropped, but only for a moment.
" But I'm wonderfully little tired!

"
she continued.

"
It

all went so splendidly, without a single hitch. Mr Crayford
must be enchanted. I only saw him for a moment coming
out after I had congratulated Miss Mardon. There were so

many people. There was no time to hear all he thought.
But there could not be two opinions. Claudie, do you feel

quite finished?
"

"
No," said Claude, in a strong voice, which broke in

almost strangely upon her lively chattering.

Both Charmian and Alston looked at him for an instant

with a sort of inquiry, which in Charmian was almost furtive.

"That's good!" Charmian began, after a little pause.
"

I was almost afraid—here's the champagne! We ought to

drink a toast to-night, I think. Suppose we—"

"
We'll drink to Alston's career," interrupted Claude. And

he lifted his glass.

"Alston!
"

said Charmian, swiftly following his example.
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" And now no more toasts for the present. They seem too

formal when only we three are together. And we know what
we wish each other without them. Oyster soup! You see,

I remembered what you are fond of, Claudie. I recollect

ages ago in London I once met Mr Whistler. It was when I

was very small. He came to lunch with Madre. By the

way, Claude, did you take Madre's cablegram with you when

you went to answer your call?
"

"
Yes."

"
I thought you had, because I couldn't find it. Well, Mr

Whistler came to lunch with us, Alston. And he talked about

nothing but oysters."

"Was he painting them at the time? A nocturne of

natives?
"

"How absurd you are! But he knew everything that

could be known about Blue Points—"

She ran on vivaciously. Alston seconded her, when she

gave him an opportunity. Claude listened, sometimes smiled,

spoke when there seemed to be any necessity for a word
from him. Alston was hungry after his exertions, and

ate heartily. Charmian pretended to eat and sipped her

champagne. On each of her cheeks an almost livid spot of

red glowed. Her eyes, which looked more sunken than usual

in her head, were full of intense life, as they glanced, per-

petually from one man to the other with a ceaseless watchful-

ness. She pressed Claude to eat, even helped him herself

from the dishes. The clock had just struck a quarter-past
one when a buzzing sound outside indicated the presence of

someone at the door of the lobby.

Charmian moved uneasily.
" Who can it be so late? Perhaps it's Mr Crayford."
She got up.
"

I'll go and see what it is," said Claude.

He went out. Charmian stood, watching the door.
"
D'you think it's Mr Crayford?" she asked of Alston

I ake.

"Hardly!"
"What is it, Claude?"
" A note or letter."
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"A letter! Whom can it be from! Has it only come
now? "

"
Apparently."

" Do read it. But have you finished ?
"

"
Quite. I couldn't eat anything more."

He went to the sofa, behind which, on a table, an electric

light was burning, sat down and tore the envelope which he

held. Charmian and Alston remained at the supper-table.
Charmian had sat down again. She gazed at Claude, and saw
him draw out of the envelope not a note, but a letter. He
began to read it, and read it slowly. And as he did so Char-

mian saw his face change. Once or twice his jaw quivered.
His brows came down. He turned sideways on the sofa.

Very soon she saw that he was with difficulty controlling
some strong emotion. She began to talk to Alston Lake and
turned her eyes away from her husband. But presently she

heard the rustle of paper and looked again. Claude, with

a hand which slightly trembled, was putting the letter back
into its envelope. When he had done so he put both into

the breast-pocket of his evening coat, and sat quite still

gazing on the ground. Charmian went on talking, but she

did not know what she was saying, and at last she felt that she

could not endure to sit any longer at the disordered supper-
table. Movement seemed necessary to her body, which felt

distressed.
" Do have some more champagne, Alston!

"
she said.

" Not another drop, Mrs Charmian, thank you ! I must
think of my voice."

"
Well, then—"

She pushed back her chair, glanced at Claude. He moved,
lifted his eyes.

" Dare you smoke, Alston?
"
he said.

"
I've got to, whether I dare or not. But "—his kind and

honest eyes went from Charmian to Claude—"
I think, if you

don't mind, I'll smoke on the way home. I'll go right away
now if you won't think it unfriendly. The fact is I'm a bH

tired, and I bet you both are, too. These things take it out

of one, unless one is made of cast-iron like Crayford, or steel

like Mulworth, or whipcord like Jimber. You must both
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want a good long rest after all you've been through over here

in God's own country, eh?
"

He fetched his coat from the lobby. Claude got up and

gave him a cigar, lit it for him.
"
Well, Mrs Charmian—"

he said.

He held out his big hand. His fair face flushed a little,

and his rather blunt features looked boyish and emotional.
" We've brought it off. We've done our best. Now we

can only leave it to the critics and the public."

He squeezed her hand so hard that all the blood seemed to

leave it.

"Good-night! I'll come round to-morrow. Good-night."
He seemed reluctant to depart, still held her hand. But at

last he just repeated
"
Good-night!

"
and let it go.

"
Good-night, dear Alston," she murmured.

Claude went with him into the lobby and shut the sitting-

room door behind them. She heard their voices talking, but

could not hear any words. The voices continued for what
seemed to her a long while. She moved about the room,
saw Alston's red roses where she had laid them down when
she came in from the theatre, and the vase full of water
which the German waiter had brought. And she began to

put the flowers in the water, lifting them carefully and slowly
one by one. They had very long stems and all their leaves.

She arranged them with apparent sensitiveness. But she

was scarcely conscious of what she was doing. When all the

roses were in the vase she did not know what else to do. And
she stood still listening to the murmur of those voices. At
last it ceased. She heard a door shut. Then the sitting-

room door opened, and Claude came in.
" What a lot you had to say to each—"

she began.
She stopped. Claude's face had stopped her.
11
Shall I ring for the waiter to clear away?

"
she said

falteringly, after a moment of silence.
" He came when Alston and I were in the lobby. I told

him to leave it all till to-morrow. Do you mind? "

" No."

Claude shut the door. His eyes still held the intensity,

the blazing expression which had stopped the words on her

30
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lips. Always Claude's face was expressive. She remembered

how forcibly she had been struck by that fact when she walked

airily into Max Elliot's music-room. But she had never before

seen him look as he was looking now. She felt frightened of

him, and almost frightened of herself.
"

I had something to say to Alston," Claude said, coming

up to her.
"

I don't think I could have rested to-night unless

I had said it. I'm sure I couldn't."
" You were telling him again how splendidly

—"

"
No. He knew what I thought of his work. I told him

that before supper. I had to tell him something else—what

I thought of my own."
" What you—what you thought of your own!

"

"
Yes. What I thought of my own spurious, contemptible,

heartless, soulless, hateful work."

"Claude!" she faltered.
" Don't you know it is so? Don't you know I am right?

You may have deceived yourself in Algeria. You may have

deceived yourself even here at all the rehearsals. But

Charmian
"—his eyes pierced her—"

do you dare to tell me
that to-night, when you were part of an audience, when you
were linked with those hundreds and hundreds of listeners,

do you dare to tell me you didn't know to-night?
"

" How can you—oh, how can you speak like this? Oh,

how can you attack your own child?
'

she cried, rinding in

herself still a remnant of will, a remnant of the fierceness that

belongs to deep feeling of any kind. "It's unworthy. It's

cruel, brutal. I can't hear you do it. I won't—"

" Do you mean to tell me that to-night when you sat in the

theatre you didn't know? Well, if you do tell me so I shall

not believe you. No, I shall not believe you."
She was silent, remembering her sense of struggle in the

theatre, her strong feeling that she was engaged in a sort of

horrible, futile fight against the malign power of the audience.
" You see!

"
he said.

" You dare not tell me you didn't

know!
"

His eyes were always upon her. She opened her lips. She

tried to speak, to say that she loved the opera, that she thought
it a work of genius, that everyone would recognize it as such
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soon, very soon, if not now, immediately. Words seemed to

be struggling up in her, but she could not speak them. She

felt that she was growing paler and paler beneath his gaze.

"Thank God!" he exclaimed, with violence. "You've

got some sincerity left in you. We want it, you and I, to-

night!
"

.

He turned away from her, went to the sofa, sat down on

it, put his hand to the breast-pocket of his coat, and drew out

two papers
—Madre's cablegram and the letter which had

come while they were at supper.
" Come here, Charmian!

"
he said, more quietly.

She came to him, hesitated, met his eyes again, and sat

down in the other corner of the sofa beside him.
"

I want you to read that."

He gave her the letter.
" Read it carefully. Don't hurry!

"
he said.

She took the letter and read.

" My dear Mr Heath,—I've left the opera-house and have
come to the office of my paper to write my article on your
work which I have just heard. But before I do so I feel moved
to send this letter to you. I don't know what you will think

of it, or of me for writing it, but I do care. I want you very
much not to hate it, not to think ill of me. People, I believe,

very often speak and think badly of us who call ourselves,

are called, critics. They say we are venial, that we are log-

rollers, that we have no convictions, that we don't know what
we are talking about, that we are the failures in art, all that

kind of thing. We have plenty of faults, no doubt. But
there are some of us who try to be honest. I try to be honest.

I am going to try to be honest about your work to-night.
That is why I am sending you this.

" Your opera is not a success. I know New York. I dare

even to say that I know America. I have sat among American
audiences too long not to be able to

'

taste
'

them. Their

feeling gets right into me. Your opera is not a success. But
it isn't really that which troubles me to-night. It is this.

Your opera doesn't deserve to be a success.

"That's the wound!
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I don't know, of course—I can't know—whether you are

aware of the wound. But I can't help thinking you must be.

It is presumption, I dare say, for a man like me, a mere critic,

who couldn't compose a bar of fine genuine music to save his

life, to try to dive into the soul of an artist, into your soul.

But you are a man who means a lot to me. If you didn't

I shouldn't be writing this letter. I believe you know what
I know, what the audience knew to-night, that the work you
gave them is spurious, unworthy. It no more represents you
than the mud and the water that cover a lode of gold repre-
sent what the miner is seeking for. I'm pretty sure you must
know.

"Perhaps you'll say: 'Then why have the impertinence
to tell me? '

"
It's because I've seen a little bit of the gold shining. The

other night, after I dined with you—you remember? Gold
it was, that's certain. We Americans know something about

precious metal, or the world belies us. After that night I was

looking to write a great article on you. And I'll do it yet.

But I can't do it to-night. That's my trouble. And it's a

heavy one, heavier than I've had this season. I've got to

sit right down and say out the truth. I hate to do it. And

yet
—do I altogether? I don't want to show up as conceited,

yet now, as I'm covering this bit of paper, I've begun to think

to myself: Shan't I, perhaps, while I'm doing my article, be

helping to clear away a little of the water and the mud that

cover the lode? Shan't I, perhaps, be getting the gold a bit

nearer to the light of the day, and the gaze of the world? or,

better still, to the hand of the miner? Well, anyhow, I've

got to go ahead. I can't do anything else.
" But I remember the other night. And if I believe there's

music worth having in any man of our day I believe it's in

you.
—Your very sincere friend, and your admirer,

" Alfred van Brinen "

Charmian read this letter slowly, not missing a word. As
she read she bent her head lower and lower; she almost

crouched over the letter. When she had finished it she sat

quite still without raising her eyes for a long time. The
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letter had vanished from her sight. And how much else had

vanished! In that moment little or nothing seemed left.

At last, as she did not move, Claude said,
;

You've

finished?"

• ••••* • •

"
You've finished the letter?

"

"
Yes."

"May 1 have it, then?"

She knew he was holding out his hand. She made a great

effort, lifted her hand, and gave him Van Brinen's letter

without looking at him. She heard the thin paper rustle as

he folded it.

"
Charmian," he said,

"
I'm going to keep this letter. Do

you know why? Because I love the man who wrote it.

Because I know that if ever I am tempted again, by anyone
or by anything, to prostitute such powers as have been given
me, I have only to look at this letter, I have only to remember

to-night, to be saved from my own weakness, from my disease

of weakness."

Still she did not look at him. But she noticed in his voice

a sound of growing excitement. And now she heard him get

up from the sofa.
" But I believe, in any case, what has happened to-night

would have cured me. I've had a tremendous lesson to-night.
We've both had a tremendous lesson. Do you know that

after the call at the end of the third act Armand Gillier very

nearly assaulted me? "

"Claude!"
Now she looked up. Claude was standing a little way from

her by the piano. With one hand he held fast to the edge of

the piano, so fast that the knuckles showed white through the

stretched skin.
"
Miss Mardon and he realized, as of course everyone else

realized, my complete failure which dragged his libretto down.
The way the audience applauded him when I left the stage
told the story. No other comment was necessary. But
Gillier isn't a very delicate person, and he made comments
before Miss Mardon, Crayford, and several of the company,
before scene-shifters and stage carpenters, too. What he said
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was true enough. But it wasn't pleasant to hear it in such

company."
He came away from the piano, turned his back on her for

a moment, and walked towards the farther wall of the room.

"Oh, I've had my lesson!
"

she heard him say. "Miss

Mardon said nothing to you?
"

He had turned.
"
No," she said.

"
Crayford said nothing?

"

" Mr Crayford was surrounded. He said,
'

It's gone

grandly. We've all made good. I don't care a snap what

the critics say to-morrow.'
"

" And you knew he was telling you a lie !

"

She was silent.
" You knew the truth, which is this: everyone made good

except myself. And everyone will be dragged down in the

failure because of me. They've all built on a rotten founda-

tion. They've all built on me. And you—you've built on

me. But not one of you, not one, has built on what I really

am, on the real me. Not one of you has allowed me to be

myself, and you least of all!
"

"Claude!"
"You least of all! Don't you know it? Haven't you

always known it, from the moment when you resolved to

take me in hand, when you resolved to guide me in my art

life, to bring the poor weak fellow, who had some talent, but

who didn't know how to apply it, into the light of success!

You meant to make me from the first, and that meant un-

making the man you had married, the man who had lived

apart in the odd, little unfashionable Bayswater house, who

had lived the odd, little unfashionable life, composing Te

Deums and Bible rubbish, the man whom nobody knew, and

who didn't specially want to know anyone, except his friends.

You thought I was an eccentricity
—"

"
No, no!

"
she almost faltered, bending under the storm

of unreserve which had broken in this reserved man.
" An eccentricity, when I was just being simply myself,

doing what I was meant to do, what I could do, drawing my
inspiration not from the fashions of the moment but from the
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subjects, the words, the thoughts, which found their way
into my soul. I didn't care whether they had found their

way into other people's souls. What did that matter to me?

Other people were not my concern. I didn't think about

them. I didn't care what they cared for, only what I cared

for. I was myself, just that. And from to-night I'm going

to be just that, just simply myself again. It's the only chance

for an artist." He paused, fixing his eyes upon her till she

was forced to lift her eyes to his.
" And I believe—I believe

in my soul it's the only chance for a man."

He stood looking into her eyes. Then he repeated :

" The only chance for a man."

He went back slowly to the piano, grasped it, held it once,

more.
"
Charmian," he said,

"
you've done your best. You've

drawn me into the world, into the great current of life; you've

played upon the surface ambition that I suppose there is in

almost every man; you've given me a host of acquaintances;

you've turned me from the one or two things that I fancied

I might make something of since we married,
' The Hound

of Heaven,' the violin concerto. On the other side of the

account you found me that song, and Lake to sing it. And

you got me Gillier's libretto and opened the doors of Cray-

ford's opera house to me. You've devoted yourself to me,

I know that. You've given up the life you loved in London,

your fronds, your parties, and consecrated yourself to the life

of the opera. You've done your best. You've stuck to it.

You've done all that you, or any other woman with your views

and desires, could do for me in art. You've unmade me.

I've been weak and contemptible enough to let you unmake
me. From to-night I've got to build on ruins. Perhaps

you'll say that's impossible. It isn't. I mean to do it. I'm

going to do it. But I've got to build in freedom."

His eyes shone as he said the last words. They were

suddenly the eyes not of a man crushed but of a man released.

She felt a pang of deadly cold at her heart.
"
In—freedom?

"
she almost whispered.

She had believed that the failure of all her hopes, the

failure before the world of which she no longer dnred to
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cherish any lingering doubt, had completely overwhelmed
her.

In this moment she knew it had not been so, for abruptly
she saw a void opening in her life, under her feet, as it were.

And she knew that till this moment even in the midst of ruin

she had been standing on firm ground.
"
In freedom!

"
she said again.

" What—what do you
mean? "

He was silent. A change had come into his face, a faint

and dawning look of surprise.
" What do you mean? "

she repeated.
And now there was a sharp edge to her voice.
" That I must take back the complete artistic freedom

which I have never had since we married, that I must have

it as I had it before I ever saw you."
She got slowly up from the sofa.
"

Is that—all you mean? "
she said.

"All! Isn't it enough?
"

" But is it all? I want to know—I must know! '

The look in her face startled him. Never before had he

seen her look like that. Never had he dreamed that she

could look like that. It was as if womanhood surged up in

her. Her face was distorted, was almost ugly. The features

seemed suddenly sharpened, almost horribly salient. But her

eyes held an expression of anxiety, of hunger, of something

else, that went to his heart. He dropped his hand from the

piano and moved nearer to her.
"

Is that all you meant by freedom?
"

"
Yes."

She sighed and went forward against him.
" Did you think—do you care?

"
he stammered.

All the dominating force had suddenly departed from him.

But he put his arms around her.
" Do you care for the man who has failed?

"

"Yes, yes!
"

She put her arms slowly almost feebly, round his

neck.
"
Yes, yes, yes!

"

She kept on repeating the word, breathing it against his
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cheek, breathing it against his lips, till his lips stifled it on

hers.

At last she took her lips away. Their eyes almost touched

as she gazed into his, and said:
1

It was always the man. Perhaps I didn't know it, but

it was—the man, not the triumph."



CHAPTER XXXVIII

ND you really mean to give up Kensington Square and
the studio, and to take Djenan-el-Maqui for five years?A

said Mrs Mansfield to Charmian on a spring evening, as they
sat together in the former's little library on the first floor of

the house in Berkeley Square.
"
Yes, my only mother, if—there's always an

'

if
'

in

our poor lives, isn't there?
"

"
If?

"
said her mother gently.

"
If you will occasionally brave the Gulf of Lyons and

come to us in the winter. In the summer we shall generally
come back to you."

Mrs Mansfield looked info the fire for a moment. Caroline

lay before it in mild contentment, unchanged, unaffected by
the results of America. Enough for her if a pleasant warmth
from the burning logs played agreeably about her lemon-

coloured body, enough for her if the meal of dog biscuit soaked

in milk was set before her at the appointed time. She sighed

now, but not because she heard discussion of Djenan-el-

Maqui. Her delicate noise was elicited by the point of

her mistress's shoe, which at this moment pressed her side

softly, moving her loose skin to and fro.
" The Gulf of Lyons couldn't keep me from coming," Mrs

Mansfield said at last.
"
Yes, I daresay I shall see you in

that Arab house, Charmian. Claude wishes to go there

again?
"

"
It is Claude who has decided the whole thing."

Charmian 's voice held a new sound. Mrs Mansfield looked

closely at her daughter.
" You see, Madre, he and I—well, I think we have earned

our retreat. We—we did stand up to the failure. We went

to the first night of Jacques Sennier's new opera and helped,
as everyone in an audience can help, to seal its triumph. I—I

went round to Madame Sennier's box with Claude—Adelaide

474
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Shiffney and Armand Gillier were in it !
—and congratulated

her. Madre, we faced the music."

Her voice quivered slightly. Mrs Mansfield impulsively
took her child's hands and held them.

" We faced the music. Claude is strong. I never knew
what he was before. Without that tremendous failure I

never should have known him. He helped me. I didn't

know one human being could help another as Claude helped
me after the failure of the opera. Even Mr Crayford admired

him. He said to me the last day, when we were going to

start for the ship:
'

Well, little lady, you've married the

biggest failure we've brought over here in my time, but you
have married a man! And I said—I said—"

"
Yes, my only child?

"

"
I believe that's all a woman wants."

"Is it?"

Mrs Mansfield's dark, intense eyes searched Charmian's.

"Is it all that you want?
"

" You mean—? "

1

Isn't the fear of the crowd still haunting you? Isn't

uneasy ambition still tugging at you?
"

Charmian took her foot away from Caroline's side and sat

very still for a moment.
1

I do want Claude to succeed, yes, I do, Madre. I believe

every woman wants her man to succeed. But I shall never

interfere again
—never. I've had my lesson. I've seen the

truth, both of myself and of Claude. But I shall always wish

Claude to succeed, not in my way, but in his own. And I

think he will. Yes, I believe he will. Weren't we—he and
I—both extremists? I think perhaps we were. I may have
been vulgar

—oh, that word!—in my desire for fame, in my
wish to get out of the crowd. But wasn't Claude just a little

bit morbid in his fear of life, in his shrinking from publicity?
I think, perhaps, he was. And I know now he thinks so.

Claude is changed, Madre. All he went through in New York
has changed him. He's a much bigger man than he was
when we left England. You must see that!

"

"
I do see it."

' From now onwards he'll do the work he is fitted to do,
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only that. But I think he means to let people hear it. He
said to me only last night:

' Now they all know the false man,
I have the wish to show them the man who is real.'

"

" The man who had the crucifix standing before his piano,"
said Mrs Mansfield, in a low voice.

" The man who heard a

great voice out of the temple speaking to the seven angels."
She paused.
Did he ever play you that?

"
she asked Charmian.

One night in America, when our dear friend, Alfred van

Brinen, was with us. But he played it for Mr van Brinen."
" And—since then? "

"
Madre, he has played it since then for me."

Charmian got up from her chair. She stood by the fire.

Her thin body showed in clear outline against the flames, but

her face was a little in shadow.
"
Madretta," she began, and was silent.

"
Yes?

"
said Mrs Mansfield.

"
Susan Fleet and I were once talking about theosophy.

And Susan said a thing I have never forgotten."
"What was that?

"

"
She said:

'

It's a long journey up the Ray.' I didn't

understand. And she explained that by the Ray she meant
the bridge that leads from the personal which perishes to

the immortal which endures. Madre, I shall always be very

personal, I think. I can't help it. I don't know that I even

want to help it. But—but I do believe that in America, that

night after the opera, I took a long, long step on the journey

up the Ray. I must have, I think, because that night I was

happy."
Her eyes became almost mysterious in the firelight. She

looked down and added, in a withdrawn voice:
" / was happy in failure!

"

"
No, in success!

"
said Mrs Mansfield.
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Mattos. Illustrated. Fcup. ivc. %s.

Fairbrother (W.
SOPHY OF T.
Edition. Cr. Svo.

fToulkea (Charles). THE ARMOURER
AND HIS CRAFT. Illustrated. Royal
t,to. £a is. net.

H.). THE
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Godley (A. D.), LYRA FRIVOLA. Fourth
Edition. Fcctp. Svo. 2s. td.

VERSES TO ORDER. Second Edition.
Fcap. Svo. as. 6a.

SECOND STRINGS. Fcaf. tow. as. 6d.

Gostllng (Frances M.). THE BRETONS
AT HOME. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

AUVERGNE AND ITS PEOPLE. Illus-

trated. Demy Svo. ios. 6d. net.

Gray (Arthur). CAMBRIDGE. Illustrated.

Demy Svo. js. 6d. net.

Grahame (Kenneth). THE WIND IN
THE WILLOWS. Illustrated. Seventh.
Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

Granger (Frank). HISTORICAL SOCI-
OLOGY: A Text-Book of Politics.
Cr. 9*o. y. 6d. net.

Grew (Edwin Sharps). THE GROWTH
OF A PLANET. Illustrated. Cr. &*>. 6s.

Sriffln (W. Hall) and Hlnehin (H. C).
THE LIFE OF ROBERT BROWNING.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy Svo.

its. 6c/. net.

Halg (K. G.). HEALTH THROUGH
DIET. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 3s. 6d.

net.

Hale (J. R.). FAMOUS SEA FIGHTS :

From Salamis to Tsu-shima. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Hall(H.R.). THE ANCIENT HISTORY
OF THE NEAR EAST FROM THE
EARLIEST TIMES TO THE BATTLE
OF SALAMIS. Illustrated. Demy Zvo.

15J. net.

Hannay (D.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
THE ROYAL NAVY. Vol. I., X217-1688.
Vol. II., 1689-1815. Demy Zvo. Each
js. 6d.

Hare (B.). THE GOLFING SWING.
Third Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

Harper (Charles G.). THE AUTOCAR
ROAD-BOOK. With Maps. In Four
Volumes. Cr. 9&>. Each -js. 6d. net.

Vol. I.—South of the Thames.

Vol. II.—North and Sooth Wales
and West Midlands.

Vol. III.—East Anglia and East Mid-
lands.

*Vol. IV.—The North of England and
South of Scotland.

Harris (Frank). THE WOMEN OF
SHAKESPEARE. Demy to>o. -js. 6d. net.

Hassall (Arthur). THE LIFE O*
NAPOLEON. Illustrated. Demy Zvo.

•js. td. net.

Haadley (F. W.% DARWINISM AND
MODERN SOCIALISM. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 5s. net.

Henderson (M. Sturge). GEORGE
MEREDITH: NOVELIST, POET,
REFORMER. With a Portrait. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Henley (W. E.). ENGLISH LYRICS:
CHAUCER TO POE. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. 2s. €d. net.

Hill (George Fraacls). ONE HUNDRED
MASTERPIECES OF SCULPTURE,
Illustrated. Demy Svo. xos. 6d. net.

Hind (C. Lewis). DAYS IN CORNWALL.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Hobhouse (L, T.). THE THEORY OF
KNOWLEDGE. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Hobson (J. A.). INTERNATIONAL
TRADE : An Application of Economic
Theory. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d. net.

PROBLEMS OF POVERTY: An Inquiry
into the Industrial Condition of thk
Poor. Eighth Edition. Cr. Svo. 2s. 6d.

THE PROBLEM OF THE UN-
EMPLOYED: An Inquiry and an
Economic Policy. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo.

2S. 6d.

GOLD, PRICES AND WAGES. Cr. Svo.

3s. 6d. net.

Hodgson (Mre.W.). HOW TO IDENTIFY
OLD CHINESE PORCELAIN. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Post Svo. 6s.

Holdich (Sir T. H.). THE
BORDERLAND, 1880-1900.
Second Edition. Demy Svo.

INDIAN
Illustrated.

td. net.\os,

Holdsworth (W. S.). A HISTORY OF
ENGLISH LAW. In Fc>ur Volumes.
Vols. /., //., ///. Demy Svo. Each ios. 6d.

net.

Holland (CliYe). TYROL AND ITS
PEOPLE. Illustrated. Demy Svo. \os. 6d.

net.

THE BELGIANS AT HOME. Illustrated.

Demy Svo. ios. 6d. net.

Horsburgh (E. L. S.). LORENZO THE
MAGNIFICENT; and Florence in her
Golden Age. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Demy Zvo. 15J. net.

WATERLOO: A Narrative and a Crit-
icism. With Plans. Second Edition, Cr.
Zvo. 5*.
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THE LIFE OF SAVONAROLA. Illus-

trated. Cr. too. $s. net.

Hosle (Alexander). MANCHURIA. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Demy too. V- 6d.

net.

Hudson (W. H.). A SHEPHERD'S
LIFE : Impressions of tub South wilt-

shirk Downs. Illustrated. 1 htrd Edi-

tion. Demy too. 7s. 6d. net.

PROPORTIONAL
. Cr. too. 5s. net.Huir.phreyB(John HO*

REPRESENTATION

Hutchinson (Horace G.). TOE NEW
FOREST. Illustrated. Fourth hdition.

Cr. too. 6*.

Hutton (Edward). THE CITIES OF
SPAIN. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.

Cr. too. 6s.

THE CITIES OF UMBRIA. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

THE CITIES OF LOMBARDY. Illus-

trated. Cr. too. 6s.

FLORENCE AND NORTHERN TUS-

CANY WITH GENOA. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

SIENA AND SOUTHERN TUSCANY.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

VENICE AND VENETIA. Illustrated.

Cr. too. 6s.

ROME. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.

too. 6s.

COUNTRY WALKS ABOUT FLORENCE.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Fcap. too.

5J. net.

IN UNKNOWN TUSCANY, With Notes

by William Heyytood. Illustrated. Second

Edition. Demy too. 7s. 6d. net.

A BOOK OF THE WYE. Illustrated.

Demy too. 7s. 6d. net.

Ibsen (HenrlK). BRAND. A Dramatic

Poem, translated by William Wilson.

Fourth Edition. Cr. too. 3J. 6d.

Inge(W.R.). CHRISTIAN MYSTICISM.
(The Bampton Lectures of 1899.) Itura

Edition, Cr. too. 5*. net.

Innes (A. DA A HIS TORY OF THE
BRITISH IN INDIA. With Maps and

Plans. Cr. too. 6s.

ENGLAND UNDER THE TUDORS.
With Maps. Third Edition. Demy too.

10s. 6d. net.

Inncs (Mary). SCHOOLS OF PAINT-
ING. Illustrated. Second F:; M. Cr.

two. ss - ntt -

Jenks (E.\ AN OUTLINE OF ENG-
LISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT. Second

Edition. Revised by R. C. K. Ensok. Cr.

too. 2s. 6d. net.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ENGLISH
LAW: From the Earliest Times to

the End or the Yeak 1911. Demy Zvo.

10s. 6d. net.

Jernlngham (Charles Edward). THE
MAXIMS OF MARMADUKE. Second

Edition. Cr. too. 5J.

Jevons (F. B.). PERSONALITY. Cr.

too. is. 6d. ntf.

Johnston (Sir H. H.). BRITISH CEN-
TRAL AFRICA. Illustrated. Third

Edition. Cr. *,to. \Zs. net.

THE NEGRO IN THE NEW WORLD.
Illustrated. Demy too. 21s. net.

Julian (Lady) of Norwich. REVELA-
TIONS OF DIVINE LOVE. Edited by
Grace War rack. Fourth Edition. Cr.

too. 3s. 6d.

Keats (John). THE POEMS. Edited,

with Introduction and Notes, by E. de

Selincourt. With a Frontispiece in

Photogravure. Third Edition. Demy too.

7s. 6d. net.

Keble(John). THE CHRISTIAN YEAR.
With an Introduction and Notes by W.
Lock. Illustrated. Third Edition. Fcap.
too. 2s - 6d.

Kempls (Thomas a). THE IMITATION
OF CHRIST. From the Latin, with an

Introduction by Dean Farrak. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Fcap. too. 3s. 6d

Kipling (Rudyard). BARRACK-ROOM
BALLADS. 114M Thousand. Thirty-

fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. A Iso Fcap.
too. Cloth, 4J. 6d. net ; Leather, 55. net.

THE SEVEN SEAS. g*th Thousand.

Twenty-first Edition. Cr. too. 6s. Also

Fcap. Svo. Cloth, 4s. 6d. net; Leather,

c.s. net.

THE FIVE NATIONS. 78/A Thousand.

Eleventh Edition. Cr. too. 6s. Also Fcap.
too. Cloth, 45. 6d. net ; I. anther, 5J. net.

DEPARTMENTAL DITTIES. Twenty-
Third Edition. Cr. too. 6*\ Also Fcap.
too. Cloth, 4J. id. net ; Leather, $j. net.

Lamb (Charles and Mary), THE COM-
PLETE WORKS. Edited, with an Intro-

duction and Notes, by E. V. Lucas. A
Ne*iu and Revised Edition in Six Volumes.

With Frontispiece. Fcap. too. 5*. each.

The volumes are :
—

1. Miscellaneous Prose, ii. Elia and
the Last Essays of Elia. hi. Books
f r Children, iv. Plays and Pci

y. and yi. Letters.
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Lankester (Sir Say). SCIENCE FROM
AN EASY CHAIR. Illustrated. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

La Braz (Anatole). THE LAND OF
PARDONS. Translated by Frances M.
Gostling. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Lee (Gerald Stanley). INSPIRED MIL-
LIONAIRES. Cr. Zvo. 3*. 6d. net.

•CROWDS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Lock (Walter). ST. PAUL, THE
MASTER BUILDER. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 2s - &d.

THE BIBLE AND CHRISTIAN LIFE.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Lodge (Sir Oliver). THE SUBSTANCE
OF FAITH, ALLIED WITH SCIENCE :

A Catechism for Parents and Teachers.
Eleventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 2s. net.

MAN AND THE UNIVERSE: A Study
of the Influence of the Advance in
Scientific Knowledge upon our Under-
standing of Christianity. Ninth
Edition. Demy Zvo. $s. net. Also Fcap.
Zvo. is. net.

THE SURVIVAL OF MAN: A Study in
Unrecognised Human Faculty. Fifth
Edition. Wide Cr. Zvo. $s. net.

REASON AND BELIEF. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. y &d. net.

MODERN PROBLEMS. Cr. Zvo. $s. net.

Lorimer (George Horace). LETTERS
FROM A SELF-MADE MERCHANT
TO HIS SON. Illustrated. Twenty-
fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d. Also
Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

OLD GORGON GRAHAM. Illustrated.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. *Also Cr.
Zve. 2J. net.

Lucas (E. Y.). THE LIFE OF CHARLES
LAMB. Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Demy
Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

A WANDERER IN HOLLAND. Illus-

trated. Fourteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A WANDERER IN LONDON. Illus-

trated. Fourteenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A WANDERER IN PARIS. Illustrated.

Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Fcap.
8vo. 5J.

A WANDERER IN FLORENCE. Illus-

trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE OPEN ROAD : A Little Book for
Wayfarers. Nineteenth Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. 5J. India Paper, -js. 6d.

THE FRIENDLY TOWN : A Little Book
for the Urbane. Seventh Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. 5s.

FIRESIDE AND SUNSHINE. Seventh
Edition. Fcap 800. $s.

CHARACTER
'

AND COMEDY. Sixth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5$.

THE GENTLEST ART: A Choice of
Letters by Entertaining Hands.
Seventh Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5s.

THE SECOND POST. Third Edition.

Fcap. Zvo. 5s.

HER INFINITE VARIETY : A Feminine
Portrait Gallery. Sixth Edition. Fcap.
8vo. 5J.

GOOD COMPANY: A Rally of Men.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. $s.

ONE DAY AND ANOTHER. Fifth
Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5s.

OLD LAMPS FOR NEW. Fourth Edition.
Fcap. Zvo. $s.

LISTENER'S LURE : An Oblique Narra-
tion. Ninth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is.

OVER BEMERTON'S: An Easy-Going
Chronicle. Tenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

5*-

MR. INGLESIDE. Ninth Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. ss.

THE BRITISH SCHOOL : An Anecdotal
Guide to the British Painters and
Paintings in the National Gallery.
Fcap. Zvo. 2s. 6d. net.

See also Lamb (Charles).

Lydekker (R.) and Others. REPTILES,
AMPHIBIA, FISHES, AND LOWER
CHORDATA. Edited by J. C. Cunning-
ham. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Lydekker (R.). THE OX AND ITS
KINDRED. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Macaulav (Lord). CRITICAL AND
HISTORICAL ESSAYS. Edited by F.
C. Montague. Three Volumes. Cr. Zvo.
iZs.

McCabe (Joseph). THE DECAY OF THE
CHURCH OF ROME. Third Edition.

Demy Zvo. 7s. bd. net.

THE EMPRESSES OF ROME. Illustrated.

Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

MacCarthy (Desmond) and Russell
(Agatha). LADY JOHN RUSSELL: A
Memoir. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.

Demy Zvo. ioj. 6d. net.

McCnllagh (Francis). THE FALL OF
ABD-UL-HAMID. Illustrated. Demy
Zvo. ioj. 6d. net.

BcDnugal] (William). AN INTRODUC-
TION 10 SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY.
Sixth Edition. Cr. Zva. $s. net.

BODY AND MIND: A History and a
Defence of Animism. Second Edition
Dem.v Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.
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• Mdlle. Kori '

(Author of). ST. CATHER-
INE OF SIENA AND HER TIMES.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.

•js. 6d. net.

Maeterlinck (Maurice). THE BLUE
BIRD: A Fairy Play in Six Acts.
Translated by Alexander Teixeira de
Mattos. Fcap. Zvo. Deckle Edges, y.td.
net. Also leap. Zvo. is.net. An Edition,
illustrated in colour by F. Cayi.ey Robin-

son, is also published. Cr. +to. Gilt top.

2u. net. Of the above book Thirty-three
Editions in all have been issued.

MARY MAGDALENE: A Play in Three
Acts. Translated by Alexander Teixeira
db Mattos. Third Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

Deckle Edges. $s. 6d.net. Also Fcap. Zvo.

\s. net.

DEATH. Translated
Teixeira de Mattos
Fcap. Zvo. 3J. 6d. net.

by Alexander
Fourth Edition.

Mahaffy (J. P.). A HISTORY OF EGYPT
UNDER THE PTOLEMAIC DYNASTY.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Maltland (F. W.). ROMAN CANON LAW
IN THE CHURCH OF ENGLAND.
Royal Zvo. -js. 6d.

Marett (R. R.).
RELIGION.

THE THRESHOLD OF
Cr. Zvo. 2s - 6^. net.

Marriott (Charles). A SPANISH HOLI-
DAY. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

THE ROMANCE OF THE RHINE.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 10s. 6d. nif.

Marriott (J. A. P.). THE LIFE AND
TIMES OF LUCIUS CARY, VIS-
COUNT FALKLAND. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Demy Zvo. js. 6d. net.

ENGLAND SINCE WATERLOO. Demy
Zvo. 10s. td. net.

Mascflcld (John). SEA LIKE
SON'S TIME. Illustrated.

3J. 6d. net.

A SAILOR'S GARLAND
Edited. Second Edition.

net.

IN NEL-
Cr. Zvo.

Selected and
Cr. Zvo. y' 6d.

Master-man (C. F. G.). TENNYSON
ASA RELIGIOUS TEACHER. Set

Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CONDITION OF ENGLAND.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. Also Ecap.
Zvo. is ner .

Hayne (Ethel Colburn). BYRON. Illus-

trated. In J'n>o Volumes. Demy Zvo. 21s.

net.

Medley (D. J.). ORIGINAL ILLUSTRA-
TIONS OK ENGLISH CONSTITU-
TIONALHISTURY. Cr. &ro. -js.6ii.net.

Methuen (A. M. S.). ENGLAND'S RUIN :

Discussed in Fourteen Letters to a
Protectionist. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo.

y£. net.

Miles (Eustace). LIFE AFTER LIFE;
or, The Theory of Reincarnation.
Cr. Zvo. 25. id. net.

THE POWER OF CONCENTRATION:
How to Acquire it. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. y. 6d. net.

Millais (J. G.). THE LIFE AND LET-
TERS OF SIR JOHN EVERETT
MILLAIS. Illustrated. New Edition.

Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

Milne (J. 0.). A HISTORY OF EGYPT
UNDER ROMAN RULE. Illustrated.

Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Moffat (Mary M.). QUEEN LOUISA OF
PRUSSIA. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MARIA THERESA. Illustrated. Demy
Zvo. jos. 6d. net.

Money (L. G. Chiozza). RICHES AND
POVERTY. Nnv and Revised Issue.

Cr. Zvo. is. net.

MONEY'S FISCAL DICTIONARY, 1910.
Second Edition. Demy Zvo. $s. net.

THINGS THAT MATTER: Papers on
Subjects which are, or ought to be,
under Discussion. Demy Zvo. 55. net.

Montague (C. E.). DRAMATIC VALUES.
Second Edition. Fcap. Zvo. 5J.

Moorhouse (E. Hallam). NELSON'S
LADY HAMILTON. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Demy Zvo. -js. 6d. net.

Morgan (C. Lloyd). INSTINCT AND
EXPERIENCE. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

55. net.

Nevill (Lady Dorothy). MY OWN
TIMES. Edited by her Son. Second Edi-
tion. Demy Zvo. 155. net.

Norway (A. H.). NAPLES: Past and
Present. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

O'Donnell (Elliot). WERWOLVES. Cr.
Zvo. 5J. net.

Orran (C. W. C.). A HISTORY OF THE
ART OF WAR IN THE MIDDLE
AGES. Illustrated. Demy Zvo. ro*. 6d.
net.

ENGLAND BEFORE THE NORMAN
CONQUEST. With Maps. Third &di
tion, Revised. Demy 9ro. io#. 6rf, mrt.
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Oxford (M. N.). A HANDBOOK OF
NURSING. Sixth Edition, Revised.

Cr. too. 3J. 6d. net.

Pakes (W. C. C). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Second and
Cheaper Edition. Revised by A. T.

Nankivell. Cr. too. 5s. net.

Parker (Eric). A BOOK OF THE
ZOO. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.

too. 6s.

Pears (Sir Edwin). TURKEY AND ITS
PEOPLE. Second Edition. Demy too.

12J. 6d. net.

Petrie (W. M. Flinders.) A HISTORY
OF EGYPT. Illustrated. In Six Volumes.
Cr. 8ro. 6s. each.

Vol. I. From the 1st to the XVIth
Dynasty. Seventh Edition.

Vol. II. The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. Fourth Edition.

Vol. III. XIXth to XXXth Dynasties.

Vol. IV. Egypt under the Ptolemaic
Dynasty. J. P. Mahaffy.

Vol V. Egypt under Roman Rule. J. G.

Milne.
Vol. VI. Egypt in the Middle Ages.
Stanley Lane-Poole.

RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENT EGYPT. Illustrated. Cr. too.

2S. 6d.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL AMARNA LETTERS. Cr. too.

is. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the

Papyri. First Series, ivth to xnth Dynasty.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. too.

3s. 6d.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the

Papyri. Second Series, xvmth to xixth

Dynasty. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. too. 35. 6d.

EGYPTIAN DECORATIVE ART. Illus-

trated. Cr. too. js. 6d.

Phelps (Ruth S.). SKIES ITALIAN: A
Little Breviary for Travellers in
Italy. Fcap too. Leather, 5s. net.

Pollard (Alfred W.). SHAKESPEARE
FOLIOS AND QUARTOS. A Study in

the Bibliography of Shakespeare's Plays,
1594-1685. Illustrated. Folio. 21s. net.

Porter (G. R.).
THE NATION.
by F. W. Hirst.

THE PROGRESS OF
A New Edition. Edited
Demy too. 21s. net.

P#W«* (J. CCoJUW*). THE MAKING OF
AN ORATOR. Cr. too. 6s.

Price (Eleanor C). CARDINAL DE
RICHELIEU. Illustrated. Second Edu
Hon. Demy too. ioj. 6d. net.

Price (L. L.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
POLITICAL ECONOMY IN ENGLAND
FROM ADAM SMITH TO ARNOLD
TOYNBEE. Seventh Edition. Cr. too.

is. 6d.

Pycraft (W. P.). A HISTORY OF BIRDS.
Illustrated. Demy too. 10s. 6d. net.

Rawlings (Gertrude B.). COINS AND
HOW TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr. too. 6s.

Regan (C. Tait). THE FRESHWATER
FISHES OF THE BRITISH ISLES.
Illustrated. Cr. too. 6s.

Reid (Archdall). THE LAWS OF HERE-
DITY. Second Edition. Demy too. 21s.

net.

Robertson (C. Grant). SELECT STAT-
UTES, CASES, AND DOCUMENTS,
1660-1832. Second and Enlarged Edition.

Demy too. 10s. 6d. net.

ENGLAND UNDER THE HANOVER-
IANS. Illustrated. Second Edition. Demy
too. 10s. 6d. net.

Roe (Fred).
Illustrated.

10J. 6d net.

OLD OAK FURNITURE.
Second Edition. Demy too.

Ross (F. W. Forbes). CANCER: The
Problem ok its Genesis and Treat-
ment. Demy too. 5s. net.

Ryan (P. F. W.). STUART LIFE AND
MANNERS: A Social History. Illus-

trated. Demy too. 10s. 6a\ net.

*Ryley (A. Beresford). OLD PASTE.
Illustrated. Royal too. £2 2s. net.

St. Francis of Assist. THE LITTLE
FLOWERS OF THE GLORIOUS
MESSER, AND OF HIS FRIARS.
Done into English, with Notes by William
Heywood. Illustrated. Demy too. 5s. net.

'Saki' (H. H. Monro). REGINALD.
Third Edition. Fcap. too. 2s. 6d. net.

REGINALD IN RUSSIA. Fcap. too.
zs. 6d. net.

Sandeman (G. A. C.). METTERNICH.
Illustrated. Demy too. ioj. 6d. net.

Schidrowitz (Philip). RUBBER. IHus
trated. Demy too. ioi. 6d. net.

Schioesser (H. H.). TRADE UNIONISM.
Cr. too. 2S. 6ii.
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Seloua (Edmund). TOMMY SMITH'S
ANIMALS. Illustrated. Twelfth Edi-
tion. Fcap. Zvo. 2J. 6d.

TOMMY SMITH'S OTHER ANIMALS.
Illustrated. Sixth Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

2S. 6d.

JACK'S INSECTS. Illustrated. Cr. Ivo. 6s.

Shakespeare (William).
THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623; 1632; 1664;

1685. Each £4 4J. net, or a complete set,

£1* 12J. net.

THE POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes

by George Wyndham. Demy Zvo. Buck-

ram, ioj. 6d.

Shelley (Percy Bysshe). THE POEMS
OF PERCY BYSSHE SHELLEY. With
an Introduction by A. Clutton- Brock and
notes by C D. Locock. Two Volumes.

Demy Zvo. au. net.

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY. The New
Winter Resort. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. $s. net.

Bmlth (Adam). THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited by Edwin Cannan.
Two Volumes. Demy Zvo. 21s. net.

Smith (0. F. Herbert). GEM-STONES
AND THEIR DISTINCTIVE CHARAC-
TERS. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s. net.

Bnell (F. J.). A BOOK OF EXMOOR.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CUSTOMS OF OLD ENGLAND.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

• Stancllffe.' GOLF DO'S AND DONT'S.
Fifth Edition. Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

Stevenson (R. L.). THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON. Edited

by Sir Sidney Colvin. A New and En-
larged Edition in four volumes. Third
Edition. Fcap. Zoo. Each $s. Leather,
each 5J. net.

Stevenson (M. I.). FROM SARANAC
TOTHE MARQUESAS AND 1.1 YOND.
Being Letters written by Mrs. M. I. Steven-
son during 1887-88. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

6s. net.

LETTERS FROM SAMOA, 1891-95. Edited
and arranged by M. C. Balfour. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Storr (Yernon F.). DEVELOPMENT
AND DIVINE PURPOSE. Cr. Zoo. 5*.

net.

Btreatfelld (R. A.). MODERN MUSIC
AND MUSICIANS. Illust rated. Second
Bditttn, Demy Zvo. js. 6d, net.

Swanton iE. W.). II AND Hnw
TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

6s. net.

BRITISH PLANT • GALLS.
js. 6d. net.

Cr. Zvo.

Symes (J. E.). THE FRENCH REVO-
LUTION. Second Edition. Cr.Zvo. is.6d.

Tabor (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. Illustrated. Third Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. ys. 6d. net.

Taylor (A. E.). ELEMENTS OF META
PHYSICS. Second Edition. Demy Zvo.

10s. id. net.

Taylor (Mrs. Basil) (Harriet Osgood).
JAPANESE GARDENS. Illustrated.
Cr. t,to. 215. net.

Thlbaudeau (A. C). BONAPARTE AND
THFC CONSULATE. Translated and
Edited by G. K. Fortescue. Illustrated.

Demy Zvo. ioj. 6d. net.

Thomas (Edward). MAURICE MAE
TERLINCK. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. $s. net.

Thompson (Francis). SELECTED
POEMS OF FRANCIS THOMPSON.
With a Biographical Note by Wilfrid
Meynell. With a Portrait in Photogravure
Twentieth Thousand. Fcap. Zvo. 55. net.

Tileston (Mary W.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Twentieth Edi-
tion. Medium \6mo. 2s. 6d. net. Also an
edition in superior binding, 6s.

THE STRONGHOLD OF HOPE.
Medium. \6mo. xs. 6d. net.

Toynbea (Paget). DANTE ALIGHIERI.
His Life and Works. With 16 Illustra-

tions. Fourth and Enlarged Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 5J. net.

Trevclyan (G. M.). ENGLAND UNDER
THE STUARTS. With Maps and Plans.

Fi/th Edition. Demy Zvo. ioj. 6d. net.

Triggs (H. Inlgo). TOWN PLANNING:
Past, Present, and Possible, Illustra-

ted. Second Edition. Wide Royal Zvo.

15J. net.

Turner (Sir Alfred E.). SIXTY YEARS
OF A SOLDIER'S LIFE. Demy Zvo.

1 2j. 6d. net.

DnderhlU (Evelyn). MYSTICISM. A
Study in the Nature and Development of
Ma.i's Spiritual Consciousness. Fourth
Edition. Demy Zvo. 15J. net.

Underwood (F. M.). UNITED ITALY.
Dtmy Zvok \oj. bd. nit.
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Urwick (E. J.)- A PHILOSOPHY OF
SOCIAL PROGRESS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Yardon (Harry). HOW TO PLAY GOLF.
Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 5s.

net.

Yaughan (Herbert M.). THE NAPLES
RIVIERA. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Cr. Zvo. dr.

FLORENCE AND HER TREASURES.
Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. Round Corners.

5s. net.

Yernon (Hon. W. Warren). READINGS
ON THE INFERNO OF DANTE. With
an Introduction by the Rev. Dr. Moore.
Two Volumes. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

1 5j. net.

READINGS ON THE PURGATORIO
OF DANTE. With an Introduction by
the late Dean Church. Two Volumes.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 15$. net.

READINGS ON THE PARADISO OF
DANTE. With an Introduction by the

Bishop of Ripon. Two Volumes. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 151. net.

Yickera (Kenneth H,). ENGLAND IN
THE LATER MIDDLE AGES. Demy
Ssw. xos. bd. net.

Wade (G. W. and J. H.). RAMBLES IN
SOMERSET. Illustrated. Cr. 8w. 6s.

Waddell (L. A.). LHASA AND ITS
MYSTERIES. With a Record of the Ex-

pedition of 1903-1904. Illustrated. Third
and CJteaper Edition. Medium Z&o. js. 6d.

net.

Wagner (Richard). RICHARD WAG-
NER'S MUSIC DRAMAS. Interpreta-

tions, embodying Wagner's own explana-
tions. By Alice Leighton Cleather
and Basil Crump. Fcap. Zvo. zs. 6d. each.

The Ring of the Nibelung.
Fifth Edition.

Lohengrin and Parsifal.
Second Edition, rewritten and enlarged.

Tristan and Isolde.

Tannhauser and thk Mastersingers
of Nuremburg.

Waterftonse (Elizabeth). WITH THE
SIMPLE-HEARTED. Little Homilies to

Women in Country Places. Third Edition.
Small Pott Zvo. 2s. net.

THE HOUSE BY THE CHERRY TREE.
A Second Series of Little Homilies to

Women in Country Places. Small t'ott Zm>.

2*. net.

COMPANIONS OF THE WAY. Being
Selections for Morning and Evening Read-
ing. Chosen and arranged by Elizabeth
Waterhousk. Large Cr. Zvo. $s. net.

THOUGHTS OF A TERTIARY. Small
Pott Zvo. is. net.

VERSES. Fcap. Zvo. is. net.

Waters (W. G.). ITALIAN SCULPTORS
AND SMITHS. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

•js. 6d. net.

Watt (Francis). EDINBURGH AND
THE LOTHIANS. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. iof. 6d. net.

Wedmore (Sir Frederick). MEMORIES.
Second Edition. Demy 8w. 7^. 6d. net.

Weigall (Arthur E. P.). A GUIDE TO
THE ANTIQUITIES OF UPPER
EGYPT : From Abydos to the Sudan
Frontier. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 7s. 6d. net.

Wells (J.). OXFORD AND OXFORD
LIFE. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

A SHORT HISTORY OF ROME. Twelfth
Edition. With 3 Maps. Cr. Zvo. 35. 6d.

Whitten (Wilfred). A LONDONER'S
LONDON. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zoo. 5J. net.

Wilde (Oscar). THE WORKS OF OSCAR
WILDE. In Twelve Volumes. Fcap. Zvo.

5*. net each volume.

1. Lord Arthur Savile's Crime and
the Portrait of Mr. W. H. ii. The
Duchess of Padua. hi. Poems. iv.

Lady Windermere's Fan. v. A Woman
of No Importance, vi. An Ideal Hus-
band, vii. The Importance of being
Earnest. viii. A House of Pome-
granates, ix. Intentions, x. De Pro-
fundis and Prison Letters, xi. Essays.
xii. Salome, A Florentine Tragedy,
and La Sainte Courtisane.

Williams (H. Hoel). A ROSE OF SAVOY :

Marie Adelaide of Savoy, Duchesse de
Bourgogne, Mother of Louis xy. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Demy Zvo. 15.?.

net.

THE FASCINATING DUC DE RICHE-
LIEU : Louis Francois Armand du
Plessis(i6q6-i788). Illustrated. Demy Zvo.

15-r. net. 1

A PRINCESS OF ADVENTURE : Marik
Caroline, DucHeSse de Berry (179S-
1870). Illustrated. Demy Zvo. \$s. net.

THE LOVE AFFAIRS OF THE
CONDES (1530-174©). Illustrated. Demy
&w. 15s. net.
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Wood (81* Evelyn). FROM MIDSHIP-
\N TO FIELD-MARSHAL. I

trated. Fifth Edition. Demy Svo. js. 6d.

tut. Also Fcap. &vo. is. net.

THE REVOLT IN HINDUSTAN (1857-

59). Illustrated. Sccotui Edition. Cr. &zto.

6s.

Wood (W. Birkbeck) and Edmonds (Col.
J. E.). A HISTORY OK THE CIVIL
WAR IN THE UNITED STA1
(1861-65). With an Introduction by S

Third Edition. Demy hvo. as. id. net.

Wordsworth CW.). THE POEMS. With
an Introduction :*nd Notes by NoWKLL C.

Smith. /* Three I olunus. Demy 80c.

1 5 j. net.

Yeatfl (W. B.). A HOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. ThirdEdition. Cr.&vo. ys.Cd.

Part II.—A Selection of Series

Ancient Cities

General Editor, B. C. A. WINDLB

Cr. Svo. 4s. (d. net each volume

With Illustrations by E. II. New, and other Artists

Bristol. Alfred llarvcy.

Canterbury. J. C. Cox.

Chester. B. C A. Windle.

Dublin. S. A O. Fitzpatrick.

Edinburgh. M. G. Williamson.

Lincoln. E. Mansel Sympson.

Shrewsbury. T. Auden.

Wells :md Glastonbury. T. S. Holmes.

The Antiquary's Books

General Ediior, J. CHARLES COX

Demy Svo. "Js. 6d. vet each volume

With Numerous Illustrations

Ancient Painted Glass in England, The.

Philip Nelson.

Archeology and Fa
R. Muuro.

[QOITIBS.

1
' J • J-BELLS of England, :

Raven. Second Edition.

Brasses of Enclasp. The. Herbert W.
Macklin. Third Edition,

Celtic Art in Pa< \n and Christian
TIMES. J. Roiuilly Allen. Second Edition.

Castles and Walled Towns >. and,
The. A. 1 : .

BSDAY Inquest, The. Adolphus Ballard.

English Church Furniture. J. C Cox
and A. Harvey. Second Edition,

Engijsh Costume. From Prehistoric Times
to the End of the Eighteenth Century.
George Clinch.

English Monastic Life. Abbot Gasquet.

English Seals. J. Harvey Bloom.

Folk-Lore »s an Kjsiomcal Science.
.Sir Q. L. Uenu-jc
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The Antiquary's Books—continued

Gilds and Companies of London, The.
George Unwin.

Manor and Manorial Records, The.
Nathaniel J. Hone. Second Edition.

Medieval Hospitals of England, The.
Rotha Mary Clay.

Old Churchwardens' Accounts. J. C.
Cox.

Old English Instruments of Music.
F. W. Galpin. Second Edition.

Old English Libraries. James Hutt.

Old Service Books of the English
Church. Christopher Wordsworth, and
Henry Littlchales. Second Edition.

Parish Life m Medlsval Englanh
Abbot Gasquet. Third Edition.

Parish Registers of England, The,
J. C. Cox.

Remains of
England.
Edition.

the Prehistoric Age in

B. C. A. Windle. Second

Roman Era in Britain, The. J. Ward.

Romano-British Buildings and Earth-
works. J. Ward.

Royal Forests of England, The. J. C.
Cox.

Shrines of British Saints. J. C. Wall.

The Arden Shakespeare.

Demy 8vo. 2s. 6d. net each volume

An edition of Shakespeare in Single Plays ; each edited with a full Introduction,
Textual Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page

All's Well That Ends Well.

Antony and Cleopatra. Second Edition.

As You Like It.

Cymbeline.

Comedy of Errors, The.

Hamlet. Third Edition.

Julius Caesar.

*King Henry iv. Pt. l

King Henry v.

King Henry vi. Pt. i.

King Henry vi. Pt. ii.

King Henry vi. Pt. hi.

King Lear.

King Richard ii.

King Richard hi.

Like and Death of King John, The.

Love's Labour's Lost.

Macbeth.

Measure for Measure.

Merchant of Venice, The. Second Edition.

Merry Wives of Windsor, The.

Midsummer Night's Dream, A.

Othello.

Pericles.

Romeo and Juliet.

Taming of the Shrew, The.

Tempest, The.

Timon of Athens.

Titus Andronicus.

Troilus and Cressida.

Two Gentlemen of Verona, The.

Twelfth Night.

Venus and Adonis.

Winter's Tale, The.

The Art of the Greeks.
X2S. 6d. net.

The Art of the Romans,
i ss. net.

Chardin. H, K. A. Furst.

Classics of Art

Edited by Dr. J. H. W. LAING
With numerous Illustrations. Wide Royal Svo

H. B. Walters.

H. B. Walters.

iM. id. tut.

Donatello. Maud Cruttwell. 15.1. net.

Florentine Sculptors of the Renais-
sance. WUhelm Bode. Translated by
Jessie Haynes. 12s. 6d. net.

George Romney. Arthur B. Chamberlain.
iw. 6d, ntt.
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Classics of Art—continued

Ghirlandaio. Gerald S. Davies. Second
Edition. ioj. 6d.

Michelangelo.
net.

i S. Davies. 12J. Cd.

Rubens. Edward Dillon. 25s. net.

Raphael. A. P. Oppe\ 12J. 6./. net.

Rembrandt's Etchings. A. M. Hind.

Sir Thomas Lawrence. Sir Walter

Armstrong, ju. ne:.

Ti 1 ; . Charles Ricketts. 15*. net.

Tintoretto. Evelyn March Phillipps. 15J.
net.

Turner's Sketches and Drawings. A. J.

Finberg. 121. id. net. Second Edition.

VblaZQUBZ. A. de Ceructe. ioj. 6d. net.

The 'Complete' Series.

Fully Illustrated. Demy Svo

The Complete Association Footballer.
B. S. Evers and C. E. Hu^hes-Davies.
5J. tut.

Thb Complete Billiard Player. Charles
Roberts, ioj. td. net.

The Complete Cook. Lilian Whitling.
•js. 6d. net.

The Complete Ckicketer. Allj.rt E.
Knight, ys.6d.net. Second Edi:

The Complete Foxhuntkr. Charles Rich-
ardson. 12J. &d. net. Second Edition.

The Complete Golfer. Harry Vardon.
ioj. (yi. net. Thirteenth Edition.

The Complete Hockey-Player. Eustace
E. White. 5J. net. Second Edition.

The Complete Horseman. W. Scarth
Dixon. Second Edition, ioj. 6d. ne:.

The Complete Lawn Tennis Player.
A. Wallis Myers. ioj. 6d. net. Third
Edition, Rcoisgd.

The Complete Motorist. Filson Young.
i2j. 6d. net. Aew Edition {Seventh).

The Complete Mountaineer. G. D.
Abraham. 15s.net. Second Edition.

The Complete Oarsman. K. C. I.thmann.
1

'

r. net.

The Complete Photographer. R. Child

ley. ioj. td. tut. Fourth Edi:.

Tuu Complete Rugby Footballer, on the
New Zealand iallaher

W. J. Stead, ioj. id. net. Second Edition.

The Complete Shot. G. T. Teasdale-
Buckell. 12J. 6d. net. Third Edition.

The Complete Swimmer.
net.

F. Sachs, js. td.

The Complete Y h -man. B. Heckstall-
Smith and E. du Houlay. Second Edi:

15 j. net.

The Connoisseur's Library

With numerous Illustrations. Wide Royal Svo. 2$s. net e I

- umt

English Furniture. F. S. Robinson.

English Coloured Books. Martin Hardie.

Etchings. Sir F. Wedmore Second Edition.

European Enamels. Henry H. Cunyng-
hame.

Glass. Edward Dillon.

Goldsmiths' and Silversmiths' Work.
Nelson Dawson. Second Ed Hon.

Illuminated Manuscmtts. J. A. Herbert.
Second Edition. .

1. ;ies. Alfred M
H. CliffordJewellery.

Edition.

Mezzotints. Cyril DavenporL

Miniatures. Dudley Heath.

Porcelain. Edward Di

Fine Books. A. W. Pollard.

de Gray lurch.

Wood Alfred Maskell.

Smith. S*.

Se
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Handbooks of English Church History

Edited by J. H. BURN.
Thb Foundations of the English Church.

J. H. Maude.

The Saxon Church and the Norman
Conquest. C. T. Cruttwell.

The Medieval Church and the Papacy.
A. C. Jennings.

Crown 8vo. zs. 6d. net each volume

The Reformation Period. Henry Gee-

BruceThe Struggle with Puritanism.
Blaxland.

The Church of England in the Eigh-
teenth Century. Alfred Plummer.

Handbooks of Theology
The Doctrine of the Incarnation. R. L.

Ottley. Fifth Edition, Revised. Demy
Svo. 12s. 6d.

A History of Early Christian Doctrine.
J. F. Bethune-Baker. Demy Zvo. ios. 6d.

An Introduction to the History of
Religion. F. B. Jevons. Fifth Edition.

Demy 8vo. ios. 6d.

An Introduction to the History of the
Creeds. A. E. Burn. Demy Svo. ios. 6d.

Thf. Philosophy of Religion in England
and America. Alfred Caldecott. Demy Svo.

ios. 6d.

The XXXIX Articles of the Church of
England. Edited by E. C. S. Gibson.
Seventh Edition. Demy Zvo. 12s. td.

The ' Home Life
'

Series

Illustrated. Demy Svo. 6s. to ios. 6d. net

Home Life in America. Katherine G.

Busbey. Second Edition.

Home Life in France. Miss Betham-
Edwards. Sixth Edition.

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. A. Sidgwick.
Second Edition.

Home Life in Holland. D. S. Meldrum.
Second Edition.

Lina Duff Gordon.

H. K. Daniels.

Home Life in Italy.
Second Edition.

Home Life in Norway.
Second Edition.

Home Life in Russia. A. S. Rappoport.

Home Life in Spain. S. L. Bensusan.
Second Edition.

The Illustrated Pocket Library of Plain and Coloured Books

Fcap. Svo. 31. 6d. net each volume

WITH COLOURED ILLUSTRATIONS
The Life and Death of John Mytton,
Esq. Nimrod. Fifth Edition.

The Life of a Sportsman. Nimrod.

Handley Cross. R. S. Surtees. Fourth
Edition.

Mr. Sponge's Sporting Tour. R. S.

Surtees. Second Edition.

Jorrocks's Jaunts and Jollities. R. S.

Surtees. Third Edition.

Ask Mamma. R. S. Surtees.

The Analysis of the Hunting Field.
R. S. Surtees.

The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of
the Picturesque. William Combe.

The Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search of
Consolation. William Combe.

The Third Tour of Dr. Syntax in Search
of a Wife. William Combe.

Life in London. Pierce Egan.

WITH PLAIN ILLUSTRATIONS
The Grave : A Poem. Robert Blair. Illustrations of the Book of Job. In-

vented and Engraved* by William Blake.
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Leaders of Religion

Edited by II. C. BEECHING. With Portraits

Crown 8vo. 2s. tut each volunu

Cardinal Newman. R. H. Huttoa.

John Wkslky. J. H. Overton.

Bishop Wilbrkforcb. G. W. Dauiell.

Cardinal Manning. A. W. Hutton.

Charles Simeon. H. C. G. Moule.

John Knox. F. MacCunn. Second Edition

John Howe. R. F. Horton.

Thomas Kkn. F. A. Clarke.

T. Hodgkin.(Ieorge Fox, the Quaker.
Third Edition.

John Keule. Walter Lock.

Thomas Chalmers. Mrs. OliphanL Second
Edition.

Lancelot Andkewbs. R. L. Ottley. Second
Edition.

Augustine of Canterbury. E. L. Cutu.

William Laud. W. H. Hutton- Fourth
Edition.

John Donne. Augustus Jcssop.

Thomas Cranmek. A. J. Mason.

Latimer. R. M. Cariyle and A. J. Cariyle.

Eishop Butler. W. A. Spooner.

The Library of Devotion

With Introductions and

Smalt roil 8vo, cloth, 2s.; le

The Confessions of St. Augustine.
Eighth Edition.

The Imitation of Christ. Sixth EdUion.

The Christian Year. Fifth Edition,

Lyra Innocentium. Third Edition.

The Temple. Second Edition.

A Book of Devotions. Second Edition.

A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy
Life. Fifth Edition.

A Guide to Eternity.

lit e Inner Way. Seconti Edition.

On the Love of God.

The Psalms of David.

Lyrica Apostolica.

The Song of Songs.

The Thoughts of Pascal. Second Edition.

A Manual ok Consolation from the
Saints and Fathers.

Devotions from the Apocrypha.

The Spiritual Combat.

(where necessary) Notes

ither, 2s. dd. tut each volume

The Devotions of St. Ansel.m.

Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata.

Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sin-
neks.

Lyra Sacra. A Book of Sacred Verse.
Second Edition.

A Day Book from the Saints and
Fathers.

A Little Book of Heavenly Wisdom. A
Selection from the English Mystics.

A Selection fromLight, Life, and Love.
the German Mystics.

An Introduction to the Devout Life.

The Little Flowers of the Glu:
Messer St. Francis a.sd his Friars.

Death and Immortality.

The Spiritual Guide. Second Edition.

Devotions for Every Day in the Week
and the grf.at festivals.

Prbces Privatab.

11 KB MysTICAB, A Day Book from the
Writings of Mystics and Many Nations.
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Little Books on Art

With many Illustrations. Demy i6mo. is. 6d. net each volume

Each volume consists ot about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations;

including a Frontispiece in Photogravure

Albrecht Durer. L. J. Allen.

Arts of Japan, The. E. Dillon. Third
Edition.

Bookplates. E. Almack.

Botticelli. Mary L. Bonnor.

Burne-Jones. F. de Lisle.

Cellini. R. H. H. Cust.

Christian Symbolism. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Christ in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Claude. E. Dillon.

Constable. H. W. Tompkins. Second
Edition.

Corot. A. Pollard and E. BirnstingL

*Early English Water-Colour. C. E.

Hughes.

Enamels. Mrs. N. Dawson. Second Edition.

Frederic Leighton. A. Corkran.

George Romney. G. Paston.

Greek Art. H. B. Walters. Fourth Edition.

Greuze and Boucher. E. F. Pollard.

Holbein. Mrs. G. Fortescue.

Illuminated Manuscripts. J. W. Bradley.

Jewellery. C. Davenport. Second Edition.

John Hoppner. H. P. K. Skipton.

Sir Joshua Reynolds. J. Sime. Secona
Edition.

Millet. N. Peacock. Second Edition.

Miniatures. C.Davenport. Second Edition.

Our Lady in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Raphael. A. R. Dryhurst.

Rembrandt. Mrs. E. A. Sharp.

Rodin. Muriel Ciolkowska.

Turner. F. Tyrrell-Gill.

Vandyck. M. G. Smallwood.

W. Wilberforce andVelazquez.
Gilbert.

A. R

Watts. R. E. D. Sketchley. Second Edition.

The Little Galleries

Demy 16mo. 2s. 6d. net each volume

Each volume contains 20 plates in Photogravure, together with a short outline of

the life and work of the master to whom the book is devoted

A Little Gallery of Reynolds.

A Little Gallery of Romney.

A Little Gallery of Hoppner.

A Little Gallery of Millais.

The Little Guides

With many Illustrations by E. H. New and other artists, and from photographs

Small Pott 8vo. Cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; leather, y. 6d. net each volume

The main features of these Guides are (i) a handy and charming form ; (2) illus-

trations from photographs and by well-known artists ; (3) good plans and maps ;

(4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interesting in the

natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or district treated

Cambridge and its Colleges. A. H.
Thompson. Third Edition, Revised.

Channel Islands, The. E. E. Bicknell.

&HGi.isH Lakes, Thk. F. G. Brabant.

Isle of Wight, The. G. Clinch.

London. G. Clinch.

Malvern Country, The. B. C. A. Windle.

North Wales. A, T. Story.
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The Little Guides—continued

Oxford and its Cou.egks. J. Wells.

Ninth Edition.

St. Paul's Cathedral. G. Clinch.

Shakespeare's Country. B C. A Windle.

Fifth Edition.

South Wales. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

Westminster Abbey. G. E. Troutbeck.

Second Edition.

Berkshire. F. G. Brabant.

Buckinghamshire. E. S. Roscoe.

Cheshire. W. M. Gallichan.

Cornwall A. L. Salmon. Second Edition.

Derbyshire. J. C. Cox.

Devon. S. Baring-Gould. Second Edition.

Dorset. F. R. Heath. Second Edition.

Durham. J. E. Ho.i^kin.

Essex. J. C Cox.

Hampshire. J. C. Cox. Second Edition.

Hertfordshire. H. W. Tompkins.

Kent. G. Clinch.

Kerry. C P. Crane. Second Edition.

Leicestershire and Rutland. A. Harvey
and V. B. Crowther-Beynon.

Middlesex. J. B. Firth.

Monmouthshire. G. W. Wade and J. H.
Wade.

Norfolk. W. A. Dutt. Seer -id Edition
Revised.

Northamptonshire. W. Dry. New and
Revised Edition.

Northumberland. J. E. Morris.

Nottinghamshire. L. Guilford.

Oxfordshire. F. G. Brabant.

Shropshire. J. E. Auden.

Somerset. G. W. and J. H. Wade. Secon.1
Edition.

Staffordshire. C. Mascficld-

Suffolk. W. A. Dutt.

Surrey. J. C Cox.

Sussex. F. G. Bral <;.nt. Third Edition.

Wiltshire. F. R. Heath,

Yorkshire, The East Riding. J. E.
Morris.

Yorkshire, The North Riding. J. E.
Morris.

V kshire, The West Riding. J. E.

Morris. Cloth, 3^. 6d. net; leather, ^s. td.

net.

Brittany. S. Baring-Gould.

Normandy. C. Scudamore.

Rome. C. G. Ellaby.

Sicily. F. H. Jackson.

The Little Library

With Introduction, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces

Small Pott %vo. Each Volume^ cloth, is. 6J. net

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYRICS. Second Edition.

Austen (Jane). FRIDE AND PREJU-
DICE. Two Volumes.

NORTHANGER ABBEY.

Bacon (Francis).
LORD BACON.

THE ESSAYS OF

Barham (R. H.). THE INGOLDSBY
LEGENDS. Two Volumes.

Barnett (Annie). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH PROSE.

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY OF
THE CALIPH VATHEK.

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
THE WORKS OF WILLIAM BLAKE.

Borrow (George).
Volumes.

LAYENGRO. Two

THE ROMANY KYE.

Browning(Robert). SELECTIONS FROM
THE EARLY POEMS OF ROBERT
BROWNING.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN : With some later

Poems by George Canning.

Co v'fty (Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY.
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The Little Library—continued

Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE CRABBE.

Craik (Mrs.). JOHN HALIFAX,
GENTLEMAN. Tvto Volumes.

Crashaw (Riehard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.

Dante Alighieri. THE INFERNO OF
DANTE. Translated by H. F. Caiiy.

THE PURGATORIO OF DANTE. Trans-
lated by H. F. Caky.

THE PARAD1SO OF DANTE- Trans-
lated by H. F. Cary.

Darley (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.

Dearie (A. C). A
LIGHT VERSE.

LITTLE BOOK OF

Dickens (Charles). CHRISTMAS BOOKS.
Two Volumes.

Ferrier (Susan).
Volumes.

THE INHERITANCE

MARRIAGE. Ttuo

Gaskell (Mrs.).
Edition.

Two Volumes.

CRANFORD. Second

Hawthorne (Nathaniel). THE SCARLET
LETTER.

Henderson (T. F.). A LITTLE BOOK. OF
SCOTTISH VERSE.

Kinglake (A. W.).
Edition.

EOTHEN. Second

Lamb (Charles). ELIA, AND THE LAST
ESSAYS OF ELIA.

Locker (F.). LONDON LYRICS.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL.

Milton (John). THE MINOR POEMS OF
JOHN MILTON.

Moir (D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH.

Nichols (Bowyer). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONNETS.

Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES.

Sterne (Laurence).
JOURNEY.

A SENTIMENTAL

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE EARLY
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON.

IN MEMORIAM.
THE PRINCESS.
MAUD.

Thackeray (W. M.). VANITY FAIR
Three Volumes.

PENDENNIS. Three Volumes.

HENRY ESMOND.
CHRISTMAS BOOKS.

Yaughan (Henry). THE
HENRY VAUGHAN.

POEMS OF

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). A LITTLE
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH.
Thirteenth Edition.

Wordsworth (W.). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF WILLIAM WORDS-
WORTH.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).

LYRICAL BALLADS. Second Edition.

The Little Quarto Shakespeare
Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

Pott \6mo. In 40 Volumes. Leather, price is. net each volume.

Mahogany Revolving Book Case. 10s. net

Miniature Library

Demy ^imo. Leather, is. net each voluttu

Euphranor : A Dialogue on Youtb. Edward
FitzGerald.

The Life of Edward, Lor:D Herbert of
Chekbuky. Written by himself.

Polonius ; or, Wise Saws and Modern In-

stances. Edward FitzGerald.

The RubAiyAt of Omar KhayyAm. Edward
FittGtrald. Feurth Edition.
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The New Library of Medicine

red by C. W. SALEEBY. Demy S-o

Care of the Body, The. F. Cavanagh.
Second Edition. 7s. Cd. >iet.

Children of the Nation, The. The Right
Hon. Sir John Gorst. Second Edition,

js. 6d. net.

Control of a Scourge ; or, How Cancer is

Curable, The. Chas. P. Childe. 7s. td. tut.

Diseases of Occufation. Sir Thos. Oliver.
1 cm. 6d. net. Second Edition.

Drink Problem, in its Medico-Sociological
Aspects, The. Edited by T. N. Kelynack.
7*. 6d. net.

Drugs and the Drug Habit. H. Sains-

bury.

Functional Nerve Diseases. A. T. Scho-
field. js. 6d. net.

Hygiene of Mind, The. T. S. Clouston.
Sixth Edition. 7s. dd. net.

Infant Mortality. Sir George Newman.
7s. 6d. net.

Prevention of Tuberculosis (Consump-
tion), The. Arthur Newsholme. joj. 6d.

net. Second Edition.

Air and Health. Ronald C Macfie. 7s. 6d.

net. Second Edition.

The New Library of Music

Edited by ERNEST NEWMAN. Illustrated. Demy 8w>. 7s. M. net

A. Fuller-Maitland. Second I Handel. R. A. Streatfeild. Second Edition.

Hugo Wolf. Ernest Newman,

Brahms. J
Edition.

Oxford Biographies
Illustrated. Fcap. Zvo. Each volume, cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; leather, y. 6d.

Dante Alighieri. Paget Toynbee. Third
Edition.

Giroi.amo Savonarola. E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Sixth Edition.

John Howard. E. C. S. Gibson.

Alfred Tennyson. A. C. Benson. Second
Edition.

Sir Walter Raleigh. I. A Taylor.

Erasmus. E. F. H. Capey.

Robert Burns. T. F. He t'.erson.

Chatham. A. S. McDowall.

Francis of Assisi. Anna M. Stoddart.

Canning. W. Alison Phillips.

r.i:.\LONSFiELD. Walter Sichcl.

Johann Wolfgang Goethe. H. G. At

Francois de Fenelon. Viscount St. Cyres.

Four Plays
Fcap. Svo. 2s. net

The Honkymoon. AC- in Three Acts.

Arnold IL Second

The Cheat Adventure. A Play of Fancy in

Four Acts. Arnold liennett. .Second Edition.

M tLBSTOl
Knobhuch.

ett and Edward
Sixth Edit:'—..

Kismet.
tian.

Edward KnoUauch. Second Edi-

The States of Italy

Edited by E. ARMSTRONG and R. LAXGTON DOUGLAS
Illustrated. Demy Xro

A. M. Allen.A History or Milan under the Sforza.
Cecilia M. Amy. ioj. 6d. net.

A !h t> 1 civ Pp<?tti \.

A History of '

W. Heywood. rar. *./. not.
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The Westminster Commentaries

General Editor, WALTER LOCK
Demy Zvo

The Acts of the Apostles. Edited by R.
B. Rackham. Sixth Edition, ioj. 6d.

The First Epistle of Paul the Apostle
to the Corinthians. Edited by H. L.

Goudge. Third Edition. 6s.

The Book of Exodus. Edited by A. H.
M'Neile. Witb a Map and 3 Plans. 10s. 6d.

The Book of Ezekiel. Edited by H. A.

Redpath. 10s. 6d.

The Book of Genesis. Edited, with Intro-

duction and Notes, by S. R. Driver. Ninth
Edition, ias. 6d.

Additions and Corrections in the
Seventh and Eighth Editions of the
Book of Genesis. S. R. Driver. is.

The Book of the Prophet Isaiah.
Edited by G. W. Wade. 10s. 6d.

The Book of Job. Edited by E. C. S. Gib-
son. Second Edition. 6s.

The Epistle of St. James. Edited, with
Introduction and Notes, by R. J. Knowling.
Second Edition. 6s.

The 'Young
1

Series

Illustrated. Crown Svo

The Young Botanist. W. P. Westell and
C S. Cooper. 3.S. 6d. net.

The Young Carpenter. Cyril Hall. 5$.

The Young Electrician.

5*-

Hammond Hall.

The Young Engineer.
Third Edition. 5J.

The Young Naturalist.
Second Edition. 6s.

The Young Ornithologist. W. P. WestelL
5*.

Hammond Hall.

W. P. Westell.

Methuen's Shilling Library

Fcap. %vo. is. rut

Blue Bird, The. Maurice Maeterlinck.

England, The. G. F. G.Condition of
Masterman.

De Profundis. Oscar Wilde.

From Midshipman to Field-Marshal.
Six Evelyn Wood, F.M., V.C.

Hills and the Sea. Hilaire Belloc

*Huxlev, Thomas Henry. P. Chalmers-
Mitchell.

Ideal Husband, An. Oscar Wilde.

Intentions. Oscar Wilde.

his Book. James M.Jimmy Glover,
Glover.

John Boyes, King of the Wa-Kikuyu.
John Boyes.

Lady Windermere's Fan. Oscar Wilde.

Letters from a Self-made Merchant
to his Son. George Horace Lorimer.

Lips of John Ruskin, The. W. G. Colling-
wood.

Life of Robert Louis
Graham Balfour.

Stevenson, The.

Life of Tennyson, The. A. C. Benson.

Little of Everything, A. E. V. Lucas.

Lord Arthur Savile's Crime. Oscar Wilde.

Lore of the Honey-Bee, The. Tickner
Edwardes.

Man and the Universe. Sir Oliver Lodge.

Mary Magdalene. Maurice Maeterlinck.

Old Country Life. S. Baring-Gould.

Parish Clerk, The. P. H. Ditchfield.

Selected Poems. Oscar Wilde.

Sevastopol, and other Stories. Leo
Tolstoy.

Two Admirals. Admiral John Moresby.

Under Five Reigns. Lady Dorothy Nevill.

Vailima Letters. Robert Louis Stevenson.

Vicab of Morwenstow, The. S. Baring-
Gould.
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Books for Travellers

Crown Svo. 6s. each

Each volume contains a number of Illustrations in Colour

A Wanderer in Flore.vce. E. V. Lucas.

A Wanderer in Paris. E. V. Lucas.

A Wanderer in Holland. E. V. Lucas.

A Wanderer in London. E. V. Lucas.

Tvle Norfolk Broads. W. A. Dutt.

The New Forest. Horace G. Hutchinson.

Naples. Arthur H. Norway.

The Cities of Umbria. Edward Hutton.

The Cities of Stain. Edward Hutton.

The Cities of Ixjmbardy. Edward Hutton.

Florence and Northern Tuscany, with
Genoa. Edward Hutton.

Sikna and Southern Tuscany. Edward
Hutton.

Rome. Edward Hutton.

Venice and Venetia. Edward Hutton.

The Bretons at Home. F. M. Gostling.

The Land of Pardons (Brittany). Anatole
Le Hi . i.

A Book of the Rhine. S. Baring-Gould.

The Naples Riviera. H. M. Vaughan.
Days in Cornwall- C. Lewis Hind.

Through East Anglia in a Motor Car.
J. E. Vincent.

The Skirts of the Great City. Mrs A.
G. Bell.

Round about Wiltshire. A. G. Bradley.

Scotland of To-day. T. F. Henderson and
Francis Watt.

Norway and its Fjords. M. A. Wyllie.

Some Books on Art

The Armourer and his Craft. Charles
ffoulkes. Illustrated. Royal 4I0. £2 2s.

net.

Art and Like. T. Sturge Moore. Illustrated.

Cr. Svo. 5s. net.

Aims and Ideals in Art. George Clausen.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Large Post
Svo. 5-r. net.

Six Lectures on Painting. George Clausen.
Illustrated. Third Edition, Large Post
Svo. 3s. 6d. net.

Francesco Guardi, 1712-1793. G. A.
Simonson. Illustrated. Imperial +to.

£2 2S. net.

Illustrations of the Book of Job.
William Blake. Quarto. £1 is. net.

John Lucas, Portrait Painter, 1828-1874.
Arthur Lucas. Illustrated. Imperial t,to.

£3 3-f «'•

Old Paste. A. Beresford Ryley. Illustrated.

Royal 4/0. £2 2S. net.

One Hundred Masterpieces of Painting.
With an Introduction by R. C Witt. Illus-

trated. Second Edition, Denty^vo. los.td.
net.

The British School. An Anecdotal Guide
to the British Painters and Paintings in the
National Gallery. E. V. Lucas. Illus-
trated. Fcap. Svo. 2S. 6d net.

One Hundred Masterpieces of Sculpture.
With an Introduction by G. F. Hill. Illus-
trated. Demy Svo. \os. 6d. net.

A Romnbt Folio. With an Essay by A. B.
Chamberlain. Imperial Folio. £15 15J.
net.

The Saints in Art. Margaret E. Tabor.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Fcap. Bvo.

3s. td. net.

Schools of Painting. Mary Innes. Illus-

trated. Cr. Svo. $s. net.

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian Times.
J. R. Allen. Illustrated. Seconal Edition,
Demy Svo. js. 6d, net.

' Classics of Art.' See page 14.

'The Connoisskur's Library.' See page 15.

' Little Books oit Ajrr." See page 18.

'The Tittle Gam fries." See page 1 8.
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Some Books on Italy

Etruria and Modern Tuscany, Old.
Mary L. Cameron. Illustrated. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s. net.

Florence : Her History and Art to the Fall

of the Republic. F. A. Hyett. Demy Svo.

ys. 6d. net.

Florence, A Wanderer in. E. V. Lucas.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Florence and her Treasures. H. M.
Vaughan. Illustrated. Fcap. Svo. $s. net.

Florence, Country Walks about. Edward
Hutton. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Fcap. Svo. 5s. net.

Florence and the Cities or Northern
Tuscany, with Genoa. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Lombardy, The Cities ok. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Milan under the Sforza, A History of.

Cecilia M. Ady. Illustrated. Demy Svo.

ios. 6d. net.

Naples : Past and Present. A. H. Norway.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Naples Riviera, The. H. M. Vaughan.
Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Perugia, A History of.
Illustrated. Demy Svo.

Rome. Edward Hutton.
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

William Heywood.
1 2S. 6d. net.

Illustrated. Third

Rome. C. G. Ellaby. Illustrated. Small
Pott Svo. Cloth, 2S. 6d. net ; leather, 3s. 6d.

net.

Roman Pilgrimage, A.
Illustrated. Dejny Svo.

R. E. Roberts.
ios. 6d. net.

Sicily. F. H. Jackson. Illustrated. Small
Pott Svo. Cloth, 2S. 6d. net ; leather, 3s. 6d,

net.

Sicily : The New Winter Resort. Douglas
Sladen. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.
S?>o. ss- net-

Siena and Southern Tuscany. Edward
Hutton. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

Tuscany, In Unknown. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Second Edition, Demy Svo.

fs. 6d. net.

Umbria, The Cities of. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Venice and Venetia. Edward Hutton.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Venice on Foot. H. A. Douglas. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Fcap. Svo. 5s.net.

Venice and her Treasures. H. A.

Douglas. Illustrated. Fcap. Svo. 5s. net.

Verona, A History of. A. M. Allen.
Illustrated. Demy Svo. 12s. 6d. net.

Dante and his Italy. Lonsdale Ragg.
Illustrated. Demy Svo. 12s. 6d. net.

Dante Alighieri : His Life and Works.
Paget Toynbee. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 5s.
net.

Home Life in Italy. Lina Duff Gordon.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Demy Svo.
ios. 6d. net.

Lakes of Northern Italy, The. Richard
Bagot. Illustrated. Fcap. Svo. $s. net.

Lorenzo the Magnificent. E. L. S.

Horsburgh. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Demy Svo. i$s. net.

Medici Popes, The. H. M. Vaughan. Illus-

trated. Demy Svo. 15.9. net.

St. Catherine of Siena and her Times.
By the Author of ' Mdlle. Mori.' Illustrated.
Second Edition. Demy Svo. js. 6d. net.

S. Francis of Assisi, The Lives
Brother Thomas of Celano. Cr. Svo.

net.

OF.

5-*-

Savonarola, Girolamo. E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Illustrated. Cr. Svo. $s. net.

Shelley and his Friends in Italy. Helen
R. Angeli. Illustrated. Demy Svo. ios. 6d.

net.

Skies Italian : A Little Breviary for Tra-
vellers in Italy. Ruth S. Phelps. Fcap. Svo.

$s. net.

United Italy. F. M. Underwood. Demy
Svo. ios. 6d net.

Woman in Italy. W. Boulting. Illustrated.

Demy Svo. ios. 6d. net.
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Part III.—A Selfxtion of Works of Fiction

Albanesl (E. Maria). SUSANNAH AND
ONE OTHER. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THE BROWN EYES OF MARY. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

I KNOW A MAIDEN. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE INVINCIBLE AMELIA; or, The
Polite Adventuress. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d.

THE GLAD HEART. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

OLIVIA MARY. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THE BELOVED ENEMY. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Bagot (Richard). A ROMAN MYSTERY.
Third Edition Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE PASSPORT. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

ANTHONY CUTHBERT. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

LOVE"S PROXY. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

DONNA DIANA. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

CASTING OF NETS. Twelfth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE HOUSE OF SERRAVALLE. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

DARNELEY PLACE. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Bailey (H.C.). STORM AND TREASURE.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE LONELY QUEEN. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Baring-Oould (8.). IN THE ROAR OF
THE SEA. Eighth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MARGERY OF QUETHER. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

J HE QUEEN OF LOVE. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

JACQUETTA. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

KITTY ALONE. Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

NOEMI. Illustrated. Fourth Edition. Cr.
>. 6s.

THE BROOM-SQUIRE. Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

DARTMOOR IDYLLS. Cr. Zvo. 6j.

BLADYS OF THE STEWPONEY. Ilia*
trated. Second Edition. Cr. Zvo.

PABO THE PRIEST. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

WINEFRED. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ROYAL GEORGIE. Illustrated. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

IN DEWISLAND. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

MRS. CURGENVEN OF CURGENVEN.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Barr (Robert). IN THE MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE COUNTESS TEKLA. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Begble (Harold). THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW, Bart.; or, The
Progress of an Ofen Mind. Secona
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Belloc (H.). EMMANUEL BURDEN,
MERCHANT. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A CHANGE IN THE CABINET. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Bennett (Arnold). CLAYHANGER.
Eleventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CARD. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s

HILDA LESSWAYS. Seventh Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BURIED ALIVE. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

A MAN FROM THE NORTH. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE MATADOR OF THE FIVE TOW
Second Edition. Cr. Zve. 6j.

Benson (E. F.). DODO : A Detail of Tin
Day Sixteenth Editien. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Birmingham (George A.). SPANISH
GOLD. Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE SEARCH PARTY. Sixth Edii
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

LALAGES LOVERS. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THE ADVF.NTURES OF DR. WHIT I V.

Fourth Edition. Cr. Zee. 6*.
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Bowen (Marjorie). I WILL MAINTAIN.
Eighth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A KNIGHT OF SPAIN. Third Edition.

Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE QUEST OF GLORY. Third Edition.

Cr. Bvo. 6s.

GOD AND THE KING. Fifth Edition.

Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Clifford (Mrs. W. K.). THE GETTING
WELL OF DOROTHY. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. \s. 6d.

Conrad (Joseph), THE SECRET AGENT :

A Simple Tale. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo.

6s.

A SET OF SIX. Fourth Edition. Cr.tvo. 6s.

UNDER WESTERN EYES. Second Edi-
Hon. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Conyers (Dorothea). SALLY. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Corelll (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. Thirty-Second Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

VENDETTA ; or, The Story of owe For-
gotten. Thirtieth Edition. Cr. Bvo.

6s.

THELMA : A Norwegian Princess.

Forty-third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

ARDATH : The Story of a Dead Self.

Twenty-first Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Seventeenth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

WORMWOOD: A Drama of Paris.

Nineteenth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

BARABBAS : A Dream of the World's
Tragedy. Forty-sixth Edition. Cr. Bvo.

6s.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Fifty-
seventh Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE MASTER-CHRISTIAN. Fourteenth
Edition. ijQth Thousand. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

TEMPORAL POWER : A Study in

Supremacy. Second Edition. i^ol/i

T/iousand. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

GOD'S GOOD MAN: A Simple Love
Story. Sixteenth Edition. i$t,th Thou-
sand. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

HOLY ORDERS : The Tragedy of a
Quiet Life. Second Edition. \ioth

Thousand. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Twenty-ninth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

BOY: A Sketch. Thirteenth Edition. Cr.

8cw. 6s.

Fourteenth Edition. Cr. tooCAMEOS.
6s.

THE LIFE EVERLASTING.
tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Sixth Edi.

Crockett (S. K.). LOCHINVAR. Illus-

trated. Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Second
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Croker (B. M.). THE OLD CANTON-
MENT. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

JOHANNA. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE HAPPY VALLEY. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A NINE DAYS' WONDER. Fourth Edi-
tion. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

PEGGY OF THE BARTONS. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

ANGEL. Fifth Edition. Cr. Boo. 6s.

KATHERINE THE ARROGANT. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

BABES IN THE WOOD. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Doyle (Sir A. Conan). ROUND THE RED
LAMP. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Drake (Maurice). WO* Fifth Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Fenn (0. Manville). SYD BELTON : The
Boy who would not go to Sea. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 3$. 6d.

Findlater (J. K.). THE GREEN GRAVES
OF BALGOWRIE. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Bvo. 6s.

THE LADDER TO THE STARS. Second
Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Findlater (Mary). A NARROW WAY.
Third Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

THE ROSE OF JOY. Third Edition.
Cr. Bvo. 6s.

A BLIND BIRD'S NEST. Illustrated.

Second Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Fry (B. and C. B.). A MOTHERS SON.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 6s.

Harraden (Beatrice). IN VARYING
MOODS. Fourteenth Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

HILDA STRAFFORD and THE REMIT-
TANCE MAN. Twelfth Edition. Cr.

Bvo. 6s.

INTERPLAY. Fifth Edition. Cr.Bvo. 6s.

Kauptmann (Gerhart). THE FOOL IN
CHRIST. Cr. Bvo. 6s.
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Hichene (Robert). THE PROPHET OF
BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

FELIX : Threk Years to a Life. Tenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

BYFWAYS. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Twenty-
second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE BLACK SPANIEL. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zv*. 6s.

BARBARY SHEEP. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. y. 6d.

THE DWELLER ON THE THRESHOLD.
Cr. to. 6i.

Hope (Anthony). THE GOD IN THE
CAR. Eleventh Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A CHANGE OF AIR. Sixth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

A MAN OF MARK. Seventh Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TONIO. Sixth Edition. Cr.Zvo. (s.

PHROSO. Illustrated. Ninth Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE KING'S MIRROR. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Zoo. 's.

QUISANTE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

A SERVANT OF THE PURLIC Illus-

trated. Sixth Edition. Cr. So*>. 6s.

THE GREAT MISS DRIVER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. boo. 6s.

MRS. MAXTON PROTESTS. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Zve. 6s.

Hutten (Baroness von). THE HALO.
Fifth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

'The Inner Shrine* (Author of), THE
WILD OLIVE. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo.
6j.

THE STREET CALLED STRAIGHT.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Zz %o. 6s.

Jacobs (W. V/.). MANY CARGOES.
Thirty-third Edition. w. 3s.

Also Illustrated in colour. Den*.? Zvo.

js. 6d. net.

SEA URCHINS. Seventeenth Edition. Cr
Zvo. -$s. 6d.

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated
Tenth Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. 6d.

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Eleventh
Edition. Cr. &vo. 51. 6d.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Eleventh
Edition. Cr. Zvo. ys. &/.

AT SUNWICH PORT. Illustrated. Tenth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 35. 6d.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. -$s. 6d.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Fifth Edition.
Cr. tvo. 3j. 6d.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Illustrated.
Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

SALTHAVEN. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d.

SAILORS' KNOTS. Illustrated. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. y. 6d.

SHORT CRUISES. Third Edition. Cr.
Zvp. y. 6d.

James (Henry). THE GOLDEN BOWL.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

he "TJX (William). THE HUNCHBACK
Oi ESTMINSTER. Third Edition.
Cr. ': j. 6s.

THE CLOSED BOOK. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE VALLEY OF THE SHADOW.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.

BEHIND THE THRONE. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

London (Jack). WHITE FANG.
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Ninth

Lowndes (Mrs. Belloc). THE CHINK
IN THE ARMOUR. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

MARY PECHELL. Second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s.

STUDIES IN LOVE AND TERROR.
Second Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Lucas (E. Y.l. LISTENER'S LURE : Am
Oblique Narration. Ninth
Fcap. Zvo. 5-r.

OVER BEMERTON'S: An Easy-*
Chronicle. Tenth Edition. Fcap.

MR. INGLESIDE. Ninth Edition. Fcap.
Zvo. $s.

LONDON LAVENDER Sixth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Lyall (Edna).
NOVELIST.
3*. &d-

DERRICK VAUGH
44M Thousand. Cr.
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Macnaughtan (S.). THE FORTUNE OF
CHRISTINA M'NAB. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

PETER AND JANE, Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Malet (Lucas). A COUNSEL OF PER-
FECTION. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

COLONEL ENDERBY'S WIFE. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HISTORY OF SIR RICHARD
CALMADY: A Romance. Ninth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Sixteenth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE CAR I SSIMA. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Mason (A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Illustrated. Eighth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Maxwell (W. B.). THE RAGGED MES-
SENGER. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

VIVIEN. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. 6s.

ODD LENGTHS. Second Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

HILL RISE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE COUNTESS OF MAYBURY: Be-
twben You and I. Fourth Edition, Cr.
Svo. 6s.

THE REST CURE. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Milne (A. A.)» THE DAY'S PLAY. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HOLIDAY ROUND. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Montague (C. E.). A HIND LET LOOSE.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Morrison (Arthur). TALES OF MEAN
STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. Svo. 6s.

OlllYant (Alfred). OWD BOB, THE
GREY DOG OF KENMUIR. With a

Frontispiece. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE TAMING OF JOHN BLUNT.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE ROYAL ROAD. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Onions (Oliver). GOOD BOY SELDOM i

A Romance of Advertisement. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Oppenheim (E. Phillips). MASTER OF
MEN. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE MISSING DELORA. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Orczy (Baroness). FIRE IN STUBBLE
Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Oxenham (John). A WEAVER OF
WEBS. Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

THE GATE OF THE DESERT. Eighth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

PROFIT AND LOSS. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE LONG ROAD. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SONG OF HYACINTH, and Other
Stories. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MY LADY OF SHADOWS. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LAURISTONS. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

THE COIL OF CARNE. Sixth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN ROSE
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MARY ALL-ALONE. Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

Parker (Gilbert). PIERRE AND HIS
PEOPLE, Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus-

trated. Tenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

WHEN VALMOND CAME TO PONTIAC :

The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH:
The Last Adventures of ' Pretty
Pierre.' Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Nineteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: A
Romance of Two Kingdoms. Illustrated.

Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. ys. 6d.

NORTHERN LIGHTS. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Pasture (Mrs. Henry de la). THE
TYRANT. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.
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Pemberton (Max). THE FOOTSTEPS
OF A THRONE. Illustrated. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

I CROWN THEE KING. Illustrated. Cr.

Svo. 6*.

LOVE THE HARVESTER : A Stoky of
the Shires. Illustrated. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 3J. 6d.

THE MYSTERY OF THE GREEN
HEART. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Perrln (Alice). THE CHARM. Fifth
Edition. Cr. 8cw. 6s.

THE ANGLO-INDIANS. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Ivo. is.

Phillpotts (Eden). LYING PROPHETS.
Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

CHILDREN OF THE MIST. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.
Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE RIVER. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

KNOCK AT A VENTURE. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE PORTREEVE. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

THE POACHERS WIFE. Second Edition.

Cr. Sz'O. 6s.

THE STRIKING HOURS. Second Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

DEMETERS DAUGHTER. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Pickthall (Marmaduke). SAID, THE
FISHERMAN. Eighth Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

'Q'(A. T. Quiller-Couch). THE MAYOR
OK TROY. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

MERRY-GARDEN amd other Stories.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

MAJOR V1GOUREUX. Third Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

Ridge (W. Pett). ERB. Second Edition,
Cr. Svo. 6s.

A SON OF THE STATE. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 3J. bd.

A BREAKER OF LAWS. A Ntw Edition.

Cr. Svo. l*. 6d.

MRS. GAPERS BUSINESS. Illustrated.

Second h'.ditio*. Cr. Svo. 6s.

TIN': WICKHAMSES. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

SPLENDID BROTHER. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 6s.

NINE TO SIX-THIRTY. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THANKS TO SANDERSON. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

DEVOTED SPARKES. Second Edition
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Russell (W. Clark). MASTER ROCK A-
FELLARS VOYAGE. Illu-trated.

Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. $s. 6d.

Sidgwlck (Mrs. Alfred). THE KINS-
MAN. Illustrated. Third Edition. Cr.
8m. 6s.

THE LANTERN-BEARERS. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SEVERINS. Sixth Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

ANTHEA'S GUEST. Fourth Edition. Cr.

Svo. 6s.

LAMORNA. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Snalth (J. C). THE PRINCIPAL GIRL
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

AN AFFAIR OF STATE. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. ts.

Somervlllo (E. CE.) and Ross (Martin).
DAN RUSSEL THE FOX. Illustrated.

Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Thurston (E. Temple). MIRAGE. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Watson (H. B. Marriott). ALISE OF
ASTRA. Third Edition. Cr. Svo. (s.

THE BIG FISH. Third Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s.

Webllng (Peggv). THE STORY OF
VIRGINIA PERFECT. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE SP I R IT OF M IRTH . Sixth Ed,Hon.
Cr. Svo. ' s.

FELIX CHRISTIE. Third Edition. Cr.
Svo. 6s.

THE PEARL STRINGER. Second Edi-
tion. ( 6s.

Weyman (Stanley). UNDER THE RED
ROBE. Illustrated. Twenty-third Edi-
Hi n. Cr. SVO. 6s.

Whitby (Beatrice). ROSAMUND. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

Williamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDICTOR: The
Str.u.^e Adventures of .> M<ior Car. Illus

trated. T~vetityjhrti Edition. Cr. Sto. ts.

Also Cr. ivo. is. net.
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THE PRINCESS PASSES: A Romance
of A. Motor. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Eleventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE BOTOR CHAPERON. Illustrated.

Eighth Edition. Cr. &vo. 6s.

THE CAR OF DESTINY. Illustrated.

Seventh Edition. Cr. %vo. 6s.

MY FRIEND THE CHAUFFEUR. Illus-

trated. Twelfth Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SCARLET RUNNER. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

SET IN SILVER. Illustrated. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Svo. 6s.

LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS
AMERICA. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 6*

Sixth Edition,THE GOLDEN SILENCE.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE GUESTS OF HERCULES.
Edition. Cr. 8a<?. 6s.

Thira

THE HEATHER MOON.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

THE LOVE PIRATE.
Cr. Svo. 6s.

Fifth Edition.

Second Edition.

Wyllarde (Dolf). THE PATHWAY OF
THE PIONEER (Nous Autres). Sixth
Editian. Cr. Svo. dr.

Methuen's Two-Shilling Novels

Crown Svo. 2s. net

Botor Chaperon, The. C. N. and A. M.
Williamson.

Call of the Blood, The. Robert Hichens.

Card, The. Arnold Bennett.

Clementina. A. E. W. Mason.

Colonel Enderby's Wife. Lucas Malet.

Felix. Robert Hichens.

Gate of the Desert, The. John Oxenham.

My Friend the Chauffeur. C. N. and
A. M. Williamson.

Mystery of the Green Heart, The. Max
Pemberton.

Old Gorgon Graham.

Princess Virginia, The
Williamson.

G. H. Lorimer.

C. N and A. M.

Search Party, The. G. A. Birmingham.

Seats of the Mighty, The. Sir Gilbert
Parker.

Servant of the Public, A. Anthony
Hope.

Set in Silver. C. N. aud A. M. Williamson.

Severins, The. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

Sir Richard Calmady. Lucas Malet.

Vivien. W. B. Maxwell.

Books for Boys and Girls

Illustrated. Crown Svo. $s. 6d.

Getting Well of Dorothy, The. Mrs.
W. K. Clifford.

Girl of the People, A. L. T. Meade.

Hepsy Gipsy. L. T. Meade. 2S. 6d.

Honourable Miss, The. L. T. Meade.

Master Rockafellar's Voyage. W. Clark
Russell.

Only a Guard-Room Dog
Cuthell.

Red Grange, The.

Edith E.

Mrs. Molesworth.

Syd Belton : The Boy who would not go
to Sea. G. Manville Fenn.

There was oncb a Prince. Mrs. M. E.
Mann.
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Methuen's Shilling Novels

Fcap. Svo. is. net

Anna ok the Five Towns. Arnold Bennett.

Bakuary Sheep. Robert flichens.

Charm, The. Alice Pcrrin.

Dan Russel the Fox. E. OE. Somerville
and Martin Ross.

Demon, The. C. N. and A. M. Williamson.

Fike in Stubble. Baroness Orczy.

Guarded Flame, The. \V. B. Maxwell.

HlLL Rise. W. B. Maxwell.

Jane. Marie Corelli.

Joseph in JBOFARDY. Frank Danby.

Lady Betty Across the Water. C. N.
and A. M. Williamson.

Light Freights. W. W. Jacobs.

Long Road, The. John Oxenham.

Mighty Atom, The. Marie CorellL

Mirage. E. Temple Thurston.

'NG Delora, The. E. PI QHps Oppea
hcii.i.

Round the Red Lamp. Sir A. Conan Doyle.

SaYd, the Fisiilkman. Marmaduke Pick-
thall.

Secret Woman, The. Eden Phillpotts.

Severins, The. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

Spanish Gold. G. A. Birmingham.

Splendid Brother. W. Pett Ridge.

Tales op Mean Streets. Arthur Morrison.

Halo, The. Baroness von Hutten.

Tyrant, The. Mrs. Henry de la Pasture.

Under the Red Rose. Stanley J. Weyman.
Virginia Perfect. Peggy Wcbling.

Woman with the Fan, The. Robert
Hichens.

Methuen's Sevenpenny Novels

Fcap. Zvo. yd. net

ANGEL. B. M. Croker.

PRINCE RUPERT THE BUCCANEER. C. J. Cutcliffe IIvne.

I CROWN THEE KING. Max Pembbrton.

THE BROOM SQUIRE. S. Baring-Gould.

LONE PINE. R. B. Townshend.

THE SIGN OF THE SPIDER. Bertram Mitford.

MASTER OF MEN. E. Phillips Oppenheim.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES. Sir Gilbert Parker.

THE HUMAN BOY. Eden Phillpotts.

BY STROKE OF SWORD. Andrew Balfour.
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